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1PREFACE.
The present work is, indirectly, the result of my strong 
lifelong desire to complete the rigidly traditional and 
orthodox education received at the ancient University of 
al-Azhar and then at the faculty of Dar al-’Ulum by closer 
acquaintance with the main trends of contemporary Western 
ciilture. It is traditional in the old families of fellah 
origin in Egypt for one of the sons to "be sent to al-Azhar in 
preparation for a religious career; fate decreed that in my 
family the choice should fall on me. Vtfhile one of my brothers 
was reading Shakespeare, Byron and Shaw, and the other was 
preparing for the engineering profession, I sat behind a desk 
littered with commentaries on and glossaries and super-glossaries 
to medieval subjects, studying and memorising texts of which 
I understood but little. All the time I was possessed by the 
secret longing to gain entrance into that unknown world which 
was symbolised, to me, by the books my brothers used to talk 
to me about in our leisure hours. When, overjoyed at having 
been taught a few words of English at Dar al-’Ulum, I asked my 
eldest brother how long it would take me to be able to read 
Byron, his favourite poet, his answer was: ttNeverw. This was 
the moment in which I decided to learn English and even go to
England for further studies. Twelve years later, it was 
granted to me to fulfil my desire.
Another emotionally tinged episode which still vividly 
clings to my memory is connected with the figure of my 
grandfather, seated on a settee in his parlour and asking me 
to read out to him from Nadim*s Al-Ta* if and Al-Ustadh; the 
afternoons X spent as a child in my grandfather*s company 
excited my curiosity and were at the root of my subsequent 
interest in the Egyptian national movement. When I grew older,
I strove to become acquainted with the details of ’UrabPs 
revolution which was the first phase of Egyptian nationalism 
and I was fascinated by the colourful and interesting, though 
at times controversial figure of *Abd Allah Nadirru The two 
volumes of Al-Ustadh which belonged to my grandfather are stiU 
in my possession, but, unfortunately, I did not treat the 
single copies of Al-Ta*if with the same piety, for most of 
them were destroyed, together with other old newspapers, by 
careless domestics.
The second factor to influence me in my choice of subject 
was that both Egyptian history and the history of Arabic 
literature exhibit a more or less strong bias in their treatment 
of NadTm. Moreover, the beginnings of the national movement 
have, both in Egypt and in the West, been represented from 
different angles, but there has been no serious attempt to 
represent it from the nationalist point of view.
The third factor to influence me was that, after 
graduating from Dar al-tJlum in 1949, I chose journalism as 
my career, and became literary editor of al-Ahram, the oldest 
non-official nevfspaper in Egypt still in existence which goes 
back to the days of the national movement. The first serious 
attempt to produce an Egyptian newspaper by an Egyptian for 
Egyptians, NadTm’s attempt, naturally attracted my attention. 
These are the factors which actuated me in my choice of 
the subject of my PhUVthesis. It has been my object to show 
’Abd Allah NadTra as he really was and what he stood for, with 
all his merits and his weaknesses, against the background of 
the national movement whose literary and political viewpoint 
he represents, and as a pioneer of the Arabic literary 
Renaissance to which he contributed as a journalist, orator 
and song writer,
I should like to express my heartfelt gratitude to my 
supervisor*, Mr* D. Oowan, to whom X am greatly indebted for 
his kind guidance and encouragement in all the difficulties I 
have encountered in the course of the present work, and without 
whose help it would never have been completed, X also v/ish 
to express my sincere thanks to Prof* R.B. Serjeant for his 
kind help and interest in my work. I also thank Dr. Anna 
Irene Falk for reading my proof. But, first and foremost, I 
should have liked to thank my beloved Father who was looking
forward to the completion of the present work with such 
eagerness* Death has forestalled me, and implacable destiny 
has robbed me of this unique joy; instead, I have to thank his 
dear memory* I also thank my dear Mother for her kind 
understanding and patience and for giving me all the help in 
her power, and my brothers who, while I was doing my research 
in England, deputised for me after my Father’s death in 
January 1959, carrying my part of the burden of family duties*
*ALI AL-HADIDI
INTRODUCTION,
The Arabic literature of the Renaissance period has 
found, up to now, singularly little attention in the West; 
the same is true of the first Egyptian national movement.
After 1888, ’Urabi’s revolution was frequently described, in 
both Egypt and England, as a rebellion, and fAbd Allah Nadlm 
was neglected by the historians of Egypt as well as by the 
historians of Arabic literature. The present work is intended 
to be a presentation of them in their proper light,
The first chapter of the present thesis gives a picture 
of Hadim’s early days, as a schoolboy and civil servant, boon 
companion of the rich, itinerant man of letters and disciple 
of Jamal al-DTn al-AfghanT; it also describes his literary, 
social and political background. It deals with the general 
trend of the Arabic literature of that time with its preference 
^or Badi* style, and shows the desolate plight and economic 
disaster of Egypt under Isma’Tl’s rule and the foreign 
interference it brought about. It pays special attention to 
the social aspect of the situation with the glaring contrast 
between the masses of the population living in conditions of 
dire poverty, and the wealthy few, mostly of Turkish origin, 
who were the masters of the country*
The second chapter shows the metamorphosis of Nadira 
from a self-centred, though intellectually active literary 
amateur into a passionate social, educational and literary 
reformer who attempts political propaganda not so much overtly 
as by implication. The ways and means he employs in pursuit 
0f his reform such as the foundation of schools through the 
medium of benevolent societies, the foundation of Rhetoric 
Assemblies, platform speaking and the journalistic essay — 
especially in his periodical Al-Tankit - are given prominence 
in this chapter which shows how Nadlm’ s activity was 
instrumental in awakening national consciousness and 
consolidating public opinion in preparation for the great 
events of the revolution.
The third chapter throws light on Nadira’s role as **the 
Orator of the National Party11, the great propagandist of 
nationalism, a leader of the national movement second in rank 
only to ’Urabl, and the editor of Al-Te&f Official organ 
of the National Assembly and the exponent of constitutional 
views* This chapter describes the zenith of the national 
movement and the simultaneous climax of Nadira’s political 
role and deals with the conflict between Egypt and Britain 
which culminates in the war of 1882 in which Nadlm takes part 
as the "Tyrtaeus of the revolution11, and end& with the British 
occupation of Egypt and Nadlm’s siibsequent disappearance from 
public life.
/The fourth chapter is devoted exclusively to Nadlm1 s 
life as a political refugee, living in vetreat in constant 
jeopardy, to his numerous hiding places and aliases, a life 
that extends over almost a decade. This chapter also 
illustrates the patriotism of the fellahin who keep faith with 
the national movement; it expounds the manifold benefits 
Nadlm derives from his unimpeded studies, and deals with scores 
of hooks written in this period. The chapter terminates with 
Nadim1 s arrest and exile to Palestine in 1891, and his return 
to Egypt after the amnesty of 1892*
The fifth chapter is concerned with the second phase of 
the national movement as whose exponent Nadim can he regarded; 
it includes Nadim1s second struggle for' political independence, 
this time against the British occupation, and his attempts at 
a vindication of the first national movement in the eyes of 
the young generation. The organ of this struggle in all its 
aspects, social, political and literary, is his periodical 
Al-Ustadh. The growing awareness of the British occupation of 
the danger of Nadlm1s spiritual leadership leads to the 
suspension of Al-Ustadh and the banishment of Nadim who, after 
a short stay in Palestine, finds himself leading a life of 
idleness in Constantinople again in the company of Jamal al-Din. 
The chapter ends with Nadira’s death in 1896.
While all the aspects of his literary production are 
presented chronologically in the preceding chapters, the sixth
l
chapter is devoted to the assessment of his literary personality 
against the "background of the Arabic literary Renaissance. It 
deals with Nadlm as a pioneer of oration, of the folk song 
and modern journalism, and with his shortcomings as a poet.
No one is more aware than I of the defects of this thesis, 
hut I should like to emphasise that research on Nadlm’s 
writings was rendered especially difficult hy the fragmentary 
nature of his literary heritage. The lack of reference forced 
me to interrupt my stay in England and travel to Egypt in 
order to supplement the meagre sources at my disposal hy 
personal contacts and research in public and private Egyptian 
libraries. Even so, documentary evidence has been far from 
sufficient; this may he one of the reasons why my assessment 
of Nadim*s status as a poet differs from that of his 
contemporaries*
England was the obvious place to write this thesis.
1 - Owing to the close relationship between Britain and
Egypt at that time;
2 - Owing to the broadminded English approach to research
which made me expect tolerance for the viewpoint of an 
opponent such as Nadtm.
I must also add that I have dared to change the 
transliteration of the names of ’Urabi, fAbd Allah Nadira, 
Al-Ustadh and Al-^a1if in quotations from various English
etexts to "bring the spelling into line with the system of 
transcription employed throughout in this thesis.
Finally, the stress put on the general background and 
common factors seems to me fully justified by the fact that 
only after common features have been properly elucidated can 
individual elements be properly assessed.
CHAPTER 1
NADIMfS EARLY DAYS* 
1845-1878.
Egyptian Nationalism is a relatively recent 
phenomenon which emerged in the nineteenth century* 
Before that Egypt had been ruled for many centuries by 
non-Egyptians either in the name of religion or in the 
frankly avowed interest of the conquerors* Only when, 
in the nineteenth century, the impenetrable wall which 
separated Egypt from the outside world was removed, 
modern education generated in the country an awareness 
of the fact that they were governed by oppressors of 
foreign blood. Under the impact of m o d e m  education, 
they began to draw comparisons between the deplorable 
state of their own country under foreign rulers, and 
the conditions of liberty in European countries which 
were governed by their own sons. They became 
conscious of their enslavement, and it was that 
consciousness that was at the root of the national
11
movement of Egypt among whose pioneers fA M  Allah Nadim 
played such a prominent part. He planted the seeds of 
nationalism in the hearts of the masses hy every means 
in his powerj his literary talent, his eloquent tongue, 
his pen and his popular appeal, aided hy his incomparable 
endurance and tenacity of purpose. He carried the 
banner of the revolution and formulated its main principle, 
Egypt for the Egyptians. Ihus, whenever the national 
movement of Egypt is mentioned, the role played in it 
hy Nadlm must hy no means he ignored. In fact, it is 
impossible to over-estimate his importance. In any 
attempt to write a truthful and honest history of modern 
Egypt, the long forgotten fAbd Allah Nadlm will occupy 
a prominent place as a pioneer of Egyptian nationalism*
•Abd Allah Nadlm was horn in Alexandria, Egypt, on 
the 10th Dhu al-Hijjah of the year 1261 A.hI*^ (10th 
December, 184-5)9 on the annual Muslim festival of 
•Id al-’Adha (G-r eater Bair am).
(l) 1 Ahd Allah Nadlm, Kan wa Yakun (Cairo 1892) vol. 1, P«ll; 
Ahmad Samir, Introduction to Sulafat al--Nadim (2di 9
edition Cairo 1914*), P.3; Ahmad Taymur, larajim
^A1 yin al-Qarn al-Ihalith 1 Ashar wa 'Awa’il al-Rabi *
•Ashar (A.H.) (Cairo 194*0), P.5; Charles C. Adams,
Islam and Modernism in Egypt, (London 1933) P.221*
His father, Misbah ibn Ibrahim, was born in 1819 in
• •
the village of Tibah in the province of Sharqiyyah^
• •
and, like all Egyptian peasants, he spent his childhood 
and early adolescence in helping his family to till the
*r ( 2 )soil which was the property of the ruler, Muhammad 'All. # 
At that time, the young Egyptian born of fellah 
(peasant) stock had hardly any choice when his future 
occupation was decided upon* He either remained on the 
land owned by the Viceroy and received merely a small 
fraction of the fruits of his labour, barely enough to 
keep him and his family from starvation, or he was forced 
to go, under duress, to work on another landlord's 
grounds* Often he was driven away to do what literally 
amounted to unpaid forced labour at building roads, 
bridges or waterways* There was also a fourth 
possibility: he could be conscripted for the army,
which was equivalent to a precarious future*
(1) 'Abd Allah Madim, Al-Ustadh^(Periodical, Oairo 1892)
£•553.
(2) The Viceroy Muhammad 'All claimed ownership of all
*
the soil of Egypt on behalf of the Sultan in 
1807; cf* Muhammad 'Abd al-Rahim Mustafa, Tarikh'  * * I * '
Misr al-Hadlth, (Oairo 1933) P.96; Jurjl Zaydan, 
Tarajim Mashahlr al-Sharq fx al-Qarn al-Tasi' 'Ashar 
vol. 1, (Cairo 1910) P. 23*
In 1831 Muhammad 'All finished building a dockyard
in Alexandria, and rounded up a total of 8,000 boys and
(1)young men from all over the country to work in itv .
Misbah ibn Ibrahim was one of them, and was put to work • •
(o')
in the carpentry section of the dockyardv /. Here his 
lot was much better than that of the average peasant, for 
he was lucky enough to work under the supervision of 
educated engineers who paid him regular wages, pitiably 
small though they were, and fixed a limit to his working 
hours *
A change came in February 184*1 when, under the 
pressure exerted by the London Conference composed of 
Austria, England, Prussia and Russia, the Turkish Sultan 
issued a decree (Firman) which excluded Muhammad 'All 
from his position as ruler of Syria, giving him the rule 
of Egypt only, and limiting his army from more than 
276,616 s o l d i e r s t o  18,000^^. This created surplus
(1) 'All Mubarak, Al-Khitat al-Tawfiqiyyah (Cairo 1887)
* ♦ *
vol. vii, P.52*
(2) Taymur, op*cit* P.3*
(3) February, 1841.
(4) The count was undertaken in 1839, cf. Muhammad
Mukhtar,Kitab al-Tawflqat al-Ilhamiyyah,(Cairo 1311 
A.H. 11189 3") P.628.
(5) Cf.Wilfrid Scawen Blunt,Secret History of the English
occupation of Egypt,(London 1907) P.165; M.Mustafa, 
op.cit., P.33.
manpower, especially as the Firman also ordered the
closure of many factories whose sole aim it had been to
supply the army with all it needed. In consequence
many of the dockyard workers lost their employment.
Among them was Misbah* However, he had had a taste of• •
freedom, and did not feel like going back to the hardships
of a peasant1s life. therefore he stayed in Alexandria,
hoping to find alternative employment.
The year 184-1, in which the Sultan's Firman put an
end to Muhammad 'All's wars, marks the beginning of .
Alexandria as the economic capital of Egypt. It was
Thomas Waghorn, an employee of the East India Company,
who drew the attention of the world to Egypt's eminent
suitability as a land route between East and West, far
(1)superior to the sea route around the Capev . This 
attracted to Alexandria a number of enterprising 
foreigners who took up permanent residence there. The 
city was also constantly teeming with sailors on shore- 
leave and workers transporting goods. All this greatly 
affected the native population, insofar as it caused 4 :::
(1) Cf. M. Mustafa, op.cit., P.100.
the influx of country folk to Alexandria^^. Cafes,
restaurants and hotels were opened to cater for the
—  (2) needs of the new settlers. Misbah set up as a bakerv '* •
(3)to make bread and sell it to the newcomersw / . Thus
Misbah earned his living as an independent tradesman.. *
Though independence had not yet brought him happiness, 
it was no doubt better than going back to slavery and 
humiliation*
It was when he was 26 years of age that he married
and had a son, *Abd Allah. Neither Nadim nor anyone
writing about him mentions his mother*s place of birth,
but it is most probable that she came from Tibah, the
1 (ZiA
same village as Misbah. Her name was Sharifah' '. It.  .
is said that Misbah lived, at the time, in the Mans hi yy ah
* *
(1) The population of Alexandria consisted in 1799 of
60,000 inhabitants; in 1850 it had grown to 130,000 
and in 1874 to 270,000. Cf. Mubarak,op.cit., 
vol. vii, P.50. The number of foreigners in 
Alexandria in 1872 was 47,316, and its total 
population was 212,043; of. Mukhtar,op.cit.,P.628.
(2) Taymur, op.cit., P.3*
(3) The citizens used to bake their own bread.
(4) My conversation with Shaykh Muhammad *Abd Allah Ibrahim.
The conversation took place on January 1st 1958 in 
Cairo. Shaykh Muhammad, who was born in 1240 A.H. 
/(1825),also said that she was a respectable country 
woman.
(l)quarterv 7 but other sources maintain that he lived ip,
— — (2 )Kum al-Shuqafahv J. It is more than likely that he
repeatedly changed his domicile, moving to better quarters
as his circumstances improved and his prosperity grew#
The boy *Abd Allah grew up in the Manshiyyah quarter
which can be rightly called the heart of the city# This
district developed into a big general market for bread,
meat and vegetables; almonds,' walnuts and hazelnuts were
also on sale there# It was a genuine Egyptian quarter,
teeming with craftsmen and tradesman, natives of
Alexandria and immigrants from everywhere, especially
Forth Africans, Syrians and Hijazis^. That is where (AVd
spent his boyhood and adolescence, and it can be
(Zl')
said that he spent it in povertyv 7, though it was not
extreme poverty according to Egyptian standards, for the
( 5)family were never faced with starvationv . The paternal
(1) Of. Ahmad 'Atiyyat Allah, Silsilat al-Aflim, fAbd
Allah Fadlm, (Oairo 1955) P.2#
(2) My conversation with Shaykh M#A.Ibrahim, op;.cit.
(3) fAtiyyat Allah, op.cit., P. 12.
#
(•§) Samir, op#cit.,P# 3; Zaydan, Tarajim, vol. ii, P.105-
(4) Taymur, op.cit., P.3; fAbd al-Rahman al-Rafi1!,
Al-Thawrah al-1Urabiyy^wa al-Ihtilal al-Injilizi 
(Oairo 1937) P. 530.
bakery provided them with sufficient bread, though they
very often had nothing to go with it* Their clothes
were threadbare, but covered their bodies; their house
was shabby and bare; as to their health, it was left
(1)entirely to fatev
His parents seem to have been worthy people although
entirely uneducated, as was the great majority of the
middle and lower classes of Egypt at the time* His
father was a man of rigi$ principles and had respect for
religion and men of religion. As in all such cases, his
deep religious faith and strict adherence to religious
customs are attributable to his provincial origin, but
some attribute it to his descent from the family of the
Prophet. It has been claimed that he was descended from
(2 )al-Hasan, the grandson of Muhammad the Prophet' . This . *
is what Nadim himself had to say: lfMy family is
descended, on my father's side, from the great Idris, son
of 'Abd Allah al-Mahd called al-Kamil, son of Hasan al-. * .
(1) Of. Taymur, op.cit., P.3; Rafial-Thawrah, P.530
Ahmad Amin, Zu'ama* al-Islah fl al-'Asr al-Hadlth 
(Oairo 1948) P. 205*
(2) Cf. Samir, op.cit., P.3; Zaydan, :MaisiiHtiir>vol. ii,
P. 105> Al-Ustadh, p. 87.
Mathna, son of al-Hasan al&Sabt, son of 1All ibn Abi• •
Talit) .
When ’Abd Allah was between 5 and 6 years old, 
his father sent him to the local school just round the 
corner* Ihere he was taught to read and write in the 
manner typical for children of his social class at a 
time when Qur’anic schools (Katatib) were the most 
important factor in the popular education of Egypt* In 
both villages and cities they represented the only
(2 )source of loiowledge for the bulk of the populationv ' 
since children received no tuition whatsoever either 
before they went there or after they left* As soon as 
they had acquired the rudiments of knowledge that were 
taught there, they were usually physically able to help 
the family business which used to be handed down from 
father to son. It is true that there was also a 
military school, a medical school, an engineering school 
and some other modern schools founded by Muhammad ’Ali, 
but these had been called into existence with purely
(1) Al-IJstadh, P. 87* The matter is discussed in
detail P. 512-515.
(2) Of. Amin, Zu'ama*, P.196; the few schools conducted
by the government at this time, which were modelled 
along European lines, were open only to sons of 
officials, mostly non-Egyptians. Of. Adams,op.cit., 
P. 21.
military purposes in view, without'considering the 
interests of national education^"^.
. The standard of the Qur’anic schools was exceedingly 
low, the schoolrooms were improvised and the teachers 
ill-qualified for their task. In fact, the term schoolroom 
hardly applied at all* The children crowded together 
in shops where teachers taught while they were selling 
goods to customers, or in dark rooms adjacent to the 
lavatories of the mosques. The standard of hygiene was 
appalling; the children were seated on straw mats on 
the floor, sick children close to healthy ones,regardless 
of the risk of infection. They all drank out of a single 
mug with which water was scooped out of a big jar* The 
standard of tuition was equally deplorable. The
teacher, called Fiqi, was often blind, unable to see the
 • _ _
children he was supposed to supervise. All he was
proficient in was the Holy Qur’an which he knew by heart.
and so could impart this knowledge to his pupils. The 
emphasis was on memorising the Qur’an. This was, of 
course, purely mechanical and did not entail the slightest
( O )  -r
understanding of the textv . The assistant of the Fiji,
(1) Of. Amin, 2u*ama’, P. 197*
(2) Amin, Zu'ama’, P. 196.
called 'Arif, simultaneously tavLght some of the children;
all he knew was how to read and write, and his job was
to teach the b e g i n n e r s . Their method of tuition
consisted of punishment for the mistakes committed^^,
the punishment was meted out unsparingly in coarse abuse
and brutal strokes with the usual implement,the palm-leaf
stalk. It would have been of no avail for the chastised
child to complain to his parents, for it was generally
believed at the time that the PiqI's rod came from heaven*
When one of the children had mastered his task, that is
to say finished memorising the Qur'an, the occasion used
*
to be celebrated by singing choral songs which praised 
the Piqi's wisdom, and stressed the importance ofm
obedience and submission to his punishment, for the greater 
glory of Crod^^.
The government took no notice of the shortcomings 
of this educational system with which it never interfered, 
although it was the only way to the famous University, 
al-Axhar. Things were left to drift*
In school fees the boy cost his father not more than 
a piastre (2}£d.) a month, and some cakes for the teacher 
every feast day or some corn or maize, if the father •
(1) Prom my own experience.
(2) Amin, Zu'ama*, P. 196.
(3) Prom my own experience.
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was a fellah^"^. These parental contributions
constituted the teacher*s salary. *Abd Allah was
exceptionally intelligent, quick on the uptake and endowed
with the gift of a retentive memory. He knew the whole
(2 )of the Qur’an by heart by the time he was ninev ' ♦ This 
*
was a very early age, considering the length of the text
to be remembered. It should be regarded as an unusual
performance and much to the credit of the boy. The
average age for memorising the whole of the Qur’an was
(3)twelve In fact, *Abd Allahfs retentive memory proved
useful to him in all his studies. Indisputably, he 
showed great promise in his early schooldays. The boy's 
exceptional abilities also attracted the attention of his 
own father who, as already stated, was a man of deep 
religious convictions and held Islamic studies in great 
esteem* As his financial position had somewhat improved 
by this time, he wished 'Abd Allah to devote his life to 
these studies. He was motivated by the sincere desire 
to serve G*od, but he may also have wanted to protect his 
boy from conscription, since young men studying religious 
subjects at the famous mosques were exempt from military
(1) From my own experience.
(2) Samir, op.cit., P. 3; Zaydan, Mashahlr, vol.ii,P.105•
(3) This is the minimum age limit fixed for the admission
to al-Azhar by its constitution 1930; I myself knew 
it by heart at the age of twelve.
22
service^1 .^ He sent 'AM Allah to the school of Jam!’
al-Shaykh Ibrahim Pasha of Alexandria^^ in the hope that
he would, in time, become an 'Alim or Shaykh, a man
educated in the various branches of Muslim Iheology, and
well-versed in the interpretation and application of the
multitudinous and perplexing details of the Shari'ah or
Divine Law of Islam.
She system of tuition in the schools of al-Jami'
al-Azhar in Oairo, al-Jimi' ai-Ahmadl at Tanta, al-Jami*
• * *
.al-Dusuql at Dusuq, and Jami* ai-Shaykh Ibrahim Pasha at 
» •
Alexandria was essentially the same and adhered to
(^ )traditional medieval m e t h o d s I h e s e  were purely 
mechanical, consisting in literal memorising of the text 
of books; comprehension of the sense did not seem to 
matter. It was the student who knew how to recite the
whole text, word for word, who became top of his class;
it was of little concern of his teachers that he would be 
quite unable to apply his knowledge in life outside.
"Most students knew the rules of grammar by heart, but 
could not speak correctly. Ihey were unable to compose
(1) Muhammad Rashid Rida, al-Manar (Periodical) vol.viii,
p ! 267.
(2) Ihis mosque was founded by Shaykh Ibrahim Pasha who
endowed it with large landed properties in 1240 A.H.
(1825). He called it al-Jami1 al-Anwar and wanted it
to become for Alexandria what al-Azhar was for Cairo,
namely a plade for teaching religious subjects, cf. 
Mubarak, op.cit.,vol.vii, P. 71.
(3) Cf. Adams, op.cit., P.21.
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an essay or criticise a line of poetry, or even form an
independent opinion on its merits, in spite of having
(l)mastered all the rulesv /n. Every teacher, called 
Shaykh or 'Alim, was surrounded by a circle of students 
sitting on mats in the cloisters of the mosque; he 
himself was seated on a sheepskin rug on the floor*
Such sessions took place daily at fixed hours between the 
times of prayers. In spite of the regular hours of study 
there was nothing even approximately resembling a time­
table. The course of study was arbitrarily planned; 
it was left to the Shaykh to select the material, and he 
chose any book for his subject. The student was also 
entirely free to choose any circle at any time, and to 
change his teacher at will. It is obvious that this 
method of tuition did not produce rapid results,especially 
with young students. How long it took the student to 
learn what eventually had to be mastered varied in 
proportion to his abilities, especially receptivity and 
memory, and to tjxe amount of time he devoted to his 
studies, for beside the full-time students there were 
some that were engaged in some business or trade and 
studied in their leisure hours. But in the end no
(l) 'Abd Allah Pikri Pasha the ex Minister of Education 
in Egypt; cf. Amxn, Zu'ama’, PP. 197*198.
student could graduate from these schools, i.e. he could 
not obtain leave to become a Shaykh or 'Alim, until he had 
finished memorising or at least reading with his teachers 
a number of set books, and until his teachers were ready
to testify before the great Shaykh to his ability to
(1)perform the duties of a Shaykhv .
The foundation of his education having been thus 
laid, the youthful 'Abd Allah, then about ten years of age, 
was in 1856 sent to the school of Jami1 Ibrahim Pasha in 
the Manshiyyah Quarter near his home, so that he might 
perfect the memorising of the Qur’an and particularly 
learn to recite or intone it according to the strictly 
determined rules of the art which form an important part 
of a theological education, and are the subject of the 
first two years of study. The task was not difficult, 
for the student relied entirely on his ear, listening to 
the Shaykh and repeating wha$ he heard; the context had 
been memorised already at the kuttab. Having spent the 
usual two years at this study, he was initiated into the 
mysteries of several new subjects.
It was the main characteristic of the education
(1) Of. al-Manar,/viii.p.591; this is by no means the
equivalent of a University degree. It was merely a 
licence to teach granted by the great Shaykh as 
the result of an oral interview before a committee 
of Shefkhs. Cf. Adams, op.cit*, P.45.
imparted at these mosque schools that the emphasis was
traditionalism, that is, on the literal transmission of
the sciences exactly as they had been formulated by
medieval scholastic 'Ulama’. Deviation from the
traditional text was not tolerated, so that research and
investigation were non-existent. The formulation of
independent opinion was deemed neither necessary nor
indeed desirable.
Not all the sciences were held in equal esteem.
Among the high-ranking ones were al-’Ulum al-Naqliyyah
   - ■ ■ ■■»  - ■■ ■ * ■!■■■
(the 'Traditional*' Sciences) like 'Urn al-Kalam (dogmatic
theology), al-TafsIr (the interpretation of the Qur’an),
al-Hadlth (the Traditions of the Prophet), Piqh (juris- ♦ 0
prudence) whose principles are considered to be a separate 
science, called Usui al-Ficjh, Tasawwuf and fIlm al-Akhlact 
(mysticism and ethics). Supposed to have been 
transmitted literally, these sciences were not open to 
argument, as to submit any element in them to criticism 
would have appeared sacrilegious. All these were termed 
primary sciences, i.e. those studied for their own sake. 
The collective term al-'Ulum al-fAqliyyah (^rational5 or 
“auxiliary"sciences)’ referred to those studied as a means 
to the understanding of the main, traditional sciences. 
They were: Nahw (grammar), Sarf (syntax), al-'Arud (proso
al-Balaghah (rhetoric) in its three "branches al-Ma1 anl,
al~Bayan, al-BadI! and al-Mantiq (logic). A special
  - , —l—  ♦ »
subject was the study of technical terms occurring in
Mustalah al-Hadlth (the science of the Prophet's traditions)- » ♦ * »
All the other branches of science, including literature,
were, as has already been mentioned, either not taught at
(l)all or grossly neglectedv '.
The lectures were based upon the text of some author,
who was regarded as an authority on the subject. The
student rarely read the original text, but rather, set
himself to memorise by rote the commentary (Sharh) of
 *
some later writer upon the original text, or the glosses
(Hashiyah) of a still later writer upon the commentary,
or still further, super-glosses (Pa'liqat or Paqarir)• •
upon this, and the lesson consisted in discussion and
explanation of the terms used by the writer*
The newcomer was required to study one book on each
of the subjects taught, i*e* grammar, theology, Juris-
(o')
prudence and logicv . These books were not studied
(1) Of. The Encyclopaedia of Islam (London 1913) vol. i,
PP. 532-533; Muhammad Rashid Rida, Tarlkh al-Ustadh
* *
al-Imam (Oairo 1931), vol. iii, P. 254; J.Heyworth-Dunne,
An Introduction to the History of Education in Modern
Egypt (London 1933), PP. ®^66:,0'*&99-409. 
p. 387;
(2) Amin, Zu'ama’; /also my own experience.
simultaneously but in turn, gradually progressing from the
easier subjects to the more difficult ones# When the
student had finished jurisprudence, he went on to the Usui,
and when he finished memorising the Nahw, he proceeded to
rhetoricv . According to the regular method of
instruction, he had to tackle, on his very first day, the
text of an Arabic grammar called Sharh al-KafrawI1 ala 
- (2 )  2   ----
al-Ajurrumiyah together with the commentary on it by some
reputed master of the subject# Ninety-five per cent of
the students, not excluding extremely intelligent ones like
fAbd Allah ibn Misbah, Muhammad 'Abduh, the later great
* • - •
n- (5 \
Mufti of Egyptv , could hardly understand anything#
The teachers were accustomed to use incomprehensible terms
of grammar or jurisprudence, and did not take any pains
to explain their meaning# Also the other subjects, logic
and theology, presented considerable, if not insuperable
difficulties^'^. 'Abd Allah Ibn Misbah and his fellow• *
students in Jami1 al-Shaykh, and hundreds of students in 
al-Jami* al-Ashar in Oairo, and other mosque schools were 
driven to despair by these simply incomprehensible subjects* 
"I despaired of success in my studies", says Muhammad 1 Abduh,
(1) AtriTn, Zu'ama*> p. 294.
(2) i.e. The commentary of al-KafrawI on the text of al- 
Ajurrumiyyah*^ _
(3) Of# Rida, TarXkh al-Ustadh, vol# iii, pp. 80-21.
(4) Ibid#
!,and after I had spent a year and a half withput
understanding, I ran away from school .... and this is
the effect experienced hy ninety-five out of a hundred of
those whom fate does not permit to attend upon someone who
does not follow this manner of instruction, namely, wherein
the teacher imparts what he knows, and what he does not
know, without paying regard to the pupil and his capacity
for understanding. But the majority of the students who
do not understand, deceive themselves into supposing that
they do understand something, so that they continue their
studies until they have reached the age of manhood, and
(1 )11all the while they are dreaming the dreams of children;' '
*Abd Allah Ibn Misbah studied in Jami1 al-Shaykh
• •
under Shaykh Muhammad Jad, the head of the Shafi1! rites
in Alexandria at the time, Shaykh Ibrahim al-Sirsi, Shaykh
al-Shafi*I, Shaykh Khafajah Sayf al-Islam, al-Malikl, and
Shaykh Muhammad al-*AshrI. In these classes, or Halaqat 
* *
(circles) as they were called, he studied Shafi*I rites, 
jurisprudence, grammar, theology, logic,'Usui and 
rhetoric' . Ihe books on the subjects he studied had 
been written before the decadence of the Arabian culture
(1) Muhammad ^Abduh, as quoted by Eida Parlkh al-Ustadh,vol. i,. *
PP. 20-21.
(2) Samir, op.cit., P.3; Al-Ustadh, P.84*8; *Abd Allah
Nadlm, Sulafat al-Eadlm, vol. i,(Cairo 1914-) PP. 33-34.
set in but had since lost most of their spirit and appeal*
What remained was merely the outward shell# Ihe purpose
of al-Uahw (grammar) had primarily been to teach one to • .
speak and write correctly and to understand literary works.
Gradually it became merely the means to understand the
word of the text; its practical application fell into
oblivion. ’Usui al-Piqh, intended to teach people how to• * .
handle practical legal problems in real life according to
Islamic rules, degenerated into a dead theoretical science.
&1-Balaghah (rhetoric) was meant to teach literary
criticism and the art of writing but those who in later
days interpreted its rules were non-Arabs, who were not
able to express themselves in perfect Arabic. Such
methods of tuition stressed the words, and not their
content. Ihey gave the student skill and efficiency in
discussion and verbal argument, but unfortunately the
subject of the argument was futile. In spite of his 
Abd _
efforts/Ellah found it difficult to cope with both the
(l')subjects taught and the methods of tuition' .
In the formative years of a studentfs life, mostly 
at the onset of his studies, it is frequently possible to 
trace the dominating influence of some strong personality 
whose impact on the youth's spiritual and intellectual 
development is so great that it becomes decisive. Phis
(l) AmfEn, Zu'ama?, P. 205*
phenomenon can be observed in fAbd Allah's life, The 
remarkable man who moulded hie character, aroused his 
interest in literature and thereby guided him in his
choice of career was Shaykh Muhammad al-'Ashrl, one of
— (1) — his teachers at Jami1 al-Shaykh'* Shaylch al-'Ashri
was a man of letters with a great love and understanding
of literature. He drew 'Abd Allah into his own sphere of
interests and guided his first steps on the path of
(pt)
literature,v v in which he was destined to become so
proficient afterwards# He discovered his latent talent
for composing rhymed prose, 8a,ial and his great facility
for improvising verse. He encouraged him to read
classical works of literature, induced him to make use of
his good memory to learn by heart the Maqamat poetry and
rhymed prose. This was no doubt a very good way to
develop the beginner's sense of rhyme and rhythm, to make
him recognise the .musical qualities of poetry, to teach
him scansion and sentence structure and enrich his
vocabulary. 'Abd Allah also obeyed the recommendations
of his mentor to frequent the clubs in which budding men
of letters used to associate, and also used to accompany
(3)him to the literary circles of Alexandriaw .
(1) Siilafah, vol. i, PP. 33» 34-.
(2) Ibid.
(3) Sulafah, vol. i, PP. 33-34-.
The Shaykh taught !Ahd Allah composition and style,
by making him listen to an improvised piece of poetry,
gajal or rhymed prose which was followed with a similar
attempt by the pupil. The improvisations were either
(1}serious or humorous, and often in a joking moodv . This
was the teacher nearest to 'Abd Allah's heart with whom he
kept in contact after his studies were over. He always
admitted how gr&at the influence of Shaykh 'Ashrl had been
on him, and always stressed his gratitude to the man who
had given him the primary impulse in the direction which
(lead him to the top of the literary professionv .
At that time there was no chair of literature at any
of the mosque schools. In fact, the practical method of
teaching style and composition applied by Shaykh al-'Ashrl
in the case of 'Abd Allah Ibn Misbah was not only• *
disregarded, but would have been frowned on and even
looked down upon by the teachers of the respected and
(3)generally acknowledged subjectsv . The teaching of 
literature was more or less amateurish, and considered 
not a serious pursuit. Therefore most of the students
(1) Sulafah, vol. i, PP. 33 - 34-*
(2) Ibid.
(3) Amin, Zu'ama’, P. 206.
of that time remained inarticulate even after completing
their studies* Their teachers were no better in this
respect. Thus, for instance, Shaykh Ahmad al-Rifa'I, a
famous teacher at the even more famous al-Jimi* al-Azhar,
candidly admitted, when teaching most famous books on
rhetoric that he himself could not even compose an ordinary
letter* He said disparagingly that this kind of work was
only of concern to students of modern schools. In spite
of that, the Shaykh enjoyed an excellent reputation in
Arabic literature. He was regarded as one of the greatest
Shaykhs at al-Azhar and knew very well how to teach and to
criticise, how to invent problems when interpreting books,
how to make easy things difficult and difficult things
(l)easyv . So a would-be poet simply imitated what his
predecessors had done; there was neither method nor
(2 )i principle about itv ♦ This, method was responsible for
t
the slavishly imitative ways even of the most celebrated 
literary figures of that timew  *
The life of the literary circles was immensely 
attractive to fAbd Allah. He used to attend his regular 
classes in the day-time, listening to lectures of which 
he understood but little, but in the evenings, he frequented
(1) Amin, Zufama*, P. 294-*
(2) Ibid P.206.
(3) See GhSkfjfer*vi.
literary circles listening to recitals of 2a,ial and poetry
to satisfy his heart's desire. He visited coffee-houses,
where he listened to popular romances to the sounds -of the
Bababah. The narrator told stories of 'Antarah and Abu
Zayd .al-Hilali and al-Zir Salim ^  , and for a brief spell
the spectators lived the life of the poem. 'Abd Allah
listened entranced, while he observed the effect of the
story on the audience each member of which took sides with
(2 )his favourite hero to the point of excitementv . He
also frequented shops whose owners were addicted to
literature, where often lively discussions on literary
topics took place, iga.jal and poems were recited and
literary anecdotes exchanged. He used to listen to all
that, before he realised that his own vocation lay in
that direction, and not in the one his father had in mind,
when he sent him to school. He began imitating them,
composing and reciting rhymed prose, Sa.lal and poems of
his own. Sometimes he won the admiration and acclaim of
his equals, sometimes he failed and was ..laughed at* But
(3)all the time he was learning^ .
Shaykh 'Ashrl, however, did his best to impress on
(1) 'Atiyyat Allah, op.cit., P. 14.
(2) Cf. 'Abd Allah Hadim, Al-Tankit wa al-Tabkit,
(Periodical, Alexandria) 6.6.1881, PP.10-11.
(3) Amin, Zu'ama', P.206.
the young adept that literary talent alone would not make 
him a master of his art*■ Since Shaykh 'Ashri was a great 
admirer of Badi1 ornamentations in poetry and prose, he 
influenced his student 'Abd Allah in this direction, made 
him read the poetry and rhymed prose of medieval writers, 
and imitate what he had read, so that he should master 
literary forms and Badi1 devices. This had the effect 
that 'Abd Allah, instead of attending classes, spent his 
days at the school library in reading and memorising what 
had been pointed out to him as worthy of attention by his 
tutor. Thus he gradually drifted away from the regular
(ft)
course of study. Though he spent approximately five years 
at the Jami* al-Shaykh's school - 1855*^1860 - he was not
very interested in the compulsory subjects taught there.
In the later years of his studies he disregarded his 
lectures entirely since his time was wholly divided between 
the library and the literary circles outside. As he 
himself relates, literary jokes were his food and lines of 
poetry his refreshment in this period of his life, and he 
travelled long distances to be able to listen to ga.ial and
(o')
speeches and deliver them h i m s e l f T h e  most popular 
was Badi * ornamentation, a style very much in fashion at
— ■ a te a B iw w w ^ ia M j.m iw a w n *w i wp.  n ■' i i M t ii .MMi mi wi ' i ' i ai . n . i Hn n u mi i f wwPwt i wt wwi Mi — —
(1) Taymur, op. cit., p. 4; Samir, op. cit., p. 4.
(2) Sulafah, vol. 1$ p. 65.
11) that timev
Men of letters at that time held the view that "the
subject matter of literature is property common to all
men and that artistry can be displayed only in the wording,
so that to improve on somebody else’s saying is not
plagiarism but proof of originality*.. * JfTheg/; were
expending their energies on rhymed and heavily ornamented
repetitions Maaamat in imitation of al-Harirl, and poets
were turning out panegyrics and love poems on conventional
patterns or indulging in the characteristic exercises of
$ashtlr and ^akhmis, in which they diluted the poems of 
• • *  —  ,s.
predecessors by imitative insertions of their owns /,r.
The people he generally consorted with were of his
own, or rather his father’s, social class, mostly common
folk, manual workers or tradesmen* Pheir customs and
their way of life could not but influence his own, nor
could their sayings and proverbs picturing their life with
their freshness, their gusto and their facetiousness,their
sadness and grief fail to colour his style and diction.
He used to attend their gatherings, listen to the folk-song
(3)reciters, and challenge them with his own Jteyal .
(1) Samir, op.cit., P.4.
(2) Pierre Cachia, Paha Husayn (London 1956), P. 5*
(3) ’Atiyyat Allah, op.cit., P. 15..
He also associated with gentlefolk and hobnobbed with the
(l)rich and famous' . At the meetings of the smart upper-
(2 )class literary' ' circles to which he had been introduced 
by his tutor, he recited his own Z;a,ial poetry and 
compositions in rhymed prose in Badi1 style. Thus he 
grew familiar with both the popular songs and what was 
called at that time classical literature, combining the 
merits of literary eloquence with the peculiar flavour of 
everyday speech. It can be said that he had, at the time, 
a kind of split literary personality: associating with
two disparate circles of friends, he cultivated the style 
characteristic of both, and gave each of them its due.
Thus both social classes, the working class from which he 
came and the upper class with which he mixed, influenced
the character of his literary productions
- (3-)fAbd Allah was ambitious' . he experimented,
inventing new styles on Bad! 1 l i n e s ,and soon he rose
above the level of his contemporaries. iis=In£Lsa&«
(1) Sulafah, vol. i, P. 70.
(2) Among these circles was that of Mustafa Pasha Subhl,• • •
a famous poet, which was later called al-Mirbad. It
was a private circle, reserved for members; cf.
Taymur, op.cit., P. 96.
(3) Samir, op.cit., P. 4.
(4) Of. Ibid.; also Sulafah, vol. i, P. 69,
His Innate cleverness and His reliable memory favoured His
literary growth,and His reputation as a man of letters spread
all over tHe city.^"^
His literary fame reached the ears of His father who was
far from pleased* In sending His son to school* He Had
intended Him to become an *Alim and to serve God; besides,
poetry was not among the subjects studied at the mosque schools*
Egyptian religious circles, at the time, looked down on the poet
and accorded Him inferior rank and status, for most of them
were spongers and far from truthful. Misbah realised that
His son was irresistibly drawn towards poetry and feared that
it would divert Him from the way He intended Him to go; and
that instead of becoming an1Alim, respected and Honoured, He
would become a despised sponger. What is more, in Misbah!s
(9 )eyes poetry was equivalent to the service of Satan.v } Had 
not G-od said in the QurJIn;
nAs for poets, the erring follow them*
Has thou not seen How they stray in every valley,
And How they say that which they do not?^^
Therefore His father put Him before the alternative of continu- 
ing His studies, in which case He would continue to maintain 
Him while they lasted, or to choose literature and fend for 
Himself*
(1) Samir, op.cit., p.4.
(2) Amin, 2r,ufama*, p.207.
(3) §u£an, &urat al-SHufara* (the Poets) 1Ayah Nos.224-225-226*
To live on the proceeds of literary pursuits, even if not 
virtually impossible, was hardly a practical way of earning 
onefs livelihood in Egypt at the time* *Abd Allah, however, 
did not hesitate: he knew where his vocation lay, he had
tasted the joys of poetry and so he chose literature. Though 
he abandoned Uami ;al-Shaykh dchool at the age of sixteen it 
had helped him to amass a certain store of knowledge, consist­
ing of a wide vocabulary and a large number of traditions, not 
to mention classical maxims and proverbs, the veritable stock 
in trade of a poet* It must also be admitted that these 
frequent academic disputations at the school had contributed 
in a way to fAbd Allah*s becoming a past-master of the argu­
mentative debating method, a proficient speaker and dialectician.
Until 1860, Alexandria had been his world, and its literary 
circles his haunts. Now he was confronted by two main problems: 
how to occupy his time, for the disappearance of school and 
studies from his life had left a certain void which had to be 
filled, and how to keep body and soul together, after his 
father had withdrawn his support. Being too full of energy 
and vitality to tolerate a prolonged period of idleness, he 
soon tired of doing nothing, and the idea occurred to him that 
travelling would show him the way out of his difficulties*^1^
Being ambitious travelling was the best way to exchange 
his small world for a larger one, where he could gain experience
(1) Sulafah, vol. 1, p.24*
and knowledge. In the meantime he had formed ties of friend-
- - (1)ship with a man of letters, *Abd al-'Aziz Hafiz, 'who "became• •
his friend, and it was really Hafiz who encouraged *Abd Allah
* *
(2 ) —  to go on a journey.' ' So *Abd Allah left that city for
aI"Safid (Upper Hgypt) in the "beginning of 1278 A.H.^^ (1861).
He spent six months there, travelling around from one town or
village to another, attending literary circles and taking part
in its competitions. He was a boon companion at the tables of
the rich where his jovial high spirits, his ready response to
a challenge, his skill in improvisation, his literary jokes and
recitals of Za.ial were always welcome. He had to return most
of the way to Alexandria on foot, and only went by train when
(4)
he could find the money* However, neither amusements nor 
fatigue made him stray from the chosen path. He persisted in 
the struggle which, he hoped, would make his dreams come true.
This journey affected his life in four different ways.
In the first place, he gained knowledge and experience and 
became acquainted with literary circles outside Alexandria. 
Secondly, his personality underwent a change for the better.
He had been shy and timidv afraid of travelling which, to 
him, implied the threat of finding himself alone and helpless 
among strangers, without work or means of support. The journey
(1) Cf. Sulafah, vol. i, p*27.
(2) Sulafah, vol. I, p.49.
(5) Sulafah, vol. I, p.70.
(4) Sulafah, vol. I, p.66.
(5) Sulafah, vol. I, p.27*
gave him confidence in his abilities* As he says in a letter 
to one of his friends: “The timidity of my nature, which you
could observe before, disappeared after my journey; having to 
grapple with life and to struggle for it gave me confidence in 
myself* Who gets used to an empty life and spends it in idle­
ness, who never travels and confines himself within the limits 
of one town, content with his own people, is exactly comparable 
to a falcon who is put in a cage* He will be pleased with 
his food and drink and enjoy himself in his cage; but if the 
food is delayed, he will wonder and be amazed, he will appeal 
for help and get no reply, until he becomes exactly like a 
contemptible chick* If the door of his cage is open, he will 
lose his head and miss his way to the nest, and perhaps only 
avoid the net to fly to his final destruction* But the man 
who wants to travel is like a crane, sometimes Shami /Syrian7", 
sometimes Turkish, sometimes Egyptian and sometimes Basri. Hot 
deprived of the best of the desert, he also gets the fruit of
the Mile /the cultivated areaT*, and increases his knowledge of
(1)people and places*" ' Thirdly, since he was very successful
in entertaining the rich whose guest he was, he was given the
epithet "Nadim", a name under which he afterwards became
(2 )famous• ' The fourth, though indirect, consequence of his
journey was the abrupt end of his popularity among the 
professional poets and boon companions of Alexandria, a
(1) Sulafah, vol. I, p.74#
(2) Later it became the family surname.
popularity which, had begun under such promising auspices* The 
reception his ex-colleagues gave him on his return to Alexandria 
did not come up to his expectations: it was more than chilly,
it was hostile* He had aroused their jealousy, bringing hack 
experience which they did not possess, and surpassing them in 
competitions* Such experience could become dangerous for them 
in the rivalry for the favours of the rich patrons of litera­
ture who might prefer his companionship to theirs and single 
him out as the recipient of their gifts* Thus he himself and 
the newly introduced forms of Badi1 in poetry and rhymed prose, 
with which they found it so difficult to compete, became the
target of violent attacks* They joined forces to fight him
(1 )and it was actually a struggle for survival*' f
*Abd Allah Hadim, however, resented these vicious attacks,
(2)and felt disappointed,' ' frustrated, and increasingly ill at
ease* He longed for a more favourable literary climate in
which to deply his talents* Cairo'"' decidedly seemed the
<*)
most suitable place, and his hopes were directed towards it*
Thus, impelled by the spirit of adventure, prompted by his
literary ambitions, he set off for Cairo, and became a guest
of his friend, the above-mentioned *Abd al-Asxs; Hafis^}
• •
His first objective in Cairo was to find an occupation 
which would enable him to devote his leisure hours to the
(1) Cf. Sulafah, vol. I, pp* 40, 41*
(2) Sulafah, vol. I, p*24*
(3) Ibid*
(4) Sulafah, vol. I, p*24* Hafis was an employee of the 
railway inspectorate.
satisfaction of his desire for literature. Therefore,, he
decided to train as a telegraphist. The idea of choosing
this occupation., so unconnected with literary pursuits, may
seem strange in a man whose inclinations all centred on poetry
and literature, hut it may have heen suggested by his host,
'Abd al-'Aisiz Hafis, for the telegraph offices were attached* *
to the railway where the latter was employed. At that parti­
cular time both departments were being e n l a r g e d , T h u s  the 
two needs: 'Abd Allah's need of a paid occupation, and the need 
of the railway administration for literate young men to fill 
the increasing number of offices, happened to coincide at the 
moment. In this period of general illiteracy, it was by no 
means easy to find people able to read and write, and still
more difficult to find young men for minor posts who would
(2 )satisfy the requirements of the government,x * In spite of 
the fact that telegraphy as an invention was entirely new to 
the Egyptian mind, and especially so to Eadim, whose education 
did not include modern science, his gift of inborn intelligence 
and his good memory made him an efficient telegraphist within a 
few weeks of taking employment,^ ^
He worked in different offices, which usually were attached
(1) In 1855, i.e. at the outset of Sa'id's reign, telegraph 
wires were laid in Egypt, over a distance of 2,549 kilometres, 
but the length gradually increased until it reached in 1874 the 
total of 8,559 miles; cf, Mubarak, op.cit*, vol.vii, p.94.
(2) My conversation with 'Abbas Mahmud al-'Aqqad which took♦ ..
place in his house at Heliopolis, Egypt, in December 1957 and
J anuary_19 58 *
(5) ,p,3.
to railway stations. At first Hadim did not feel happy in his
new occupation* He was stranded among strangers, separated
from his friends, deprived of the familiar literary circles and
the intellectual stimulant they provided. Hot only did the
noise of the railway track trouble him by day and disturb his
peace at night, but he had also to endure the unwelcome but
(1)inevitable companionship of illiterate fellow-workers.v / This
is how 'Abd Allah complains of these hardships in a letter to
'Abd al-'Asis Hafis: "When I left Cairo for Binha, I took
* •
leave from my spiritual life and from the joys of society. I
have come to a place where I am friendless. You are in heaven
(2)and I am in hell". ' In another letter he writes: "Be
lenient with me if you find fault with my letter, for I have
written it after my hours of duty, amidst the warning signals
of the engines and the rumbling of the trains, surrounded by
ruffians, drunkards and hashish addicts, groups playing
dominoes and others reading Kallla wai; Dimna. Some others play
cards, and one jumps like a monkey. I am greatly afflicted,
(3)
for the whole place is like a public house," He was in danger 
of being drawn into the orbit of this enforced companionship,
(1) While he was working in Binha the capital of al-Qalyubiyyah
*
province. Each station consisted at the time of one large room 
containing both the booking hall and the telegraph office, where 
porters and carriers had unrestricted access between the times of 
the trains. A bedroom was upstairs which he had to share with 
the ticket collector,
(2) Sulafah, vol. I, p.51.
(3) Ibid., p. 49.
and feared the corrupting influence of his environment, "When
I joined the ranks of the telegraphists, I mixed with people
most of whom are drunkards, ignorant of the right way of life,
the most godfearing and pious of whom loses his head utterly as
soon as he sights liquor, and the most virtuous of whom is
addicted to lewd and excessive pleasure Clit. Nuwasism], the
most modest of whom is greedy in his hopes, fhey swear by the
name of G-od, knowing that they are liars; they see no wrong
in adultery, and are rougher than wild beasts. When they talk
to you, they are untruthful, if they give you a promise, they
break their word, if you entrust them with your property, they
betray your trust and rob you; if you show them the right way,
they go astray, I often preach to them, but they only shun my
sermons. I have tired of them, but the green branch of my
belief may wither and I will be unable to protect myself against
these dangers, I have reached the point when their evil nature
threatens to rob me of my own, and to run away with it to the
caves of the hyenas. I have already been involved in their
nonsensical talk, and have put on the disguise of a fool."^^
However, Madim was saved by a kind fate before the current
— — (?)engulfed him, and was transferred to &1-Qasr al-*Ali,v 'the
• •
(1) Sulafah, vol. I, p.66.
(2) Ibid, pp* 66-71; Samir, op.cit., p.5; Taymur, op.cit., 
p.4; Zaydan, Mashahlr, vol.ii, p.106.
palace of Viceroy Isma’Il’s mother, Princess Khushyar Khanim 
Effendi in C a i r o . I h e  date of his promotion cannot he veri­
fied -with any exactitude, hut it is highly improbable that it 
took place before Isma1! ! ^  accession to the throne in 1863,
for Isma'il's mother changed her residence to al-Qasr al-1All
*
only after Isma*!! had become the Viceroy of Egypt. It is 
certain that it was meant to be a reward for his efficiency in 
the performance of his duties, since only the best among the 
civil servants were chosen for work in the royal palaces. It 
had not escaped the attention of his superiors that he had an 
intellectual background, and that his knowledge of the language 
surpassed that of his fellow-workers in the department, and so 
he was sent to one of the most important telegraph offices in 
the country.
Nadlm*s social position was now a respected one, all the 
more so as he was attached to the royal household. He had no 
financial worries, and could, at last, settle down to an orderly 
existence in Cairo. He divided his time between his work and 
his only pastime, or rather his only love, literature, to which 
he devoted every minute of his leisure, as if he hoped to com­
pensate, by additional seal, for everything he had missed in 
B i n h a . I h e  longing for the life of the literary circles
(1) Eor details about the palace and the household of the 
princess and her life there cf. Ahmad Shafiq, Pasha,
MudhakkiratJ fi Hisf Qarn, (Cairo 1934) vol. 1, pp.70-72 and 
85-86.
(2) Sulafah, vol. I, p.66.
overcame him again* The characteristic of the intellectual
world of Cairo at the time was the existence of private circles
which consisted of a heterogeneous mixti^*e of various elements:
some v.ftere adherents of the traditional school of the Aaharist
class, with their uncompromising attitude and medieval mentality,
some, with their European education and their modern way of
thought, represented the Effendi class, some were rich and some
(l)poor, employers and employees, merchants and tradesmen*v J All
of them had one characteristic in common, and that was their
interest in a certain subject such as literature, religion,
education or even music. The hosts, around whom these circles
(2 )centred, came mainly from the educated upper class of society.v ' 
Among these hosts were 'All Pasha Mubarak, the later Minister 
of Education, in whose circle education was the main subject of
(  ''J )  — — n.
discussion,Mahmud Sami al~Barudi, the celebrated poet and 
later Prime Minister, in whose mansion poets and men of letters 
assembled to deploy their literary activities, and *Abd Allah 
Pasha Fikri, also a later Minister of Education, who enjoyed 
a great reputation as a poet and master of Badi1figures, in
whose circle the artistic style reigned supreme* There was
-(5) -also Ahmad Wahbiv ' who had a tarboosh shop in afeQhuriyyah, and
(1) Atiyyat Allah, op.cit., p.19*
*
(2) For details cf. Amin, & u famaf, pp.200, 201, 210, 211.
(3) Of. Amin , Su'ama1, p.201.
(4) Amin, ^u'ama*, p.207.
(5) Died in 1291 A.H. (I874)i cf. Taymur, op.cit.^ p. 144.
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founded a literary circle there, and some others.
Beside the private circles there were common gatherings, 
accessible to the general public, which were, however, chiefly 
composed of beginners or poetasters, or even illiterate men who 
assembled in coffee-houses or parks or at festive occasions, 
but their standards were too low to satisfy the fastidious 
literary taste of *Abd- Allah Nadlm. "Most of the habitues 
were ignorant men", said Nadim, "overfond of criticising 
others, envious, spiteful and malevolent; ... they were, more­
over, spongers, bent of receiving as many presents as they
could for their eulogies of the rich, plagiarists, practising
(2 )literary theft.t,v ' In his disappointment, he was near to 
renouncing literary companionship altogether, when his friend,
i - - - (^ )*Abd al-Asis Hafiss introduced him to Shaykh Ahmed Wahbi.w/
• * *
Some private literary circles in Cairo were not accessible
to everyone. They were so exclusive that the newcomer who had
no known literary merits was subjected to an interview, the
purpose of which was to prove that he was worthy of admission.
Ihus the circles were protected from the infiltration of
undesirable e l e m e n t s . N a d i m ,  interviewed by Ahmad Wahbi ,
*
complained of the intolerable atmosphere of the literary world
(1) laymur, op.cit.^ p *144•
(2) Sulafah, vol. I, pp.25j 29.
(3) Sulafah, vol. I, p.26.
(4) Sulafah, vol. I, p.25.
of Cairo which had depressed him so much* but Ahmad Wahbi 
comforted him* discussed literary forms with him* and tested 
his knowledge of BadI1 figures in order to assess his abilities* 
In point of fact* what he wanted to bring to light was whether 
this candidate for a circle of high literary repute was a 
gifted poet or merely a plagiarist* When he recited poems 
to test Wadim's knowledge of Bad!1 figures* the latter 
impressed him by repeating each of them literally* and answer­
ing in the same style each time* Ahmad Wahbi recognised his 
talent and his mastery of Bad!' styles; he was also satisfied
_ (i )
that Wadim was not mercenary or greedy of gain* J Thus Ahmad
Wahbi welcomed Wadlm to his circle at &1-Ghuriyyah quarter and
consequently introduced him to the six most famous literary
(?)
men in Egypt at that time. ' These were: the poet of Egypt*
Mahmud Sami al-Barudl* a.l-Sayyid 'All Abu al-Nasr* Mahmud 
♦ • •
Safwat al-Sa'ati * al-Shaykh Ahmad al-ZurqEni, Muhammad Bey 
• * » «
Sa'id and *Abd Allah Pasha Fikri. Most of them presided over 
circles of their own which Wadim could now frequent and soon he 
was joined to them by strong ties of friendship. He also 
attended the circle of Muhammad Pasha Sayyid Ahmad at his
t •
- (3 )mansion in the Shabra quarterw / .
(1) Sulafah* vol. I, pp.25-26.
(2) Ibid*; cf. also faymur* op.cit.* p*4#
(3) Sulafah* vol. I* p.55*
Nadlm and his mastery of Bad!1 styles, which were the
fashion at the time, soon became the talk of the town. Men
of letters used to ask him to compose for them letters in Badl*
(1)style for different purposes. '
In this period Nadim also availed himself of the opportu­
nity of continuing the scholastic studies he had interrupted 
when he left Jami* al-Shaykh, At al-Jamif al-Ashar free
lectures were held at all times of the day, and these he now
(2) _ _ (3)
attended in his leisure hours, Al-Shaykh Muhammad al-Imbabi
later the Rector of alrAshar, was one of his teachers there.
He also became acquainted with a number of students, some of
whom were later to become the pioneers of new religious,
literary, social and political movements. Closest to him
among his fellow-students was Shaykh Hamsah Fathallah, who was
(5)
to become a famous man of letters.
In 1871, Nadim must have heard of the fiery minded Jamal 
al-Din, whose lectures aroused at that time the attention of 
all the intellectuals in the country, and caused many heated 
discussions. Like some more broadminded Asharists, Nadim felt 
attracted to Jamal al-Di^s salon, and frequently attended his
(1) Of.Sulafah, vol. I, p.58,54.
(2) Samir, op.cit., p.5.
(3) Died in 1896, cf. Shaykh M.H.'Abd al-Rasiq, Arabic Literature 
since the Beginning of the Nineteenth Century, Bulletin of the 
School of Oriental Studies, London Institution, vol.ii, p.762,
(4) Cfo Al-Ustadh, pp, 646, 894*
(5) For many years chief inspector of Arabic in the Government 
Schools, cf. Samir, op.cit., p.5*
lectures, in which "he expounded some of the most advanced
text-books on theology, philosophy, jurisprudence, astronomy
•( 2) - -and mysticism*' ' Jamal al-Din "not only read and discussed
with his pupils many works of Muslim scholars which were then 
much neglected, hut also charmed all who attended these 
gatherings with his own learned and engaging conversation and 
comment on a variety of subjects*" These lectures were not 
only confined to Arabian culture, but introduced his disciples 
to a number of modern works of European provenance which dealt 
with various sciences and had been translated into Arabic.
These lectures were the cause of numerous disputes between the 
orthodox students and Shaikhs and the adherents of Jamal al-Din* 
The former, motivated by their rigid principles or rather by 
jealousy, began to spread rumours about Jamal al-Din, alleging 
that he was a free-thinker and that his lessons constituted 
an offence against Islam, and were liable to sow the seeds of 
doubt in the minds of his students, leading them into error, 
so that they were in danger of forfeiting two lives, one on 
earth and one in H e a v e n . J a m a l  al-Din1s students did their 
best to defend him and to refute these accusations. A heated 
controversy ensued, in consequence of which his fame grew and
(1) Al-Manar, vol.xxviii, p.710; Rida , Tarikh al-Ustadh,
vol. i, p*46; Adams, op.cit., p.221; 0. Brockelmann; G-eschichte
Der Arabischen litteratur, (Leiden 1942) vol.iii, p.552; H.A.R. 
Gribb, Studies in Contemporary Arabic Literature., Bulletin of
the School of Oriental Studies, London Institution, vol.IV, p.755
(2) Adams, op.cit., p.6.
(3) Ibid., p.34.
(4) Rida, Tarikh al-Ustadh, vol. I., p.32.
spread all over the city. Thus the campaign against Jamal
al-Din, instead of deterring students from attending his
lectures, only resulted in attracting new ones, who mostly
recruited themselves from the moderate group of both schools,
the traditional Assharists and the modernists from the European-
(I)ised "Effendi" class. ' The number of his disciples increased
and became the core of a new intellectual, scientific and
(2)literary movement.' '
Jamal al-Din*s lectures were divided into two distinctly 
different kinds. Some consisted of regular scientific work, 
i.e. the reading and interpretation of texts, and some implied 
no consistent, regular course of study, and were more or less 
desultory and spontaneous in that the discussion developed on 
the spur of the moment. These lectures were held in different 
places, at his own place, when people came to visit him, in the
house of other people when he went to see them, and finally in
-  ) -a coffee house called al-Bustah. J His salon at al-Bus*fcah was
quite informal and popular in character. There Jamal al-Din 
presided over free discussions of diverse topics. Early in 
the evening he used to go to the coffee-house he frequented 
•■antfe with his audience crowded around him in a semi-circle.
Some of these people were 'Ulama *, poets, linguists, doctors,
(1) Adams, op.cit., pp.14-15.
(2) Cf. Amin, Zu*ama:*, p.63.
(3) In al-*Atabah Square, Cairo.
engineers, scientists, physicists, some were civil servants
or politicians, so that their general outlook and interests
were different. Their only common denominator was that they
were interested in their mentor’s ideas, which were "animated
hy a genuine desire for the regeneration of Islam, and an
ardent faith in the possibility of its regeneration which was
(l)contagious.'"v * In imparting his ideas to his audience, his 
fascinating personality and his eloquence proved no lass • 
attractive than his ideas* "When he began to speak, every­
body’s eyes were glued to him and each of the listeners was
(p)
spellbound. He often went on speaking until late at night.**.' 
He was that rare phenomenon, a teacher with a definite vision 
of his own. He was aware of the fact that the Egyptians had
become a timorous nation; cowed by centuries of humility and
slavery, they had become incapable of independent thought. He 
wanted to open their minds* ej|es, to remove from them the film 
with which ages of darkness had obscured them. He wanted to 
incite them to break away from their rut and aim at a better 
life. He never tired of talking about Egyptian problems in 
which he was passionately interested. He was a master of 
expression whose every word was to the point. He had an 
answer to every question, a solution to every problem. He was
(1) Adams, op.cit., p.14.
(2) Muhammad 'Abduh as quoted by Rida, Tarikh al-Ustadh,. .
vol. i, p.44.
(1)
unequalled in discussionj he could quicken the pulses of 
his audience and set their imagination afire.
(S)
Nadim was a frequent guest of Jamal al-Din1s circles*
He attended them in the congenial society of young enthusiasts 
like himself. Among these were Muhammad ’Abdula, *Abdv al-Karim 
SalLman, Ibrahim al-LaqjanT, Sa’d Zaghlul, Ibrahim al-HilbawX, 
’AlX Mazhar, SalTm al-Haciciash, Adib IshacL and HifnX Nasif.
There were also Mahmud SamX al-BarudX, ’Abd al-Salam al-
Muwaylihi, his brother Ibrahim al-MuwaylihX and other prominent
(3)
figures of that time.
While he was travelling through Muslim countries, Jamal 
al-Din realised the source of many evils. The moral character 
of many Muslims was incredibly low, owing to the misinterpre­
tation of certain religious principles of Islam. He aimed 
therefore, at first, at a reform of the religion itself which
was to be adapted to the demands of the actual conditions of the
(4)_
time. He said to Shaykh Abd al-Qadir al~Maghribi: "What the
Islamic world needs is religious reform, for, if we observe the
1} Of. Rida, Tarikh al-Ustadh, vol. 1, pp. 34— 37.
2) Adams,‘op^ cit•, p. 221^ H.A.R. Gibb, B.S.O.S., vol. iv,
Pi Rafi’i, Asr Isma’il, vol. ii, p^ 276; Rida,
Tarikh al-Ustadh, vol. i, p. 46; al-Manar,vol.xxviii,
PPi 709-710^
5) Amin, Zu’ama’, p. 65; Rida, Tarikh al-Ustadh, vol. i, p.46.
4) Quoted hy 'Uthman 'AmTn,*cf. al-Kitab, vol. iv, p. 681.
European revolutionary^ movements, we find that the most
prominent of their causes have been the Protestant movements
since the days of Luther.M He also said that it was the aim
of his own religious movement to free the minds of the common
as well as the educated people from a wrong interpretation of
religious principles, including the cardinal tenets of Island.
Thus their belief in fab© and destiny was the cause of their
fatalism which was responsible for their lethargic endurance
(1)
of bad times and bad rulers.v ' “Hitherto all movements of
religious reform in Islam had followed the lines not of
developmentjbut of retrogression. There had been a vast
number of preachers, especially in the last two hundred years,
who hdd taught that the decay of Islam as a power in the world
was due to its followers having forsaken ancient ways of
simplicity and the severe observance of the law as understood
in the early ages of the faith. Jamal al-Din*s originality
consisted in this that he sought to convert the religious
intellect of the countries where he preached to the necessity
of reconsidering the whole Islamic position, and, instead of
clinging to the past, of making an onward intellectual movement
(2 )in harmony with modern knowledge."'* J
Jamal al-Din was also aware of the fact that Muslim power
(1) Al-Kitab, vol. i, pp.681-682.
(2) Blunt, Secret., pp.100-101.
had heen dissipated in endless dissensions and divisions, 
that Muslim countries had lapsed into ignorance and helpless­
ness to become the prey of Western aggression. He believed, 
therefore, that if Muslim countries were onceu freed from 
European domination or interference, and Islam itself reformed 
and adapted to the demands of the existing conditions^ Muslims 
would be able to work out for themselves a new and glorious
order of things without dependence on the imitation of
( o )  — _
European nations*V / But in no country had Jamal al-Din yet
seen the possibility of realising his plans of reform. He
found it now in Egypt, which was to become the starting point
of his activity* He soon realised that there was no prospect
of religious reform in Egypt, unless the nation was first
delivered from the state of bondage and humiliation in which
it was kept by the ruler Ismafil • The Egyptians had been
plunged in darkness and night for ages, and what they needed
most was the ability to control their ora destiny. "It was a
deep-rooted belief in Egypt before 1293 A.H* (1876) that the
management of both public and private affairs was a prerogative
of the ruler whose decisions, however arbitrary, had to be
accepted without demur. Their happiness or misery entirely
depended on the justice or injustice, honesty or dishonesty,
clemency or tyranny of an autocrat. Nobody else could influence
(1) Zaydan, Mashahir, vol.II, p.66.
(2) Cf. Adams, op.cit., p.13*
the affairs of state or the internal administration of the 
country in any way; nohody had, or even claimed, the right 
to express his opinion on public matters. A deep gulf 
divided Egypt from the rest of the world. The rulers kept 
the people in ignorance of the revolutionary movements in 
other countries and prevented any contact with the world out­
side. Though students went to Europe in the days of Muhammad 
’All Pasha... the nation derived but little profit from theml^ 
The prejudice against Egyptians, which was prevalent in high 
circles at the time, gave them little scope after their return 
from Europe. "Though Isma'Il had eventually called an Assem­
bly of Notables into being by the end of 1866 the final 
decision in all matters remained with the ruler, to counteract 
whose wishes would have meant death or confiscation of one’s
entire property and exile to the White Nile in the Upper Sudan,
(o\
which was equivalent to certain death."' 1
This was the state of things Jamal al-Din had set out to 
amend. He began training his disciples in platform speaking 
to be the voice of his reform; later many of them became
(*3) - — _
famous o r a t o r s * J a m a l  al-Din who discovered Nadim’s extra­
ordinary gift for public speaking devoted a great deal of time 
and attention to train him in oratory. This is.how Nadim
(1) Muhammad fAbduh as quoted by Rida, Tarikh al-Ustadh, vol.i,• .
P*36*
(2) Ibid.
(3) Al-Manar, vol. xxviii, pp.709-710.
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learned the art of public speaking. Jamal also prompted his
disciples to write articles clamouring for social* religious
and moral reform* and to publish them in the newspapers.
Nadlm attended Jamal al-Din *s salon and lectures regularly
for nearly three years* in which he absorbed Jamal al-Din*s
principles and became acquainted with progressive and thinking
contemporaries. But this happy settled life was suddenly
interrupted by his dismissal from al-Qasr al-’AlI: Nadira had• •
"made a mistake". He had incurred the displeasure of "Black1*
Khalil Agha, the chief Eunuch (the majordomo of the Princess*s
household) and the centre of the attention at al-Qasr al-’Ali.• *
Khalil Agha’s influence not only in the Royal Palace, but also
in the country surpassed that of the ministers and even that
of the Princess of royal blood, because he was the favourite
of Isma’il and his mother. Every man of importance in the
country considered himself lucky if he could serve him. His
influence made itself felt in the whole of Bgypt and the Sudan.
He accumulated immense wealth and his power exceeded even that
of Kafur al-Ikhshidi* the Black King of E g y p t . H i s
character, however, singularly lacked consistence, it was
strangely contradictory; to kill and pray* to seise people’s
property and spend on building schools* none of these was alien
(1) Cf. Taymur* op.cit., p.4; Amin* Zu*amas, p.209; (Kafur was 
born in Nubia or Abyssinia between the years 291 A.H. (904) and 
308 A*H. (920). He died in 356 A.H.(968). Eor details see The 
Encyclopaedia of Islam* vol.ii* pp. 623-624.
to him* but cruelty and tyranny prevailed. When Madxm
annoyed him, he was not only dismissed from his position, but
(2)also cruelly whipped. 7 The exact nature of the mistake he
made is unknown and the available sources, if they mention the
episode at all, call it simply ”a mistake”. N a d i m  himself
never referred to this incident, except once in a letter written
to a friend in which he thus complained of his fates "There
was one time in my life when I did not taste the poison of
tribulations, and that was when I worked in al-Qasr al-'Ali,. .
when Satan gave me the opportunity and I was in the service
of royalty..... The world was serving me, and the heights
were my companions. But the world turned its oppressive and
luckless face to me, and glared at me with vengeful eyes, and
envied me the happy order of my life.... I have never seen an
uglier fate. It struck me a severe, not a gentle blow. "(4^he
date of his dismissal cannot be stated with any certainty.
There is no doubt, however, that he was still at al-Qasr al-
»  *
'Ali in February 1874* when he went to Alexandria on a visit 
to his family and was stricken by an illness which lasted
(1) For details about Khalil Agha cf. Shafiq, op.cit., vol. i, 
p.70; Taymur, op.cit., p*4; Amin, Zu'ama5, pp.208-209.
(2) Taymur, op.cit., p.4i Amin, Ziu,ama:*, p.209.
(3) Ibid; Samir op.cit., p.5; Zaydan, Mashahlr, vol.ii, p.106.
(4) Sulafah, vol.i, p.66.
(1)three months. ' Proof of the fact is a letter he wrote to
his friend, Shaykh Ahmad Wahbi in Cairo, in which he deplores 
the unexpected illness which has parted him from the capital, 
his friends and his occupation.
t
Khalil Agha's anger meant the anger of th^whole country*
It is most probable that Wadim knew that after his dismissal
from al-Qasr al-'AlI nobody else would dare to employ him from 
• *
(o)
fear of incurring the tyrant's displeasure; 1 On the other 
hand, he seems to have been rather self-conscious about the 
outrage his dignity had suffered, and would have preferred to 
disappear from the limelight, until the unfortunate incident 
fell into oblivion. Therefore he left Cairo, resentful and 
frustrated, but repressing these feelings patiently, since it 
was not in his power to retaliate in any way. y This was 
the first personal clash between Wadlm and the oppression of 
tyranny. "Tyranny was at the time at the zenith of its power, 
holding its sceptre firmly in its hand, and this hand was of 
iron. The whole nation groaned under slavery.1 All Hadlm 
could do was to give vent to his feelings in letters to his 
friends, and not even then could he refer to Khalil Agha by 
name, but complained of an anonymous fate.^^
(1) Sulafah, pp.39*40.
(2) Amin , Zu'araa*, p.209.
(3) Sulafah, vol. i, pp. 66,71.
(4) Muhammad 'Abduh as quoted by Rida, Tarikh al~*Ustadh,* .
vol. i, p*12.
(5) Sulafah, vol. i, pp. 66-67.
At first, Hadim roamed over the country without purpose*
He had no means of livelihood, and few assets apart from his 
literary talents. The only field of activity he could aspire 
to according to his abilities was to be a teacher or a journal­
ist, but, again, journalism was officially sponsored or 
reserved for certain writers or unpaid, and a scholastic
career fell into the category of government posts for which
(1)he had ceased to be eligible. } Thus he did what he had
done once before, he went on a journey, this time to the Hile
Delta, to be the guest of provincial men of letters, to recite
his own work to them, and listen to theirs. This journey,
however, had a different aspect, insofar as (i) he had grown
(2)in experience and his mind was now adult.K J (ii) The quality
of his literary production had greatly improved*
- (3 )He went at first to al-Mansurahw / and contacted the local.
literary circles. He made two friends there: his choice
fell on Ahmad *AlI^^ and Kamal Muhammad. His friendship . *
with these two men proved of long duration, for they kept in 
touch after their separation by visits and letters. After a 
short stay in al-Mansurah he continued his travels until he
(1) Al-Kitab, vol. 1, p.79.
(2) He was then about 30 years old.
(3) The capital of The Da<jahliyyah Province.
(4) He became in 1900 the Chief of the Trade Department of 
the Royal Palaces, cf. Sulafah, vol. 1, p.60.
(5) Of. Ibid.
-  -(1)found himself in a village called Badawa 'where he Became the
guest and constant companion of its *Umdah, Shaykh Ahmad Abu 
(o\
Si'dah' 1 at whose request he became the teacher of his sons' ' 
whom he taught the Qui^an and the elements of religion. His 
life became more settled, and he even did some farming on land 
he rented for the purpose in his spare time.^^ That brought 
him in contact with fellahln, so that he got to know their 
character, their way of life, their thoughts and morals, and 
their economic and social position. It goes without saying 
that N'adim was not quite happy in Badawa to which he was tied 
by his everyday need, for he could not fail to draw comparisons 
between the ignorant people he mixed with in his new residence 
and his former well-educated friends, and found his present 
position very unsatisfactory. The only ray of light that 
dispelled the gloom was that he genuinely enjoyed teaching.
From time to time, when despondency and dejection threatened 
to get the upper hand, he went to visit his friends in al- 
Mansurah, and enjoyed the consolations of literature. This
(1) In the Daqahliyyah Province.*
(2) He was a man of property, the owner of 1,000 acres, and had 
a mansion with a garden, part of which was destined to accomo­
date guests; cf. Mubarak, op.cit., vol.IX, p.14# He became in 
1881 a member of the National Assembly; cf. Rafi*i, al- 
Thawrah, p.17 6•
(5) Sulafah, vol.l, p.61; Taymur, op.cit. p.4; cf. also Kan wa 
Yakun, vol. 1, p.11.
(4) Sulafah, vol. 1, p.62; Kan wa Yakin, vol. 1, p.11.
(5) Of. Sulafah, vol. 1, p.61.
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went on until the strain of the uncongenial way of life in 
Badawa began to tell on him. It affected him to the extent 
that he grew idle and listless; even his mental processes 
became less alert*
However, his friends in. al-Mansurah did not abandon him 1 *
to his fate* They continued writing to him* urging him to
awake from his laziness* warning him not to neglect his talents*
In fact* it was only byGcorresponding with them that he prevented
his literary talent from rusting and his inspiration from
(1)running dry in those days*' 1 For the information and enter­
tainment of his friends he described the rural life of Badawa, 
the character of the fellahln and the MaMhun of the village
with caustic sarcasm* and one of his letters is a masterpiece
—  (2 )of scathing satire in Badi1 style*' '
Within a year of his arrival in Badawa he quarrelled with 
his host* the *Umdah* over the fees for teaching his sons* When 
the 'TJmdah insisted that he had been amply rewarded for his 
services by the food and lodging he had been provided with*
Wadim felt offended because only serfs* servants and slaves 
worked in those days for a roof over their heads and a morsel of 
bread* while the fee paid in money was the privilege of the 
professional man. Thus it was not out of greed* but out of
(1) Sulafah, vol* I* pp*61-62*
(2) For the text of the letter cf* Sulafah* Vol* 1* p.59-63*
6 3
(i)
self-respect that he claimed thirty pounds' * as his fee for
( 2 ) —the year. The altercation became violent,' 1 and Hadim, in
his anger, abused the fUmdah as well as the inhabitants of the
village who, greatly incensed, vowed to take revenge on him.
But he learnt of this intention beforehand and when they broke
into his house at night, he had already fled in disguise and
(*5)under the cover of darkness. ' This was the second conflict
between Hadim and a member of the ruling class, and the second
felt
time he had been insulted. He must have/victimised by the
tyranny of oppression, and his anger reached boiling point, but
here also he was defenceless.
He went to al-Mansurah in or about 1875 and the comments
*
on Badawa and its 'Um&ah he made there were sarcastic to the
point of defamation. They were, scorching and emotional in
style, for they, came from the depth of a wounded heart, and the
poems/San 1 and gajal he recited were pungent and virulent
lampoons. These satires circulated, by word of mouth, in
all the literary circles of al-Mansurah and won him local fame*
He made the acquaintance of Mahmud al-G-harqawI, one of the* •
greatest merchants in al-Mansurah, who was a lover of literature
_ •    _______
(1) Cf. Taymur, op.cit., p.4; the amount is an indication of 
the length of his stay in Badawa, for the fee for tutoring in 
a government primary school was usually three pounds a month.
(2) Taymur, op.cit., p.4; Amin, Z'.u'ama*, p.209.
(5) Samir, op.cit., p.22.
(4) Amin, Zu^ma*, p.209; 'Atiyyat Allah, op.cit., p.22.0 %
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(1)and used to hold literary circles at his house. ' In order to 
induce Hadim to stay in al-Mansurah* he opened a shop for him in 
which he was to sell haberdashery and fancy goods. Besides the 
sale of his goods* Nadim decided to use the premises for a 
literary circle of his own. In fact* he had no aptitude for 
commence, and his love of literature stifled the wish to succeed 
as a merchant. His desire to satisfy his literary cravings was 
paramount* and everything else had to take second place. How­
ever* to keep a literary circle going required money* and at 
the same time diverted his attention from his customers. Litera­
ture gained what trade lost* and after a while he found both
(2)profits and capital had vanished.' '
As a merchant* Nadim was a failure* like most men of letters 
who resorted to trade in his days. The man of letters usually 
has an artistic temperament which is incompatible with trade: 
he is generous and tolerant* and attaches more importance to art 
than to money. The merchant must be practical and meticulous* 
and balance carefully his income and expenditure* but the poet 
prices his freedom above all and cannot bear constraint of any 
kind. It is* therefore* small wonder that Hadlm's venture into 
the field of commerce was an abysmal failure*
(1) Ibid; Raf*i * al-Thawrah* p.531; Taymur* op.cit.* p.4*
(2) Taymur* op.cit.* p.4; Amin* Bu'ama1* p.209; Samir* op.cit.,
p.6.
6.5
After he had shut down his shop, he reverted to the mode
of life of his pre-Cairo days* and travelled around the country.
However, he kept a foothold in al-Mansurah and always returned
to the house of Mahmud al-Gharqdwi• 1 Though until then he
• •
had published nothing, and little of his poetry and rhymed prose
was committed to writing, literary production was transmitted
(2)orally from town to town all over the area. ' Erom the view­
point of posterity, this way of transmission had the disastrous 
consequence that little of his work has been preserved, but at 
the time it helped to spread his famown until it reached Shahln
Pasha G-enj in Tanta in 1293 A.H. ^  ^ (1876) *. •
Shahim Pasha was the Inspector G-eneral of Lower Egypt,
and had a great predilection for literature. It flattered him
to be surrounded by men of letters, and he had a literary circle
in his mansion. His friend, Shaykh Muhammad al-Jindi^^, had#
a young favourite, a barber's apprentice, and used to listen to 
the boy's songs. When he once brought him to sing before 
Shahin Pasha, the boy chose a love song composed by Wadlm.
(1) Taymur, op.cit., p.4*
(2) 'Atiyyat Allah, op.cit., p.27.
(3) Taymur, op.cit., p.4*
(4) Born in 1828, he was of Turkish origin, of military rank,
and a Minister of War in Isma'il's time. Died in Rome, but was
buried in Egypt in 1884*
(5) Taymur, op.cit., p.4? Amin, ^u'ama*, p.211.
(6) An 'Alim and teacher at al-<Iamif al-Ahmadi at Tanta.
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Enchanted and delighted, the Pasha burned with curiosity to meet
the author, and Nadlm was sent for.^1^
"Shahln Pasha's first impression of Uadlm was that he was
exceedingly ugly, but that his humour and cleverness made him
attractive* The Pasha liked Nadlm from the start, and made him
(?)
his boon-companion*' Hadim became a prominent figure in 
Shahln'Pasha1 literary circle which was composed of worthy poets 
and men of letters with whom he spent memorable n i g h t s . " T h e y  
competed with him and exchanged challenges and carried on many 
discussions and lively debates on different forms of poe try and 
prose* In these controversies he was mostly victorious, so that 
they. %acknowl edged his superiority, though some did it voluntarily 
and some with reluctance.1 His was among them the highest 
position, he was treated by his colleagues and the Pasha himself 
with great respect, but all that could not make him forget the 
grievous wrong he had suffered at the hands of Khalil Agha and 
the *Umdah of Badawa. Revenge on Khalil Agha seemed impossible, 
even with the support of the influential Shahln Pasha, for Khalil 
was unassailable, but he could bring his anger to bear on the 
*Umdah who had insulted him and withheld what he considered his 
due. He secured the support of Shahln Pasha for his claim for
(1) Taymur, op.cit., pp.4-5*
(2) Taymur, op.cit., p*5*
(3) Ibid; Al-Ustadh, pp.985-986.
(4) Samir, op.cit., p.5*
thirty pounds* The Turkish Pasha had the fUmdah brought to
Tanta where he made him pay not thirty, hut a hundred founds,
(l)to which the 'Umdah submitted, glad to save his neck*' 7 This 
incident provides a certain clue to Eadim’s character* He did 
nob forgive and forget readily, but was apt to nurture a 
grievance* He remembered past injuries and insisted on what 
he believed to be his right*
While Hadim was staying in Tanta as Shahin Pasha1s guest,
• t
favourite and companion, he travelled around, and attended the
Mawlid^^(festival) of al-Sayyid Ahmad al-BadawI.^ ^  To the ■ *
itinerant man of letters, this festival offered a unique 
occasion for a display of his talents, for he met there fellow- 
poets, who held literary circles in coffee-houses, in tents set 
up by followers of different Sufi orders, improvising and 
reciting poetry &a,ial and rhymed prose and discussing literaryt
matters; he also met there prominent people from everywhere, 
prospective patrons of his art* Besides, there was the custom 
that people brought offerings of food in fulfilment of a nadhr 
(vow) made to the saint, and these votive offerings provided 
the participants of the festival with a great quantity of free 
food which attracted to the Mawlid a great number of’Bldabatiyyah 
(plural of5Hdabati), and made it particularly easy for them to
(1) Taymur, op.cit., p.5.
(2) Por details about the Mawlid of Egypt cf. Mubarak, op.cit*, 
vol* xiii, pp. 50-51; al-Manar, vol. VIII, pp.1-5.
(3) Por details about the saint cf. The Encyclopaedia of Islam,
vol. 1, pp*192-195; Mubarak, op.cit., vol.xiii, pp.50-51.
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hold, their popular circles there.
*UdabatI is a term of ridicule for a man of letters, often 
applied disparagingly or in downright contempt* The JUdabatI 
was a poetaster, famous for his voluble tongue, and his facility 
of improvisation of doggerel rhyme. He begged for money in 
return for his recital of colloquial or vulgarised verse, always 
taking his cue from terms used by the interlocutor* Obtrusive 
in manner, persistent in begging, he never took no for an 
answer, but took up the very word of refusal and composed 
popular songs round it, literally compelling the unwilling 
listener, by unsolicited praise, to reward him for his pains* 
Clowning,buffoonery, monkey-like grimaces contributed to the 
success of his efforts, and so did his deliberately funny 
appearance: the tassel of his turban was outside and bobbed up
and down to the beat of the drum or the tambourine he always
(1)carried about * J Constant competitions between the itinerant
men of letters and the JUdabatiyyah in improvising and reciting 
2a jal, Muwashshabat ^  ^ and Mawwals ^  ^ were a standing feature 
of the Mawlids, and the public enjoyed listening to these 
enormously. At the Mawlid of 1293 A.H. (1877) it was Hadim 
who was accidentally involved in a competition of this kind.
This is how Nadim himself related the incident: "I was at the
Mawlid of al-Sayyid al-Badawi (May Cod bless him) in 1294 A.H.
(1) Cf. Amin, Zu'ama*, p.211.
(2) See below, p*> . 606-607, 608-609.
(3) See below, pp. 609-610.
(1877); with me were al-Sayyid 1Aliyal-Rasr, al-Shaykh Ramadan
Halawah, al-Sayyid Muhammad Qasim and al-Shaykh Ahmad abu al- 
• • • *
Baraj al-Bamanhuri. ¥e were sitting in Sabbagh. *s coffee-house,
watching one M i b ^ 1^/singular of tldabiyyah/ against the other.
We were observing them and exchanging remarks about them, but
they sensed we were talking about them and accosted us, They
took turns in praising us one after the other, until they
finally reached me, one of them addressing me as follows:
- (2)"Bestow a piaster on me, 0 Jindi,x y 
Or present me with clothes, Bffendi,
I swear on your dear life,
My food is never rife."
I replied jokingly:
"Cash I do not give,
And if you don't leave,
I've a temper that sears,
(3)And I will box your ears. ^/n 
The other Adib joined in the competition in support of his 
comrade and we continued improvising %ajal of this kind for 
about an hour, until they exhausted what they knew by heart.
(1) Nadim uses the term "Adlb" instead of^Udabati to give the 
man and thus indirectly himself more prestige.
(2) Jindi i.e., Turk, used in the meaning of "ruler", is best 
translated by "my lord". It was an honour to be called Jindi.
(3) 3?or the original Arabic text see appendix No. 1, P*652,
When we arrived at the mansion of Shahln Pasha whose guests we
all were3 al-Sayyid ‘All Abu al-Hasr related the incident to
*
him, The next1 morning Shahln Pasha summoned the chief of the
*Udabiyyah and told him to bring him the most gifted and expert
of the *Udabi.yyah in his care, promising him 1,000 piastres /i.e.
ten pounds/ reward each if they defeated me in a contest, or
twenty lashes of the whip to each, if they were defeated, The
chief of the JUdabiyyah accepted the challenge and brought back
Shaykh Dawud and al-Hajj Isma'Il, the most famous pair of
#
reciters of Zajal for any occasion. He also brought six more
who were skilled in memorising and reciting. The Pasha assembled
them in front of his mansion in Tanta and I sat between him and
• •
the late Ja'far Pasha Mashar^^, and there were so many thousands
of people watching that they had to be kept in order by the
(2)police, The contestants were Nadim on the one hand, and
nine *Udabatiyyah on the other. They opposed Nadlm in turn in
different forms of gajal, which was chosen as the subject of the
— — ("5)competition. They competed in Kan war. Kanw/ and panegyric, 
fakhr_ (war of wits) and amatory lyrics, and Nadim replied to 
each form instantly in the same vein, strictly observing the
rhyme and metre of the adversary, until he had defeated them
(1) He was governor of the Sudan between 1866 and 1871, In April
1878 he was appointed Speaker of the Assembly of Notables, Cf*
al-Waqa3*!1 al-Misriyyah , 13 October 1871* and Rafi'I 'Asr
*
Isma'Il, vol. 1, p,159.
(2) Por the rest of the incident and the Zajal recited on the 
occasion cf, Al-'Ustadh, p,985-995*
(3) See below, p.p. 607-608.
all and continued in a solitary recital on the empty battle­
field, "When,I finished reciting, both the Pashas and the 
public clapped their hands in applause, ' The competition had.
lasted three hours, and Shaykh Ramadan Halawah filled five• ♦
copybooks with the record of the %arjal recited. Shahln Pasha
reconsidered his original"decision, and presented each of them
(1)with five pounds instead of the threatened Shipping*"' 1
The news of the contest spread like wildfire. Cairo and 
Alexandrian literary circles, not to mention the provincial 
ones, all resounded with Nadim'.s victory.
During his stay-in Tanta with Shahln Pasha, he also met .
.' . - • ■. ’• *  ♦ '■ .
II t l  I t , ;; ' -
Tutunju Bey for whom.he deputised in the administration of his 
property.w ' This new occupation gave Eadim the opportunity 
to visit Cairo .and resume contact, with his old mentor Jamal al- 
Din. who was then the. centre of feverish, activity. He wanted, 
to prevent Egypt from falling into foreign hands as a result 
of Isma'Il*s misrule owing to which the nation had relapsed 
into the misery and hardship of servitude; It Is no exaggera- ' 
tion, in spite of the outward Europeanisation of the country,, 
to call the reign of Isma'Il'one of the darkest periods of
(1) Al-Ustadh, p.994*
(2) Cf..Amin Zu'ama^, p.212; 1Atiyyat Allah, op.cit., 28;
Samir, op.cit., p.6.
(3) Taymur, op.cit., p.15*
(4) Cf. The Earl of Cromer, Modern Egypt (London 1^908), vol. 1, 
pp.18-19. ■ .
Egyptian history*
The main defect of the system of Isma1 H's government was^
manifestly, the absolute, unrestricted and limitless power of
the head of the state. "The celebrated maxim attributed to
Louis XIV has never been more thoroughly carried out in practice
than in Egypt under the reign of Isma'il Pasha. He, in his
own person, was the state. He disposed of the lives and
properties of all his subjects. He constituted the sole and
final court of appeal in all affairs, great or small. He
administered in person every Department of the state. His will
Cl)was law, his subordinates obeyed his every word implicitly. 7
It was his policy to oppress his subjects ruthlessly, and to
suppress freedom of thought as utterly as he could. On the
other hand, he was possessed by the childlike desire to be
regarded as a European monarch, on the scale of Hapoleonxriand
invited European adventurers to whom he gave an entirely free
hand, thus making it easy for them to settle in Egypt at the
(o)
expense of the natives on whom they preyed.v 7 He was governed 
by greed, and he amassed property of every kind. "Flatterers 
reminded him that, in the days of his grandfather, the whole 
land had been regarded as the viceroy's personal property and 
that, moreover, Mohammad 'Ali had claimed and exercised, for 
some years, a monopoly of its foreign trade. Isma'il schemed
(1) Cromer, op.cit., vol. 1, p.56.
(2) Zaydan, MhshSihir^ivol. 1, p.313*
(1)to revive these rights in his own person."' / In one way or
another he got into his hands a large proportion of the arable
land of the country. As a consequence of that "the state of
Egypt ... was deplorable. Estates, representing about one-
fifth of the arable lands of the country, had passed into the
hands of the Khedive; and these estates-,: instead of being
farmed out to the dispossessed proprietors, were administered
direct by the Khedive, and cultivated to a great extent by
forced labour. Ho single measure contributed more than this
to render the existing regime as intolerable to the people of
(2 )
Egypt as it was rapidly becoming to.the foreign creditors."v 
Pleasure-loving to excess, he raised loan after loan to satisfy 
his extravagant tastes; "to say nothing of the enormous sums 
which he poured out like water on his own private pleasure^ his 
follies of palace building, his follies with European women, 
and his follies of royal entertainment, there were schemes of 
ambition vast enough to drain the purse of any treasury.
It is true that he spent a fraction of the millions he borrowed 
on the modernisation of Egypt, but even in that his motives were 
selfish, for he wanted to be the ruler of a modern kingdom; 
besides, this modernisation never went deep and merely affected 
the outward appearance of the country. He lavished enormous
(&) Of. Cromer, op.cit., vol. 1, p.29.
(3) Blunts Secret, p.18; his palaces numbered more than thirty, 
and were filled to capacity with expensive Western furniture; 
one cost 15 million pounds to furnish; cf. Rafifi, *Asr Isma'il, 
vol. ii, p.55.
(l) Bluht, Secret, p. 17.
sums on the foreigners who surrounded him, and on his fabulous
(1)journeys to Constantinople and the West# ' His chief agent 
for contracting loans in Europe was Nubar, a man who more than 
anybody else after Isma'il himself was responsible for Egypt's 
financial ruin. Commissioned by the Viceroy to find him money 
at any cost, he raised it on t erms which realised for him 
hardly 60°/o of the debt he incurred, while Hubar himself pocketed 
as commission several millions of pounds. "Of the 96 millions
nominally raised in this way, it has been calculated that only
—  —  (2 ) some 54 reached Isma'il's hands."' J fo pay the interest on
the loans, Isma'il raised the tax on the fellah and invented
gradually a ridiculous number of new taxes on every Egyptian in 
(3)the countryw / . "Besides the land-tax which was the main 
resource of the country, a number of petty taxes of the most 
harassing nature were levied. "I", said Lord Cromer, "gave 
Lord Vivian a list of thirty-seven of such taxes, and I doubt if 
the list was complete. Due to his extravagance, the revenue
was low, and he raised the land-tax by progressive enhancements 
from the 40 piastres per acre where he found it, to 160.^^ The
(1) Rafi'i^'Asr Isma'il, vol.ii, p.55; cf. also The 'Times., 6.10.
1881.
(2) Blunt, Secret, p.19*
(3) For more details cf. McCoan, J. Carbile, Egypt under Ismail
(London,1 8 8 9 p*81; Rafi'I,fAsr Isma'il, vol.ii, pp.309-314;
»
Blunt, secret., pp.18-19•
(4) Cromer, op.cit., otrol.i, pp.29-30.
(5) Of. Rafl'I, 'Asr Isma'il, vol.ii, pp.310-312.
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heavy burden of tax reduced the fellah to extreme poverty, for 
the system of taxes was entirely arbitrary* In fact, taxes 
were levied when the Viceroy was in need of money. When he 
wanted money - and there was never a time when he did not want 
any - he gave an order to the Minister of Finance who transmitted 
it to the Governors of the provinces and these had to enforce it 
unquestioningly, regardless of whether the province had acquitted 
itself of its duties or not* The Ma3mur (superintendent) 
divided the amount of money required from his district over the 
villages* It was finally left to the 'Umdah of the village to 
levy it from the individual inhabitants.^^ "The evil conse­
quences, which would in any case have resulted from a defective 
fiscal system, were enhanced by the character o£ the agents 
through whose instrumentality the taxes were collected. It can 
be no matter for surprise that they were corrupt and oppressive, 
and scarcely, indeed, a matter for just blame; for the treat­
ment, which they had received at the.hands of the Government
whom they served, was such as to be almost prohibitive of
(o)
integrity in the performance of official duties.,,v '
Ihe Qawwasin (tax collectors) set out on their rounds armed
with al-1 Iddah  ^^  ^ and al-Kurbadj ^  to whip fellahin who could not
— - ■ - - Op.ext. I I"
(1) McGoan, op.cit., p.56; Cromer,/vol. i, pp. 30-32; Rafi1!,
'Asr Isma'il, vol. ii, pp.309-311*
(2) Cromer, op.cit., vol. i, p.30.
(3) Kind of bastinado.
(4)(A whip made of a rounded thong of hippopotamus hide, about 
four feet long); Rafi'x, *Asr Isma'xl, vol.ii, p.312.
i
pay. They were none of them Egyptians,hut Turks, and there
were, therefore, no ties of blood or sympathy between them and
(1 )their victims. 'When they brought pressure to bear upon the
fellah, he had to sell his harvest at bottom price, before it 
(?)could ripen. ' Often he had to sell his livestock as well.
Increasing numbers of fellahin left their villages and let
their land go barren. Many had recourse to usurers, foreigners,
particularly Maltese and Greeks, who, under the Capitulations,
(3)could demand 120 to 145 per centw/ interest with impunity. The
natives accepted this rate of interest under duress and in fear
of the Kurbadn of the Turkish Qawwas who often beat them to
* *
death. If the fellah failed to pay the interest, as was only 
to be expected, he was brought under the Capitulations before 
the consul of the usurerfs country and in consequence robbed of 
his land, which was given to the u s u r e r . B e t w e e n  the Scylla 
of the despot Isma!il and his tax collectors and the Charybdis 
of the foreign usurers, the fellah could hardly escape his doom; 
his lot was truly desperate.
This period of1 Egyptian history seems to have exercised a 
strong attraction on contemporary historians of all nations.
(1) Cf. Muhammad Husayn Haykal, Shaykhsiyyat Misriyyah wa
* • * •
Gharbiyyah (Cairo, 1954), p.39* also Cromer, op.cit., vol.i,
PP. 33-35.
(2) Cf. Cromer, op.cit., vol. i, pp.33-34* Rafifi~, cAsr Isma'il, 
vol.ii, pp.312-313.
(3) Rafi'i, 'Asr Isma'il, vol. ii, p.313.
(4) Great acres of arable Egyptian soil fell thus into foreign 
hands, cf. iS5tf i*11, *Asr Isma^'l, vol.ii, p.313.
The civilised world was swept at that time by movements of 
liberation* but Egypt remained an island of absolutism in the 
stormy sea of nascent democracy* Though many schools were 
opened and European sciences were taught* though the wave of 
Occidental influence swept the country, her population was 
groaning in misery, despair and wretched poverty, her ruler 
was universally regarded as a symbol of tyranny and savage 
oppression. All historians except those with a personal bias 
brand Isma'il as a hyaana which enjoys devouring its prey.
'•His psma'il'sj main object is to* amass wealth, and for this 
purpose he sucks the last drop of blood from his people. He 
seises on estates whenever he can, and raises corvee after 
oorvie for their cultivation and improvement. Indeed, nearly 
all the work on his vast domains is thus done, and all his 
palaces built in this way, by forced labour. And so with all 
who have interest at Court. Most of the Pashas have their
farm and other work done in the same way, and from the feiudirs
....
[provincial governors} down to the village head-man, similar
oppression of the fellahs is everywhere employed, under sanction
(1)of the viceregal example."' '
Referring to the state of Egypt in 1876, Wilfrid Blunt says:
"The fellahin at that time were in terrible straits of poverty.
(l) Les Mysteres de 1'Egypte Devoil^s by Mine. Andouard. She 
lived many years in the country and knew all classes of the 
population very well. The book attracted considerable attention 
at the time. Translation quoted from McCoan, op.cit., p.53.
It was the first of the three last years of the Khedive
-  _  (i)
Isma'il*s reign; Isma'il Saddiq, the notorious Muffatish, '.  •
was in power; the European landholders were ola mouring for
was
their 'coupons' * and famine/at the door of the fellahin. It
was rare in those days to see a man in the field with a turban
on his head or with more than a shirt on his back.*.* I can
testify that this was the case. rfhe country Sheyks themselves
had few of them a cloak to wear. Wherever we went it was the
same. The provincial towns on market days were full of women
selling their clothes and their silver ornaments to the Greek
usurers, because the tax collectors were in their villages,
whips in hand. We bought their poor trinkets and listened
to their stories and joined them in their maledictions on a
government which was laying them bare. We did not as yet under
stand any more than did the peasants themselves, the financial
pressure from Europe which was the true cause of these extreme
(2)exactions.
Sir Alexander Baird had been a frequent visitor to Egypt 
during the winter months, and was asked by the British Govern­
ment to write a report about the state of affairs in Egypt in 
1878. In the report which he subsequently addressed to the
(1) The Khedive Isma'il's Minister of Finance; for details see 
Blunt9Secret, pp.39-40.
(2) Blunt^Secret, pp.11-12*
Minister of Finance, he said:- "It is almost incredible the
distances travelled by women and children, begging from village
to village ... It is not possible to s tate how many died from
actual starvation, but I am satisfied that the excessive
mortality during the period of scarcity was caused by dysentery
and other diseases brought on by insufficient and unwholesome
food. The poor were in some instances reduced to such
extremities of hunger that they were driven to satisfy their
(1)
cravings with the refuse and garbage of the streets." Despite
all that " everything was being sacrificed in the attempt to pay
(o)
the interest and sinking fund on the funded debt."' ' gsteps
were taken* under French and British pressure, to collect the
(3)money for the payment of the "coupon".w 1
The foreign observers whose testimony has been quoted here 
state the case of the people against oppression clearly enough. 
Nadlm's account of the horrors and atrocities seen on his 
travelssurpasses theirs in both poignancy and authenticity, 
because he., possessed first hand information which was not easy 
for them to obtain. In their character as foreigners they 
obviously lacked access to certain details which the tyrants
(1) Gromer, op.cit., vol. 1, p.35*
(2) Ibid, p.33*
(3) Ibid, pp.37-38.
(4) Tarlkh M&sr, p.49.
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found it opportune to conceal* This is even true* in a
certain sense, of the Egyptian historians. Wadim had not
only access to everything, he was himself part of it^for he
had lived, seen, heard and suffered with the fellahin. He had
seen, as he writes in his memoirs, "The Ma*mour entering the
village on his tax collecting round, when even the one who
paid his duty did not escape his share of the whipping, hut
the one who could not pay was tied to the whipping post so that
the whip tore his skin to the hone* The few who survived were
(1)thrown into jail."v ' He had seen "the tax collector and the
whips stop a funeral in the street; the Qawwas (chief whip)
* *
ordered the corpse that was carried hy the mourners to he laid
on the ground and to he left there until the deceased man
acquitted himself of the tax he owed* All the mourners cursed
the Khedive, until at last one of them paid the tax, the paltry
sum of six piastres /a shillings and twopence/. During his
stay in al-Mansurah he had seen "a woman whose hushand was in
*
jail for non-payment of tax, hut had escaped; she was brought
before the deputy of the Daqahliyyah province at al-Mansurah*  .
and he ordered her to he given eighty strokes of the ICurbad.i on 
the palms of her hands, before she was questioned about her 
husband*s hiding-place* When she denied any knowledge cf it, 
which was true, she was laid on the ground and given thirty 
strokes of the Kurbadi across her breast; and when she was
(1)*Abd Allah Wadlm, Al-Ta*if, (periodical, Oairo 1881-1882), 
6.5.1882.
(2) Al-Ta*if, 6.5*1882.
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questioned again* she swore, suffocating in agony, and her words
were choked in her mouth by her dying gasps, that she knew
nothing. But the inhuman henchman had her whipped on the womb
until she gave up her soul, I asked the tax collector how much
her husband owed and he said it was 60 piastres (12
shillings!)! “ He saw the fellahin being driven away like
(2)animals to do slave labour on the Khedive !s farms. ' "I saw 
thousands of people work in the Dayrah (farms) of the Khedive 
without respite, while the whiprwas cutting their skins. When 
lunchtime came, they ate standing where they had stopped working. 
They ate stale crusts of bread, and had no break from dawn to 
dusk when they were driven back to the yard, fenced in by wire, 
where they slept in the open; in winter^rain poured down on 
them, and they suffered from exposure to damp and cold. They 
got up with a start before dawn at the first stroke of the super­
visor^ whip, to begin a new day of toil and sweat; I saw 
thousands of natives rounded up from all the provinces to dig 
the Khatatbah Ganal for the irrigation of the Khedivefs farms.• m
At the time, Prince Husayn P a s h a w a s  Inspector-General of
Lower Bgypt. The Qawwas*^^ a herald preceding him on horse-• #
back, whip in hand, announced to the people the approach of the 
prince1 coming to inspect their work. This was a signal for the
(1) Al-Ta3if, 29.4.1882.
(2) Al-!Ta,if, 6.5.1882.
(5) Isma'il's son.
(4) lit. bow-maker or consular guard.
supervisors to hurry to the trees for the thick "branches they
used to strike the workers with* and I heard nothing but screams j
and groans and cries of pain and loud w&iling* Their bodies
were hardly visible for mud; it covered them entirely and I
could only catch a glimpse of the naked body where its blood
mingled with the mud* When the prince reached the place of
work and saw the workers falling on the stones* in a state of
exhaustion* and drown in the mud* beaten by the supervisors*
he said to the Mudir "Afrin* Afrin! !* !Bravo* bravo!!1 At least
thirty workers died before he left, I lost count* But that was
not enough: on his way back* a child* 8 or 9 years old* was
standing by the roadnide to see the procession* One of the
grooms seised him by the scruff of the neck and threw him into
the water* where he disappeared and drowned within a minute*
The prince smiled at the groom approvingly* enjoying the groans
and the dismal sight of agony and death, true son of Isma*il
(1 )that he was....”v ' During his 'travels through the country 
W&dim 1 saw many sights of this kind in the provinces of 
Grharbiyyah* Buhayrah and Munufiyyah* not only on the Khedive1 s 
Zpvm7 farms but also on those of his courtiers from his servants 
to his ministers* The country was a huge jail and the Egypt­
ians were sentenced to penal servitude for life* and their only 
crime was that they were not Turks but Egyptians* If one could 
ride through the air and take a bird*s eye view of the country
(1) Al-Ia>if* 6.5.1882.
*
below, and could watch the peop&e and listen to them, one would
find the whole nation writhing in burning pain on the scorching
embers of torture* /One would see/ the heights of fumbling and
confusion in the haphazard movements of worms with no order or
purpose, and would hear the groans and the lament of the
tortured; sights and sounds which would move to pity any human
soul;', but could they move Isma'il and his courtiers and his
(1)Turkish retinue!!!!v 1"
Such were the sights Hadlm saw everywhere on his tours of 
the country* He was profoundly shocked and dismayed by the 
distressing scenes he witnessed* They were to remain engraved 
in his memory for ever, and immense bitterness surged in him, 
finally to overflow in a dramatic outburst* The calamities 
which had overtaken the country in consequence of the disas­
trous economic policy of the government had shaken the emotional 
attitude of the people* The very sovereignty of the country 
was in danger* The foreign loans contracted in European 
countries proved to be the thin end of the wedge: they gave
European governments the opportunity to interfere in the internal 
affairs of Egypt, an opportunity which they had coveted for a 
long time. The Khedivial decree, issued on May 2, 1876, 
instituting a Commission of the Public Debt with European 
Commissioners to act as representatives of the b o n d h o l d e r s , ^ )
(1) Al-Ta*if, 29*4*1882**
(2) For details about the Commission cf. Cromer, op.cit.,vol.i,
p.12 and vol.ii, pp.304-310; Rafi'i,*Asr Isma’il, vol.ii,
«  *  ■
pp.69-71; M. Mustafa Tarikh Misr, pp.198-199; Blunt3 Siecret,
* •  j *
PP.14. 21.
was a virtual acknowledgment of foreign claims to control the
internal economy of the country. The Anglo-French Condominium,
imposed on Egypt in 1876, was another step in its economic
enslavement. A British Controller-General was appointed to
supervise its revenue, and a French one to keep check on its 
(l)expenditure. / They were joined in January 1878 by the
Commission of Inquiry with the right of inquiring into every
(2 )single item of the budget. 1 This constituted a government 
within the government, and was a plain infringement of the 
sovereignty of the country. On August 28, 1878, the Khedive 
authorised the Armenian Eubar Pasha to form the first Egyptian 
cabinet and appointed, under pressure, two European ministers:
an Englishman, Sir Rivers Wilson, became Minister of Finance,
\ (3)
and M. de Blignieres Minister of Public W o r k s . T h e  Egypt­
ians were mere acquiescing p u p p e t s , w h i l e  the foreigners 
pulled the strings. England and France divided the spoils 
between them. This was a great shock to the country. It
provoked wrathful indignation, voiced in increasingly loud
(5)grumbling and murmurs
The glaring contrast between the high-salaried European
(1) Rafi'i , *Asr Isma'il, vol.ii, p.90.
(2) For details of. Cromer, op.cit., vol.i, pp.45-63; Theodore 
Rothstein, Egypt's Ruin (London 1910) pp.54-60.
(5) Cf. Cromer, op.cit., vol.i, pp.64-81; Rothstein, op.cit., 
pp.66-73*
<yt
(4) Rafi'i , fAsr Isma'il, vol.ii, p.90.#
(5) Rafi'i, 'Asr Isma'il, vol.ii, p.146.
employee and the underpaid* overworked Egyptian official* with 
the constant threat of dismissal hanging over him,, formed a 
frequent topic of conversation among the Egyptian civil servants, 
"Ihe higher officials1'* wrote the Cairo correspondent of Ihe 
[Dimes* "are chiefly foreigners* and high salaries seem 
necessary to soothe their home yearnings and compensate for the 
pain of expatriation. International jealousies have thrust 
two or even three and four men where one is able to do the 
work.,. Experiments in government have left costly function­
aries on the hand of Egypt who do nothing hut draw their pay". 
Also his Alexandria colleague wrote: "Satirical visitors find
amusement in counting the number of disestablished European 
officials whose salaries count by thousands of pounds* while 
hundreds of native state servants cannot get their few pounds
a month due for the last year or more for good service actually
(2 )rendered"*v ' Ihus a multiplicity of factors: European inter­
ference in the Egyptian affairs* the subservience of the native 
ministers to all the demands of European governments* the heavy 
burden of irregular and illegal taxation imposed by the govern­
ment as well as by the Anglo-Erench 6ontnis* the inhuman
(3)methods of tax collection'^'* the economic problems which had
(1) Ihe limes* 23.1.1879.
(2) Ibid* 25.12.1878,
(3) Mustafa (Ahmad fAbd al-Rahim) l'he Domestic and Foreign 
Affairs of Egypt from 1876 to 1882. Ph.D.(1955) London Univer­
sity* p.92; cf. also Cromer* op.cit.* vol. 1* p.34*
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become nearly insoluble, the precarious situation of the
Egyptian civil servant and, last but not least, the fact that
the country was tottering on the very brink of disaster,
combined to bring things to a head. This provided Jamal al-Dln
with the long-desired opportunity to propagate and spread his
political doctrine. I
Jamal al-Dln realised that Egypt would soon irrevocably
fall into the clutches of European usurers, if the economic
policy of the Khedive was allowed to continue along the same
lines; he also realised that it was impossible to save the
country from the impending catastrophe without a radical change
of its internal conditions. His first tactical step on the
way to reform was to conjure up before the eyes of his disciples
the exciting prospects of u n i t y , a n d  to transform his
(2)
literary circles into a political party. J He was conscious 
of the potential value of the press and platform speaking in 
creating a climate of thought and conveying political slogans,
and availed himself with alacrity of the literary talents cf
*
his followers. He helped Ya*qub Sanwa1 to found the short. •
lived Abu Naddarah and after its suspension for its political »♦
activity he helped Adib Ishaq to found the weekly Misr in 1877
* • ♦
and the daily al-Tijarah in 1878. Ihe idea was to raise the 
issues at stake and inflame and fan the anger of the country.
(1) Rida , larikh al-fUstadh, vol. i, p.40.
(2) Ibid, p.38.
However, Jamal al-Din alone, perhaps because of his unique 
position of near-invulnerability, was bold enough to speak the 
truth about the essentially evil character of the Oriental 
rulers. In fact, anyone who wanted to speak frankly needed 
tremendous courage since Isma'il admitted of no opposition to 
his dictatorship. He allowed and even encouraged the denuncia­
tion of the interference of foreigners in the internal affairs 
of Egypt, but every word of criticism directed at himself was 
mercilessly followed by atrocious reprisals, exile to the Upper 
Sudan or imprisonment for life, which virtually amounted to a 
death sentence. The most lenient was to be banished from the
- & « _ (i )
country like Ya'qub Sanymf, editor of Abu Naddarah. *
• *  . ♦  _
It was Jamal al-Din!s historical role to turn the meek and 
the cowed into roaring lions. In his speeches and lectures, 
which Nadlm attended, he inspired his disciples with courage, 
inflaming their righteous wrath, giving them confidence in their 
own strength. Jamal al-Din poured oil on to the fire by his 
ideas, his lectures, his articles, his speeches. The nation
had been a dormant volcano; the least spark of fire was bound
to cause an eruption* Tempestuous days lay ahead. Towards the 
end of 1878^Jamal al-Din realised that time was ripe for a 
quick and decisive move, and instructed his disciples to inten­
sify their propaganda through the medium of the press and from 
platforms throughout the country* Uadim was to go to Alexan­
dria, where his task was to popularise the new ideas on reform.
(1) Amin, 2u'ama', pp.66, 68, 69;" for details cf. Ibraim 'Abdul^ 
al-Sahagl al-fha*ir,(Cairo, 1955}>PP.35-52.
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CHAPTER H
BEGINNINGS OP PUBLIC LIPE.
1879-1881.
Uadim, The Educational, Political and Social Reformer,
Until the end of 1878, Uadim seems to have taken no
*
active part in the public life of his coLintry. u I spent 
that time n says Uadim n reflecting about the ways of the 
rulers which were hateful to the nation, and recording in 
my memoirs many of their wicked acts, and many atrocitiesa)
I witnessed on my travels." If he appears too self-centred, 
too wrapped up in himself in this first contemplative period 
of his development, it must be borne in mind that his life 
was none too easy, that he had so many adversities to face 
and so many hardships to overcome that everything else had 
to yield priority to the simple problem of survival, to the 
urgent immediacy of everyday needs and to his less urgent 
perhaps, but irresistible literary yearnings* What is more, 
he was going through his formative period, when his 
sensitive artistic nature registered, like a camera obscura, 
every detail of the life and world around him, absorbing and
(l) Tarikh Misr* P.49*
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storing, in his conscious and subconscious mind, sounds and 
sights for future use. He recorded in his mind every 
impression and experience: the gentle rustling of the leaves 
in the trees as well as the roaring of the storm, the groans 
of the oppressed, the tears of the wronged and humiliated, 
the agony of the tortured. He saw and heard, observed and 
listened, and missed nothing.' He had not emerged from 
inactivity yet, but the seed was sown, it took time to 
germinate, it was now about to sprout.
When, readily responding to Jamal al-Din1s instructions
he returned to Alexandria early in 1879 to ;]oin forces with
Adib Ishaq, and Salim al-Haq.qash in propagating their mentors 
* ' (i)
doctrine and ideas, his entire outlook was completely 
revolutionised. How a man of thirty-three, he had. gained 
experience and developed understanding far in advance and in 
excess of his intellectual brethren, for he had met, in his 
crowded and eventful past, rich and poor, rulers and fellahin, 
intellectuals and ignorant men alike, had been dazzled by the 
lavish prodigality of the ruling class and moved to pity by 
the wretched misery of the destitute. As a student, a merchant, 
a disciple of Jamal al-Pln, a civil servant, a peasant, a-
(2)
teacher, a traveller, an observer and actor in the game of life,
(1) Of. Rida, larikh al-Ustadh, Yol.i, P.46.
(2) ICan wa Yakun, Vol. i, P.11.
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Hadim had gleaned vast first-hand experience which was hound 
to prove of colossal value in his subsequent literary,social 
and political activities.
He had left Alexandria a promising and exuberant youth 
of seventeen, he came bach mature in body and mind* He 
found the tone of the literary circles of Alexandi'ia also 
changed beyond recognition. Whereas, before he left, they 
had been mainly concerned with literary pursuits, they now 
resounded with political talk. Egypt had fallen into foreign 
hands, and her plight was very much on everyone’s mind. 
Literary controversies had been replaced by secret political 
discussions whose pivotal point was the future deliverance of 
the country and its present suffering, fhe few intellectuals 
who gathered in these circles were dissatisfied with the 
existing order of things and conscious of the fact that it was 
imperative to capitalise their education, their literary skill, 
their fervent patriotism in the service of the country.
Outside the literarycjircles, Hadim listened to the 
whispered hatred of Isma’il and to subdued demands for general 
reform and the introduction of constitutional government.
Young men were forming secret societies, whose aim was to 
overthrow Isma’Ils tyranny, abolish anarchy, disorder and
(l) Of. laymur, op.cit P .16 ; Zaydan, Mashahir, Vol. ii,P.107
corruption, eliminate foreign interference in Egypt and raise 
the low moral standards of the people. When Radim renewed 
old contacts with loyal friends whose patriotism could not be 
doubted, he found that most of them were members of an under-dl
ground movement called Mi§r al-Patah (Young Egypt). His two
t2TI _ _(3)
faithful friends, Muhammad Amin and Mahmud Wagif, were deputy
(4)
chairman of the society and its secretary respectively,, They
(5)
introduced Radim to the society, and he also became a member. 
But Radim's membership of the underground movement was short
(1) Misr al-Fatah was an underground movement consisting of 
hot-headed young revolutionaries, many of whom were 
educated and Jews. It followed the pattern of the Young 
Turkish movement. It has been said that Jamal al-Din,
Adib Ishatp and Salim al-Raq.qash were among its members *
More details Of. Rida, Tarikh al-IJstadh, Vol.i,
P,P. 75, 165; Zaydan, Tarikh lAdab al-Lughah al-1Arabiyyah 
(Cairo 1937) Vol.iv, P.77.
(2) Became later chief clerk of AAsyufc Rational Tribunal, Cf, 
Zaydan, Mashahir, Vol.ii,P.107 *
(3’) Became later editor of the daily paper al-! Adi (Justice 
Cf. Ibid.
(4) Cf. Zaydan, Mashahir, Vol. ii, P. 107.; Samir, op.cit., P.6.
(5) Ibid; Zaydan, Tarikh ISdab, Vol. iv, P.77.
lived. It can "be said that to burrow like a mole in secrecy
and in the dark was out of keeping with his character which,
apart from being open and above board, was also affable,
(1)
easily accessible, somewhat ostentatious and full of craving
for more response and popularity than he could expect to find in
an underground movement. He may also have been motivated by
the fact that the days of the secret society, which was
m  1 —
threatened with complete extinction by Isma<il, were obviously 
(2)
numbered. Thirdly, secret societies are usually limited in 
their membership to a certain type of people considered as 
most suitable, which was against Madim's principles who 
wanted to transmit his ideas on reform not to a chosen elite, 
but to the masses. He therefore, did his best to induce his 
friends and fellow-members to follow his example and exchange 
Misr al-Patah for a frank and open daylight pursuit of social 
reform, but so deeply rooted was the fear of Isma'il and his 
reprisals in the hearts of the people that they were at first, 
reluctant to respond to his call, u Whenever I try to rouse
a wise man he silences me, and if I insist he rebukes me, and
then I find myself disapproving of the inertia of the people
(1). Of, Samir, op. cit. P.4*
(2) Of. Zaydan, Tarikh ^ Adab. Vol. iv, P. 77*
(3) Samir, op. cit.f Zaydan, Mashahir, vol.ii, P. 107.
weighed down by the heavy load /_ . mountain / of
(1) »
oppression. But hadim was neither easily discouraged nor
prone to despair, and soon realised that the best way to save
the country from ruin and to awaken the nation from the
lethargy was to weld and consolidate the vast masses of the
Egyptian population, particularly the poor, into a monolithic
block, a united body of public opinion, which was bound to
become a powerful weapon in the fight against oppression*
(g)
His opportunity came when Adib Ishaq, invited him to join
' ‘ (3) (4)
the editorial staff of his two newspapers, Misr and al-Tijarah.
hadim willingly accepted what was an opportune fulfilment of 
his own innermost wishes, how he not only could address a 
wide forum of readers, but could also speak his own mind 
without any fear of conflict with the responsible editors, for
(1) Tarikh Misr, P.49*
(2) Born in Damascus 1856, came to Egypt in 1875 and founded 
with the help of Jamal al-Din, the newspapers Misr and 
al-Tijarah. Died in 1885.
(3) Weekly founded in 1877 in Cairo and transferred to 
Alexandria in 1878.
(4) Daily, founded in June, 1878 in Alexandria.
he as well as Adih Ishacj. and Salim al-Hacj.qash saw eye to eye
on every issue of importance. In short, the national policy
(1)
of the two newspapers was his own policy.
It is surely no coincidence that there was a remarkable
and quite unmistakable rise in the popularity and reputation
of the two papers when Badim joined forces with their owners
and editors. Hadim's talents and proclivities had always
pointed in that direction, he had always longed to be a
journalist and felt frustrated for want of an opportunity to ,
develop his ideas before a wide public, how, at last, he was !
to be given the chance to follow his bent; two important j
newspapers had thrown open their doors to him. j
In journalism, he found both a congenial medium of 1 i
expression for his social and political creed and a potent !
(2) !
weapon in the fight for the realisation of his ideals. He i
(3)
also popularised a new kind of prose, no longer handicapped 
by the rules of the heavily ornamented Badi* style, employed 
by the traditional scholastic group of writers, which prevailed 
in the first period of his life. He renounced to the play of 
words indulged in by the traditional scholastic group of
(1) Of. Tarikh Mi§r, P.54*
(2) Of. Misr, 18.4*1879; Zaydan, Mashahir, Vol.ii,PP.107,108} 
Samir, op.cit P ,6. Tarikh Mi^r, P.54*
(3) Of. Taymur, op.cit, p^p,16,17; Zaydan, Mashahir, Yol.ii,p/o# 
Samir, op.cit. P. 9.
writers to which he formerly belonged in favour of a
straightforward lucid style which, adopted by the moderately
modern school of writers, was characteased by the unhampered,
easy flow of thought.
The editors, Adib Ishaq and Salim al-Haqqash, quickly
• • • •
realised the esteem and admiration of the reading public for 
Nadlm; the increase of circulation was eloquent enough. They 
were not long in placing most of the burden of the editors'a)
duties on Hadlm'.s shoulders. They even took advantage of
his love of literature and his passionate urge to write both
for the sake of writing and for the sake of his mission to
such an extent that they withheld his fees and published most
of his articles anonymously. The ulterior motive behind that
was quite unequivocal: it was self-evident that they wanted
the public to regard them as the authors of these inordinately
popular articles. Thus they derived profit from his work
(2)
morally as well as materially. But so urgent was his wish
to commit to paper thoughts and ideas he had repressed for so
many years that his contributions continued uninterrupted,
though other people took the credit. Even though he was
(3)
allowed to sign only a fraction of the articles he published,
(1) Tarikh Misfr, P.54.
(2) Samir, op.cit,, P ,6j Amin, Zu'ama*, P.215*
(3) More over, it has been said that they put their own names 
to some of his articles. Of. Samir, op.cit^ P.6.
their eloquence and grace of style soon drew attention to his
(1)
person as well as to his ideas* His popularity grew not only
among the readers, hut also among his fellow-writers who
imitated his style which was more in harmony with their ideas
and a more effective expression of thoughts and vital
experience than the rigid artificiality and inadequacy of 
(2)
Badi styles.
His successful dehut in the field of journalism goes
parallel with another, equally significant, success in the
field of politics: he finally managed to convince his two
intimate friends, the above mentioned Muhammad Amin and
Mahmud Wasif, to leave M'isr al-Patah and form, with a few
(3 T ^ --------------
others, a new, overt society. In propagating the new society 
he encountered, among the general public, a great deal of 
reluctance and well-founded fear that any oppositional 
politically activity would provoke cruel reprisals on the part of 
Isma il. Thus he found it necessary to avoid explicit
(1) Taymur, op.cit., P.P. 16-17; Amin, Zu’ama’, P^P.214-215. 
Zaydan, Mashahir, Yol. ii, P. 108; Samir, op.cit*,pP .9,20.
(2) Taymur, op.cit., P.P. 16-17; Samir, op . c i t P  .P.9,20.
(3) Zaydan, Mashahir, Yol, ii, P.107. Samir, op . c i t P  .P.6-7
(4) Ibid; Tarikh Misr, P.49.
reference to its real task of political liberation in the 
programme he proclaimed, and even announced that the society 
he was planning would he nor olitical, and its aims
perfectly lawful and legitimate* It was to he confined to
social and educational purposes and include any pursuit likely
to benefit the nation. Initially, only a very small number
of warm hearted, generous, modest citizens of Alexandria
responded to his call. The press propagated the new society
founded by Hadim and published the minutes of its sessions.
The society was founded at the memorable meeting of 18th,
(20 (3)
April, 1879 which was attended by eleven founder members.
At this meeting, Nadim asked Muhammad Muhyi al-Din al-Habhani
to give the opening speech which stressed the need for
philanthropic relief work in face of the penury and destitution
of the bulk of the country's citizens. But when Hadim took
(1) Karikh Mis r . P . 49 •
(2) Of. al-Iijarah, 19.4*1879*
(3) Muhammad Amin, Mahmud Wasif, Hasan Mansur, Dr. Hasan Sirrl 
Muhammad Shukri (Assistant of the police of Alexandria
V ( —  —  1
G-overnorate), Ali Bayf, Hasan al-Misri, Abd al-Majid
!Umar Shuwaytir, Amin al-Kayyal and Muhammad Muhyi al-DIn - 
al-Habhanl, cf. Zaydan, larikh,, *Idab, Vol,iv, 80;
al-Tijarah, 19*4*1879. Tarlkh Misr. P.49.
his turn, he enlarged on the programme and the aims of the
new society in detail, urging the members to throw off the
rohe of indifference to the affairs of the nation and to
make an all-out effort to spread education in the country.
In their discussions they agreed ,0*1 certain points :
To refrain from electing a president, presumably in the
hope that some prominent official might be*induced to accept
this representative position which would both protect the
movement and encourage the timorous as a proof that it was .safe
to join* 2*- To elect Nadim deputy chairman. 3*- To make
the membership as well as the benefits of the society
available to every citizen in the country. Most of the
members wanted the society to be purely Islamic, organised on
the same line as the foreign Christian societies, which,
(i)
at that time, were accessible to Christians only, but Nadim 
convinced them of the necessity of stressing the unity of the 
Nation and Muslim tolerance. 44*. To name it as suggested by 
Nadim, and agreed upon by all the participants of this first 
session, Al-Jan&yyah al IChayriyyah al-Islamiyyah (Islamic
(l) The number of European mission schools in Egypt was 70. 
Under the Capitulations, Egyptian students who attended 
mission schools enjoyed certain privileges, this led to a 
differentiation between Egyptians. These students often 
became the agents of the foreign Countries. RafPI,
!Asr Isma'il, vol. 1. P.P. 215-6.
Benevolent Society). However, the name is Toy no means
indicative of its real character, since it was not to Be
exclusively Islamic, and the stress put on the welfare
part of it was deliberately misleading, intended to divert
attention from Hadim's political aims out of concern for
the safety of its members. Having given the new
society a name which would enable it to weather the first
dangers of its life, Hadim obtained the consent of the
founders to certain objectives which were statutorily laid
down. The members pledged themselves to strive with united
forces to found schools for both sexes regardless of race,
creed or social class, where tuition to orphans and the
children of the poor was to be available free of charge and
against a moderate fee to those whose parents could afford to
pay; to assist the needy with regular contributions to their
upkeep; to provide medical treatment for the sick, and bury
those who had no relatives to attend to their funeral; to
take care of the widows and orphans of the members of the
JaiAyyah♦ The society itself was declared a private one
and could be joined only on previous application. The
membership fee was fixed at twenty piastres for ordinary
members; the monthly contribution amounted to ten piastres 
(2)
per member* The founder members also agreed, as Hadim
(1) The founder members had also to cover the whole of the 
expenditure.
(2) Al»Tijarah, 19.4.1879 *
V
proposed, to assemble at night in order to u discuss
educational and religious problems, to improve their
knowledge of the subjects likeljr to excite patriotic ardour
in their hearts, and to augment their love of the nation and
(i)
the country n There is no doubt that these efforts and
endeavours were dictated by the sincere and overpowering
desire to effect a reform of the social and political
conditions, despite that, the outward appearance of the
(2)
society was philanthropic, educational and literary n.
Thus Hadim finally prevailed over inveterate weakness,
timidity, faintheartedness and reached his goal after
countless difficulties and almost unbearably heavy toil at
a time u when tyranny and oppression were at their heyday,
when all hearts were quivering with fear and all thoughts
confused and all tongues dumb and everyone was confined
within the narrow seclusion of his own shell, living in
ceaseless terror and suspense, in constant dread of losing
his property or his freedom of movement and aware that his
(3)m
agony would only end with the end of his life.
Hadim's aim in founding the Jam* iyyah is believed to
(1) i4l-Tijarah 19*4.1879.
(2) Of. Zaydan, Tarikh5Adab, VoldLV, P.80. Rafi’i, *Asr - 
Ismafil, Vol. i, P.259*
(3) Samir, op.cit,, P.7.
have been twofold. In the first place, it was to fight 
ignorance and superstition which were rife among the people 
and were, to a great extent, responsible for the actual 
disastrous position of the country. The proposed reform 
was planned to benefit vast masses of the population, 
especially the younger generation through the foundation of 
schools. Besides and in addition to the usual rudiments of 
knowledge, he desired to teach the children the literature 
of their language and the history of their country; so that 
they should grow up, not dishonoured and debased by 
subservience to oppression, but well coached in the principles
of nationalism, proud of their origin, filled with patriotic
(i)
zeal to serve Egypt and conscious of their duty towards her.
The idea of free education of non-traditional type was
not new in itself. Most state schools in Egypt provided
free education at the time, but it was education of the
conservative type, and reserved for the children of the
privileged, high ranking officials, mostly Turks or
(2)
Circassians, unless they were needed for the army or civil 
service. The new feature of the schools founded by Eadim
(1) Cf. al-Tijarah, 19.4•1879} Mi§r, 13, BO, 27 June, 1879,
_ „ p.7; _ _
Amin, Zu'ama’ P.214* Samir, op .cit,,/Zaydan, Mashahir,
Vol. ii, P.108.
(2) z f Atiyyat Allah, op.cit mj P ^ P .31-32 •
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was that they gave an equal chance to everybody* As to the 
educational programme they were to follow, it was both
a )
original and specifically national* hadxm had devised and
planned it entirely on his own, with special consideration
for the Arabic language and literature, history and
elocution* Most characteristic is the special stress placed
on the moral ethical and spiritual side of national education,
for it was from the rise and spread of a new, morally sound,
intellectually enlightened and well informed outlook on life
(2)
that he expected the salvation of the country.
fhe second of hadim's two objectives in founding the
society was the creation of a body of public opinion
recruited, not merely from the intellectual circles, but
from the nation at large, by means of periodical meetings,
which were to give public speakers the chance to address a
(3)
large audience on social, religious and educational matters* 
hadim was convinced that as soon as public opinion was 
enlightened, it would be able successfully to oppose oppression
(1) Of. Misjr. 13, 20, 27, June, 1879.
(2) Cf. A. 'Atiyyat Allah, op.cit. P.31; A.Amin, Zu'ama^ P.214 
.al-Kitab, Yol. 4^ P. 81. Samir, op * c i t P  *7 • Zaydan, 
Mashahxr, vol* ii, P.108.
(3) Of* al-Pijarah, 19*4.1879*
and demand national rights* In Hadim* s own words, the
underlying principle was to provide the stimulus: u The
call was to stimulate public opinion and to awaken desperate
(i)
thoughts which would lead the nation to freedom u. Por
this purpose, he wanted to call into existence, all over the
country, branches of the society and meeting places where
(2)
orators would have the chance to propagate its ideas.
In his desire to pursue both these pbjectives
simultaneously, Nadim developed an intense propaganda in
the already existing circles and clubs of Alexandria. The
whole elaborate programme had existed up to now in theory;
now it had to be transferred from the world of thought into
reality* The first step was to be the foundation of schools*
However, at this crucial moment the Jam*iyyah itself was
in danger of collapse* The members, all belonging to the
middle class of society and totalling a mere twenty-one at
the time, had contributed all they could, but the capital
subscribed hardly sufficed to cover the cost of desks and
slates. Hadim*s strongwilled, dynamic personality overcame
this obstacle by going on a canvassing round of the rich
citizens of Alexandria, whom he successfully persuaded to
(3)
contribute to the funds of the society.
(1)larikh Misr. P.55*
(2) Ibid.
(3) Al-Tanklt wa al-labkit 17.7.1881^P*P. 92-93 and 95
June 8, 1879 the inauguration of the first school
sponsored by the Islamic society, was a cardinal date in both 
Eadim’s own life and the history of Egyptian education* The 
ceremony was announced by the papers and attended by a party 
of high-ranking army officers, 'Ulama’ and prominent citizens
( D
of Alexandria* In his opening speech, Hadim defined the
outlines of his educational programme. n The school he
(2)
said, n will be accessible to all and sundry* It will teach 
the children brotherhood in patriotism, and rear them in the 
love of mankindH * He proceeded to an explanation of the 
reasons for, and the character of, the meetings he was planning. 
1 They will be coloured by the blood of patriotic zeal, and put 
an end to the inertia of the nation. They will be like the 
intoxicating liquor which one drinks to produce elation, nay, 
like a sword girded to give strength in battle... this meeting 
will be historic, it will move the souls of the Arabs and rouse 
the ;zeal of the Orient; the inclination of the individual will 
be happy in the benefit of mankind and the interests of the 
nation. The body has many limbs but only one soul, there are 
nerves in plenty but only one nervous system, the mind has
(1) Al-Tijarah, 10.6.1879; Mi§r. 13*6.1879.
(2) Erom the opening speech as published in Misr, 13, 20, 27, 
June, 1879*
different thoughts but a single tongue to express them u.
He also denounced pride of class and religious fanaticism.
(1)This speech made Eadim the first Egyptian openly to take
(2)
up a stand against oppression at a public meeting. After the
speech, the audience divided into two groups; one,
manifestly apprehensive of the possible consequences of its
boldness, and critical of Eadim who dared to interfere with
matters which were considered taboo, exposing himself and
his audience to considerable jeopardy; the other hailed him
as a magician who would cure the disease of the hearts, sharpen
(3)
the minds and rouse the thoughts from their lethargic sleep.
The speech made headlines and front page news in the
Alexandria press. It was so unusual that it was quoted
(4)
verbatim; not a single word was omitted. Eadim* s intrepidity 
became the talk of the town; the public plainly desired to 
hear more about patriotism and liberation.
(1) As Eadim himself admits the stress on the word "Egyptian" 
is his acknowledgment of the role of Jamal al-Din before 
him. Jamal, however, was not an Egyptian; bf. Tarlkh, 
Mi§r* Pol. 49? 52.
(2) Tarikh Mi§r, P.49*
(3) Aceount given by Migr, 13.6.1879; Of. also Tarlkh Mi§r,
P.49 and Al-fankit 17.7.1881, P.94.
(4) Of. Misr, 13,20, 27*6.1879? al-Tijarah, 10.6.1879.
A number of new members was attracted by Eadim*s speech,
(1)
and the funds of the society increased. However, great 
names and rich people were conspicuous by their absence, at
 t v
least officially, for fear of Isma il!s reprisalsthey had
too much to lose. The enthusiasts belonged without exception
(2)
to the middle classes.
Eadim*s dream had come true. He had brought a society 
into existence which set up ambulances, surgeries and
(3)
dispensaries where the needy sick received free treatment,
and he founded a school which opened its gates to all the
poor children.who came hurrying to the fountain of knowledge,
(4)
One hundred and sixty pupils came on the first day; within
three months the number had increased to two hundred and
ninety, eighty of whom were orphans. The society took complete
(5)
charge of them, providing education, books and clothes.
(1) Al-Tankit, 17.7.1881. P.92.
(2) Such as Mui§1;afa al-Manzalawi, Muhammad Badran, Chief
Clerk of the Port Said dockyard, and others, cf. al- 
Tijarah, 17*6.1879.
(3) Dr. Hasan SirrI volunteered to take charge of medical side 
cf, al-Tijarah, 10.6.1879*
(4) Al-Tijarah, 19.6.1879.
(5) Ibidj 22.9 *1879 *
Subsequently, the number of pupils reached the total of four- 
hundred and eighty, including two hundred and three orphaned
(i)
or destitute children. Eadim worked, thought and contrived.
A deeply dedicated man, he " exerted himself like the poor
widow who had a number of children and no income, and toiled
(2)
to support them, staying up late and burning the midnight oil"
He literally worked his fingers to the bone to promote his
enterprise and " bore, in opening the school and keeping it
alive, a heavier burden than the commander of an army in
(3)»
conquering a beleaguered city*
He was appointed by the society director of the school
which was modelled on the pattern of the Ereres Schools, with
the difference that special stress was placed on Arabic
language, national history and education. He engaged good
Arabic and foreign teachers. He himself undertook to teach
(5)
composition, elocution and literary subjects. He made it his
(1) Al-Tankit, 17.7.1881, P.92.
(2) Ibid.
(3) Ibid.
(4) Of. Samir, op*cit.jPvP. 7? 8^ al-Tijarah 4*6.1879.
(5) Of* Samir, op.cit. P.7} Zaydan, Mashahir^?ol• ii,P.108. 
Al-Tankit, 18.9*1880^ P.229; he appointed*AbdAllah Eurayj 
the head of the foreign language teachers and chose his 
friend, Ahmad Samir, to supervise all the branches of 
Arabic language study; cf. Samir, op.cit9JP .23; Al-Tankit 
P. 229; al-Mahrusah, 7.2.1880.
special endeavour, in his teaching of the Arabic Sciences, 
to revise the methods commonly in use, which, at that time, 
were greatly at fault. Even when teaching, he never lost 
sight of the objects of reform. The general purpose of the 
stress on Arabic subjects was to bring into being a new 
generation among the people of Egypt which would revive the 
Arabic language as the symbol of Islam and a means of reviving 
Arabism and awakening national consciousness. It is 
significant that he proposed education as one of the means 
to a better state of things in the future. The news of the 
outstanding merits of the new school soon spread among the 
educated classes of the population. It was the first privately 
sponsored Egyptian school of its kind with a constructive 
programme, based on national patriotic principles, free from 
class prejudice and, though it had been founded by a purely 
Islamic society, free from religious fanaticism. Religious 
tolerance was in itself an entirely new feature in Egyptian 
private education. The schools run by Coptic private 
societies were limited, at the time, to Coptic children only, 
and the mission schools founded by Eu^o^eans primarily 
aimed at making converts to Christianity.
The school literally became one of the sights of the 
town, attracting a number of visitors among the prominent
(l) Cf. Rafi'i^Aigr Ismail^Vol. i, P.P. 215, 216.
people of the country, especially non-Muslims, who were
interested in education. When signing the visitors*
book, M. Paul Ricquot, the director of the Tawfiqiyyah 
schools, made the following entry: n The aim of the school
is to promote humanity and enhance the love between students
(1) n
of different religion and social class.
When the reputation of the school began to spread,
the intermittent trickle of contributions to the Jam* iyyah
became a steady flow, so that the size and number of classes
could be increased, The board of directors decided to grant
Hadim a monthly remuneration of twenty ventis (= £16.15, 4d.)
in recognition of the fact that he devoted all his time to
the school, but Hadim asserts that he did not accept it
because he did not consider it right to derive material
profit from social work. He merely accepted six ventis
(2)
(= £5. ) a month as a refund of the expenses he had to incur
for entertaining visitors, but they were subsequently increased
to ten, when the school gained in size and income, and the
(3)
number of visitors grew with it.
(1 ) Cf. al-Tijarah. 19.6.1879.
(2) The word ventis/used in Alexandria, at that time. It was a
corruption of the word twenty and meant the Rrench coin
Hap ole on,, which was worth 20 golden francs.
(5) Al-Tankxt, 17.7.1881. P.92.
True to his ideal of religious tolerance, and desirous 
of launching an educational movement on a national scale, he 
did not limit his activities to one denomination* He
i
therefore invited the heads of the Coptic community in 
Alexandria and convinced them of the necessity of their 
forming a society on the lines of the Jam1iyyah for the 
propagation of education and national unity. The immediate 
result of this conference was the formation of the Coptica)
society which founded its own school on 10. 8.1879* When 
the inauguration of the Coptic school took place in the 
presence of prominent citizens, including the heads of 
military and civil services, Hadim addressed the meeting, 
thanking them on "behalf of the Jam1 iyyah. Pointing to the 
similarity of the objectives of the two societies, the Muslim 
and the Coptic, he urged them both to unite in the struggle 
for the common cause. Subsequently, the Copts invited Hadim 
to deliver a speech whenever they held a party or a meeting, 
and always welcomed him with open arms, for, as Hadim said,
though of different creed, they were all brothers in the eyes
(2)
of Egypt.
While Hadim was thus planning, working and teaching in
(1) Al-Tijarah, 11# 8.1879 and 16.9.1879.
(2) Ibid; Tarikh Misr. P.51* Of. also al-Mahrusah, 28.4.1880.• ' %
Alexandria, England and France hammered the last nail into 
the lid of Isma!Tls coffin* The financial affairs of the 
country, as has already been stated, had been rapidly sinking 
into the condition of helpless bankruptcy which led to 
European intervention and, finally, to the deposition of
Isma'il Pasha, the Khedive, whose inconsiderate and 
extravagant efforts to Europeanise the country had ended so 
disastrously. He was succeeded,on June 26, 1879, by his son5 
Tawfik Pasha,...who came to power as a young reformer of whom 
great things were expected by the liberal elements which, 
by this time, under the inspiring leadership of Jamal /al-HinJ 
had acquired an influence to be reckoned with. Tawfik Pasha,<T
it seems, had given assurances to Jamal and his group before
he came to the throne that, when he had attained power, he
(i) „
would aid their efforts at reform. It is true that before 
the deposition of Isma'il, "Mohammed fewfik, had come under
Jemal-ad-din1 s potent influence, and through him was in close 
communication with the Reformers, and had given them repeated
pledges that, if ever he came to the KhediviaLthrone, he would
(2)
govern on strictly constitutional lines". Tawfiq/s 
accession was therefore greeted by Jamal al-Din and the 
reformers as a stroke of good fortune and they looked forward 
to the new regime with the confident expectation of men who
(1) Cl* Adams, op.cit., P.7*
(2) Blunt, Secret, P.125*
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(i)
had at last obtained a lever to their wishes. The new
Khedive, however, like many other heirs apparent, when he
had succeeded to power, was not long in changing his opinion,
and a month had hardly elapsed before he had forgotten his
promises and betrayed his friends. Perhaps mostly because
Tawfiq's character was one of extreme weakness* “ As a
ruler his was too negative a character not to be a danger to
those who had to deal with him. His first impulse was always
to conceal the truth and to place upon others the blame of
any failure that might have occurred by his fault... It
has been said of him that he was never sincere, and that no
(2)
one ever trusted him who was not betrayed®*.
Jamal al-Din and his party began to press for the
fulfilment of his earlier promises, especially for the
formation of a representative assembly which was the keystone 
of all future reform. However, promises are notoriously 
easier to make before the assumption of office than to fulfil 
afterwards. On the other hand, "the foreign powers brought 
pressure to bear upon the young Khedive in the difficult 
situation in which he found himself, and opposed, in their 
representation to him, any change in favour of a popular form
(1) Of* Mi§r, 27-6.1879? al-Haqqash, Misr Lilmisriyyin,
Cairo 1884, vol# iv, P.10. Taymur, op.cit., P.16.
(2) Blunt, Secret, P.P. 126-127? cf# also John Ninefc, 
nineteenth Century, London 1883, Vol. 13,P.P. 130,131. 
Rothstein, op.cit ^ P.P*125*126*
of government1. Eventually Tawfiq found himself placed 
between two forces with opposite ends in view; the force 
of his reforming friends, urging him to fulfil his 
constitutional promises, and the force of the consulates 
forbidding him to part with any of his power - a power they 
intended te&m to exercise in his name themselves* He 
consented first to his Minister Sharif’s suggestion that he
should issfie a decree granting a constitution and then, at
(2)
the instance of the Consuls, refused to sign it. This led,
in August 1879jto Sharif’s resignation, and his replacement
by the nominee of the Consulates, RiyatJ Pasha. Also, the
young Khedive may have found it easier and more expedient,
in September. 1879? to get rid of the troublesome leader of
(5)
the reform movement, Jamal al-Din, than to fulfil his promises.
Early in his career, Sharif Pasha is regarded, in the 
history of modern Egypt, as the symbol of constitutional 
government, in contrast to Riyad Pasha, who is represented 
as the very embodiment of absolutism. The latter1s manner of
(1) Rida, Tar'ikh al”Ustadh, Vol, i, P.P. 75>76, Cf. also 
P.P. 163,164.
(2) Cf. Rida, Tarlkh alHJstadh, Vol, 1, P.P. 163,164*
(3) Cf. Ibid, vol. i, P .165) Zaydan, Mashahir, vol., ii,P.61.
another explanation has been advanced for this unexpected 
action of Tawfiq that the British Government suspicious of 
the political activities of Jamal al-Din brought pressure 
to bear upon the Khedive and induced him to rid the country
of the dangerous agitator. Cf. Adams, op.cit., P.8.
(4) Cf. Amin, Zu’ama5, P.P. 222,223.
government was a reversion to the iron rule of Isma’Il, with 
secret police, arbitrary arrests and banishment as the most 
convenient means of removing troublesome idealists. The 
full authority of the foreigners was restituted with his 
return to office. He was entirely under the thumb of the
despotic rule never quite equalled the degree of oppression 
of Isma*il*s time. This was due to the emergence of that 
new factor in public life, enlightened public opinion, which,
,  . .    n . - ,    •J; ) e
Isma’il’s footsteps in that he allowed the press a certain 
freedom to write about reform, with the tacit condition that 
neither must political reform be mentioned nor the absolute 
method of government be alluded to* To restrain the more 
intrepid among the writers there was a strong deterrent in 
the fate of Adib Ishaq who had been banished from the country
Europeans
However, reminiscent of Ismaelfs ways as it was, Riyad* s
Moreover, Riyad followed insuppressed nor silenced
for his criticism of Riyad and his methods
(1) Amin,ZufamaJ, pp. 222-223. ^
(2)Gf,John Ninet, nineteenth Gentury, 1883,/p*p* ’130? 131.
(3) In November, 1879*
With the expulsion of Jamal al-DIn, the ecstatic 
elation of the reformers at Tawf s accession subsided* All 
the hopes they had cherished, all the dreams of constitutional 
government and national independence, had been grievously 
disappointed. The first round of the campaign for national 
reform had ended almost in defeat*
Nadim was now left alone on the deserted battlefield, 
for the intellectual movement had lost its spiritual leader, 
Jamal al-Din. Another loss to the movement was the defection 
to the government party several months later, Muhammad’Abdull
who tried to justify his action by defending Riyad1 s ideas
(1) *
in the official journal, al-Waqa* i!al-Mis r iyyah. j-rfs
theory was that Egypt was not yet ripe for constitutional
government, but needed a just dictator, until the middle
(2)
classes were educated enough to take over*
Thus, left alone to carry the banner of ^e^orm, Nadim 
saw that the realisation of his second objective - second 
only in mention, not in importance-was the most urgent need 
of the movement. Heedless of the defeatist and alarmist
(1) As whose editor he was appointed by RiyacJ cf,, Ri^ .a,
Tarlkh al-Ustadh, vol., i, P.P. 137,138.
(2) ?Of. Rida, Tarlkh al-Ustadh, voL# i, P.P. 146-147, 185-188 
Amin, Zufama’, P.P. 202-206
(3) See above, PP. 102-103.
warnings around him, undeterred by the threat of severe
penalties, he notified the public, by inserts in the press, of 
of
the.opening/Mahfil al-hhatabah (The Rhetoric Assembly) and
of regular assemblies to be held in the courtyard of the
Jam1iyyah school every Thursday night, and invited public
speakers to address the audience and take part in the ensuing
(i)
debate. The first assembly took place on August 22, 1879*
On this and all subsequent occasions, the courtyard of the 
Jam*iyyah overflowed with the tremendous influx of the public
i ■  —  I’ w . j W i  ^  i ^  ^  ^
which, more often than not, numbered over 500 persons. The 
speeches delivered by NadTm and his fellow-orators proved
the main attraction. Prom Nadim, people heard what they had
(3)never heard before from any Egyptian speaker. He stressed 
the advantages of the foundation of societies for the 
promotion of national education, of meetings for the exchange 
of information and opinions, of the need to form the habit of 
co-operation, of the potential r6le of literary circles and a 
political and educational press in creating public opinion
(1) Al-Tijarah, 23, August, 1879# of, clso Al-v -.T,,
(2) Cf. Al-Tijarah, 23, August, 6,15,23, September, 16,18,30,
31, October, 4-, November, 18795 al~Mahrusah, 16 and 17,
January, 7, February and 17, March, 1880.
(3) Cf. Al-Tankit, 17.7.1881, P .92J Tarikh Misr, P.49;
Zaydan, Mashahir, vol# ii, P.108; Samir, op.citP.8.
and fanning the flame of patriotism. His speeches kept
the audience in a state of excitement* In faint hearts he
kindled the flame of patriotic zeal and fired in quiescent
(2)
souls the ardour of freedom. He spoke to them about the
East and the causes of its present decline and about the West
(5)
and the reasons for its progress. In addition to his own
oratorical efforts, he prepared speeches for his students on
the unity of the nation, the need for co-operation and the
(4)
innate dignity of the human being*
On his invitation, the Students of the Coptic Society
participated in these activities on equal terms. Iheir
speeches formed an additions! attraction for the Coptic
(5)
community to attend the meetings* Hadlm, however, remained 
the undisputed official speaker of the Maljfil. Every other 
speaker had to submit to him, in advance, a draft of his 
speech for approval, or was, at least, obliged to inform him 
orally on^what lines he was going to speak if he intended 
to improvise* ihe reason was that the situation had, again
(1) Al-Iijarah, 23*8*1879.
(2) Ibid,^6.9.1879.
(3) Ibid^l5.9*1879*
(4) Of. M-Iijarah, 6,15,23 September, 18, October and
4, Hovember, 1879. al-Mahrusah, 17, January, 7, February, 
1880. *
(5) Al-lijarah, 18.10.1879.
(6) Al-'I'ijarah, 1.10.1879. The orators who alternated with 
him in addressing the public were Aljmad Samir, Ibrahim 
al-La<j<janI, Ahmad al-'Awam and some others; Cf, Zaydah, 
Tar2k]b:i ^Adab,,;] yol. f iyc p . < 8 0$ 9 ro: -r. „., „ j 7
1 1 8
■become extremely difficult and required all the tact and
discretion Nadirri could muster. Realising that, he quite
justifiably preferred not to antagonise those in power if
he could help it. Thus allusions to the proscribed topics
were to be avoided except in a veiled, symbolic form, by
parable and figure of speech. So completely did he capture
the hearts of his public that they used to await the next
11\
speech with impatience; Nadlm1s oratorical feats and
his progressive ideas became the talk of the town and the 
( g)
circles, the newspapers gave detailed accounts of the 
meetings, reporting Nadira's speeches; they were lavish 
with praise, hailing him as the outstanding ,fOrator of the 
East”, the magic of whose eloquence gripped hearts and 
entranced souls^^and the faithful servant of mankind, to
(4)whom they ascribed the resurrection of national consciousness.
The meetings over which he presided were described by the
term Suq fUkaz , or compared with the literary salons of Paris. J . *
Even poems were recited in praise of his feats and oratorical
0 1. Of. Al-Tijarah^ 30.10.1879.
2 . 2aydan, Jvlashahlr, Vol. 2, p. 108, Samir, op.cit., p.7.
3. Al-Mahrusah, 17th January and 7th February, 1880.
4. Ibid.j 7.S.1880.
5. The yearly festival and tournament of poets in Pre-Islamic 
Arabia for details about it cf. Reynold A. Nicholson, A 
Literary History of the Arabs (London 1953) pp.101-102.
6. Al-Tijarah, 23rd August, 1879.
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powers. His speeches were the magnet attracting people 
to the society and the influx of new members increased."**
If, in the first months, the educated middle classes 
of society had predominated almost exclusively among Nadines 
public, the fame of these meetings began attracting the 
hitherto reluctant upper class. Many prominent people, 
some of whom held important positions in the country, 
began to flock in.^ At the end of October 1879 he 
delivered a speech of considerable merits, entitled^The 
Kingdom of Animals and Men? in which animals were shown 
in positions characteristic of and facing situations 
peculiar to human beings. This enabled him to describe 
the internal hierarchy of the nation, the Caliph and the 
Khedive and his ministers, the despotism of the rulers and 
the weakness and fear of the oppressed in the form of an 
animal satire. However, both in the speech itself and 
in its subsequent publication in the press, he gave a subtle 
hint to the public, suggesting that there Y/as a double 
meaning in every sentence of the fable T,for everyone to 
know hov/ many things are hidden from the nation”.
1. For the names of_the new comers cf. al-Tijarah, 9.9.1879; 
Zaydan, Tarlkh *Adab, Vol. IV, p. 80.
2. Cf. Zaydan, Mashahir, Vol. II, p. 107; For the names of 
the new comers cf. 3,1-Tijarah 4.11.1879 and 41-Mahrusah,
17.3.1880.
3. Misr, 31.10.1879
It was his wish that the school should participate 
in the actual life of the nation, For this purpose he 
called into heing a Rhetoric Society, composed of students
/ -I \
of the Islamic as well as the Coptic Societies, trained
(q )
them in oratory and made them take part in the assemblies. 
It was the first society of that kind in Egypt*sl His 
objective in so doing was twofold: "to train his students
in style, oratory and debate, but also to inspire them with 
patriotic zeal and to enable them, when they grew up, to do 
what the nation needed without shyness, weakness or fear.
It was by no means a light or easy task to uproot the 
laziness, cowardice and fear that years of oppression had 
implanted in their souls. Even the best among them was 
afraid so much as to harbour thoughts or reform even in the 
privacy of his own bedroom, terrified lest the phantom of 
fear should spy his thoughts and denounce him"
1. Al~Tijarah, 18.10.1879.
2. Many of them became distinguished orators, and later occupied 
important positions, e.g. Mustafa Mahir Pasha, Ahmad Fathi 
Zaghlul Pasha, Wasif Sumaykah*Pasha and Murgus Nabih. Cf! al 
Tijarah 18.10.1879 and 4.11.1879; Zaydan, lashahlr, Vol.II. 
p.108; al-Tankit, 10.7.1881, p.75; Amin, Zu’ama*, p.228; 
Adams, op.cit^, p.213;
3. Jam*iyyat Biwaq. al-Shawam (The Syrian Porch Society) was 
actually founded in 1873 i.e. before Had£mTs society, but 
had a totally different character in that it was private, 
restricted to Syrian students in dl-Azhar and assembled only 
when one of its members finished his studies and ?/as pre­
paring to leave for home: then his fellow-students cele­
brated the occasion by delivering speeches of farewell. Cf.
Z ay dan, Tarlkh /?6 dab, Vol. 4 p.79.
4. Samir, op. citv p.8.
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With the same end in view, he founded an ".Amateur 
Dramatic Society" for his students, in which his ideas were 
to he propagated through the medium of the theatreP") he 
also wanted his students to become familiar with this branchi
of art which was relatively new in Egypt, It was also the
o
first non-professional dramatic society in the country,
Hadlm v/as the producer and stage manager of the plays in 
which he acted alongside his students; he v/as also the
playwright of the society. He wrote a play entitled Al-
—  (3 ^Wat an v/a Tali1 al-Tawfiq_; /a subtly veiled satire of the
social and political conditions in the country. He must
have feared that excess of criticism might spell trouble,
for he inserted, towards the end of the play, some praise
of Tawfig. and his ministers as the prospective saviours of
the nation.^ The performance took place on the stage of
the school before an audience which included a number of
high-ranking Egyptians, and v/as reviewed, in terms of the
(5)
highest praise, by the next morning’s press. Another play, 
under the title A1- ’Arab, harking back in nostalgic yearning
1. Cf. Tarlkh Misr, p.50.
2. Cf. Zaydan, Tarikh ’Idab, Vol. IV, p . 87.
3. Zaydan, Tarikh ’Adab, Vol.IV, p.80; Amin, Zu’ama’, p.215 } 
Samir op.cit.. p.8. Tarikh Mi$r, p.50; Taymur, op.cit^pp.16- 
17.
4. Cf. ai-Mahrusah 1, 5 and 7.4.1880; Zaydan, Tarikh ^ Adab, Vol 
IV, p.80; *Tarikh Misr, p.50; Taymur, opcit, pp.16-17.
5. Al-Mahrusah, 5.7.4.1880.
• *
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to the Golden Age of the Arabs, was intended as an incitement
(l)to imitate the glorious past;
Apart from these two societies which consisted of the
students of the Jam'iyyah and the Coptic Society, he founded
on April 22nd, 1880, a third, called Jam*iyyat al-ffunun wa
al~*Adab, (Art and Literary Society). Also composed of
students, its aim was to teach them how to deal with certain
problems and to take on the responsibility for an allotted
task; to reward the best and assist the poorest among them,
and finally to build a stage to be used for the performance
of plays and as a rostrum for public speaking. Besides,
the society was also intended to act as a students1 union
for the protection of their rights, and was as such open to
(2)any student from any town or school, and of any eread.
It was also the first society of its kind in Egypt. At the 
opening ceremony, the students themselves elected a represent-
[s)
ative committee for the administration of the new Society.
The speech he delivered on this occasion "was in the Iqtibas 
(epigraph) from the Qur’an, and as admirable a display of 
erudition and eloquence as the one he gave at the opening
1. Samir, opcit.,p*8; Zaydan, Mashahxr, Vbl.11^p .108; Tayrnur, 
op.cit.j pp.16,17.
2. Al-Mahrusah, 23.4.1880
3. The Chairman of the society, who also was the best student 
of the school, Ahmad Munlb, invited many prominent people 
among them the governor of Alexandida, to attend the 
opening celebrations. Hasan Midhat. ten years old, declared 
the society open, other*students’followed suit, delivering
speeches and engaging in debates. Of. al-Mahrusah,23.4.1880.
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ceremony of the Jam* iyyah" .■ J
Though he was driving himself very hard to fulfil 
his duties as tutor and supervisor of the pupils, and the 
very soul of their societies, director and teacher at the 
school, speaker at the weekly assembly, playwright, producer 
and stage manager, he still continued, now and then, to 
contribute to newspapers. It even seems that the more 
overworked he was, the more he committed himself. After 
Adib Ishag. had been condemned to exile in November 1879 and 
his two newspapers Misr and aI-Ti,iarah confiscated by the
(2) -government, Salim al-Nag.gash succeeded in obtaining permission 
to found two new ones, the daily al-Mahrusah and the weekly 
al-’Asr al-Jadid^  However,Salim al-Haqqash was unable to
cope with the work their publication involved for reasons
(5) w-of health and "consulted with me" said Nadlm "and made me
promise him to write the two newspapers... I gave them my
heart and was compelled to write them with my pen and filled
them with my words, but did not sign what I wrote for fear
of Riyad"^
1. Ibid.
2 * Confiscated on_22.11.1879 Of. Rida, Tarikh al-Ustadh, Vol.I, 
pp.38, 186; Rafi'I, al-Thawrah,*pp.68,69; al-Watan, 32,11. 
1879; Tarikh Ivli^ r, p.53.
3. The first issue appeared 5.1.1880.
4. " " " " 8.1.1880.
5! Cf. al-’Asr al-Jadid, 1.9.1881.
6. Tarikh Misr, p.54^ Cf. also Samir, op.cit,,p.9; al-KitabjfoI 
4, 1, p,8§. Zaydan, Mashahlr, Vol.II>pp.108-109.
It was that fear that made him have recourse to
dissimilation. The banishment of Adib Ishaq and the
* •
collapse of his two newspapers had been a salutory lesson*
It had taught him to be cautious and not to interfere openly 
with political affairs. It did not prevent him, however, 
from broaching these subjects indirectly, as he was doing 
in his plays and in his speeches at the above mentioned 
assemblies; he even camouflaged his veiled criticism by 
following it up with praise of the Khedive and his ministers. 
That is how effectively protected himself, his societies, 
and the two newspapers.
The subject matter he mainly dealt with was ethics which 
he represented as the foundation of the progress of nations
(l)
under the title Al-Istiqamah "Rectitude" and Hilyat al-Insan
(g)
al-Adab "Manners Makyth Man". Besides, he called on the 
nation, in the already familiar manner, for more and more 
constructive work. He enlarged on the advantage of founding 
societies; he explained, over and over again, the degree 
of benefit the nation was certain to derive from consequent, 
systematic co-operation for the good of the community. He
1. Al-Mahrusah,5.1.1880
2. Ibid,#9.1.1880.
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also stressed the efficacity of speakers’ assemblies
in rousing public spirit in launching the suggestive
(l)
slogan ’Ushdud Yadaka bi Yadi Akhxka Tan .i ah "Link Hands,
All Ye Brothers, to Succeed", denounced pride of race and
bigotry under the title Sahib al-Hiqa Mamaut "Men of 111
Will Are an Abomination", drew comparisons between Bast
(
and West under the title Hum Wa Nahnu "They and We". He 
defended the Coptic Benevolent Society, when it was threatened 
by internal rift, warning and exhorting its members not "to 
let the seed of discord he sown among them, but to remain 
united and do their duty by the community and the whole 
nation"; this article was published under the title 
Qawluka al-Haq,a Yahdi Wa Yadull "Be Truthful to Lead and 
Guide". The titles of his articles in themselves exercised 
a tremendous attraction on the readers.
His attitude towards the Khedive was complex and not 
unequivocal. On one occasion he was quite cynical in 
comparing the dark days of the past and its oppression with 
the justice and democracy of the enlightened present, as if 
he were mocking and ridiculing the regime, for there was no
1. Al-Mahrusah,27.1.1880.
2. Ibid/ 28.1.1880.
3. Ibid, 15.3.1880#
4. Ibid, 28.4.1880.
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actual difference 'between the tyranny of Riyad and that 
-f- (1)of Isma'il. It is most probable that it was HadTm’s
desire to win over the Khedive to his side, and gain support
for his own constructive reform programme. Therefore he
blessed Tawfiq in his speeches and articles, congratulating
(2 )
the ministers who enjoyed his confidence. UI approached
the Khedive as he should be approached, with what he likes,
(5 )that is, kindness and courtesy”. The Khedive must have
been pleased with Nadlm!s attitude, for when the latter
requested the Khedive to honour the school with his visit,
Tawfig. accepted willingly. He chose for his visit the day
14-i
of the annual examinations, and asked the students questions 
in person. He was pleased with their answers and the way 
the school was organised and conducted, and Hadim profited 
by the gracious mood of the Khedive by requesting him to 
honour the school by placing it under the patronage of the 
Crown Prince, !Abbas, whose visit he also requested. The 
Khedive granted the request, and made a generous donation 
to the school, presenting it with the disused building of
1. Por details of the oppression under Riyad cf. Rafi’i, 
al-Thawrah, p.68; Ibrahim fAbduh, al~Safi.afi al-Tha’ir,
(Cairo 1955)p.96; ;:The Times” 6.10.18811
3. Al-Tijarah,9.9.1879.
3. Tarikh Misr, p.50.
4. The visit‘took place in duly 1880.
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(i)the Sailors' school. This freed the society from the
burden of rent for its premises, and gave it more classrooms
for the increasing number of students and simultaneously
more elboY/ space on the occasion of its weekly assemblies,
as the spacious courtyard could hold a much larger audience.
In October 1880 the Grown Prince 'Abbas and his brother,
Prince Muhammad 'All, also visited the school, and were
received with due solemnity. There was a touch of
magnificence about the occasion. The students lined up
in the courtyard, and the best among them walked up to the
princes and delivered addresses of welcome. There 'were
brief speeches in prose and poetry, twenty-eight in all,
most of which had been composed by their teacher Hadim*
The account of the visit and the speeches of welcome in the
Egyptian press carried the fame of the school to every corner
(2 )of the country; The Jam'iyyah also gained in authority, 
because it noYi enjoyed the sympathy and support of the Khedive.
It is not easy to assess the degree of sincerity of 
Tawfitj1s interest in the ideas of the society. He had been 
a sympathiser of reformist ideas in the not so far distant
1. Of. Samir, op.cit., pp.7,8. Taymur, op.cit. p.16; Zaydan, 
Mashahir, pp.107-108; Al-Tanki*, 17.7.1881. pp.94-95.
2. Gf.%l-'Asr al-Jadfd, 17.10.1880, Samir, op.cit pp.7-8;
past, and the society may really have found favour in his Ij
eyes; on the other hand, he may have been trying to win
back the affections of the people after the initial shock
he had given them by shattering their hopes of constitutional
rule. He may also have wanted to secure the voice of the
speakers by talcing them under his wing, for they v/ere likely
to praise him out of gratitude. When it became generally
known that the Islamic Society, its school, and their
projected branches were sponsored by the Khedive, it was
bound to have great propaganda value. Thus the Khedive
himself called upon eminent people to join the society in
its educational and social activities and some did respond 
11)
to his call. At the Khedive's ov/n request, Hadim was
preparing to open a new branch of the Islamic Society in
Cairo and delegated Muhammad Bey ZakI, the Master of
(o)
Ceremonies at the Royal Palace, as his deputy there. This 
choice of representative throws a special light on the 
direction in which the Khedive wished the society to develop.
It is plain that he wanted it to be surrounded by the aura 
of royalty, and inspired by the Palace itself; the enterprise,
1. Mutawalli Mahmud and Hasan 'Abd Allah responded to his call 
and expressed, in a petition tothe Khedive, their deter­
mination to found a branch of the tTam'iyyah school at Rum 
al-Shuqafah in Alexandria; the Khedive wrote to the 
Minister for Internal Affairs and the Minister of Education 
to grant them official assistance, cf. ^al-Waqa’i', 3.10.1880.
2. Tarikh Misr, p.50.
1 2 9
however,r. failed to materialise. Jealousy of iladlmfs
success hrought from Cairo Muhammad Bey Muqbil who Joined
• •
,al"JamT iyyah not so much to serve it as to learn all he
could about it. He attached himself to Hadim whose
inseparable companion he became* In long and frequent
discussions with him, he acquired exhaustive information on
the society1s principles and pattern of work; when he found
that he had been well enough briefed and had obtained copies
of the statutes, he went back to Cairo where he founded, in
September 1880, a new societywhich was in every detail
a copy of Hadim* s Jam* iyyah, except perhaps for Hadim* s
fresh original approach and candour of outlook which could
not be imitated. The only practical difference between
the Maqasid society and the Jam1iyyah was that membership 
•  •
of the former was more or less reserved for the higher classes
(2)of society and top ranking civil servants. The projected 
Cairo branch of Nadim’a Jam1iyyah thus became redundant.
It goes without saying that Nadim disapproved of the 
way in which Muhammad Muqbil had capitalised on a popular 
trend and duplicated Nadlm's creation; however, it does
1. It was called Jam'iyyat at Maqasid al-Khayriyyah; cf. Tarikh 
Misr, p.50; Ad-Waqa’i^. 19.10J880.
2. It'was headed by Mahmud Pasha Sami al-Barudl who was then 
Minister of the Waqf, Sh&ykh Muhammad fAbduh was later 
appointed its official orator. Cf. Tarikh Misr, p.50; 
al~Waqa»if^  15.2.1882
3. Tarikh Misr, p.50.
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him credit that he overcame the natural resentment of the
other*s disloyalty and gave Jam*iyyat al-Magasid al-Khayriyyah
all the support he could for the good of the common cause.
Relying on the assent and support of the Khedive, Nadim
concentrated more than ever on the foundation of societies
on the model of the Jam1iyyah. He called on the nation to
revive former societies which had closed down, such as
Jam* iyyat al-Ma*arif Wa fab * al-Kutub(The Society for
Education and P u b l i c a t i o n ) O n c e  Nadim had come forward
(5)with the initiative, people joined in crowds, v and
communities vied with each other in the foundation of
societies of one hind or the other, like the ,fGivil Service
Cooperative Society of Alexandria"^ and the "Catholic
Benevolent Society". Nadim launched the new societies,
welcomed them in the press and supported them with every
( 5^means at his disposal.' ' He also urged the people to found 
more and more of them, firmly "believing that this would lead 
to a revival of public opinion.
1. Al- * Asr al-Jadld, 14.10.1880. Cf. also al-Waqa*i21.9.1881. 
and 15.2.1882
2. Al“*Asr al-Jadid; The Society had "been founded by Muhammad 
*Arif* Pasha in 1868, for details Cf. Zaydan, Tarikh Sdab,
Vol.IV p.78.
S. Tarikh Misr, p.51 and see below P.153.
4. Al-Mahrusah, 6.2.1880.
5. Ibid.^ 6, 2 and 14.10.1880. Tarikh Misr, p*51/ •
However, the consent and authority of the Khedive i
proved insufficient, This was due to the protracted
though hidden animosity between Tawfi<j and Riyad. It
must not he forgotten that it was Riyad the Prime Minister
who was the real dictator, so firmly did he hold the reins
of government in his iron grip,v ' There was only one
conceivable conclusion; Nadimfs campaign would never
become wholly effective, unless his powers of persuasion
were strong enough to win over the all-powerful Riyad to
his side. ’’Fame had spread widely but to no avail, for
most people were cowards, and those in high positions
wrong and unjust; thus I had to be wily and gain their
support by luring their minister into my camp. When I
had a meeting with Riyad Pasha at the European Hotel in
Alexandria, I laid before him the achievements .e* the •
avowed objective^ of the Society and he admired them and
praised and thanked me. He lent a hand and joined the
society as a founder member with the annual contribution
of twenty-five pounds. I kept expressing my gratitude
in the nev/spapers with the result that people, high and
low, flocked around me, so that the assemblies were overcrowded. 
When I submitted to him ^ Riyad^ the statutes of the Society,
1. Of. ,fThe Times’j 6.10.1881.
2. There were 24 articles statutorily laid down. Cf. al~
Waqa*i1j 19.10.1880.
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he confirmed them and had them registered and published
(l)in the official journal and other newspapers. I also
submitted to him an estimate of the subsidy required for •
the school from the Ministry of Education which he approved.
He stipulated that the school should receive 250 pounds a
year. Thus the innate cowardice of the people was dispelled
and their fears removed, for the Society had now become [almost]
a branch of the government,f •
It was now explicitly stated in the registered statutes
of the Society that Riyad had become one of the sixty founder
members of the Jam1iyyah, that it was the first society of
its kindia Egypt, and that its name was changed to Al-
Jam1iyyah al Khayriyyah al-Misriyyah (Egyptian Benevolent
Society). It also became general knowledge -that the Grown
Prince * Abbas was its patron and the Governor of Alexandria
his honorary deputy, but it was statutorily laid down that
Nadim, its founder, was his actual deputy in charge of the
[3)society with all its branches and affiliations. *
n
At last the labour of yearst seemed to be bearing fruit, 
but in Nadim *s eyes it was only just beginning. Never,
1. Al-Waqa*i1_, 19.10.1880J £L fAsr al-Jadid, 18.10.1880.
2. Tarikft Misr^ pp.51, 52 j Cf. Also Kan Wa Yakun^ Vol. 
pp.71-72.'
3. Al-Waqafi*, 19.10.1880. &l-!Asr al-Jadid. 18.10.1880.
• ^  ^  *
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while he planned and toiled, had he lost sight of those 
who lived in the dark, in ignorance, poverty and slavery, 
the fellahin. He always thought of himself m  one of 
them, a common man; his scale of human values required 
him to he loyal, first and foremost, to the interests of 
the poor. His success would have seemed to him of little 
account, unless they shared the benefits. He longed to 
awaken them from their long sleep, to sow the seeds of 
education among their children. This deep-rooted loyalty 
sent him again roaming the countryside, addressing the 
people in their mosques and meeting places, stressing the 
need for unity and co-operation between the different sects, 
calling on them to link hands in the common pursuit of 
education. He also took the initiative in promoting various 
domestic industries. Societies modelled on the Jam1iyyah 
sprang up everywhere: at Damanhur, Mit Gharnr, Damietta,
al Man^urah^1  ^ and Shabrakhit. He declared them open 
himself, and personally gave every opening address on behalf 
of the Central Office of the Jam* iyyah in Alexandria.' J 
His star rose still higher when he staged a new 
performance of his play Al-Watan with his team of pupils
1• Tarikh Mi$r, p .51; Cf. Al-Tankit, p .95
2, Al-'Asr al-Jadld, 14,10,1880.
3. Tarikh Misr^ p.51.
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on the biggest stage of Alexandria, Zizinya, 'before the 
Khedive and high-ranking persons* The tickets were sold 
as soon as they were issued, and the performance, a huge 
success, impressed the Khedive to such a degree that he
(i)
donated one hundred pounds to the society.v / Its impact
on the community can hardly be overrated: its hidden
message opened their eyes, and roused their thoughts to
an acute awareness of the plight of the nation, y/inning for
Nadim their constant admiration and praise.^ Though ending
on a hopeful note with the expression of great expectations
of reform by Tawfxq and his ministers, the play pointed
unmistakably to the source of all evil. "It was a bitter
attack on the policy of the government which was the very
embodiment of despotism, arbitrary rule and intimidation".^
The dialogue of the play was a transparent veil cast over the
great sorrow over Egyptfs decline and the state of the natio^
The attack was directed against the misrule and the defects
of the system and against the interference of foreigners
(5)in Egypt’s affairs.
1. A, Samir, op,cit.,pp.8,9; Taymur, op.citpp.16,17; Zaydan, 
Mashahir, Vol. 11^p.108; Tarikh Misr, pp.50-51.
2. Of. Taymur, o p . c i t p .17; Tarikh Misr, p.50; Zaydan,
Tarikh ’Adab^Vol. IV, p.BO.
3. Tarikh Mi sr, p *50•
4. Cf. Zaydan,Tarikh >J[dab Vol. IV, p.80.
5. Tarikh Misr, p.50*
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Gradually, the political significance of these veiled
hints, which were a constant feature of his speeches and
articles, became manifest to everyone, People understood
what he had in mind, even if it was proffered in a symbolic
form, “though pretending to deal with literature and social
reform, the speeches were interspersed with whatever was
bound to alert the minds of the nation11
Simultaneously with Nadim*s campaign, spectacular
changes took place in Cairo with a rapidity which was faster
than thought* Everybody!s spirits rose at the stirrings of
revolution which had begun within the army, and it was to the
army that they attached all their hopes. It is necessary
to point out here certain facts which led to and brought about
these radical changes* In point of fact, the key to the
situation lies, first and foremost, in the character of the
men in power which lent a specific colour to the absolute
system of government they were trying to keep in force at all
costs. Tawfiq, who pretended to sympathise with the reformist^
*
as has already been stated, had a curiously twisted personality. 
He had never learnt hov/ to face up to difficult situations;
(2)
neither had he ever learnt the courage to speak the truth to men .
1. Tarikh Misr, p.55.
2. For details of Tawfia's character, cf. Edward Dicey, The 
Nineteenth Century, Vol. 31, 1892, pp.233-242; Blunt, Secret 
pp.126-7; Rothstein, op.cit., p.126.
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"However, he was not placed on the throne to rule: Riyad,
the minister given him by the foreign powers, exercised
all the poY/er in his name, "but he himself was a cipher in
the state". The regime was becoming daily more intolerable
to patriotic men* "It was well known that Riyad, during
his tern of office, which lasted two years, worked in
co-operation with, and under the advice of the two Con-
( 2)trollers who v/ere always behind the scenes".v ' The 
oppression of Riyad was not directed against a particular 
class, community or sect, but every Egyptian high or low
had suffered from it to a greater or lesser extent. Ho one
— (5) «*escaped oppression except Turks or Riyad1s agents.' 'Riyad*s
rule, however, increased the vehemence of public anger and 
resentment especially that of two of its sectors, the upper 
class of Tuidcish extraction who had lost their influence 
under Riyad*s regime on one hand, and the true nationalists 
on the other and gave cohesion to the diverse elements of 
which the opposition was composed. This public anger became 
the main and most decisive factor in the formation of the 
Rational Party. ^  Though the members of the nev/ Party
1. John Ninet, The nineteenth Century, Vol. 13, 1883 pp.130,131.
2. Mustafa, Ph.D. op.cit., p.254; Cf. The Times, 6.10.1881.
3. Rafi*i, al~Thawrah, p.66.
4. For details and names of founders, Cf. Rafi*!, al-Thawrah, 
pp.70-71; John Ninet, The Nineteenth Century, 1883. Vol.13, 
pp. 128-131.
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differed widely in their objectives* for some saw in it
merely the means of attaining power for themselves* some
wanted to recover their lost influence in the provinces,
and some truly and faithfully longed to serve their country,
they were all united in the common desire to get rid of
Riyad and his overlords, the two European Controllers, and
to enforce the fulfilment of Tav/fiq's earlier promise of
constitutional government. The country was tense with
excitement, ready for a revolution, only v/aiting for a
leader and a signal to start.^
An occasion soon showed itself for action which the
army was not slow to seise. Ahmad 'Urabi, the commander
of the fourth regiment, and his fellow-officers of fellah
origin, drew up a protest asking for a reform of the army,
for justice and equality between the officers of fellah
and Circassian origin and finally the dismissal of the
obnoxious 1 Uthman Rifqf, the minister of war, who was an
*
extreme representative of the Turkish class which for 
centuries had looked upon Egypt as their property and on 
the fellahin as their slaves and servants. His attitude 
towards the fellah officers was therefore, from the first,
1. Cf. Mustafa, Ph.P.^op.cit., p.257; Ibrahim ’Abduh, Tatawwur 
al-Sahafah al~Misriyyah, (Cairo 1945), pp. 109-110; J. Mnet, 
The’Nineteenth Century, 1883, Vol.13 pp.128-131.
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a hostile one, and it was to the Circassian, not the
(l) :
fellah element in the army that preference was always given.'1 J 1 
This protest had far-reaching consequences which were con­
ducive to the events of Qasr al-Hil on February 1, 1881.
A demonstration of the army led by f Urabl forced the Khedive |
and his Prime Minister, Riyad, to accept their demands and
*
appoint Mahmud Sami al-Barudl Pasha as Minister of War 
instead of the notorious, arbitrary * Uthman Rifql.^ This 
move was considered as a victory of the nationalists over 
the Riyad regime, for al-Barudl opposed to the dictatorship 
of Riyad^was known as a sympathiser of the national movement.
In his mad fear of losing his power, Riyad organised a 
kind of secret police, the network of which covered most of 
the country, to inform him of any activity directed against 
his regime. He wanted to be able to obviate every possible 
move on the part of his opponents, and crush the opposition 
before it could consolidate. Thus he attempted to counteract 
every attempt at rebellion but not quite in the same ruthless 
way as before, for the respect and prestige of his government 
had greatly suffered since it had lost control of the army, 
the symbol of its power. Open punishment was replaced by
Secret,
1. Cf. Cromer, op.cit., Vol.I pp.175-6; Blunt,/pp.135,4.
2 . For details Cf. BluntjSecret; pp.133-158; J. Ninet, The 
nineteenth Century, Vol.13, pp.132-3; Rothstein^op.cit., 
pp.125-128; Rafi’i, ,al-Thawrah, pp.84-100; Cromer, op.cit., 
Vol. I, pp.175-179; Shaflq, op.cit., Vol.I pp.112-118*
■ Jt
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intrigues and underhand manoeuvres *
Through his agents Riyad soon became aware of the 
danger with which Nadim*s activity and ideas were threatening 
himself and his regime. "Having been warned by an eminent 
member of the Society who was his spy therein, Riyad had a 
presentiment of the danger threatening him from me and
(2
decided to disband the Jam:i!iyyah and disperse the association1'. 
However, this was less simple than it seemed. Riyad did not 
want to attack openly, since Nadlm had gained the support 
of the Khedive; besides, an open attack was liable to provoke 
a flare-up of the ali^eady existent strong public resentment, 
especially among the army. Thus "Riyad whispered in the 
ears of certain eminent members of the association, his 
agents, and made them my enemies, opposing me in every 
respect. They combined against me on the Board of Directors, 
so as to make me tired of the Jamdjyyah and quit of my own 
free will. When I became a?/are of the plot and realised 
by whom it was inspired, I treated them leniently, until I 
met Riyad Pasha in Cairo. Although he was concealing in 
his mind the harm he intended for me, I dissembled and he 
reacted in the same way. The talk we exchanged was polite;
1. Por details Of. Rafi'i, al-Thawrah, pp.108-111.
2* Tarikh Misr, p.55.♦
finally he gave me leave to publish the periodical AL-Tamkit^
{Raillery} though what I really had in mind was Al-Tabkit
{Reproof}. In publishing this periodical I intended it to 
be my voice after I had left the Jam*iyyah, as if I had
(2)an assembly of orators in every town and village1’. ' It
was a patriotic literary weekly in a humorous vein; when
the first issue appeared on June 16, 1881, *Abd-Allah Hadim 
was stated as its owner and editor.
It ?/as divided into two sections. One, destined for
educated readers, written in classical Arabic, dealt with
educational, social and political problems in his usual
literary symbolic style - he had to resort to allegory to
avoid Riyad*s resentment and thus to escape *Adib Ishaq.*s
fate. The other section, with the common reader in view,
mainly discussed the defects of the social structure and was
composed in colloquial language and style* He wrote both
with skill and mastery, addressing every guild and profession
in their own characteristic manner, using their ov/n maxims,
sayings and proverbs, "and in both he ?/rote v/hat no Arab
(*3)writer had ever written before”. Three thousand copies
1. This newspaper appeared under the title •'Al-Tankit wa al- 
Tabkit» (Raillery and Reproof) and was printed on the 
printing press of iil-Mahrusah in Alexandria*
2. Tarikh Misr, p.55
3. Zaydan, Mashahir, Vol. II, 109; Of. Also Samir, op.cit mj
p.10.
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of* the first issue - at that time a very large circulation
for a weekly - were delivered to the subscribers of al-
Mahrusah, but only five copies were returned, ^  Radim’s
original intention had been to postpone the second issue
until he had collected a sufficient number of names and
(2 )
addresses of subscribers, v / but the keen demand on the part
C3)of the public compelled him to speed up publication. } 
Before the second issue appeared, the paper had already 
agencies in Cairo, Zifta, Rosetta, al-IsmaTlliyyah, ad- 
Mansurah, Damanhur and Kum al-Nur,^ Al-Tankit1 s strong 
appeal to the masses as well as to the intellectual elite 
greatly contributed to Radimfs fame, for his articles moved 
the sufferers1 hearts whatever their sect or class, and they 
found in them their own thoughts and problems.
In the third issue Nadirn hinted at the existence of the 
split between him and certain members of the Society. What 
he gave to understand in the already familiar, symbolic way, 
is that 1 two members, one wearing a turban and the other
wearing a fez, were plotting against him and spreading
(5) „
malicious rumours" . In the fourth issue, however, Nadim
1. Al-Tanklt, 13.6*1881. p*30*
2. Al-Tankxt, 6.6.1881 p.2.
3. Ibid., 13.6.1881. p.30.
4. Ibid., p.18
5. Ibid., 26.6.1881, p.34; the men he is referring to may have 
been jjusayn Fahmi and Ahmad PashaRa* fat the head of the 
Jam1iyyah and Governor of Alexandria at that time, cf. 
Tarikh Misr^ p.55.
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at first referred openly to murmurs of a dissension 
betv/een members as the cause of a delay in the payment 
of employees* salaries, hut in the end denied it altogether, 
obviously in the hope that the rift would be eventually
(i)bridged over. The actual aim of his opponents seems
to have been no more and no less than Nadimfs complete
isolation and eventual dismissal from the Jam* iyyah to
deprive him of the opportunity of speaking in public at
the periodical Mahfil. In the eyes of the people, however,
the Jam* iyyah was Hadim and there could be no Jam* iyyah
without Nadim. Therefore, when the Damanhur branch
celebrated, at the end of June 1881, the opening of its 
(2)
school, Nadim was the only member of the Central Office 
Board to be invited to attend the ceremony as its re­
presentative. The speakers taking part vied with one 
another in the praise of Nadxm, hailing him in verse and 
prose as the founder of societies, the pioneer and torch-
(3)
bearer of education, co-operation,and unity by association. 
Mien the Jam1iyyah school held its annual examination
1. Al-Tankit, 3.7.1881. p.50.
2. It was under the patronage of Muhammad Bey Sa*d al-Din,
the Mudir of the Buhayrah province; Cf. Al-Tankit, 10*7.1880 
p.79.
3. For details of the opening ceremony and^the speeclies 
delivered on this occasion, cf. Al-Tankit 10.7.1881, pp.76- 
85 and 17.7.1881, pp.102-103.
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on July 9, 1881, it was visited, on that occasion, by the
Khedive and some leading figures of the nation who were
greatly pleased with the students1 answers and their
speeches of welcome* The impression the school made on
(l)the Khedive could not have been more favourable. However, 
at the end of the last day of the examination, ^  Nadim 
submitted to the head of.the society, the then Governor of 
Alexandria, Ahmad Pasha Ra’fat, his resignation from the post 
of director of the school, allegedly for reasons of health* 
Thus he left the school he had himself called into being, 
after two years service as a tutor and director.^ His 
heart, however, remained with it; he always regarded the 
school and his students with special affection and sympathy.
While visiting the school, the Khedive had given Hadim 
to understand that he would welcome a repetition of the 
successful amateur play production, Al-Watan wa Tali *al-Tawfia,
' *  ■ n" " l  1 Ul'“ r ' J « i -  ■ i ri« •• .J. ^
- - (4)on the stage of the Zizinya. Having chosen, for this 
purpose, the second anniversary of Tawflq/s accession to the 
Khedivial throne, July 14, 1881, Hadim gave notice of the 
forthcoming performance in the national newspapers, including
1. For details, cf. al-Waga’i’i 14.7*1881
2. July 9, 1881; cf. al-Waga’ i 1, 14.7.1881; Al-Tanlcit,
24.7.1881, p.118.
3. Al-Tankit, 24.7.1881, p.118.
4. The largest theatre in Alexandria at that time.
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(i)
his own.x J It is characteristic of Nadim, that he
destined the proceeds of the performance for prizes for
the successful students of the Jamiiyyah, while the remainder
(2)
was to go in aid of the needy ones among them,v y This 
proves that, though he had severed the occupational links 
with the school, the ties of affection with which he was 
hound to this spiritual child of his remained as strong 
as before.
It must he noted that, though the Khedive secretly 
and Riyad openly had hoth theii* share of guilt in oppressing 
the people and submitting to the European powers, they were
both plotting against each other whenever they had the
( 3} —chance.v } Thus, as soon as Riyad ’’learned about the hint
the Khedive had given to me, and after I had revised the
play and gone through a rehearsal with the students of the
society and given notice of the impending performance,
Husayn Eahml and Ahmad Ra’fat^) and some other ignorant
people did their utmost to delay and hinder the sale of the
tickets, spreading the rumour that all the places v/ere
booked up and the tickets sold out to keep people from
1. Al-Mahrusah, 3,5 and 7.7.1881; Al-Tankit,10.7.1881, p.87; 
cf. also Tarikh Misr, p.55.
2. Al-Tankit;17.7.1881. p.92.
3. Gf. 1(The Times'’ 6.10.1881 and 6.1.1882; Blunt. Secret; 
pp.135,142.
4. The then Governor of Alexandria and the head of the 
Jam’iyyah. Cf. Tarikh Mi?r, p.55; Al-Tankit, 84.7.1881,
p.118.
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inquiring; they also induced some of the students on the 
cast to absent themselves on the eve of the performance, 
aiming to bring about a failure of the play. Their hostile 
endeavours actually succeeded, for the audience was scanty.
The next morning, {-July 15, 188l]. I announced my resignation 
from the Jam*iyyah altogether.fl (-1-)
Nadim* s account of the plot is confirmed by that of an 
eye-witness, Ahmad Samir, who, as a member of the Executive 
of the Jam1iyyah and teacher at its school, was present at 
the actual meeting at Y/hich Nadim* s resignation Y/as discussed, 
1fA  fraction of the members, foolish and insolent, opined 
that Nadim* s fame had grown at their expense and detracted 
from the honour due to them. Thus, betraying and deceiving 
him, they combined in the decision to eliminate him. In 
that they were supported by some people in high positions 
at that time one of whom was the actual president of the 
Jam* i y y a h who called a meeting of the executive on a 
night when the dissemblers were many, and whispered in each 
others* ears. That important man appeared in the guise of 
an enemy of Nadim and appealed to the members to dismiss 
him from the board of the school and the Society altogether.
1. Tarikh Misr, p.55. Cf. also Al»TankIt, 17,7,1881, pp.91-94.
S. Ahmad Pasha Ra»fat.
3, He did not v/ant to accept Nadim* s resignation because he 
wished him to be condemned and dismissed with ignominy.
He wanted the public to lose confidence in Nadim.
A few days bbefore, however, Nadim had had a presentiment 
of the conspiracy, and submitted his resignation from the 
Society in words that transported knowledgeable people 
with delight [lit. set their minds dancing]. The head of 
the meeting produced and read the letter to the members 
meaning to give them one more reason for vengeful indignation.
v
Most of those assembled that night had to submit to the
orders of the president, for he was one of the lackeys of
(1)the oppression of absolutism.' 7 He had the doors shut 
and wrote - what a disgraceI - a letter which was all 
balderdash and raving madness, a misleading, deceitful, 
cold-blooded fabrication. The long and the short of it 
was that Nadim was unfit to be a member of .the Jam* iyyah 
or director of the school, though how could that be since 
it was his ov/n creation?’. They had several copies made 
of this ruling, and some tormentors circulated them among 
the members, requesting them to put their signature to the 
circular. No sooner was the session over than I rushed to 
Nadim and informed him of what had happened. It did not 
affect him in the least, and his comment on the matter was:
(2)
’For every message is a limit of time and soon shall ye 
know it * *,f
1. i.e. the agents of Riyad.
2. Qur’an, Surat al-An*am (the Cattle) *Ayah No*67.
3. Samir, op.cit., p.9.
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This was the last straw; Nadimfs anger, so long 
contained, flared up. He attacked Riyad and his agents 
openly, and denounced the conspiracy whose victim he v/as 
in Al-Tankit under the title of Mata Yastaqim al-Zill wa
P, I,, ^ m m m m  jp " i ■ » ■' — —
&1-1 Udu A*wa;ilf. (How can the Shadow Be Straight if the
Branch Is Crooked1.1). The article is a trenchant attack
on those who schemed and plotted against him and the
expression of his intense disgust at the infiltration,
into the societies, of the rich and powerful who 3oine&
not to serve the people hut the better to dominate them.
He pointed out that the burden of the financial loss caused
by the failure of the play would be borne by the Jam1iyyah
v/hose treasury had benefited by the previous performances
to the amount of three hundred and fifty pounds, since Hadlm,
who was entitled to a quarter of the proceeds, usually ceded
(2)
his part to the society*
The same issue of Al-Tankit contained an article entitled
J3)
Thamarat al-I.jtima1 (The Fruit of Unity), and alluding to 
the existence of a faction within the JamTiyyah which wanted 
to enforce a change in the statutes - it was also given to under­
stand that they wanted to erase from the statutes Nadim’s
1* Al-Tanklt, 17.7.1881, pp.91-94.
2. Al-Tankxt, 17.7.1881, pp.91-94.
3. Ibid., p.95
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name as a founder and supervisor^) - or at least provoke 
a split and secede from the Society to form another. Though 
Nadim struck a "blow in defence of the statutes - to avoid 
creating a precedent, admitting of a change of the statutes 
for personal reasons ~ he nevertheless approved of their 
wish to form another society v/hich was ultimately hound to 
benefit the good cause by further co-operation, meetings 
and increasing the number of schools.
The public found it by no means easy to put up with 
Nadlm’s summary dismissal, for it was obvious that it was 
due to no other reason but the patriotic speeches he had 
made to enlighten public opinion* Thus indignation was 
rife, especially as the prestige of absolute government 
had gradually begun to wane.^) Riyad must have felt that 
he could not completely disregard the resentment of the 
public, for he made his agents spread false rumours, 
detrimental to Kadim’s reputation and dignity, in order 
to provide a plausible reason for his dismissal* As 
emerges from the refutation of the charges, which Nadim 
published in Al-Tankit* the allegations were that he 
denounced abominations which he perpetrated himself, and
1* Article Ho*24 of the statutes stated explicitly that Hadlm 
was the founder of the Jamfiyyah; cf. al-Waqa'if ,19*10*1880; 
al-TA§r Al-Jadld,18.10.1880.
2. Owing to the loss of control over the army.
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exhorted people to do good deeds hut did not practise 
them fox* his own part. In the second place, he was 
accused of "having strayed from the right path and misled 
others for Y/ant of religious education." fa) The third 
allegation v/as that "he was not trustworthy enough for the 
property of the Jam1 iyyah to he left in his care.1* ^
They alleged that the real motive behind all his activities 
was the wish to achieve personal fame and a high postion;^3  ^
they pretended to unmask subversive propaganda aiming at 
the overthrow of the present regime by inflammatory speeches
whose character was always ambiguous^ and lastly, accused
*
him of trying to sow the seed of dissension among the 
members of the Society to cause its downfall.^
Aware of the need to fight the conspiracy which had 
formed behind his back, and the malicious rumours circulated 
by his enemies, Nadlm addressed his public in three articles 
published in Al-Tanlclt v/hich are among the best he has 
written. In. one of these articles, he gave a picture of 
the condition of the country throughout the ages, showing 
its decline from honour and glory to humiliation, abasement
1. Al-Tanklt, 84.7.1881, p.107.
2 . Ibid, pp.107,108.
3. Ibid, p.108.
4. Ibid.
5. Ibid.
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and obscurity in form of an animal fable entitled AI-
(1)Phi9abu Hawla al-Asad (Wolves Around the Lion), in 
another he apostrophised the era he was living in in a 
scathing satire of his opponents under the title Ittabi * 
al-Haqa wa in TAzga f Alavka Zuhuruh^  (Follow the Truth 
even if .It Causes You Trouble). In the third article of
the series, under the title lyyaki A fnl Ya Hafsl fa Sma*!
, „ (3) /
wa x (Thee, I Mean, My Soul, so Hear and RememberI) he 
disproved the allegations one by one in a style which Yras 
both sarcastic and fiery, and with an irrefutable logic 
which silenced his opponents. He told his public that his 
whole life belonged to them: they knew it inside out,
there Y/ere no hidden secrets to be revealed* There were 
his constant companions to bear witness that there was no 
discrepancy between his words and deeds, his private and 
public life. His speeches, articles and discussions 
were there to prove that his ideas were neither foolish 
nor contrary to religion, science or logic. Hot the 
ignorant, but the * mama* and intellectuals Y/ho attended 
his lectures and read his writings, were entitled to pass 
judgment on him. As to the accusations regarding the
1. Al-Tanklt, 84*7*1881, pp*111-118*
2 . Ibid, pp*109-lll.
3. Ibid, pp.107-109.
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funds of the Jam1 iyyah - Nadlm pointed out that even if
they were justified, which was not the case - the responsibility I
I
was the treasurers or the cashier's, to whom they had been 
entrusted, ”Man is heart and tongue”, continued Nadim, ,
”and mine are before everyone's gase to see what they 
contain. By them they can judge me; but my hard bedstead 
and the only clothes I have will prove whether I covet fame. 
Thank God, I am pleased with them so long as these blessings 
keep me from drinking the scoundrel's drink and eating the
/'l \
beggar's bread”} } Nadim's apologia reaches a dramatic 
climax when he takes up the challenge, defying the threat 
of banishment for the fight against oppression. In an 
imaginary dialogue with his soul, he says: ”Did'st thou
not read, my soul, in stories from the past, of the 
martyrdom of orators and the executions of pioneers, and 
the tortures and banishment of teachers? Thou must not 
gainsay, my soul, what thou hast done in word and deed, 
for thou hast clamoured in thine own tongue in the voice 
of the East whose echo resounds in the West...but if it is 
said that thou pursuest object or purpose apt to offend
(2 )thy masters, or cause thy death, say, art thou content?”v '
His soul implied: "I am, I am content, whether left to live
1. Al-Tankxt, 24.7.1881,p.108
2. Al-Tankft, 24.7.1881, pp.107-108.
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or put to death, for I will either persist in my struggle 
or "become a legend, passed on by the present to the coming. 
Before long, the hidden events will he revealed and the 
unjust reward for my struggle for my people’s freedom will 
change into a blaze of light in the story of my life*....
I can suffer anything, but one thing I will not consent 
to, to be made a scapegoat for the destruction of*unity".^  
Now it became manifest that Nadim had resolved to 
abandon his former tactful, cautious, diplomatic method 
of struggle, and thx^own overboard the covert allusions
implied in wary words in favour of an open attack on
-  IS)Hiyad’s despotismv 'for, in his own words "the principal
goal had been reached, the call had spread, and the lazy,
silent thought had moved in one direction: to gain freedom
and rise against oppression".^
In this new phase of struggle he resorted to political
agitation as a means of kindling the flame of revolution
in the hearts of the fellahin. Once he had taken the
crucial decision he never looked back, though he fully
realised the risk he was running, for Riyad1s wrath could
*
strike at any moment, and his very life was in immediate 
danger. "Grant me a week or two" - said Nadlm to his soul
1. Al-Tanklt, 34.7.1881, pp.108-110.
3. Tarikh Misr, pp.55-6.
3. Tarikh Misr, p.55.
*
- "and if I pass away from this life it will relieve the
strain upon thee. If not, and thou emergest in new
circumstances, I will endure still more danger and hardship
for which thou wilt receive thy share of God’s reward and
over and above. Pay no heed to people; we take pains
today and God’s reward tomorrow".^
This vital decision marks the beginning of the most
important period of his life: the positive political
period. It was plain to him from the start that the first
steps in this campaign would lead him again to the source
from which all life had sprung, the villages and the
fellahin. "I began wandering from place to place", said
Nadim, "and declared the feud openly in the garb of patient
fortitude; I delivered speech after speech in every town
and village that I visited, I stirred up thoughts to
continuous unrest, making the facts of the oppression by
the rulers and their wilful acts known far and wide; I
called for the overthrow of the pillar of oppression and
(2) „so threw off the shackles of slavery".' ' Nadirn, the first 
Egyptian speaker openly to resist oppression, planted the 
seed of revolution in the souls of the fellahin and fired
1. Al-Tankft, 24.7.1881, pp.108, 109.
2. Tarikh Misr, p.55-56.
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them on to deeds with his tongue and pen: besides the
bold and fiery speeches, a number of equally bold and 
fiery articles saw the light of day. They were all published 
in Al-Tanklt^  and dealt with the lavish extravagance of 
the rich and the potentates who were squandering, on futile 
pleasures, the fruits of the toil of the fellah, the very 
sweat and life-blood of the wretched and. destitute. Hadim 
apostrophised the rich, saying: ’’Gome and see the tool of 
your dignity and the origin of your life and the source of 
your fortunes, your brother, nay, I beg God's pardon, your 
servant, the fellah. See the tatters he is clad in, see 
the felt cap which barely covers the crown of his head, 
and the dry bread you could hardly break with all your might, 
and the cheese - why, loathsome even to look at; see him 
watering his plants with the mud up to his waist and the
sun roasting his head and his body ..... He is the real
owner of your privileges, though you never glance at him 
but with the eye of detestation, and never touch him but 
with the hand of insult and scorn, and never talk to him 
but with the tongue of abuse. In all his aspects you find
1. He sent them to Alexandria to the Head Office of Al-Tankit 
which he left in the care of his lifelong friend, Ahmad 
Samir. Of. al-Tanklt, 7.8.1881, all through.
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him revolting and hideous11. ^  Parallel with this
campaign, he conducted yet another against the other
enemies of the fellah, such as ignorance, superstition,
"belief in witchcraft and the evil eye, addiction to
narcotics (mainly opium and hashish) and liquor which
did untold harm to increasingly wide circles of the 
(2 )population.v He also attacked the policy of embarking 
on foreign trade and neglecting the homeraarket. He 
maintained that it was the wealthy who shared preference 
for foreign goods, and the foreign powers using their 
influence to promote the sales of their own merchandise, 
were responsible for the ruin of numerous native workshops 
and the decline of native crafts.' }
In order to paralyse Hadim's efforts to incite the 
fellahin to demand liberty and to rebel against the regime, 
his antagonists, in Alexandria, the agents of Riyad continued 
to cast aspersions on his character and spread rumours 
calculated to cost him the confidence of his public. With 
others they were intriguing to set him at odds with his 
friends, the Syrian journalists at whose printing press 
his newspaper was printed, who published his news-bulletins
1. Al-Tankit, 15.8.1881, p.155# ef. :
2. Ibid, pp.157-158.
3. Ibid, 21.8.1881, pp.176-177.
and propagated his ideas. One of the agents alleged that
Nadim, addressing the *Umdahs and notables at Mit G-hamr 
— fl^and Zifta,v 1 had accused the Syrians of harming the nation, 
so that a Syrian among the audience had felt impelled to 
rise and throw the gauntlet in Hadim*s face, challenging 
him to a duel; he even maintained that Nadim had chosen 
the weapon and named his Seconds. Defending himself in 
his newspaper, Nadlm wrote a brilliant refutation of these 
slanderous charges under the title Takhrifah Madaniyyah^^ 
(’Civilised Dotage*). "When 1 read my friends* letters 
demanding an explanation of these rumours 1 could not help 
laughing about this nonsense ... I wish to reply to my 
brothers as well as to my readers that these allegations 
had nevdr been uttered by any other tongue and never 
conceived by any other mind than by those Alexandrians who 
consort with these liars and scandalmongers. I have, in 
fact, been fighting a three years* duel, a duel against 
ignorance, which has been fought with the weapon of pei* suasion 
and whose aim it has been to urge people to found schools, 
and those I have named to act as my witnesses are the societies 
and the newspaper, Al-Tankit. The arrows shot by me have 
stuck in the throats of the fools and the ignorant, and I
1. Two large cities in the Delta*
2. Al-Tankit, 21.8.1881j p.170.
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toolc my tongue on tour to defeat the enemies of my country... 
let them wait just a while; we shall prevail against them 
in the end^“P
These words were prophetic. The situation in the 
country was ahout to change radically. The victory of the 
Egyptian army over tyranny in February 1881, the first 
decisive act of the national movement, provided a signal 
to the nation. By the quite natural logic of the circumstances, 
it was the army that took the initiative in the national 
uprising against the regime. The fact that soldiers should 
take the lead in a national movement was not surprising, 
for in the East, as it was well pointed out at the time,
"soldiers have at all times been the chief factor in political 
movements; they alone have the unity and courage to carry 
out their ends".^) In the case of Egypt this was doubly true.
"The army" justly wrote The Times,^ "we must remember, 
is the only native institution which Egypt now owns. All 
else has been invaded and controlled and transformed by the 
accredited representatives of France and England". Thus 
the army was, as it v/ere, predestined to take the lead in
1. Al-Tankft, SI.8.1881, p.170.
2. The Times, 10.1.188JU
3. IS.9.1881.
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the national revolution, which had up to now escaped the 
interference of the foreign Controllers, and possessed the 
necessary organisation and power. "On the other hand, the 
nation itself, or rather i$s more enlightened and con­
stitutionally inclined sections, suddenly became aware 
that they were in reality not so helpless as they had 
hitherto imagined, in that they had in the army the 
concentrated physical force of the country which, if gained 
over for constitutional reform, could put a swift stop to 
the long-drawn sufferings and humiliation of the country fa)
In other words, "Civilians, began to ask what was holding 
them back and they found the answer in the fact that the 
civil service was officered by Europeans and the government 
maintained by European pressure. Henceforth the army 
represented Egypt as against Europeans ..• Riyad Pasha
(2) „
represented European influence as against national aspirations .
The army also supplied the leader of the movement Ahmad 
fUrabl. One of the reasons why the bulk of the nation so 
eagerly responded to the call of the revolution was that 
*Urabi, with his fellah background, was so plainly one of 
them, with their own special qualities, but intensified and 
made glorious by the authority and power with which they
1. Rothstein, op.cit.;P.12S.
2. 'The Times^ 6.10.1881.
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credited him. It must be remembered that in all Egyptian, 
history for at least three hundred years, no mere fellah 
had ever risen to a position of any political eminence in 
Egypt • Another reason was the activity of Nadfm who was 
touring Egyptfs villages and towns, indefatigably delivering 
speeches in which he openly denounced the government and 
its policy of oppression, painted the true picture of 
tyranny and virulent iniquity and held out to the fellahin 
the vision of liberation.v ' His unremitting efforts 
generated the emotional heat which is the prerequisite of 
any social and political upheaval. "I called on tiem to 
demolish the main pillar of tyranny and to bi>eak the chains 
of slavery11. ^  It was partly Nadim who created the mental 
climate propitious for the flare-up of the revolution. The 
news of the activity .of the national movement reached the 
villagers and citizens at the right psychological moment.
When the call came it found them ready to respond.
All the time, Riyad was aware of the danger of the 
activity deployed by Hadlm on so many fronts. He even 
suspected him of being TUrabxfs agent. He therefore
1. He delivered speeches at Damanhur, al-Rahmaniyyah, Damietta,
Dusuq, Zifta, Mit G-hamr and al-Mansurah. * Of. Al-Tankit^
4.9,X881> p.186.
2, Tarikh Misr, p.56.
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issued in August 1881, a decree exiling Nadira from the
country, and immediately secured the formal sanction of
(l)the Cabinet.v ' fUrabi and his companions, however*,
invariably received news and warning of any serious design
through their friend, the Minister of War, Mahmud Sami al-
Barudi, and were consequently on their guard,^ That was
presumably how they learned of the imminent expulsion of
Nadim. It must be borne in mind that the army was fully
aware of Nadim*s activities and the potential benefits for
the movement, if he joined forces with them, and that is
why it eagerly profited by the chance of rendering him a
service by saving him from deportation. Thus when Riyad
•
submitted the decree to the Khedive for signature, !Ali
Fahml, the colonel of the first regiment of the Guards,
appeared on the scene. "Nadim", he said to Riyad, "though
he does not carry arms and wear a uniform, is one of us,
the army men, and if you take him from the country by
surprise, we will defend him with all our hearts and with
(3} <*• *-all our strength".' ' *Ali Fahml prevailed, and the decree
was rescinded. He proceeded without delay to Mit-Ghamr,
(4)where Nadim was just addressing a meeting and, having informed
1. Cf. Tarikh Misr, p.56.
3. Cf. Rafi1i,al-Thawrah, p.96.
3. Tarikh Misr, p.56.
4. Cf. Ibid;' it was in the third week of August 1881, Cf. Al- 
Tankit 4.9,1881, P* 186.
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him of what had happened, formally invited him to Join the 
movement. He gave him a general outline of their aims 
and procedure, and Nadim expressed his enthusiastic 
approval and support of this programme with all its 
objectives, liberty, Justice, equality and constitutional 
government v/hich appealed to him unreservedly, for it was 
entirely in keeping with his own ideas. ^  Thus Nadim 
decided, there and then, to throw in his lot with the 
National party.
1. Tarikh Misr, p.56*
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THE FIRST PHASE OF THE JHATIONAL MOVEMENT„
1881-1882.
NadXm's Role in The Development of Egyptian Nationalism.
Nadim*s decision to join the new movement marks the 
beginning of the most important period of his life, when he 
is given the opportunity of putting his beliefs and 
convictions into action. Having shortened his tour, he went 
to Cairo for a personal interview with *Urabi, the leader of
a )
the movement. The latter realised fully that Nadim*s
tongue and pen^inspired by his unshakable belief in his
coxmtry^ would be among the most valuable assets of the
revolution. Thus Nadim, the first civilian among the
revolutionary leaders, became *Ur£bi*s counsellor, "The voice
of the revolution", its official spokesman and orator, and
ohe of the central figures of the movement which gained in
(2 )
strength immensely by his support. From that moment on,
(1) During the last week of^August, 1881, cf. Al-Tankit, 
4.9*1881, P.186; also Tarikh Misr, P.P. 56,57,°
■' ■ o - ^ .... , _ -
(2) Taymur, op.cit.,P.175 Kafi’i, al-Tliawrah,P .532;
Amin, Zu'ama’, P.225.
Nadim* s patriotic propaganda formed an integral part of the
a )
newborn national movement. All these matters of importance
kept Nadim so busy that the twelfth issue of Al-Tankit
(2) ”  ~ 
failed to appear according to schedule. This first number
after he joined the revolution proves that there was no
change of policy as compared with his pre-revolutionary
period. The only difference is that it is now his immediate
aim to stir up the nation which is still more or less
inactive, and incite and lead it to action. In the article
_ (3)
Al-X1 tidal Tarig. al-Najalj (Moderation, the Way to Success),
he visualises action in three stages. The first, a negative 
one, which he terms "inaction", kills thought and destroys 
the national heritage, the second is the characteristic 
headlong rush -which leads to errors and excesses; only the 
third, moderation, is infallibly crowned with success.
M l
Nadim*s propaganda must have been very effective as is proved,
other things apart, by the fact that the circulation of the
newspaper increased to a considerable extent not only in the
(4)
coxmtry, but also beyond its frontiers. However, as is the 
case with any nation-wide movement the elements attracted by
(1) Cf. Tarikh Misr,p.5 6 .
(2) Due to appear on August 28,1881, it did not appear 
until September 4? 1881.
(5) Al-Tankxt, 4*9*1881, P.P. 187-188.
(4 ) It had correspondents in Hims,Jaffa, Zanzibar, Calcutta, 
Hijaz and Berbera, cf. Al-Tankxt, 4*9*1881, P.197, also 
2 3 *1 0 .1 8 8 1 , P.3 1 5 *
its noble aims and the meteoric rise of 'TJrabi, were somewhat 
heterogeneous. "Other interests... naturally joined in the 
movement and besides being sought out by the fellah Notables, 
tUrabx soon found himself approached as an ally by the 
professed Constitutionalists, many of whom were members of 
the ruling caste, and were, at heart, as much opposed to(iifellah liberty as was Riyaz himself. They meant, however,
to use the movement as a catspaw for their own ends; they
wanted to get rid of Riyad and form among themselves a
constitutional government, a situation which they afterwards
hoped to exploit according to personal ends. The idea of a
constitution in the minds of men of this class was one in
which the supreme power, taken from the Khedive, was to remain
In the hands of the Turco-CIrcassian oligarchy, the only
(2)
group they considered capable of governing the country. The 
leaders of the movement were by no means blind to all that, but 
it was their aim to enlist the support of the whole nation, and 
to gain it was the mission entrusted to Nadim. It sent him 
again touring up and down the country, propagating the ideas 
of the movement. This rAbd Allah Nadim was very strong in 
argument and eloquent of tongue, a capable orator of simple 
diction and persuasive logic. He knew how to approach people 
in the right way, through their customs and proverbial sayings.
(1) Blunt, Secret, P.I44. _
(2) Cf .Ibid,144 j 145 ? Rafi*i, al-Thawrah, P.P. 62-66.
He continually travelled from village to town, reminding the
people of the glories of their ancestors; he used to stand
in the pulpits of the mosques, addressing the people openly,
while his eyes brimmed over with tears* His influence on the
people grew, and prominent Fellahin all over the country fell '
under his spell and were ready to follow his call* He had
them sign petitions which empowered ’UrabI to act as their
representative* Nadim went back to Cairo, his bag bulging
with petitions, already signed, bringing back to 'Urabi the
the mandate of the nation, and tUrabl took them as credentials
entitling him to act as the delegate of the nation in the
(i)
fight for her rights."
The intensive publicity which Nadim developed all over
the country not only popularised the national movement, but
also won for fTJrabi marked popularity, and brought him into
contact with innumerable 'Hama’, country Sheikhs and Notables
to whom the idea of fellah emancipation which he preached was
naturally congenial. They swarmed in shoals into Cairo giving
’UrabI their endorsement to demand on their behalf the right
(2)
to a constitutional life for Egypt. Nadim addressed every 
ghoup, calling on to them to rally round the new movement which
(1) Mikha*il Sharubim, al-Kafi Fi Tarikh Mi§r al-Qadim wa 
al-Hadith,(Cairo 1898),as quoted by Ahmad *Atiyyat-Allah, 
P.P. 50,51 j52^ cf. also Salim Khalil al-Nag.qa.sh Misr 
Lilmisriyyin, (Cairo 1884) vol. iv, P.P.89-90.
(2) Naqqash, op.cit. vol,iv, P.P. 90,93? cf,also Vol,vii.f P .8.t i  ^ /
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( i )
was the only hope of liberation, reciting poems and Zajal  ^
eulogising the movement, deploring the condition of the 
country which was governed by foreigners and European agents* 
His speeches and verses not only gained the support of the 
deputations for the demands of the movement but also
i
conditioned the mind of the people for the'sub sequent armed
rising, inspiring them with readiness to fight for their
(2)
convictions.
(3)
After fUrabi had secured the mandate of the nation
(4)
"patriotic zeal and ardour" runs an entry in his diary,
( 5 2"stirred in our hearts, and your sons /the fellahs/ in the
army agreed to defend and protect the Khedive from evil and
mischief. Then I marched with the army and took up a stand
(6) (7)
in 'Abdin Square on September 9? 1881* At this moment the
party of oppression became more violent, and their resistance
stronger* In that situation were the believers tried/they
(8) ,
were shaleen as by a tremendous shaking. It was the first
(1) Tarikh Misr, 57* _
(2) Taymjir, op.cit*,P .17• cf# also Tarikh Misr. 57.
(3) Hacjcjash, op.cit. vol*! iv-, P*93 and vol. vii, P.8. Tarikh
Mi$r, P.60._ J
(4 ) Ahmad !Urabi, Kashf al-Sitar 'An Sirr al-Asrar,(not dated) 
Vol.1, P.266.
(5) Addressing the audience at Amin aljShamsI'§: painty 
in celebration of the success of 'Ibdln's Day/
(6) In front of the Khedivial Palace, Cairo*
(7) Dor details about the events of the day cf. Rafi'i, 
al-Thawrah, P.P. 122-130; 'Urabi, Kashf al-Sitar,
YoL, 1, P.P. 230-238; The.Times 6.10.1881*
(8) Qur'an, Surat a.l-Ahzab, 1 lyah Ho. 11.• *
time that the Egyptians had stood up to defy Tyranny1**
Hadlm knew that the fear of oppression was deep-rooted in 
Egyptian hearts, and was afraid that some of the soldiers might 
vacillate, finding themselves face to face with their ruler,
and thus cause the failure of the venture* nMy gallant, dear, 
zealous, determined friend al-Sayyid fAbd~Allah Hadimn said 
^Urabl, "entered the ranks of the soldiers and went from one to 
the other, exhorting them to remain firm, and reciting from
believers fall into a quarrel, make ye peace between them: 
but if one of them transgresses beyond bounds against the other, 
then fight ye ^all/7* against the one that transgresses until- he 
complies with the command of G-od* He </Hadim/r was with me the 
second of two who were guarding the hearts of men lest they 
quaver* The whole party began to repeat after him this noble 
verse as if they had never heard it except out of his mouth
(1) Of* ^Urabi, Kashf al-Sitar^ vol. i^ P*266.
(2) Qur^an^Surat al-3Ju;jurat, /Ayah Ho*8 .
(3) 'Urabi,. Kashf al-Sitar, vol# i, P*P* 266-267, cf.also 
Al-Tankit, 23.10.1881, P.316.
(4) Uaqqash, op.cit.^vol* iv_, P.93 and vol.vii^ P.8.
(1)
the Qur’an: at the top of his voice,CIf two parties among the
and at this vital moment if
(3)
As the spokesman 1Urabi confronted the Khedive
with, the demands of the nation: the abolition of absolutism by-
dismissing Riyad, the immediate introduction of constitutional
(i)
government, and the promulgation of military rule. The will 
of the nation prevailed, the Khedive yielded and promised to 
convoke the Assembly of Rotables and proclaim the constitution.
On the 10th of September all Egypt woke to find that not merely 
a revolt, but a revolution had been effected and that the long 
reign of absolutism was, as they hoped, for ever at an end*
Kadim*s ceaseless toil was now beginning to bear fruit. For 
nearly three years he had been active in the country, popularising 
democratic ideas and the demand for the enfranchisement of the 
fellah, preparing their minds for a struggle for freedom, and 
that is why the events of *Abdin resounded with an immediate 
and terrific echo in their hearts. "Throughout Egypt a cry 
of Jubilation arose such as for hundreds of years had not been 
heard upon the Rile, and it is literally true that in the 
streets of Cairo men stopped each other, though strangers, to 
embrace and rejoice together at the astonishing new reign of 
liberty which had suddenly begun for them, like the dawn of day 
after a long night of fear... All classes were infected with the 
same happy spirit, Moslems, Christians, Jews, men of all
religions and all races, including not a few Europeans of those
(2)
at all ultimately connected with native life1.*
(1) For- details cf* The Times, 10,12,13,14,19*20 September and
6. October, 1881; Raq^qash, op*cit *,vol .iv, P. P. 90-94*, 1 
Rothstein. op.cit • jP’*130*
(2) Blunt, Secret,p!53.
The events of 'Abdin, coupled with Nadim's intensive 
propaganda, made *Urabi the most popular man in Egypt.
(i),
People in the provinces surnamed him &1-Wahid (The Only One)
and his house became the Metefea of many pilgrims. After the
victory of 'Abdin he was recognised as the unrivalled leader
(2)
of the national movement, uas the champion of right against
might, of the weak against the strong, of the oppressed against
(5)
the oppressor.
Nadim1 s motive in choosing Oairo as his permanent 
residence and setting up his main office there, was to remain 
in close proximity to the centre of revolutionary activities. 
Besides, having become a leading member of the national 
Party and 'Urabi*s counsellor^he had to live within easy reach 
of head-quarters. His newspaper, however, appeared in 
Alexandria as before, and he continued to contribute to it in a 
series of magnificent articles full of patriotic ardour*
It was characteristic of Nadim at all times that he had a 
keen sense of actuality* His articles were always topical in 
the highest degree: nothing of interest at the moment lever 
escaped his notice, nor was he ever late in commenting on any 
event of importance. Thus his articles are a faithful mirror,
(1) Blunt,Secret, P*P. 144? 179*
(2) Gf* Ninet, Nineteenth Century, vol# 13, P.134.
(3) The Times, 21,12.1881*
reflecting the general trend of events and, taken serially, 
can he regarded as a chronicle of contemporary happenings.
J l )
In one of them entitled Bars lahdhibi (A lesson in tenners)
he calls on the nation to unite under the banner of the Khedive
while insisting on their full national and individual rights*
Stressing the vital difference between being governed by
Egyptian and by foreign rulers, he cries out from the depth
(2)
of his heart:1 Egypt for the Egyptians11.
When rumours were rife that Turkish armed interference
(3)
was imminent, he warned Egypt to beware not only of European
countries, but of Turkey as well. "There are big nations
wanting to swallow the small ones if these show signs of
weakness or are at cross purposes among themselves ; it is a
wise nation that, not satisfied with official diplomacy,
probes more deeply into the real political objectives... It
puts us to shame if other nations shape our events while we are
standing by, merely en^a^ed in play, helping them to achieve
their ends by our disunity!1 Interested Europeans in Egypt were 
in their
circulating/newspapers that the Egyptians were not there to
(1) Al-Tankit, 18*9.1881. P.P. 219 - 225:9.10.1881 •
P.P. 267-272. _ 5
(2) Waliyy al-Mn Yakan, ai-Maflum wa al-tejhul, (Cairo 1909), 
vol. i/P.50; Amm, Z^ama1 , P.229J,Uumar al-Busuqi,
Pi al-Adab al-Hadith, (Cairo )1954), VoP,i, P.283.*
(3) Under combined Anglo-Prench pressure, cf.The Times.4 .11.18BL,
(4) Al-Tankit, 18.9.1881, P.223.
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revolt or to care about politics , but to obey and to be
governed because they were ignorant and did not know how to
govern themselves; therefore Hadim wanted his people to
be enlightened about their country’s affairs* He called on then
to read what was being written of the situation and to take an
active interest in events* "We must adapt all clubs and
circles and meetings to the purpose of discussing actual
(1)
events which will render the people politically conscious".
The Egyptians, responded to his call, and "articles from the
Arabic press'1 writes The limes correspondent, "are recited
in the bazaars and the coffee houses by those who can read
(2)
to those who cannot". He also criticised the Capitulations 
which "gave the foreigner a privileged, position in the fore­
front of the country so that no one could remonstrate if the 
foreigner did wrong, or hold him responsible in court for 
offences committed; the native citizen was the one to be 
punished, whether he was guilty or not, because he was 
involved with the immune foreigner, We see therefore the 
foreigners hurt and insult the native whose only answer is: 
Ma’alihsh Ya Khawda (forgive me, Mister). If Egyptians could
rely on the equity of the Tribunal, they would not silently
(3)
suffer abuse; but they know the result in advance".
(1) Al-TahfcTt, 18.9.1881, P.223.
(2) The Times, 1*11.1881.
(3) Al-Tanklt, 2.10.1881, P.253.
i 7 2
Never losing sight of social reform^ he wrote about 
alcoholism? prostitution and usury? which he alleged 
were forced upon the conventional morality of the East hy
(i)
the interest of European trade* He also drew the nation’s
attention to the importance of holding fast to their own
language in face of the irksome tendency to use Turkish?
in preference to Arabic,to please the rulers, and Brench and
(2)
English under the influence of the Controllers. Another 
point he stressed was the necessity of protecting home 
industry and Egyptian goods against the growing danger of 
imports from abroad? and pointed out the inescapable 
consequences of economic neglect by mentioning the deterrent 
example of India whose own industry had completely fallen 
into decline because England had exported its raw materials 
to Britain and re-imported them as manufactured goods thus 
profiting twice, while India lost the source of her livelihood, 
losing at the same time her confidence in her own forces 
becoming but a puppet in the hands of the English on whom she 
was now entirely dependent. The same threat was now hanging 
over Egypt whose impoverished merchants had no choice but to
(1) Of. Al-Tankit, 18.9.1881, ?.230: 25.9.1881. P.241;
2.10.1881, P.254,
(2) Of. Ibid.,11.9.1881, P.P. 203-208: 18.9,1881, P.219$
25.9.1881, P.P. 235-239.
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work as agents selling foreign goods. Blaming the wealthy
for preferring foreign goods, he urged them to do their duty
by their country and by their poorer compatriots by forming
(i)
limited companies to promote Egyptian industry. But though
he was opposed to buying foreign goods in excess, his
attitude towards the foreign settlers in Egypt was never
hostile. He pointed out to the nation that human rights
should be observed with regard to everybody, especially with
regard to the strangers in their midst, no matter what their
origins or religion; he insisted that they should be treated.
as brothers with kindness and affection, and trouble of any
(2)
kind avoided.
hadim was the first man in Egypt to call for an 
organisation of professional lawyers with a compulsory 
examination which every would-be defence counsel would have 
to pass in order to qualify for membership. In coming 
forward with this initiative, Eadim was actuated by certain 
malpractices he had observed on his last toiir of the country, 
lumbers of poor fellahin who had got into conflict with the 
lawf were preyed upon by ignorant men, mostly foreigners, who 
took their money for defence in court and^being inept, were
(1) Al-Tanki-t, 18.9.1881, P.P. 219-220; 2.10.1881, P.P.261- 
262.
(2) Ibid.,18.9.1881, P.221; 25.9.1881, P.259; 2.10.1881,
P.282; 16.10.1881, P.298; 25.10.1881, P.508.
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doomed to failure. He had seen one of them, a Greek who 
called himself »Avocatq u, embark on his voyage home with as 
much as thirty-seven thousand pounds, seven years after
\  - L  /
he had come to the city with only one suit to his hack.
When the nation was preparing for the election of the
National Assembly, which was to take place in December, 1881,
he took pains to inform his readers about the democratic
ways of government as the foundation of all freedom and a
safeguard from the tyranny of autocrats. uIf the election
were to be limited to the wealthy instead of the clever and
educated citizens, it would be pernicious to the country and
the nation. The wealthy are inclined to make the poor labour
with reward... Most of these wealthy people have made their
fortunes by theft from the fellah, by robbery and spoliation...
Ihe wealthy do not concede to the poor any right to exist,
and were they to sit in Parliament, they would be merely an
(2)
additional burden on the mass of the nation. As to parliament 
as an institution, he said: uIt will serve its purpose if it 
is entirely unrestricted in thoughts as well as tendencies, 
and not under compulsion to acquiesce in things contrary to 
the beliefs of the members and opposed to the interests of the
(1) Of. A1-lankit, 4.9.1881, P.P. 188-190 and 192.
(2) Ibid, 9.10.1881, P.P. 267-269.
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nation; but if it is bound to do what it is ordered by the
rulers, take no account of its members, they will be mere
puppets and painted dolls, without real substance; they will
vanish without trace, with nothing to hand on to posterity,
(1)
and will be lost in oblivion".
HadTm also introduced a feature, completely new to 
Egyptian journalism: he interviewed officials in high 
positions on matters of the moment and certain topical 
problems which he wanted to bring wixhin the scope of public
understanding. He dined with Afla^un Pasha, the Deputy
(2) (3)
Minister of War, whom he interviewed on the difference, in
customs and moral outlook, between nationa of different 
educational standards and a different degree of maturity.
The conversation also revolved about the Egyptian educational 
missions in Europe and their influence which could be 
beneficial or detrimental to the nation according to 
circumstances; about the rule of terror exercised by previous 
regimes, and about the difference between now, when one could 
discuss the matters freely, and then "when anybody, young or 
old, talking about political matters of any kind, had to keep
(1) Al-IankTt, 9.10.1881, P.P.269-270.
(2) He was educated in Prance.
(3) Por the full interview cf, Al-Tankit, 2.10.1881, P.P.251- 
254.
a watchful eye on every passeh~-by, while his heart was
pounding with fear of the spy, until he grew suspicious
of his own son and brother; a fear which killed every thought
and plunged everyone into the abyss of abasement and terror
(i)
and made us puppets in foreign hands". They also
discussed the Capitulations, the plague of alcoholism,
brothels and usury* Other prominent officials interviewed
by Hadxm were *Ali Pasha Sadiq., the Head Officer of the
(2)
Traffic Department, !Abd-al-Datif Pasha, the Chief Engineer
(5)
of the Alexandria dockyard, Muhammad Qadri Pasha the Minister
(4) * .
of Justice, and Ahmad Pasha al-Daramalii, the Governor of
(5)
Cairo.
Sharif Pasha, though the leader of the Turkish
constitutionalists and named by the army as Prime Minister,
was one of those who believed that only Turco-Circassians
were politically mature enough to rule* Thus, when he took
office, he surprisingly expressed his loyalty to the English
(6)
and Drench political representatives and turned against 
'TJrabi and his colleagues, ordering them to leave the capital.
1
2
(4
(5
(6
Al-Tanklt, 2.10.1881, P .253•
Por the full interview cf. ibid., P.P.261-262 
Ibid.,9.10.1881, P.P. 274-275.
Ibid.,P.P.272-273.
Ibid.,P.P. 273-274.
Of. The Times, 14,15,16.9.1881.
!Urabi consented for the good of the nation since he was
it m
confident that the ’-feeling /of nationalism/ had spread from
(D
the soldiery to the entire people**, but forced Sharif* s hand
by stipulating that Organic Law should be sanctioned before
(2)
he left the capital.
When 1 Abd'-al- 1 A1 Hilmi left Cairo with his Sudanese 
regiment for Damietta early in October 1881, he was seen off 
to the railway station, by a large number of civilian and 
military dignitaries. The star of this memorable occasion 
was Hadim, who addressed those assembled,(in a famous speech 
later published under the heading: u0 patriots and knights of 
the country),praising the army which had achieved liberty, 
brotherhood, equality, unity, but would be well advised to 
stay united under the banner of the Khedive for the sake of 
the nation, and not give outsiders a chance of intervention. 
Kadim went with the regiment to Damietta where he also
addressed the crowds gathered to welcome them on their
(3) 
arrival.
On October 6 , 1881, !Urabi himself left Cairo with his 
regiment for Ra*s al-Wadl. Almost the whole population of
-—   1 .T|t..||n n. . -    ---------------- in. Iiimii ~i i 11 1 i ■    H '••••fciiiii in ■iiiiuirwim i i  n~ r t .m ■ n n i iiiiiim     , ii«wii*mti iiii ■iKuih.il
(1) The Times, 7*10,1881 *
(2) Cf. Rafi'T al-Thawrah, P.152.
(3) Por details cf. Al-Tankit, 9*10.1881, B.277? Haqqash, 
op.cit.,vol. iv, P.P. 94-95? Rafi'i, al-Thawrahj*P«P. 
152-154? Algimad 'Urabl, Mudhakkirat ’Urabi (Cairo 1953).? 
vol* 1, P.P. 91-92.
Cairo lined the streets to see the champion of liberty
marching at the head of his regiment, while flags were
(1)
flying and hands playing reciting triumphal ovations.
nHe .^TJrab^f entered the station hand in hand with me; the
officers had some difficulty in making way for us to the
(2)
platform^for the crowds were dense11. After !Urabi 
had addressed the well-wishers, the crowd clamoured for the 
"speaker of the revolutionu to come forward in his turn#
They carried hadim to an elevated place and he spoke about 
Egypt and her sad history of oppression and the army which 
had raised the banner of freedom and interpreted and carried 
out the wishes of the people and made them, come true. In 
his character as the counsellor of the movement, he called 
on the army to avoid foolhardy haste, but to exercise 
tolerance and to keep calm under the banner of humanity‘-andl 
to obey the rulers as long as they were acting for the good 
of the nation; he exhorted them to bear in mind the nature 
of true liberty which was not equivalent with anarchy, and 
maintain friendly relations with the foreign settlers. "When 
I descended to the platform, gallant •TJrabI embraced me and
(1) Cf. The limes, 7*10.1881.
(2 ) Al-Tanklt, 9*10.1881, P.279*
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( i )
kissed me between the eyesu. Hadim went with the regiment 
_ (2 )
to Zaqazlq., and addressed the crowds assembled to greet 
**TJrabI at every station on the way. Huge crowds awaited
them at ZaqazicL, andn after !HrabI had spoken1*, said Hadlm,
*  »
**the crowd called my name, and I took my turn. Then after 
the other speakers had finished, they called for me again, 
and I addressed them, exhorting them to maintain unity and 
order ”
In Al-Tankit Hadrm describes the details of ’TJrab^s 
departure with the regiment for Rafs al-Wadl in a special
report, preceded by an introduction, entitled Zifaf al~
_ (4) --------
Hurriyyah fi ilisr ^Egypt's Wedding to freedom** in which he
invokes Egypt, congratulating her on her newly won freedom; 
nEgypt, the beloved land of my childhood, my happiness and my 
heaven, may it please thee what the lions among thy sons 
have done? but by thee and to thee I swear, and by thine army 
I insist on thee to tell me, what thou hast experienced in the 
past and what thou hast become now, for I see thee proud of 
thine attire, trailing the train of the gown of freedom
(1) Eor^details of_the occasion and the full text of both 
*Urabi and Hadim speeches cf* Al-Tankit,9.10.1881, P.P. 
278-284.
(2) The capital or the Sharqiyyah province.
(3) Of. Rafx!I , al-fhawrah,P ,15 6;1Urabl,ludhakkirat,vol9i, 
P.95J Haqcjash, op.cit *,vol .iv,P.97; TarTkh Misr,P.108.
(4) Al-TankttJ 9.10.1881, P.P. 275-284.
behind thee, thou whom I saw not long ago sick with the 
(i)
European disease . . ."
This apostrophe is followed by Egypt's reply relating 
the past stage of her history: how she had suffered ruin and 
destruction at the hands of the Turk, how Isma'il's 
extravagance and folly had driven her into the hands of the 
foreigners, how Riyad had taken the lead from^Isma’II, and 
how she was rescued "by the lions among her sons" who had 
demolished the pillars of the throne of oppression in a 
bloodless revolution, and had inured her to democratic ways. 
Everyone threw off the yoke of tyranny and the shackles of 
slavery, and put on the crown of freedom in the shade of 
Tawfiq's patronage and "under the protection of the knights 
of the army who? had restored to Egypt her grace and honour 
and thrown open to her the door of freedom, kept locked for 
so long by despots.
Eadim*s revolutionary speeches held continually in 
Oairo as well as in the provinces were quoted and repea/ted 
all over the country and succeeded in making the Egyptian 
masses conscious of their state. Ceaselessly haranguing 
them to obtain their support for the national movement, he
(1) Here he refers to a previous article published in the 
first issue of Al-Tankit, 6.6.1881^ P.P. 4-6 .
(2) Al~!ankit, 9.10.1881j P.275*
gave the campaign a revolutionary colour* It was the
consequence of this new trend that the hulk of the nation 
began to be conscious of their own importance, and aspire 
to new tolerable conditions* These speeches,especially 
on the occasion of the departure of the two regiments, also 
perturbed the Turco-Oircassian elements who, seeing power 
slip out of their hands, were reluctant to relinquish it; 
they also caused apprehension among all those who objected 
to ^rabi’s leadership on the grounds of his fellah origin,
and wanted to prevent the flame of the revolution from
spreading* His articles and speeches seemed to be and^ in 
fact, were, extremely dangerous to the partisans of
part, was fully aware of the fact that the eyes of the Turco- 
Oircassian ruling clique viewed him with abhorrence and 
indignation, and that their agents were scheming and plotting 
against him and only waiting for a propitious moment to pounc 
upon him* Hadim denounced their intrigues and machinations
_  (l)_
in Al-Tankit under the titles Taqri*al!-Aghbiya* (fools
Reprimanded) UA group of tyrants met and consulted with one 
another on the problems raised in my speeches at assemblies
absolutism and the Turco-Oircassian regime* Hadim, on his
(l) Al-Tankit, 9*10*1881, P.28*7.
and army gatherings, and their foul thoughts clashed with 
each other, and in their perplexity they confused the issues 
and failed to arrive at a comprehensible and reasonable 
decision. Pity these miserable men1. I myself will supply the 
reasons why, for I say that the speeches at the meetings are 
made to urge the nation to do their best for the good of the 
community, and expand the scope of education and industry.
But as regards the speeches for the numerous army, their 
wisdom seems entirely to elude these foolish people, for, 
if the army flies into a passion and gathers intense impetus, 
they require an exhorting counsel^well versed in the art of 
politics and expert in the internal conditions, to second the 
on their way, to maintain order and calm their rage, and 
provide an outlet for the revolt in their hearts... I, on my 
part, address them in the name of patriotism... These fools 
know only how to pillage and plunder, how to humiliate the 
nation and enslave it for their own selfish aims... Those I 
serve are the Khedive, the Islamic faith, the nation and the 
country, and I serve them for no other reward but the blessin 
of God. The days of secret reports to banish Zeyd and expel
(i)
'Amr are over, the constitutional era is here to stay...11
(1) Al-Tankit, 9.10.1881, P.287.
When the local dignitaries and the members of the 
Assembly of Notables held parties in !Urabi's honour,
ladlm, the voice of the revolution, was always invited
to be the speaker of the occasion. Sometimes his speeches 
lasted for hours . When Amin Bey al-Shams! the leading
ZaqazTq. tradesm^n^ hj gave a party on October 2nd, at his 
• *
palace at al-Zaqaziq., EadTm was urgently summoned, given
* •
the place of honour by 'TJrabiPs side, surrounded by Pashaa
(i) _
and Beys. 1 TJra.bi1 s speech dealt with Radim* s foie on the
day of fAbdin, praising his zeal and patriotism, and giving
him the credit for a good deal of the success of that day.
Afterwards, the audience demanded a speech by Badxm, which
(2)
was admired and acclaimed as usual.
hadim!s speeches in the provinces enormously enhanced
!Urabi*s popularity among the fellahin. Wherever fUrabi
went-large crowds came to greet him, and also to listen to
(5)
Badlm, uIhe Orator of the Eastn.
Sharif, who regarded their activity in the provinces
(1) Porjdetails, cf. Al-Tankit, 23.10,1881, P.P. 315-317: 
’Urabi, Kashf al-Sitar, vol.,i, P.P.267-26 8 .
(2) Of. Ibid; Nacjqash, op.citYol*iv, P.98.
(3 ) Rafl1!, al-Ihawrah, P.533, Samir, op.cit. P.1 9 .
with, increasing fear and was alarmed at the spread of 
*Urabi?s popularity there, summoned him to Cairo* Despite 
that, the meetings continued, and so did EadTm's speeches*
Everyday the anteroom of ?Urabi!s house and its entrance
from the street were full of people who flocked, from all
sides to Cairo to offer their co-operation and support and
(i)
to lay their grievances and woes before him* Sharif1s move,
which had aimed to cut him off from the source of his
popularity, misfired, and 'UrabT's house became the focal
point of national life* Eoreign correspondents interviewed
(2)
him frequently. As Eadlm says in a letter addressed to
'UrabI: ”The officers, the rulers, the !Ulami)* and the chiefs
of the nation stand by you to support you. Your brother
</hadim/r is standing by you voicing your opinions and
interpreting your feelings; our voice is spreading over the
(3)
country and people are awaking from their long sleep?*.
This last sentence contains, in a nutshell, the essence 
of hadim’s activity as "The Yoice of The Revolution”. In 
an increasing flow of articles and speeches he reminded 
the Egyptians over and over again of the wrongs of tyranny 
and warned them of the danger of foreign powers, unrolled
(1) Of. Blunt,Secret•, P.169*
(2) Ibid;The Times, 21.12.1881.
(3) Tarlkh Mis3jpp5,6, cf-alsoHP.57,80.
■before their eyes the picture of freedom won by the nations
of the West at the price of blood and struggle. He dealt 
with the relationship between Egypt and the Turkish Caliph 
in the only acceptable form, with Egypt as a free Islamic 
country under the banner of the Caliph as a symbol of Islam.
In every speech he stressed the importance of equanimity and
(i)
calm as a means of achieving peace.
Nadim now officially became the voice of Al-Hizb al-Watani 
(fhe national Party) and *TJrabI^the leader of the party asked
him to proclaim his newspaper the official organ of the
to
national movement, and/change its name to LisSn al-Ummah
(The Tongue of the Nation).
The negotiations between Nadim and !TJrabi resulted in
the following letter by THrabi to the Press Registration
Department on Dhulhi^ah 24th, 1298 A.H. (October 17*1881):
‘'Because we have entered on a new epoch, and because 
the time of humorous banter has come to an end, it 
is now requisite to change the name of the literary 
and educational newspaper Al-Tankit wa Al-labkTt to 
Lisan al-*Ummah, a name which has been agreed upon 
after some negotiations with the worthy ’Abd-Allah 
Efxendi lladim, its editor and proprietor. We have 
decided that its contents henceforth be political 
and educational and of_a nature to defend the rights 
* of the nation and Tawfiq’s government. It is therefore 
necessary to approach your Excellency for the paper to 
be entered and registered under this noble name and with . 
this honourable aim to begin with its nineteenth number;^
(1) Por details of the speeches and articles, cf.Al-Tankit, 
2,9,16,23 October,1881.
(2 ) Al-Tankit, 23,10.1881, P.206? cf.also Naqqash,op.cit.vol,rv 
P.101.
(3) Al-Tankit^ 23.10.1881* P.306.
Not satisfied with a mere comment on 1Urabi's letter,
Nadim outlined in the paper his future programme whose 
objectives were to he openly political, after having beena)
so long dissimulated under the cover of educational precepts.
The emphasis would he 011 the demand for the rights of the
nation and the defence of the constitutional government. ‘'Since
reasoned Nadim u the country has a National Assembly to
formulate Huquq al-Ummah (the rights of the nation) it needs 
* • , \------------------- (2)
also a newspaper to promulgate them... The term “rights
of the nation1 is given here a very liberal interpretation and
made to imply “service to the nation*1; to serve the nation,
moreover, means to defend it by denouncing the horrible acts
of tyranny perpetrated in defiance of the policy of a free
and just government, and to protect this government from the
unjustified attacks on the part of the foreign and Arabic
press^and also to continue its campaign of social reform. “Thi
newspaper will neither eulogise nor satirise, but will give
everyone his due according to his merits, be his actions good
or bad, and testify to his deeds for the people to judge him as
(3)
he deserves1*.
The nineteenth issue of the weekly Al-Tankit still appears
(1) Of. Al-Tankit, 23.10.1881, P.506. Zaydan, Mashahir, vol.ii 
P .109 * * J
(2) Al-Tankit, 23.10*1881, P.306.
(3 ) Ibid.
under its old title? but the first step in the new direction 
is made in a reposte to the French paper Debate;
The article in which, Hadim refutes the unfounded
/ (i)allegations of the *Journal des Debats: and retaliates for
its attack on the revolutionary movement, begins with
a warning to the nation not to be deceived by the pretended
amity of a foreign country which merely serves as a mantle
for selfish colonialism? and continues by giving an outline
of the policy of the national movement.8oneerning.the problem
of foreign settlers? Hadlm states; "the leaders of the
revolution are intent on preserving the rights of everyone in
the country and those of the foreigners in particular? and
(2)
have given the foreign consuls assurances to that effect".
He defines the attitude of the movement towards the Sultan;
"Egypt possesses certain privileges entitling her to certain
(3)
rights; no one can challenge these". Referring to the 
opinion of the Debats that the new movement was a mere tool 
in the Sultan's hands to restore his full sovereignty over 
Egypt? Hadim says; lfWhat is the sovereignty^, of the Sultan which 
some desire to be restituted? the Sultan has a powerful hold 
over us? but as the Caliph of Islam How could the revolutic
(1) For the full text of the article cf* Al-Tankit?
23*10.1881f P.P. 507-515,
(2) Ibid.jP.308.
(5) Ibid.
support the restitution of the Sultanate if their demands 
are for a democratic life? Democracy would? in fact? weaken 
Turkish sovereignty? not strengthen it *.. H6r is the 
revolution the agent of Prince fAhd al-Halim? for the throne
of the Khedive is inherited by the eldest son in the direct
(i)
line of descent". The Debats had expressed their 
apprehension of the danger threatening French interests in 
Tunisia and Algeria? and also the British route to India? if 
the revolution succeeded? and recommended the use of force 
to suppress it, Hadim answers in the name of Egypt and the 
whole Islamic worlds "If Monsieur Charmes and his brothers 
the foreign correspondents^ resent Islamic countries unitin; 
for their preservation why should we not resent the occupation 
of some Muslim countries? And if this spiteful man believes 
that the Muslim world should be divided to preserve the 
selfish colonialism of the Europeans? should we vacate our 
country to safeguard French interests in Algeria and Tunis?
Or should we dig a road for the English to go to India? ..*
The aim of the revolution is to gain equal rights for the 
whole country to enjoy? without a discrimination against any 
citizens? be he a Turk or Circassian. We are all Egyptians? 
Egypt is our Mother? Islam our religion? Arabic our language,
(l) Al-Tankit, S3.10.1881, p. 309.
love our relationship and unity our link; our aims are 
constructive; we want to make our country fertile, defend it
(i)
from aggression, and suppress tyranny". hadim refers to
the fate of Tunis under French occupation; French hatred of
the Arab is an undeniable, fact. "We must take the necessary
prece/utions, and distinguish between enemies and friends; we
must keep our country intact, and defend it from aggression
(2)
with the body and soul". As to Charmes* suggestion 
concerning measures to be taken for the protection of the 
foreigners in Egypt; "What is it", says hadim, "that makes 
you fear for the safety of foreigners in Egypt? We have two 
Controllers, we have foreign heads of civil service depart­
ments, foreign merchants and landowners, and all of them, 
safe and sound, enjoy their work and their safety. The new 
revolution does not insist on the expulsion of foreigners
within twenty-four hours, as France did with her foreigners
(3)
while preparing for the Russian War". This is what hadim 
has to say in refutation of the allegations of religious
fanaticism and chauvinism; "There is no country that does
not set store by the preservation of her origin, nationality
and religion. If the nations were not bent on preserving
(1) Al-Tankit, 23.10.1881, pp. 209-210.
(2) Ibid., p. 312.
(3) Ibid., p. 313.
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their character, the world would he hut one nation, which is
not so If we attempt to trace the reason of the unrest
in the East and of the internal rifts between the communities
of single countries, we find that they are only due to
European plots and intrigues# We have not expelled the
foreigner from our country because of his faith, even if he
is politically harmful, hut Erance has expelled the Jesuits
and forced them to forsake their schools and possessions by
no other right and for no other reason than fanaticism# We
never do any harm to neighbours as Erance did to Tunisia#
Where, in Arab communities, is there any fanaticism with
regard to Christians, where, show me, Charmes; everyone can
see the two communities living together like brothers
exchanging love, pleasure, good will, Who has ever heard
of Arab missionaries going to Europe to convert people to
their faith, as Europeans do in the East, inducing people to
change their religion, and spending millions on that? In the
face of all that, how can any European bring such charges
against the Muslims who welcome the foreigner in their country
patiently endure European intrigues, and suffer accusations
of fanaticism and chauvinism which, in fact, only apply to
(i)
Europeans.1
(l) Al-Tankit, 23.10.1881, pp. 314-315.
It is possible that Lis an al-aIlmmah, the name suggested
by ®Urabi for hadim® s new newspaper, did not seem entirely
(i)
satisfactory to hadim, the ’’Master of Titles”, for it seems
it was never actually useds In fact, the new paper appeared(2)under the name ’’Al-Ta* if (The Traveller), hadim- did not
ft___
envisage Al-Ta* if as an entirely new publication, but 
intended it to be a continuation of Al-Tankit. Moreover, he
himself states that ’’Al-Ta1 if appeared in the first period 
of its existance under the title of Al-Tankit wa al-Taikit11. 
However, Al-rJa*±f plainly differed from its predecessor in 
several aspectss its outward appearance was changed to a full 
length four page broadsheet? there was a change in the 
editing itself, for the symbolic approach and most of the 
allegoric allusions were abandoned* The colloquial part of 
the paper completely disappeared, and was replaced by classical
’5*.
Arabic which was, however, simple and easy, as a concession
to his ordinary readers# He also engaged additional staff for
(4)
the paper. Finally, he followed here, to a great extent, a
(1) Al-fAqqad, *Akhir Sa’ah (The Last Hour, period.ical), 
21.8.1957.
(2) Derived from the name of the town in al-Hijaz,presumably 
as a good luck omen auguring a propitious'future, but 
perhaps also meant to imply that the paper would travel 
the length and breadth of the country, cf. Taymur,op.cit 
P *7 •
(3) Al-Ta5 if, 21,6.1882.
(4 ) It continued to be printed on the press of al-Mafyrusah
in Alexandria, cf. Tarrasi, op.citvol,iii, P.6 2 .
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new policy^necessitated Toy the change in circumstances.
When the paper first appeared under the new name.it bore
(1)
the serial number twenty.
Its first issue saw the light of the day on November
(2)
20th, 1881. In its early days, Al-ffa* if was a weekly like 
its predecessor Al-Tankit. Unfortunately, the first 
numbers of this newspaper seem to be lost. The Egyptian 
Public library Par al-Kutub al-Miffriyyah in Cairo possesses 
only twenty numbers of Al-Ta* if, although its life span was 
nearly a year, and there were eighty numbers all in ail.
The twenty numbers, however, are not an unbroken sequence of 
successive issues, since the earliest bears the number forty- 
one and the last eighty. Thus the only source of knowledge 
about the missing issues is the testimony of contemporary
historians and the reprints of some of its articles in the
(3)
contemporary both foreign and national press. The undoubted 
fact remains, however, that the newspaper succeeded in 
establishing for itself a leading position in the contemporary 
Egyptian press, with an unsurpassed circulation and fame, and
(1) The last issue of Al-Tankit was numbered nineteen. 
Besides, Al-Tankit used to appear on Sundays, but 
Al-Ta^if appeared at first on Wednesdays.
(2) Cf. al-Mahrusah, 21.11.1881.
(3) Cf. The Times, 5,18,24 April 1882 and 5.9.1882: 
al-Waaa>it, 27,28.2.1882; al-Mahrusah, 16.2.1882 and 
11,24.4.1882.
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( i )
supreme in its impact on public opinion.
The head office of Al-rfa* if remained in Alexandria until 
its twenty-fifth issue was published on January 5,1882* 
However, before.transferring all his activities from 
Alexandria to Cairo, he decided to found a new centre of 
activities there to fill the void this would create. Due to 
the intensive propaganda of hadim Alexandria was, at the time, 
filled with enthusiasm towards the new movement, and he found 
it expedient to found a new society there, recruited from 
the local youth, for the city to keep in touch with the 
national movement. The society was called Jam* iyyat al- 
Shubban, (The Youth Society), and the sons of many well
(3)
known wealthy families and prominent citizens later joined it,
In this period, Hadim*s articles found a ready response
on the part of the government.. I hus, for instance, when he
broached the subject of a retirement pension for civil
servants, criticising the attitude of executive civil servant,'
(4)
towards their subalterns, the Council of Ministers immediately 
took the matter in hand and set up a Committee to investigate 
the deficiences of the existing system* This was conducive
(1) Of. £arrazi, op. eit., vol. iii, pp. 5,62; Zaydan, 
Mashahir, vol. ii, p-. 109; Samir, op. cit., p.10; 
Blunt,^Secret, p. 146; fAbduh, Tatawwur, pp. 126-128.
(2) Tarrazi, op. cit., p._62.
(3) S*or details, cf. Naq.aash, op. cit., vol. iv, p. 232;
vol. vii, p. 355; vol. viii, pp. 363,374,448,449,558, 
and vol._ix, pp. 790-791.
(4) Of. Naq&ash, op. cit., vol. iv, pp. 180 and 211;
al-MahrGsah 3-1.3.1882.
to a decree introducing a contributory pension scheme for 
state employees and the civil service chiefs and regulating 
the relations between the ranks of the service, a decision
(i)
which satisfied the public . Besides his efficient pen, he
made extensive use of his eloquence. He continued to fight
for the foundation of societies as a means of spreading
education for the mass of the population, of achieving the
emancipation of the fellahin, of promoting home industries
and in pursuit of political and social reform in general; he
(2)
was really the father of the Egyptian societies, wherever,, 
whenever and by whatever people th£y were founded. He
delivered the speech at the inauguration of the . -Tawfiq
(3)  1
Society, which was envisaged as a political club for
(4)
discussions of current events. The speech was composed 
according to the already familiar patterns he urged the nation 
to gather under the banner of the national movement, pointing 
to the benefits of co-operation and the evils of dissension* He 
also introduced, as he often did, his own concept of socialism, 
reproaching the foolish rich with extravagantly wasting their 
wealth, instead of sharing it with their indigent brothers. He
(1) Al-Ma$irusah, 11.3.1882.
(2) Al-Tijarah, 30.8.1879.
(3; For details cf. al—Waoa5!’, 11.1.1882; al-Asr al^Jadid, 
11.1.1882; al-Ma^rusah, 10.1.1882.
(4) Cf. Broadley, A.M., How We'Defended Arabi and His
Friends, (London, 1884), p. 209.
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also commented on the opinions or other speakers. As an
orator he was in great demand, and was regularly invited to
deliver a speech at every subsequent meeting of the society.
(The Shubban Society in Alexandria used to summon Nadim
(i)
telegraphically to its meetings and celebrations, which used
to take place in the mansions of the wealthy, in clubs,
(2)
mosques, and even on the beach. His speeches were always
aimed at the youth, and intended to instil in their hearts
burning zeal and courage? but he was also always mindful of
the fact that Alexandria was si city teaming with foreigners
at all times, and therefore used to preach moderation and
(3)
tolerance as well. He also wasJfrom the start, the most 
prominent orator of the Maqasid Society in which he was the 
main speaker on every public occasion*
All had gone well so far in the political situation in 
Cairo down to the end of 1881 and during the first week of 
1882. There was a good understanding between all parties in 
Egypt, and Sharif Pasha,under the National Party pressure^ was 
preparing a draft of the Organic law which was to give the 
country its liberation, However, the success of the national 
movement did not please England and Prance? neither did it
(1) Naqqash, op. cit., vol. ix, p. 790.* *
(2) Ibid., vol. vii, p. 355; vol. viii, p. 476-477.
(3) Ibid., vol. viii, pp. 448,473,646; vol. ix, p. 790.
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please their agents, the Controllers • G-ambetta, who came into 
office in France at that time "was filled with apprehension 
of a general Pan-Islamic rising, and aaw in the National 
movement at Cairo only a new and dangerous manifestationa)
of Moslem fanaticism". He therefore determined to grasp
the nettle with hoth hands and take strong measures to stop
the advent of constitutional government in Egypt. "In this
he wanted our (i.e. The British) government to go with him and
join in an anti-Islamic crusade in the name of civilisation,
and as a first measure to strengthen the hold of the European
(2)
Joint Control at Cairo".
Though the programme of the national party had been
(3)
published in The Times on the third day of the new year with
a leading article and approving comment and had been well
received in Europe, and though its tone was so studiously
moderate and its reasoning so frank and logical that it seemed
impossible the position in Egypt should any longer be
misunderstood, England and Erance determined, at that very
(4)
moment, to proceed with armed intervention.
It seems that the French and English representatives 
were on the alert, waiting for a difficult situation to arise,
(1) Blunt, Secret, P.160. cf.also P.P.182-183.
(2) Ibid.,P.160. ’
(3) Not on the first day, as Blunt has stated, cf,Blunt,
Secret, P.180.
(4) Blunt, Secret, P.181.
and when it failed to occur spontaneously? they created an 
artiiical crisis. Thus? when the National Assembly met to 
endorse the constitutional programme, they sent on January 
8, 1882, a joint note proclaiming that they would support 
the IChedive and his prerogatives against the Organic law
Cl )
by every means in their power* This act was clearly not
quite an unmotivated provocation of the Egyptians* The
(2)
government officially refused to accept the joint note,
uIt is too soon’1 Sir Edward Malet wrote on January 10,
uto judge at present of the ultimate result of what has taken
place; but for-the moment it has had the effect to cause a more
complete union of the national party, the military and the
Chamber, to unite these three in a common bond of opposition
to England and France, and to make them feel more forcibly
than they did before that the tie which unites Egypt to the
Ottoman Empire is a guarantee to which they must strongly
(3) R
adhere to save themselves from aggression.
This was only one of a series of impediments the foreign 
powers tried to put in the way of the new constitutional
u )
government; in another instance, the National Assembly was
(l) E.afi*i al*»Thawrah,P .P.191,193 I Abduh,Ta'£awur,p*119 ? for
details cf. Th .Roths te in, o p* c i t P * P .151,2,3, Blunt,Secret 
P.P.182-185} The Times, 9,10,14,26*1*1881;al-Mahrusah
, . 28.1*1881.
(2) For details cf. Rafi’i, al“Thawrah,P*P.193-195•
(3) As quoted by Cromer,op*cit *;volfl,P.229 ? for more details 
about the joint note cf.Rothstein,op.cit^P.156; Rafi’i, 
al-Thawrah, P.P. 191-196; Blunt Secret, P.P.182-188*
(4) Rafi’i, al-Thawrah, P.195*
discussing the budget when the two consuls sent another 
joint note? prohibiting the continuation of the debate and 
insisting that the power of drawing up the budget according 
to the Controllers’ view of the economic requirements of the 
country? which they had been exercising for the last two years? 
should remain intact and not be subject to discussion or a 
vote in the Assembly. The Assembly? however? unanimously 
declared that as the interest of the debt amounted only to 
one half of the revenue? the remaining half ought to be at
(i)
the disposal of the nation.
Sharif Pasha had supported constitutional reform as
a means of attaining power? but could not tolerate the fellah
rule over the country. Though he claimed to be a reformer?
he was, like every Egyptian Turk,arrogant in his contempt of
the fellahin* He was perfectly convinced of his own fitness
to govern them and of their incapacity to govern themselves*
He thought of the Egyptians as children who had to be treated(2)
as such* On the other hand? he was full of reverence for the 
superiority of^the foreigners. Therefore? he yielded to their 
claims and had already drafted and elaborated a project of law
(1) Cf. Rafi1I,al-Thawrah, P.P. 195-205; Blunt?Secret?P.P. 
189-196; Rothstein? op.cit.? P.P.159-162*
(2) Cf, Blunt?Secret, P.196.
without assigning to the Assembly any right in money matters.
This draft was found ^lnacceptable and was flatly rejected by
(i)
the Assembly. ' As borne out by fragmentary contemporary
evidence, Al-TaJif, the leading Egyptian newspaper and "the
  (2)
organ of the national movement*’, tackled the matter very
strongly, identifying itself with the stand taken up by the
National Assembly, so that the intense bitterness and
vehemence of the campaign in support of the representatives
of the nation and against foreign interference is reflected in
(3)
the contemporary national press-. On the other hand, the
foreign sponsored press in Egypt conducted a campaign against
Egypt and tried ha^ ft-ito divert the attention to religious
matters, accusing the Egyptians of fanaticism and chauvinism.
A raging battle between the two camps flared up and stirred
(4)
the emotions of the as&m country.
The European press also took sides against Egypt in this 
campaign. This was am inly due to the way in "which it was 
supplied with information whose main source, the lews Agencies 
of Reuter and Havas, hardly ever sent out a telegram or message
(1) For details of the Orisis cf. The Times>20.2.1882.
Rothstein, op.cit *,P.Pi59-162; Blunt,Secret, P.P .189-196' 
Rafi’I al-Thawrahj P.P .191-205.
(2) Of* The Times, 1,5,18,24, April, 1882j. 1 Abduh,Tatwwur, P.P. 
126-128j Jarra^I,, op.cit .yol*iii, P.62.
(3 ) *Abduh, Tatawwur,P.P.126-128; Zu’ama*, P .225;laqqash,op.eit 
vol .iv/P .P^.247-248 ; cf.also al-liahrusah, al-Muf id and al- 
Asr al-Jadid, second half of January and first week of 
February^1882•
(4 ) ’Abduh, Tatawwur^ P.P.120-122.
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without the sanction of the British Consulate . Thus the news
from Egypt was officially manipulated in Cairo and made
(1)
subservient to the intrigues of diplomacy.
It is evident that there was no trace of fanaticism 
either in the country or in the press. Even the Christian 
newspapers, especially al-Wa'tjan, al-'A^r al-Jaflid, al- 
Mahrusah and Misr, strong3.y concurred in exposing and 
denouncing the callous treatment of the coixntry by the foreign 
Controllers and in refuting the accusations of fanaticism.
“How disgraceful of the foreigners” daid the Christian Salim 
al-Haqq_ash,wwhen they come to Egypt and find a warm hearted
*  o
welcome on the part of the natives, to turn against the people
of this country, and when these insist on their right, to
accuse them of fanaticism and chauvinism which in fact is
(2 )
patriotism". In fact, the sympathy and support of Muslims
for unjustly wronged and injured Muslims, labelled “Fanaticism1 
by the foreign press, was due to the provocation by French 
atrocities perpetrated in Tunis. There was a general feeling 
of bitterness against the French in the whole Islamic world. 
“There was an echo ... of the bitterness felt by all
(1)(Abduh, Tatawwur, P.P.120-122. Blunt, Secret, P.P .175-176.
(2) Al-Mahrusah, 7*2.1882. *
Mohammedans just then on accotint of the French raid on Tunis
where it was affirmed that mosques had been profaned and
(i)
Moslem women outraged. ”
Nevertheless the feeling at Cairo between Christians and
Moslims was altogether friendly, nThe Copts were* as a rule*
wholly with the revolution and their Patriarch was on the
best of terms with the Ministry of which Butros Pasha was
a prominent and respected member* Even the native Jews with
(2)
their Chief Rabbi were all for the Constitutional Reform”.
Nadim^with his popular appeal and vivid style* wielded his 
pen in defence of the National Assembly fought against 
European intervention and led the campaign against France 
because of the desecration of mosques and raping Muslim 
women in Tunis* He had also his share in the attach made upon 
various gross abuses* such as the injustice of taxation which, 
under the foreign financial control* favoured the European 
at the expense of the native, or the unnecessary multiplication 
of highly paid offices held by foreigners* French and English; 
on the hold obtained by these over the railway administration 
and the administration of the domains which had passed into the
1) Blunt* Secret* P.164.
2) Ibid(jP.P,164-165 ? cf.also The Times_>4? and 8* February 188!
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hands pf the representatives of' the Rothschilds| on the
scandal of 9?000 pounds a year subvention being granted stilly
in spite of the poverty of the country to the European Opera
(i)
House in Cairo*
Thmigh. HadIm had to carry the whole burden of 
responsibility for information and propaganda in the 
revolutionary movement, he never lost sight of social reform.
He continued his fight against'prostitution and drunkenness.
,lA campaign was being carried on, especially by the if 
newspaper, edited by a hot-headed young man of genius,
i
’Abc^llah Hadim, against the brothels and wine-shops and
/
disreputable cafes chantants which, under the protection of
t i
the Capitulations had invaded Cairo to the grief and anger
(2)
of pious Moslemsu.
The articles which Nadim published in Al-ffa* if were
immensely popular due to their own literary merits as well as
to their appeal to the nation and to the prominent position
which Hadim occupied in the national movement, and were
(?)
frequently reprinted verbatim by the national press.
(1) Cf. Rafi’i, al-Thawrah, pp. 72-74; Blunt, Secret, p. 164; 
Rothstein, op. cit., pp. 64,117,119-120.
(2) Blunt, Secret, p. 164.
(3) Cf. al-Waqa*ir, 27 and 28.2.1882; al-Ma^rusah, 20,23,24
January, 1882; 16.2*1882; 11.3.1882; 11 and 24.4.1882*
Moreover, the leaders of the movement constantly ma.de use of
E'adim1 s articles and ideas - as was only to he expected,
since he was the official spokesman of the movement - in
voicing their views on matters of the moment and the aims
of the revolution. Thus the Cairo correspondent of The-Ximes.
having interviewed one of 'Urabi’s colleagues, reported the
interview in terms which were a faithful echo of an article
(!)
by Hadim under the title Hadhihi Hiya Madaniyyatuhuml (This 
is their Civilisation!): uWha.t has Western Europe done for us? 
It has given us what they call civilisation - gas,- railways,- 
paved streets,- machinery - yes, but have the peasants better 
clothing, more comfortable houses, or are they better taught? 
Ho; they live in Cabins jC'yourJ  horses and pigs would not 
enter, and they have only the clothes on their backs; they 
work from sunrise to sunset, and everything they get goes to 
the tax-collector* The biggest thing Europe gave us is the 
Suez Canal; it cost us 18 million sterling, the lives of 
thousands of our countrymen were lost in its construction and 
it robbed us of a large portion of our trade. It started the
(1) The text of this interview exactly coincides with Nadim’s 
article^as published in Al-ya*if and reprinted in 
al-Ma£rusah 20, January 1882, under the title HThis is
Their Civilisation!11
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last Khedive in a career of extravagance. He wanted more of
European civilisation and he went on and on until we got this
civilisation round our necks and it nearly chokes us. We are
forced to pay more than half our revenue for this civilisation.
• .. The foreigners come and absorb 'big salaries and manage
our concerns wastefully. We must inquire into European
management, and point out the waste and ignorance and blunders.
11 If this is civilisation we don’t want it, but we want to
(1)
work out our destinies after our own fashion”.
This is Hadim*s opinion of what was called at that time
**Western civilisation” and it corresponds exactly to the
opinion of impartial occidentals living in the East ”1 am not”(2) «said the correspondent of The Times, with those oWhd> hold that
Western civilisation must slowly but surely conquer the world.
There are other civilisations besides ouirs, societies just as
good, although less material. Moreover, our rule does not
fit natures so different to our own as the Egyptian. The
loose slippers of an Eastern suit-him better than our tight
boot; his flowing robe and easy turban become him more than
our heavy hat and closefitting cpat. ”Your rule is like your
(3)
iron, it is very hard”, said a native friend the other day1!
(1) The Times, 4*2.1882.
(2) Who had spent many years of his life in Egypt cf,The 
Times, 4*2.1882.
(3) The Times,4-2.1882.
However, the spirit of tolerance and conciliation did not
prevail. On February 2nd, 1882, the National Assembly
unanimously declared that it would not accept the Organic
Law elaborated by Sharif, but would put forward a project
of its own which would provide for the full control of the
Chamber over the Budget n ”It must be borne in mind ”, said
Sir Edward Malet,”that the Egyptians have distinctly, for
good or for evil, entered on a constitutional path, and that
(1)
the Organic Law of the Chamber is their Charter of Liberty. ” 
Unable to brook the contradiction of the ’’children” who had 
plainly grown up and got out of control, Sharif had a fit of 
rage and resigned. Under pressure on the part of the 
Deputies, the Khedive called upon Mahmud Sami al~Barudi to 
form a government, and sanctioned, on February 7th, the 
Organic Law. The Barudi cabinet was exclusively recruited 
from the national movement and consisted of men of fellah 
and Arab origin; in fact, it was the first national government 
in modern Egypt; 1Urabi himself was appointed Minister of War. 
The Circassian tyranny was broken, and the fellahin, confident 
in the men of their own race and choice, looked forward to a 
renewal of the golden age - perhaps unreasonably, but still 
with a courage which in itself was the first and most important
(l) Egypt, No. 5® P.50, as quoted by Rothstein, op.cit#;P .161.
step towards their national redemption. The announcement 
of the formation of the new Cabinet and the introduction 
of the Organic Law had made the whole country ecstatically 
happy*
This achievement was not only a victory for the 
national movement or the National Party, but in a great 
measure a victory for Nadim and his doctrine* A man with a 
mission, he had shunned no endeavour, no strain or hardship 
to fulfil what he had set out to do years before with so 
much ardour and determination. For years, he had been sowing 
the seeds of freedom in the hearts of the fellahin, for years 
the nation had been groping in the dark, while he had 
struggled to open their eyes; now he could see the seeds 
he had sown come to fruition; ”Egypt” was, at last, ”for 
the Egyptians”, and governed by Egyptians and represented and 
guided by deputies from their own midst, men of rural and 
fellah origin* The victory of the cause to which he was 
committed was actually the climax of Nadim*s political life*
Cairo teemed with delegations of village Sheiks, 
provincial dignitaries and Arab tribesmen from everj' corner 
of the country who hastened to express their joy and to
congratulate the leaders of the National Party, Nadim
addressed every group, assuring them that the success of the
(2)
movement was due to their unity and support. There were also
delegations of the Shubban Society of Alexandria, who had come
to thank the Khedive and felicitate the government, and whom
Nadim accompanied to the palace where they were received in
audience by Tawfiq, to the house of the Prime Minister, and*
of the header of the Assembly, and finally to ’Urablls office.
On all these occasions,Nadim was, the spokesman of the
delegates of the Society, delivering speech after speech on
constitutional life and the prospects of national progress
(3)
under the rule of democracy* Before returning to Alexandria,
the delegation presented Nadim with a gold watch and chain
as a token of their gratitude for the services rendered by
Al-Ja*if to the cause of constitutional life and of the
(4)
pleasure they had derived from his style and eloquence*
This memorable event in the history of the country was 
solemnized by numerous celebration parties whose descriptions 
re.flect the real political outlook of the contemporary 
Egyptian. Nadim, was invited to every1 party| he always
(1) Of. Rafl!i, .al-Thawrah, P.P. 209,227.
(2) Na<jgash, vol* iv, P .23 4.
(3) For names of the delegates cf.hl-Waqa*i1, 7.2.1882.also 
Nacjcjash, op.citvol,iv, P.232,233. 3
(4 ) Ibid.
delivered the main speech and, acting as a master of 
deremonies, introduced other speakers, commenting on what- 
ever they said. Presumably his opinions were taken by 
people and press to be the official pronouncements of the 
National Party, for it was common knowledge that Nadim 
was the counsellor of ’XJrabx and the spokesman of the 
National Party. These celebration parties offered great
scope to. the prominent men of letters and orators of that 
time to display their talents* Among these^were Muhammad 
1Abduh, Ibrahim al-Laq.q.ani and Adib Ishaq.*
It is characteristic of these parties that they were 
attended by dignitaries, representatives of religious bodies, 
deputies, leading figures of the government and the National 
Party, prominent citizens and a crowded audience drawn from 
the educated classes. nAlthough political discussion was 
forbidden by the rules, these places of resort now became 
(with the full knowledge of the authorities) the scene of a 
series of brilliant f£tes, in which orator after orator 
pictured in vivid colours the coming regeneration of Egypt, 
the free admission of Egyptians to every species of State 
employment, and the approaching end of foreign interference 
and social superiority. Egyptians were intoxicated at the 
prospect held out to them. The sentiment timide gave place
to the most confident anticipation* It was then the walls
(1) >echoed again and again with shouts of ‘‘Long live the Khedive;!"*
The orators mostly spoke on topical subjects like
democracy and constitutional government* and matters of
social* educational and religious interest. Nadim always
incontestably towered above the rest; oratory was ‘‘suited
(2)
to no one else as to him1’ and he was suited for nothing
so much as for that. Unlike his fellow orators* he did not
limit himself to one topic only* but dealt with several* and
spoke not only once like the others, but as many as five times 
(?)
in one night. The source of his eloquence was inexhaustible*
and he could capture the attention of his audience like no
(4)
other orator of the time. They were never bored; he thrilled
them to the core, inspired them with zeal, strength and belief
in themselves, and kept them spellbound for hours on end.
They always wished he would go on for ever and imperiously
(5)
clamoured for him to comment on the speeches of the others.
(1) Broadley* op .cit „ 5P . 209 . 1
(2) Adams^ opAcit P .221,
(3) Of.^Rafi’i* al-Thawrah* P.P.227-234.
(4 ) Samir, op.cit,* P *19 5 Rafi'i, al-Thawrah,P .P.532--533; 
Taymur* op.cit..P.P. 17*18 and 27; cf also G-ibb.B.S .O.S., 
vol#iv, P.755*
(5) Cf. Shaflq., op.cit., vol#i* P.P.146-147; Naqaash,op.cit., 
vol. iv * P.234J vol.vii, P. 355; vol* viii,P.*467, 558 ; 
vol*ix, P.791*804; Blunt,Secret * P.P.308,330.
When the Shubban Society in Alexandria celebrated the 
occasion in the first week of February, Yusuf Pasha gave a 
party for Egyptians and foreigners in his mansion. The party 
was attended by many high-ranking citizens, among them the 
governor of the city, and. hadlm was the guest of honour.
’’What the audience heard from Badlm’s fascinating speech 
pleased their eyes and delighted their ears, until they
thought it sheer magic; but he went on speaking until the
(i)
dawn broke”, Badfm was also the main speaker at another
party, given by Badr al-Din Bey, one of the most prominent
(2)
merchants of Alexandria.
It is needless to say that when the officers celebrated 
the occasion at Qasr al-Ml in Cairo there was no doubt as to 
who was to hold the main speech. Badim spoke about most of 
the problems confronting the new government about the strength 
that is in unity, about the beneficial prospects of the 
alliance with other Muslim countries under the leadership of 
the Sultan, about co-operation among individuals and nations, 
about liberty which is deliberately kept within the limits of
~  M .
reason, and about patriotism, Badim kept his audience in
(1) A1 -Mafyrus ah, 9*2.1882,; cf also Haq.qash, op .cit vvol# iv, 
P.234 and vol,vii, P.355i Rafi’i al-Thawrah, P.2 3 4 .
(2) Baqqash, op.eit. volfvii, P.355.
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( i )
thrall again for a whole night,
On Sunday night, February 12th, a,l Maqa^id Society ...
(2)
which was used as a political club by the National Party,
held the most famous party in its history to celebrate the
occasion, "Speeches were delivered ... against Europeans
and appeals were made to religious and Arab feeling, The
text of these speeches was the possibility of hostile
measures being taken by the European powers in consequence
of recent events in Egypt. The Prime Minister and the War
(3)
Minister were both present1.
(4)
’ Abd- Allah Nadim, the orator of the National Party^
gave the opening speech. The preamble, the recitation of a
poem of his own, made a considerable impression and was
(5)
enthusiatically received by the assembled audience. He 
thanked the audience for coming to celebrate the sanction of 
the Organic law, the charter of Egypt's freedom. Then, in 
his usual role of master of ceremonies, he introduced one by 
one the other speakers, taking the platform after each of them
(1) !Urabi, Mudhakkirat, vol#i, P.122.
(2) 0f. The Times, 15.2.1882,
(3) M d .
(4 ) Taymur, op .cit. ,P .18. _
(5) Cf* BFaq.qaah, op.cit..vol, iv, P.234; 'fiali'i, al-Thawrah, 
P.227-230.
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had finished, commenting on the contents of the previous
speecho Ibrahim ai-Laq.q.ani, Mustafa Mahir, Shaykh Muhammad
(1 ) - (2 )- ”
*Abduh and Adib Ishaq. spoke on this occasion. Nadim
delivered altogether five speeches of considerable length.
The second compared the beginning era of freedom to the
preceding era of oppression; the third dealt with elementary
education and the right way of imparting it: what subjects
should be taught, how examinations should be conducted, how
imperative it was that the complicated procedure then in
force should be abolished in order to wipe out its noxious
effect on the pupils who represented the future of the
nation, stressing the principle of co-operation and unity.
In his fourth speech, he replied to and commented on the
speech of Muhammad *Abdutu ■ It is significant that Nadim
was the main speaker of the party, although Muhammad ’Abduh
was the official speaker of the Society. It was the tenor
of Muhammad ’Abduh*s speech, that the voter as well as xhe
elect of the nation must not fall below a certain educational
(4)
standard. Nadim* s reply was a flaming defence of democracy:
(1) Vi/hose guests they were that night, and who, at that_time, 
Y/as the chief editor of the official journal .al-Waq.a*i' 
al-Misriyyah. *
(2) At that time Junior Glerk of the National Assembly.
(3 ) It v/as his way to voice his comments on the speech of the 
orator in question, and jfnen to deliver a separate speech 
of his own; cf. Rafi1!, al-Thawrah,P.P.227-230.
(4 ) Muhammad *Abduh*s attitude in these matters was the cause 
of a misunderstanding between him and the National Party. 
It must be borne in mind that he was a supporter of the 
RiyfuJ regime^and such in favour of a “just absolutism”; 
cf. Ri(Ja,Tarikh al-Ustadh, volf i,P ,P .147-148 :Rafi* i,al- 
Thawrah, P.228; Amin, Zu1 ama* JP.3O6 *.
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real democracy was not attained by discriminating against
the illiterate, but by raising their educational standard;
he also enlarged on schools and kuttabs and on the
importance of augmenting their numbers. In his fifth
speech Nadim asserted that, far from wishing to discourage
the good intentions of the government and to revile the
existing scholastic system, he merely desired to point out
the way to improvement. Thus the party went on until
(i)
three o’clock in the morning.
The party given by two deputies#Ahmad Mahmud and
Ibrahim al-Wakils on February 18, 1882^ u co-.k-iy
$
gave the public another opportunity of listening to the 
"Orator of the East",for it offered again a wide scope to 
extol the benefits of the Organic Law. This time, Nadim 
addressed the audience on the necessity of holding fast to 
the newly established rights which had been granted them 
by the Organic Lawr, and insisted on the importance of 
individual freedon which is every man’s birth-right. He 
stressed the need of vigilance in guarding the newly-won 
liberties to avoid the introduction of any flaw into the
(l) Por more details cf. al-faqa1 i’j 15.2.1882; ’Urabi,
Mudhakkirat, vol#i, P ,123;*Pafi’i? al Thawrah,_P.P. 227- 
2 3 0> Naqqash, op,citvol.iv, P .234* Hida, Tarikh al- 
Ustadh, #vol,i, P.P.147-148. 3
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constitution., and the possible loss of any of the precious
(i)
new privileges* He called on the nation to bear in mind
the intrinsic value of the individual citizen which had to
be put to its proper use in the proper place to be of
benefit to the nation* He asked them to assess the events
correctly without relenting in their effort and without
losing hope* He spoke again five times, commenting on every
other speech* voicing his ideas about liberty and social
reform* and reciting .and expounding the Qur*an in a way which
(2)
was practically inspired and "altogether admirable". When 
the party was nearing its end at dawn, Nadim finished with an 
improvised poem the effect of which on the audience was
(3)
tremendous* and which was received with cheers and applause. 
On March 3rd, 1882* Ahmad Abazah Pasha* a leading figure 
of the fellah origin and a member of the National Assembly^ 
gave another celebration party* As usual, Nadim announced 
the opening of the party and took the rostrum five times.
In the first speech* he urged the nation to live as good 
neighbours with any foreigner in their midst* and treat him
(1) Phis speech is a refutation of Muhammad ’Abduh’s speech 
at the Magasid party,
(2) Al~Waqa>if**21.2.1882; Rafi' I al-Thawrah* P.2 3 1; Amin* 
Zu’amai P.227*
(3) For details cf. al-Waq.a)if* 21.2.1882, Rafi*i, al-Ihawrah. 
P e230-232; Rida* Tarikh al-Ustadh* vol.i, P.£147.148.
gently and kind-lie art edly “since we are all brothers in human-
(i)
ity, and go back to one origin.*' In the second, he caviled
on the rich to promote industry and endow research for the
purpose of exploiting Egypt*s natural wealth. In the third
he concentrated on the fellah and the duty of the rich to
rescue him from the claws of usurers and help him rid himself
of the heavy burden of debt which was weighing him down. He
paid homage to one who had donated five thousand pounds to
his native village to clear up accumulated debt and urged
others to follow suit. The fourth was a recital from the
Qur^an, followed up by an expose which made it clear to the
audience that the Islamic faith made it a duty for its
believers to live in peace with other religions. The fifth
stressed the credit due to political clubs and assemblies
*
for the work done in enlightening the nation on their rights
and duties and the democratic way of life in general. He
ended with a prayer for the Khedive, the National Ministry and
(2)
the National Assembly as the hope of the nation.
1) Al-WaqaM.* ,J> .3.1882.
2) Ibid; *Rafi* if.al-Tbawrah, P.233-234; Among other iDarties
Nadim attended was one at the house of Ahmad Hey Nir
Yakan, where Nadim spoke on democracy and constitutional
life; at the celebration ©t the mansion of Muhammad
al-Sur, his subject matter was civilisation;cf.ibid;
Nagcjash, op.cit. vol. iv, P.234 and vol« vii,P.H5.* * *
These parties prove "beyond any doubt how worthy Hadim
was of the proixd attribute of the nOrator of the Eastn by
(i)
which he was so often described* Here he surpassed
himself in brilliance and excellence of style and reached
the zenith of his eloquence. Literature derived great
benefits from, these occasions which produced orators of
outstanding merit such as Muhammad rAbduh, Adib Ishaq.,
_ _ ■ _ _ (2 )
Ibrahim al-Laqgani and others , ’*but Hadim was more • •
remarkable for his talents as an orator and poet. He was the
(3)
Tyrtaeus of the movementn.
The effect of Hadlm1s speeches on the nation at large
was enormous. The wide circulation of Al*~TaJ if made them
*
accessible to large numbers of the population. Madim, in 
fact, gave them a political education. There was hardly a 
place in Egypt without a political meeting or discussion of 
one kind or another? even the conversation of ordinary people 
in the street inevitably turned to things political. Every­
body was interested in and informed on political matters. u A
friend who knows the language and the people well, told me n 
(4)
said The Times1 Cairo correspondent, uthat, in the course of 
a single morning,^he counted twenty-seven groups of people
(1) Samir, op.cit,, 3?.19; Rafi1 i,al*Thawrah, P.533*
(2) 0f. Cribb, B.S.O.S., volf iv, P.755.
(3) G-ibb ,B .S .O.S .^vol, iv, P. 755 ; cf. also Adams, op.cit.j 
P.221; Brockelmann, op.citvol,iiij P.331.
(4) The Times7* 4.2.1882.
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in tlie bazaars, discussing either the Budget or the Ministers 
or the intervention question." Every meeting, every club, 
even the mosques, in short, the whole of Egypt was turned into 
a gigantic forum where the orators held their speeches. There 
was no social gathering for pleasant chats nor a wedding 
feast without the orator supplanting the musician or the 
singer on the dais. "It went to such lengths that the 
famous singer, Muhammad 'Uthman when ashed ’which celebration 
will you be singing at tonight?’ gave the reply ’At such and 
such a party, along with ’Abd Allah Nadim’• Often Nadim 
turned up in the company of some students whom he introduced 
to the audience in between his speeches, and these students 
used to incite people and instil zeal and ardour in their 
minds* Once I saw Nadim presenting Eat^i Effendi Zaghlul 
(later Pasha) who was a student at a law school, to the 
audience at a great party; after the student had delivered a 
speech on the main political events, ’Abd Allah Nadim 
caught his hand and raised it and said to the publics ’Don’t 
you admire what this student has said, the skill and eloquence 
and artistry of his speech and his mastery in linking one 
subject to the other, though G-ladstone, the famous orator,a)
deals with one subject only in a speech!! *
On one of these occasions, when Nadim was just addressing 
a crowd of civilians and officers defending the National
(l) Shafiq, op.cit*ivolfi, P.P.146-147.
Assembly and denouncing tlie interference of the foreign
powers 9 the enthusiasm of the audience was such that when
Nadim1s speech reached its climax, a young officer, unable
to control his excitement, drew his sword and cut the
chain by which the chandelier was suspended, thus
proclaiming his instantaneous readiness to fight, while
(1)
everybody else was cheering and chanting slogans.,
Since Nadim was in the habit of publishing the full 
text of his most important speeches in his paper - there 
is ample evidence of this fact in Al-fankit - he must also
have recorded the speeches in question in Al-faJ if. That
must have been the real reason why the contemporary national
(2)
press abstained from publishing them verbatim, as it used
to do before Nadim founded a paper of his own, but only a
few tracts are preserved* Unfortunately, the complete texts
of these speeches which, according to a contemporary mritness,
were both very frequent and particularly effective at that
(5)
time, seem to have been lost with the loss of Al-Ta*if, 
and the only source available are the summaries in the 
reviews and comments of foreign and national newspapers
(1) Zaki Rustum Bey, my conversation within Cairo, op* cit
(2) There are, however, abstracts of his speeches to be 
found in the daily press and works of contemporary 
historians *
(3) Rustum Bey, my conversation with in Cairo.Cf.also 
Shafiq, op.cit^vol, i,PP.146,147*
of that time which, however, far from recording the
speeches literally, merely condensed them and commented on
them* Indeed, a synopsis here and there is all there is
left from Eadrmfs oratorical activity in this memorable
period. Judging by contemporary sources, these speeches
must have been extraordinary feats of eloquence if they
always kept the audience spellbound until the small hours
of the morning* There was no public speaker in Egypt at the
(l)
time with equal oratorical gifts.
His work as a journalist runs along the lines exactly 
parallel to his activity as a public speaker and, though the 
articles he wrote in this period for Al-Ta* if are not extant 
and also have to be reconstructed from abstracts and 
excerpts found in the contemporary press and in contemporary 
works of history and literature, it'can be inferred, with 
absolute certainty, that they were devoted with equal
ardour and equal mastery to all the aspects of the cause to
(2)
which he was committed. The few scattered pieces available
in form of literal copies from the texts originally published
in Al-Ta^if, which have been traced in the above mentioned
Egyptian sources and in the foreign press, including "The
(3)
Times", are written in a straightforward and effective prose*
(1) Of. G-ibb^ B.S .O.S ., vol. iv, P.7555 Adams, op. c it *^.221.
(2) Cf. Tarrazi, op.cit• ,vol#iii, P*B.j: 5 and 62? Amin, 
Zu'ama*, P.2255 !Abduh, Tatawwur,"P.P.124-128.
(3) Of* The Times, 1,5,18,24, April, 1882 and 5.9*1882.
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Scant as these fragments are, they prove beyond doubt that
he was the leading figure among the Egyptian journalists
of his day whom he guided with unerring judgment - Blunt
(i)
used to refer to him as l,the new Oracle of Delphiu -
efficiency and ability on the path to progress, popularising
the ideas of the national movement, supporting it in its
efforts and defending it from its enemies, Other journalists
valued his judgment and looked to him for information and
(2)
guidance both by reason of his dominant personality and his 
prominent position in the national Party. The news 
published by Al-la* if was sure to be authentic, the comments 
undoubtedly sound. In short, Al-Ta'if was regarded, by both
the native and the foreign press, as the official organ of
(5)
the national movement. It was also the most famous of the
Egyptian newspapers of that time, with a circulation
(4)
surpassing that of any other national newspaper*
When The Times accused 'TJrabi of bringing undue pressure 
to bear on two deputies in Alexandria to enforce his own 
political aims and mentioned certain incidents there 
purported to have heen 'Urabi's dohg,'* Nadim proved, in an
(1) Blunt, Secret, P.329.
(2) Cf, *Abduh, Ta-Jawwur, P.P. 124-126; .al-Waqa5!’, 21,9.1881 
25.1.1882; 7 *15,21,22,27 * 28,February,1882; 5*15*March, 
1882; iil-Maljrusah, 20,23*24 January,9*16,February,11,20 
March, 11,24 April,1882.
(3) Cf. ibid %i The Times ,1,5,18, 24 April,1882 and 5*9.1882.
(4) Cf. Zaydan, Mashahlr, vol. ii.P.109 ; Samir, op ,cit„P .10; 
TarrazI, op *cit .yol,iii, P .62; 1Abduh,Tatawwur,P.126; 
Blunt , S e c r e t * p . i 164. ° *
(5) The TimeSj 4.2.1882.
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effective refutation of these allegations, that they were
pure invention and merely part of a deliberate campaign of
vilification conducted by a certain sector of the foreign
press against the national movement, Eadim also published
personal letters from the very persons who had been named
fbe limes, in which they not only declared that the
accusations of The Times were without any foundation,
but also averred that they had never heard of any such
(i)
incident in connection with any of their fellow deputies.
The limes correspondent himself seems to have had second
thoughts on the matter and conceded that there was no
(2)
foundation for the incidents reported* Thus ladim 
supported the newborn Assembly from the start, pleading for 
it to be given a chance to grow strong and realise a truly 
democratic policy according to his principle:UEgypt for the 
E g y p t i a ns a n d therefore governed by Egyptians. The 
Assembly^on its part, chose Al-Ta* if as its organ with the 
task of expressing the opinions of its members, in 
consequence of that, the leader of the Assembly, Muhammad 
Sultan Pasha, gave official sanction to the existing state
(1) Al-Ta*if as quoted by Eaaqash, op.cit.vol,iv,P.P.247,248,
(2) Gf. The Times, 17.2.1882.
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of tilings, and contacted the Minister of the Interior in a 
letter dated 15th Rabi’ ii, 1299 A.H* (5.March,1882) 
regarding an official statement naming Al-Ia*if as the
(i)
official organ of the Rational Assembly, and the Press
Registration Department had the endorsement published in
(2)
every Egyptian newspaper of the time.
The news of the privilege granted to Al-Ia* if was 
received by the national press with unanimous satisfaction 
and approval* ulhe newspaper Al-TS1if”fwrites the Misr.
"worthy of this honour* It is avowedly patriotic and known
for its good will; it has a wide circulation, is influential
(3)
and of serious importance; its prestige is never doubted.”
Having adopted Al-Ta* if as their official organ the
great majority of the deputies subscribed to it and
(4)
subsidised it with considerable sums of money, Moreover, 
the Press Department sent round a circular advising all the 
government departments to subscribe to Al-TS1if as the best
informed Arabic paper, providing the most reliable and 
authentic information about all events. Thus HadTm's paper
(1) Eor the letter of Sultan Pasha ci.Haqqash,op*cit.vol. iv, 
P* 248.
(2) Of.Ibid; Rids, Tarlkh al-Ustadh,volfi, P.236j 'Abduh, 
[£atawwur, PIP.127-128.
(3) Migr, 23 .3 *1882.
(4) Rida,larikh al~Ustadh, vol, i, P.236; 1Abduh,$atawwur,pl28
(5) Of. Al-f&if, 29.4.1882. # ' *
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became the semi-offical organ of the government and the 
official organ of the Assembly and the National Party* It 
was read by everybody who wanted to keep abreast of the nev^ s 
in Egypt and in the Arabic speaking world, and enjoyed the 
respect and confidence of the foreign and the national press 
which regarded it as the best source of official and semi­
official news* Egyptian papers were in the habit of 
quoting Al-la* if to prove or disprove the truth of an event, 
and to prevent false rumours from circulation., Also the
articles dealing with social reform and industrial and
(i)
financial progress, were widely quoted and copied. Also
The Times repeatedly quoted Nadlm as the most reliable
  (2)
source of information on Egyptian affairs. Thus when
ladim, engaged in an energetic fight against slavery, *
called on the nation to found a society for the emancipation
of slaves for the care and welfare of destitute and homeless
freedmen, The Times wrote: UA correspondence recently
published in the Ta* if shows that the matter is being
seriously taken up by the public, and that the negroes and
others are forming a society in Cairo for providing freed
slaves with employment and assisting them in the difficult
(1) Of. .hl-Y/aqa* i1 27*2*1882, al-Mahrusah,16,Eebruary, and 
11,24? April, 1882*
(2) Cf. The Times,1,5,18, 24 April, and 5*9.1882*
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task of gaining an honest livelihood* The matter has been 
strongly pushed forward by 1 Abd- 'Allah Hadim ... and he thus 
concludes his latest remarks upon the subject;
’’Those who feel inclined to contribute towards this 
society are requested to send us their subscriptions* We 
are taking the necessary measures (in view of the coming 
abolition) to provide homes in all parts of the country for 
the freed slaves and unemployed black servants until they 
get engaged. This, we hope, will enable us to extirpate 
the abomination of slavery from this country and place us
on a level with the other civilizes nations of the world11«
that of the functionaries of European extraction who 
occupied high positions in the Civil Service and drew huge 
salaries, without, in fact, being needed, since there were 
a number of educated Egyptians who had studied in Europe 
and were perfectly capable of taking their place. His 
bitter attacks against this state of things were also 
reported by The Times; uThe dismissal of leading European 
officials has been much discussed, and the national papers, 
Al-Ta'if, the organ of ’Urabi, and the Watan, the Copt organ,
are loud in their complaints against foreign functiona s.1
(1) The Times, 5*4*1882; ci.the article also quoted by al- 
Maljrusah, 24*3*1882*
(2) The Times, 1.4*1882.
(1)
Another subject on which Hadim felt very strongly y/as
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A remarkable article, entitled Al-G-harib fi Yfatanih
(1)
(A Foreigner in His Own Country) forms part of this 
campaign. In this article, Nadim apostrophises those 
young Egyptians who, having returned from their studies in 
Europe, were hoping for a good position in the service 
of their country. 1 Imagine yourself coming back to your 
country after seven years absence» You arrive at Alexandria 
and find the great port managed by a harbourmaster who is 
an English sailor. You land your boxes and find yourself 
in a Custom House controlled by an English Post Office 
official. You go to Cairo by the main railway which you 
find administered by an Anglo-Indian and a French railway 
employee. You send a. telegram to your family to meet you 
by lines superintended by an English telegraphist or you 
write by a postal service managed by another ex-official of 
the English Post Office. You want to go to the Upper Nile 
and you are forced to use a steamboat monopoly, established 
by an English Company. You go into the country, and you 
find old friends lost in the toils of big English C-reek 
11alian money-1 ending companies. You ask why your fe 11 ow , 
countrymen are not better taught; you find the Public Debt 
absorbs all the money which might go for schools and canals.
(l) Reprinted in .aL-Mahrusah, 20.3.1882.
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I could go on with many instances, but I have given you 
reasons enough, 0 Egyptian, to believe that yoLi are really 
a foreigner in your own country« Thus if you really love 
your country, you must support the national movement, 
which is trying to obtain for you all your human rights 
so that you should feel that your country is really yours," 
The upward trend in Radim's popularity still continued. 
The fame which he had won by his pen, his tongue and 
intelligence soared to new heights. In this period he 
reached the zenith of his development as an orator, as a 
writer, as a journalist; as to his status as a politician 
and champion of social reform, this is how it was assessed 
The Times of April, 5 ? 1882 ; ulbd--Allah Radim /isJ 
the popular orator of the National Party and next to ' TJrabi
a )
Bey, the most powerful man in Egypt „ *< As such he enjoyed 
a good deal of prestige, not only at home but also abroad. 
This is illustrated by Blunt's account of a conversation 
with the then Prime Minister of Britain, Gladstone % **He 
/Gladstone/ then ashed me to tell him something about the 
civilian leaders of rhe Rational Party /of Egypt/, and I 
explained the position of some of them, Mohammed : Abdu , 
Ahmed Mahmud, Saad-allah Hallabl., Hassan . ' Sherel *
O Q  '  f  /
(1) The Times, 5»4»1882»
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and others of the Deputies, and lastly, AbdjAllah Nadim, 
journalist and orator, This designation at once excited 
Mr, G-ladstone, and the account of his eloquence, and he
a )
took down his name upon a slip of paper, n
However, fate had decreed that this happy era in 
Egyptian history was not to last long. The Khedive, the 
defeated Circassians and the European powers united forces 
to crush the national movement, The blood of the tyrants 
Ibrahim Ibn Mtihammad !AlI and Isma*il, flowing in the veins 
of Tawfiq, was mixed with the blood of his mother, the 
slave girl, and though he strove with all his might to
wrench the power from the constitutional government and 
become the absolute ruler of the country, he lacked the 
courage to tackle the problem openly. Perhaps afraid of 
!Urabi!s ■influence and jealous of his popularity he turned 
one face to !Urabi and one to the European representatives.
wIt was perfectly evident to all who knew the 
composition of parties in Egypt and the powerful European 
influence in the field against them /.the National Ministry/, 
that the national government had a very uphill fight before 
them, and that they would have many a serious brush with the 
enemy before these finally laid down their arms. It stood
(l) Blunt, Secret, P.236
to reason that the defeated party, the Circassians, with 
their traditional lack of scruple as to means, would 
continue the combat with every weapon which might come to 
their hands, and the national chiefs have not for an instant 
lost sight of the danger they ran of poison and assass­
ination. They knew that, as long as a chance remained of
European or Turkish intervention, the Circassians would be
(1) 
busy ..."
As to the European, French and English Controllers,
they scented in the new constitutional regime a danger
to their supremacy. They saw themselves suddenly
confined to a position of simple observation, reporting all
(2)
events to the government. uThey set themselves to work by
every means to prejudice European opinion against the fellah
Ministry, aligning themselves with the debris of the
Circassian party, they succeeded, little by little, in
detaching the Khedive from his allegiance to the
constitution he had granted. They defamed the fellah
Ministers in the European press, threatened the members of
(3)
the Assembly with the terrors of European intervention.n 
These three, constantly on the look-out for an
(1) The Times, 24.4.1882.
(2) Ibid; 1.4-1882; cf.also 24-4-1882.
(3) Blunt, Nineteenth Century, vol# 32, P.374.
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opportunity to cause trouble, finally combined to defeat the 
national Government. In April, 1882, the situation was 
greatly aggravated by the discovery of the Circassian 
Conspiracy whereby the Ministers and Chief Leaders of the 
national Party were to be massacred and the ancient regime
(i)
restored, the situation still deteriorated due to the trial
of the conspirators. Where, at the end of it, the Khedive
encouraged by British and French suppox^t, refused to confirm
the sentence, the Ministry requested him to summon the
Deputies for an extraordinary session for a debate on the
issue. When the Khedive again refused to do so, the country
was actually split into two hostile camps: the Khedive with
his sponsors, the foreign powers, and the Circassians on one
(2)
side, and the whole nation on the other.
Tawfiq now attempted, in fact, to complicate the 
situation in the hope of precipitating an intervention that 
would give him the opportunity of avenging himself on all those 
who had humiliated Kim in the past. The Deputies undertook 
to mediate between the Khedive and the Ministry and succeeded 
in restoring some peace to the country for a time. The 
situationjhowever, remained tense, for it was by now a well -
(1) Mustafa, Ph.D.* iopu? bit., p. 377.
(2) For details, cf. ibid*. P.P. 377-383; Rafi’i, al-Thawrah, p 
264-270; Al-Waqa1 i * , 29.4 •■ana 22.5.1882/ HaqqSsh, op.cit .* j
vol. iv, 263-273? Blunt,Secret,£244-275? The‘Times 12, and
15 .4 *1882 • J
established fact that the Khedive had openly thrown in his 
lot with the European Powers and become a mere tool in their
(i)
hands.
In the early days of the national movement, when the
Khedive was more or less reluctantly demonstrating his sympathy
with it^Hadim had often stressed his loyalty towards the
sovereign, how, after Tawfiq's attitude had undergone this
*
radical change, hadrm, openly turned against the Khedive after 
the Circassian plot.
Abandoning all his previous restraint in his criticism 
of the Khedive, he embarked in his speeches and in Al-Ta*if on
III iHb itii I ■
a passionate campaign against the roya,l family and what it
stood for, bitterly attacking the whole house of Muhammad
’All and especially that branch of it from which Tawfiq. had
,  _(2)
sprung, his father Isma’il and his grandfather Ibrahim. He
described Tawfiq. as a puppet king in foreign hands, but !Urabi
*
as the “Saviour of the Ration1 and the “Protector of the 
Rational Territory11. Indomitably and indefatigably^he 
addressed clubs and assemblies, commenting on the political 
situation, and^pointing to the intervention of two Foreign
(1) Muq*fcafa, Ph.D.,hp, \pit., p. 379._
(2) Al-Ta*ifs29.4- and 6*5.1882; Amin, Zu'ama, P.225; 'Abduh, 
Tatawwur, P . P *128-129 •
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Powers as the cause of the dissension between the Khedive
(1 ;
and his subjects. When the rumour spread that Anglo-Prench
intervention was imminent, it was Kadim who endeavoured to
arouse public sentiment against it and against its instrument,
the Khedive* In this endeavour he was entirely successful,
owing to his ardent enthusiasm, and his appeal to the masses.
hone of the articles and speeches directed against
Tawfiq are extant but the degree of the intensity of the 
*
denunciation can be inferred from the parallel campaign
against his father Isma'il, which is quite well documented.
Two of the issues in question April 29? and May 6, are
available for research, and give a rough idea of the way in
which Kadim carried on his campaign against Tawfiq* s
*
predecessors. These two issues deal with Isma'il in a fierce
attack denouncing his cruelty and treachery which ruined the
country morally and materially, bringing untold woes upon the
fellahin and provoking foreign intervention whose consequences
had proved so disastrous. The attack is illustrated by a
number of hair-raising examples of the hardship he had caused
(2)
in his overpowering desire to satisfy his cupidity. A point
(1) Shafiq, op.cit.jP.P. I46--I47.
(2) Por some of the examples See above Pp. 80-83.
which proves the vehemence of iiadim* s resentment against the 
Khedive and the whole dynasty, is that, when he fell ill and 
was advised by his doctor to discontinue work he authorised 
his friend Ahmad Samir to act as deputy editor of Al-^a3 if,
He delegated to him all the work except the articles in the 
series against Isma'il, for, to quote his words, 1 theira)
publication is a medicine which will help to cure my illness51.
This activity was, however, soon interrupted, for, after
an attempt at mediation on the part of the Deputies which was
temporarily successful, the ministers, desirous of making
amends to the Khedive, decided to suspend the publication of
(2)
A1-H&* if for a month on the 17 th of May, 1882.
The reconciliation between the Khedive and the Ministry
displeased England and Prance who refused to treat with the
(3)
Ministry in power, and therefore it proved of short duration.
On May 20th, 1882, G-reat Britain and Prance gave a great 
display of their naval power in Alexandria. This naval 
demonstration caused a great sensation in Egypt: nA U  the 
people in the country*1 sasrs 'Urabi uare grieved at the dispatch 
of the Prench and English ships, and they look on this as a 
sign of evil intentions on the part of the two Powers towards
(1) Al-Ta* if, 6.5.1882.
(2) It lias been maintained that, when this act failed to 
placate the Khedive the suspension was declared permanent, 
but according to Nadim himself and Muhamman !Abduh, the 
period was limited to a month, cf. Al-Ta-* if, 21.6.1882 , 
Eida^farlkh al-Ustadh, vol#i,P.236. r *
(3) The Bncyclopeadia of Islam, Vol#i,P.P.416-417.
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( i )
the Egyptians.n The general anger in Egypt reached boiling
point when the Two Powers delivered to Tawfiq., through their
agents in Egypt, an ultimatum in the form of a dual note*
It contained three demands* the temporary removal from Egypt
of !Urabi, the temporary retirement of 'All Eahml and !Abd-
al-’Alj ]Jelinx and their banishment to the interior of the- - - (2)country? lastly, the resignation of the Barudi Ministry. The
Khedive immediately acquiesced*
Considering the issue to be an internal matter, the 
Ministry rejected the Ultimatum, The reply was handed to the 
Khedive together with a note stating that the fact of his 
already having accepted the Mote without previous consult­
ation with the Cabinet and without authority from the Sultan, 
compelled them to resign collectively* The Khedive at first '
hesitated to accept the resignation, but did so finally upon
(3)
the advice of the Consuls. Peeling that the Khedive was going 
to hand over the country to the foreign powers, the leaders of 
the National Party tried to prevent that by ashing for an 
investigation of the matter by the Assembly* Upon this, the
Khedive sent for Sultan Pasha, the President of the Assemblyi
(1) Prom a letter by ’UrabT to Blunt on May 21,1882; cf.
Blunt, Secret, P.P. 279-280.
(2) Por the full text of the 'Ultimatum cf.The Times,26.5*1882•
(3) Cf* The Times, 29*5*1882.
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and persuaded him to join forces with him. Thus Sultan 
Pasha refused to convoke an extraordinary session. This 
occasioned a new split in the national camp, for a few 
deputies followed in Sultan Pasha’s footsteps. The hulk of 
the people, however, remained faithful to the National Party 
and was against the Khedive and the acceptance of the 
interference of the European Powers. Even ,!all the foreign 
colonies, save the English and Prench, bitterly reproached 
the Two Powers which are responsible to Europe for the good 
government of Egypt for having followed ^delivered/* a joint 
note which was ineffectual because ’Urabi Pasha knew it had
(i)
no armed foroe to support it." The patience of the people
was strained to breaking point, and, amidst the growing 
tension, Nadlm developed a ceaseless activity, supporting the 
dismissed National Ministry, opposing the Note, It was now 
his duty as the spokesman of the movement to explain to the 
nation what issues were at stake. The Shubban Society in 
Alexandria held a large meeting where N'adim viewed the recent 
events with the utmost gravity, and proved to an audience of 
about ten thousand people, by quotations and examples from
(l) The Times, 89*5.1888
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the Our*an* the Hadith. and modern history* that the Khediveu T
was unfit to reign* He said* commenting on the Hote: ,rIt 
is a great calamity* a, severe mishap and a dark night* into 
which the nations, have strayed* and in which thoughts have 
clashed. It has heen brought about by the foreign powers 
which pretend that the Egyptians have no political sense 
and do not know what is useful and what harmful to the 
nation* But the Ha.tional Government, before it resigned*
refused the Bote and stood firmly protecting our honour and
(2)
defending our rights.1* Thus* Hadim was the first to break* 
in public* the news of the intention or rather determination 
of the national Party to dethrone Tawfiq. The leaders of the
movement "declared that it was time to get rid of the whole
(32
family of Muhammad ’AliJ1 However, the situation deterior­
ated further with tension reaching an unprecedented peak. It 
became increasingly clear that no one would dare to form a 
new cabinet on the Khedive!s side* Obviously* the only man 
who could now keep the country in order was ’Uradi.
Appalled by the internal unrest* the Khedive consulted
the Gonsuls of the Two Powers who advised against a
(4) was
reinstatement of *TJrabi. However* he/sought to do so by the
(1) Cf. Blunt* Secret P .327* 328
(2) It was printed later inAl-Ta*if, 21*6.1882,
(3) They were dreaming of a president elected by the national
Assembly^ or at least of a regency headed by ’Urabi or
&1-Baruai which would rule in the name of Tawfiq.1 s son*
1 Abbas. Cf. Mustafa, Ph.D. bp.KC'ft*, p. 383.
(4) Cf. The Times * * 2y. 5 .1882,
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and also
Coptic Patriarch/ the Chief Rabbi;/ uall the Ulama' of
El-Azhar University, the whole Chamber of notables, numerous
Arab notabilities, a deputation from the schools and a body
of native merchants came to the Palace to pray the Khedive to
take back TUrabI Pasha as Minister of wlr,1 Under pressure/
the Khedive recalled ’ Urabi and re-appointed him*
Wishing to take advantage of the events which had
divided Egypt into two hostile camps, the Sultan sent6 a
Mission headed by Darwish Pasha to investigate the matter*
^cUrabi had commissioned hadim, the Orator to go down to
/Alexandria/ some days before to prepare public opinion to
give the envoys a flattering reception, and at the same time
to protest aloud against the Ultimatum delivered by Malet and
(2)
his Prench colleague*** Since it was rumoured that it was the 
purpose of Darwish’s visit to urge ’Urabi to accept the Powers 
Ultimatum, uhadim .*• held a meeting of about 10,000 persons
and spoke for two hours against the Rote and suggested that
(3)
every one in the Assembly should protest against itn. hadim 
not only denounced the Ultimatum, but wanted to maintain peace 
in his beloved town where the situation was tense because of
(1) The Times, 29.5.1882.
(2) Blunt,Secret, B,306„
(3) Ibid., P.329.
the presence of the foreign fleets* ” The speeches of Nadim,1
(1)
says Muhammad ’Abduh reporting the events,uat that time were 
calculated to keep the people quiet, explaining to them 
that even if they were abused or beaten by some of the low- 
class Europeans, they must beware of being drawn into a 
quarrel, as this was the ob;ject/of the Khedive/ in order to 
give a pretext for the English fleet to bombard the city*
Many of the Notables /who were in the audience/can bear 
witness.to this *u These accounts are exactly confirmed 
by Nadim’s own report of the events in questions u We
/the leaders of the National Party/ had been told of an
understanding between Malet, Colvin and others with full
<
agreement of the Khedive to provoka a collision between
’infidels’ and Muslims in Alexandria to provide a reason for
the Eleets to land their soldiers, and to allege that the
disorders were caused by Egyptian army groups in order not to
give Darwish any chance to see the calm and tranquility of
the nation* I went immediately to Alexandria and called at
(2 ) _
Jam’iyyat al-Maqa^id lil Shubban /the Youth Society/ and 
announced that I was going to address the public of Alexandria 
on a matter of great importance* Countless hundreds of people
(1) Shaikh Muhammad ’Abduh If Account written while in Exile, 
in Syria, 1883> quoted by Blunt, Secret,_P.P.504-508.
(2) Identical with the above mentioned Shubban Society*
gathered to listen, I delivered the famous Anfushi speech
in which I asked them to remain calm and disregard the
rumours spread by enemies. I also asked them to remain
quiet and keep aloof from foreign gatherings until this
calamity was over* I exhorted them to remain unruffled and
not to interfere with the enemy. i explained to them
that ’Urabi Pasha had declared himself responsible for the
safety of the foreigners as well as for that of the country,
and that the Khedive was trying to make him fail in his
(2)
promised1 When the news of Nadim’s speech reached ’Umar 
Lutfi, the Governor of Alexandria who had a personal interest
in the Khedive’s victory, since he had been promised by 
Tawfiq, the post of Minister of War after the resignation of 
the National Ministry, he summoned Nadim to the Governorate
and there Nadim attempted to convince the Governor that the 
police took no notice of the fact that the foreign settlers
in Alexandria were laying in stores of aivnsWsisted in that by
(4-) '
the heads of their communities, and that the feeling of
resentment between Egyptians and foreigners grew daily* Nadim 
went to the length of implying that a clash between Egyptians 
and foreigners would by no means be unwelcome to Tawfiq and
(1) One of the working class districts of Alexandria, 
adjacent to the harbour.
(2) Tarikh Mis9r, .,P .P .65 ?66.
(3 ) ’Urabi as’quoted by Blunt,Secret.P.P.508-509 icf.also P.P. 
3U-312i Broadley, op.cit.JP.89.
(4 ) Tarikh Misrbj P*66*
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his agents* The truth of this accusation is borne out by
the fact that the Khedive had even asked ’Umar Lutfi to create
(1) *  -  -disorder in a telegram in the following words: ’Urabi has .
guaranteed public order, and published it in the newspapers, 
and has made himself responsible to the Consuls 5 and if he 
succeeds in his guarantee the Powers will trust him, and our 
consideration will be lost. Also the Fleets of the Powers 
are in Alexandria waters, and mens’ minds are excited, and 
guarrels are not far off between Europeans and others„ how, 
therefore, choose for yourself whether you will serve ’Urabi
(2 )
in his guarantee or whether you will serve us„M it was well
known to the National Party that the Governor had received
this telegram from the Khedive and they expected him to take
immediate measures; as Nadim says, his desire was for the
hostilities to continue since he made no attempt to calm the
excitement and to control the gatherings of people of ill-will*
111 therefore considered it my duty to warn the citizens of my
beloved city in order to prevent a serious accident which
might become the signal for an outbreak of war* The Governor
beckoned to his subordinate to takeMe-lni.ko custody, but had
second thoughts when he heard the jeers of the numerous youths
outside, waiting for me to come out, and merely reguested me
(3)
to leave Alexandria immediately*11 Nadim*however* took no „
(1) On June 5th, 1882: cf. Ahmad Eif’at as guoted by Blunt, 
Secret, P.512*
(2) Blunt, Secret, P.P. 312-313-
(3) Tarikh Misr, P.P.66-6 7.
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notice of the Governors order and remained in the city,
preparing public opinion for the arrival of Darwish Pasha
(1)
and the Turkish delegates, addressing the gatherings in the 
coffee houses, clubs, and even on the beach* At the end
i
of every speech, he urged them to protest against the 
Ultimatum*
He admonished his audience to '‘refrain from aggression 
against the foreign settlers, and asked them emphatically to 
remain united and avoid any action liable to arouse the anger 
of the world* He assured them that Egypt wasffor the Egyptians 
and that the power to govern should also remain in Egyptian 
hands as it had been in Egypt s glorious past.*1 In fact,
"Nadim, the new Oracle of Delphi’', was cordially obeyed* When 
the men returned home, they taught their wives and children 
to join them in protesting against the Note. In fact, when
(4)
Darwish landed, the children were heard shouting in the 
streets fe 1-Ieyha, e 1-leyhaI fthe note, the note*, and from 
the windows the women called out, fmarfudha* marfudha1,
(5)
‘reject it, reject it..."
(l) Tarikh ®isr, p. 67*
(S) NaqcLash, op* cit., vol. ix, p. 790.
•  *
(3) Nag.g.*ash, op. cit., vol. ix, pp. 646,647; cf, also vol. viii* 
p. 473.
(4) On June 7th, 1882.
(5) Blunt, Secret, p. 329.
When the procession was over and the envoys left 
Alexandria, Nadim rushed to Cairo to organise a general public 
protest which would' demonstrate to Darwish the vehemence of 
public resentment against the Ultimatum* Darwish Pasha, 
however, resorted to threats of force to suppress the 
revolution. Therefore, having assembled the chiefs of Arab 
tribesmen, he found that the biajority of them frankly opposed, 
his attitude* Also when he summoned the Notables for a 
discussion of the situation, and notified them that they would 
no longer be allowed to meet, and that his mission was to 
consolidate the power of the Khedive, the Notables were, not 
unnaturally, highly indignant. They insisted on the preserv­
ation of their existence as an assembly and infor^ ae^ . him that 
they would never consent to the dismissal of *Urabi. The 
•mama* proved even more determined. When he summoned the 
Sheikhs of al-Azhai? to consult with them about the most
expedient measures to be taken to achieve peace, all but two
(2)
of them pleaded the national cause. 11 One of them delivered
a violent speech demanding a withdrawal of the European Fleets,
the deposition of Tawfiq. who ’had invited them to come’ and
(3)
the reinstatement of the late Ministry.H Darwish Pasha
(4)
angrily dismissed the dissenting majority. The*Sheikhs
(1) Cf. Mustafa, Ph.P.jdp.f'cft., p. 417.
(2) Cf. Mustafa, Ph.D. P.417. Nac^qash, op.cit. vol.vii,P.318-
319. ' }
(3) Mustafa, Ph.D.,P.417.
(4) Of. Mustafa, Ph. D^P. 417* Naqc[ ash, op .cit .^vol.ViijP .318-319 .
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returned from their audience in great angery informing every 
one of the turn things were taking*
how it was sure that the attitude of Darwish was by no 
means friendly towards the National Party, and that he was 
inclined to support Tawfiq, whatever the real reason behinda)
it wass popular feeling immediately manifested itself in a
way he could not mistake*
When the news of Darwish1 s High-handed treatment of the
'Ulama* was published, it created a revolutionary movement in
-  -  (S)
al-Azhar University. UI was presentu,wrote Louis Sabunji, 
uat several of the meetings of the ! Ulema and other persons, 
and there was general indignation. The Koran and the Hadith 
were freely quoted, showing the unfitness o£ Tewfik to rule 
over a Mussulman community* They were not satisfied, 
however, with private meetings, but in my presence insisted 
upon holding a public 'meeting in the Azhar to protest against 
the insult inflicted on them. Accordingly the meeting was 
held in the Azhar Mosque, in the very place where the prayers 
are made; and Nadim was ordered by the Ulema to address the 
Assembly, which exceeded 4?000 persons* The effect produced 
by Nadim1 s oration I have no time to describe. You have seen 
Nadim and know how eagerly people hear him and how excited
IlT- According to™Blunt, THrwTsh was old and far more intent 
on filling his pockets than on engaging_in a personal 
struggle with the fellah champion* Tawfiq had managed to 
get together £5QPf)0©3 for Darwish as a backshish, and that 
with£25,000 more in jewels secured him to the Khedive1s side.
Blunt,Secret, B *306-307. *
(2) An Arabic scholar,editor of an Arabic newspaper published 
in London in 1880,, called El-Nahlahu (the Bee), and 
correspondent of Blunt *Cf /Blunt,Secret Jh.B.86-87* ___
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they get by his eloquence •n The report of this meeting
shook Darwish1s self-confidence, and within a few hours of its
reaching him he sent for '“Urabi, whom he had hitherto refused
to see. and for Mahmud Sami al-Barudi, and addressed them
' (2)) 
both through an interpreter in conciliatory terms.
Darwish? however, failed in his endeavour to bring about
'Urabi1s resignation, mainly because he was reluctant to
shoulder himself the responsibility for the maintenance of
in*
peace and order in the country, and Tawfiq.1 s last hope of
*
defeating 'Urabi was dwindling fast* He realised that some 
disorder had to be provoked at all costs to prove that 'Urabi 
had failed in his undertaking* As Nadim had expected, the 
Khedive decided that Alexandria was the city most suitable for 
this purpose, since it was governed by one of his agents and 
wasJmore than any other town in Egypt, in a large part a 
European city, inhabited, besides the Muslim population, by 
G-reek, Italian, British, Drench and Maltese settlers, mostly 
engaged in trade; also many of them were money-lenders. At 
no time had there been much love bet ween the two communities^ 
and rhe arrival of the fleets, avowedly with the intention of 
protecting European interests, greatly increased the ill-feel­
ing.
(1) Blunt, Secret, P.330.
(2) Of. Mustafa Ph.D.,bpliett*, p. 417,
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The feverish excitement created by the high-handed
action of the powers^and especially hy the haval demonstration^
found a vent in individual incidents. On June llth,lEB82#
a quite ordinary street brawl developed into a riot with a
pronounced anti-European character, It continued for about
four hours, during which a large number of people, both
Egyptian and foreign^were killed. The riot created a state
of panic, with the result that not only Europeans, but also
(i)
Syrians began to leave the country in great numbers.
The riot was a sever blow to the National Party, for
’Urabi!s enemies spared no attempts to represent him as
having failed in his task. Actually, it was only a. question
(2)
of minor disturbances and individual incidents, but the 
British papers conducting a campaign against Egypt inter­
preted it as an outcry of "fanaticism" and "chauvinism1 and j
ji
called for immediate action in revenge for the murder of i
!
British subjects. Pressure was exerted on Darwish. by the 
European diplomatic corps to give them a written undertaking 
that the life and property of their subjects in Egypt would 
be safeguarded. Darwish, however, was fully aware of his 
inability to do so without 1Urabi, Thus it was ’Urabi who
finally gave the foreign representatives the promise they 
demanded, going to the length of forbidding public meetings
(1) Eor details cf ; Raf i * i,al-Thawrah,P ,P .298-316*' Eor 
different reports on the riot cf,Blunt, Secret ? Appendix.
P.P.497-534*
(2) Mustafa, Ph.D., UP*„cit., p. 426.
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and speeches, not excluding Nadim, and *Urabi who, having
fulfilled his promise, was Mthanked by the Consuls for
(1)
maintaining order.11 Conscious of his guilt, the Khedive
travelled to Alexandria, where he felt safe under the protection
of the British fleet. Darwish went with him. A few days
later, pressed by the diplomatic corps, he appointed, on
June 20, 1882, the Turco-Cireassian Raghib Pasha Prime
Minister, while *Urabi remained Minister of War.
In spite of the han on public speaking, the voice of
the national movement was not completely silenced, since the
period of suspension of* Al-Ta*if had nearly elapsed. On
June 21, 1882 the first issue of Al-Ta* if after its suspension,
*
Nadim published his own account of the Alexandria riots.
"The incident of Alexandria", he said", which was caused 
by a Maltese, was the original reason of the panic among 
the foreign residents. Certain foreign consuls went on a round 
of their nationals, warning them of the impending danger. It 
was the consuls that were the cause of their departure ...
They dispatched their fleets while tranquillity and ease 
reigned in the country. Before the arrival of the fleets not 
a single foreigner suffered any harm whatever; only afterwards 
was there much unrest, emotional turmoil and anxiety which
(l) The Times, 19.6.1882.
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caused physical and economic danger to "both foreigners and
.Egyptians .. . The Alexandria incident was by no means
spontaneous,.; it was staged by the foreign powers. The truth
of this statement is obvious to anyone that has seen the
incident. Bullets were raining on the man in the street from
the windows of the foreigners on such a scale and in such a
form as to furnish incontrovertible proof that it was all
(i)
planned and premeditated.u
_also
In the same issue^Eadim/gives a full picture of the
current events. In the front page article,, entitled Mi$r
wa. al-Siyasiyyuin (Egypt and the Politicians), he comments on
the international conference which was in session in
Constantinople at the time, on the role of each of its
participants, Austria, Germany, Italy, Russia, Prance and
England and especially on their attitude towards Egypt* In
this articlejabundantly interspersed with similes and metaphors
he says, commenting on their decision to induce the Porte to
send army units to Egypt: 1 The one who said that Turkey
would fight Egypt, did not realise that the Caliph of the
whole Muslim, world would never raise his sword against a
the
Muslim in violation of/sacred Muslim religion; nor would he 
cause a rift between the Muslim countries which could never 
be limited to a split between Egypt and Turkey; the Caliph
(1) Al-Ta5if, 21.6.1882. Later, Badim furnished tangible
proof of the collusion between the Khedive and the foreign 
Consulates in fomenting the riots. cf.Al-Ta'if 28.7 and 
3 .8.1882. Tarlkh Misr. P.68. J * 7
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©od bless him'will not estrange the hearts of the Arabs by 
insulting their brothers, the Egyptians, for such an act of 
intervention would provoke the whole Arab world. On the 
contrary, the Amir £1 -Muaminin(the Q:ominander of the Faithful) 
never desists from the endeavour to unite the Muslim 
community and to sow love in their hearts under the bannera)
of the Muslim Caliph.” One by one, Kadim; invalidates
each link in the chain of reasoning on the interventionists
which is finally proved to be both illogical and futile, and
ends his article with the conclusions "The Turkish government
itself needs the Egyptian army to maintain peace in its ora
territory, and that is why I am confident it will refrain
(2)
from sending a single soldier.1
The anger and indignation with which national opinion 
reacted to the idea of intervention found an immediate echo
in Constantinople. "It was said in the highest official
• , in Constantinople,
circles”,wrote the correspondent of The Times./ ”Why should
we send troops against a man who is the defender of Islam;
in order to support a man /the Khedive/ who has been the
obedient instrument of foreign governments? ... facts show
that this policy cannot, in the long run, be successful| for
(1) Al-Ta* if, 21.6.1882.
(2) Ibid.
2 4 8
fUrabi represents not a mere fraction* as has been 'as'srerte&» 
but the whole of the Egyptian population* We cannot oppose 
the wishes and sacrifice the interests of a people of five 
millions for the sake of a young Pasha who has shown no
(i)
special capacities for government.”
At this juncture in public aflairs * some newspapers
made a move* rather reprehensible at this critical moment.
They initiated a campaign against all the Shawam (the
Syrians) some of whom welcomed foreign intervention and
supported the Khedive against the national movement*
referring to them as mercenary foreigners and money-lenders,
and expressing their joy at their departure from the country,
to which the Syrian press immediately retaliated by an attack
on Egypt and the national movement, Hadim took the matter in
hand and set out to prove to the Syrians that this negligible
part of the press was by no means representative of public
opinion. He wrote an articlevunder the title Al-Misriyyun
(2)
wa al-Shamiyyun (The Egyptians and the Syrians), in which he
expressed his regrets concerning the emigration of a number of 
Syrians after the Alexandria riots ”Some feeble-minded 
people believe that the emigration of many of our Syrian
(1) The limes, 19*6.1882.
(2) Al-la^if, 21.6.1882.
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■brothers will please the Egyptians because of the difference 
in their ideas expressed in the newspapers, hut surely their 
reasoning is at fault* People may differ in their ideas and 
still remain brothers; their differences may even he fruit­
ful as regards their sacred Arabic language and the Arab race* 
We, the Egyptians, believe that they ,/are entitled to/" enjoy 
the same rights as ourselves**«Later they will return ••• 
and they will know what efforts the government has made to 
save lives and property ... and will regret having so unjustly 
suspected the National Party **♦ though they have erred in 
their haste, we ask our brothers in Syria to treat them with 
kindness for their stay will not be long **« On behalf of 
the National Party I beg them to disregard the people of 
ill-will whose intention it is to split the Arab world ,*,
We regret.the departure of our brothers and long to 
welcome them back in this peaceful country *** The prejudice 
of certain Shawam newspapers against the National Party and
the leader of the nation and her knight (i.e. 'Urabi) merely 
mirrors the personal opinion of the writer and shows what 
purpose he pursues and what country he serves, for it is 
clearly no Arab nation; we are sure that he does not echo 
the views of our Syrian brothers who support Egypt in her 
affairs.n
(1) Al-TaMf, 21.6.1882.
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Another sector of the native press, sponsored by foreign 
agents, profited by the general unrest to try and widen the 
split between the National Party and the Khedive. Hardly 
observable before the Alexandria riots, their activity made 
itself increasingly felt after these events. In an effort 
to counteract these pernicious and destructive intrigues, 
Nadim wrote in Al-Ta*if: MSome of the native newspapers,
sponsored by foreigners, seem to believe that the present 
situation offers them a chance to come out into the open with 
their true aims. That is why they have changed allegiance 
in their writing ...At times they write what is liable to 
inflame the anger of the people and want to prove that there 
is internal dissension, pretending that Egypt is divided into 
parties and that the aims of the Khedive and those of the 
country and its army are really contradictory. But all this 
is wrong ... Newspapers should be truthful guides for the 
nation. Soon the Egyptian will be aware of. the tendencies of 
every editor and will be able to distinguish between a 
reformer and a deceiver, even behind the mask of a servant of 
the people. In fact, if it were not for the fear that we 
might scare away the nation from the press, we would tell the 
Egyptians, our brothers, who is the patron of each of these 
editors ... We have to be thankful to the crisis for having 
enabled the National Party to distinguish between friend and
(l)
hypocrite? to seek out the friend and beware of the foe.n
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A third enemy against whom Nadim had to contend were 
those whom he called hypocrites* who also profited by the 
crisis to fish in troubled waters for personal gain*
Campaigning against these* NadTm wrote in Al-Ta* if; "When the 
Egyptian crisis was acute* the hypocrites showed themselves 
in their true colours * They were divided into two groups: 
some confined their pens to lies with which they filled the 
foreign /Sponsored/ native press* praising one man and 
reviling millions? some must have sworn not to utter a single 
word of truth* for their news was sheer fabrication? some 
circulated between the National Party and the foreign agencies* 
repeating to the one what they heard from the other to inflame 
all hearts with rage* and stir up sedition? some besieged the 
officers* pretending to offer advice* but v^ ere* in fact* a 
destructive influence. What they ignore is that the aims of 
the Khedive and the National Party are identical* for they 
want to preserve the country* though by different methods.
'When the Caliph learned about that* he effected a reconcil­
iation between the Khedive and the head of the National Party... 
The enemies are frustrated and are biting their nails in angera)
and gnashing their teeth in sorrow.n
Commenting about the'exodus of the foreigners from Egypt* 
Nadim expressed his sincere regret about the resulting loss to 
the countrys uThey were familiar to us and we were familiar
( i )   “  —  — — -
to them; they had, indeed, become a part of the great family 
of Egyptians* But they lent their ear to the alarmists and 
scaremongers *1
In fact, when the National Party realised that the British
public were being misled by their own press, Nadim, Muhammad
1Abduh and 3Jassan al~A<jcjad decided to collect all the documents
concerning Egyptian affairs that were in their possession or
could be made available, and go to England as representatives
of Egyptian ptxblic opinion, hoping to convince the then Prime
Minister, G-ladstonej and the House of Commons that the national
movement in Cairo was the genuine expression of the opinion
of the whole nation and had the good of the whole country in
mind, and not merely that of a small military fraction, as
(i)
Malet and Cookson always represented to the foreign Office*
Malet was informed of these projects, and was fully aware 
of the danger to himself, if they rea.ched the ear of the 
British Prime minister and succeeded in conveying' to him the 
true picture of the situation in Egypt* Consequently, he 
made an effort to nip the attempt in the bud and brought 
pressure to bear on Tawfiq to have them arrested. The Khedive 
gave the necessary order to RHghib Pasha. They thought the
first move should be to eliminate Nadxm whose enthusiasm and
(l) SabunjI as quoted by Blunt, Secret, P.344.
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dynamic personality provided most of the impulse* Raghib 
Therefore resorted to a subterfuge: the Under-Secretary of 
the Ministry of the Interior summoned Kadim and asked him to
travel to Alexandria, for a meeting with the Prime Minister; 
Radim, however, realised that a trap was set fox* him and left 
the office of the Under Secretary with the firm intention of
(i)
having nothing to do with lEgMb#
When the attempt to arrest him proved a failure, nthe
Khedive1 s partisans attempted to, poison Radim with a poisoned
cigar* Radimjsuspecting nothing, smoked part of it, which was
enough to make him lose his mind and sight for about thirty-
(2)
five hours, Radim is a motus perpetuus«u
The news of the formation of EHghib Pasha’s new cabinet
eased the tension in the country for a certain time* Although
the majority of the new ministers were Turco-Circassian, the
Egyptian Rational Party showed willingness to co-operate for
the good of the nation# When a telegram from the Khedive
to ’Urabi, notifying him of the appointment and requesting
(3)
him to co-operate, reached him in Cairo, he went, accompanied 
by Radim, for a drive through the capital, to inspire the minds
(l) Sabunji as quoted by Blunt, Secret, P.346.
(2 ) Ibid ^ P* 54-6*
(3) Rafi’i1, al-Thawrah, P.P. 317-318.
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( i )
of the inhabitants with confidence*
fhe nationalists, though they had consented to a 
reconciliation with fawfi^r to maintain peace and order in the 
country,, had by no means desisted from their original aims y 
a fact which is corroborated by a contemporary account of one 
of their informal meetings„ uWe talked freely about politicsu 
said SabunjI who attended that meeting 'tad about different 
plans and forms of government* The republican form was 
preferred; and Mahmud Sami .** endeavoured to show the 
advantage of a republican government for Egypt* He said;
CProm the beginning of our movement9 we aimed at running
Egypt into a small republic like Switzerland - and then
Syria would have joined “ an-d then Hejaz would have
followed us* But we found some of the 1 Ulema were not quite
prepared for it; and were behind our time, nevertheless, we
shall endeavour to make Egypt a republic before we die* We
(2 }
all hope to see nSaturnia regnau onee morefn The obvious 
person to propagate the idea of a republican form of govern­
ment for Egypt was the propaganda chief of movement, Abd Allah 
Hadim. ^HadiuHs efforts are employed to instil this idea in 
the minds of the young generation**, Since I came here, I and 
Hadim have been together night and day. We sit talking and 
devising plans till one or two every morning. We mix in every
(1) Sabunji as quoted by Blunt,Secret, P.P. 34I-34
(2) From a letter by Sabunjl to Blunt, Gf.Blunt.Secret,P.P. 
343-344•
society, Sheikhs, Ulemas, Uotables, merchants and officers
(i)
receive us with open armsj’
A certain discrepancy is observable between the ideas o 
Kfadlm voiced at private meetings and those he expressed in 
Al-Ta*if* As stated above, he had been campaigning against 
the Khedive for a considerable time, and had even ventured 
so far as to demand his deposition, but the attitude he 
adopted in his newspaper during the period of reconciliation
was cautious and conciliatory* He even wrote on his behalf,
sayings ulhe main objectives of the Khedive!s policy do not
(2)
differ from the policy of the National Party.1* He also
referred, to the Alexandria riots s **(Though the Khedive was
alarmed by the foolhardiness of the scatterbrains of Alexandria
immediately after the riots he went there himself, taking his
family with him, so that the people should know that the
danger was over, since he was among them in person, roaming
(3)
the streets, unconcerned abotit his safety *. *n In fact,
(4)
neither Hadim - as he admitted later - nor the national Party 
were in any doubt as to the real motives behind the Khedlvd fee 
change of residence, namely that he had been warned of the 
impending danger and knew that- he would be safer under the 
protection of the British fleit!^.
(1) from a letter by Sabunji to Blunt; cf,Blunt, Secret ,P347.
(2) Al-fa* if, 21 * 6.1882*
(3) Ibid.
(4) Al-faJ if,28 ,18823*8*1882; cf,a.lso Tarikh Misr,P*68*
(5) Of* also Raf i * i, al-lhawrah, P . 310; Broadley, op .cit *^P *91 *
Inconsistent as this policy may seem, it is unlikely 
that Nadlm was two-faced. The apparent contradiction has its 
source in yet another attempt to cement the reconciliation 
between the sovereign and the National “Party which had taken 
place after the formation of the Raghib ministry and the re­
appointment of *Ura.bi as a, minister of war. The co-operation 
between the new ministry, one of whose principles was that 
the Khedive was to rule constitutionally a,nd have no contact 
with the foreign powers except through xhe proper channels,
ip., through the Ministry for foreign Affairs. This was to 
prevent any intrigue between the Khedive and the foreign 
powers with vested interests in Bgypt.
uIn the midst of the confusion, Tewfik appeared to be the 
object of a diplomatical tug of wars Barvesh and the Sultan 
ordered him back to Cairo. Sir Archibald Colvin forbade him
Alexandria under the protection of the British fleet. The 
reconciliation thus remained of short duration, and came to 
an abrupt end when the Khedive, without any palpable necessity, 
issued on June 21, 1882, a proclamation in which he expressed 
his fears with regard to the safety of foreign nationals, 
greatly exaggerating the inconvenience they had been put to by 
the unsettled internal conditions, thus indirectly blaming the
(1) Cf. Broadley, op.cit#JP.92; for details about the prog­
ramme of Raghib Ministry, cf .laqqash, op.cit .vol.v ,P .P * 22-25,
(2) Broadley,op.cit. P.P.91-92. " '
(3) Cf. Rafi’i, al-Thawrah, P.310.
(1
to quit Alexandria his own choice was to remain in
(2)
a ? K
nationalists, and particularly ’IJrabi for not having been 
quick and circumspect enough to prevent bloodshed, and
XU
exonerating the real culprits# This is the whole episode
as related by an eye-witness I "I called at Mahmud Sami’s
house, where the leaders of the National Party meet every
night to discuss their plans# In the meantime, attention
had been called ••• to a proclamation from the Khedive, in
the official paper, concerning the late riot at Alexandria#
The newspaper was at once brought and given to Madlm, who
read the article with much animation and excitement # It
(2)
produced a very bad effect.” Nadim was of the opinion 
that the strong influence of the foreign powers on the Khedive 
was due to the fact that he was in the habit of communicating 
personally with their representatives. That is why Nadim 
’’found fault with the proclamation and raised a very animated
(3;
discussion which lasted till 2 o’clock in the morning.1 The
Khedive’s breach of promise, and the mild measures taken by
the Oabinet ’’roused Nadim’s feelings, and he rebelled against
the Ministers as well as against the Khedive, and began 
/- v  ' (4),/again/ to preach the Khedive’s deposition.” In fact Hthe
(1) Por the complete text of the proclamation cf#Kaq_qash, 
op*cit.,vol,v# P.P.24-25. **
(2) In a letter to Blunt, dated June„27,1882#cf#Blunt,Secret, 
P.544. 5
(3) I b i d P  #P .544-545 *
(4) Ibid P #545-
dissension between the National Party and the Khedive and
his ministers who had accepted his proclamation was thus
(i) 
revived •
There is no douht whatever that the feelings Nadim 
expressed after he had read Tawfi<j’s proclamation were his
true feelings with regard to the Khedive* It is only human
that his bitterness against him increased, expecially after
the abortive attempt at arresting him and at eliminating
him by poison* It is also probable that Nadim and his friends
were duped by the Khedive!s obvious trick and involuntarily
played into his hands, for there was nothing he desired so
much as to terminate the unwelcome truce, and nothing he
hoped for so much as internal unrest which would furnish
(2)
a pretext for foreign intervention to save his throne0 Nadim 
was undeniably somewhat hasty in openly rebelling against the 
ministers at this critical moment, when it was imperative 
to avoid dissension at all costs, thus provoking them to 
range themselves with the Khedive against the National Party* 
However, it was not a deliberate attempt to foster the 
misunderstanding, but an emotional outburst so characteristic 
of Nadim* He was, to a great extent, governed by his 
emotions; in this particular instance, emotional factors seem
ll) Of* Blunt,Secret, P»5452
(2) Of* Eitja, Tarlkh al-Ustadh, vol,i, P.P .233,249 ;Broadley 
op.cit^P.211-212. 9
to have entirely won the tipper hand and obscured the sound 
political judgment which he possessed in no mean degree* 
this opinion is corroborated by the description of his 
character given by one of his closest iriends during this
(D
period5.■ n Eadim, in spite of all his good and revolutionary
and reforming character, is, I must confess, hasty, excitable
(2) w 
and very impulsive;, »,«
Meanwhile, the campaign of the British newspapers against
Egypt was increasing violently, and their tendency to
represent the incident of Alexandria as a manifestation of
(3)
religious fanaticism became more and more apparent* It is 
strange that the contemporary correspondents of the British 
newspapers in Egypt who were eye-witnesses of the incidents, 
never really refer to fanaticism as the cause of the outbreak 
in their original reports which were simultaneous with the 
events in question* The astonishing thing is that reference 
to fanaticism only began to occur in these reports when the 
actual incidents were already a thing of the past* As the 
propaganda chief of the national movement, Eadim immediately 
took the matter in hands 1 It is obvious that most foreign 
correspondents do not know Arabic, and have to hunt for news
(1) Louis SabunjI
(2) Brom a*letter,to Blunt, cf, Blunt,Secret, 1*545*
(3) Of* The Times, The Daily hews, The Standard, The Daily 
Telegraph from 16,6*1882 onwards*
among people in coffee-houses and horels and at meetings of
foreigners «, Perhaps the one they ask does not know Arabic
himself... It is no wonder that the foreign newspapers are
full of news without foundation and events that never took
place* This is also the reason of the aversion the Europeans
harbour against the Egyptians. They believe what the
correspondents write, and the correspondents rely for their
(2)
news on people ignorant of the Egyptian events further, 
Nadim adduces evidence to prove that there has always been 
amicable, brotherly co-existence between the different 
denominations in Egypt and that fanaticism is inconsistent 
with the easy going, friendly character of the Egyptians 
uWe are speaking of the Egyptians with proofs whose truth is 
obvious to any but the blind; for one thousand two hundred and 
ninety-nine years, the Egyptian Muslims have lived co-existing 
and co-operating with their fellow citizens* Gopts and Jews; 
they are neighbours in living, triends in meeting, and equal 
partners in celebrating* hone of the three groups interfere 
with the religion of the others, and none decries the customs 
and habits and usage of the others; thus all of them have 
become one man in patriotism and communal life* Though Egypt 
has passed a period of oppression, there has never been a 
time; when anything like ’fanaticism1 raised its head among the
(1) Bor a corroboration cf#Broadley, op.cit* P.P.38-42.
(2) Al-Ta1if, 29 *6.1882. J
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Egyptians; the very sound of the word is new to our ears,
anA one has never heard outbreaks of 1 fanaticism’ in the
whole long period, lot a single drop of blood has been shed
for that reason, because it is in the character of the
Egyptian to be sociable and kind and friendly and to incline
towards peace and stability; they always endeavour to
maintain friendship among themselves and with every human
(i)
being th^t has come to live in their country.’* He even
stresses the friendly attitude of the Egyptians towards
foreign settlers in the early days of the immigrations ’’When
European immigrants- first appeared in Egypt, the Egyptians
received them with open arms; the strangers’ ignorance of the
language never made them shun their company, nor did the
difference of origin lead the Egyptians to oppose their
coming, or prevent their settling down, but they consorted
with them and dealt with them and made friends This
hospitality made Egypt the dwelling-place of diverse
nationalities, all living together in peace, and their
life, their honour and property, were safe and secure. They
even enjoyed privileges and a standard of life which the
(2)
Egyptians never reached.” He follows this up with 
incontrovertible proof that Egyptians are completely free of 
prejudice against the Europeans: ”We even see the foreigners
(1) Al-Ta1if 29.6*1882
(2) Ibid. J
who live in rural districts mix with the ignorant fellahin
on a scale unprecedented in any other civilised country ...
Whoever comes to a village is unable to distinguish between
the Egyptian and the foreigner ... This is the final aim of
(1)
human civilisation.” Hadim refers to the reports of the 
journalists which are based on a casual and superficial 
observation of the lowest classes of the population:
uThis easy co-existence was disturbed &>y certain tourists
who came to stay for a few days and conferred with no
one but their servants and the ignorant rabble of the nation,
the appearance and the customs of the local mob; then they
sent to the newspapers article upon article, eked out by
their imagination in words to affect you, which the foreign
readers believe to be the truth about the Egyptians who are
(2 )
innocentou He also refers to the attitude of the Egyptians 
towards the Europeans who remained in the country after the 
Alexandria riot: ”The affection of the Egyptians towards the
Europeans who have remained in Egypt has grown and they 
desire to comfort and reassure them and treat them with kind­
ness to banish fear from their minds ... This behaviour of 
the Egyptians is a very strong proof to Europe that Egyptians 
really love their guests and settlors in this country. The
(1) Al-Ja^if, 29.6.1882.
(2) Ibid.
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Europeans who stayed as guests or traders ha^ never been 
induced by false rumours to hesitate or lose their faith in 
Egypt ... they are convinced of the falsehood of the
a )
allegation which the newspapers have termed Tfanaticism’ .u 
He even invokes the authority of the head pf the religious 
bodies in Egypt : uAs regards fanaticism, I intend to tell
the reader what has been said by Our Lord the Honourable 
active Shaykh al-Imbabi, Shaykh al-Islam, tp Iiis Excellency 
Ahmad Pasha *Urabi, and many high officers and some English
people* His Excellency *Urabi Pasha asked him about the 
recent events and the Shaykh said: UI have a European
neighbour who wanted to leave his fuirniture with me for 
safekeeping since he intended to go home* I said to him: 
•Pear nothing and stay; the Islamic religion teaches us to 
protect the one that has committed himself to our trust, and 
to preserve his property and his life from any injury or 
damage; aggression against such a person is regarded as 
aggression against a Muslim* Every Muslim is familiar with 
this doctrine, and will never attack the settler and violate 
his honour, because this is strictly prohibited by our 
honourable religion. Consequently, his fear subsided and 
his heart quietened down/ If this is the opinion of the head 
of their religion and the doctrine of Islam, how can one 
accuse them of religious fanaticism and be afraid to consort
(1) Al-Ta>if, 29*6.1882.
with them and live with them.'* Finally, he says, with
reference to the misleading reports, constantly published in
The limes; 11 We beg Mr. Chenery, the editor of The Times,
to ask sincere people and those truthful men who have
returned home from Egypt about our ideas and our present
position, and he will realise the falsity of the person who
informs him of the existence of ’fanaticism1 and disorder
in Egypt* He will find that all these rumours are spread
by scaremongers who try to envenom the hearts and create
rancour between Egypt and European politicians to reach their
aim and prove the truth of what they have been falsely
writing for a long time, for the present peaceful conditions
disprove their previous reports and expose them as null and
void as political errors in the eyes of their own nation.
Now they are wiping the sweat of shame with the handkerchief
(2) 
of fear11.
^ However, things were being decided not in Egypt, but in
(3)
England who was preparing a military intervention. Suddenly, 
on the 10th of July, Sir Beauchamp Seynour sent to the . 
Commander of the Alexandria forts an ultimatum that unless 
the guns were removed from the forts at once, he would
— — " 1 "* — ■■ ■ — - — -■ 1 - ----------- -----------1—   n w n a  iw  w f *1----------1— 1 r —n~ i rm him.-~*n ij n n i i i » i i i p n r  ~ ii i  mil if i.m  i i w i n i m i M i i w i i w  m
(1) Al-Tpif, 29.6.1882.
(2) IbicL.__ _
(3) Cf. Rafi’i, al-Thawrah, pp. 327-329,* Bluht, Secret, 
pp. 363-366.
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bombard them the next morning I
The Egyptian Cabinet? the Turkish delegates and high 
officials and the Khedive met immediately after receiving 
the British Admiral1s ultimatum. After some political 
negotiations ? ”it was agreed? ” says ’Urabi? "that it would 
be altogether shameful and dishonourable to remove the guns.
We had always been particularly careful to avoid fighting 
with any power? and especially with England? but in thisa)
case we decided to do it ’in d e f e n c e T h e  Porte wa,s
(2)
informed that ’’resistance had been decided on” by the
(3)
Khedive and his ministers together with the Sultan’s envoys.
(4.)
The next morning, June 11? 1882? Alexandria was bombarded.
’’Later in the day”, said ’Urabi, ”we were much astonished ...
to see the Khedive at the Ramleh Palace where he remained as
if no war had taken place between his Government and the
(5)
English.” The truth was that the Khedive and his entourage 
were delighted at the bombardment and the very next day souejrt 
British help? asking the Admiral for advice on what steps to
(1) Prom ’Urabi’s written instructions,Cf#Brosdley? op *cit,
P .123 ?124 o
(2) Ibid.,P.125.
(3) Ibid.
(4 ) Bor details of the Bombardment cf .Raf i’ 1/ al-Thawrah, 
333-376; Blunt? Secret 357-376; Kaqqash? op * cit e Y. 55-122 
Rothstein? op.cit^p .p .207-222 ; Eida?Tarlkh al-'Ustadh?vol# 
i? P.P. 251-253 ; al Y/aqa1 i1 ? 12 and 13*7.1882,
(5 ) ’Urabi’s written instructions? as quoted by Broa.dley? 
op.cit.P.126,
(1)
take. ulhis was the Prince n9 wrote an Englishman? ,lwho had
given precise orders ro resist the action of the British
(2)
fleet and to proclaim war throughout the country*1 •
The British bombardment of Alexandria may justly 
be deplored, It was undertaken in complete disregard of 
the Conference at Constantinople. Neither the Sultan? 
the Powers? nor any legal authority gave them the right to 
crush the first Egyptian national movement. The British 
action was not actuated by any force majeure; neither were 
the Egyptian fortifications suddenly strengthened? nor did 
they in any way constitute a real danger to the British fleet, 
hot only had the Egyptians 110 intention of blocking the 
entrances of the port? the very fact that the Egyptian forts 
were unable to resist more effectively shows how little real 
reason for the bombardment there was. All it in fact did, 
was to aggravate the crisis? and pave the way for a military 
action by England? independent of her diplomatic activity 
at the conference? the whole object of which was thereby
(3 )
stultified.
In England itself news of ‘the bombardment found a mixed 
reception. In the House of Oommons? Sir Wilfred Lawson - 
Liberal - declared that England had made war on Egypt without
(1) Cf. Mustafa, Ph.D., op .cit.j P .511-512.
(2) Newman, Major E.W.Polson? Great Britain in Egypt. P.P.
107“108 (London 1927)1
(3 ) Mustafa? Ph.D.# Thesis ? op.cit ^  P .466~467.
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just cause and provocation; that the government had thrown 
over the concert of Europe and acted with fatal precipitation; 
that it was no concern of England; if the Egyptians preferred 
a •Mlitary despotism1 or any other form of government; and 
that the despatch of the British fleet to Alexandria had 
provoked the umassecre1' and produced all the evil' a)
consequences that had since ensued«
On the day of the Bombardment after the shelling of
Alexandria, the Prime Minister, Raghib Pasha., telegraphed
to various places: in the country, announcing that war had
been declared between Egypt and England, and that consequently
(2 )
the whole country was placed under martial law* Ya'qub 
Pasha Sami, the Under-Secretary of War, immediately invited 
all his colleagues- to the lar Office, the Under-Secretaries 
as well as the heads of the different departments, and 
notified them of the developments. Subsequently, an 
Executive Council was formed, with Ya!q.ub Pasha Sami as 
president, This Council was called 31-Majlis al-'Urfr
(3)
and its members administered the country during the whole war* 
Most leaders of the National Party went to Alexandria- 
on the day of the bombardment; among them was Nadim. It was
(1) The House of Commons of July 12th,1882, quoted by 
Mui^afa, Ph.3)#iP.467-8 .
(2) Cf. al-Waqa1!', 12.7.1882.
(3) Cf.Broadley, op. c i tP . P .213?505-507* Eor names of the
memberss pf the Council cff Broadley,op.cit J? .P.222-223 
al-Waqa4i1, 23-7.1882.
4
afternoon when he reached the city of his birth, how partly 
in ruins, half-destroyed by British shells, deserted by most 
of its inhabitants.Everywhere he was faced by desolation and 
despair. Roaming about, he encountered al-Barudi Basha and
invited the ex-Premier and Shjfcykh Muhammad 'Abduh to spend thea)
night at his fathers house. The nex^i^orning, Radim and his 
guests joined 'Urabi at his headquarters*
On the 13th of July, having been abandoned both by the 
army and the people, the Khedive refused to follow the advice 
of his ministers and Darwish Pasha to return to the Capital 
of his country to conduct the war, but went, early in the day, 
to Ra's al-Tin Palace and surrendered to the British landing 
troops. The British Admiral immediately issued a proclamation
in which he declared his intention of maintaining order as a
O )  ■
Military G-overnor by authorisation of the Khedive. "It was not",
said 'Urabi;" according to our law, either permissible or fittjrg
for the ruler of a country to act thus, and side with the nation
that was fighting against us, and which he himself, in solemn
council, had decided to resist. The laws of man and the word
of G-od forbid such dishonourable acts; and such a man cannot be
(4)
a Moslem, therefore he ought not to rule over M o s l e m s T h e
(1) Kaqqash, op.cit., vol# vii, P.P.277?315,321,322 .
(2) Cf *IbiU#1 P.322.
(3) Mustafa, Ph.3).i op .cit0  P .515 ; Al-Ja' if, 28.7.1882;Naqqash, 
op.cityvol* v, P.120, ••
(4 ) 'Urabi as quoted by Broadley, op.cit.P.130.
situation was then extremely grave, for the country had
practically lost its sovereign at the beginning of the battle*
On the very same day, Hadim was sent by 'Urabi on a
special mission to Cairo* It is not hard to guess at the
miracles of hard work and zealous service he had to perforin
while 011 this errand5 he had indeed to sharpen his tongue
and pen to support the cause of his country at this time of
crisis* His first task in Cairo was to inform the officials of
the re meat of the army from Alexandria to Kafr-al-Dawwar,
(1)
where it was intended to establish a line of defence*
It m s  presumably 'Urabi's intention and part of Nadim* s
mission to urge the nation to support the war*
At this critical moment in Egypt's history some officials
and Pashas, who were in Alexandria, and were led by Sultan
Pasha, sided with the Khedive. "Those who bore a grudge againsjj
the nationalists seized this chance of joining the Khedive's
(2)
camp; the Circassians, condemned in April, returned to
(3)
Alexandria, to place their services at the Khedive's disposal."
On the 17th of July, 'Urabi received a telegram from Tawfiq.
*
stating that he was the cause of the war in continuing to 
fortify the harbour of Alexandria, that peace had been made 
between the Khedive and England, and ordering him to stop all
(1) Cf , Uaq^ash, 0
(2) See above P?*
(3 ) Mustafa, Ph,P.,op.cit, P.515.
p.cit. ,yolfvii, P. 138*
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( i )
fort if ication and come at onee to Alexandria. 1Urabiy for
(2 )M s  part, in a reply to the Khedive!s telegram, refuted M s
accusations and reminded him of the council presided over hy 
him on the llthu of July* *Urabi also pointed to the fact that 
the KhediveTs having sided with the opposite force had had 
an adverse effect on the people and ”1 concluded from this1*, 
said ’Urabij ’’that he /i«e. the IQaedive/7' was a prisoner, and
that he had been induced to send for me in order that I should
(3) _ - _. _ _
be arrested*1 Without delay, ’Urabi sent to Ya’qub Sami
informing him of what was taking place and inviting him to 
convene a general assembly of the leading personalities of the 
country, who would review the whole situation, and decide what
should be done with regard to the Khedive and for the good of
(4)
the country* In the evening of that very day there assembled 
at the Ministry of the Interior in Cairo about 4-00 men, among 
whom were the leaders of the national Party who were in Cairo 
at that time, including Uadim , the heads of departments, 
governors of provinces, notables, ’Ulama^ divines and employees, 
in short, representatives of all the classes of the population,
the Shgyldi of Islam, the Jewish^E^bbi, the Mufti, the Qadi 
al-Qudah and the Coptic Patriarch. After listening to the
• *
(1) for the complete text of the telegram cf .al-Waqa* if ,18.7. 
I882*
(2) forjfche complete text of ’Urabi’s reply,cf,ibid.
(3) ’Urabi as quoted by Broadley,op.cit^E.130.
(4 ) for complete text of *Urabi’s "telegram to Ya’qub Sami, 
cf. al-Waqa*i’ ,18.7*1882* *
(5 ) Por details cf *.al-Waqa* i’ *20*7,1882*
communications between the Khedive and ’Urabi and between the 
latter and Ya’qub Sami, ” a great number of those pi’esent, 
especially the 1 Ulema and ecclesiastics, were indignant at the 
conduct of the Khedive, and wished immediately to depose him,
(i)
in accordance with strict muslim Law." ’Akkush Pasha, a warm
partisan of Tawfiq, without attempting to attenuate the gravity
*
of the facts alleged against the Khedive, expressed the opinion
(2)
that further inquiry was advisable* Nadim, led by his highly
i
emotional disposition and his anxiety to support the cause of 
the nation, must have thought that ’Akkush Pasha’s comment was
derisive and apt to create doubts among the assembly as to the 
authenticity of the news xrom Alexandria . He had hardly 
finished speaking when Nadim forestalled him and said in a 
harsh voices 'If you are not convinced by the evidence of three 
hundred thousand men, women and children, driven from their 
homes, refugees who possess nothing but themselves, tramping 
about In cities and villages, so distraught that fathers and 
mothers forsake their children and the brother his brother, as 
if it were th_ day of resurrection and they were driven to the 
last judgment, if ail this is not enough, what evidence will 
satisfy you? ’ Nadim went on with his speech, while the assembly
(3),
was silent as if ’birds were perched on their heads". There was
(1) Prom a letter by Ahmad Rif’at to Broadley, op. citf,P .503} cf, 
also Ifustafa, Ph.D., op.cit .,,x .P.516,517.
(2) Prom a letter by Ahmad Rif*at to Broadley,op.cit .P.503,5O4. • 
cf.also Tarikh Misr, P.71.
(3) Samir, op.cit^P.P.19,20;cf#also Tarikh Misr^P .71.
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no room for argument after hadim's speech? for all the doubts 
had been dispelled« The assembly finally decided to send a
( D
deputation to Alexandria to request the Khedive and the ministers 
to
to return/the capital and to resume their functions there
(2)
without? however? suspending the preparations for the War.
Having thus swayed the opinion of the General Assembly
entirely in favour of ’Hrabi? eadim devoted himself to the
most important task of all? namely to the popularisation of the
Holy War throughout the country * It is obvious that he had no
time now to concern himself with the publication of Al~Ia*if
so many urgent duties were claiming his attention* This ■ accounts;
for the three weeks’ break in the publication of the periodical.
ITadim conducted campaigns all over Egypt to exhort the people
to make an all-out effort to defend their country from the
(3)
invaders. He himself addressed the people in the mosques? in 
the roads? in the fields? at rural and urban gatherings? 
proclaiming the Holy War? reciting the Qur*an? and Zajal? 
urging them to go and defend their country by every means 
imaginable. ^Succour? Succour? 0 People of Egypt1* said Hadim 
in one of his speeches. u0? heroism of IslamL Stir our meiil 
Our country's glory will be perpetuated by this war. Ye sons of 
Egypt1* these are the days of battle? these are the days of
(1) Por the names of the members of the deputation cf #Al-7Ja* if ? 
28,7*1882 *
(2) Por details ?cf? Ibid? Raf i' I?al-Thawrah?P *P *395*-398;Broadley, 
op.cit.) P *P .131 ? 214 9 215? 221 ? 503 ? 504i Mu§*fcafs? Pb *H. op .cit *. 
P.517* 518o
(3 ) for names of the orators and for some of the speeches and 
poems; cf? Maq.qash? op ,cit .vol,v ?P.P ,1 3 6 ,1 9 3 ,198 .
t t
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struggle, these are the days to defend the country, these are 
the days to defend her honour, these are the days for the sons
of Egypt to be carried away by enthusiasm, to display their
ardour, to ride on the back of their zeal and to saddle their
courage, to be carried away by their intrepidity to make war
on the enemy of Egypt, the enemy of the Arabs, the enemy of 
Islam-the government of °nd. May G-od confound her and push
There emerges from the texts of certain speeches of Kadlm 
which fall into this period and form part of- his war propaganda
that he concentrated on three main issues. What he chiefly 
aimed at was s to endeavour finally to discredit the Khedive 
and his few remaining supporters ; to attack England the invader 
of Egypt; to urge and incite the people, by fiery harangues and 
spirited and persuasive exhortations, to join the Holy War*
Bitterly attacking England and the Khedive, Hadim said in
one of his speeches; ’’Yonder England, Yonder savage country, 
that tries by fair means and foul to swallow up all Muslim 
countries in turn *«• When Egypt’s turn came, England began 
spreading a net of intrigues over our nation, but God decreed 
that our coLintry had men who scented the deceit in England’s
her malice down her throuUf
(2)
(3)
(1 ) Al-!Ca»if, 28.7 o1882| The Times, 5.9.1882.
(2) They were recorded later in Al-Ta*if.
(3) Al-Ta*if,28.7.1882.
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policy? and then drew the sword of determination and unmashed 
the English plots and denounced the real nature of the Khedive 
and his surreptitious agreement with England to deliver our 
country into their hands . that is why England flew into a 
passion and her heart burned with rage at the patriotic men 
who thwarted her purpose* The spark of evil ignited their 
hearts /of the English/ and drove their ships toward Alexandria 
with the hatred of the Arabs of which their hearts were full 
aiming to destroy the pillars of Islam and open the way to Al~ 
Haramayn al -Sharifa yn /the two Holy Mosques in Mecca and Medina/ 
uThis, 0 sons of Egypt, is the nation that is fighting 
yours, who has done her no wrong, but wanted to defend the way 
to the Holy Mosques from her enemy, England. Eight them 
desperately;*let them find firmness in you? and know that
(i) >
G-od is with those who fear Him. They are people who have
broken God*s covenant and oath and plotted to expel the rulers
(2)
from their country. !ho ye fear them? Hay, it is G-od whom ye
should more justly fear, if ye believe, so make war on them, by
your hands will Clod chastise them, and will put them to shame,
and will give you victory over them, heal the breasts of
(3)
believers'... TG-o;ye forth whether equipped lightly or heavily^ 
and strive and struggle, with your goods and your persons, in the 
cause of God. That is the best for you, if ye (but) knew,T
(1) Qur*an, Surat al-Tawbah,'Ayah, Ho.123. _
(2) Compare with Qur1 an,Surat al-Tawbah, \fAyah,Ho.ll.
(3) QurJ anA 1 Ayah, Fo*13 ?14 ? Surat al-Tawbah *
(4 ) Ibid/Ayah, Ho.41®
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”0 people of Egypt I Truly, the English are unclean; so
(1)
let them not after this act of theirs, approach your country.
’And if ye fear weakness, unite and co-operate’, then ’G-od will
(2)
grant ye victory I Truly G-od is strong and exalted in might.1
’’You are not doing y,:.ur duty or protecting your land,
if you desist from fighting the trea.cherous English, ’How
(can you refrain), seeing that if they get an advantage over you,
they respect not invyou the ties either of kinship or of
(3)
covenant *?' they will'slaughter your sons and let your women­
folk live (for their pleasure ). Therein was a tremendous trial
(4)
from your Lord* '
”0 people of Egypt I The English say: Egypt is the
fortress and the key to the Aral countries, and who conquers
it will easily take the rest. Rise to fight I Or ye will lose
your religion and your country and the word of England will he
(5).
high and yours will he low ...”
Inciting the nation to support the Holy War, Nadim said
(6)
in one of his speeches: n0 people of Egypt’. To every man is a
term appointed; ’when their term is reached, they shall neither
(7) ,
retard nor advance it an hour.1 'The one who does not die hy the
(1) Compare with Qur'an, Surat $bl-Tawbah,_lAyah Ho.28
(2) Compare with Qur'an, Surat kl-^ajj, AAyah No.4-0„
(3) Qur’an, Surat", al-Tawhah, '3yah No.8.
(4 ) Qur ’ an, Surat gl-B.aq.drah, ?Ayah, No. 49 .
(5) Al-Ta'ifj 28.7.1882;
(6) 'Recorded later in Al-Ta' if f 3 .8 .1882;
(7) QurJ an, Surat Yunus, >Ayah, No.49•
sword dies "by other means. ‘ihe reasons are many bur the end 
is one.y
"0 people of Egypt1* One who delays in. the catise of G-od 
is npt equal to the one who strives and fights in the cause 
of God’* 'hot equal are those believers who sit (at home) and 
receive no hurtt and those who strive and fight in the path 
of God. They are the people who will achieve (salvation)
Iheir Lord doth give them glad tidings of Mercy from himself* 
of his good pleasure* and of gardens for them wherein are the 
lights that endure; they will dwell therein forever. Verily*a)
verily, in God's presence is a reward* the greatest of all' "
"0 people of Egypt'. 'Strive in God's cause as ye ought to 
(2)
strive' to preserve this glorious religion and to stop the 
enemy of the Muslims who wants to conquer your country, or 
else there will he a few steps between him and the Holy City, 
the symbol of Islam, to profane it with his horses and his men. 
In all this, your enemy is aided in his purpose by the Khedive 
who has sold the nation for the sake of the English and 
exchanged the Muslim countries against English protection for 
himself. If ye get an advantage over him, respect not in him 
the ties either of kinship or of the covenant, truly he is the 
loser".
Ihe ideas propagated by Hadim Y/ere received, by the country 
with enthusiasm and were passed from village to village and
from town to town. I'hey inflamed the peoples' hearts with
Trr“^ ^ T|nT; Stoat ~  ~
(2) Qur’an, Surat al-Hajg, *Ayah Ho.78.
patriotism and religious zeal, and provided a powerful stimulus
to people to exert their strength to the utmost in support of
’IJrabi's national resistance * Therefore nthe love of the whole
Egyptian population for !Urabi ,/as a symbol of Egyptian
national is raj/, the defender of his country and the protector
of Islam, knew no bounds . It extended to the very gamins of
the street„ Little children and grown up people shouted alike
(3-)
1 Allah yunsurak ya lUrabI’0n
On his tour RadTm composed several popular rhymes with
refrains which became so popular'that they were on everybody's
(2)
lips. One of them was an invective against Tawficj, holding 
him up to severe ridicules
w
Ya Tawfi(j ya wish finnamlih,
Min !allak ti’mil dil’amlih1.
i
Oh, Tawficj., thou ant-faced one,
Who told thee to do what thou hast done I n 
Another of these famous refrains was actually a prayer for the 
defeat of the English, a powerful outcry to G-od i
(1) Erom a letter by Al^mad Rif*at to Broadley, cf,Broadley 
op.cit,, PoP. 502,503; of. also, Mustafa, Ph.D. .op.cit.PP.
439.
(2) My conversation with Shayldg. M.A.Ibrahim, op.cit.
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U
Ya Rabbina ya 'Aziz,
Kubbah takhud lingiliz u
tt
0, G-od I 0, Almighty I
May plague mow down the English 1 "
It was one of the effects of Hadim's campaign that the name 
"lawfiq1 lost its popularity in the country and was entirely
9
abandoned? instead* huge numbers of new-born boys were called
_  _  d 5
'Urabi o
It emerges with absolute and incontrovertible clarity j
*v
from all the extant speeches and articles of Hadim that 
his interpretation of a Holy War against Britain stressed* not 
the conflict between Muslims and Christians* but that between 
believers and infidels who had been untrue to the tenets of 
their own religion* renegades who* in the opinion of the Copts* 
had disobeyed the teachings of Christ. There is no trace of 
religious fanaticism to be found anywhere* for confessional 
differences are never emphasized. On the contrary* as has 
already been stated* he always called on the nation, Muslims, 
Jews and Christians, to live together as brothers, regardless 
of religious differences; besideSjboth the Coptic Patriarch and 
the Jewish Rabbi ranged themselves wholeheartedly with 1Urabi
(l) My conversation with Shaykh IvI.A.Ibrahim, opttcit.
and the cause of the nation, and many Copts and Jews
(1)
contri'buted to and fought in the Holy War. In fact, 11 the
(2)
Egyptian is neither malicious nor fanatical/1
Meanwhile, the British representatives both at 
Constantinople and at Alexandria were instructed to insist 011 
the official denunciation of ’Urabi as a rebel* The Sultan 
equivocated, but I’awflq, he sitante at first, finally*
(3)
dismissed 1 Urabi, appointing ’Umar Lutfi in his place, branding 
*Urabi as a rebel "in a document of an ambiguous and unsatis-
(4)
factory character'1 which was published in Alexandria. Moreover, 
lawfiq. asked Colvin to invite the British authorities to
(5)
begin action against the Egyptian army without delay.
When the delegates of the G-eneral Assembly of Cairo
proceeded to Alexandria and in turn, conferred with the Khedive
and the ministers, they learned that he had publicly condemned
!Urabi and authorised the British to fight the Egyptians on his
behalf. On their way back, they informed ’Urabi that a Muslim
had deceived Muslims, and therefore the Khedive was no longer
(6)
one of them.
(1) This a refutation of the wholly unsubstantiated charges 
made by the British press at that time against Nadim and 
his -colleagues which was plainly pnly an attempt to 
influence international opinion against Egypt.
(2) Broadley, op„cit.jP.206.
(3) that is how the Khedive fulfilled the promise given to 
’Umar Lutfi, for supporting him, especially by inflaming 
the Alexandria riot, cf. Broadley, op*cit *P.89,93 and 94.
(4) Broadley, op.cit.jP .94 ;for the full text of the document ,cf., 
ibid.
(5) Cf. Mustafa, Ph.D.pp .cit., P.P. 513,514.
(6) Ibid-., P.P. 517?518? cf.also Broadley op.cit.jP.131.
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In his telegram to the president of the Majlis9 inxorming 
him of the unexpected action of the Khedive, 'Urabi ashed to 
know the wishes of ti.-e country with respect to the course he 
should pursue* The Majlis decided that another "general 
assembly" should be called, more numerous than its predecessor, 
and composed of representatives of every creed and sect and 
every class and sector of the population. It was also to be 
attended by the princes in Cairo, and the heads of the 
religious bodies. There were to be 500 persons from all overa)
the country to make the meeting representative of the opinion 
of the whole of Egypt which was already greatly influenced by 
Uadim’s campaign, Yfhen the session took place the Assembly 
voted unanimously, in support of 'Urabi* The resolution was 
that, as the Khedive had violated the Pirmans and the Muslim 
Divine Law, he has no longer capable of giving orders, and that
'Urabi should be confirmed, in his post of Minister of War, and
(2)
entrusted with the task of national defence*
The decision arrived at was regarded as the termination of
the palace intrigues which had brought such incalculable
(3)
mischief to Egypt during the previous years* Prince Kamil, a
relative of the Khedive, is reported as having stated towards 
the end of the meeting; "Pox' us, the Khedive today no longer
(1) Por deta ils , cf, Raf i' ij al-Thawrah,P *P *4-02-408 jal-Waqa1 i' , 
31.7*1882^ Broadley,opoCit^P.P*224-225 * Mustafa,Ph.Dh op. 
cit*, P.P.517-518* J
(2) Prom a letter by Ahmad Rif'at to Broadley,cf.Broadley,op• 
cit^ P*505; cf.also Muhammad 'Abduh, as quoted by Rida,
v Tarikh al-Ustadh, vol.i,P•255.
(3) Ibid * 7
exists. We would recognise him if he were here, as the head 
of his government and his country, hut where is he? He is 
either the prisoner or the ally of a foreign power which has 
invaded Egypt" The assembly applauded these words as being in
a )
strict accordance with its religious and civic duties.
A Patwa was proclaimed by the 'Ulama'of sil-Azhar stating that,
the
the Khedive had gone over to/enemy and was in consequence to be
(2)
regarded as a renegade and unfit to rule. On the other hand,
'Urabi was now, in the eyes of the Egyptians} nothing less than
the servant and defender of th.., country, the representative
of five millions of people who were resisting the invasion
of their fatherland by a foreign army* Even persons once
(3)
opposed to his views now shared the general opinion.
When his tour of the country was over, and its purpose
(4)
attained, badim joined 'Urabi at his headquarters at King
'Uthman cfT Kafr-al-Dawwar in the official capacity of a war
(5)
correspondent of his newspaper, Al-Jga'if, whose publication 
had been resumed on July 28/ 1882. However, it is borne out by 
fact that Uadim did not confine himself to this role, but was
a
acting as 'Urabi's counsellor as beforei he is even reported
(1) Prom a letter by A^mad Rif1at to Broadley,cf,Broadley,op0c±b 
P.505; cf.also Muhammad ’Abduh, as quoted by Rida,Tarikh al» 
Ustadh, volfi, R.255-
(2) Eor the complete text of the Patwa?. cf .Broadley, op.cit.,P .P. 
176,177.*- q/v A
(3) Ahmad Rif1 at as quoted by Broadley. op.citv^lh, 216.
(4 ) Perhaps it is a corruption of the Turkish Gene.
(5) Of. Tarlkh M±§r,op.cit.,P.?4; ’Abduh Tatawwur, op.cit,*£.129 J
Uaqqash, op .cit .jvol. vii, P.P .29,30.
to have been asked by 'Urabi to express his opinion and give
(i)
advice on certain matters of the utmost importance, and even
(2)
on s ome military problems.
hadim's nation-wide campaign was immediately fruitful; 
the aid and support he had solicited materialised as soon as 
he reached 'Urabi's headquarters* The whole country rose like 
one man to support the war* "Some gave all they possessed, 
others the half, but all gave some mite to the national cause..* 
The war was supported both morally and materially, and nothing 
was wanting on the part of the Egyptians to defend their father™
land **« Such a spirit of patriotism and display of zeal had
(3)
had no precedent in the history of Islam," All races and
creeds rushed to join the war with enthusiasm, rendering all
the assistance in their power; the Jews as well as the Oopts
did their utmost to support 'Urabi* They were loud in their
criticism of the British for, as the Coptic Patriarch is
reported to have said,Christianity means peace for people of
good will, not wilful aggression against another country*
Egyptian opinion, Muslim and Christian alike, saw in the English*
(4)
merely aggressors and 'infidels'." I saw " says Shaykh Muhammad 
'Abduh " the people going to war quite willingly, whether*
(1) Of* Ua<jqash, op.cit vvol#v, P.248*
(2) Of. TSrtkh Mi§r, P.76] See also "below PP . 566-&S9C *
(3) 'UrabT’s written instructions, as.quoted b 
P*P*132“-133i cf.also Ua^qash,op*cit^vol,v,
Tarikh al-Ustadh, volfi, P *P *255?.263*
(4 ) C f * Muhammad AUi s , op. c i t P . 6 2.
P*135; Rida,
peasants or Bedouins? and showing the utmost eagerness to 
fight the English The youths of Cairo used to parade 
the' town at night, singing songs in praise of ’Urabi, and 
whenever the subject of war was mentioned at any meeting, aa)
general prater was offered for the success of our arms«”
( 2 ) (t
According to Me oCullogh, apart from the Khedive ,and his
mother hardly a single male or female member of the reigning
family, had failed to send his or her offering of money or
provisions to the carnips, or his or her laudatory telegrams of
letter to the leader of the people, I saw all these, I even
(3)
copied some of them." in every mosque and in every house in
fervent praye:i s were daily offered up for the success of
(4)
the army.
On the whole5 it can he stated that Badini’ s campaign had j 
succeeded in penetrating to the obscurest corners of the country 
and reached all classes of the' population from the princes and 
princesses down to the street urchins. The energy* zeal and 
enthusiasm displayed by the nation, in answer to his efforts had i
(5) ;
to be seen to be believed, j
(1) Shcaykh Muhammad ’ Abduh* as quoted by Broadley o p . c i t ,233.
(2) Arabic scholar and employee of the Egyptian Post Office; 
was in charge of the postal service in ’Urabi’s tent during 
the war; cf*Broadley*op,cit^P.183 -
(3) • The reference is to a Telegram from Prince Ibrahim*an uncje
of the Khedive to ’Urabi at Ilafr-al-Bawwai?; for the full 
text cf .Broadley, op.cit.P .183 *184- *
(4) Ahmad Rif* at, as quoted b y ‘Broadley,op.cit 0/P .217.
(5) <3f. al’-Waqali’ froml2,7.1882 onwards; Al-Ta* if, from 
28.8 .1882’onwards•
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Fully aware of the "bitterness of the resentment against
her in the Muslim countries and of 'Urabi's indisputable
championship as a defender of Islam, Britain constantly
exerted pressure again on the Sultan to brand 'Urabi as a
rebel as Tawfiq had done, which would deprive him of his
*
legitimate position in Egypt and the Muslim world* The Sultan
was plainly confused and perturbed by the warnings he received
from the 'Ulama^and the partisans of Pan-Islamism that
co-operation with Britain against the "defender of Islam"
would inevitably produce a bad effect on the mass of the
(i)
Egyptians as well as the Syrians and the rest of the Arabs*
He was perturbed not merely by the appeal of the *U'lama>of 
Egypt, but also by the bitter reaction of all the Muslim 
countries to the bombardment of Alexandria* In Constantinople, 
the preachers in the mosques were abusing Britain in violent
terms and inciting the people to take up a.rms in the defence
(2)
of Islam; in Tunis, the Turkish newspapers exalted the name
and the fame of Ahmad 'Urabi, "his success was prayed for in
the mosques and the shrines of holy Kairwan,-1 Can it be,'
whispered one Arab to another, 'that at last a Saviour has
(3)
arisen in Islam?' " -All over the Muslim world, from the
(1) Of. The Times, 21.8.1882. Mustafa Ph.D., op.cit^P.528.
(2) Of. Mustafa, Ph.D.,op.cit.P.528,529.
(3) Broadley, op.cit.,P.P4J17.18.
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Atlantic to Arabia and Syria and even India, and from the 
Sudan to Anatolia, Gallipoli and Macedonia, the bombardment 
of Alexandria was viewed with deep anxiety. Europeans in 
general, and the British in particular, became the object of a 
deep hatredo Everywhere there awoke sympathy for ’Urabi and 
his movement. He acquired, not only in Egypt but in the 
estimation of the Muslim world at Istanbul and elsewhere, 
the character and position of a champion of the rights ofa)
Islam against the aggression of the Western Powers.
In view of the vehement reaction in favour of ’Urabi all
over the Muslim world, the Sultan at first simply did not dare
to issue a proclamation disowning ’Urabi; he even gave him some 
(2)
encouragement, which was, in fact, a victory of lUrabi over
rfawfiq_. Thus,1 the proclamation which stamped ’Urabi as a rebel
(3)
issued by the Khedive had not the slightest effect on the nation.'
In the Egyptian army headquarters, Uadim’s activities 
by far exceeded the duties of war correspondent and counsellor 
of ’Urabi. It is borne out by , .facto! that he carried on his 
shoulders a burden which would have weighed down an) man with . 
less zest and vitality,, Nowadays, several experts, versed in 
several distinctly separate fields of activity, would be 
assigned to cope with a comparable task. His first duty was to
(1) Mustafa,, Ph.D. op.cit.jP. 439, cf,also Broadley, op .cit„P .P . 
2 5 1 ,2 3 2 . 7
(2) Por the letters exchanged between the Sultan and ’Urabi cf. 
Broadleyfop.cit^P.P.165-174; Al-Ta'if, 28.7.1882.
(3) Uaqqash, opocit.x vol., v^.P.155.
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persevere in the struggle against the enemy who was trying to 
occupy the country and, by spurring the people on to fight and ! 
to support materially the “Holy Islamic A r m y h i s  second, 
to denounce and discredit, with still greater emphasis than 
before9 the renegade Khedive and his supporters who made every 
attempt, by numerous intrigues, to discourage the Egyptians and 
induce them to lay down their arms. In the third place, he 
had to paralyse the injurious effects of foreign propaganda 
conducted by the enemy press and to counteract the corrosive 
action of the meretricious sector of the native press in 
Alexandria which, sponsored by the Khedive, was attacking 
1Urabi as a rebel? in the fourth, he had to stir up the 
feelings pf the rest of the Muslim world, and impel them, by 
forceful persuasion;to support Egypt against Britain. Kext, 
there was the congenial though not lets onerous task of 
watching over the army’s morale by inciting the soldiers to 
fight. Finally, as the only journalist on the battlefield, he 
had to report on the course of fighting and comment on it from 
his own specific and original angle. To satisfy urgent public 
demand, Al-Ta*if began to appear almost every day, and its 
circulation increased considerably.
Eadim must have known that Though the nation had decided 
to disregard the Khedive’s orders, he was still, from the formal 
point of view of the Sultan’s Firmans, the sovereign of the 
country, a point which his supporters never failed to stress in 
their intrigues'and proclamations.
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As regards the British, Hadim firmly believed that their
imperial interests were disguised as benevolent attempts to
protect the Khedive and maintain peace in the country. They
even extorted from TawfTa the right to deputise for him in
(1)
crushing what they called WfUrabi*s mutiny.11 Thus he, the 
chief of propaganda of the national movement, found himself 
faced by the necessity of waging a war of nerves against 
two main groups of adversaries; the Khedive and his supporters 
on the one hand, and the British on the other. In this 
war of nerves, he often employed a method, which, on the 
face of it, must seem strange and somewhat out of character 
in a man who professed convictions based on a high moral 
standard and a passion for justice: he resorted to a campaign 
of rumours concerning their honour, their character, their 
moral conduct, their observance of their religion, intending 
to make them appear petty, hateful and despicable. He 
pictured them as sacrilegiously profaning the precepts of 
religion, the laws of humanity and any code of honour; he even
went to the length of publishing a special supplement to
_  ( )
Al-Ta3if entitled l(The Deeds of the Khedive11 in Y/hich the latter *s
surreptitious plotting with the British before and during the
war, which resulted in his selling his country for the sake of
his own safety, was made the focus of attention. As has
already been stated, it was the strength of the Khedive*s
position that he was still the lawful sovereign of the country
(1) Of. Naq&ash, op. cit., vol. v, pp. 204,205.
(2) Naq.<j5sti,‘ op. cit., vol. vii, pp. 171,172; Of. also Braadley,
op.’’cit., p. 241.
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in order to weaken it, Kadim hastened to publish the news of
the impending dethronement of Tawirq. by the Sultan in favour 
of Prince * Abd■-al-Hal Tin* and of the latter* s prospective arrival
a)
in the country and accession to the Khedivial throne* In this 
campaign which can be suitably termed '’campaign of rumours %  
ifadim used a method which is surprisingly moderh by twentieth 
century criteria: the news he spreads, though exaggerated, is 
never entirely deprived of foundation, but the grain of truth 
contained in it is mostly magnified out of all proportion to 
render it more effective until it becomes a deadly weapon in 
the hand of this past-master of propagandao The method was 
unfailing, first, because badlm presented his news in a form 
which did not admit of any doubt as to its truth, and secondly^ 
because he knew the character of the Egyptian who is most 
sensitive on the point of honour and religion. It fulfilled its 
aim. in mobilising the resentment of the people against England 
and the Khedive and his clique, and ^as so effective that it 
made- it totally impossible for the Khedive to recover lost 
ground in the country, without a show of force. The nation not 
only hated him, but, as mentioned above, passed judgment on him 
through the mouth of the * TJlama1 who published Eat was condemning 
him as a renegade. Kor did his agents escape the scorn of the 
nation. This war of nerves also fully reached its aim with 
regard to the British for it impelled the nation to rise and
(l) ?Abd al-3jallin Pasha was Tawfiq.!s uncle. Other newspapers
copied the news and spread if in the country, Cf.Al-Ta*if, 
14 and 16*8.1882; also Eatjqash, op.cit .,vol .vii^P „P .266 and
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fight the invader in the name of all they deemed sacred; 
country, honour and religion• The following characteristic 
news items published in Al-QJsE* if are highly illustrative of 
the tone of the whole campaign:
UA woman returned to Alexandria with her virgin daughtera)
in response to the Khedive’s order. At the hast Grate, they 
were arrested and the girl assaulted and raped by the English 
soldiers. The woman brought her afflicted daughter to Safr-al- 
DawWar£f Urabi’s headquartersJ.0
_ (3)
uIt has been reported that ’Abd al-Majid al-’.Bitash keeps
(4)
company with Ahmad Pasha Ra*fat in roaming the streets. When­
ever they notice anyone they dislike, they denounce him to the 
English to be shot! 0, Egyptians, marvel at the deeds of one 
of your chosen representatives; if a man has sold his honour
for a mess oi potage or a word of praise, he will find it easy
(5)
to kill his brothers for his own selfish aims.u
nThe English rob the people of Alexandria. They search 
every house, taking away all the firearms and knives, and do 
not even leave a kitchen knife. Soon there will be, in every 
street^a knife hanging on a chain lor communal use*. And this is
(1) What he is referring to is the Khedive’s proclamation 
ordering the citizens of Alexandria to return to their 
homes, assuring them that there was no need to fear the 
British.
(2) Al-Ta’if, 28.7.18.82.
(i) An ex-member of the Rational Assembly.
(4) The Prefect of Alexandria.
(5) Al-Ta*if, 3.8.1882.» *
2 9 0
(i )
the civilisation Tawfi<j praises so highly! 1
"Sharif Pasha is shedding tears and biting his nails and
is well™nigh distraught for grief® He was ill advised to
fraternise with the English, and to concur with them on the
Organic Law which has brought such disaster upon the nation,
(2)
and for the sake of which the war has broken out»1
"The English have closed the mosques under the pretext 
that people gather there, not to pray, but to plot against them*
(3)
^hom are they praying for: ’Urabi or the Khedive? I "
t!It has been said that the Khedive has made an attempt to
escape on <al-Mahrusah /The Royal Yacht/*, but has been
apprehended and brought back to his palace by the English who
want him to remain there as their puppet, and forbid him to go
(4)
back to sea®"
"Tawiiq Pasha has ordered the Egyptian soldiers at 
«
Muntazah police station to be shot? he has also ordered eight
local citizens to be hanged by their necks on the gates of
(5),;
Alexandria? he seems to hope that this will be a deterrent®
"The English have exterminated a number of citizens of
Alexandria; they have ripped open their bellies and filled them
with unslaked lime and thrown them into a pit I And this is
(6)
what Tawfiq Pasha calls ’'peaceful aims*"
(1) Al-Ta* if, 3 .8.1882 .
(2) rbid.j4 »8,1882.
(3) Ibid..7.8.1882.
(4) Ibid.
(5) Ibid.
(6) Ibid,,14.8.1882.
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"The Telegraph wire between Ra* s al-Tin palace and Army 
headquarters has failed. We are puzzled by the strange
coincidence by which even inanimate matter loses in strength
(1)
in the proximity of the Khedive.u
1 Some of the new arrivals from Alexandria report that
SultSn Pasha has been shot by the English - it seems to have
emerged later* however, that it was his servant who was the
victim, shot while he was taking off Sultan Pasha*s shoes
(2)
Sultan Pasha is merely suffering from shock .
!fWe have ascertained* through a private source from Port 
Said* that the English who were killed and who were buried after 
the bombardment of Alexandria amounted to 243> not 5$ as Seymour 
reported in his telegram* and that 111 wounded were sent to 
Cyprus. The whole country agrees with ’Urabi and blames the
(3)
Khedive.u
nTwo of the three ironclads anchored of Aboukir have 
foundered and are engulfed in the sand. The crews escaped when 
they saw it was impossible to save the ship. They are of the 
largest ironclads* and may G-od cause the others soon to follow
(4 )
them •,l
(1) Al-qjaHf* 16.8.1882.
(2) Ibid.
(3) Al-lfa* if, 28.7.1882* quoted by The Times,5«9.1882.
(4) Al-Ta*if, 28.8.1882; The Times* 5.9.1882.
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Heat skill in the presentation of facts, deft handling
of the situation, ruthless sarcasm in his criticism of the
adversary whoever he may he, are characteristic of all these
article© and anecdotes.
As regards the British press campaign against Egypt, the
Egyptian Press Department used to translate news items and
articles referring to Egypt and pass them on to Uadim to he
dealt with hy virtue of his position as chief propagandist
of the movement; thus nearly every hostile piece of news was
_ (i)
contradicted and rectified in A1-1a1if, In one of these
refutations of false reports sent from Egypt to Europe and
published in the hostile press, Eadim said: ufhe correspondent
of the ‘Daily hews in Port Said is sending untrue reports to his
newspaper5 in five of the telegrams he sent and which we have
seen he has stated that Muslims massacre 0hristians and plunder
their property; of course facts disprove the news. His aim is
plainly to agitate against Egypt in support of his own country*
Bearing that his country might find herself alone in the fire
of war, he wants to incite Europe to help her* We are used to
his misrepresentations; Egypt neither hlames nor exhorts him;
his country is the invader, and he has to do his duty hy her,
even if he earns his living not in England hut in Egypt, and
(2)
has enriched himself, plundering Egyptian revenue.’1
(1) Haqqash, op.cit. ,volfvii, P.265; 1 Ahduh,Datawwur,P*130; 
Broadley, op.cit .3 P .P.239-240.
(2) Al-IJa* if, 3.8.1882.
When rJ}he Times put forward the suggestion that Britain
should undertake the responsibility for the maintenance of
peace in Egypt without the participation of the Porte, ^
claiming that Egypt should he placed tinder British protection,
(i)
* and the Havas Agency telegraphed the news to Egypt, 
Eadim rejected this claim with violent indignation,, ’’England 
is at the root of the disaster that has hefalien Egypt: she 
hegan with plots against her liberty * * „ subsequently, she sent 
warships to Alexandria on military manoeuvres to provoke the 
Egyptians thirdly^her agents fomented unrest among the
/British/7 colonists, which culminated in the Alexandria riot in 
June ... Pinally, the British wrecked Alexandria hy their sheila 
... We have never yet heard it said that ’to wreck’ means to 
’maintain peace’ .«„ And even if it were a question of main­
taining peace, why should England feel called upon to do it? 
There is no such relationship between England and ?n)gypt as 
would justify the claim * a. As regards putting Egypt under 
English protection as the best way of solving the Egyptian 
problem, this is nonsense and delusion, more out or reach than 
the stars o- All Egyptians, however different their social status, 
education and religion may he, have become one heart, ready for
one''act. They sacrifice their lives and their property to
(2)
preserve their country for themselves.”
(1) Al-JiPif, 5.8.1882.
(2) Ibid.
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Especially effective was his counterattack against the 
already mentioned rather sordid section of the native press, 
founded and patronised hy the Khedive* Here lladim surpassed
himself again in the skill and vehemence of acrimonious satire, 
and excelled in terse rejoinders; he fought the enemy to the 
utmost of his capacity, and obviously enjoyed the fight*
A special supplement to Al-^a*!! under the title Salim wa 
Bisharah Taqla wa.jawfiq Pasha is often frankly defamatory in
tone* In his fierce attack on the ’deposed1 Khedive and his
(2)
mercenary journalists, lladim does not shrink from libel* This
supplement teems with ’’articles uncomplimentary to both the
(3)
Khedive and the English*”
(1) Shawam journalists with french passports, enjoying french 
protection and propagating french ideas, who supported the 
national movement in its early days, hut emigrated to the 
Lebanon when the war broke out, and let themselves be 
persuaded by the Khedive to turn against ’Urabi; cf, 
Broadley,op.citP.139•
(2) Al-HaqqSsh, op.cit,, vol,vii, P.Pe 171,172,177; Ibrahim 
’Abduh in Tatawwur al-Sahafah, maintains that the supplement
was published on 8.Shawwal 1299 A .H* (23 <>8.1882 ) but this 
is erroneous* The issue printed on this date is still 
extant and entirely unconnected with the supplement in 
question* Besided, Broadley states that it bore no date 
whatever; cf*’Abduh,Tatawwur, P 0129; Al~Ta>if, 8 Shawwal, 
1299 AoH; Broadley, op.cil’.jP .P. 240, 241 •
(3) Broadley, op .cit^P.241•
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When his old friend, Shaykh Hamaah Pathallah, hecame the
editor of the newspaper al-I’tidal founded in Alexandria to
sxipport the Khedive, and took up an attitude hostile to 'Urabi
and his adherents, calling them ’’oppressors, ignorant men and
(2)
rebels against the Sultan and his deputy,1 Hadim showed no 
mercy to him in his savage criticism; a man who had "betrayed 
his nation was his friend no longer. "We have received’^ wrote 
Uadim, ’’the first issue of a despicable newspaper called 
al-I1tidal which is published in Alexandria and edited by a 
stray pervert leading others astray, a renegade. Ham z ah 
Hathallah ... In his writing, this wanton libertine has violated 
the religious commandments and the principles of civilised 
behaviour and the laws of humanity. He criticises the Egyptians 
and glorifies the English and their deeds. He lures the 
Egyptians with justice and civilisation which he attributes to 
the English ... He induces the people /to lend him their ear/ 
claiming to be one of the ’Ulama?who, in fact, repudiate his 
faith# We therefore warn our brothers, the Egyptians, to 
boycott this rag of a newspaper which; is printed on the press 
of the English fleet*and submitted to Seymour’s approval before 
publication. Is it not strange to see a newspaper, Arabic in 
language and English in its contents, edited by a man who used 
to sit with the ’Ulama1 when they forgathered, clad in their
(1) He was Hadim* s fellow-student at 3.1-Azhar and a close 
friend afterwards ; cf #Samir, op.cit^P .5$Zaydan,Mash.ahIr, 
vol«ii, P.106*
(2) Eor some of his articles cf#Misr lil Misriyyxn,vol, v, P.186; 
cf.also latawwur al Sahafah,p.129.9H™Ihawrah,p.426.
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robes and adorned w^ith their insigniao He oiten read the 
QurJan on the highways professing fear of G-od; he also did
V ^
his trick with the English, claiming for himself
the title of THeadmaster of the Islamic School1 , the school I
myself founded in Alexandria* In fact, there is neither a
school nor students there, for it has been wrecked hy the
bombardment; how could one he the headmaster of a non-existent
school? With this title, he wanted to deceive the English,
<
pretending to he influential with the Muslim community as 
the headmaster of their school* An impostor, he made them 
believe that his word is listened to and his call responded to 
His baseness and his sham ideas are notorious. These 
events have torn the mask from his face,, May G-od put him to
(i)
shame *u
led hy the desire to instil in the minds of the people a 
firm belief in the strength of their army, determined to 
represent it always as worthy of their hacking and support, 
Hadim does not confine himself to the publication of plain 
official reports from the battlefield, but intersperses these 
with comments in which he frequently exaggerates Egyptian 
victories and detracts from the importance of their defeats* 
Thus he writes in one if these comments, entitled Yawm al- 
MaltLamali (The lay of the "Battle): HG-reat were the numbers of 
the enemyj but the resistance of our vanguard was unyielding, 
and their firm stand that of lions until relief came... then
ITT AT-T'a'if, 4.8.1882. '
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what
they showed/the history of the national war will register as
an example of boldness and fortitude. The lions of war-
launched an offensive against the rats of humanity ... Only
(i)
one of our horses was killed J 1
"When 1 TJrabi Pasha visited the wounded after the battle,
they entreated him to allow them to return to the battlefield
to fight the English again / Blood is the colour of honour
and the symbol of national victory', hnswerebL-UribT> 1T bless
you for this honourable blood you have shed for the cause of
the nation* This garment spattered with blood will be your
record in life everlasting, and your family's claim to glory
(2)
in this life and in after life.,u
Nadim never tires of picturing the glory of the Egyptian
soldier in battle after battle. Thus the battle of August 19th
(3)
is described under the title Al-Ma'ma'ah al-Thaniyah (The 
Second Battle)5,M that our forces they surely must conquer'# :
;iYe sons of Bgyptl Listen to a tale told by an eye-witness 5 
take it from one who has seen it happen. The English were 
unaware of the firmness of the Egyptians, and that is why they 
trespassed on our ground with their men and their horses, 'their 
intention is to extinguish G-od's Light (by blowing) with their
mouth but G-od will complete (the revelation of) his Light, even
> (5)
though YTawfiq. Pasha and his followers'may detest it,*
(1 ) Al-Ta1if. 7.8*1882.
(2) Ibid.
(3) Al-Ta-* if, 23 *8.1882.
(4 ) QurS an, Surat al-Saf fat ' Syah No *173 •
(5 ) Compare with Qur’an, ibid". ’Ayah No. 8.
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IE he En-lish have suffered various tortures at the hands of the
Egyptians, On August 19? Hell refused a small number and
only accepted a large number ox them to be driven there to
increase the fuel. When the hour of theii destiny came,
Death drove them in a cannon-ball under the command of the 
(1 )
Duke of Kent . *a After a detailed description of the English
defeat, Hadim continues: uAn amazing things the civilian
auxiliaries attacked the English with axes and clubs, and the
Arab women gathered, singing songs of victory, We wished the
Europeans had been here to see our men, like lions chasing deer,
as if they were born to make war, and they would cut off their
tongues with their own hands in punishment for the lies they
spread about the Egyptians, saying that they would be
frightened at the mere sight of hats - in fact .they found, no
(2)
heads underneath. *
In the third battle which began with the usual recitation
from the Qur^an by Hadim, he said:11'We showed them .
(3)
sign after sign, each greater than its fellow* ‘Eight them
and Bod will punish them by our hands, cover them with shame,
(4)
help you (to victory) over them, heal the breasts of Believers ■ 
’Those aggressors *.a English who imagine themselves to be
vultures, they underrated us, and that is why they have come
with their men and guns; but the earth shook under them, and
i (f)
spat rire; and the earth throws up her burdens (from within)/
(1) Al-Ja'if, 23.8.1882.
(2) Ibid,
(3 ) gur3 an, Surat ai-Zukhruf, JJAyah,No48 .cf .Al-Ta-* if ;24 .8 .1882.
(4 ) QurJan,Surat ai-Tawbah,1 Ayah Mo.l4«
(5) Qur* an,Surat ai-Zilgal.*Avah Wo.2._________________________
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But the earth under us was quiet and we were like
mountains* Beguiled by their ironclads, they imagine that they 
can walk on earth therein; they forget that fish die on land,
‘  (i;
and smell of decay in the sun ...
Hadim, the nlyrtaeus of the revolution”, reached the height
of enthusiasm in the "battle of gantarat al-Qassasin, when he.
wrote;’fruly God loves those who fight in his cause in "battle
(3)
array, as if they were a solid cemented structure’ . On the
day of the Qantarah the believers lined up in ranks so dense...
that if mountains clashed with them they would shake and
retreat or crumble. The day of the Qassasin and what will
it is
explain to thee what the day of the Qassasin ig/a day the 
measure whereof is as fifty thousand years in your account day. 
’ A day to the righteous, the Garden will he "brought near, And
to those straying in evil /.the Engl is h^ * the fire will "be
(5)
placed in full view’. A day in which death was pining for his 
sons, to embrace them and lay them on the desert ground with 
no other cover but the hooves of the horses ... A day on which 
Egyptians challenged them to perdition* You would see them 
ct-hey will come forth-their eyes humbled-from (their) graves, 
(torpid) like locusts scattered abroad. Hastening, with eyes
transfixed towards the Caller I - Hard is this Bay I the
(6) >
unbelievers will say.”
(1) Al-TaJif*, 24.8.1882.
(2) On 13 Shawwal, 1299? A.H. (28.8.1882)
(3 ) gur*an9 Surat Al-Saff, ’Ayah Ho.4 .
(4 ) Compare with gur* In,Surat &1-Ma’ari;j, ’Ayah Ho.4 .
(5 ) gur5 an, Surat * al SBu' ar a * Ayah , Hoj. 9 0,91.
(6) Qur}an, Surat ai-Qamar, 'Ayah, Ho£7>8,*cf,Al~Ta^if,1,3.9.1882
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Hadim relates that when the Egyptian army was defeated in the
(1) u
Maskhutah battle^*Urabi Pasha swore that he would take revenge, 
and make the English taste the tortures of war, and then left 
Kafr-al-Bawwar for the front at Ra* s al-WadieM Hadim, his 
inseparable companion, went with him, and, continued to fill 
the columns of Al-la*if with, his eyewitness accounts from the 
front-line which.were actually hourly news bulletins from the 
battlefield, giving detailed descriptions of the course of the 
fight. Among them is a long poem, in which War itself is 
personified, and urges the Egyptians to fights 
nSons of the Arabs I arise and fight I 
tllhere is no room for cowards on Egyptian soil I 
nI am the heaven of glory for the Muslims 
nBut for the English I am the hell of scorn 
MTurn the handle of the quern, ye Egyptians,to crush the 
enemy;
uProm today onwards there will be no peace for the 
aggressor
,rRestore to this country its past glory
(2)
"The future of .oJgypt is now in your hands"
(IF When the British seized the^Suez Canal and the eastern 
front was opened, Ahmad Samir was appointed war 
correspondent for Al-fa*if at fall al-Kabir. Later, 
however, when 'Urabi himself shifted his headquarters from 
Kafr-al-Bawwar to the eastern front Hadim joined him there 
and sent in his reports to Al-TeP if from the new head­
quarters at &L-Qassas^Tn cf^Al-fa* if j 25,20.8 <.1882. and 
1*9.1882^ also larikh Misr, P.76.
(2) Al-Ta5 ifj1.9 -1882.
On the day of the second "battie Qassasin in which’Urabi
kept his promise ro retaliate against the British, hadim 
commented on the precarious position of the- Khedive and his 
agents: Tawflcj. and Sultan Pasha had come to al-Isma1 iliyyah 
expecting to celebrate the English victory • hut they were 
full of gloom at the outcome ... vThat a predicament they were 
in when they found themselves face to face .with Wolseley, 
bemoaning the death of his men and the enormous numbers of 
wounded, cursing Tawflq., Sultan and Ivialet who had misled him 
by their reports that Egypt had not more than six thousand 
soldiers, who would run away at the mere sight of an English- 
man . We are joyously celebrating our victory, while they are
bemoaning their defeat, funtil they encounter that day of theirs
(Djf
which they had been promised! they will find it a day whose
(2 )j
evil flies far and wide.
In the second battle of .al-Qa.ssasin^Nadim himself fell 
temporarily into enemy hands. Describing this episode he says: 
UI fought the enemy not only with my tongue and pen, but had 
also the honour to be one of the soldiers of G-od0 I found 
myself in the right flank of the army with ’All Pasha Pahml, 
and while I was crossing over to the left flank, dense dust 
and smoke made me lose my way_, and I strayed into the ranks of 
the English. Pour of them surrounded me and led my horse away
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behind the battle line feigning to be unconscious, I lay 
across the saddle of the horse; cautiously, I extracted the 
gun from my pocket and shot the guard in the head. At the 
sound of the shot, four Englishmen turned towards me, their 
swords drawn, but before they reached me, a machine gun 
nearby fired, and my startled horse broke into a gallop which 
never stopped until we were well away from the battlefield*a)
Then I regained our camp.1
It is certain that the civilians of Egypt were immensely
cheered and comforted when they read hadim’s descriptions of
the victories of the Egyptian army. He gave them confidence
in their own strength, and belief in the final victory which
made them join the army, or help in any way they could* The
columns of Al-Ta*if and the other national newspapers,
especially al-Waqa*!1 which quoted Hadim, were full, at the t
time, of the names of donors who generously contributed money
food and arms* The 1Ulama? and dignitaries who visited ’IJrab
headquarters to congratulate him on his victories were also
mentioned in hadim’s newspaper which now appeared every day,
(2)
though, mostly on one page only.
(1 ) Al-Ja*ifj 3.9.1882.
(2) Of. Al-'-Es* if, 3,4,14,16 and 25.8. and 5 and 6.9.1882.
/
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The manner in which hadim handles the war news would have 
hardly been Justifiable in peacetime. It is almost exclusively 
dictated by reasons of expediency. He shows regard for facts 
only when they answer his purposes it is not the truth that 
counts so much as the need and the wish to mobilise the 
feelings of the masses, to stimulate them to fight and to 
instil into them confidence in their own strength and a firm 
belief in the final victory. To achieve this purpose he often 
found it necessary to exaggerate Egyptian successes and 
belittle the enemy at every opportunity and with every means 
at his disposal. Thus Al-Ta1if as an instrument of war 
propaganda, became one of the most efficient weapons of the 
Egyptian army, hardly less efficient and less lethal than 
swords and guns*
It must be borne in mind that a war of nerves of the 
kind introduced by I'adim was an entirely new phenomenon -' :
nineteenth century Egypt, and was in fact not perfected and 
practised on a large scale until the first World War. Only 
then did it come to be regarded as a weapon equivalent to other 
weapons, wielded by a well-organised, specialised unit within 
the army. The modern method of dealing with news in wartime 
is exactly like that used by hadim. While the war lasts, and ■
especially in times of crisis^the population behind the front-. 
line is never really informed about the real happenings on the;, 
field of battle; the news usually reaches them through the
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medium of a press which is more or less heavily censored, 
where victories may he publicised and even exaggerated to 
generate enthusiasm and encourage the war effort, hut defeats 
are minimised or explained away altogether or represented as 
skilful strategic retreats. Even the official news bulletinsa)
have been proved to distort or hide the truth in wartime.
There is no doubt that the morale of the nation can be 
influenced by tacties of this kind to a great extent0 Such 
was also the effect of hadim*s campaign on the Egyptian public 
during the Anglo“Egyptian war in 1882. The pages of Al-Ta*if
at that time prove amply that hadim conducted this war of 
nerves very efficiently indeed.
However, hadim. did not confine himself to writing war 
reports. He shouldered single-handed the whole responsibility 
for the army's morale. He kept up, until the very end, the 
practice of inciting the army by fiery harangues before, during 
and after the battles. He used to encourage the officers by 
mentioning outstanding feats of bravery in Al-fJ!a>if, giving 
the name and rank of the hero and a description of his role in 
the battle. s,On the battlefield", wrote hadim, UI met Ahmad
haym, officer of the first battalion, who stopped me and said; 
n0bserve the deeds of our soldiers with your own eyes 5 see the 
officers themselves in front of their ranks, fighting the enemy12)
to encourage their soldiers, and write with belief0n He
(1) Lord Montgomery*s Memoirs, published in The Sunday Times 
from September to December, 1358.
(2) Al-Ta* i f 7.9*1882.
inspired the combatants with fortitude by constant speeches^
exhorting them, in his own words, "to knock with English
skulls at the doors of heaven" and make them seek "heaven under
(i)
the shade of ©words.** "\Vhenever I visited an arpay unit,
I used to urge it on to action and was answered not by words,
but by deeds, by the thunder of guns and a rush to the front-
(2) 
line . '*
After the British had seized the Suez Oanal and the
frontline had been shifted to Tall al-Kabir, the situation
began deteriorating rapidly. Until then, hadim1s reports of
victories had by no means been deprived of foundation, and
fortune had more or less favoured the Egyptians on the western
front, but now the repercussions of the Holy War between
Muslims aid non-Muslims as the Anglo-Egyptian war was
interpreted in the Muslim world, began to make themselves felt
with increasing intensity in Britain1s Muslim colonies, and
Britain realised that even if the war against 1Urabi were won
the Holy War would flame up again elsewhere in her Muslim
colonial territory. She brought therefore pressure to bear
(3)
on the Sultan, during constant negotiations urging him to
(1) Al-Ta* if j 1.9*1882. " ~  ~
(2) Ibid.
(3) Bor details of the negotiations cf .Haqqash, op.cit .yol.v.
P.P. 201-204*. 5
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despatch a small symbolic unit of the Turkish Army against
’Urabi, and to issue a proclamation branding him as a rebel
against the authority of the Caliph of the Muslims in order
to discredit him in Muslim eyes* Though reluctant at first?
the Sultan finally, yielded, and the proclamation was published
(i)
in the Constantinople press on September 6, 1882«
When ’Urabi learnt the news uhe summoned immediately 
<2)
’Abd Allah hadim” and his war council, informed them of the 
turn matters had taken and asked for their opinion a,nd 
advice, ’’Uadim’s opinion was that the text of the proclam­
ation should immediately be published in Al-Tra* if and each 
of its items separately refuted; he also insisted that 
resistance should be continued, and the nation protected
(3)
from invaders, even if they were Turks.n
Sound as this advice was, it failed to convince ’Urabi wh* 
feared a change of heart and possible dissension among his 
followers, especially as the bulk of the nation and the
majority of all ranks of the army firmly believed that the 
Sultan, the head and symbol of the Muslim world^supported 
’Urabi, that they themselves were defending the territory 
of the Muslim empire, and that this effort, sustained in the 
interests of Islam, would be rewarded by Cod* ’Urabi therefore 
decided to keep the proclamation secret*
(1) For the full text of the proclamation cf#ibidtffP*200jalso 
Rax i * i , al-Thawrah, p . p • 443,4445 Broa&ley, op .cit.,P .P.97,98; 
’Urabi,Mudhakkirat, vol*ii,P.17*18*
(2) laqqash op.cit .yol#v,P.248.
(3 ) Ibid.
Perhaps hadimfs advice was not only feasible but sound.
He must have foreseen that the. shock would be very severe^if
the nation were kept in ignorance of the developments and
suddenly learnt about them from an enemy source which was*
besides* bound to exaggerate the severity of the accusations
against fUrabi, In any case, subsequent events proved that
he was right, The spies of the adversary* mostly Bedouins3
began distributing leaflets with the text of the proclamation
followed by hostile and malicious comments from the camp of
(i)
the Khedive* ’’When the army saw the proclamation of the
(2> 0Sultan* many were dismayed and their determination weakened* 
When ’Urabi finally made up his mind to follow Hadim’s
(3;
advice* it was already too late. Though the Egyptian army
continued its resistance* these leaflets* and the*circulars
of the Khedive promising promotion and decorations* had their
effect. They made a strong impression on some of the high-
_ _(4)
ranking officers one of whom 'Ali Yusuf, became the chief 
agent of the Khedive. According to Hadim’s account of the 
third battle of al-Qassasin ”it was obvious to everyone that 
the battle was going in our favour when‘All Yusuf ordered his 
regiment to retreat I told 'Urabi that this man was not to
be trusted* but harboured evil designs* and that this 
flight had been the cause of our defeat. It was therefore my
(1) Bor the full text* cf* Broadley* op.cit^P .97*98,
(2) Haqqash, op,cit vol#v * P.248*
(3 ) Naqqash * op * c it vvo 1 # v * P * 2 4 8 ,
(4 ) He was the commander of the third infantry regiment>cf. 
Raff*1 ^al-Thawrah, P *P*445 y 448.Tarlkh Misr^P *P *76 *77 *
advice that he should either he court-mariiailed on the spot?
or brought before the National Executive Council to be judged•
’Urabi replied! ’I fear that people might say* : fWe /his
comrades/ have supported him, and. now he is turning against us j
we have stood by him, and now he is accusing us of deceit,
threatening those who were bis supporters and friends in order
(i)
to become the only ruler*n hater developments proved the 
soundness of hadim’s advice and perspicacity for ’All Yusuf 
was secretly active in the very centre of an organised spy-
(2)
ring which worked for both the Khedive and the British* Himself 
a member of 1 Urabi’.s War Cquncil and therefore well-informed; 
he used to inform the enemy daily of any impending strategic 
move* -Heavy defeats of the national army were the unavoidable
(3 )
result, 'when ’Urabi at last realised the extent of ’AIT 
Yusuf’s perfidy, and decided to take Uadim’s advice and have 
him court-martialled as a traitor, it was, as usual, too late; 
the British army, acting on advance information, decided to 
attack unexpectedly before a change of plans could be effected* 
The attack took place ;.het very night* It was camouflaged by 
front ranks composed of Bedouins and Egyptian traitors, so that
(1) Tarikh Misif, P.P0_77?78.
(2) Bor details of (Ali Yusuf’s treason cf * Blunt, Secret ,P ,P * 
410-418^ al-Khaf if, op.cit *^ P #P .441-446 ? NaqcjILsh, op *cit .vol. 
v 5^P*209/ Rida, Tarikh al-Ustadh,volf1 ,P*P1258-259 * J
(3) Bor details cf.Rafi’i, al-Thawrah,p*p. 445«*4§>7/ ’Urabi 
Mudhakkirat, vol#ii,P*P.19-25. Tarikh Misr,P.P.77-78.
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the enemy was not recognised as such until he had penetrated 
to the very centre of the totally unprepared national forces 
whose resistance could not he of long duration6 Soon the 
national army scattered in all directions in a disorganised 
flight; the last and decisive "battle of the Anglo-Egyptian 
army, the "battle h^9s&l al-Kebir on 13th#September,1882,
e)„
ended in a shattering defeat of the Egyptian forces• thus,
-  it
said hadim^the enemy entered the country without a real war and
conquered it without a real fight, and the country was
humiliated and put to shame not by cowardice, but by/traitors
among/ her sons and not by her enemies, but by /traitors
(2)
among/ k-er superior oxficersh*
When 1 Urabi finally despaired victory, and was almost
surrounded by enemy forces, he mounted his horse, followed by 
_ of
hadim, nOur horses galloped side by side,n said hadim, not out/
cowardice nor in flight from the enemy, but what we had in mind
was to go to Bilbays and gather the scattered remnants of the
army and, together willn. rhe reserve units stationed at ai-
‘Abbasiyyah, set up a new front there to oppose further progress
of the enemyo We were, however, overtaken on our way by 'All--
al-Rubi, whose opinion was that we should not attempt to fight,
_  _  «  .—   —     ---------------------------
(1) for details of the battle cf^al^i1hawrah,p.p0448,457y 
Naqqash, op «cit o j>volf v , P»P.247?250.
(2) farlkh Misr ? P „ 79 o
but go on to Cairo and ask for the advice of the nation and :
find out what forces the National Executive Council could 
0.)
tnuster J1 These reasons seemed valid enough and *brab i,
accompanied by hadim and ’Ali al-Kubi went by rail to Cairo
and thence to Qasr al-hil where a session of the national® *
Executive Council was in progress® After 'UrSbi had informed
(2)
them of the turn the events had taken, a discussion ensued
in which different views were expressed, until the opinion
prevailed that the resistance should be continued® However,
they soon realised that any attempt at resistance would be
futile® and merely expose Cairo to the fate of Alexandria*
(3)
In view of that, the Council decided to surrender and to
submit a petition to the Khedive, begging his forgiveness for
(4)
the. mistakes they had committed* Hadim was requested to draw 
up the petition, but could not bring himself to concur with 
them either on the contents of the proposed petition or on the 
form it should take, because^as he said? We have only been 
doing our duty by our country 5 why should we ask to be
(5)
pardoned?” He therefore composed a petition which, far from
(1) Tarikh Misr, P*79> cf«also RafiTi^al-Thawrah^P*453;Naqqash 
op®cit*,vol,v, P*249^* Broadley,op.cit,,P.137*
(2) for details of the" discussion of#sl-Thawrah,P*458) Naqqash 
op*cit*jVoijV, Po251„
(3) Broadley, op *cit_o, P .137 *
(4) Por details_cf ^E.afi’ij al-Tha.wrah,P *P0458^.459;Tarikh kisr, 
1^79^ 1Urabi, Mudhakkirat,vol#ii,P*28-29 *
(5) Tarikh Mi§r^ P*79«
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"being an admission of guilt, accused the aggressor in no 
uncertain terms . H ow e ve r, the s trong language of this draf t 
did not meet with the approval of the Council5 hadim’s 
objections were overruled,and Butrus Chat I Pasha, the 
Under-Secretary of the Ministry of Justice and one of the 
members of the Council, wrote another petition, admitting 
their guilt, begging the mercy of the Khedive and assuring him 
of their obedience. It was signed by ’Urabi and the other 
members of the Council and was to he handed to the" Khedive by 
a special delegation, which left for Alexandria by special
u )
train on September, 14, 1882. I11 spite of all that , hadim
had not yet given, up the hope of convincing; ’Urabi that it 
was his duty to surrender honourably and with dignity, as 
befitted a defeated general, and not humbly, as a self- 
confessed rebel. ”You are not a rebel,” said hadim to ’Urabi, 
”You have led the nation in seeking liberty, and employed all 
honourable means to this end, respecting the laws, not thinking 
of self, but of the welfare of Egypt, iou became commander of 
the troops appointed to defend the country in a lawful manner, 
and by order of the Sultan, the Khedive, the Assembly, and with
(2)
the sanction of the nation.” hadim did not desist until he 
finally won ’Urabi over to his point of view; in f act} ’Urabi 
regained much of the old confidence in his own strength, and
(l) Raf i1 i^al-Ihawrah, P.4-59J, Kaq.qash, op .cit ,j vol#v,P .252 *
Samir, op .cit P .12; ’ Urabi, Mudhakkirat ,volf ii, P. P .28-29 * 
Tarikh Mi$rs P.P.80.81.
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( i )
evan began to think of resistance* Consequently* he sent
a telegram to the delegation* ordering them, to break their
(2)
journey and wait for hadim at Kafr - al-bawwar* In great 
haste, hadim drew up an alternative petition, deleting all 
the expressions of humility and guilt, and hurried by special 
train to Kafr-al-Bawwar* But ill-luck dogged his steps, for 
he learnt on his arrival there that the delegates had already 
gone on to Alexandria, and had been arrested by the order of
(5)
the Khedive who had refused to accept the apology* hadim had
no alternative but to return to Cairo on the same special >. ■ i
train* He reached Cairo on September 15, 1882 at., four o’clock
(4)
in the morning.
It does hadim credit that he remained faithful to the 
cause he had espoused in this hour of peril, that he did not 
think in terms of persons and lives and personal danger - 
which was the foremost concern of the other leaders - but in 
terms of honour and duty, service to the nation, its dignity 
and its future. He did not agree with 'Urabi that it was 
fitting for the leader of a national movement whom all Egypt 
had regarded as the symbol of her emancipation and her struggle 
for freedom, whom she had trusted implicitly and supported
(1) Haqqash, op«cit 0 voJ.,vii,P*53*
(2) Hafi'i,al lhawrah, P*459j Haqqash,op*cit.yrolfv,P,252*
(3) I b i d TUrabl,Mudhakkirat,vol»ii,P.29*
(4 ) lb i dfc; I ay mur ,op.cit.,P.18*S amir, op . c i t\, P «12 * Amin, Zu' am,
Po230. ' 9
with all available means, who had led her in her holy war 
against the tyranny of her rulers and aggression from 
without, to go humbly begging for mercy, or to confess from 
the outset that what he had done was criminal. He rightly 
pointed out that it was not shameful to be defeated by 
strong enemy odds, for many generals had met with that fate 
and yet preserved their honour and the honour of the if? 
country. He obviously thought that if a- leader is defeated 
and honourably surrenders, others will follow to uphold 
the banner of resistance and defend the memory of the 
defeated. In Hadim's opinion the greatest danger to the 
nation who had put all her trust in 1Urabi was to be told that 
he had been wrong, mistaken and guilty, for once disappointed* 
she would never trust another Egyptian leader* The moral© 
of the country and its spirit of resistance would suffer 
irreparable damage, and its future would be impaired beyond 
redemption* "In this, Hadim proved, superior to all his 
colleagues of the Hational Party, and this promoted him to
CL)
the rank of a hero." He was the only leader of the Hational
Party whose belief in his mission and the right of the 
national movement to fight for freedom and independence in the 
name of the nation remained unshaken after the defeat." In 
this he was unique? when all the leaders broke down, when 
their morale suffered and the spark in their hearts died out 
and their hope turned to despair, Hadim alone persevered in
(1) Haf i! ial-Thawrah, P . 5 3 3 .
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( i )
the convictions and principles he had professed all his life*1' 
Be it as it may, hy virtue of his faith in the very 
aspirations of which he was the exponent, hadim rendered, in
these crucial weeks, a n 'incalculable Service to his nation.
fatJifuCL
Therefore he should rightly be remembered as the^pioneer
of nationalism in .illgypt.
It cannot be denied that the first phase of the national
movement in modern Egypt ended, strategically at least, in
failure, and resulted in the British occupation of Egypt*
Nevertheless, Egypt after the revolution was not the Egypt
o'.f hadim*s youth, how the nation herself, taught her primary
lesson in liberation by Hadim, taught by him to resent tyranny
and to demand justice and to long for a democratic way of life,
if
has come to believe that Egypt is neither for the Turk nor 
for the European, but for the Egyptiano1
Nothing is more certain than that t had hadim been less 
faithful to his convictions, less doggedly determined in his 
struggle, less active in both peace and war, had he not 
roused the Egyptians to support the national movement and to 
fight for the cause of their nation, the fellahin would still 
be the twofold slaves they were in 1880, slaves, in the name 
of religion, of their Turkish masters who themselves were 
slaves of the Europeans* The whole legend of fellah 
emancipation would have vanished in disgraceful smoke, for 
a nation which has never dared to fight for its existence is
XTT~~™.f ^ ^  al-Thawr ah, PT55 7 > also* Amin, ZuTama j P . 252.
justly despised* MWe ioughtUjHadim says, tlfor our nation to 
remain alive, and the day will come for the E yptians when 
liberty will be restored to them, and the armed struggle of 
1882 will appear in its true light as the beginning of oura)
national life, and one, as such, glorious in Egypt’s annals.n
(1) !arfkh Mi^ rj P .8 2„
CHAPTER IV
NADIM AFTER THE BREAKDOWN OF THE NATIONAL MOVEMENT. 
1882-1892.
The defeat of the national movement resulting in Nadiirds 
disappearance from the scene of surrender, is a turning point in 
his life. It marks the end of one period and the beginning of 
another which is diametrically opposed| in its character, to the 
socially and politically active life of the years before and 
during the revolution. Far away from the limelight of public 
life, from the oratorial pulpit and. the editorial desk, it is a 
period of darkness and obscurity, of secrecy and disguise. It 
Is, however, by no means deficient in elements of adventure, 
cunning, concealment and subterfuge; neither is it deprived of 
the alleviation afforded by the loyalty of friends and by 
reliance on,and trust in the faith of the fellah in the national 
movement and its ideas, even after the surrender and under the 
occupation. On the other hand, from the purely creative point 
of view, it is the most fruitful period of his life, in which 
he wrote a great number of books on various subjects.
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Having returned from Kafr-al-Dawwar to his own house in
(1)
the ,fAshmaw£ district in the early morning of the fifteenth of
September 1882, he went first with his father and his servant
to Bulaq harbour to see the former off on his way down the 
• (2)
Nile to Alexandria® Then, accompanied by his servant, Hasan 
Mahmud, he took refuse in the house of one of his friends,
(3) _ : _
Sh-wkh Kustafa, in Bulaq, where he remained in hiding for some
time, keenly observing the development of the political
situation. Nadim must have obtained knowledge, in his hide-out,
of the triumphal entry into Cairo of the British Commander in
(V)
the company of Sultan Pasha as the deputy of the Khedive, and
of the subsequent arrest of all the leaders of the national
movement. The Khedive n entered Cairo on September 2 5th 1882.
(?)
under the protection of English swords and guns.” He was 
received at the station by General Wolseley, the Duke of Kent 
and Sir Edward Malet who even accompanied him in his 
processional carriage on the way to the palace while British 
troops were lining the streets. The Egyptians compared this
(1) Taymur, op„cit.,P„18.
2^) Cf. Samir, op.cit.9P .12 $ Nadim must have foreseen the danger 
threatening his father if he stayed in Cairo. For details 
about what happened to his father cf.Kan Wa Yakun, vol.. 1,
pp. 208,209.
(3) Cf. Taymur, op * cit*, pp.18,19 5 8haykh Mustaf a whose surname 
is not established, was one of the 'Ulama’ of al-Azhar.
(b) On 15.9.1882, cf. Rafi'I al-Thawrah, P.>+62 
(5) Rafi.i 'I al-Thawrah, P.^70.
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with the restoration of the Bourbons in the person of Louis
XV111 who had returned to Paris under the protection of foreign
(1)
armies. Many parties were given in honour of the British
(2)
victors, and the Khedive himself reviewed the British army in
(3)
front of his palace. He also awarded decorations to a number 
of British officers; Sultan Pasha himself received a reward for 
his effort to crush the national movement from both the British 
and the Khedive. There was a knighthood sind St. George !s Cross 
from Queen Victoria and £10,000 from the Egyptian Treasury for
(5-) M
his friendship for the British. Nadim must also have known 
that Sultan Pasha and other agents of the Khedive had been
9
given a free hand in arresting anybody they wanted, which
enabled them to take revenge on their former political adver -
saries and personal enemies who were all :]ailed without 
(?)
exception. Nadim was the only important figure of the movement
to escape imprisonment, though the government alerted all its
(6)
secret agents and mobilised the police to discover his refuge.
(1) Raf i 11 al»Thawrah? pp. 5-70 - *+72
(2 ) Ibid., pp. 5-72 - K73
(3) On 30.9.1882, cf. Ibid., pp. 5-75-, 5-75 
(5-) Ibid. 9 pp 5-75 - 5-77
(5) The number of imprisoned Egyptian reached 30,000; cf. Rafi11 
al-Thawrah, P. 5-62. Mahmud Pasha Fahmi assesses the number 
of prisoners at about 29,000.Cf. al-Bahr al-Zakhir Fi Tarikh 
al-*Awa?il Wa al-Awakhir, Cairo 1312 A.H. Vol. 1, P. 222.
(6 ) Sulayman Sami and Hasan Musa al-1Angad who fled to Crete by 
boat but were arrested there and brought back to Cairo where 
they were imprisoned and tried. Cf. Broadley, op.cit^pp. 2 5 6 , 
257; Kan Wa Yakun, vol.. 1, pp. 25-8, 25-9.
ISultan Pasha, as the deputy of the Khedive, and Riyad Pasha, 
as the Minister of the Interior, issued a joint order which was 
circulated in all the villages and towns of the country and made 
anyone who gave shelter to Nadim, or even failed to inform the 
authorities of his whereabouts, liable to the penalty of death® 
Moreover, a reward of one thousand pounds was offered in the 
official journal to anybody who gave information leading to the
Cl)
capture of Nadim, alive or dead. They even sent a party of
(2)
secret service agents to search for him in Syria. It is 
understood, that Nadim was certain, in his hiding place at Bulaa, 
that he was regarded as one of the main enemies of the Khedive 
as well as of the British invader, of Sultan Pasha as well as of
• o
the Sultan himself, and that these would all combine to take 
revenge on him. Presumably, he found himself faced by a 
difficult choice? to surrender to his enemies or to go into 
hiding. In the first case, he would have to choose between 
confessing, under torture, his n guilt u which would enable him 
to ask for mercy as the others were doing, or to suffer death by 
hanging. There remained the other alternative, namely to flee 
or disappear until the nation rose again - as he still hoped at
(3)
that time*- and a chance presented itself to pass on the ideas of 
the movement to another generation. The latter was the line
CD A notice to this effect was daily published in al-WaqaMi*;
%
cf. al-Waca?i*, op. cit., September, October, November 1882; 
Taymur, op, cit., p .19; Amin, Zu1ama’, P .230; Kan Wa Yakun, 
Vol., Ijpp. 17*18.
(2) Cf• Kan Wa Yakun, Vol. , 1, pp 17 - 18
(3) Cf. Tarikh Misr P.9!+o
t* & V
of action tie finally decided upon. Therefore he resolved to
go to Damietta to join ’Abd al-’Al Hilmi, the commander of the
Damietta regiment who had refused to capitulate, and persisted
in the struggle. In case ’Abd. al-’Al was forced to surrender,
Nadim had in mind to flee from there to Syria and thence to
(1)
Europe.
Nadim realised, however, that to travel unrecognised would
present great problems. How could he travel without being
arrested, if his face was known to high and low? The experienced
actor in him put all his knowledge of stage-craft Into the
performance of this task. By the time his stay at Shaykh
Mustafa’s house was over, his outward appearance had completely
(2)
changed. Until then he had worn European clothes, but now he
had donned a flowing homespun red cloak of rough wool, grown
long hair and a long beard, covered his head with a red turban
and blindfolded himself with a handkerchief, as if to protect
weak eyesight against sunlight. When he left his friend’s
house, he presented a true-to-life picture of a half-blind
(3) ' _
provincial Sufi, He left his friend’s house at night, under 
cover of darkness, and directed his steps to Bulaq harbour,
'  O)
leaning on a long staff, guided by his servant. On his way
(1) Cf, the newspaper Al-Mu$attam. The (later) interrogation of 
Nadim and, his servant 7*10.1891; also Kan Wa Yakun, Vol.. 1 j 
pp, 2h8, 2^ -9 *
(2) Cf. al-Mnnatta^i,5110,18915 Taymur, op, cit.,p, 27 5 Amin, Zu ’ ama5, 
P.250.
(3) Taymur, op, cit,, P.19; Samir, op, cit., P,13; Amin, Zu’ma9,
pp, 230, 23I0
(*+) Samir, op, cit,, P.13.
he'must have passed a number of people all perfectly unaware 
that this person, to all outward appearances, one of the 
country type itinerant Sheikhs of one of the Sufi orders, 
guided by one of his disciples on his tour of towns and 
villages to give his blessing to his followers and to receive 
their gifts, was none other than the famous Nadim, the fugitive 
with a price on his head.
In Bulaq harbour, Nadim found a sailing boat bound for
a
Damietta whose skipper must have considered himself lucky to
have the shaykh and his disciple on board, for he expected his
blessing to ensure God’s protection for the journey. Instead
of proceeding direct to Damietta, however, Nadim took the
precaution of interrupting his journey at al-Qanatir al-
Khavrivyah where he spent the night on the bank of the Nile
together with his servant. The next morning, another ship
(1)
took the supposed Sufi to Binha. On their arrival at Binha,
all boats were stopped by the police who were searching for
(2) _ . . .  .
Nadim, but when they boarded the boat he was on, they paid no 
attention to the Shaykh who, rosary in hand,was saying his pray­
ers and. litanies. Of course he was not identified, anil even asked
(1) Of. al-Muaattam, 9-10.1891;_Samir, op.cit., P.13; Taymur 
op. cit *, ° P 1 Ik • Amin, Zu1 ama? , P . 233.
(2) The suspicion had been roused by the report of Shahin Futad, 
inspector of the Estate Bank, one of the Turkish Kamluks ofT U
Abbas 1 and evidently not sympathetic towards the national 
movement, who had seen Nadim seated in a carriage, when he
was seeing his father off at Pulao5 this caused the suspicion
that he was somewhere In the propinquity of the river;
cfo Taymur, op. cit., P.1 8 .
tlie police to help him across the bridge for another boat going
a)
to Damietta. On learning the news of the surrender of the
(2)
Damietta regiment, he dismissed the idea of going there, but 
kept changing boats until he reached al-Mansurah, where he
e
spent, with his servant, three days in the main mosque of the
(3) :
city* From al-Mansurah he went to Minyat al-Ghuraqa., to thea •
house of Shaykh Ahmad who was one of the 1Ulama9 of al-Azhar,
and. also one of the ]ocal notables who supported the national
movement. When Nadim came in, neither the host, his personal
friend, nor any of those present recognised him, although they
all knew him very well. When the guests had left, Nadim
(?)
disclosed his identity to his host, Shaykh Ahmad whom he found
eager to help him to the best of his ability. Besides, there
lived in this provincial town the famous Shaykh Shihatah
al-Qasabi, one of the leaders of the Sawiyyah Sufi order who
was one of the most influential Sufis in Lower Egypt, and had* *
(1) Of. al~Kuqttam, 9-10.1891; ‘Atiyyat AllSh, o p . c i t P ,80.
(2) 0n-29.9.18S&#
(3) Al-Muqttam, 9*10.1891, also Tayrnur, op.cit.P.19; Samir, op. 
cit., P. 13; Minyat al-Ghuraqa is in the Gharbiyyah province
(4-) For saftey reasons, Nadim did not mention the full name of 
his host and benefactor; Cf. Al-Ustadh, pp.7 ,3 1 6 ; ICan Wa 
Yakun, Vol. . 1, pp. 6 , 24-80
(5) Contrary to what is stated by Taym&r (cf. Taymur, op.cit,,P
Nadim did not go to Shaykh Qasabi*s house, he did not even
see him in the first months of his retreat; cf.Kan Wa Yakun
Vol., 1 , pp.6 , 24-8; also Al-Wstadh, P.3I0 .
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a large number of disciples and followers all over the country,
Nadim himself had once been one of them, when he was roaming
(1)
the country in his early days. In describing this man, Nadim 
is lavish with laudatory attributes; ” He is an honourable 
teacher, a saintly friend of God and my perfect mentor; deeply 
pious, godfearing, al~Sayyid Shihatah al-Qasabi is one of the* ft » o
righteous and virtuous Sheikhs devoting their life to God. He
earns his living staying at home; he does not solicit, gifts from
his adherents, nor does he accept tithes like the other Sufi
Sheikhs. Furthermore, his house is always open to strangers and
wanderers, his generosity knows no bounds, and his kindness is
famous. His fear of God and his righteousness make me trust him
(2)
implicitly.11 It was to this man that Shaykh Ahmad broke the
*
news of Nadim’s arrival. Shaykh Qasabids response was immediate 
and enthusiastic. He did not approve of the planned flight to 
Syria., but assured Nadim that he would be safer In his own 
country, among his friends, the fellahs who had. supported the
(3) ' -
national movement to the point of self-sacrifice. Nadim relied
. e>
unreservedly on Shaykh al-Qasabi who became his chief protector.
* o
He organised an action whose aim it was to provide secure hiding
(1) Taymur, op. cit., p. 19*
(3) Kan Wa Yakun, vol., 1^  pp. 24-6,24-7? for details about Shaykh 
al-Qasabi,cf. Ibid, ,pp.24-8,24-9;&l~Ustadh,pp.3 1 6-3 2 6; Taymur, 
op.cit., P .19.
(3) The Shaykh1s words were prophetic for Hasan al-’Aqqad and 
Sulayman Sami were caught and brought back to Egypt to be 
courtmartialled after their flight to Crete; cf.Kan Wa Yakun, 
pp. 24-8, 24-9; Broadley, op. cit., P.256.
(4-) Cf., Kan Wa Yakun, Vol. .^.21+6-2^9; Al-tfstadh,PP.316-326.
324a (l)
places for Nadim, with whom he communicated in/secret code*
In Shaykh Ahmad!s house Nadim lived in a veiy dark, cellar-like « /
room, connected with the house by an underground tunnel. Not
only the floor, but also the walls of his retreat were dripping
wet with water seeping through from a nearby canal, for the
room was below the sea-level. It was so dark that he could not
(2)
see to read or write.
Evidently, Nadim had sufficient reasons to feel despondent in
the first months of this period. One that had always been active
and hardly ever out of the limelight was now living a life of
enforced idleness, hiding like a mole In an underground recess,
surrounded by darkness night and day with an illiterate, ignorant
(3)
servant for an only companion. In spite of the darkness, in which
(1) Kan Wa Yakun, Vol., 1, P.7«
(2) Taymur, op. cit., P.20; Kan Wa Yakun, Vol., 1, P.5°
(3) To make matters worse, his servant was soon affected by the 
strain of this way of life and became homesick, Nadim 
feardd that if his servant went home, the police would not 
find it difficult to elicit from him information about Nadim*s 
place of concealment. He therefore did. his utmost to persuade 
him to stay, and even stressed the real or pretended danger 
threatening him for complicity in Nadim1s escape. These
arguments fully convinced Hasann who henceforth became even
0
more conscientious than his master in observing the disguise. 
For further details of the episode, cf. Amin, Zu!ama?, P.231; 
Samir, op0 cit., P.13; Al-Ustadh, pp. 56-630 For the sake of 
secrecy, Nadim gave his servant another name, calling him 
henceforth Salih. Gf. Taymur, op. cit., P.20; Al-Ustadh,P.56,
57*
he spent his days, it occurred to Nadim that the Inactivity 
which he found so hard to bear, offered him a chance he had 
been yearning for all his adult life, namely the opportunity 
to write books. The pressure of events, and the demands made 
on his time by his social and political activities had always 
prevented him from gratifying this desire. " In my first hide­
out, I discussed, with my host and friend, meritorious in word 
and deed, the recent happenings in the East and their value for 
the historian, and disclosed to him that I had written surveys 
of all the important events, both religious and political. In 
East and West, which I had collected in a work Mugabalat al-Nazir
(Comparative Study of Events); and that I had already completed
(1) „
four volumes and reached the reign of Sultan Mahmud, I told
him of my desire to complete the work, he - may God protect him -
replied; * The darkness of the room and the preoccupation with
your worries may be a hindrance in this undertaking; but even if
you can muster the energy to write, you still ignore the fate
(2)
of the books you left at home. If they are lost, what use will 
this volume be without the rest? If the conditions improve, and
the government desists from hunting you, you will write a
philosophic and historical survey of the recent events. 1 Thus
(1) The Sultan of Turkey, (178? - 1839)
(2) Their fate was obscure, for they had „been brought to Cairo
from Alexandria by his father, but were thrown Into the Nile 
by railway men at Kafr-al-Zayyat; cf. Samir, op.cit.,p.23;
Kan Wa Yakun, vol.. 1, P.9? Amin, Zu'ama5, P.2 3 3*
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I dismissed the idea from my mind, but wrote instead a Qasidah
#
which I called. Wataniyyat al-Sharcj. (Eastern Patriotism), and 
which consisted of three hundred and sixty lines. It contained 
my sincere advice to the people of the Orient, however different
(i)
they may be in faith and origin.”
(2)
The trial of Nadim1s colleagues in Cairo was already over.
It had ended in a compromise solution suggested by the British,
namely a plea of guilt to save the nrisoners* necks. ” The
position of the British’government was a difficult one; several
millions of pounds had. been spent in crushing out a movement
which was at different times described as ’a military rising* and
*a great rebellion*, and the task of solving the conundrum of
when is a war not a war had turned out both vexatious and costly.
After what had passed it was hardly to be expected that Mr.
(3)
Gladstone would sanction any course which would result in a
declaration that ’Urabi was not a rebel after all, and that
Britain had therefore been Innocently levying war against the
Sultan, the Khedive and ’Urabi at the same time. The Government
were pledged to the existence of a real rebellion, and if that
x^ as formally admitted they cared for little else, but anything
(*+)
like an execution was out of the question.1
(1) Kan Wa Yakun, Vol.r lj pp. 6-7*
(2) On 3*12.1882. For details of their interrogation cf. Naqqash,9 *
op.cit., vols.r 758,9_,all through; Broad].ey, op.cit., all 
through; Rafi * i al-fhawrah. Pp. *+78-509
(3) The then Prime Minister of Great Britain.
(^f) Broadley, op. cit., p.3C7^
The Khedive and his agents intended to liquidate the
nationalist leaders by building up a false indictment against
each of them separately. As a matter of fact, the evidence
presented at the trial itself was, from the legal point of view,
by no means sufficient to secure a convict!one " Such men as
Lord Dufferin and Sir Charles Wilson have weighed it and found 
(1)
it wanting..." Moreover, 1 the elastic consciences of the judges, 
who were to play a part in the gala show of a nominal trial, 
were not expected to be inconveniently overscrupulous on the 
question of evidence... Hearsay had been piled upon hearsay, 
opinion had been recorded upon opinion... but direct, reliable 
trustworthy evidence there was none. No sort of cross-examin­
ation had. taken place, nearly half the testimony consisted of 
letters written in absentia at the requests of the Commission, 
and the administration of an oath had been consistently 
dispensed with. Some of these declarations taken in different 
parts of Egypt, as far apart as Dan from Eeersheba, agreed 
even to the most trivial word and minute punctuation and 
afforded a convincing proof of the circulation of a ! model t 
deposition... Hardly a question had been asked which was not 
of the kind technically described as leading, and internal 
evidence of undue influence was afforded almost by every page
(2) _ n
£ of the record of the Qommissiou/
(1) Broadley, op, cit., P.159*
(2) Ibid., P. 1?8, 160.
Though Nadim was spared, the torture and. humiliation which 
ware the lot of his arrested colleagues, he also missed the 
chance of defending himself against the unjustified charges 
levelled against him.
It goes without saying that if Nadim could have been 
arrested and brought to trial, he would have had to face charge 
serious enough to send him to the gallows. Of course, such 
accusations were fabricated, for the mere attack against the 
Khedive and his clique could not be expected to justify this 
renalty in the eyes of the only authority, i.e. the occupying 
British. ” The testimony collected u stated the chief defence
(i) m
counsel, n was worse than useless in a legal point of view. fl 
However, there was no lack of witnesses sneady to give false
'  m
evidence. Before the commission of inquiry two witnesses 
maintained, that they had both together heard Nadim state, 
brandishing a rifle, that he had killed three foreigners in 
Alexandria with that very rifle, and that he had also taken 
part in burning and looting the city. But definite in this 
assertion as they were, the witnesses materially differed on 
other uniats. To believe th-'t N13dim could have been seen and 
heard, uttering the incriminating words, at the same moment
(1) A.M. Broadley, a British barrister-at-law.
(2) Broadley, P. 158.
(3 ) Ahmad Salamah, cf.Naqqash, op.cit., vol.. Vlll, pp. h76~h77 
and Hasan Wasif, cf. Ibid, vol., Vll, pp. 2M-1— 2h5«
(4) Of. Naqqash, op. cit., vol. vii, pp. 244,245 and vol. viii, 
pp. 476,’477.
and in the same place bv two persons purporting to have been
a)
In each, other's company, bat in Alexandria, accoroLinp- to one,
(2)
and in Tanta, as averred by the other: on 12th July, as
(3)
alleged by one witness, and on 13th July as stated by the
( b  (?)
other, hanging on to the engine of a train In one deposition*
' ' ' (6) ' 
or In the back of a van in another, would be to credit him
with miraculous powers, Another witness, called to testify
(Z)
against Nadim, alleged to have seen him in Alexandria, on
June 11th 1882, inciting the population to a massacre of the
Christians, but contradicted himself on another occasion.
(8)
contending that Nadim had. left Alexandria before June 10th.
1 As a matter of fact, n said Shaykh Muhammad ’Abduh, n Nadim
(9)
was not at Alexandria when the r.iot occurred, but \>ras in Cairo."
(10)
This fact is even corroborated by the police. These 
contradictions plainly prove that the witnesses had been 
suborned, and the evidence fabricated. To quote the words of 
the defence, " the accusation needed no refutation because it
(1) Naqqash, op.cit., Vol., Vlll, pp. ^76, 1+77*
(2) Ibid., vol., Vlll, pp. 2¥t-, 2h5
(3) Cf. Ibid., vol., Vlll, pp. >+76, *+77
(1+) Cf. Ibid., vol., Vll, pp. 2Mi, 2^5
(5) Cf. Ibid., vol., Vlll, pp. h-76, h-77
(6) Cf. Ibid., vol., Vll, pp. 2M+, 2hS
(7) Ilyas Malhamab.
(8) Compare his evidences, Naqgash, op. cit., vol., Vlll, ppU -67 
529, 558 ‘ ‘ " i
(9) Muhammad 'Abduh, as quoted by Blunt, Secret, P.505
00) Cf! Naqqash, op. cit., vols. , Vll, pc. 356, 357 and. Vlll,
pp. 367, ’+01, >+33 and IX, P.652
(1)
refuted itself*11 This refers by no means to Nadim only, but 
was the case throughout the whole trial of the nationalist 
leaders *
Inevitably, the sham trial found him guilty and, since the
government had finally despaired of hunting him down, sentenced
(2)
him in his absence to lifelong exile.
At any rate, "the restoration of the Khedive’s throne by 
the British troops and under their protection, invaders 
though they were, created an atmosphere of humiliation, despair 
and. subservience among the Egyptians* It was the beginning
(3)
of a period, of moral and national decadence*" While the 
Khedive’s behaviour caused bitterness and hatred to grow in 
Egyptian hearts, some self-seeking persons found it expedient 
to serve their interests by fishing in troubled waters and 
began to give presents to the British commanders in 
acknowledgment of their victory over the Egyptian army* On 
the other hand, the British occupation seems to have acted 
as a signal for a veritable reign of terror by the Khedive’s
(b)
agents who wanted to stamp out the last vestiges of the 
national movement on Egyptian soil* Thus " throughout the
(1) Mr. Beaman’s speech for the defence; cf.Naqqash, op, cit., 
Vol., Vlll, pp. 531 - 5-1-0
(2 ) Samir, op* cit*, P.13; Taymur, op. cit., P.19; Amin, Zuama5, 
P.230.
(3) Rafi’I, al-Thawrah, P. b%2 
(b) Broadley, op, cit., P. 60
length and breadth of Egypt his T"* Urabi/ adherents had been
(1)
thrown into prison n without prosecution; they were tortured
to admit that they had been forced to join 'Urabi, and there
were many who weremnable to withstand the torture and
" confessed. "« "Prom what he /"'Urabi/ saw/himself of the
tortures/ he feared the most stout-hearted, of his followers -
such men even as Mahmoud Sami /al-Barudi/ and Yacoub Sami -
"would email under the moral and physical tortures they endured,
(2)
and the abject helplessness of their present position." 'Urabi 
himself said; " A H  Egypt was with me - the Khedivial family - 
.the old men of Mahemet Alt's time, the Ulemas, the army and 
the peasants, but in the presence of prison, arrest, torture 
and threats, who will own me now? Why, I should not be 
surprised if my very children denied me to my face before the
(3)
C ommi s si on of Inquiry."
Thus it was that the Khedive and his agents succeeded and
the country was completely silenced by the iron fist, and
" only the British guards marching up and d.own monotonously
outside the palace served to remind him of the cost at which
he had propped up this throne, and of the real sentiments of 
' ‘ 0-)
his outraged subjects." The national leaders were exiled
(1) Broadley, op. cit., P.68.
(2) Ibid, P.68.
(3) Ibid, P. 66.
(*+) Ibid, P.71.
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( i )
to the Sudan and. Ceylon and other distant countries, and
their followers were condemned to prison sentences of varying 
(2)
length. The only wne to escape was Nadim.
He had spent about four months hiding in Shaykh Ahmad's
(3)
house when, on 15th Rabi1awwal 1300 A.H. (January 1 8 8 3) Shaykh
(3-)
Muhammad al-Hamshari, the 'Umdah of al-'Atawah al-Qibliyyah and 
one of the enthusiasts of the national movement,suddenly 
appeared at Nadim1s hiding place, bringing an urgent message 
from Shaykh al-Qasabi* " Go with him " wrote the Shaykh. " and
(5) _
do not leave his place without my permission." Nadim changed
his disguise, dyeing his beard white, winding a green turban
(6)_
round his head to look like a Sharif from the family of the
(7)
Prophet, and went with the 'Umdah*
It was a fortunate escape, for the police swooped on
(B)
Nadim1s empty hide-out a mere few hours after he had left it.
The Shaykh's success in saving Nadim from arrest in the very 
last moment was interpreted, by all the initiated as a miracle0 
But it may well have been due to the fact that Shaykh al-Qasabi
4 a
was well-informed and knew what was in store for Nadim, for his
(1) On 28.12. 1882
(2) For details cf* Rafi'isal-Thawrah, pp. 589 - 508
(3 ) Kan Wa Yakun, vol., 1, P. 7*
(5) In the Gharbiyyah province
(5) Kan Wa Yakun, vol., 1* pp. 256, 257; cf.also Taymur,op.cit., 
P.21.
(6) Term used to denote a descendant of the Prophet
(7) Kan Wa Yakun, vol., 1, P.18
(8) Cf. Samir, op. cit., pp. 13, l5.
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followers were many and had access everywhere, not excluding 
the police and the civil service5 besides, he seems to have 
been highly intelligent and to have organised excellent 
protection for Nadim.
Another amazing episode worth relating is that when Nadim
was on his way to his new retreat in al-!Atawah he encountered
(1) _
the Ma*mur of one of the Gharbiyvah districts, a Circassian 
by birth, accompanied by some policemen,, and was recognised 
by him in spite of his disguise. The Ma?mur passed him, but, 
having ordered his policemen to proceed, traced back his steps 
and accosted the apparent Sharif with the words! 11 There is 
no need to dissemble; I know that you are Nadim. 11 Nadim 
found it impossible to deny this and admitted his identity.
The Ma^ mur reassured him sayings n Fear nothing; no harm will 
befall you. Go and may God protect you, and do not forget that, 
though a Circassian by birth, I am an Arab in. generosity, and 
therefore grant you your life, and renounce the government, 
reward though I need every penny of it. I also renounce the 
promotion which I would surely obtain if I arrested you. This 
is for you to know that there are still generous people left 
in the world. But beware of this path; take yonder path and 
turn to the right.11 Not satisfied with that, he offered Nadim 
three pounds, and said? 11 Nadim, I swear by God that this is
(1) Superintendent of police.
e? S 4:
all the money I have on me. Accept it, pray, it may be a
(1)
help in your difficulties."
After his narrow escape, Nadim was given shelter in the 
'Umdah’s house at al-’Atawah. Here, again, it had to be a 
dark room, but this time it was one attached to the 'TJmdah's 
Barimp " there were forty people in the same house with me ", 
said Nadim, " but none of them knew who I was; all they knew 
was that I was a Sharif called Shaykh Yusuf al-Madani who 
was staying with the !Umdah to teach him Qur'anic law and
i
Islamic culture and did not leave the dark room because he was
a Sufi who loved solitude and avoided society, the better to
(2)
devote his life to God."
The fact that a government official who was himself under 
strict orders to capture Nadim had taken him under his wing, 
gave Nadim a certain feeling of security, for he knew that 
the 'Urndah would be the last person suspected of harbouring 
him. Realising that he would have to spend more time in 
hiding than he first expected, and finding it difficult to 
write in adverse physical conditions, Nadim conceived the 
idea of teaching his servant. Being a teacher by vocation, he 
felt naturally drawn to educate an illiterate mind. In doing 
so he seems to have had three reasons: first, he needed an 
occupation to counteract the enforced idleness and loneliness 
of his days; secondly, he wanted to reward his servant for his
(1) Samir, op. cit., P.15; cf. also Amin, Zu'ama9, P.233
(2) Kan Wa Yakun, vol., 1. P.18
(1)
loyalty and faithful service; thirdly, he deemed it profitable
to improve the mind of his only and Inseparable companion, so
that he should have someone enlightened to talk to. n He was
a lad, illiterate and untouched by knowledge. He knew but
what his mother, quite ignorant herself, had taught him, and
what he had learnt from his playmates. I taught him and
(2)
educated him and gave him what his station in life required. 1 
It is of great interest to follow the records of the dialogues 
between Nadim, the educated teacher and man of letters and 
his abysmally ignorant servant, and to observe Nadimfs patience 
and the methods of tuition put to use, for some of the 
difficulties were nearly insuperable. Fortunately, Nadim 
recorded some of these lessons under the title 1 Bab al-Tahdhib,;
(3)  
(Educational Section).
After some time, however, he received a letter which 
worked a change in his daily programme. " My friend the ’Alim 
at Minyat al-Ghuraqa /Shaykh Ahmad? sent me a letter in code
(Lj.)
from Cairo, informing me that such and such a person was going 
to write a history of Egypt in the thirteenth century of the 
Iiijrah /I7 8 8-I882/. I realised that he alluded to our 
previous conversation on the subject and was giving me the
(1) Samir, op. cit., P.1 3 .
(2) Al-Ustadh, P .56
(3) Ibid. pp. 56 - 63
CO Nadim does not mention the name but it may be Salim Khalil 
al-Nacjcjash, the author of Misr lil Kisriyyin, Cairo, l88h-
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( i )
signal to begin. I was certain that the historians of East
and West would follow in the footsteps of their predecessors,
distributing praise or blame according to their inclination,
and only writing what suited their way, covetously expecting
promotion as their prize. What a shame to waste time on a 
(2)
spurious pursuit.lt
This letter marks the beginning of a period of fruitful 
literary activity in which Nadim wrote a score of books on 
religious, literary and historic subjects. Most of his books 
were written in this period. There were certain technical 
difficulties to overcome, tench as the lack of writing materials, 
but he surmounted them all in his overpowering eagerness to 
write. " I made my own ink from the soot of my oil lamp, to
(3)
which I added the fruit of acacia." He cut his own pens as
(p
well, and the paper at his disposal was of execrable quality. 
What is more, he foresaw that he would be gravely hampered 
in writing on historical subjects by the lack of reference 
books. When he left Cairo, he had been able to salvage only 
two small diaries recorded during the war; but when he made 
up his mind to write, he borrowed some books from his friend.
(1) Cf. above, pp. 324-326.
(2) Kan Wa Yakun, vol., 1. P<>7°
(3) Kan Wa Yakun, vol., 1. P.53*
(k) From a plant called al-gaina?; cf. Ibid,
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( i)
at Minyat al-Ghurapa before leaving his house* u On the
28th R a M ’thani 1300 A.H. (8 .3 *1 8 8 3) I began writing the book
:;Kan Wa Yakun1' (Things Past and Present) alone in a dark room*
far away from the rUlama5 and libraries and newspapers, but also
hidden from the spies and eyes of the government* It is my
Intention to present it to the nations of the East whatever
their sect, religion, origin and country may be. If God
helps me to complete it according to the plan I have in mind,
I will disclose it to the readers in the form of a study of
religion, philology, nationalism, politics, anthropology,
(2)
literature and history. n
Having written the Introduction, he says 1 I remembered 
a Western friend who owned an estate nearby. I knew that he 
had not returned to France because of the war... Apart from ■ 
European languages, he knew Arabic and Turkish very well, and 
had been interested in things oriental for a long time. My 
friendship with him began in Alexandria In 1292 A.II. (1875). 
Afterwards, he was in the habit of travelling about Egypt and 
other Arab countries and returning to France from time to time.
(1) The books weres Tafsir Abl al-Sufud for the Qur5an. Qamus al~$ ? t
FfyruzabadI, al-Wafl Lil Mas*alah al-Shargiyyah (History of 
Islam until the Turco-Russian war by Amin Shumavyil) and
Jughrafiyyat al-TahtiwI(in the translation of Malt-Brun)* He 
was reluctant to burden himself with too many books in case 
he had to flee unexpectedly again;cf. Kan Wa Yakun, vol., 1,
pp. 20 and 2 0 7 .
(2) Kan Wa Yakun, vol., 1, P.5*
The last time he came back from Paris was in 1298 A.H. ,
immediately after the day of *AbdIn (9.9*1881); he stayed on
because of his interest in oriental matters5 observing the
events and keening a chronological account of them, relying
(1)
on the most trustworthy sources. n
To the ’Umdah's dismay, Nadim suggested inviting his 
friend the Frenchman to visit him, for he was sure to possess 
certain sources which might be useful in his enterprise. The 
’Umdah was at first extremely reluctant to disclose to an 
outsider, especially a foreigner, the secret of Nadim*s identity 
which he had kent even from his own sons, but after two hours 
discussion, Nadim*s eloquence and argumentative power prevailed. 
Finally he assured the 1Umdah: ” Do not fear anything. I am 
convinced of the honour and integrity of this friend; I have
(2) _
been inspired by God by saving Istlkhara /prayer for guidance/
(3)
and my heart is delighted by this decision.11 The letter Nadim
wrote to his Western friend, describing his ordeal and
emphasizing the value of friendship, is a remarkable niece of 
(*+) «
eloquence. Nadim relates that when the ‘Umdah fearfully and 
reluctantly handed the letter to the Frenchman in the latter*s
(1) Kan Wa Yakun, vol., 1, pp. 11, 12. I have found it imposs­
ible to identify the Frenchman in question when I visited 
al-Atawa. Even the family of Shaykh Hamshari the 1Umdah, 
knew nothing of the relationship between the Frenchman and 
Nadim.
(2) For details of the term i^ydchara cf• Encyclopedia of Islam, 
vol., 11, P. 56l
(3) Kan Wa Yakun, vol., 1, P.12.
O) For the complete text of the letter cf. Ibid, P. 1 3.
mansion in the presence of his wife and visitors, the Frenchman
(1)
gave the 1Umdah no sign of understanding. The ’Umdah went back, 
reproaching himself with having yielded to Nadim and defied 
Shaykh al-Qasabi’s order by betraying the carefully guarded4 <>
secret, the more so, as he was afraid of losing face in the 
eyes of the Shaykh and his fellow nationalists if anything 
went wrong.
(2)
” When the Kjyagyajah was late and did not reply, doubt
assailed me whether I had been right, and my heart was troubled
by misgivings, but my confidence in the man alleviated my
(3)
anxiety and lessened my fear* M
Several hours later, while the ’Umdah was in his parlour,
surrounded by guests among whom was the Ma’mur of the district,
there appeared in the doorway a stranger in flowing oriental 
0*)
robes. The ’Umdah who went out to meet him failed to recognise 
him, until he spoke and made himself known as the Khawa.jah.
He was led to the back-door of the Harim, and then to Shaykh 
Yusuf al-Madani. " While I was sitting there, ” says Nadim,
1 a 'man entered my room with a warm and eager greeting; as soon
(1) For details of what happened between the 'Umdah and the 
Khawajah cf. Kan Wa Yakun, vol., 1, pp. 13,1^ -.
(2) Term used by Egyptians to address foreigners; the word is 
Turco-Persian in origin, and means "master11,
(3) Kan Wa Yakun, vol., 1, P«13*
(h) Ibid., P.lV, 15.
as he spoke, I knew by his voice that he was my faithful
friend. We embraced with tears and laughter and began tadkmg.,.
At last I told him of my undertaking and begged him for some
(1)
historical material. " This filled the Khawajah with amazement
and wonder. How could Nadim entertain the idea of writing
books, while he was beset by such dangers and could be arrested
and executed or exiled at any moment? u A human being is a
line in history ,r answered Nadim, 1 if one writes it with the
water of waste and enjoyment, it will soon vanish without trace,
but if one writes it with, the ink of thought, it will endure
for ever. The former is the one who spends his life hunting
for pleasure; when he dies, he will soon be forgotten as if
he had never lived; but the latter loves mankind, and works
for the improvement of thought and humanity, and when his soul ’
leaves his body, his name will take its place among eternal
(2)
monuments, M
Nadim*s plan attracted the Khawajah, and he offered to 
participate in writing the book. 1 I think u said the Khawaj ah, 
1 that if you permit..me, I will visit you every other day as 
Ipng as you are in hiding, though my house is rather distant, 
and will share your room in the daytime. My suggestion is, 
however, that you do not write the book in the usual form of 
a continuous narrative, but in the form of a dialogue with me
(1) Kan Wa Yakun, vol., 1, P.15*
(2) Ibid., P.18,19.
patting the question and you giving the reply; and when a
piece of argument is finished, and I leave you, you will write
down what we have discussed... We must bear in mind, however,
in our discussion and while you are writing, that we are two
partners in a discussion between whom there is no other link
than their concern for the benefit of mankind, so that every
situation and every point should be given their apt and precise
»
description even if it detracts from the stature of either or
(i)
both of us* "
" Conforming to oriental usage, Europe will be discussed
under heading ‘West1 as opnosed to 'East': I myself will be
(21
described by the term 'Western1 and you by the term 'Eastern': 
the Christian religion will be called the 'Western' question 
and the Islamic religion the 1 Eastern' question* in accordance
(3)
with the modes of expression of the politicians* lt They 
agreed to begin with the origin of religions both those 
revealed by God and those invented by man, and from there to 
proceed, to Christianity and Islam, also explaining the origin 
of the subsenuent conflict between the supporters of the two 
religions which led to the conflict between East and West, °nd 
thus living the foundation for a study of the Egyptian question* 
They agreed that, when they reached this point, Nadim alone
(1) Kan Wa Yakun, vol., 1, pp* 15,16*
(2) The n° Khawajah " Is denoted by the letter "Gh" (Abbreviation 
for "Gharbi" - Western) and Nadim by the letters"Shu 
(Abbreviation f or M3harqin - Eastern) cf. Ibid, P.20.
(3) Kan Wa Yakun, vol., 1, P.16.
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would deal with the Egyptian problem in the traditional way 
without interruption: however, the K^awajah reserved the right 
of questioning him on any problem that arose in the course of 
writing, Nadim concurred* He states that the Khawaqah
(1)
requested, him not to give his name until the book was completed.*
Unfortunately, only the first volume of the original three
was Dublished in the author's life-time, and even that was not
quite complete; the third volume dealing with the Egyptian
question was found later in the form of a manuscript copy in
the Egyptian National Library (Dar al-Kutub al-Misriyyah).
But even in this last part the KhawajahT s name is not given.
Nadim's motives for the supression of the Khawajah's name
remain obscure: he could not have mentioned it in the second
/
t>art - always provided this second part was written at all - 
since he still refers to him as the Khawajah in later years in
(2) “ q
Al-Ustadh without stating his name* Nadim, however, did not 
postpone the praise of the man until the book >!Kan da Yakun 
was finished, but frequently gave expression to his gratitude 
to the Khawaj ah: 1 The reader will wonder to the utmost of 
wonder when he learns that I am the one for whose capture the 
government mustered its forces throughout the length and breadth 
of Egypt**, and sent a special search party to Syria, and
(1) Gfs Kanawa Yakun, vol. 1* pp. 17,18,
(2) Cf* Al-Ustadh, P*?6*
another to Italy,** threatening anybody with the penalty of 
death for preserving my secret* When, in spite of all that,
I addressed a man alien to me in race, nation and religion, 
and disclosed to him the secret of my abode and. asked, him to 
come.,, he responded without hesitation or doubt... In my 
Western friend, I have found unfailing honesty, not impaired 
by any ulterior motive, and a determination never to lower its
'  ’  a)
standard and never to be shaken by adversity or calamity. M
The visits of the Khawa;]ah were frequent and. the
discussions proceeded according to plan. They were occasionally
attended by Shaykh Hams harI, though merely in the character
(2)
of a listener, and later also by the Khawaj ah1s wife, a French
 (3)
lady, who even took part in some of the discussions; she
(P
used, to come to the sessions disguised as a fellah woman.
The Frenchman usually brought news of the happenings in
/
the outside world, among them rumours concerning Nadim* s own
person. The rumours came from both camps, I.e. government
and national circles. The government was apparently greatly
embarrassed by its failure to capture Nadim, and. that must
have been the origin of the rumour that he had been arrested.
(?)
and then killed in Damanhur prison, or that he had simply died
(1) Kan Wa Yakun, vol., 1, pp. 17,18.
(2) Kan Wa Yakun, vol., 1, P.6 9 ,70
(3) She is denoted by the letter nSn; Nadim gives no reason for 
this choice of symbol; it may have been the abbreviation of
Sayyidah (ladyl®
(h) Cf, Kan Wa Yakun, vol.i, pp. 88, 20V, 211, 212.
(5) Samir, op„ cit*,P. 12; Taymur, op, cit,, P*19*
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( i )
a natural death. There is no doubt that the nationalist circles
were fascinated by Nadira’s successful escape. In their eyes he
became a hero and a mythical figure like a saint. The simple
primitive imagination of the fellah attributed to Nadim the
power of working miracles. Of his escape innumerable tales
were told, in which he either fought bravely and died a hero’s
death in the cause of God, or else reached safety and found
happiness. The stories about Nadim were always on the lips of
the fellahs and were passed on, by word of mouth, from village
to village and from town to town. ” Yesterday, while I was
in Tanta n said the Khawajah to Nadim, ” I heard many stories
about you. One group said that you had been riding with
Arab tribesmen and gone to the Western desert where you had
placed yourself under the protection of Western Arabs tMaghariba]
another said, that you had fought at Tall-al-Kabir and had
fallen In battle there; the third, that you were in hiding at
the consulate of a great power. I was amazed when I heard
(2)
these stories. ” Such tales even reached the ’Umdah1s house.
” Stranger still ” said Nadim " a man came to see our friend, 
Shaykh Hamshari, whose parlour was crowded with visitors and
C m , "  fsaids ’■ ’ Abd Allah Nadim is safe now In the Sultan's palace , 
and when the visitorsjasked. him how and where he had heard thisi
(1) Taymur, op. cit., P.19.
(2) Kan Wa Yakun, vol., 1, P. ?6.
news ? the man replied; ^ He /Nadim? \irent to Damietta to. join
its imconqnered regiment; later, however, he saildd to Syria
on an orange boat, and then went to Jaffa, whence he proceeded
to Istanbul, There he climbed the high minaret of the Sultan's
(1) (2) 
mosque and called Ajihaii between afternoon and sunset. When
the Sultan heard the ;adhan at the wrong time, he had the caller
brought before him. When he was asked to justify himself, the
culprit answered; ^ I did it to attract the attention of our
lord, the Sultan, so that he should summon me; for I am your
slave, 'Abd Allah Nadim, the Egyptian. ^ Thereupon the Sultan
rose and. embraced. Nadim and said; ^ God be praised for your
safety, my soni Tell me your story, and how the Egyptian
army was defeated. * When Nadim told him the whole story from
A to Z, the Sultan was pleased that he was safe and ord.ered.
that he should be given an important position; but Nadim begged
the Sultan Jo give him a big army and navy to liberate the
(3)
country from the hands of the British. 1
Q+)
The government, however, did not desist from its search
so that Nadim was under continuous nervous strain. He and his
friends therefore considered it expedient to circulate, as a
counter-measure the rumour that the Khawajyih had received news
from Italy that Nadim had been seen in Leghorn, The news
found credence and was even printed in the newsoaoer al-Ahram_  r ? ) - _
which blamed the bolice for their carelessness and negligence.
(1) Islamic call to prayer
(2) Which was not the usual time of prayer
(3) Kan Wa Yakun, vol., 1 ,013.7 6,57; feu* other similar stories cf. 
Ibid.
(l0 Kan^Wa Yakun, vol., 1, pp. 17,18; Samir, op.cit., P ,13
(5) Samit,op.cit.,P«1 3 ;Amin, Zulama5,P.2 3 2 , Taymur,op.cit., P.1 9 .
Similar news was also printed in " Different
stories are told about 1 Abd Allah Nadim. Some of them maintain
that he has fled to Italy; others say that he has escaped to
Tripoli; some allege that he has gone to the Sudan where he has
become the favourite companion of al-Mahdi; some people even
go to the length of saying that he has gone to Ceylon to join
’Urabi; but, to the best of our knowledge, the truth is that
he has recently arrived in Paris where he has published several
articles, commenting on 'Urabi1s revolution, criticising the
Egyptians, and taxing them with weakness and cowardice for
(1)
having yielded to the invader. n
The ruse served its purpose insofar as the search for
Nadim was partly diverted from Egypt to Europe. Some furious
agents of the Khedive even went to the length of despatching
a secret mission to Italy to exterminate Nadim there, but
" they returned empty-handed and merely wasted their employer's
(2) 
money. 1
The belief that Nadim had fled and was now out of reach
resulted in a lessening of the intensity of the search, and
consequently also in a decrease'of NadimYs nervous anxiety.
This led to a more settled mode of life, and he began to think 
of communicating with the outside world. Although he regularly
(1) Al-Mafrrusah, as quoted by Amin, Zu'ama5, P. 232.
(2) Samir, op. cit., P.13; Kan Wa Yakun, pp. 17? 18; Amin,
Zu'ama5, P .232.
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read the weekly al-Watan which was subscribed to for this 
purpose by a friend, presumably Shaykh Hamshari, he wanted
(1)
some more national newspapers to inform him of the current news, 
such as the situation of the country under the occupation, 
and the fate of the nationalists after the breakdown of the 
movement. But his French friend tried to dissuade him from 
reading the national capers: " The local /i.e. national/ 
newspapers do nothing but denigrate the revolutionaries and 
instigate the government to retaliate and to increase the 
punishment... I do not want your mind to be troubled with 
what they contain which can by no means please you. They are
not at freedom to speak about political matters in the same
way as the European press because of the moral censorship 
exercised under the occupation. I will translate to you 
The Times, The Daily News, The Daily Telegraph among the 
English papers, and Les Debats, La Republique Francaise, Le 
Figaro among the French ones. I subscribe to all of them and 
they will suffice to keep you informed of the true political
• L 21situation. n
In his first years as a recluse, Nadim communicated with 
the outside world through five different channels. There was, 
first and foremost, the Khawapah who, according to Nadim's own
(1) Kan Wa Yakun, vol.|, P. 53*
(2) Kan Wa Yakun, vol., 1. pp. 53?52f*
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words, was one of his most faithful friends, and his 
staunchest helpmate* He did not confine himself to literary 
collaboration, but also assisted Nadim by buying him clothes, 
tobacco, writing materials, newspapers, providing him with 
sources for his research, and devoting to him a great deal 
of his time. It is the Khawa ja.h who was Nadim1s link with 
Tanta and Cairo and who acted as Nadim's messenger. When,
O 6  ) /
having read the press reports of the hardship which had 
befallen the families of the nationalist leaders, Nadim 
became solicitous about the fate of his own, it was the 
Frenchman who offered to go on reconnaissance. 1 Go to my 
worthy friend, the Shaykh known to us /presumably Shaykh 
Mustafg/ and ask him about my family and what situation they
«  o
find themselves in. Take this purse with you for my friend
(1)
to recognise you by; I took it from him the day I left Cairo. u
The Khawajah's first attemot was abortive, for he failed to(2)
overcome Shavkh Mustafa*s suspicions. The next time he went,q a 1 /
the Khawa;] ah brought the'Shaykh a letter from Nadim!11... my
mind is troubled 1 wrote Nadim, 1 by the lack of news from my
(3)
father and my brother... Give me, please, details of their fate
(1) Kan Wa Yakun, vol., 1, P.8 9 .
(2) For details cf.. Ibid., pp. 89,90.
(3) Being very conservative in his ideas about women, he does 
mention his mother; for Nadim*s ideas about women, see 
below, PP. 488-497.
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whatever the truth may be... My confidence in God is greater 
than my misfortune. Little do I care, therefore, about what 
the newspapers write about me... I am certain that nothing can 
happen but by the will of God, and people who are the slaves of 
God can neither influence nor alter what God wants to do. For 
whatever befalls me until the day I die was decreed at the 
beginning of eternity, and is unchangeable. Therefore, it is 
vain to speculate about future happenings, and this conviction
(D
is a relief to me in my anxiety. 1 At length, Nadim learnt
that his family, though all alive, was living in precarious
(2)
circumstances.
Moreover, when the Frenchman read in the British newspapers
that the House of Commons intended to discuss !Urabi,s rdvolution
and the British military intervention in Egypt, and that the
opposition was collecting material and documents to prove that 
. - - (3) -
what !Urabi was leading was not a revolt but a revolution, Nadim 
asked the Khawajah to translate to him the whole of the 
parliamentary debate about Egyptian affairs:11... to help me 
in writing the book I intend to write on the Egyptian question 
from its origin in Sa*Id Pasha1s time until the present day.
(1) Kan Wa Yakun, vol., 1, pp. 205? 206
(2) For details, cf. Kan Wa Yakun, pp. 208, 209
(3) W.S* Blunt was collecting material concerning the Egyptian 
Question, especially the Alexandria riots, for Lord Randolph 
Churchill to use in the parliamentary debate on the British 
Occupation of Egypt; cf. Blunt, Secret, pp. *^97 - 53^*
I want to add to my knowledge and my sources the material
sources which the British possess, so that I should be able
to deal with the problem, from every angle, and especially
with the secret asnects which are usually brought to light in
(1)
such debates.n
The second link between Nadim and the outside world was 
his host, Shaykh Hamshari* He broeght him the ]oca! news about 
the hapnenings in the district and messages from the Sufi 
Shaykh al-Qasabi« When he went on one of his frequent visits
O S
to Shaykh al-Qasabi and asked him whether he foresaw a speedy
e  C
end of the calamity, the answer he brought Nadim was by no
means optimistic: n Shake off the fear and occupy yourself
with prayer, especially at night* But have no hopes for this
year or the next, for the end is distant, and only God. knows* u
the_
The third link was Shaykh Ahmad/*Alim at Minyat al-Ghuraga.
I He writes to me regularly," says Nadim, 1 and his letters 
are sent by a safe route every week* What he sends me Is a 
brief resume of the news and happenings in Cairo* I therefore 
profit by his letter more than by anything else: he is very
(1) Kan Wa Yakun, vol., 1, pp.202, 203* The book in question, 
which was intended as the third volume of Kan Wa Yakun,
has been discovered recently (1956) under what appears to 
have been its original subtitle, Tarikh Mi§r; however it 
was published under the title *Abd Allah Nadim Wa 
Mudhakkiratoihfli al-Siyasiyyah. 3o j -’-v, ' n, ' In. •
(2) Kan Wa Yakun, vol., l,pp*2^5,2^-6; the Shaykh was more or 
less correct in this prediction, because Nadim had. to remaih 
in hiding for about ten years*
careful in the selection of the material and never communicates 
anything but the truth. Thus I await his,letters with an .. • 
eagerness,-similar-to that with which I long for this calamity
to be dispelled. May God reward him with the best of His
(1) .' . - . - ,
rewards. " The 'Alim also supplied Nadim -with books and sources
(2) " »
for his research, and attended some discussions between Nadim •.
(3)
and the Khawa.iah in which, he even actively participated, and
— — • o) /.; ■ ■ :
was denoted with the letters S and c -
The fourth link was Shaykh Mug’fcaf& in Cairo, As soon as
' , * h: ■ e
hep learnt from the Frenchman of Nadim's whereabouts, he began
to correspond -wi'th him by mail, arid also through the inter- \
• V" - (5) ' _  ‘ (6)
me diary - of the Khawajah. He also gave Nadim news of his family 
and used to ’dine with'Shaykh Ahmad to discuss the news and send 
it- on to Nadim. ■ ■ .
■’ The fifth link Vras his correspondence with 'Ur.abl,. with 
whoiii hn kept inttouch by leiflrst, Depressed as he was by the 
hardships of his; life in hiding,- he. still carried out, in 
spite /of the great distance and long separation, the duties 
of ''tFrabi's counsellor -he had once undertaken, ' He informed '
(1) Karr Wa Yakun, ,'vdl. , 1, P.207-
(2) Ibid., pp. ,20 and 2-07* . . . / - ,
(3) Cf;'o Ibid.,;-pp. 219-22 a . ■
% V  « • • ' ' '  ’ 5 \
(,*+) Nadim says , that these two letters were half his name.
cf. Ibid., P.219.
.('?) Cf. Ibid., pp. 89, 90, 205-211. '' .
(6) Ibid . ' '
(7) Ibid.. P.209-210. . . •
(8) Five of these letters have been preserved, but the exact 
number of.letters-written by Nadim to ’Urabi is not known.'
^ 5 ^
(i)
him of the internal events of Egypt under the occupation.
Furthermore, he proffered valuable advice when he learned of
the snlit which had occurred between 'Urabi and his felloi^-
exiles in Ceylon. He advised him to be indulgent with his
friends, bearing in mind the destructive effect of prolonged
exile on human minds, to refrain from quarrels and practise
forgiveness just because he was the leader. u Leniency will
(2)
win them, but quarrels will lose them. n When the dissension 
grew, and news of it became publicly known, Nadim wrote to the 
group of revolutionary leaders in exile as a whole, addressing 
each of them by his full name and rank to propitiate them, 
and ai^pealed to them, In the name of their previous solidarity, 
to desist from their quarrels. ” Your reputation among your 
supporters is unequalled and the weight your words carry among 
your followers is immense. .<> The minds of the people here are 
full of hopes for your glorious return, and their eyes look to 
you for guidance; but if you come back estranged, and at strife 
with one another, if your solidarity lacks strength and your 
party unity, people will condemn you and will avert their 
hearts and eyes from you. The judgment of history will reduce 
vour stature and degrade you, disregarding your former merits,
(3)
and Europe will deny your claim to national existence.. J1
(1) Cf. Tarikh Migr, pp. 85"™90«
(2-) Tarikh Misr, P.92
(3) Ibid., pp. 93?9^°
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A year after Nadim1s arrival at al-*TAtawah, that is in
CD
188^ + 9 his host, Shaykh Hamshari, died* This was a great blow to 
Nadim; he had lost a faithful friend and protector, and did 
not know to whom to turn, for his real identity was unknown to 
anybody except the ’Umdah’s widow. However, she proved as 
loyal to Nadim as her husband had been. Her behaviour does 
her great credit, and is reminiscent of the great Arab women 
in the heroic era of Arab history. n She called her eldest
son, /who later became. !Umda h 7, and disclosed the secret to
c -
him, saying; 1 This our guest is, in fact, not Sharif al-Madani,
but TAbd Allah Nadim with the price of one thousand pounds
on his head. Do you want to follow in your father’s footsteps
and honour him in his grave and yourself in your life and
protect the refugge under vour roof, or do you desire to
purchase with these thousand pounds, the vanities of this
world and shame for your family? But I warn you that in this
case I will disown you even on the day of resurrection!* Her
son replied; !* God forbid that I should disgrace my honour*
You will find that I will take care of him as truly as .of my
own honour and no one will do him harm while there is still
(2) , 
breath in me. M
(1) Samir, op.cit., P.lk; Taymur, op. cit., P.20.
(2) Samir, op. cit., P.lk; Taymur, op, cit., pp.20,21; Amin,
Zu'ama5, P.233-
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Thus Nadim remained under the roof of the family Hamshar
and Shaykh Kamsharr’s widow and son both faithfully kept
their word$ they protected him as effectively as the deceased.
Shaykh, and even chose reliable men among their friends to
keen him company. One of them was Shaykh Khalil, the Ma9dhun
(1)
of the village. 1 They trust him, and he usually comes to
see .me, when the Khawaj^ah has gone. I find comfort and
companionship in his society... The other is Khalil’s brother, 
_ " _ (2) 
al-Haj Shadhili, the village barber, who came to operate
on an abscess in my armpit. My hosts have confidence in
both these brothers... They are the only two people of the
village allowed to see me... I always marvel at their courage,
for they expose themselves to great risk by communicating with
me. If you observe how they keep their secret in spite of
threats and temptation, you will see that they are people of
(3) „
great courage and full of chivalry.
When it became more and.more obvious that he would have 
to spend a long time in hiding, and the best thing he could do 
was to settle down to as regular a mode of life as possible,
(1) Every village in Egypt has a Ma*dhun to supervise its
religious life and duties, though most Ma’dhuns have no 
higher education.
(2) He was the representative of the Ministry of Health in the 
village.
(3) Kan Wa Yakun, vol., 1, P. 22*+.
H-
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( i )
a wife was chosen for him among the 'Umdah’s daughters. This
was Nadim’s second marriage. By his first wife he had seven
children? Muhammad, ’Uthman, Ilyas, Fatimah. !A9ishah, Sukaynah
(2)
and Khadijah, hut all of them died in their childhood. Also
the daughter, Hafsah, born to his second w&f e , died In her
(3) ‘
infancy. Neither the date of his first marriage nor the name 
of his first wife can be ascertained on the basis of the 
sources available, but it can be inferred that he was already
(P_
a married, man when he was a telegraphist at al-Qasr al-’Ali,
■ a?)
Nadim himself never directly refers to any of his wives; this
may be due to the Egyptian custom at the time which avoided
the mention of a woman’s name in public.' Respectable women
belonging to the upper and. middle classes of society were
not allowed to take part in social life outside their own
home, and were never seen by any man except their near relatives
(6)
When he had stayed in al-’Atawah for about four years,
(1883 - 1 8 8 7) some distant relatives of the Hamshari family
(1) His servant was also given a wife.^It was said that the 
servant’s wife was a sister of Nadim1s wife, and that this
was meant as a precaution to ensure that the secret would 
not be divulged, cf.Taymur, op. cit., F.2Q. But it is more 
probable considering the difference of social status, that 
the^servant’ s wife was a servant girl or poor relative, as 
Nadim himself later stated (in his interrogation) cf. al- 
Muqattam, 7.10.1891_ cT 0 « *
(2) Kan Wa Yakun, vol., 1, P.19*
(3) Cf. Kan Wa Yakun, vol., 1, ©.19; Taymur, op. cit., P.20.
(*+) Cf. Sulafah, vol., 1, pp.71*72. In'referring to his wife
he says "my house”; cfalsoP.}+3 * ae refer to her as "my 
family and children”.
(5) For Nadim1s ideas about women see below pp 488-497.
(61 Taymur op * cit., P.20; Samir, op * c i 10 , P • lV; Amin, Zu ’ ama ’, 
pp. 232, 233; al-Muqattam. 9*10ol891o
o  «  ft
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somehow aot hold of the secret that a refugee sought by the 
police was hiding in the house of the Shaykhls widow- and
( 1 )
decided, to report the fact to the authorities, after a quarrel.
However^ his hosts were warned of the impending visit of the police
just in time for Nadim to escape. He fled under the cover of
(2)_
darkness accompanied by Shaykh Khalil- wandering from village
(3)
to village in the Gharhiyvah province. n Into each town 
and village I went in a different garb and under a different 
name, and in each place I spoke with an accent and. in a 
dialect corresponding with my disguise- I called, myself 
S.i-al-Hajj 1 Ali al-Maghribi, al-'AJ.i.m al-Yemeni, al-Shaykh 
Jusuf al-Madani, a1™Shaykh Muhammad al-Fayyumi. I pretended 
to be al-Sharqaw| al-Najdi, al-Subki, al-Ghazzi, al-Naji, 
al-Misri. I trimmed my beard to match my disguise, leaving 
it long in a Place in which I claimed to be a shaykh, and 
keeping it short in another where I pretended to be a traveller, 
dvein- it white in one place, red in another and black in a
'  ( W
third,”
After Nadim’s sudden flight from al-'Atawah the police 
search became more intensive again, so that Nadim did not
(1) Cf, Al-Ustadh, P.893; Samir, op, cit., P.lk*
(2) Al-Ustadh, P.893*
(3) Samir, op. cit., P.ll.
(k) Al-Ustadh, pp. 7 and Taymur, op. cit., P.20$ Samir, op
cit., PoIk.
remain overlong in one place. This constant displacement 
resulted in diverse calamities, but it seems that Nadim 
always managed to find a way out of every predicament and 
overcame all the difficulties with great ingenuity and 
adroitness, mostly relying on his clever disguise and his 
unparalleled mastery of local dialects. On one occasion, 
when he was going to Tanta to catch the train to Kafr~al-Zayyat
O 0
he met at the station a group of secret agents whose
suspicion was immediately aroused; but when he calmly
accosted them, as if he had nothing to fear or to hide,
and began preaching to them about religion and Sufism, their
doubts were soon dispelled, and they firmly believed that
he was one of the men of God. They even carried his bundle
to the train, kissing his hands and asking for his blessing
(1)
before his departure.
After three months of this nomadic life, he went to
al-Mahallah al-Kubra and then again to Minyat al-Ghuraaa,
(2)
Sanhur and al~1Ajurayn. Finally, he went, in 1887, to 
al-Ourashiyyah as the guest of a former leading nationalist,
(3)„
Ahmad Pasha al-Minshawi.
(1) Samir, op. cit., P, I!?*
(2) Al-Mugatfam, 9*10.1891
(3) Taymur, op.cit.,P.21; al-Minshawi Pasha had been also 
brought to trial, but was set free thanks to the Inter­
cession of the British, because he had sheltered in his own 
house all the foreigners who came to him during the war:
wcm . O  ^
cf. al-Manar, vol., V, pp. 833?831+9 8 3 5; al-Qurashiyyah 
is in the Gharbiyyah province.
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Presumably, al-Minshawi Pasha knew the real Identity of Nadim, 
However, while he was his favourite companion, Nadim adopted 
the disguise of a Yemeni TAlim, proficient in Islamic 
knowledge and the Arabic language. I was disguised very 
carefully and changed my voice and dialect to such a degree 
that not even my own father could have recognised me* I used 
to sit with the people in the Majlis and at table during meals
(lT
without any qualms, so certain was I that 1 was unidentifiable!t.
Al-Minshawi Pasha, a great lover of literature, was in 
the habit of holding literary circles attended by men of
-
letters and ’Ulama9, some of whom were Shaykh Safd Zaghlul, 
al-Jawharl al-Minshawi, BasyunI Bey al-MInshawi, and Nadim1s
o p  „
old friend, the poet Muhammad al-Tamlmi. They were held at 
his mansion at al-Qurashiyyah. When Nadim joined the circle, 
he probably distinguished himself from the start in composing 
poetry and rhymed prose. His literary talent attracted general 
attention, so that he soon won, in his new guise, a considerable 
reputation in literary circles. It spread widely until it 
reached Cairo. n Shaykh Sa’d Zaghlul, al-Jawhari al-Minshawi 
and BasyunI Bey al-Minshawi and others have spoken about the 
part I have played in our sessions and discussions to Riyad
(1) Al-Ustadh, P,9-
(2 ) Later a prime minister and the leader of the national 
movement in Egypt in 1919®
(3) Taymur, op.cit., P.21; Al-Ustadh, pp.8,9*
(*+) Amin, ZnUama’, pp. 231, 232; Al-Ustadh, pp. 8,9*
Pasha, to 'Uthman Pasha Mahir and to Ilusam al-DIn Pasha.
One day Shaykh Sa'd. Zaghlul arrived from Cairo with some
* (1)
literary and linguistic questions from RIyad Pasha. 11 The
rising fame of the supposed Yemeni ‘Alim was the cause of the
abrupt end to his five months' stay in al-Qura^hiyyah,
(2)
during which he married for the third time. To find himself 
in the sudden limelight when it would have been preferable 
to remain obscure was undoubtedly dangerous for a political 
refugee, and Shaykh al-gasabi's secret organisation which 
planned his life in hiding seemed to be greatly perturbed 
by it. Therefore, he made up his mind to leave al-Qu.rashiyyah
(3)
under the pretext of going on a pilgrimage to Mecca. However, 
he Returned to al-Qurashiyyah in Dhu- al-Qa'dah 130p A.H. ,
O O  ■ »
(July 1887), under the name of SI al-Hajj 'All al-Maghribi
. (5)
and in the disguise of a Maghribi Shavkh. This time he
1 (6) _
stayed with his old friend Muhammad al-Tamimi; it is understood 
that he revealed the secret of his identity to this old and 
trusted friend. He remained in al-Qurashiyyah for only a
(1) For details of some of these questions, cf.Al-Ustadh, pp. 
8,9,70,71. _ ■ .
(2) She was a daughter of Musfafa Muna of al-Mafciallah al-Kubra, 
cf.Taymur, op. cit., P.21; also al-Mugattam, 6/7*10.1891° 
His second died before he settled down at al-Qurashiyyah.
(3) Al-Ustadh, P.9°
0+) Taymur, op. cit., P.21._
(5) Cf. Al-Ustadh, P. 9; Samir, op. cit., P. I1!.
(6 ) Taymur, o p. cit.jP.21.
if tf U
( l ) _
a month and moved on to Daljamun, and thence to al-Kum-al-
(2)
Tawil, where he pretended to come from the Hijaz and spoke
(3)
In the dialect of Medina* Claiming to he a man of religion, 
he became the Imam of the village; he addressed the people 
In the Mosque every Friday, and taught them preMminary
cm
jurisprudence, theology and grammar. In this village, and
(5)
under such circumstances, he spent three whole years (1887 -
I8 9O) and, although he took an active part In public life
and his reputation spread all over the neighbourhood, no
one ever suspected the Imam of being Nadim, and his real
identity was known to no one except the members of the
committee, organised vears before by Shaykh al-gasabi, that
watched over his safety. Not even when confronted by members
of official circles did he lose his presence of mind* Mu§pa.fa
Pasha Subhi, the then governor of Gharbiyyah, once visited
the village and, having met Nadim at the local tUmdahks place,
engaged him In a conversation on religious matters. At
the end of the discussion the governor remarked? 1 Mere I
not so sure that Nadim is dead and his davs finished, I
should say that this man is Nadim himself. But glory be to
(6) ’
God. who has no like. 1
(1) In the Buhayrah province.
(2) In the Gharbiyyah province,
(3) Al-Mupatiam, 5*10.1891
(b) Cf. al-Mkiqattam, 5/9*10.1891; Samir ,op. cit. , P. 15.
(5) Al-Mugattam, 9»10ol891
(6) Nadim as ouoted by Samir, op, cit., P«l5*
However, when he realised that his stay at al-Kum-al-
Tawil had given rise to rumours, he went to al-Bakatush
where the secret committee had found new livina quarters in
(2)_
the house of the local 'Umdah, Shaykh Ibrahim Harfush.
0
tat*
" Nadim, H says Taymur, the well-informed contemporary
historian, 11 resided alternately in al-Bakatush and .Shabas
(3)
al-Shuhada9 where he used to stay with the barber, Muhammad 
Ma’bad. The honesty and 'venerosity with which the latter 
treated Nadim, putting himself In great jeopardy, Is 
reminiscent of the famous hospitality which Ibrahim Ibn al- 
Mahdi, fleeing from the kbbasid Caliph al-Ma?mCtn- found
cm
with the barber of Baghdad. Then he moved, to his friend as
well as ours, the poet perfect and man of letters Muhammad
(?)_Effendi ShukrI al-Makki at’ Dusuq« n
The members of the secret committee never slackened in 
their vigilance; indeed, the caution with which they arranged 
his life in biding,and chose continually new places of 
concealment, the extraordinary secrecy with which they broke 
the news of Nadim’s identity even to an avowed nationalist 
like Muhammad Shukri, prove once more how greatly they 
valued the life and security of the only leader of the
(1) In the Gharbiyyah province, cf. Taymur, op. cit. P.21.
(2) Taymur, op. cit., P.21.
(3) In the Gharbiyyah provinee; cf. Ibidi also al-Muaattain,
J ' o' * e *
9.10.1891
(b) For the complete story, cf. Muhammad Ahmad Jad al-Mawla 
Bey and others, Qasas al-’Arab (Cairo 1939) vol., 1. p p .
30b ~ 310
(5) The chief clerk of a sub-district of the police;cf. Taymur 
op. cit*, P.21o
national movement still at large. Therefore Shaykh Ibrahim
Harfush beyan saving frecment calls on Muhammad Shukri, on 
® *
the occasion of which he broached with him the subject of
nationalism, making covert allusions to the fate of the
supporters of the national movement, and observing Muhammad
*
Shukri*s reactions. Only when he felt absolutely sure that
the latter*s heart was still with the nationalists, and that
he was particularly anxious to hear about the fate of
*Abd -^llah Nadiqi, did Shaykh Ibrahim disclose the secret
(1)
to him. I was thrilled by the news”J says Muhammad Shukri,
” and wrote two verses which I asked him to hand to Nadim.
Two days later he returned with a yasidah of a hundred
verses composed by Nadim, in answer to my verses, in the
same rhyme and metre as mine. He stressed that he was
longing to see me and described his days during the
revolution and his present position. He expressed the hope
that he would do such and such things in the cause of the
nation if God freed him from this calamity, as if he had.
(2)
forgotten the plight he found himself in. ” Muhammad Shukri 
was led with strict precautions to Nadim* s hide-outs 1 When 
we met ” says Shukri, ” and my eyes looked into his, we 
embraced among tears, I kissed his hands and sat down,
(1) For the complete story as told by Muhammad Shukri himself 
to Ahmad. Taymur, cf. Taymur, op. cit., pp. 21,22, 23*
(2) Taymur, op. c i t p . 22 •
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talking about old things and new. Nadim showed me the 
books he had written while in hiding, some of which were 
a Badi’iyyah, with excellent commentary but not yet 
completed, three Diwans of roetry and a volume of Kan Wa
u ) _  ---------
Yakun, n
Later, Nadim even stayed with his wife at Muhammad* o
Shukri’s place at Dusuq in the disguise of a Hijiazi.
12)
pretending to be a cousin of the host from Hijaz. He made 
Dusuq his permanent residence, but continued to traveJ from
(3)
there to different places in a different disguise*
It seems, however, that something had aroused the 
suspicions of thepbLice, for the organisation found it 
expedient to shift him from Dusuq to new quarters in
(U)
Barriyyat al-Manzurah in 1890. There,Nadim suffered great 
hardship due to the increased intensity of the police 
search, and to the proportionately increasing fear of the 
people to become Involved. n I lived In a hut surrounded 
by waste land with no neighbour in sight..* When the Great 
Bairam approached we had neither grain nor condiments...
(1) Taymur, op. cit., pp. 22, 23 «for iv,-: ‘ ; v ■ : ‘ s.
(2)Ibid, P.23*.
(3) Ibid.
(b) Al-Ustadh, p. 316; Amin, Zn’ama5 pp. 233 9 23H-; Barriyyat 
al-Manzurah is in the Buhayrah province.
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Oar clothes became threadbare; we fell on hard times...
When my servant came to me to complain of the need he
suffered5 and to tell me how badly he needed my help, I
thought of my friends and how weary they must have become
of hiding me over such, a long span /for he had been, by
then, a full eight years in hiding/, and that they must
have despaired of my position ever improving. I abandoned
the idea of sending my servant to beg the help of anv of
(1)W
them, and he took up his saddlebag and left disappointed. 1 
The accumulated reaction to years of hardship and suffering 
broke through at last; Nadim1s morale was at its lowest ebb
i
at that time? lower than ever before since he had gone into 
hiding. It was the first time he rebelled against his fate, 
but even now he did not blame his friends for forsaking 
him sinoe they had done all they could, but tried to justify 
their apparent indifference. In an interesting letter 
written to a friend in freely rhymed prose alternating 
with verse, Nadim described his plight in moving words?
H The hands of the neople have become dry, and have ceased 
heinv g^nmrous; how am I to draw water from the well with 
my bucket if its rope, the thin thread of hope, has broken. 
Since rm-nonrs have i nc^e^sed ^nt of ell "nromrtion, neople
(1) Cf. Al-TTstadh, p. 316. Nadim1 s servant was living with his
wife at al-Jummayzah in the Gharbiyyah provinne.
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fear' possible, harm, and the long duration has roused despair
in their hearts: so me o f my b r o t he rs are i g no r ant of my
abode, but if the^ discovered it, I am sure they would
bring solace. Others have zeal to help but their hands
are Idle, for they cannot afford it; do they think I would
ask a scoundrel's help, even if I had to drink brine and
eat sand? Nay*, I swear by the name of God*, I will not, for,
in my breast, I have a fastidious heart, and Arab virtues:
(1)
in my bosom n He was comforted bv a visit from his friend
(2)
Shavkh Ahmad, 1 When we were discussing my problems,
Shaykh Ahmad remarked; 1 I am quite certain that Sharif
(3)_ _ a ------
Idrisi loves helping you, and is even jealous to share the 
duty with others I *„„1 However, he persuaded me to write a
oo
letter to him 1
It was a long letter, written in masterlv Badi1 stvle,
'(5) '
culminating in a Qasidah. 1 The reason why I conmosed. sucho *
a long letter is that mv friend loves -my prose and my verse
(6) ■
and even knows a certain quantity of it by heart. 1 Hardly 
two d.ays had elapsed when the reply arrived, and the 
Sharif1s response exceeded Nadim1s expectations; he sent
Tl) Al-Ustadh, P .321
(2) The 'Alim from Minyat al-Ghuraqa.
(3) Most probably a reference to Shaykh al-Oasabi
(b) Al-Ustadh, P.31&*
(5) Nor the complete text of theletter cf. Al-Ustadh,pp.317-327
(6) Ibid, p. 328.
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food, clothes and even silk robes, so that Nadim1s desolate
* ' U)habitation overflowed with his presents,
NhdinWs friends had protected him for eight years 
from every possible danger, but qould not prevent a danger 
which was threatening him now from within and which was 
beyond their control? his situation was aggravated by his 
third, unhappy marriage. His wife who shared with him his 
living Quarters at Barrivat al-Manzurah was shrewish and^ w ' Q
ill-tempered. M She frequently annoyed him by her
behaviour and it was beyond his power to curb her temperament.
She added to his worries by her endless bickering so much that
he even thought of giving himself up to the police to
(2)
escape domestic trouble... n Her outbursts of temper 
were not confined to her husband. When she went to visit 
Nadim1s servant at al-Jummayzah she soon quarrelled with 
his wife and nearly caused Nadim1s secret to leak out.
When the servant hurriedly broke the news to Nadim, he 
set out for al-Jummayzah to put things right between them,
M  the „a„e of ^ a l - M k . I .
However, pleased with the reception he found on the part of . 
the inhabitants of the village he stayed at al-Jummayzah.
(1) Al-Ustadh, p.316*
(2) For details cf. Taymur, op. cit., P.23*
(3) Al-Muqai:tam, 10.10.1891
36?
The local people were fascinated bv his talents, eloquence
and teaching and the 1 Umdah seems to have known his identity
(1)
and faithfully kept the secret. It was Nadim himself who
neglected to take the usual precautions and was too reckless,
taking cart openlv in local gatherings, and that brought
(2)
the final disaster,, There was a retired police detective 
in al-Jummayzah who had once participated in the search for 
Nadim, and who now grew suspicious, and anxious to collect 
the reward, he reported to the Khedivial palace and the 
Ministry of the Interior that Nadim was hiding at al-Jummayzah. 
Immediate measures ordered Tby the authorities proved 
instantaneously effective. Detachments of police cordoned 
off the village and proceeded to the house where they 
expected to find Nadim. This led to his arrest on October
(3)
2nd, l891o Fortunately, the police failed to lay hands 
on his manuscripts which contained a considerable number 
of Qasidahs satirising the Khedive and the regime then in 
p owe r 0
(1) Taymur, op. cit., Po2 3 .
(2) His name wa s Hasan a1-Farar j i
(3) For details cfh. Taymur, op. cit. 00.23,2*1,2 5’ a 1-Muqattain
t  ^ i / J j o'* 0 0
3 3556 ,99 October 1891; Al-Ustadh,P,*+5 the detective was 
disappoihted in his expectation for the reward was limited 
to a certain period of time which had already expired., 
cfo Tavraur, op. cit., P.25* *
(5-) Taymur, op. cit. P.25*
Up to the moment of his arrest, Nadim had spent almost a
decade In hiding. His astonishing success in evading a
systematic and intensive police search over such a long period
of time can be ascribed to several factors. There was, first
of all, the unusual cleverness with which he effectively
changed his outward appearance, even disguising his features
in strict accordance with the type he wanted to represent.
Coupled with the still more extraordinary mastery of several
Arabic dialects like Maghribi, Yemeni, Hijazi and those of
Upper and Lower Egypt, It made him virtually unrecognisable to
the uninitiated. Altogether, he changed, his name and appearance 
(!)
more than nine times. The second element of his success was 
the integrity and sincere devotion of the organisation sponsered 
by Shaykh al-Casabl which planned his life In hiding.
The third factor which greatly contributed to his success in 
keeping hidden for ten yearn was his social talents. His 
famous gift for conducting a pleasant conversation with high and 
low, which made people rate his society so highly that they 
hastened to his help, proved of undoubted practical value in 
this emergency. 1 No wonder; he was sweet In company, eloquent 
in conversation and smooth of tongue, which no one can deny, 
and this attracted the hearts to him as the magnet attracts iron. 
Therefore, none of the trustworthy people who sheltered him
(1) Al-Ustadh, pp. 799; Samir, op. cit. ,p.I3*; Amin, EuUama9, p.231
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cared about the threat of nrison or exile or any other penalty
(1)
the government imposed. M
The fourth factor was his nearly inexhaustible patience
and his ability to endure privations and hardship which
defeated physical and mental pain. They were instrumental in
overcoming the calamities that befe.ll him and resulted from
his faith in God, his confidence in divine justice and. the
belief that everything that happened had. been decreed in
eternity. He believed that 11 with every difficulty, there is
(2)
a relief. n His trust in divine providence supported him 
to a great extent in his plight.
" All these accidents n xvrote Nadim in a letter to a 
friend while he was in hiding, 11 have been written in eternity; 
the position of each of us is predetermined, and God does 
not choose for a calamity but those who believe. Nothing 
can withstand the storm but the mountain. If the catastrophe 
comes upon you as a storm with great noise, and presses you 
down with its burden, what does the mind imagine? In any 
event, can the result be more than, either life or death?
And they, no one rules over them but God, and before we came
into the world * naught of disaster befalleth in the earth or
(3)
in yourselves but it is in a book. 1 :i
(1) Samir, op.cit., p.l}+.
(2) Qur’an, Surat al-Inshirafc, ’Ayah No,6 ;cf,^1-Ustadh, pp.318, 
321.
(3 ) CJur’an, Surat al-Hadid, Syah No. 22.
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" If you ask about me... in the daytime, I do not think
about what the night will bring, I do not busy my thought
with the impending sequences of troubles and catastrophes.
The length of my hiding does not pain me, for I believe that
people are led by Brovidence and act, in place and time, as
they are fated to. I believe that every catastrophe will
have its end; and when it comes, the morass will dry up, and
(1)
the condition will improve... u
The fifth factor was the hope that he never ceased to
cherish that the nation would rise against the occupation
and that ’Urabi would, return triumphant to lead them to
(2) _ 
freedom. 1 You trave before you, 1 wrote Nadim to fUrabi, 1 a
future whose guardian you are, gathering around you a party
as its leader. Study the Egyptian events in the school of
nationalism which you yourself have founded, and keep in
mind the history of the nation you led. We were then still
at the primary stage, we have now reached the preparatory
stage and shall, by the will of God, embark on the advanced
(3)
stage when the world acclaiMs you again. 11 In another letter 
to 1Urabi, he states that the hopes of the supporters of the 
national movement continued to be focused on ’Urabi even long
(1) Al-Ustadh, pp, 318 - 320.
(2) Cf. Tarikh Misr, pp. 82,92, 93*
(3) Tarikh Misr, p.82,
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after his expulsion: u The nligi.it of your freedom-loving 
supporters after your expulsion and their sufferings were 
s'oothed by the light of Gocl in their hearts . . . they drank the 
love potion and then they rallied,,.'. if any of them had been 
addressed as 'Urabist, he would have been happy and pleased 
as if he had dug-up a buried treasure; their tongues never 
stop sneaking about you, and, their gatherings resound with 
your praise. Not only that, the ranks of your supporters have 
been increased by those who used to hate you before as soon 
as they realised how the corruption /of the new regime,/ was 
corroding their lives; now their hopes have taken another 
turn*, At present they show even more eagerness to follow you 
than your old supporters* If a letter from you reaches one 
of your faithful followers he takes It on a round of all his 
friends to be read bo them, and it sets all our spirits
(1)
rejoicing. You are in Egypt, though your body is in Ceylon. n 
His belief In the national movement, his faith In 'Urabi1s 
leadership and. his indifference to personal advancement are 
even more strongly formulated in another letter:
1 If I hope for your return It Is not for personal vain; 
you know in what doctrine I believe; I called on the nation 
to obey you in the national cause, filling the press with
(1) For the full text of this letter cf. Tarikh Misr, p.90
6 /  &
articles and the me eti.no>' a with speeches an cl ripostes to 
foreign end hostile attacks on yon for no other reason hut 
patriotism.
n The religion in which I was bred and the doctrine I
have loved and defended is to give the people freedom to
reform the country for the glory of Islam; I devoted my
(1)
newspaper to these ideas for them to prevail in the country. n 
The sixth factor was that he kept his mind occupied by 
literary and religious pursuits and by composing and reciting 
poetry* n My thought is my friend t!jhe wrote In a letter to 
a friend, " and my wen my companion; I transmit to it what 
is In my mind, it preserves It in written lines, ahd returns 
it to me as a book... At times I occupy myself with chapters 
on Usui 5 and collate the ideas of the Sunnis; at other times, 
I corrmose peerless uoems in the form of Casidas, and at other
» O
times I write literary epistles on different subjects0 
Sometimes I deal with the Sufis and their orders,... and 
sometimes with customs and ethics. Geography has not escaped 
my pen. Sometimes I travel from nation to nation on the boat 
of history, and at other times busy myself interpreting the 
variety of Bad!1 styles in the eulogy of the Prophet... by now
(1) For the full text of this letter, cf. Tarikh Nisr, p . 93^95
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I have finished twenty books, large and small; look at the 
mercy of God,, how He turns the calamity to benefit I How 
could I have written all these books before I went into hiding?
I was as busy,., as a machine propelled by steam- and even
a)
forgot my own sons, 1
The seventh and perhaps most important factor was that
the sympathy with the national movement had never died out
In the hearts of the people,-and expressed itself In the loyal
and sincere supnort afforded to Nadim by the fellahin as well
as the !Umdahs in spite of the grave personal danger to which
they exposed themselves in giving him sanctuary, and In spite
of the great temptation some of them, needy people as they were,
must have experienced with regard to the price out on his head,
u From the chivalrous and courageous people that I met n said
Nadim, 1 I received what I would never have expected, I
would never have believed what they were if I had been told
It before, and the account would have sounded strange and
incredible, especially as most of those who sheltered me.stood
in no relationship whatever to me: there were neither blood ties
nor friendship to link us together, and I had not entered their
(2)
village for any purpose before I went into hiding. " He was
(1) Al-TJstadh, pp.319,320: cf. also, P.3,1025,102$; Kan Wa Yakun, 
v o l 1, P.2.
(2) Al-Ustadh, P’*7; cf. also Samir, op.cit., P.Ip Amin, Zu'ama’ 
pp. 232, 233•
greatly impressed by t he qualities he discovered in the
character of the fellahin. n 1 have found, u he says,
n chivalrous people who keep their word and face an emergency
with great determination* Their heart never recoils when
they are confronted by a calamity, because it is full of
trust in Qod and as firm as a rock In keeping the secret. I
have found in their generosity what puts to shame those famed
in history for their generosity, annihilates the mean, and
dazzles the poets. I came to them pursued by the government
and hunted by the police, wary and watchful and full of fear.
They harboured me as their beloved and one of their own kin,
(1)
and were patient when calamity followed on calamity. £t
The readiness of the fellahin and the notables, and even
some members of the administration to defy government orders 
and to spurn the temptation of a reward of a thousand rounds 
which represented untold wealth to a fellah, In order to help 
Nadim* is one more proof of the well-established fact that the
national movement was deeply rooted In Egyptian hearts.
But he, for his part, was not less faithful. After his 
arrest, he was held in custody at al-Santah police station 
as a political detainee. In vain did the police try to extort 
from him the names and addresses of those who had sheltered
(1) Al-Ustadh, pp. 318, 319-
3 7 5
him; he remained adamant in his silence. ” Their attempts
were in vain, for my determination remained unshaken, and
I assured the nrosecation that none of my hosts had had a
(1)
notion who I really was. 1 However, his servant broke down
under torture and betrayed the names of some who were immediat -
(2) „ 
ely arrested. Later. Nadim was transferred to Tanta forfJ * a e
interrogation bv the prosecution, and was there more respect-
(3)
fully treated.
The sensation caused in society, cress and official circles
by Iiadim5 s cacture after so many years on the run was immense.
His arrest brought back to ceojhle1 s minds the memory of his
role in the national movement which was again on everybody's
lies. The cress began to clamour for an amnesty for their 
(*+)
old friendo The cabinet met several times and in the last 
session on October 12th, 1891, it decided, to free Nadim as 
well as those who had been imprisoned for sheltering him.
' (5)
Nadim himself was banished to Palestine. The last leader of 
the national movement to leave Egypt was seen off by crowds 
of people, apparently staunch supporters of the national 
movement. There was the ironic spectacle of the governor of
(1) Al-Ustadh,pp.7,8; cf. also, al-Nuoattam, 5*10.1391; Taymur, 
op.cit., p.25; Amin, 2.u*ama’, p.236“°
(2) Cf. Ibid„
(3) Cf. Ibid.
(1) Al-k'ugattam, 5*10.1393.; for more details of his arrest cf.
Ibid., 5,6,9-10.1891; Al-Wstadh, pp* 7,8.9- 
(5) Al-Muqattam, 13 and 15*10.1891.
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(i)
of Alexandria, *Uthman Pasha 'Urfl, seeing off on behalf of 
the government, a nationalist banished for political offences•
It was a tactful move on the part of the British authority 
that Nadim was treated with respect obviously in order to 
placate the already greatly exvited population-
Nadim decided on Jaffa as his new residence. When he 
reached Jaffa harbour on October Ijth 1891, the news of his 
arrival, which had preceded him, brought large numbers of 
people, who welcomed him enthusiastically and paid homage
to him- Among them there was a number of ’Ulama9, men of
(2)
letters and local notables- Having spent a month at the 
house of al-Sayyid 1 Ali Abu al-Mawahib, the Mufti of Jaffa, 
as the latter*s guest, Nadim settled down In a house of his
(3)own- His salon became, from the very first, the focal point 
of attention and the centre of the intellectual life of the 
city- His society was always greatly sought after and he was 
usually surrounded by crowds of admirers.
However, a change was to come before long. On Tawfio
(5)
Pashals death, * Abbas 11 acceded to the throne and on February
(1) Samir, op.cit., P,l5; Al-Ustadh, P.8 .
(2 ) Tavmur, op.cit., P. 2 5, Samir, op.cit.,P.16.
(3) Ibid; it has been said that when Nadim entered the Mufti’s 
house and introduced himself his host and he embraced amid 
tears and smiles, cf- Taymur, op. ©it., P.253
(*+) Samir, op.cit., P.16; Amin, Zu’ama’, P.237; Tavmur, op.cit., 
P.25; &1-Ustadh, P.258,2599312
(5) On 7.1.1892.
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3rd, 1892 proclaimed In distinct oppostion to his father*s
nolicv a general amnesty for all the partisans of the national
(1)
movement. Nadim* s name was specially mentioned.
Though overjoyed at the news of the amnesty, he did not
return to Egypt immediately, but set out in the cornnany of
one of the Jaffa notables on a tour of the Holy Land by which
(2)
he was fascinated, In March 1892, they ascended Mount Sinai 
on whose summit he made the acquaintance of some members of 
the sect of Samaritans who had come, there on their customary 
pilgrimage. He read their books, discussed religious matters 
with their divines, acquiring thus a certain knowledge of
(3)
their faith and beliefs. These discussions provided him
with the material for the book al-Tadhkirah al-^mirah Fi
’Ahwal al-Samirah, which he himself described as the first of 
 O)---------
its kind. Besides, he went to see what were claimed to be 
tombs of many prophets of Israel'. When they visited Nablus, 
he was received with all honours by the local intellectuals;
(1) The proclamation did not include the seven leaders of the 
movement exiled to Ceylon; the British government had 
objected to their being granted a pardon, for their memory 
was still too vivid in the hearts of the Egyptians,
(2) Samir, op* cit. P.l6; Tavmur, op, cit.5 pp. 25526.
(3) Al-Ustadh9 P.259; cf. also Taymur? op* cit.9 P.25*
(*+) Al-TJstadh. P .259
like everywhere else, he dazzled and impressed the people 
there by his eloquence and his vast knowledge. 11 I myself n 
says Jalabi al-Samiri, u and the worthy citizens of our city 
heard him say things that amazed us and filled us with admir­
ation, He used to spend days ar nights being questioned and
giving answers with the greatest eloouence and the strongest
(1) • ‘ 
proofs. " From Nablus they went to Sabtiya fn see what is said
to be the tomb of John the Baptist and hence by way of Nablus
to Bethlehem. Furthermore, they visited the Aasa Mosque in
(2)
Jerusalem and several other sacred daces, including Moses1
(3)
tomb; he also attended the annual Nabi Musa festival in May 3.892. 
Nadim returned to Fgynt and nublic life after ten years1
(b)
absence on May 9th 1892. However9 neither the country nor 
public life were what they had been a decade before. Not only 
the country9 but also Nadim himself had undergone a radical 
change. He was nearly forty-seven now; his health had suffered
(1) From a letter written by Jalabi al-Samiri from Nablus; 
cf. Al-Ustadh, pp. 2589 259*
(2) Cf. Samir 5 op.cit,, P . 16; Taymur , op.clt., P ,25s Zaydan? 
Mash|hir, ‘voldii, p. 1 1 0.
(3) Nadim believed that he owed his amnesty to the intercession 
of the prophet Moses. He related that after a prayer In which 
he had asked him to Intervene in his favour, Moses appeared 
to him in a dream In the night before the amnesty and daid to 
himu M Wake up and go home In The next morning the amnesty was 
proclaimed: cf, Nadim*s letter to Samir as quoted by Taymur,
Opodt. 9 TDp«2p,2o,
(*+) Al-Muqattam, 11.1892; Shafiq, on. cit., vol., 1 1 , P.3 8 .
O a  $  o  * * %
under the strain of the ten years spent in the wilderness;
(It)
his hair had become grey, making him look older than his age. 
Spiritually, he had greatly matured in both knowledge and 
general outlook in these ten contemplative years. The fact 
that most of his reading matter was of religious and Sufie *
provenance gave him a distinctly religious orientation with 
a marked tendency towards Sufism which found expression In theG
very way he dressed. It has been stated that he wore European
clothes until the breakdown of the revolution, and that the
circumstances of his life in hiding compelled him to change
his outward appearance in accordance with the role he assumed.
It Is very probable, however, that the idea crystallised in
his mind during his forced retreat that it would be both fitting
and expedient to stress, by the very way he looked and dressed,
the fact that he was descended from, the Prophet, and he wore
the garb of the Sharif, i.e. a descendant of the Prophet,
consisting of a green turban, a qaftan and a flowing cloak on
the day he was arrested, and that he contimed wearing it for
(2)
the rest of his days* From that day onward the word al-Sayyid 
always preceded his name. Thus he was addressed, henceforward 
as al-Sayyid *Abd Allah Nadim, Instead of 1Abd Allah Sffendi
(1) Kan Wa Yakun, vol., 1, P.11,
(2) The matter is fully discussed later, see below HR. 512-515.
Nadim. Even his attitude towards the Egyptian dynasty had
also changed, since the new Khedive showed sympathy to the
nationalists, and pursued a policy diametrically opposed to
that of his late father*
The only factor that never changed about Nadim was his
belief in his principles: his ODuntry’s right to liberty,
self-determination and democratic life. This was the axiom
on which his life rested, in this he was as firm as a rock,
and neither time nor circumstances could affect It at all.
He always and invariably believed in " the religion in which
I have grown up, and the doctrine which I incline to: the
liberation of my people and the reform of my country, the glory
(1)
of my religion and the support of the believers* u
It should be stressed once more that if any fact about 
Nadind s life in this period is established beyond controversy, 
It is the survival of his belief in the national movement In 
which he had played a leading role. It can be stated with 
certainty that this conviction was genuine and strong and 
remained unshaken* What is more, Nadim1s experiences In this 
period prove also the fellah*s loyalty to the national movement 
which had been the first attempt to free him from bondage*
CHAPTER V
THE SECOND PHASE OP THE RATIONAL MOVEMENT.
1898-1890.
— — «r-mg^rr<*
Nadirn's Return to Public Life, Second Exile and Death.
1892-1896.
Nadim spent the first two months after his return from
exile in trying to retrace the ten missed years of Egypt’s
development under the iritish occupation^and to salvage what
might have survived from the revolutionary period* He began
(i)
by resuming old contacts; his chief meeting place with
prominent pro-nationalists and old friends was the mansion of
. ( 2 )
Lai;If Pasha Salim. Soon he realised that Egypt had changed 
out of recognition In every respect, and that the British 
occupation of the country had assumed every aspect of 
permanency* Although the British had given, time and time
again, the assurance that their occupation -of Egypt would be 
merely provisional and would automatically come to an end as
(1) Cf„_Samir, op.cit*/j? .16-17.
(2) Zaki Rustum, my conversation with, op*cit.
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(i)
soon as peace and order were restored, events proved up to the
hilt that it was their intention to stay indefinitely, in
order to protect the vital road to India* He observed that
all the reforms previously carried through in both the
national army and the navy had been annulled, and that the
(2 )
Egyptian officers had disappeared from the public scene*
The Egyptian police had also been placed under British
command so that the whole power oi the nation was in British
(3)
hands* He also found that the costs of maintenance of the
British army stationed on Egyptian soil to enforce the
occupation formed a heavy additional burden on tue shoulders
(4)
of the Egyptian taxpayer; that all the achievements of the
long struggle had virtually disappeared, that the Organic law
of lebruary, 1882^had been abolished and the National
Assembly replaced by a legislative council whose only task
was to approve the proposals of the government, but which
Jacked the power and the right to make or even to suggest 
(5)
amendments* Every department of the administration with the
(1) Eor details cf, Roths tein, op *citi>P .P *333“335 ;Alf red Milnetj 
England in Egypt, (London 1893J / R A «32-33 -
(2) Eor derails cf.Muhammad Mustafa §afwat, al-Ihtilal al- 
InjlizT Li Mi§r (Cairo 1946 P *E * 221-223 ; 'Abd al-RahmStn 
al-Mfi!i, Mi§r wa al-Sudan f i *Awa* il *Ahd ai-Ihtilai. 
(Cairo 1942) 1*1*10-16*
(3) Eor details c11ibid.
(4 ) Rafi’i, Ivligr; P.-20.; Safwat,op.cit,;P.P.241-242.
(5) Cf. al-vVaq.a> i1 , 2*5*1883 5 1.1.1884 ?9 .2 *1884 >10 *9 *1884 -*
only exception of the Waqf Ministry was headed hy a foreign
(1 )
director* "All native authority had been overthrown at 
one blow, and their place was taken hy foreigners without 
knowledge either of the customs or even of the language of 
the people, who only knew how to issue peremptory orders and
(2")
to punish their infraction with severity . badira found
that there was nothing left of the social reforms whose 
introduction had been the main objective of the national 
movement: "Instead of proceeding on the path of reform, the
occupation continued to concern itself exclusively with 
finance, and left the work of social and moral reconstruction 
to the newly organised system of police ... which placed 
between the population and the traditional administration . .. 
the English police official with the traditions of Scotland
(3 ) „
Yard ... the results could not fail to be what they are ... 
he was grieved by the havoc the occupation had wrought in the 
field of educations "The neglect of education" as has been 
stated by a contemporary historian*is, indeed, one of the 
outstanding features of lord Cromer's rule, and is character™ 
istic of his entire administration. v*hen occupying the
(1) Of. al-Y/aqa* i 1 , 5.2. and 25.3* and 17.5* and 20.5«1883. also
7.8.1884 5*1 9 .1 0I885 ; 2 7 .1 1 .1889. 9
(2 ) Rothstein, op . c i t P  .314 5 cf. also P.P.324-3 2 5 .
(3 ) Rothstein, op.cit.7P.P.314-315•
country, the English made much capital out of the alleged 
unripeness of the Egyptian people for self-government, and 
in his famous report Lord Dufferin faithfully promised that 
the development of education will he one of the foremost 
concerns of the new rulers in order that * the cry of Egypt 
for the Egyptians should not he a vain one’ but there is a, 
vast distance between promise and performance in all dealings 
of the English with Egypt, and in no other domain has it
a )
been so great as in that of education."
Hadim, the pioneer of liberty through education, who had
devoted to this problem a great part of the thought and
effort of his early days, clearly perceived the main defect
of the educational methods applied by the British in
Egyptian schools, namely the practice of filling the teaching
posts by imported Englishmen instead of by Egyptians, which
was equivalent to an attempt to impose upon the nation a
foreign language and foreign ways of thought. Since the
British endeavoured to transform Egypt into a British colony, t
the schools were used as a means of spreading their language
(2)
and their habits of thought. The teaching was systematically 
carried on in English and to a minor extent in Brench, to the 
detriment of Arabic. There was no lack of complaints, but the
(1) Rothstein, op.cit„,P „315; for details cf#Rafi’i,Misr,
P.P. 203-205.
(2) Of. Rothstein, op .cit 0/ P .322 .
invariable objection was that it was not a scientific
(i) 
language.
This is how the Lord Milner describes the conditions in
Egypt in the early days of the occupation: "We were in
absolute possession of the country* We had smashed the
de facto government, and the government de jure was a
phantom, there was, for the moment no authority but that of
(2)
our army, no law but our will." "Advice" was only a
charming euphemism by which the British politely replaced
the harsh word "order", for Lord Granville himself very
vigorously interpreted the term "advice" in a telegram to
(3)
Sir Evelyn Baring on January 4th, 1884 1 ,f. . e the advice which,
after full consideration of the views of the Egyptian
Government, they maj feel it their duty to tender to the
Khedive, should be followed. It should be made clear to
the Egyptian Ministers and G-overnors of provinces, that the
responsibility which for the time rests on England obliges
Her Majesty’s G-overnment to insist on the adoption of the
policy which the^ y recommend, and that it will be necessary
that those ministers and G-overnors who co not follow this
(4)
course should cease to hold their offices." In short, in 
spite of British statements to "the contrary, it was a veiled
(1) Of. Cromer, op.citvol*ii, P.529*
(2) Milner, op .citP.30.
(3 ) SeJjord Cromer*
(4) Milner, op. cit., p. 33.
protectorate of uncertain extent and indefinite duration for
(i)
the accomplishment of a difficult and distant object
It is needless to stress that Kadim must have observed the
servility of the Khedive Tawfiq. exhibited in all his dealings
with the occupying power to which he owed his return to the
(2)
throne, and the demoralising effect it had on the nation„
According to Cromer’s nadviceu he chose his ministers among
men inclined to obey British orders like Hubar, Riyad,
Mustafa Pahmi* uThey were even more subservient to the
occupiers than the Khedive himself<> In fact* the Khedive and
his ministers vied with one another in compliance with
(3)
British demands J* The Egyptian notables and intellectuals ,
were either satisfied with the positions they occupied in
the government and intent on remaining in office by
punctiliotisly executing British orders, or else merely
preoccupied with their private affairs to the point of
(4)
indifference to and negligence in public ma.tters 0 Bven 
those who had been enthusiastic supporters of the mtional 
movement, including some who had taken active part in all 
the events of the revolution like Shaykh Muljammad TAbduh !Abd 
Allah Pasha Pikri, *Ali Pasha Mubarak and Sa’d Zaghlul, had
repudiated the national movement and disowned their own part
(1) Milner, op,cit.,P.34°
(2) Por details cf/Wilfred Scawen Blunt, My Diaries, (London. 
1919-1920)>vol,i, Pol5? ’Abd al"Rahman al-Rafi’T, Mustafa 
Kamil Ba’ ith_al~Harakah al-vvataniyyah (Cairo 1945 ), P *25; ff, 
Mustafa, Tarikh Migr, P.257*
(5) Rafi'i, Mustafa, P.25;cf*also M*Mustafa,Tarikh Misr,P.257j 
Blunt^ My Diaries, vol«l,P.103.
(4) Rafi’i, Mustaf a , P .2 5 *
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in it for the sake of collaboration with the occupation. They
endeavoured to pave their way to high office not merely by
tacit consent, but even by offers of friendship to the
invader, a fact of which the British authorities made
extensive use. As regards the civil service. Lord Cromer’s
policy made it virtually impossible to retain one’s position
or to obtain promotion except at the price of denunciation of
the national movement: public acknowledement of the benefits
(i)
of the occupation alone could pave the way to a career. If 
such was the attitude of the notables, the intellectuals, 
the ideological leaders of the country, what could be 
expected from the rank and file? They had been twice 
disappointed in their leaders who had lacked presence of 
mind, determination and endurance in their hour of trial, 
when the national movement broke down, and then exhibited 
such remarkable indifference and indolence under the 
occupation , leaving them 110 one to look to for guidance. It 
had become fashionable to disdain and disparage patriotism? 
abased and cringing, cowardly and hypocritical, the people 
were ready and eager to humble themselves for the sake of their 
own selfish and had degenerated into opportunists,
devoid of any higher idea or motive.
(1) Rafi’i, Misr, P.198-199°
(2) IbidtJP.198.
hadim could not but have observed the damaging effect 
of this policy* which, was that it affected ti.e morals of 
the nation, The subordination of Egyptian ministers and top- 
ranking civil servants to the British and the humiliating 
treatment of the nationalist leaders had wounded the pride 
of the Egyptians to the core, ihe prolonged vigorous 
defamation of the national movement which accused its leaders 
of merely seeking personal advancement, and above all the 
deplorable breakdown of ’Urabi who-at least as the public had
been made to believe - had humbled himself to obtain his
release and save his property^had had the deleterious effect
of destroying the country*s confidence in itself and the
leaders of their own countrymen* To make Blatters worse,
’Urabi, affected by long exile and seeking amnesty from the
British, publicly, declared that the occupation had been of
(!)
profit to the country, so that Nadlm^who had always Rooked up 
to ’Urabi as the protagonist of the movement, and had 
fervently hoped that the nation would rise again under his 
leadership, seems to have lost confidence in the man as well 
as the leader; at least, he never again referred to him after 
that.
(l) While in exile in Geylon, for details cf#Rafi1 1 ,al­
pha wr ah, P.m. 554-557.
THE EQYPTIM PRESS IN THE FIRST DBG APE Off THE BRITISH OCCUPATION.
Hadim found that the freedom which the Egyptian press had
gained during the short-lived rule of the last national
movement had also suffered. In fact, the Egyptian press
found itself under the occupation in a rather equivocal
position, although the opinion prevailing in Europe on the
position of the Egyptian press was that it enjoyed complete
freedom of restriction under the occupation* It must he
pointed out that if the word freedom is taken to mean that
neither Lord Cromer nor the British authorities ever directly
issued an explicit order confiscating or suspending an
Egyptian paper, or ever refused the issue of a new press
licence, this is undoubtedly true; hut with reference to the
real position of the Egyptian press at that time, it was a
palp&bie untruth. In fact, the newspapers which were not
fully exxlogistic of the occupation were treated with the
utmostt severity, not hy the British themselves, hut hy
Egyptian officials - mere tools in British hands - who,
deprived of the power to issue directives, were only echoing
(1)
and implementing British orders.
(1) fAbduh, Tatawwur, p. 137
facts are the best evidence that this opinion was
unfounded. After the collapse of the revolution, the news-
papers al-ZamHn and al-Safir were confiscated for overt
(1 )criticism of the occupation, fltl ’Nrwah al-wuthqa, the organ
of Jamal al-BTn them published in Paris was banned and any-
(2)
body found with a copy on him was fined five pounds* The 
same ban was imposed on Ab'u* Naddarah which was also
(3) — ---- ^ ----  , (4 )
published in Pans. ai-Watan was confiscated on karch 11,1884;
(5) : l ~
so was Mir*at al-Sbarq.. The above mentioned al-Zaman was
confiscated repeatedly. .aL-Iskandariyyah and al-Burhan in
Alexandria suffered the same fate. .al-A.hram was warned and
then suspended for a month. al-Sadiq was warned on September 
1 9 )  !----- 1
25th, 1886. No previously confiscated newspaper was given 
leave to resume publication, unless it gave the solemn 
undertaking not to embark on any further criticism of the(10)
existing conditions. The government also issued an order 
prohibiting civil servants from contributing to newspapers
(11)
or supplying them with information.
(1) 'Abduh^Tatawwur, P. 137? they reappeared later,having
given the solemn undertaking to abandon their critical 
attitude,cf. al-v'/aqa*i’, 2.8.1886.
(2) Al-WaqefM’, 15 -5.1&84.
(3 ) ’Abduh, al-Sa^iafi al-Tha* ir,P .P .64-65 .
(4) Al-Waga? i*, 12„3.1884*
(5 ) Rafi’i^ Ivlisr, P.184.
(6) Al~Waqa*i1J 2.8.188 6.
(7 ) 1 Abdulin Ta4 awwur, P . 13 8.
(80 Al-Waqa'i’, 21.8.1884.
(9) Rafi’1 , Misr, P .184 •
(10) Bor further details cf#*Abduh, Tatawwur, P.P.133-164.
(11) Na.qqa.sh, op.cit., vol,vi,P.P.242-243.
Arabic newspapers were not the only ones to suffer this
severe censorship on the part of the government - or rather
the British who were the driving power behind the scenes -
some of the Drench papers which were consistently opposed
to the policy of the occupation, met with the same fate.
Strangely enough.even the Egyptian Gazette "the organ of
English public opinion in Egypt" received on one occasion a
warning and was then fined twenty pounds for transgressing
the limits of the permissible and taking sides with •
(2 )
the nationalists. In April, 1885? the Erench newspaper
e (3)
Bosphore Egyptian was also confiscated. Moreover, this
(4)
is what one of Lord Cromer'1 s great supporters and friends
said about the position of the press in Egypt at that times
"The press did not enjoy the freedom it has now /.1909J The
Press Act of 1881 and the Act of the Director General of
Printed Matter made things very difficult for ^journalists and
of
writers, and deprived Egypt/both the freedom of thought and 
political freedomo If a newspaper published a piece of news 
which was not in line with the government policy, it received
(1) Broadley, o p . c i t P . 26.
(2) It published two articles on 9. and 11.8.1883criticising 
the occupation and defending 1 Drabism;cffal-AhrSm, 
18o8a1883y 1Abduh, Tatawwur,P.138.
(3) Cf. Milner, op.cit. P.P.119-120.
(4) Waliyy al-Din Yakan (1873-1921)
qxi immediate warning from the Ministry of the Interior ...
and if it received two warnings, it was confiscated at the
thirdo It could he banned for a month ox* two or more or
less, but the confiscation could also be suddenly imposed,
(i)
according to the political offence.” Another contemporary
(2)
historian,Syrian by origin thus states his opinion of the
facts s ’’The nation as a whole was groaning under the yoke
of the occupation . »• and no voice could be raised to express
her opinion., The press was fettered by the Press Act with
the exception of those writing for foreign papers which were
(3)
out of the reach of the Egyptian authority.” A third state­
ment to a similar effect was made by a renowned European 
historian of the Arabic press: ’’The press, instead of being
checked, in its growth should be supported and encouraged ... 
Thus only can the press become of real help to the masses, by
giving the adults in full liberty what they enjoyed - more
(4)
often, alas, not enjoyed in this benighted land. ”
These facts plainly contradicted the myth of the freedom 
of the Egyptian press which was among other u reforms” claimed 
by Lord Cromer who was anxious to make a good impression on 
British public opinion, especially its liberal part. What he 
had in mind was to display the ’’progress” which he had
(1) Yakan, op . c i t P  .13 •
(2) Jurj” Zaydan, (1861-1914).
(3) Z aydan, Mashahir, v olf i, P .314 *
(4) Martin Hartmann, The Arabic Press of Egypt, (London 1899) 
P .51 #
promoted in Egypt, in order to convince the British
(i)
politicians to perpetuate the occupation of Egypt. This
task was entrusted to an able English journalist. ’’Baring
/Lord Cromer/ had obtained the service in Egypt of Alfred
Milner /later Lord Milner/, a journalist of distinction ...
Baring gave him a place in Egypt of £1,000 a year at the
Ministry of finance, nominally xor administrative work, but
in reality with a mission of organising a press campaign in
London in favour of a continuance of the Egyptian occupation..,
ho man better Than he knew the length of the English
(2)
electoral foot.”
The press in Egypt, or rather its anti-British group,
was heavily threatened by the press act in force at the time.
It was no new law, but one which had been issued in 1881 under
the Dual Control ... ’’The law”ywrote at the time the Alexandria
(3)
Correspondent of The Times, ”is so stringent that it has 
worked its own remedy? too ridiculous to enforce, it has been 
tacitly ignored by all alike.” But what had been ’’too 
ridiculous” under the Dual Control, was not so for Lord 
Cromer. By it under pain of heavy penalties, and, in certain 
cases, confiscation, printers and publishers were required to 
obtain a licence from the Minister of the Interior in exchange 
for a heavy deposit, which licence could be refused or revoked
(1) Cfo Blunt, My Diaries, volfi, P.54®
(2) Ibidojfor more details cf. also P.55*
(3) November 801881; the Law was declared in November 1881?
for more details cf*al-Waqa1i*,29.11.1881; ’Abduh, 
Tatawwur,PeP .118-119?186-190,260-267.
at discretion, and papers could be suppressed by a simple 
order of the Minister after two warnings, or by the Council 
of Ministers without any warning at all. Henceforth,the 
oppositional press was to exist 011 mere sufferance, without 
any legal guarantee or even pretext of guarantee.
Eventually, freedom of the Press, although rather 
unequally distributed, was forced upon Lord Cromer and, of 
course, the government in power. Prance protested strongly 
against the suppression of its organ in Egypt, the above- 
mentioned Bosphore Egyptien .in April 1885* ”The act 
excited a perfect storm of fury among the french inhabitants 
in Egypt which found- its echo in Paris• The french foreign
(l)fT
Minister demanded repararion, and the protest even developed 
into tension between England and Prance. As a result, Lord
(2)
Cromer yielded and the suspension was lifted unconditionally.
This was the turning point in the history of the 
Egyptian press, henceforward, many publishers of Arabic 
newspapers began to seek french protection. This placed them 
almost out of reach of the authorities, British as well as 
Egyptian, and enabled them to embark on an opposition to the
(3)
methods of the occupation and to British policy in Egypt.
(1) Milner, op.cit.,P.P. 120-121.
(2) Moreover/on May 3,1885? the Egyptian Prime Minister 
Nubar went to see the ..trench Consul Eeneral to make his 
apologies; cfh’Abduh, Tatawwur, P.P.145,146; for more 
details cf .Milner, op .cit *P ..H9~122 .
(3 ) ’Abduh, Tatawwur, P .P .146,147,
The rest of the Arabic papers which "were in fact of no 
importance followed suit in opposing the occupation, and the 
authorities, both British and Egyptian authorities, found 
themselves in a peculiar quandary: if they continued 
suspending the Egyptian newspapers which were of little 
importance but let those enjoying french protection continue 
unpunished in the same vein, they would reveal their weak­
ness and cause public resentment in Egypt as well as in
(1)
England. Thus their iron rule was partly modified.
lord Cromer could not remain idle in face of this 
obvious threat to his policy. He planned a counter-attack 
on the oppositional press and looked round for a native news­
paper to carry out his plan. His choice fell first on the 
Copts who, however, failed to respond. They ’’neglected the
j
opportunity and sided with their oppressors with whom they
were much more congenial in thought, disposition and mode of
living f9f Or course the active Syrian was there, ready
for the emergency... He at once offered his service to the
conquerer, and. before long proved a very useful instrument,
(2)
especially when there was dirty work to do.” The Syrians
negotiated with were the owners of rhe monthly periodical 
(3 )
.aL-Muqtataf® The plan was ”to found a daily political
(1) Cf. ’Abduh, Tatawwur, P.P. I46-I4 7 .
(2 ) Hartmann, op.cit./P.P.30-31•
(3 ) They were Earis Himr, Ya’qub Sarruf and hahln Marakyur.
newspaper to compete with the national press and to oppose 
it for the protection of British interests.” , This led, 
in April, 1889, to the foundation of al-Muqattam. ”Once
upon a day their fortune was made. They had gained favour 
with Lord Cromer. Even as the ’Egyptian Gazette' is the 
official English organ, so al-Muqattam is the Arabic daily,
o o o
through which the British in Egypt try to mould public
opinion. Of course, the editors are sharp business people,
(2)
and smart advocates of English interests.” hartmann also
(3)
states that ”this paper is exclusively paid by the English.”
The newspaper immediately proceeded to attack every opposit-
(4)
iohal newspaper with the utmost severity* Lord Cromer was 
confident that the opposition press would be no match for 
al-Muqattam which he subsidised in every way imaginable,
supplying it with news and making it financially prosperous
(5)
as the exclusive recipient of official advertising matter.
BAs expectations were fulfilled, for in the ensuing open
(6;
battle which was fought by every means fair or foul, al- 
Muqattam easily prevailed over all its rivals. Its
o
(1) !Abduh, Tatawwur, P/149? cf.also Tamazi, op.cit ._volf iii
P.P. 34-36. *
(2) Hartmann, op.cit.rP. 11.
(3) Ibid.
(4 ) Turkey, on her part, by no means refrained from particip 
ating in this battle, and founded some newspapers to 
defend her interests;cf#'Abduh, Tatawwur,p.p.1 4 4 ,1 4 5 .
(5 ) Cf 0 Ibid, P.I4 9 ? Hartmann, op .cit,, *P .11.
(6 ) Eor details cf. Tarrasi, op.cit., vol#iii, P.P.34-3 5 .
circulation grew disproportionately, owing to the police 
methods which were employed to force it upon the readers* 
Officials in villages or provincial towns were compelled toa)
subscribe to it, as were civil servants0 Its columns were
filled to capacity with articles eulogising and hailing the
(2)
occupation and its ^reforms** and deriding the Egyptians
who were represented as ignorant and stupid in their
persistent opposition to the occupation, and unable to govern
themselves* It did not refrain from openly disparaging
comments on the national character, and no Egyptian, not even
the Khedive* himself, escaped its brazen criticism; not even
the Sultan was spared, if his Interests conflicted with those
of the occupation* Yftiat is more, Riyad himself, became Its
occasional victim whenever he ventured to make a more or less
independent move, hut even RIyad was unable to retaliate
since the attacker was the organ of the British and therefore
out of his reach* In short, the policy of al-Muqattam
(3)  -i- iS—
caused deep resentment all over the country* finally, a group
(4)
of Egyptian notables decided to found a newspaper powerful 
enough to fight al-Muqattam with its own weapons* Riya<J
(1) 'Abduh, Tatawwur, 149?151?152*
(2) Of, TarrazI, op.cit,, vol#iii, P.P.34-35.
(3 ) Ibid! w
(4 ) Among^them were^latif Pasha Salim, Hasan Pasha ’Asim and 
Ibrahim al-llilbawl,* cf, fAbduh,„ Tatawwur, ©.152*
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responded so readily "by granting them, in December,1889/ 
permission to found the famous daily al-Mu*ayyad, that it 
was obvious from the start that the new paper would supporta)
him and his policy. Thus it came to pass that the Egyptian 
press was divided into two distinctly different groups: the 
first and most influential one, which pwed its ascendancy to 
the support of the occupying power, had declared itself 
unhesitantly in support of the occupation, demanding - for 
the sake of the material profits it derived from it - its 
indefinite extension; al"i!u<jattanp took the lead in t':at.
The second group made what can only be described as a more or
less timid attempt at opposition, labouring under the
constant threat ,of suspension and confiscation to which they
(2)
had already been subjected before* Its policy of opposition
was conducted either in the interest of Egypt only - as
(3)
represented by al-Wa’fcan which w^ as considered of little account
at that time - or tor the sake of Drench vested interests -
(4)
as represented by al-Ahram and the Drench language newspapers
- or in the name of Ottoman interests as well as those of
(5)
the Khedive - as represented by al-Mu*ayyad.
(1) Of. hAfbduh^ Tatawwur, P.132; T arrays i, op .cit. *.P *P .37-38 ; 
Shaykh !Ali Yusuf was appointed its chief editor*
(2) Cio Abduh Tatawwur, P.P. 137-138, 143-147; Rafi'I, Misr. 
P.P. 183-186 „*
(3) Yakan, op.cit,^vol,i, P.P.11.13.
(4 ) Hartmann, op .cit,7 P„P.10-11; Yakan, op.cit.yolfi,PP.11-12
(5) 'Abduh, Tatawwur, P . 15 2 *t /
It is true that 'the freedom of the press was maintained 
in Egypt under the occupation, hut what sort of press enjoyed 
it? Either those who supported the occupation and were 
"beyond the reach 01 the Egyptian authorities, even the 
Khedive himself, or those who enjoyed the protection of the 
rival of Britain in Egypt, another European great power, . 
Prance. Even the latter did not gain that freedom without 
a certain amount of struggle,
NADIM'S HOLE IN THE SECOND PHASE OH THE NATIONAL MOVEMENT«
Erom the very moment of his arrival in the country,
Nadim was positively wooed hy Lord Cromer’s confidential 
agents with the unmistakable intention of winning his 
services for the occupation, or at least securing his 
silence. He was tempted with offers of a high position with 
the Ministry of Education or the Ministry of Waqf which would 
have ensured him a steady and comfortable income for the rest
a )
of his days. The temptation was strong, especially as his 
health had greatly deteriorated in consenuence of the ten 
years’ nervous strain and intermittent physical hardship he 
had endured. Moreover, there seemed little chance or any 
political activity along nationalist lines, since any overt
(l) Of * Ea.fi11 , al-Thawrah, P ,P • 534, 555
4 0 9
opposition against the occupation was threatened with 
renewed exile from the country., In fact, many a man in his 
position would have yielded without much ado; as has heen 
stated above, all the former leaders of the national 
movement who had remained in Egypt or returned to the countrya)
hah already gone that way. It does hadim credit that he 
remained inflexible in his refusal to collaborate with the 
occupation; in fact, it wan his intransigeance that saved 
the national movement from total extinction.
History repeats itself, and hadim found himself, on his 
return to the country, in a similar position as Jamal al-Dln 
when he came to Egypt in 1871* Ihe whole of Egypt was again 
in servitude; it had only changed its master. Despair had 
penetrated into every nook and corner of the country, and 
into every class of its society. Its population was again 
plunged in a lethargic sleep„ But hadlm was by no means 
willing to let the deplorable state of things deter him from 
the resumption of his pioneering activities, and firmly 
resolved to take up the fight again.
Although the prospect seemed uniformly black, it seemed 
unacceptable to hadim that the national movement which had 
behind it the traditions of a revolution and of a constitution, 
should be doomed to entire extinction in consequence of a 
defeat, with his astute political sense, he realised that the
(1) Of. Rari11 , al-JDhawrah, P .541•
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same causes which had originated it in the past, namely 
the domination and exploitation hy foreigners, were certian 
to revive it as soon as the effects of the catastrophe of 
1882.were overcome.
lowever, the task awaiting him was more difficult than 
ever, the morelso as he could not use his oratorical powers to 
rouse the country from its apathy; he could not roam the 
town and countryside, addressing the Egyptians from the 
pulpits of the mosques or at public meetings lamenting; the 
deplorable plight of the home land as he had done before to 
inspire them with vigour and courage, for the ban on public 
meetings and public speeches was strictly enforced, and Hadim> 
with his long record of nationalist activity, seemed to be 
forever barred from the oratorical platform#
The task confronting him was now twofold; he had not 
only to fight the invader and his destructive methods, but 
also to contend with the subservience to the occupier, and 
rouse the nation again* However, to cope with this immense 
and complicated task he had very limited means at his 
disposal* Since there was no scope at all for a deployment 
of his oratorical power, the main medium through which he 
formerly used to transmit his ideas to the public had ceased 
to be accessible to him* The second medium he could have 
resorted to, the press, was hardly more accessible under the 
occupation, for a man with a long; history of national struggle
like hadim.
It is possible that he had finally despaired of the
older generation who had lived through the "breakdown of the
national 'movement and shared its failure . Apparently the
shock of the collapse of the movement, the disappointment
in Their leaders, the rough physical treatment they had
suffered at the hands of their own rulers and the equally
depressing moral treatment at the hands of the new British
masters had completed the work of spiritual destruction,
and annihilated their power of resistance • thus hadxm had
no choice, hut to conform to the pattern followed by his
predecessor Jamal al-Din; he focused his attention on the
new generation. The youth of the country, on its part,felt
naturally attracted to the only leader of the revolutionary
movement who had returned to the 'country, and was anxious to
obtain first-hand information of the revolution and its 
(!)
history. 1‘he group which rallied around had.im recruited 
itself, for the most part, among the students of the higher 
schools. The most enthusiastic members of this circle were 
hu^tafl later The head of the second, national movement,
and the leader of the second national party, and his fellow 
student ku'ad Salim.
ihe centre of this new activity was the mansion of The
J3)
above mentioned Lavif Pasha Salim. Nadim snared no effort*
(1) Of. 3iafifi, Mu^afa, P .30; £ ay dan, hashahir ,volf i,P317.
(2) Ibid; Adams, op . c i t P . P .221-222.
(3) Saki Pusturn, my conversation with, op.cit.
to instil their young and susceptible souls with, patriotism, 
love of freedom and hatred of colonialism. At these meetings 
and discussions, he proved incontestably to his disciples 
that the downfall of the revolution had been broughx about 
by the intrigues of the foreign powers ; he cleared the name 
of the national movement of the defamatory, slanderous 
accusations by which it had been discredited in the eyes of 
the natioiio He explained the doctrine and the plans of the 
movement, but did not desist, by any means, from stressinga)
the mistakes committed by its leaders. The essence of his 
new-' theory, can b® subsumed in four main points. Hirst 
a/nd foremost, he warned them against too much relia.nce on the 
army as the mainstay of the movement of liberation, but 
advised them to lean rather on the moral force" of public 
opinion. Therefore he exhorted them to spare no effort to 
raise the moral standards of the people and kindle in their 
hearts that true patriotism which is the main pillar of 
strength of any national movement. Secondly, he advised them 
to refrain, at any.cost,from provoking a conflict with the 
Khedive, since it hod been a conflict of this kind that had 
proved the thin end of the wedge by which the British had' 
succeeded in dividing the nation. Thirdly, he exhorted them 
never to surrender, regardless of the length of the struggle,
since it is the surrender of the leaders which, more than
\
anything else, kills the^piiit of resistance in the nation.
~  —  —  gaidanT™^ "
(l) Cf. Rafi'i, Iviustafa, P A i a s h a h i r , volfi, P.3 1 7 .
Pinallj7', he taught them the best method of influencing the 
public by perfecting the arts of writing and oratory, since 
this was the best wav to find access to the hearts of thea)
nation and to win their support in the struggle. He went 
to great pains to teach his disciples as Jamal al-Hin 
had. ta.ught him and his contemporaries; he made them deliver 
speeches before him and write articles lor the press. ha dim 
and his disciples formed,as it were, the core of a new 
resistance movement which began secretly, and was directed 
against the British occupation. The above mentioned Mustafa 
Kamil, a youth of great promise, possessed the most gifted 
and fertile brain of all his disciples; he also had the most 
vivid imagination and the greatest patriotic ardour. Hadim 
soon discovered the young man’s astonishing ability in using 
his pen and tongue, and foresaw^ that he would play an 
outstanding part in the life of his country. He therefore 
devoted to him a grea.t deal of attention. "hadim sought out 
the young nationalist and inst uctec him concerning the events 
through which he himself had passed and inspired him,no doubt,
with his own incendiary ideas. As a result «.•/Mustafa KamilZ
12)
eao acquired some of the characteristics of hadim? u He also 
him
trained/in the art of writing. In fact, hadim1s influence on 
Mustafa Kamil is observable in the latter1s later speeches.
(1) Of. Rafi11, Mustafa, P.30; Zaydan, Mashahir,^vol#l,P.317.
(2) Adams, op.cit. P .222 .*cftf also J. Zaydan, Mashahir ,vol ,1,
P.317.
(1)
He "quotes the words and phrases of Hadim1s style."
His speeches were speeches of a hind Egypt had not 
heard for a decade since Hadim’s mouth had been silenced0 
It is a fact of high literary and political significance 
that, in spite of the long interval, there is 110 visible 
or tangible break in the tradition, for the new voice seemed 
familiar to the nation, deep rooted as it was in the past,
the echo of Hadim's voice ten years before* Mug^afa became,
silenced
in fact, the continuation of Hadim, the mouth-piece of the / 
teacher, a vicarious new existence for the old "Orator of 
the East o"
Meanwhile, the policy of the young, nineteen year old
Khedive 'Abbas IIfdeveloped along lines which were totally
different from the way his father lawfiq. had tried to rule
*
the country. 'Abbas II had studied in Vienna where he had 
mixed with young princes from different countries who all had 
one thing in common: they were all proud of the liberty their 
countries enjoyed, and full of plans for the good of their 
respective peoples. When 'Abbas came to Cairo in 1892 to
ascend the throne of his father "his heart was full of great
hopes that he would be the one to win back the liberty of
his country. He 'was appalled at the manner in which the
British authorities governed the country, and which enabled 
them to interfere with every detail of the administration. He 
decided to put an end to that illegal interference and devised
(l) Yakan, op.citvol#l, P.30.
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( i )
- although his enthusiasm was only short lived - a new
(2 ) r i
policy to resist the 'British occupation He openly 
critised the extravagence and wasteful ways of his grand­
father Isma’il which had been the immediate cause of Western 
intervention in Egypt; he even went to the length of bitterly
accusing his father Tawfiq of subservience to the British and
*
blaming his courbtiers for being guilty of connivance by
(3)
yielding to the whims of their sovereigno As a result, he
dismissed most of his entourage, filling the vacant positions
(4)
with pro-nationalists *
At the beginning of his reign,*Abbas II used to mix with
his subjects in order to win their confidence# He did it in
(5)
various ways: by travelling about In the provinces, by 
inviting prominent people to his dinner-table, meeting the 
* Blama* and listening to their teachings, visiting mosques,
attending communal prayers, visiting colleges and schools,
(6)
and discussing -with every group,its own particular problems#
He asked experts to write special reports on educational
matters, on the army and the police force and all the other
(7)
vital services of the country.
(l) It hardly lasted two years.
(2 ) Raf iyi, Mus taf a, p e 281 *
(3) Shafiq, op *cit,,vol# 2, P .P cl6,17,18„
(4) Yakan,’ op. c it., P . P . 18-19 ; Sha f Iq., op. c it,, vol, 2, P . 18-25.
(5) Sliafiq., op.clt.,volf2,P.P.46-453.
(6) Ibid,'P.P.26,28,50,33-59.
(7) l’bid, PP. 27,37,88-92.
I f f
This policy which greatly raised his popularity in the 
country, could not hut affect his relations with Lord Cromer. 
It was even the subject of discussion in official British 
circles and ■Abbas was given to understand that he had 
better follow in the footsteps of his father, and come to
(i)
terms with the British, if he wanted to retain his throne.
However, the Khedive remained firm at first, and continued to
supuort every visible sign of resistance against the
(2)
occupation.
The new policy of the young Khedive which nearly 
succeeded in bridging over the rift between rhe nation and 
the sovereign , thus denriving the British occupation of the
b )
only pretext which hac some appearance of validity, won 
hadim1s wholehearted admiration. He immediately declared 
himself in support of 1Abbas’s policy and made him even 
the symbol of resistance against the occupation. He 
directed his disciples to rally round the young Khedive and 
to propagate his policy in the colleges and circles, so that 
students received ’Abbas with enthusiasm and respect every­
where he went. When he visited the High School of Law,
Hadim’s disciples - among them his most distinguished pupil
b )
Mu^^afa Kamil - delivered a number of speeches in his honour.
(1) Shafmp, op ,cit e> vol, ii,P015.> Amin, Zti! ama* P. 238.
(2) Rafi’i, Mustafa, P 02Slo
(3) It used to be stated that it was the only aim of the 
"provisional1 occupation to protect the Khedive’s rights.
(4 ) Of, Rafi’i, Mustafa, P.28.o o
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As was to be expected in view ox his policy, the 
young Khedive communicated with Kacinr and his followers, 
lending them his active support, so that relations between t
(i)
them became cordial* The Khedive’s friendship did much.
to encourage Hadim to resume his social activities and to
take, once more, part in public life* The Khedive, on the
other hand, must have felt that he needed journalistic
support in the stand he had taken up against the British
occupation which was strongly criticised by the British
sponsored press* It goes without saying that it was Hadim
who was entrusted with this task, for ’the Khedive firmly
(2)
believed that there was nothing Hadim could not do*’1
Hadim*s chances of obtaining a licence for the public­
ation of a new paper were very slender indeed, for the then 
Prime Minister, Mustafa PahmT, was a staunch supporter of 
the British occupation* ’’Mustafa Pasha is the first*** o •
Egyptian Premier who has been unreservedly in sympathy with
the English ... Hever has the co-operation of Englishmen
and Egyptians been so cordial as since Mustafa Pasha’s
(3)
succession to the office . In short, he was, from the
(4)
British point of view; an ’’ideal Prime Minister*” It is
(1) Yakan, op*cit0jH/bl#l, P*f.28-30*
(2) Ibid, vol, i, P*30*
(3) Milner, op*cit**P0163*
(4 ) Ibid*
obvious that it was by no means an easy matter for a man with 
a long record of political struggle who would not be 
persuaded or won over by Lord Cromer as other nationalists 
had done, and who had been repatriated under the condition 
that he would refrain from political activity, to obtain 
permission to found a newspaper of his own* Therefore it 
was his brother !Abd al-Pattah who applied for the licence 
and, probably with some support on the part of bro-Ivhedive 
nationalist circles, was granted permission to found the 
weekly Al-Ustadh (The master), on the explicit condition 
”not to interfere with political matters oi the moment *.•a)
internal or external*” It was officially described as a
(2)
'* Journal of Science, Instruction and Entertainment*” It was
a weekly, and appeared, every Tuesday* As soon as ' Abd al~
/
Battah obtained the licence, he appointed his brother hadim
(3)
editor of the paper. In the first issue which saw the
(4)
light of day on August 23rd, 1893? *Abd al-Eattah announced 
that the new periodical was intended as ”a store of 
exquisite sciences, the pick of the knowledge ^TitjhistoryT* 
of the G-olden Age, not limited to one art only, nor confined 
to one subject* It will publish what is suitable for
(1) Al-Ustadh, P*2*
(2 ) Hartmann* op * c it,,, P . 63 •
(3) Cf. Al-Ustadh, P.3.
(4) Hot as Hartmann states (cf.P.63) on the 25th* August*
publication and delightful to read from &1-Ma’qul wa al-
r  * ...... 1 i . - i . —
Manqul (The National and Transmitted Sciences), which will 
not affect any religion, nor detract from any person’s 
honour* It will neither deride anyone nor interfere with 
present political matters, that is to say it will not 
discuss departments and employees and their ways in matters 
external or internal, but the art of politics as such will 
be one of its scientific problems I am leaving the
arrangement of its features to the pen of my brother, the
jwworthy .al-Sayyid TAbd Allah Effendi Hadim
Although officially described on the title page as 
1 the director” of the paper, ’Abd al-Fattah was clearly, 
from the very start, a man of straw entrusted only with 
the administrative side of the new periodical* The public 
was fully aware that Hadim, though nominally merely the 
editor, was in fact its real owner and set the trend of its 
policy* Al-Ustadh was generally identified with. Hadim in 
the eyes of the public, as it is now identified with him 
in the eyes of history.
In its form^Al-Ustadh is unique in the history of
(1) Al-Ustadh, P .3 * Contrary to Hartmann1s s t at ement (c f .P . 
63) ’Abd al-Pattah was not the editor of the paper, but 
merely its director*
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Arabic journalism. It was edited on three levels whose first,
consisting of surveys on scientific, social, literary and
later political matters in refined classical Arabic, was
destined for intellectual readers. In this section
AX-Ustadh can he considered as a continuation of Jamal a1-Din1 s
(11
*al-'Urwah al-Wuthga. The second section contained popular 
articles, for the most part in the form of a dialogue 
between Nadim and simple folk, men and women alike, and 
between the fictional characters themselves. In these 
dialogues, they discuss social, political and even educational 
matters, pointing to the defects of the system and suggesting 
the most effective remedy for each of the defects criticised. 
The chief aim of this section, written in pure colloquial 
Egyptian, was the propagation of social reform and the 
education of the illiterate - to whom it was meant to be 
read out - by raising their standard of thought. The third 
section was written in a simplified, almost colloquial 
Arabic. This was intended for people whose education was
(1) Of. Adams, op. cit., p. 222; al-Manar, vol. ii, p. 539- 
MO.
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incomplete, such as students or adults who knew how to read
and to write hut had had little other instruction. [The
articles were in form of a discussion between Nadim and a
student, or two fictitious students. Al-Ustadh contained
some humorous matter, hut all of it was didactic. In sum,
it was conceived as a school for the public in a manner
to appeal to every class of society, the intellectuals
as well as the illiterate, the ones who saw life with serious
eyes and those who saw it in a humorous vein. Whatever*
the mood, the author’s ideas and principles could be read
between the lines. **We adhere to this method*1 wrote Uadim
’’because it suits the taste of the people, caters for every
group, the ’UlEma* and men of letters, the notables and
simple folk, and finds what satisfies £the needsj of each
of them. Its only objective is, in fact, to serve the
nation and to benefit both the upper and the lower class. If
one considers this method carefully, one will find it
(1)
accurate and useful.**
[Evidently, the reading public received Al-Ustadh with 
great acclaim, for in the first issue one thousand and five
(1) Al-Ustadh, p. 50.
hundred copies were printed, a considerable amount according 
to the standards of that time, and they were all sold except
a )
for eleven copies, which were returned. The friendly
attitude of the public found its expression in a great
number of letters ufrom worthy ’ Ulama? and notables and
(2)
intellectuals and literary circles’* which were all full of
praise and encouragement.
When hadim notified his readers that the publication
of the sec one. number might have to be postponed until the
management had sorted out the names and addresses of the
subscribers, ’*many worthy notables among the public and
large numbers of letters insist on the issue being published
(3)
without delay, and therefore we respond to their demand.n
In the first issues of Al-Ustadh hadim kept, on the face 
of it, his promise not to interfere with politics. He 
refrained from referring to the occupation and from an open 
indictment of the British, Instead, he concentrated at first 
on educational and social reform, launching out on a general 
attack on the social and educational methods prevailing in 
Bgypt at that time. He did not point an accusing finger at 
the British as their real originators, but it was obvious to 
everybody that he was referring to the policies the occupation 
had resorted to in the attempt to anglicise Bgypt.
(1) A1 -Us tadh, P . 44.
(2) Ibid, P.45.
(3) Ibid, P .44 o
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Though timid at first in his political criticism in Al- 
Us t a ah » he is frank, unrelenting and sharp of tongue on the 
subject of educational and social reform: . He realised that, 
from Eastern and Islamic viewpoint, moral standards had . 
deteriorated under the occupation to the point of decadence* 
Drunkenness was spreading with 'alarming rapidity,, causing
a)"
many broken homes* Greek and foreign'usurers were increasing 
their hold on the property of1 fellahin as well as citizens 
by lending them money for drink and dissipation* Egyptian 
women imitated Western women, consorting with strangers and 
drinking wine* Prostitution had developed at a rate unknown 
before and was, for the first time in the history of Egypt, 
officially recognised as a profession* Addiction to narcotics 
was common among rich and poor alike. The general misinterpre­
tation of the idea of liberty often degenerated into over- 
indulgence and misuse of leisure. Blind imitation of the 
European way of life and European clothes led to the neglect 
of the Oriental customs and the Arabic language and to a 
preference for foreign industrial products. What made matters 
worse was that it led to a loss of regard for the Islamic 
religion and even to open contempt for the Egyptian nationality. 
All that called for urgent reform, and Hadim was incapable of
(l) Eor details about the increase cftthe drink-shops cf#
H u n t , ky Piar ie s vp^l-41 *
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re sis xing to this call*
In the very first issue of Al-Ustadh he published a
survey on scientific lines though in a literary form, to which
_(i)
he Rave the title Al-Aldilaq. wa. al-'Adat (Character and Customs).
Ihe articles dealt with the difference between the customs 
of different countries which depended 011 various circumstances 
characteristic of a. given country like race, nature, religion, 
even climate• He warned that the national character was in 
danger of being completely obliterated, and that this might 
lead to a. weakening of the feelings of loyalty to the country, 
and to a disappearance of patriotism„ He explained how untold 
harm can be done to people and country by foolish imitation 
of the strong by the weak, of the educated by the ignorant, 
of the governing by the governed, of the occupying power by ;
the occupied nation* Though he never explicitlystated that 
it was a question of the strong wave of imitation of the 
British which had swept the country, it was perfectly obvious 
to what he referred* He said tnat ueverybody who wants to change 
his customs and character for another should study, with care 
both the benefits and the disadvantages of the old ones as well 
as the new ones, and if the old ones prove necessary for the 
preservation of the good fortune of the nation, of the love 
of the country, of race and language and religion, he ought to 
adhere to them even if they fail to appwal to others, But if
(l) Al-Ustadh, P.P.11-15,50-56 and 81-86.
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he finds that they -are harmful to one of these, he ought to 
change them for more suitable ones. But to change one's 
national customs and character without considering the 
consequences means to surrender, without a fight, to the
(i)
nation one imitates
In dealing with educational and social reform which forms 
the main objective of ithe.movement£ c? Had 1 m us ed the wealth 
of information derived from the extensive studies which had 
taken up most of his time during his forcible retreat. 
.Experience gained in the first revolution had led him to 
believe that the country would never be able to gain freedom 
whilst it remained ignorant and unable to cope with the events. 
At this first stage, most of the space in Al-Ustadh is devoted 
to those two pillars of national strength: education and 
industrialisatione "Rational life depends on the spread of 
knowledge and education and 011 the industrialisation of the
country,1 wrote Hadim, nbut a headlong rush without adequate
(2)
preparation yields no result but failure." Here he produces, 
time and time again,substantial evidence from the history of 
colonialism since Roman times, and from the history of 
revolutions, to prove that the only peoples to offer successful 
resistance were those who had prepared themselves by education
(1) Al-Ustadh, P.12.
(2) Ibid,P.32.
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and industrialisation, "When they/bhe occupied 'countries/ 
had educated themselves, and developed their industry 
nationalism was "born in their hearts and roused their pride 
and made them throw off the yoke of colonialism and demand 
national freedom ... but I must tell you /the Egyptians/ 
that no revolution succeeds whem the people renounce the
(i)
pursuit of education and civilisation." He resorts to 
comparisons between East and West at both the ancient and 
the contemporary str ge of history to explain to his readers 
the causes of the progress of the west and the decline of the 
East, which had, for centuries, played a leading part in 
civilisation. He also refers to the desire of the West to 
dominate the East not only by superior political power, but 
by moral a.scendancy which it gained by undermining the 
spiritual strength of the East, and by influencing the Eastern 
way of life.
It was the usual contention of ai^Muqattam, the Arabic
O' » a  7
organ of the British occupation, at that time, that Egyptians 
were not capable of governing themselves and that they were 
always reluctant to acquire knowledge, Hadim, who was clearly 
on his guard, refrained from referring to this openly, but
disproved it indirectly, anH by implication^ahd by q u o t i n g
(1) Al-TJstadh, P a28»
certain statements of Lord Cromer himself, like: "I never pass 
any Egyptian village without Toeing faced by the demand of itsa)
people for schools and education.1 He farther referred to
the considerable degree of development Egypt had attained in
the field of education, industry and science in Luhammad 'All’s
time. "Though the {Renaissance came from outside, the country
absorbed it eagerly and with profit; many Egyptians became
well versed in art, industry and science, and led the nation
(2)
skilfully, reaching the standard of any of the great countries 0
It is worth mentioning that, despite his deep resentment of
western interference, he acknowledged with gratitude that much
of the progress made in Huhammad ’All's time had been derived
from Western sources; he also exhorted the nation to seek
knowledge everywhere, and to learn from foreign countries, even
from the occupying power. "‘for Egyptians will learn from this
occupation how to foster patriotic seal and to revive their
(3)
national pride.u
(1) As quoted by Al-Ustadh, P.41; the statement of Lord Cromer
is "In 1889? I visited many remote villages of Upper Egypt
in which the face of a European is rarely seen. Ho request
was- more frequently made to me than that I should urge 
the G*oveminent to establish a school in the village.'1 
Cromer, op.cit.,vol#ii, P.532.
(2) Al-Ustadh, P. 34*
(3) Ibid,, P„40e
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■ Hadim also opposed, in.the. same section, the use of English 
and French as the language of tuition in Egyptian schools in
preference to Arabic. He was convinced that the preservation
of the Arabic language was equivalent to the preservation
(i)
of the religion, race and national character of the Arabs. Ihe
opinion prevalent-at that time in Lord C isomer's entourage,
and echoed in politically interested circles abroad, was that
Arabic was unsuitable for scientific purposes; this was the
very reason by which Lord Cromer sought to justify the
substitution of Western languages for Arabic in Egyptian schools.
"Science" states Lord Cromer *bannot be learned save in those
languages which d o s s ess a scientific literature and 
(2)
vocabulary." Hadim justly stressed that in the course of its
history, Arabic had been the medium through which scientific
(5)
knowledge or past centuries had been transmitted to the world.
He, was}ox cours e, fully aware of the fact that Arabic needed 
new terms to express new7 conceptions, just as English and 
French could not do without loan words from Latin and Greek, 
although no one maintained that they were not "scientific 
languages." Consequently,Hadim called on the Arab intellectuals
(1) Of. Al-Ustadh^ P.i'.14,4-0.
(2) Cromer, op.cit,? vol#ii, 1.592, Under the existing 
condition^, history, geography, arithmetic, algebra, and 
science were taught in the secondary schools in English or 
.Drench only, and all instruction in technical schools and 
professional colleges in English only; of.Eothstein, op.cit, 
P.320.
(3) Of. Al-Us tadh j P. 19,
to found an academy for the adaptation of foreign technical 
terms to Arabic grammar and etymology. He was Hie first to
U )
suggest the establishment of such an institution. Some 'Ulama*
and intellectuals headed by .al-Sayyid fawfiq af-BakrT responded 
to this call and formed al"Mujtama{ al-Lughawi (ihe Linguistic
Academy). However, the attempt proved abortive, and Hadim1s
(2)
dream did not materialise officially until 1932. In his 
defence of Arabic, Hadim also criticised the leisured classes 
of society, who had contracted the habit of interspersing 
their conversation with french and English, a fashion which he 
regarded as a disease, fencing to destroy the character and 
honour of the nation.
Hadim mustered all his force of persuasion to halt the 
wave of westernisation which had swept over the country. He 
pointed our that Egyptians went to extremes in their adaptation 
to foreign ways which led to extravagance on the one hand, and 
to a complete change of the way of life on the other; both 
were a danger to the national economy and national industry. 
Buying too much abroad caused widespread unemployment and ruined 
national industries. "The Egyptian has changed his way of life 
after it had been derided by Europeans as primitive and 
backward ... They persuaded him ro change his ways, to be
(1) Of. Al-Ustadh, P.P. 169-184.
(2) Of. Ahmad al-Iskandari and others, al-Mufa^^al (Cairo 
1934)/vol.ii, ,1.332; Ahmad Hhs an al-Zayyat, Tarikh, 
al-Adab al-TArabi (Cairo 1942)*P.418*
civilised and modern • but in fsct the hidden aim was to t
transfer the wealth of the nation to Europe «, <> . Every class,
poor, prince and rich, is hunting for these foreign luxuries,
and paying for them with the wealth of the nation, with this
extravagance they kill the national economy and the industry
(i)
of the nation ... and promote the industry of Europe J*
In a detailed comparison between the way of life in Egypt
(2)
in 18S2 and the one twenty years before,he stressed that a 
great many home industries had been the victims of the mania 
o :l imitation which had overcome the Egyptians under the British 
occupation, and voiced the belief that l,in moderation, the 
modernisation of the way of life has its advantages, but 
excessive and extravagent modernisation destroys home 
industries and raises the cost of living, so that the wealth
of the nation will pass into foreign hands, and unemployment
(3)
increase.1
In the literary section, hadim published a number of odes 
and epistles and a consideraole quantity of Zajal of his own 
as well as of his friends and followers» It.was a kind of 
revival of the literary life of Egypt, for many poets and 
a a;] ,ialin imitated hadim who encouraged them by printing their 
work in his periodical.
(1) Al-Ustadh, P.P.53-55.
(2) For details cf.ibid, P.P.50-56, 81-86.
(3) Al-Ustadh, P.55.
Hadim introduced a novelty hitherto unknown to Egyptian 
' journalism, namely diverse serialised features, which as has 
been said above, were each destined for a different class 
of readers* Boys, girls, men of the folk, women of the folk 
had each their separate column, and there were several series 
for intellectuals including a separate literary section. Each 
of them dealt with a different aspect 01 life.
in Al-hurafa’ ah al-Vv'ataniyyah (The national Court of 
Justice) he represents, in an imaginary trial before the Court 
of Eight and.Justice, the Country as the victim, and its 
Pupulation as the accused«■ The judges are Civilisation, 
Construction and their leader Order; the charge is "Excessive 
Europeanisation of Egypt at the cost of national wealth and 
national industry." Modernisation is the counsel for the 
defence. In the presocuting speech as well as in the judge’s 
summing up, Hadim unrolls the entire picture of Egypt’s 
situation in all its aspects: moral, social, educational and 
political, TJie judges find the rich guilty of neglecting 
duties like the foundation of benevolent societies and schools, 
and of sending their own children to foreign missionary schools, 
thereby exposing their own religion, language and nationality 
to grave jeopardy, having been found guilty, the rich are
(1) Of. Al-Ustadh, P.P. 97-107, 184-190, 193-202.
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punished by the imposition of a significant fines they are 
directed to found co-operative industrial plants, agriculture 
and trade banks for the promotion of national trade and 
agricultureo The nation is also found guilty of drunkenness, 
usury and gambling; the government is ordered by the judges 
to introduce an import duty on foreign goods to protect 
Egypt ian indust ry.
The second series, in colloquial Arabic,is intended for 
men of the uneducated working classes like labourers, fellahina)
and small tradesmen* here he deals with the numerous 
difficulties besetting rhe national industries of Egypt for 
which he again blames the mania of Europeanisation and the 
excessive demand for foreign goods, lie also speaks of the 
resulting unemployment. He criticises the cautious approach 
of the Egyptian capitalists who are inclined to hoard their 
money or invest in landed property rather than launch out on 
industrial adventures - a failing characteristic of the rich 
Egyptian of that time. He calls repeatedly on the rich to 
found trade banks and co-operative societies to finance national 
industry, agriculture and trade, and make them capable to face 
up to foreign competition. He also finds fault with the 
traders themselves for their voluntary isolation from inter­
national markets, and advises them to keep in touch with foreign
(l) for details cih Al-Ustadh, P.P. 16-21,46-18, 65-70, 90-95, 
107-114, 147-149, 225-251, 282-285,528-552,444-449.662-665.
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commercial and industrial circles and to learn from their 
methods o' In the fellah1 s section of the same series he draws 
a depressing picture of t ■© peasant’s life which, exceedingly 
hard in itself, is rendered harder still by the exploitation 
on the part, of the wealthy landowner, and also by some 
detrimental customs like family feuds and vendetta? he 
encourages them to have recourse to t::e courts of justice when 
in trouble, and to demand their rights from those in power* He 
warns them to beware of social diseases like drunkenness, 
gambling and addiction to hashish and drugs which had spread 
from the towns to the villages. In this series he also 
discusses the special plight of the newly freed slaves, mainly 
unemployment and destitution, by which they are threatened 
when they lose the protection of their former masters. He calls 
on the freed slaves to form unions to speak for them, and on 
the government to provide for them by supplying them with 
waste land for cultivation and with the necessary agricultural 
implements. Since the section for working class people is 
predominantly didactic, he gives advice on what newspapers to 
read, explaining to them what groups of newspapers there are,, 
what interests they serve, English, french, Ottoman, or Egyptian, 
and which are sound and honest and which harmful in their 
outlook.
Ihe third series, written in the simplest classical Arabic, 
so simple that it verges on the colloquial, is entitled 
Madrasat al-Banin (School for Boys). It consists of conversation
between Hadim and a student, or between two students. Here, 
Eadim discusses educational methods in the country and suggests 
a plan of reform, devised according to what he describes as 
uthe right tendencies.1 Here,again, special stress is put 011 
the love of knowledge and love ox' the country, the love of one1 
own religion whichever it is , religious tolerance and 
harmoniuus co-existence with fellow-countrymen of other 
religious denominations, on integrity and love of freedom.
He is very consistent in his criticism of the fathers of 
families for sending their children to foreign ‘missionary 
schools where rhe pupils are diverted from their own religion, 
and the history of the narion is misrepresented. He also a
exhorts boys to study diligently for the sake of their country.
In another series of the colloquial section, entitled 
Madras at al-Banat (School for G-irls), Ea.dim develops his ideas 
011 the education of women and their part in the life of the 
nation in the form of conversations between mother and daughter 
girls among themselves or between Ha dim and a girl. He 
considers respect for religion, their own as well as that of 
others, avoidance of religious heresies and fanaticism as the 
most important requisites of the future mothers of the nation? 
he also dwells on the difference between rural and ubban life
(2)
and points out the right way for girls to behave.
(1) cor details cf.Al-Ustadh, P.P.202-208,295-298,353-356,364- 
369, 491-495.
(2) For details cf.Al-Ustadh, P.r.246-251,298-302,356-360,395- 
399.
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The fourth series^written in colloquial Arabic, is 
destined for women in general• In this series he deals with 
the habits of drunkenness adultery, riotous living and gambling, 
contracted by many Egyptian husbands which undermined the moral 
foundations of family life and threatened the families them­
selves with material ruin. In imaginary conversations he 
represents women as sounder in their morals, more capable of 
friendship, more tolerant of other religions and political 
opinions and. altogether wiser than men. Their conversacions 
revolve primarily around their husbands,criticising their new­
fangled ways, warning them of the inevitable disastrous 
consequences of a dissolute life; but they also talk of things 
of more general interest like society with its defects, 
differences in the Syrian and Egyptian outlook on life brought 
about by the conditions under the occupation, for the Egyptians 
fought the occupation, while the Syrians supported it. hadim 
forms imaginary committees among these fictitious wives in 
order to discuss ways and meand of reforming their husbands. 
Various meeliods are suggested, and finally the decision is 
reached to write a petition to their husbands,entreating them 
to mend, their ways, and to send it to Nadim to be published in 
Al-Ustadh. ’finally^he condemns the emergence of drinking among 
women, resulting from the pursuit of the wrong kind of modern-a) "
isation.
(l) lor details cf,Al-Ustadh, P.r.132-141; 149-158; 225-251;
•2 6 8-2 7 2 ; and 648-6 5 0 .
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These serialised features were very original, a novel 
phenomenon in Egyptian journalism,, They proved extremely 
attractive to the readers whom they greatly influenced. Their 
greatest charm lay in the fact that they addressed every group 
of society in its own peculiar idiom, using its own peculiar 
sayings and proverbs. The popularity of kadim's colloquial 
series even gave rise to some opposition in conservative 
circles. They gave expression to fears that the use of dialect 
in journalism might 'prove detrimental to the purity of written 
Arabic. They must have accused badim of inconsistency in his 
actions, pointing to the fact that he, who had assumed the role 
of a defender of Arabic against foreign languages, did not 
hesitate to corrupt it himse1f by writing in co1 1 oquial, an 
example which was bound to be followed by the rank and file
a )
among writers. Conscious of his responsibility, Ifadim formed 
a fictitious committee*composed of all the imaginary characters 
of this series anc« notified them of his decision to renounce 
the colloquial medium in favour of the simplest correct Arabic. 
llEear seized me that the colloquial language might prevail and 
that our Arabic tongue would thus be attacked by two armies; 
foreign languages and tne colloquial idiom. I have therefore 
assembled you to inform you that I am prepared to talk to you 
in simple talk on the level of your own speech as to simplicity,
(1 ) Cf. Al-Ustadh, p.p. 225-226; 233-237; 241-245.
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(!)
"but in correct Arabic -n As soon as kadim announced his decision,
a storm of protest broke out among the readers« they pointed
out to him that, by forsaking the colloquial idiom,, he would
deprive the majority or his uneducated, working-class readers
of the benefit of his ideas , thoughts and.advice• They argued
that in its present form, the periodical was generally readable
and attracted women in their houses, labourers in the field,
workmen'in their f actories and salesmen in their shops who
gathered in groups around the one who could read - including
readers hired for that purpose - so that the illiterate could
listen to and understand articles written in the familiar idiom#
If the threatened change were made, the future Al-hstadh would
cease to be accessible to the majority of the public, and be
limited to the intellectuals» They insisted that there was
little danger of 'he classical language being corrupted, since
the series merely mirrored conversations as they were actually
conducted in real life in these circles, especially as the
paper distinguished, in its sections, between the different
(2)
classes of society* These arguments carried so much conviction 
-'chat ha dim yielded to the general demand, and the popular section 
continued as before.
The attitude taken up by Al-Ustadh towards the general 
situation of the country was by no means uniform throughout its 
whole existence, but changed parallel with the development of
(l) Al-Ustadh^ p ep 0 225-226* 
(2 ) Of. Ibid^pp241A245.
■the interne! conditions, and went through several phases of 
evolution* Whenever he refers to politics in the early days 
Al-Ustadh, he does it by implication, by skilful play with, 
words, more often in jestinn than in serious mood, sometimes 
in humorous anecdotes, frequently equivocating, but never 
committing himself. However, he does hot refrain from pointing; 
out to his readers that uthe one that relies on the apparent 
sense of the word, wixhout '-welling on what we intend to say,a)
will raise many objections, and will rarely be satisfied,1*
The circle of the readers of Al-Ustadh rapidly increased 
in Egypt as well as abroad; with the seventh issue, dated 4th
(2)
October, 1 8 9 2 , reaching two thousand copies, and thus
surpassing that of almost air/ other Egyptian daily or period-
(i )
ical ax xhat time,
Aany readers who had missed the first issues asked for a
(4)'
reprinto This extraordinary popularity made Al-Ustadh a 
dangerous rival for .al-huqatta.m, in spite of the official
support of the British authorities by which it was provided 
with exclusive information and financially subsidised. The 
danger threatening .al-!Iu<jattam was twofold: first, xhe readers, 
who resented its policy of supporting the occupation against 
the K.ine d iv e an d th e Bui t a n a nd its ant i-E gyp t ian bias, deserted 
it in great numbers in favour of Al-Ustadh whose appeal was
(1) Al -Us t adh,, P «5 0.
(2 ) Of.Al-Ustadh, r .P .163,451
(3 ) Except the daily al-Ahr§m
(4 ) Of. Al-Ustadh^ P .451•
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still enhanced by a policy supporting T.he Khedive and the Sultan,
and hy its national tendencies; some even went to the length
of sending hack copies subscribed to and already paid for
without even unfolding them*
Secondly, the owners of ^ al-Muqattam, who had made lord 
\
Oromer believe that their propaganda would reconcile the nation 
to the occupation, rightly feared that Al-Ustadh which had 
begun, cautiously and surreptitiously at first, to enlighten 
public opinion on the harm done by the occupation, would 
influence the nation in the opposite direction. Therefore 
al-Muqa*tyba,m embarked on an attack 011 Al-Ustadh, with a view to
provoking the British into suspending the dangerous rival, and 
accused Kadim of engaging in political activities, prohibited 
to him from the start under the terms of toe licence. Realising 
the danger, Had ini openly threw in his lot with the Khedive,
announcing that Al-Ustadh was the organ of the sovereign,11. .. 
and that it is the patriotic one </p a per/7" which was not founded 
to be the tongue of foreigners or to mislead the orientals 
its owners owe their allegiance to 110 other sponsors but their 
Lord the Khedive ..» and have dedicated their lives to his 
service. But as they cannot serve him personally they serve 
the country under his leadership ... for they know that to
u )
serve the nation is to serve his Majesty.1* hadrm announced
(l) Al-Ustadh^ p.p. 162-163
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that "this calumny will not divert us from the purpose which 
we have set ourselves, that is to say to reform what is 
decayed in our character, and to revive what has declineda)
in our industry,”
This episode marks a step towards free utterance of
opinion on political matters, from this moment onward he
describes his paper as the organ of the Khedive*and openly
professes his support of the latter1s policy opposed to the
occupation. It can be inferred irorn rhe tone of his writing
that this move increased his courage in the stand taken up
against al-Muq.attain, the all powerful organ of the British
occupation, for he takes little heed of the threat of banish-
ment or suspension of Al-Ustadh which is constantly held over 
(2)
him, and an open battle developed between the two papers. The
tone of the controversy became still more strident, when other
newspapers from both camps joined in, especially when the
partisans of the occupation attacked the recent policy of the
(3)
young Khedive, calling him a rash and mischievous child. Badim
retaliated in an article entitled Innama Yaqbal al-Us.sihat Man
(4)  :---- •— ------
fluffiq. (Only He who Is led by God Accepts Good Advice), in
which he warned the nation not to trust newspapers which stirred 
up discord between iiastem brothers and despised them,
(1) Al-Ustadh, P.166.
(2) Ibid,P.214.
(3) Cf. Shafiq, op.cit., vol,2, P. P. 55-56.
(4) Cf. Al-"ustadh_, P.P.361-364.
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worshipping and adoring the Western nations 0 uIi you are in
Egypt, and see the one who is inclined to infringe the
rights of the Khedive and deceive you that your advantage
depends on that, refuse xo lend him your ear, and warn 3?"Our
nation as well, for these crooks are deceitful and the real
enemies of the country those who have trodden the East in
the mud and caused its fall, deceived the nation and split her
mind, were criminals like these. Thus you had better befriend
a. snake than these men; they are traders, but what they sell
is the nation, for a price that is no more than a piece 0f
(1)
bread, or a rag to cover dieir back or a handful of coins.n
It can be deduced from both tone and contents of Kadlm’s
article on December, IB:j 1892, entitled Lima Ikhtalafat
(2)
ICalimatuna, Idha. Itthadat Wijhatuna? (Why Do Our Words Differ 
If our Aim Is One?) that the war between the two press camps ^ 
which, in the course of its development^had already gone 
through several degrees of intensity, had now come out Into 
the open* In this article, he deals with mercenary newspapers 
which profess to be patriotic, but in fact serve foreign interests 
nIf the readers examine their sermons and exhortations, they 
will find that the smoke rising from the top layer of earth Is 
a warning of the fire underneath <> *. They will find that the 
smiling mouth of the writer contains the venomous tooth of the 
serpent who waits for the opportunity of assailing his victim;
(1) Al-Ustadh, P.P.362-363 *
(2) Ibid, Po385~39l.
soon its poison will circulate in their veins # . This applies 
to this group of Eastern newspapers, naxive and foreign* Each 
of them professes to exist only for the service of the East 
and its people «»„ hut soon its columns will reveal that it 
merely deceives the people of the East </Egypt7* and delivers
Cl)
them xip to the others.u In this article, Eadim draws a sharp
dividing line between foreign sponsored newspapers and those
which sincerely represent the interests of xhe naoion. It can
also be inferred* from this article, that the split between
Egyptian and certain Syrian journalists had become wider and
deeper, owing to the letters1 unquestioning sixpport of the •
occupation• The attack on the Syrians increases in severity
in another article in which it is not restricted to Syrian
journalists only, but extends to all their compatriots with a
(■2 )
domicile in Egypt whom he describes as umercenary expatriates„u 
If they set up as merchants, he contends, they adulterate the 
products they sell, lie and cheat for the -sake of financial 
profit^ if they are usurers, they suck the fellah1s blood and 
rob him'of his property? if they are employees of the state, 
they are so strongly prejudiced in favour of their own 
compatriots that they have virtually joined forces to eliminate 
the Egyptian from the administration of his own country* Besides 
they are also the mouth^piece of foreign interests, proclaiming 
that it is the foreign, not the Egyptian hand that points the
(1) Al-Ustadh, P*P. 385“387*
(2) Ibid, P.410.
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(i)
way to a better life,
Since Al-Ustadh had become the organ of the Khedive *
■ B’adim was prompted by his own inclinations as well as by
reasons of expediency to seize every opportunity of extolling
the sovereign and his policyo He described 1Abbas!s visits to
schools and mosques, the enthusiastic welcome with which the
public greeted him wherever he went, the way he mixed with the
common people and took interest in their lives, and published
(2)
poems eulogising the Khedive.
Hadim also put forward the suggestion that his students 
should celebrate the anniversary of Abbas’s accession to the 
throne by giving a party at which his favourite disciple,
e )
•Kustafa Kamil, delivered a momentous speech which requested 
the British, in no uncertain terms, to fulfil their promise 
and evacuate the country in recognition of the autonomy of 
Kgypt; the speech was reminiscent of K‘adim!s role in rhe first 
stage of the revolution. The meeting itself was also remark­
able in that it was the first political assembly held under 
the open sky after the breakdown of the revolution.
(1) Cf. Al-Ustadh, P.P. 409-422,
(2) Of. Ibid, P.213; 291; 314-315.; 433-434; 483-487. Hadim
even announced the intention of collecting the poems 
eulogising the Khedive which had been published or recited 
on various occasions, and publishing them in a separate 
volumes cf* P *P «,335-336. The volume in question tsm never 
materialised.
(3) On January 7th, 1893#
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The first article in which Hadim ventured to speak on
political matters more freely than at any time since his return?
was published on November ? ' 15 ? 1882 „ The article? in which he
is noticeably bolder though not quite open yet in voicing his
political views? bears the title Tarrqet al-Wusul IIa al-Rs*y
al-'Am - (How to achieve a Public Opinion). Nadi in obviously
realised that the destructive influence of the post-war years
had resulted in the almost total disappearance of patriotic
public opinion in the country. Since it is his firm conviction
that the support of public opinion is the indispensable pre-
(2)
requisite of any freedom movement? he criticises the notables 
?Ulama and intellectuals for two defects s timidity on the one 
hand? and excess of individualism on the other. Poth these 
defects isolate the intellectuals from the rest of the 
community? leaving the field to opportunists who lead the 
people astrayo He therefore calls on the educated classes to 
renounce their isolation? to mix with the common people in 
public gatherings and to found committees where political,social 
and educational matters are discussed.
This article marks a turning point in the*evolution of 
Al-Ustadh, Abandoning the hitherto gently evasive tone? it 
develops, in its character? tendencies and policy? into a.
(1) Al-Ustadhj P.P.289-295*
(2) See above^, P. 403,
continuation-.'Of the famous .aL-*Urwah al-Wuthcja of Nad ink s
ID ”--- ---- "I— “
predecessor Jamal al-Din, Henceforth Nadim becomes less and 
less cautious? more and more explicit in the propagation 
of his political ideas. In an article entitled Bima Tag.adda.mu 
wa Ta’ alhikhanfa wa al-Khalqu wa-hidu (How They Progress and
How We Regress? Although We Are All Human Beings) he compares 
East and West and contradicts the critics who attribute the 
deplorable backwardness of the East to deficiencies of race 
and character? and even to religion and climate. He ascribes 
the progress of the West to the fact that ea- h European country 
is proud of its religion and la.ngua.ge ? and is governed and 
administered only by members of its own nationality? that it 
enjoys freedom of thought? speech and press? compulsory 
education and democratic life? and that more propitious 
economic conditions and the existence of agricultural and 
trade banks, promote the development of national industry.
He also mentions educational clubs? defensive alliances and the 
solidarity of European countries in matters of defence. On 
each of these counts he demonstrates? in a parallel between 
East and West? how the East neglects every opportunity of 
promoting its own interests, ,!These are the reasonsn,concludes 
Nadim? "which promote Europe? and unfold the banner of progress 
over its countries; as we comprehend the^ i, we come to realise 
the defects which render Eastern countries backward, and such
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easy victims to the traps of Europe, we also attain the 
certainty that Islam and other Eastern religions ere by no 
means the reason of this backwardness ... for it was Islam that 
^ave the impulse to civilisation in the kiddle Ages ... nor 
the climate, for this very climate gave rise to the civil­
isation of ancient Egypt, of the ancient Phoenicians and
'  h }
Persians, India and Arabia."
Another move forward towards explicitness in political
controversy, and another step forward in the second phase of
the national movement in its struggle for freedom, is the article
(2)
Ashtat sl-Sharq, wa !Asabiyyat Awrubba: (The Discord of the East
and the Solidarity or Europe), voicing the demand for
democratic life in a very modern senses the formation of
parties on the pattern pf English dempcracy, to save the East
from its two scourges, despotism and favouritism. At this
stage he never confines himself to Egypt only, but speaks -
as he increasingly does in this period - of the East in general.
In his opinion, "contemporary Egypt and Turkey tre not ripe for 
.(3)
free elections." The kind of democracy he considers as 
desirable and suitable under the existing conditions is the 
formation of "two big parties on the model of the Conservative 
and Liberal Party system in England," one to support
(1) Al-Ustadh, P.352.
(2) On 3*1*1893i cf.Al-Ustadh, P.P.457-467,
(3) Al-Ustadh, Po462o
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the government and one to act as the opposition, each with its 
own principles, its own programme and its own plan of govern” 
ment* Should the party in power deviate from the lines 
previously evolved and agreed upon as the basis of governmental 
policy, the oppositional block would be entitled to appeal 
to the Khedive who, in turn, would have the right to dismiss 
the cabinet in favour of the rival bloc<>
Hadim fully realised tnat democratic life in the exact 
sense of the word was no more than a distant hope; uWe are 
aware,1 he said, uthat we cannot have it all in our time, but 
if we begin by laying the foundations, and toil to achieve the 
ultimate aim, future generations will complete our endeavours 
and attain tfe goal <>.* It is the duty of the peoples of the 
East in general, and that of the Egyptians in particular, to 
study the European party systems, the relations between the 
parties, their programmes and their methods of government in
a )
order to adopt them afterwards *n
It must be pointed out that Ha dim does not advocate the
use of force in demanding these rights.nWe must press our
demands not by forcible, but by peaceful means, with
tranquillity, safeguarding the rights of foreigners and
immigrants ; we must beware of the intrigues of expatriates and
(2 )
the plots of mercenary elementseu He also stresses the 
importance of the press for the party system* Every party also 
ought to possess its own organ to inform the public of its
TIT" Al-Ustadh, P *463 .
(2) Ibidj P*464*
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programme, to propagate its ideas and support its plans, and
to draw the attention of the politicians to the requirements
(i)
of the situation.n
The growth of the popularity of the young Khedive was
.parallel and simultaneous with the spread of his organ, Al-
Ustadh, whose circulation reached three thousand copies
  (2)
in its SIX issue on December 27? 1892^ so that it
incontestably became the most popular paper in Egypt. nThe
paper /Al-Ustadh/J*stated. The Times, has the largest Egyptian
(3) „
circulation amongst the native newspapers. The country 
constantly manifested its confidence in and appreciation of the 
new sovereign, and was lavish with protestations of affeetion 
on every occasion* The visible support of the nation ■ *- 
increased the Khedive’s moral strength in opposing the domin­
ation of the country by British representatives, and made him 
attempt to exercise his full sovereign powers. In the 
ebullience of youthful pride, he acutely, resented the 
submissive attitude of the above mentioned Prime Minister,
Mustafa Pahmi, whom the occupation had surnamed nthe ideal
(4)
Prime Minister#n He profited by the letter’s illness and 
dismissed him from office, replacing him, in January,1893? by 
Husayn Pakhri Pasha. This led to the well-known crisis between 
Lord Cromer and the Khedive, for ‘Abbas II had not considered 
it necessary to secure Lord Cromer’s consent, and was
(1) Al-Ustadh, P .P.464-465•
(2) Cf a Ibid, P<,451o
(3 ) The Times, 20.3.1893*
(4) Milner, op.cit 1*163 *
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consequently threatened "by the latter with the fate of his
grandfather Isma’il who had been dethroned and expelled from
the country. Protracted negotiations resulted in a stalemate,,
for the Khedive persistently refused to nominate any of the
personalities suggested by Lord Gromer, but finally appointed
Biyad Pasha in place of Busayn Pahkri, who resigned to save the 
(i) 
situation,
this crisis was another turning point in both Ladings 
policy and the history of the national movements he threw all 
caution overboard and boldly attacked the occupation and the 
British sponsored newspapers. It introduced the second phase 
in the development of the national movement, whose a.irns hence­
forth were: active resistance to the occupation and the demand 
for the full autonomy of Egypt. The movement was encouraged 
by the Khedive, but Badim remained throughout its spiritual 
leader.
It is needless to state that the two opposing press 
groups did all they could to defend the policy they stood for. 
As was only to be expected, Badim was on his toes to lead the 
national press group during' the crisis, He published an 
extremely Inflammatory article under the title Law Kuntum
M'ithlana ^Lafa!altum Pi * Ians (If You Were As We Are,You Would 
Bo As We Bo), one of the longest articles he wrote in his lif
(1) For details of the crisis cffRafi’i, Mustafa,P.266-267? 
Shafiq., op.cit„,volfii,P.P.57-61; The Times ,17,19, and 20 
January, 1893} *  Blunt, My Diaries, vol,i, P.P.106-108.
(2) Al-Ustadh, P.P.507-533.
(3) It consisted of twenty six pages.
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It was a merciless attack against the occupation which, as he 
said, had thrown off its mask, showing its true face* It had 
come Linder the pretext of protecting the Khedive, and preserving 
the very rights of which it was now trying to roh him* In this 
article, he branded the Western policy of financial and 
political exploitation of the hast: even the Western mission­
aries, the purported bearers of progress and civilisation, only 
attempted to divert people from their loyalty to their country 
and religion. Any attempt to criticise the Europeans merely 
elicited the invariable reply; nIf you were as we are, you would 
do as we do*n MEurope maintainshe said^!t that the East 
needs its intervention for a reform of its administration, its 
finance and trade, and for the education of its countries 
according to European methods; however, European politicians 
have unanimously decided to turn the East into a colony, and 
have agreed to annex it bUt by bit ••* They have dismembered 
the victim; 1 This for you and this for me;1 the reasons they 
put forward are as twisted as the movements of a snake and vary 
in each case of annexion; some do it by trade relations, some 
by way of reprisal for the insult of a consular doorkeeper, 
some because they wish to preserve the life-way of the empire*,* 
They protested, at first that they would not interfere with 
religion, customs or way of life, but are gradually destroying 
both „* * This is England that has come to Egypt, pretending 
to have been called in by the Egyptian authorities ... to 
support the Khedive*., to preserve order and to establish a
44
system of government on the European model ... has she done
(1 ) „
that? This is her work, those are its signs *a* 'Extensive 
was the harm England had clone to Egypt, said had Tin, One of the 
incriminating actions was the annexion of Egypt at the hands 
of Egyptians, using the Egyptians as figure-heads the better 
to attain her aims. He also accused Britain of having removed 
Egyptians from the administration of their country, replacing t 
them by foreign adventurers and mercenary expatriates, of 
giving government contracts to Europeans spending millions 
of Egyptian revenue on the upkeep of the army of occupation; 
of closing down schools and replacing in the few that remained 
Arabic by English and trench, He pointed out, finally, that 
it was the policy of Britain to have all these misdeeds 
perpetrated by Egyptians agents to save her oven face*
He did not confine his attacks to the British, but also 
blamed the submissive and cowardly attitude of the stateamen 
and notables of the East who instilled the fear of Europe in the 
hearts of their peoples :
uThe calamity of calamities is that the lings of the East 
and its statesmen have filled the hearts of their peoples with 
irrational fear of the European* They threaten them with big 
names like baron, lord, count, marquess, admiral, sir, major, 
until they make them believe that the European is a. superhuman 
being who can turn any country upside down, or s. diinn who can 
destroy it by fire in one second* Ho wonder the Eastern 
nations are plunged in abasement and humiliation *** You hear
XT,
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the Orientals speak in a loud voice when they are alone, a
voice of glory and honour, hut if they go out they are
driven like flocks of sheep fleeing before the stick of the
(1)
weakest of Europeans ». *!l
He calls on the intellectuals and notables not to keep
aloof from the crowd, but to found circles which would enable
people of all classes to meet !,to arouse, in peoples hearts*,
a degree of solidarity and public spirit, t&gsi. more powerful
than swords and guns, which no power in the world could divert
from the Egyptian way..#He stressed the untold harm done to the
country by the dissension between prominent Egyptians.,fwhat
do the prominent people gain by this dissension and discord
of opinion, except the advancement of others Cf*e.the Britishl
and their own regression? It would only mean to supply the
revenue to*finance the welfare of the old and destitute in
(2)
foreign countries It is the first time since his comeback
that Ixa.dim boldly calls on the nation to rise and resist the 
occupation, and to demand full autonomy for their country*
”Let us renounce polite words 1 Let us abandon the attitude of 
indifference and look at wrongs perpetrated in Egypt through 
the eyes of wise and patriotic Egyptians, In fact, political 
clubs have only come into existence for the purpose of making 
the country democratic; what is more, they have already been 
successful in this.respect in Europe where they have overthrown 
many regimes* It is claimed that we are on the way to
(1) Al-Ustedh, P.512.
(2) Ibid,P.219.
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constitutional government; why do we not, in accordance with
this contention, support the government /i.e. the popular
government appointed hy the sovereign/ as democrats;: do?.,**
I warn you that if the notables persist in their indifference
and remain interested only in their silence, the faint-hearted
persist in their iear of foreigners, and the general public
in its ignorance of the position and of the right way to
b-e pursued .. . do not object, then not pply England, hut
African savages will, come and occupy us, driving us from our
homes and separating us from our families.** Has not England
occupied Egypt to get us to imitate the European way to live
and be governed? Al-Ustadh does not call for more; it demands
that the country be governed as Europe is governed, and wants
to preserve the nation and to defend its rights and to adhere
to i.he language and to observe toe religion and the customs
as Europeans do »• • Has not England promised Europe that
whenever we find capable men to govern the country, and to
preserve order in it and to carry out progressive reforms, she
will immediately evacuate Egypt*** Here we have these men who
have studied in Europe and know your ways of government, and are
now waiting for the fulfilment of their hopes*.* They should be
given precedence before these foreigners who spend Egyptian
(1)
money to thwart the nation’s government...” But, since forcible
(l) Al-Ustadh^ P *1,519-g22*
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means have railed, Ea.dxm recommends once more to press these
demands by legal methods only* "If it is so, what prevents
the Egyptians fpom demanding their rights by peaceful means?
Are we less than labourers or textile workers of England who
ask for their comfort and who astonish the world by their
deeds? Why do we not do as they have done? We would only
(i)
imita.te the peoples of Europe in that o’*
Eor the first time in ten years^ hadim refers in public 
to the disastrous consequences of the defeat of the national 
movement, of 1882^ chiding the anti-nationalists who had 
clamoured for foreign interference and had thus caused the 
present situation: ’'All you should say: 'With my own hands
haver I done it, not with the hands of Tom, hick and Harry.*
A decade has passed; remember how you greeted the coming 
lot the occupation/* with happiness and joy, a,nd gloried in 
the illusion. But you were blind to its consequences. Your 
poets recited sonorous eulogies, and you drank the health of 
the conqueror whom you yourselves had invited to occupy your 
country, and whom you yourselves ha.d supported, thus failing 
your own brothers. You even spent your money and gave your 
souls to pave the way for them to come to the country,, You 
did not tarry in offering them positions of authority; besides, 
how often did you duck your heads and incline your backs and
(1) Al-Ustadh, P.P. 522-523.
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bend your knees before them to extol them and to prostrate
(i)
yourselves and to spit in your brothers face? lid you
not don your best clothes waiting for the day on which a hundred
(2)
thousand Egyptians were to be hung? These days have shown
• you how the wheels are turning, and how* illusions can spell
disaster for one who has been unable to foresee the results,
and who has jumped into the fangs of the snake for fear of the
(3)
lizard." It must be stressed that what Eadim has in mind when
he speaks of the Egyptians are not only the Muslims, but all
the three religions communities: Muslims, Copts and Jews,
who form together the core of the nation. "You are the sons
of Egypt... The Muslim should unite with his brother Muslim
and both should join their brother, the Copt, and the three
should come back to their brother, the /Egyptian/ Jew, and
(4-)
be one man, working for one aim: "Egypt for the Egyptians."
Hadim could not help mentioning al-Muqattam as the most-L t— ‘ ci* O •
violent exponent of lord Cromer’s policy. He refers to it in
the same article under the subtitle: Ana Akhuka fa Lima
(5j ■ ■
Ankartani?1. (i am Your Brother, Why Do You Deny Me?I ) 'Al-ShSm
(1) Those he ha s*in mind are ’Urabi and his imprisoned 
colleagues after the surrender in September,1882.
(2) He refers to the imprisoned 1Urabists;the number is some-- 
what exaggerat ed.
(3) Al-Ustadh, P.P.520-521.
(4 ) Al-Ustadh^ P.526.
(5 .) Al-Ustadh, P *P .330-533.
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and Ugypt are twins,1 says fedim, iUtheir father is one;
what harms one, harms hoth, how have their sons come to hate
each other? And /why do/" the Syrians join the side which is
alien to the Egyptians, although they live in Agyptj smell its
earth and drink its water?... Is it worth It to sell one’s
hrother and one’s country and to devote one’s whole life to
the service of a foreign country for a salary of twenty pounds?
Alas? how desolate is the state the countries of the hast have
(i)
reachedL ...
this inflammatory article put, as it were, the finger on 
the sore spot, at the crucial moment of the crisis between the 
occupation and the Khedive; it inflamed the hearts and the 
imagination of the public to such a degree that the nation was 
all agog with expectation and tense with excitement. Egyptian 
youth,headed by Kadim's disciples, among them Kustafa Kamil, 
marched for the first time after the occupation in the streets 
of Cairo,demonstrating for the Khedive and against the British 
chanting anti-British slogans, demanding the evacuation of the 
country* ■ burning the editorial premises of al-Iv-ugattam;l'a body 
of students and employees", reported The Iime s fee t the Khedive’s 
carriage and, after cheering him, entered the premises of al-
kuqattam which advocates English reforms. They there indulged 
-
in hostile cries until the police dispersed them.”
(1) Al-Ustadh, P ,530-531•
(2) ihe I’imes^ 21,1 <,1893? cf.also 23 , 24,1,1893 .
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Deputations from every corner of tht country arrived in th
the capital to manifest their support for the Khedive, and
hailed their young sovereign as Nadim had prompted them to do.
’’Numerous deputations from the inhabitants of provincial towns
(i)
who have been deceived by garbled accounts of the recent
crisis published by the Anglophobe native papers are arriving
in Cairo9 headed by subordinate local officials to congratulate
the Khedive upon the success which they believed he achieved
(2)
in the ciffioulty with the .British agent.M In another place
.Che limes writes : uStrong political feeling which was almost
non-existent a year ago is d isplayed throughout the country
and is being fomented by violent attacks on the part of the
local press against Knglsnd, with eulogies of the Khedive’s
(3)
attitude o’1 It led to demonstrations against European
interference at first in Cairo? and then all over the country.
’’The population made an imposing demonstration to show its
entire harmony with ’Abbas Kasha.P and to 'prove that this first
(4)
resistance of the Khedive is supported by public o jiniond1
In factP’*his triumph over hug land ’ s influence has been fostered
by deputations and telegrams from the provinces? congratulating
(5)
him on his firmness against fnglandJ*
(1) Thus :The limes■ which naturally supported lord Cromer.
(2) The Times, 24.lo1893*
(3) The Times, 25*1.1893*
(4) The Times} 20.1.1893*
(5 ) The Times , 24 .1 *1893 «>
: British newspapers were not slow in taking action,
‘attacking the Egyptian press^ against which they brought the 
charge of Anglophobias nThe Anglophobe native press is
•d)
publishing violent articles against the British6U They
also raised against the yeople of B. ypt the ever ready
it
accusation of chauvinism„ A pronounced feeling of public
insecurity has been caused by endeavours, more or less
successful, to arouse an anti-English spirit which has been
vigorously fanned by the local papers. There is danger of
an unchecked anti-European movement spreading with great
(2)
rapidity in this large kohammedan city.n
Kadim developed so much zeal in supporting the cause of
the young Khedive who had so valiantly espoused the national
(3)
cause that even the death of his father caused no interruption
in his journalistic activity, and the next issue of Al-u'stadh
(4)
appeared according to schedule,, Its main article advocated
the stand taken up by the Khedive, and defended him and his
subjects against the accusations of the European press. In this
(5) ,
article, entitled Al-Huqpiq^  al lvuq_addasa.h (Sacred Eights,),he 
dealt with the right ox the Khedive to nominate his ministers 
and to govern his country rithout outside interference., He also^ , 
in the same issue, refuted the allegations of certain British 
newspapers that fanaticism and disorder were rife in Egypr.
ID DiUSes7-2VT7l895I
(2) The Times, 21.1.1843.
(3) On 23.1=1893; of.Al-TJstaah. P.553-554.
(4) On 24.1.1893-
(5) Al-Ustadh_, P.P.539-545.
nI give my sincere advice,l,wrote Nadim, uto my brother Egyptian 
of whatever religious denomination he may be, to look into 
the future, to anticipate the consequences of The situaxion, 
to keep aloof of everything that generates disorder, and to 
treat Europeans as well es he can . so that the difference 
between fanaticism and religious seal becomes apparent, lor 
the religious man lives in peace and harmony with all men, 
wherever they may come from, observing his own religious
duties, main and small, to the best of his ability, ulien they 
they meet
meet/under the laws of humanity, but when they part, each of 
them goes to his own temple to perform his own religious rites.. 
The fanatic is the one that always compels the others to adopt 
his own religion, attacks other religions, and incites people 
to be aggressive with regard to others. Neither the Egyptians 
in particular, nor the Moslems in general have ever behaved in
a )
this way since the beginning of Islam.u
.Refuting accusations of disorders, raised bv ...ritish news- 
(2)
papers and their Syrian supporters, especially al-Muqattam,
_ £ *~Z~T5)
Hadim wrote, under the title: la De'wa Ala TahdTd al-*Amn
(There is Ho Evidence of a Threat to Order /in ^gypt/");nfhis 
statement, no one would utter it except those who suffer at the 
sight of peace and harmony in Egypt, and would hate it if the 
Egyptians were equal to other civilised nations, and if the 
righxs of the Khedive were safeguarded... Gan it be described
m  ET3]s:EJ^  ^ " ‘ — —  -
(2) Gx . The liyies, 21.1.1893-5 2.2.1893*
(3) Al—Ustadhj f „P.355~~563 <>
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as disorder, if Deputations come from the provinces to pay 
homage to the Khedive and congratulate him on having recover­
ed his rights I ho; but the rumours and intrigues of the anti- 
Egyptian press and its fabrications are the ones that create 
disorder , „ It is strange that we hear from fur ope of 
nihilists demonstrating and even killing their king, of 
socialists and proletarians doing this and that, or textile 
workers and miners demanding an increase in wages and blowing 
up places with dynamite, and of tv-e Irish demonstrating against 
the police, arms in hand.* It is even stranger that all their 
deeds, even such that aim at a change of regime or even at 
the assassination of dignitaries and the destruction of places 
with dynamite, should not be called disturbances of public
order, but that the visit paid by a deputation to the Khedive
(!)
should be interpreted as a great danger to public security* i! 
In this article, Kadim differentiates between those newspapers 
that foment disorder and those that do not, pointing unequivoc-
// ( 2 )y
ally to al-Muqattara as the chief mischief-maker:" upp we
observe the moderate newspapers of Egyptfwe will find that they 
are emphatic in stating that public order is stable and not 
affected by the c r i s i s . t h e  only exception among them is the 
one that plants hatred :n the hearts of the people and breeds 
animosity in Egyptian hearts against the British and their deed
(3;
in Egypt.*'
(1) Al-XIs tadh , P . 1 .5 5 5 -558.
(2) ibid, P.56I.
(3) Al-TJsta&hj P o5610
With this crisis, the second phase ot the national move­
ment reached its dims::. ’'The country has at. last been 
a. oused" a admitted The Times ”under the impulsion of the Khedive 
whose energy excited the admiration of Europe as well as ofa)
the whole haste” But the fact deserves mention that, while the 
first and the second phase of the movement coincided in their 
main aim which was, for both, liberty and democracy, mere was 
a marked difference in the means by which it was proposed to 
att: in this ultimate goal• To begin with, the opponent 
wra.s not the same. In its first phase, the struggle was directed 
against the Khedive and his henchmen, the furco-Egyptian 
autocrats 011 the one hand^and against foreign interference on 
the other, and culminated in a genuine, hot war* in the second- 
phase, xhe opponent was the British occupations the Khedive was 
110 longer the adversary of the movement but, from the very
(2)
xirst, its protector and its head* In the interval between
the t, o phases Kadi 111, its spiritual leader, had learned
his lesson "which was that it was safer not to resort to force
as the main means of s truggle, but to content oneself with
the skilful use of legal methods.
The new national movement had begun to propagate resistance
and to formulate its demands* These were stated by Kadim in an
(3 )
article under the title Mustecjbal nisr (The future of Egypt).
(1) The Times, 25*1*1813*
(2) Of. Ibid,, 17o2ol893; Blunt, hy Diaries, vol#i,P .P.103--104.
(3) Ai-hstadh, P.P.579-584.
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in which he attacked the practice of the regime in power 
to fill the positions of authority in both army and civil 
service with foreigners s nio give free hand to foreigners 
in the admin stration of departments is not compatible with 
the good of the state; in fact, it usurps the rights of the 
nation.•• Ix is impossible that progress or order should be 
achieved under rulers who stand in no relationship to the 
people they rule, and have no other motive but to earn their 
pay, or to strengthen the power of their own nation... I beg 
my countrymen, when they discuss the British occupation, to 
discuss it wisely and to examine toe facts with care... Bor 
England came to Egypt to support the Khedive and to form a 
constitutional government, this has been internationally 
proclaimed, dhe has never said that she has come with the 
motive of annexing Egypt to her empire; she has limited the 
occupation xo the moment these aims are fulfilled... the Khedive 
is now no longer in need of her support.« • She thinks that the 
government is not yet constitutional; but she herself is the 
obstacle, for she has put the administration in the hands of 
foreigners, and has not let the Egyptians carry Through the 
reform of their country under her supervision. It is no wonder 
then, tiiax the administration is unsound and rhe country in 
disorder. Id. it was her aim to ruin the country, she has 
succeeded; but if she wants to reform the country and hand it to 
her sons - how can. it ever be? Bor she never gives them any 
authority, but endeavours to keep them from any high position
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( i )
in which they could be trained for self-government.n
hadim's arguments provided a power!ul impulse to other
Egyptian newspapers to follow suit and enter into details• This
was immediately noticed and commented upon in Britain. ufhe
native newspapers",writes 'toe correspondent of The Times in
Egypty “are going to great lengths in violent attacks on the
departments under English guidance, especially those of Justice
and Police, and are doing their utmost to excite public feeling
(2)
against those officials whose position is not firmly settled." 
jfacinhs demands greatly appealed to the Egyptian services, 
"Indeed",commented The Times, "they have already shown their 
animus and power in G-overnmeut departments where the English
(3)
officials find their control suddenly paralysed." They also 
appealed to the new Prime Minister Riysd Pasha, who, being a 
man of dictatorial propensities, resented being ordered about by 
the British and wanted to gain the support of the nation in his 
struggle to wrench more personal rower from lord Cromer. ladim’E 
wish to oust the British from their positions of authority 
admirably suited Riyad's aims, and induced him to encourage the 
national movement. This is why, for a certain time, Riyadh s 
egoistic aims and the patriotic postulates of the national 
movement run parallel, and even coincide. This move on the part 
of Riyad was interpreted in British circles as reactionary
(1) Al-ustadh, P .1.579-5BO•
(2.) The Times s 13.5 •1393*
(3 ) The Times f '17.2.1893 »
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opposition to their ’so-called reform:uHiyad Pasha is steadily
tightening the reins of personal government and the result
is seen in the stoppage of the progress of reforms which is
about equivalent to retrogression. iiiyad PaoSha!soe conservative
and anti-European disposition renders them hostile to new
measuress and instead of strengthening established English
institutions3 his poj icy is to weaken the action and influence
(i)
the officials appointed to promote them."
In a counter attack from the other press camp? al-
huqattam gave the British credit for organising Egyptian
administration; Egypt would possess no proper administration,
and would have remained ignorant of reform had it not been for
the British, for the Egyptians were, by their very nature,
(2)
incapable of governing themselves0 In an effective riposte
in the series under the title Ij.alima *Ams v/a al-Yawm (Our Past
(?)
and Present Position) Nadim asks-"is it not most peculiar that
everyone that comes to Egypt, even that foreigner who came to 
earn his living, and benefits by the hospitality of Egypt and 
the good nature of her people, claims to be more capable of 
reforming her and more eligible to administer her than the 
Egyptian, and more deserving to conduct her trade than her own 
sons? Their first word of greeting to the Egyptian iss 1 You 
are incapable of conducting your own business, ignorant of 
the way of reform, and know nothing of the methods of government^ 
... Alas, these are words that have been uttered- in the first
(1) The Times, 10*3-1893•
(2) Al-Muqattam, all through January and Eebruary,1893>especially 
15.2.1893.
(5) Al-Ustadhj, P .P.643. 729-74-3 .
and most ancient metropolis of science, civilisation and 
politics in t_.e world... Mercenary newspapers constantly 
mislead people's thoughts and give foreigners the credit 
for every reform.** hut those who lived in the last century, 
/i,e. 13th. century A.l-:. from 1716-1882/7know how Egypt was
(D
then administered and civilised * ITadim gives a detailed 
description of Muhammad ’All’s time, and points to the history
of its administration, education, trade, agriculture and army, 
in order to remind the Eg’yptians that ’’these were not achieved 
by the British, as mercenary newspapers allege, hut were
(2)
exclusively the merit of our fathers.”
The propaganda, of the national movement which was 
conducted hy Muslim and Christian papers alike - although 
Muslim papers, as a matter of course, prevailed in number - 
was invariably misinterpreted hy the British press as a mani­
fest at ion of religious fanaticism* But hadim was not slow in 
refuting the accusation in A1-listsdh; ’’They accuse the Muslim 
press with false accusations whic:. they have invented them- 
selves, o a You must know, they in Britain are never in pain 
except when a Muslim country demands its rights £ this is. 
really, that fanaticism of which they accuse us, hut which is^  
found nowhere but in England*.. If they could see the
(3)
manshiyyah in Alexandria and Azbakiyyah in Cairo and the wime - 
houses in towns and villages, and see the growing eagerness of
XT)* YTTIsta dh 7~« "643T~"ofT28 * 27l8"9T3 rBTl T he re^l^“"a'~ m 1 s' t aTET “
(2) Ibid, P.644- }tn the number#of the
(3) Notorious for prostitution. (issue of 28.2.1893.
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people to drink and keep aloof■of mosques, they would says 
’Egyptians fail to observe their religion1>but they would not 
say;1They are fanatics1 They ddunot know about Egypt,but what 
they are told by The Times , The Daily hews and the Italian 
press; their tourists see but Shephear&’-s^hotel/^ surrounded by 
modern districts^and may therefore suppose that all Egypt has 
participated in the same degree in the modernisation brought 
a,bout by England. They will go home and fill newspapers and 
meetings with what colossal reform has been carried through 
by England in Egypt#*. But if they knew the truth and went 
deeper, they would feel pity with us under the Britisha) »
occupation.•«
In fact, the aura of glory which still surrounded Lord 
Cromer’s policy in the eyes of many Egyptians, ps.led consider­
ably for two main reasons; first, owing to "the self-assertive 
attitude of the young Khedive and the fact that Egypt generally 
believed he gained a triumph over British pretentions by the
dismissal of the three ministers who steadily supported British 
(2)
influence." Secondly, due to the open attaci: of the national
press on the British occupation^ "The in hammed am press", said
The Times }"which takes its inspiration from the well-known
sentiments and statements of the Khedive, continues to publish
(3 )
inflammatory articles" and, as stated, in another place by The 
Times, "The native press foments sedition by most violent
(1) Al-Ustadhj P.P.697-698.
(2) The Times,17*2.1893?as to.the support of the nation for the 
Khedive in this crisis ,cfipli3ofibid. 6th and 11th*Eebruary,1893
(3) Ibid* 26*1.1893. '
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articles against the English control and praises thea)
Khedive for liis attitude of opposition."
Lord Cromer, on his part, attempted to regain lost ground
in two ways; in the f irst place, by increasing the army of
occupation as an indirect threat to the Khedive and the new
(2)
national movement? secondly, by trying to gain the sympathies
of the populationo Thus Lord Cromer who had never given any
(5 )
thought to the possibility of friendly relations with Egyptians
sucddenly began, inviting prominent .and educated citizens of
the country to parties and attempted to convince them affably
and with condescension, that if cAbbas regained his authority,
he would restore despotic rule in the Turkish manner, while the
(4)
British stood for reform and the benefit of tre nation. La dim 
unmasked the ulterior motives behind Lord Cromer's change
of attitude in an article entitled Hadhihi Yadi Li fadi Ban
*A<3a'uha (This is ■ hy hand? with Whose Hand Shall I Link Ita);
"Indeedwrote Badim " you must take your brother Egyptians’
hand and join hands in the love of your sovereign.*. and your, 
Khalifa'or cut it off rather than put it in the hand of a 
foreigner who inveigles you with lying promises and vain
(1) The Times, 2 .2 .1893«
(2) Shaflq, op.cit. vol#ii, P.70; Blunt,hy Diaries,vol. i,P.108.
(3) Of. Blunt, Hy Diaries, vol«i, P .55•
(4) Of. Al-Ustadh, P.P.b95-699 #
£77 (5) Ibid, P. 695 <*. 6^9.
subterfuge*®* demonstrating his exertions ior your "benefit 
and his love for your progress*.. misleading you hy accusing 
\ our rulers of ignorance and despotism••• representing an 
illusion ' as if it were truth and diverting your thosght from 
the East to the West to take these thoughts and turn them into 
arguments for his own tongue and his own support, so that you 
become his hand in the destruction of your own rights in your 
own c o u n t r y * maintaining the occupation of your country and
a )
dethroning your sovereign®.•
Lord Oromer did not fail to realise that Al-Ustadh which, 
with its inflammatory anti-European and especially anti-British 
tendencies and its constant demands for self-government and 
the evacuation ox Egypt, provided a strong and continually 
renewed impulse towards a new revolution, was rapidly 
developing into a dangerous threat to his regime. He also 
realised that al~Mucjattam and its satellite pro-British group 
of papers could not effectively withstand the impact of 
Nad Tin's terrific driving xorce. He was also aware of the fact, 
that if he left ladim to go on leading the national movement
and to publish articles in Al-Ustadh, openly attacking the
established policy of England in Egypt, serious disturbances
(2)
would result which would endanger British rule in Egypt. 
Therefore he decided to bring pressure to bear on the Prime 
Cl) Al-Us tadh, P ,6 9 5•
(2) Yakan^ op.cit., vol#i, P. 29; Tarrasi, op®cit ®,vol« iii,P .85: 
Rafi'ijMigrj P. 202.
Minister to warn Hadim to abandon his anti-British campaign 
Al-Us'tadh . (,R iyad P ash a, at the r e qu e s t of Her ha. 3 e s t y 1 s 
Government agent, had administered a warning /on larch 19th,
189^7* a native journal on account of its continued abuse 
of English measures * This newspaper is conducted by ’ Abd 
Allah. Hadim, one of the most violent and seditious orators
who excited the Arabs in 1882* The paper is stated to have
(!) „
the largest Egyptian circulation amongst the native newspapers. 
The patriotic sector of the Egyptian press, seconded by
(2)
some Arabic papers outside the borders of the country, strongly 
protested against this warning while the pro-British press 
camp spread rhe rumour that Hadim*s impending banishment 
from Egypt would put an end to his activities. He.dim instant­
ly defended himself 5 t!Al-bstadh is entitled to as much 
freedom as those Protestant newspapers which publish Christian
religious articles in Arabic without impediment^and at least 
to as much freedom as th@ mercenary newspapers when they write
(3 )
about our matters as they like as suits their sponsors.n The 
warning affected Hadim v e r y  little or not at all; the articles 
consecutive on this warning are ample proof of that. If can 
even be said that the intensity of his campaign against the 
British occupation and the British press increased under
(4)
pressure. It is certain that he still enjoyed the support of
(1) The I'imes, 20.3.1895.
(2) Cl. Ai-TJstadh, P.791.
(3) Ai-bstadh, P.P.791-792.
(4) Por details ef.ibid_, P.r. 761-766; 793-799.
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the Khedive and probably still that of Iliya d Pasha, a support 
which was full of enthusiasm on the part of the young 
sovereigns, hut half-hearted and more or less dictated by 
opportunism on the part of the Prime minister.
Since the incident of Le Bosphore had made it difficult 
to take arbitrary steps against t'~e oppositional press, the 
move to stop the press campaign ended in a. failure, this 
led to a change of policy on the part of the British 
representatives who now proceeded to an attack on two fronts * 
on the one hand, they initiated a war of nerves in the press 
under their aegis, ridiculing the young xhedive, threatening 
him with reprisals like dethronmen.t,, or the use of force, 
stressing the relative weakness of a small country like Egypt 
in comparison with a power like Eng-and 5 on the other hand,
Lord Cromer began wooing Piyad, trying to win him ober to his 
camp o In the ensuing counter* attack ha dim painted out, in
11)
an article entitleds lharb al-Aqlam bi Juyush a 1-Awhamn
"  1 * T«t L|n i f ' -  ‘ 1 " 1 r  1_' 'r - ’
(rfhe tar of Words with v'eapo^t of Imagina.tion) that power, 
however great, would not stop Egypt from demanding autonomy, 
and international conscience would support her demands. _he 
words in whicu England usually stated her case in the .last, 
namely that she loved peace and merely worked xor the interests 
of its peoples were deceitful for they !twere a mirage like 
fata, morgana, and cunningly lured people into submitting to
(l) Al-'fJstadh, j ? „ P .  793-799
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her.,* lout now the veil has "been lifted and light has fallen 
t.or the eyes to see,and reople have new realised that thea)
real objective is colonialism with the whip of conquest."
Al-lvluq.a'ttam, he Progres and the Egyptian Gazette
realised at this juncture teat they would never prevail against
h'adim. "for Al-Ustadh had gained fame and had a hold over. • ^
public opinion which no periodical had ever enjoyed before/ 1
and "consolidated, the o‘.'positional press group to a point
(3)
ar which it became a threat to Lord Gromer, " and of course
io the oro-British croup. In fact, "the Frenchified Laronites
(4)
of the Ah ram /were/" not direccly dangerous to them." jjut they
had a keen, able and indefatigable opponent in Ajl-Lstadh
which was a power to be reckoned with. The population read.
it with pleasure, timing in it what most delighted their
hearts. ‘There they read^ in a. well-chosen and simple language
(5)
their own thoughts 5 for such is the art of a cunning journal­
ist, that the unsuspicious reader folio, d in the track of 
the writer's thought^, and fancies them to be his own. Therefore, 
the pro-British press group accused him of instigating a 
rising on the pattern of 1Urabi*s revolution; they also accused 
him of sowing hatred between Egypt and Britain, They "warned the 
British authorities to beware of La dim and e;..pel him or at 
least stop the pen that was leading the nation into danger.
(1) Al-hstadh, P.796.
(2) TarrarnI, op .c i t v o l f iii, P.85* 
(5 ) Kaf i1T, idsr, p . 2 0 2 .
(4 ) Ids rtmann, op . c it., P .11.
(5) Of. Amin, Zu’ania*, P.P. 239-242.
British newspapers also joined in the campaign against Nadim,
raising against him the already stereotyped accusation of
(1)
fanaticism. In refutation of these charges, Nadim wrote the
-  I2)
article "Hadha fIndakum ffama Muqabiluhu TIndana?, (Zon Have Done 
That; Have We Done Anything Comparable?), using already 
familiar arguments: "Many a time have British newspapers
accused us of fanaticism, in order to mislead British public 
opinion and to popularise the policies of their politicians 
which are inspired by colonial interests. But if we examine 
the position of Muslims and compare their tolerance and 
brotherly treatment of other religions with the endeavour of 
the other side to proselytise, we shall realise that the result 
would surprise the minds and confuse the thoughts ... We have 
never yet heard of a Muslim having gone to Europe to convert 
its inhabitants to Islam. Neither have we heard of Muslim 
missionaries having been found to spread Islam among Christians 
nor have we heard of conferences of Muslims held to agree upon 
the best way of diverting Christians from their religion. But 
Europe has& done all that, and despite that it is us that they
(3)
call fanatics!V In support of this statement, Nadim quotes 
from the minutes of the 1892 session of the Anglican Bible 
Society, stating how many millions of pounds were spent on
(1) Cf. The Daily News, The Times, all through April and May, 
1893; cf. also Amin, Zu'ama*, pp242;."'■AT^Ustadh, po.791,812
(2) Al-Ustadh, pp. 812-827.
(3) Ibid., p. 812-813.
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missionary societies, and how many religious hooks were yearly 
circulated among other religious communities: !*Is this an act
of tolerance? Is this compatible with the alleged non­
interference with the religions of others? Or is it the deed 
of one that is hard at work to spread his own religion and 
abolish every other faith? Are people who do such strange 
things not fanatics? But Muslims who avoid doing all that, are 
they fanatics? TGlory be to Thee 0 Allah ! This is an awful
U).
calumny!111 He also gives details of missionary activities in
other Muslim countries, quoting passages from books written by 
missionaries: the passages he quotes deal with the Christians1 
duty to counteract the influence of Islam on Muslims: 1 If a 
Muslim wrote a book of this kind, all Europe would rise against 
him, regarding it as the signal for a Holy War, and would 
recall her consuls and her subjects averring that anarchy was 
prevalent in the East, and that Muslims had become ferocious 
barbarians. Now we ask those,who fill the columns of The Times 
andjpther British papers,why they accuse the Egyptian in 
particular and the Muslim in general of fanaticism ... Do they 
declare that Christianity and other religions are wrong and . 
must be abolished? ... Do they even fou " missionary schools in
Europe to make converts among its children?**.
The thirty-sixth issue of Al-Ustadh which appeared oh May
1) Qur’an, Surat .al-Nur, ’Ayah no. 16; Al-Ustadh, p.814. 
Si® Ibid., pp. 814-823.
3; Al-Ustadh, pp. 823-824.
(2)
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2nd, 1893^is conspicuous "by the absence of the usual political
invective against the British occupation, Nad*imfs contribution
to this issue consists of a news-bulletin on recent social
activities of the Khedive eulogising the sovereign, an
article praising the Caliph1s care for the prosperity of the
(1)nation, and some Zajal under the title Al-Naslrah al-Migriyyah, 
repeating the familiar pattern of criticism of the protagonist 
of the pro-British press group, al-Mucj.attara, and eulogising 
the pro-national group which, according to his account,
(3)
consisted of twenty-two newspapers and periodicals. It can 
be inferred that this sudden change of Nadim* s journalistic 
habits was the consequence of a split between the Khedive 
and Riyad. The former had been unwilling to part with what 
he considered his prerogatives, while Riyad, the inveterate 
despot, was hankering after more authority. Lord Cromer, who 
had hitherto made vain attempts to dissociate Riyad from the
national movement, profited by the rift between the Khedive 
and the Prime Minister to whom he conceded in matters of
(1) Al-Ustadh, pp. 858-862.
(2) Ibid*
interior administration the authority he coveted* Consequently ,
( u
Riyad who, as has been stated, had been described by The Times 
as an enemy of British reform only a short time before, 
turned,in a matter of weeks,into a Hloyal friend of the 
British11. "BiyajL Pasha, whose strong character dominated 
the rest, is entirely in favour of harmonious action and 
co-operating loyally with the English officials, who interfere 
less than before in direct administration, and who, relying
more on their own guidance and surveillance, leave a greater
(2)
amount of initiative to their native colleagues".
It is obvious that Nadim feared that Riya$L,after his 
change of orientation, would soon come to consider Al-Ustadh, 
the organ of the Khedive, as his implacable enemy* Therefore, 
it is possible that Nadim relaxed for a while in his
campaign against the British not to antagonise the new ally 
of Lord Cromer*
(1) Of. The Times, 10.3.1893.
(2) The Times, 22.5.1893.
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As regards political matter, although. Al-Ustadh. was now
temporarily silenced, part of Nadim*s aim was already achieved*
The fresh breeze of the new revolution made itself felt more
strongly* All over the country, at meetings and in conversations,
in the open criticism of the occupation and in the general
undisguised demands of evacuation, one could observe a distinct
resurgence of nationalism.
n He /Nadim? had often repeated to them /the nationalists/
the burden of the song about patriotism and lost freedom...
and incited them to a rising, and the IChedivial authority
favoured him and provided him with what made his tongue speak...
The country delighted in his tone and exulted in the revolut -
(1)
ionary feeling in their hearts* 11 The news of the growing
revolutionary enthusiasm reached Lord Cromer!s ears through
his usual agents: n He was informed that he /Nadim/ had
followers awaiting his orders and marching under his banner, and
that he had been the main cause of *UrabIfs revolution, and
that, if he were left at liberty, he would lead again a
(2)
revolution against the present rule. u At last, M Lord Cromer 
came to believe that if Nadim want on publishing Al-Ustadh, a
(1) Yakan, op.cit., vol., 1, p.29.
(2) Yakan, op.cit*, voj., 1, p.29; cf. also Amin, Zu,ama’, 
p p .  2h*2 - 2 *^3 •
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revolution in the country would, be inevitable. Desiring to
(12
avoid this trouble... he requested the Khedive to banish Nadim 11
(g)
because tie was fostering religious fanaticism in the country.
Profiting by this opportunity, al-Muqattam claimed that Nadim1s
(3)
exile from the country, as well as the suspension of his paper,
was already a foregone conclusion. Nadim promptly retaliated
(*+)
in an article entitled Sabrun Jamil (Goodly Patience), 
attacking the main source of these rumours, the mercenary 
newspapers: n We proclaim to East and West that we are members 
of the national community under the aegis of the Khedive and 
with the full knowledge of the Egyptian government. We utter 
no word and make no move they are not informed of; nor are the 
British representatives ignorant of every detail of our lives, 
for we make no step without being followed by their agents who 
report to them what they see... It is not fitting for a great 
country like Britain to prohibit to Harry what is allowed to 
Tom and Dick, or to banish X /Nadim/ to promote the welfare of 
Y /al-Muqattam?. At any rate, what the scandal-mongers maintain 
that we shall be banished from our country is an absolute lie
(1) Yakan, op.cit., vo^ .. , 1, p.29; cf. also Amin, Zuhma’, pp. 21+2- 
2^f*3
(2) RafLi,i, al-Thawrah, p. 535; Amin, iiu’ama’, p. 2^ -2; 'Abduh, 
Tatawwur, p.151**
(3) Al-Muqattam, 20 and 22.5-1893- 
(*+) Al-Ustadh, pp. 889 - 893
and fabrication, and should find no place in a government that
(1)
calls itself democratic. n
When he learned that the Khedive had refused to yield to 
Lord Cromer*s wish, Nadim threw himself into the battle with 
renewed strength and energy. He embarked on a new attack of 
his two main enemies: the occupation and its partisan al-rMugattam. 
He denied the claim that al-Muqattam was the official organ 
and criticised its way of promoting its circulation by 
exercising pressure on civil servants and provincial administrat­
ors to subscribe to the paper. He objected to the fact that a 
person who did not subscribe to it, or one who had subscribed 
already but sent it back unread, should suffer in his profession
or be frustrated in his work in the administration or even
(2)
expose his property to confiscation. He drew a sharp dividing 
line between patriotic newspapers which should be read and 
mercenary newspapers which should be proscribed from the 
religious point of view; moreover, he wrote a Fatwa to the 
effect that anyone who read these papers committed an offence
(3)
against his religion, and was a traitor to his country. As to 
the occupation, his attack followed the same lines as before: 
he accused Britain of discriminating against Egyptians in the
(1) Al-Ustadh, p .889
(2) Ibid, p.907
(3) Ibid, p.208.
civil service, relying on foreigners for the administration
of Egypt, and of believing 1 the allegations proffered by the
hatersof the Egyptians /the owner of al-Muqattam/ that they^
were unfit for any work, and unable to cope with any situation.
He also attacked the methods of the intelligence service on
(2)
which the occupation relied for information.
When the pro-British press group including Le Progres and
Gazette, joined al-Muga£'£am in demanding Nadim’s banishment
 -~f3)
and the confiscation of his paper, Nadim’s riposte was the
severest yet in the entire campaign. The article which
consisted of twenty-seven pages, and was introduced by two
lines of poetry followed by a satire in rhymed prose, argued
that the owners of al-Muqattam had proved by their attitude
that they were the enemies of God, of the prophets, of the
Sultan, of the Khedive, of the Egyptian cabinet, of the rulers
of Egypt, of the people of Egypt, of England and France, of
truth and order and even of themselves. Each of these
allegations is elaborated in a special paragraph, headed by its 
(^ *) _
own sub-title. Nadim gave his readers a solemn promise: 1 I
will not replace the word of my eloquence in its sheath in this 
fight against hypocrites among writers and traitorous editors,
(1) Al-Ustadh, pp. 910 - 911.
(2) Ibid, p.911.
(3) Cf. al-Muqattam, 19.,20,22,23 May 1893.
(b) Cf. Al-Ustadh, pp. 921 -9^8.
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before I have cut their tongues which have become longer than
(1)
they have the right to be, tf
The campaign of the pro-British camp now assumed larger 
proportions than ever, and its tone became exceedingly violent. 
Even some British newspapers joined in, demanding severe 
reprisals against Nadim: ” The fact that the rabid utterances 
of the native press 1  ^wrote The Times, 11 continues unchecked 
is causing anxiety, and surprise is felt that England, who is 
responsible for the maintainance of order in the country, has 
not authoritatively interfered to stop this source of danger.
1 The worst offender is the Ustadh, a paper started by 
•Abd Allah Nadim shortly after his pardon and return from 
banishment to which he was sentenced as one of the most violent 
of incendiary orators during fUrabi!s revolt. He has been for 
months past fully as violent as formerly in preaching sedition, 
and the impunity which he enjoys naturally leads the natives 
to believe that he has the approval and protection of the 
Khedive or of His Highness1s Ministers in his gross attacks 
upon Europeans and especially on the British. The Daily News 
wrote that Al-Ustadh M a native paper edited by !Abd Allah Nadim 
who was a prominent character during the ’Urabi rebellion... 
continues to publish most violent attacks against Europeans.
m  urn    i i i f r  i ii * n in  rn« i tm u w n w mwi-m— 'i ^ n  i i u B M m f u w m M ii n w  m »  w i . g t n m u —  m u n i  nm .in n m m i a
(1) Al-Ustadh, pp. 9^ *0.
(2) The Times, 29*5.1893.
It urges the populace to rise* Unless strong measures are
(1)
taken it is feared that trouble may ensue. n
In a new attempt to get rid of its dangerous rival
al-Muqattam, not content with the usual charge of fostering
fanaticism, waged a truculent attack against Nadim, personally
reviving the old accusation that he had taken part in the
(2)
Alexandria riot and in the subsequent looting and burning of
(3)
the city. It accused him of fostering fanaticism, and in order 
to discredit him upbraided him with having been, in his early 
days, a sponger and a tramp, begging his bread by reciting 
poetry and Zajal, by eulogising people at Mawlids (religious 
festivals) and in villages, and of consorting with Quradaitiyyah -
(>0 _ \5)-----------------------
monkey-boys - and maddah women. This attack was follox/ed 
immediately by the second and last warning from the Ministry of 
the Interior, threatening final suspension if Al-Ustadh persisted 
in political agitation: n A warning is given to-night /29th May 
1893/ . wrote The Times, ,f by the official journal /Al-Waqa?ij/ 
to the native newspaper /Airs/ Ustadh which has of late frequently 
made violent attacks on the policy of the British Government
(1) Daily News, 2?.5*1893*
(2) Of. al-Muqattam, 23,2*+. 5*1893 •
(3) Cf. al-Maqattam, 23,21*,25* 5*1893*
(*+) Cf. al-Muqattam, 26.8.1893; 27*5*1893 • * • 4
(5) It'is a feature of village life that a certain class of men 
and women roam the streets, reciting poetry and Zajal 
soliciting small gifts of food or money; the custom is 
comparable to carol singing, but not confined to any season, 
although more frequent:.’/ at harvest time.
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in Egypt. The official Journal remarks that Al-Ustadh is a
scientific and literary review, but that it has since a certain
time been in the habit of publishing political articles, a
course which is foreign to the principles on which it was started:
and the Ministry of the Interior therefore invites the
proprietor to refrain from publishing further articles on
(1)
political questions. 11 It seems that Nadim fully realised the
danger, for Al-Ustadh refrained henceforth from the discussion
of political problems and u greatly modified its tone having
(2) himself
been warned by the government. n On June 6th, 1893, he limited /
(b 5
to rebutting, under the title Mafrmadatn TUddat Madhammah' vBlame
Instead of Praise)1, the misrepresentation of the incriminating
Tanta episode when he recited Zajal in public competition with
professional^Udabatiyyah under the patronage of Shahin Pasha in 
(*+)
August 1877? by throwing light on the true aspects of the matter.
However, neither the British circles of Cairo, nor the 
interested circles in England were of the opinion that the 
warning administered to Nadim was sufficient to neutralise the 
potential danger of his presence on Egyptian soil. n Riyad
If ■ ■ I umiwwwwwuM n i1. I n ■I'mi ihmwmmu mu hi *■!> ■ w— .. ■ i ■ w I
(1) The Times, 30th May, 18935 cf. also al-Muqattam, 31-5.1893*
(2) Daily News, 2.6.1893$ cf. also 9*6.1893.
(3) Al-Ustadh, pp. 985 - 995*
(*+) See above, p. 68-71.
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Pasha %  commented The Times Tn has given the mildest of warnings
to Al-Ustadh for its incendiary publications, Ihe occasion was
a good one for the government to show strong disapproval of
attempts to incite Muslims against the Christians, yet, although
the editor of Al-Ustadh is the same man who in 1882 did his
utmost to help in the Alexandria massacre, the official warning
merely says that, the programme of his paper being literary
(1)
and scientific, he is invited to abstain from politics, M
Certain of the support of the British press, Lord Cromer brought
extremely strong pressure to bear on the Khedive to banish
Nadim from the country, for he feared that if Nadim1s political
agitation were tolerated, it would not be long until a
revolution on 'Urabi’s pattern broke out again. At last, the
Khedive yielded to this pressure, and proved n unable to protect
(2)
who was protecting him, H The decision reached was a compromise 
for, though the government requested Nadim to leave the country, 
official condemnation was refrained from; he was never formally 
sentenced to exile, and his departure from the country was made
(3)
to appear as a voluntary holiday abroad, Nadim was also given 
an ex-gratia payment of A 0 0  and a monthly sum of £25 while he
(1) The Times, 31.5*1893*
(2) Amin, Zu’ama5, p,2*+3; cf. also, Taymur, op.cit., p.26; Yakan, 
op.cit., vol., 1, pp. 29 - 30.
(3) Cf. The Times, 16.6.1893? also Al-Ustadh, p. 1B3I
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(i)
remained abroad and kept aloof from politics.
The forty-second issue of Al-Ustadh, which appeared on
June 13th 1893, was the last issue of the paper. In this
number Nadim f' states that he hopes to meet his readers after
a few months; but meanwhile a change of air is necessary for
his health. He blames certain local Journals /al-Muqattam,
— —« . •. "
Le Frogres, and The Gazette/, also The Times and The Daily News,
for raising an outcry against Al-Ustadh and falsely accusing
it of religious fanaticism. He eulogises the Khedive as f the
protector of Al-Ustadh, and the bravest prince of our time,
also Riyad Pasha, Egypt1s one man, renowned for energy1... He
thanks Some of the Consuls-General, especially those of France
and Russia, for the kind interest they had shoxm in the
(2)
newspaper* u The article proves that Nadim still hoped that
he would soon return and again take up the reins of the
national movement. n Do not lament, my Eastern brother, the
disappearance of Al-Ustadh; it is only for a little while, and
(3)
he will return in fine fettle, and safe and sound. 11 He thanked 
the patriotic newspapers which had lent him their support in his 
intrigues. He also thanked the Egyptian public who had listened
(1) Cf. The Times, 21.6.1893; of. also Samir, op. cit., p.17; 
Taymur, op.cit., p.26.
(2) The Times, 16.6.1893; of. also Al-Ustadh, 13*6.1893* p.1030.
(3) Al-Ustadh, p.1031
(*+) For the names of the newspapers, cf. Al-Ustadh, pp. 1029 - 1QP
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to him with attention and was now enlightened enough to
(1)
understand what was happening in the country. He did not
forget to thank al-Muqattam. with subtle irony, for having
• • *
helped with its unpatriotic policy, to direct the attention of
(2)
the nation to the right aims.
This was the end of Nadim1s days in Egypt, his beloved 
country for whose freedom he had struggled twice, once in 
the first period of liberation until the breakdown of *UrabI*s 
revolution in 1882, and the second time from his return from 
his first exile (May 1892) until he was forced to leave the 
country again (June 1893)* in both periods he took the lead 
and spared no effort for the cause of his nation. That is how 
he should be remembered in history: as a pillar of the first 
national movement of Egypt and as a bridge between the two 
stages of modern Egyptfs struggle for liberty. For the second 
and third phase of the modern Egyptian national movement can 
by no means be regarded as distinct or separate from the first 
stage, inspired by Jamal al-Dln and carried into practice by 
his students, but as its continuation in spite of the virtual 
vacuum of a decade during Nadim* s absence from the scene of 
events. Owing to Nadim, the two years* armed struggle for
(1) Al-Ustadh, p.1031*
(2) Ibid., pp. 1031 - 1032.
national liberty in 188®. - 1882 did not disappear without 
trace or echo, but became the source and the foundation of all 
national movements in modern Egypt. He can be described as the 
link between two generations of freedom fighters in the history 
of the struggle for liberation in modern Egypt, a struggle
U )whose second stage he represents and which, originated by 
(2}
Jamal al-Dm and begun by *Urabi and Nadim, is carried on, 
in its second phase,by Nadim alone and in its third stage by 
Mustafa Kamil. All historians - with very few exceptions - 
tend to condemn the first national movement for its rapid 
collapse and easy surrender after the defeat, and accuse 
its leaders of. cowardice. What they fail to recognise is the 
survival of the national movement in the person of one of 
its leaders, Nadim, to whom it virtually owes its honour.
Thus, the time is obviously ripe for a re-appraisal of the 
figure of Nadim.
(1) In the present work, the development of Egyptian
nationalism has been considered as a phenomenon with a
continuous line of evolution, and has, therefore, been 
divided into uphasesl* or stages.
(2) Rif a* ah 3.1-Tahtawi, (died 1873) was, in fact the first
to give expression, in writing, to national ideas in
Sgypt after his return from France. His students later 
rallied round Jamal al-Hin, who put these ideas into 
action.
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THE GENERAL OUTLOOK Off NADIM*S MATURE YEARS.
From the views voiced "by him in Al-Ustadh it can he 
inferred that, in the second phase of his nationalist 
struggle, his political ideas underwent a certain change* In 
the first phase, he had been a pioneer of Arabism and Islamic 
unity, but after his return from, exile he propagated Pan- 
Orientalism, that is a federation of autonomous Eastern 
countries with the aim of checking the aggression of the West* 
There is, however, nothing extreme or radical in this change 
which merely represents a slight modification of his political 
outlook, for the term "Oriental" ;as he uses it, only refers to 
Muslim countries. However, the word "Islamic" is avoided on 
purpose, presumably to eliminate anything even faintly 
reminiscent of religious fanaticism, and to stress the 
equality of non-Muslims, i.e. all citizens of Eastern countries 
regardless of race and religion. Nadim contends that "Glory
under the banner of nationalism is preferable to humiliation
(l)under the banner of religion* J
Nadim*s ideas in this second period of nationalist 
activity can be summarized as follows: Europe, in spite of
its internal differences of race and nationality was united 
£or the destruction of the East. At heart, Europe regarded 
Islam with fanatical hatred and contempt. European govern 
ments excused the attacks and humiliations inflicted upon
(1) Al-Ustadh, p.632.
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Muslim states by citing the latter’s backward condition, yet 
those same governments stifled, by a thousand means, even by 
war, every attempted effort of reform and revival in Muslim 
lands. The plain conclusion from all that was, of course, 
that the only way for the East to preserve itself from 
destruction was to unite in a great defensive alliance, to 
acquire the technique of Western progress, and to fathom the 
secrets of European power.
Al-Ustadh, Nadim also called fox* economic Pan- 
Or’ientalism to check the infiltration of European capital and 
goods. Europe’s political conquest was paralleled by an 
economic conquest even more complete. The whole economic 
life of the East was disorganised by the aggressive compet­
ition of the West. The flood of cheap European goods had 
conquered Eastern markets, and European capital paved the ?/ay 
for political domination. Nadim’s idea of economic Pan- 
Orientalism is, in a nut shell; the wealth of the East for
the East. The profits of Eastern trade and industry for
*
Orientals, not for Europeans. European capital must be 
replaced by local capital. Foreign concessions on natural 
resources must be cancelled, and r eplaced by national stock 
companies.
Apart from his political articles, Al-Ustadh contains 
surveys and essays on a variety of subjects. In the field 
of sociology he published the already mentioned survey of
national customs and morals and their influence on the 
political fate of the nation* He wrote about the 'Ulama*
and the effect of their teachings on the spiritual life of
their country; about the heads of the state, kings and princes?
their duties and their prerogatives, and their potential and
actual influence on the happiness of their citizens; about
ministers and their task of governing the nations, and how
effective the right policy on their part could be in promoting
progress in the countries they ruled; about merchants and
capitalists and the great possibilities they had of raising
the welfare and prosperity of their nations; he wrote about
the academic 6litev J and its role in the world at large,
and on the special contribution of scientists and their
discoveries to the happiness and comfort of the human being.
He also referred to men of letters and the impact of their
books, their newspapers and speeches on the life of the nation,
on the political guidance they provided by pointing to the
right path, fey moulding public - qpinion, and by keeping the fire
0 (3)of patriotic ardour burning in the hearts of the nations. '
In the field of history, he dealt with the history of 
the East and the effect of Islam and Arabian civilisation on 
the development of the world. He stressed that Arabian
Al-Ustadh, pp. 11-15, 50-56, 81-86 
Ibid, pp.217-225*
(3)Cf. Ibid, pp.265-267.
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civilisation had been the source and the inspiration of a
new Western civilisation. He compared the subsequent decline
of the Eastern world and the rise of the West, and spoke about
the Egyptian Renaissance under Muhammad 'Ali’s dynasty. Nadim
admitted that one of the chief sources of this Renaissance had
(l)sprung in the West, J but averse to the West as he was in
this period in his characteristic opposition to all things
Western, he x^efused to give Europe the whole credit for it,
saying: "It is merely our own old culture that we are getting
back; in fact, it is they that ought to be grateful to us for
( 2)having provided the original inspiration.11 v J
In another survey, he threw light on the treatment
Muslims gave to non-Muslim communities in their midst,
stressing the freedom they enjoyed under their brotherly rule,
and the tolerance with which they were permitted to observe
( 3)their own religion:*: especially in Egypt.v / As concerns 
philology, he wrote on the Arabic language, its history from 
the pre-Islamic era up to his own day, its Golden Age and its 
decadence, and expounded the reasons of its development and 
decay at every s t a g e * H e  emphasized, time and time again, 
that the Arabic language was the symbol of Arabism and one of 
the chief foundations on which Islam rested, and equated its
(1) Ibid, p.797*
(2) Ibid, £.31;cf. also pp.25-hl, 6h3-662«
(3) Al-Ustadh, pp.73-80*
( U r )  Ibid, pp.l69-18h.
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surrender to the colloquial idiom or to foreign languages
with the surrender of the Arab nationality, personality,
(l)character and religion to foreign influence* '
As to education, he was yearning for progress in this
field, for he realised^as has heen mentioned earlier^ that the
acquisition of knowledge was the only instrument "by means of
which Egypt could eventually free herself from foreign control,
and he urged the nation to follow the Western way to progress,
"for real progress cannot he attained hut hy the methods
which Europe has used, and which are all the outcome of 
(p)education". ' He was one of the first reformers to recom­
mend the amalgamation of civil and religious education, 
compulsory education and the provision of educational oppor­
tunities foh everybody* He also urged, as of yore, the 
foundation of private schools hy the initiative of private 
societies, the publication of school - and text-books in 
Arabic, the inclusion of national and general history and 
sociology in the school curriculum. "Therefore the pupil 
should be brought up in the knowledge of his own value and in 
the love of his own race and in the appreciation of his 
national history."v ' He also insisted that pupils of every 
religious community should be instructed in their own religion;
(1) Ibid, p.I}-67-U77.
(2) Ibid, pp.202-203*
(3} Ibid, 20U-205; Egyptian and Arab history was outside the
curriculum of the secondary schools, this subject not being 
regarded as necessary for the examinations in the so-called 
"secondary certificate," which alone opened an official 
career either as a functionary or a school teacher; 
cf. Rothstein, op.cit. p.321.
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lie urged that students should devote their leisure to the 
membership of cultural societies, athletic clubs and 
libraries; he also encouraged the formation of the habit of 
reading by the publication of books other than school books, 
and by general knowledge competitions among readers*
As to manners and behaviour, he pointed to the misinter­
pretation of the idea of freedom ’’which is often misunderstood
(2 )
as non-interference in a person’s private life”v ' and often
stressed that real freedom demanded its rights but observed its 
(■5')
duties*' J He campaigned against wanton and dissolute living
on the part of the young, against public drinking, against
women displaying their charms in public, mixing math strangers
and dancing in close embrace with the other sex in the name of
modernisation. ”If this is acceptable in Europe, it is not
acceptable to us, for every country has its own habits and
customs and religious and social conditions * This lack of
restrictions and consideration does not suit the character of
the Orientals, nor d6.es it agree with the principles of their
religion and their customs”*^ ^  He also attacks legalised
prostitution and insists' that the authorities, if they are
unable to abolish it altogether, should at least limit it to
(5)places outside the cities* y
(1) Ibid, pp.202-208*
(2) Ibid, p. 1+39.
(3) Ibid*
(U) Ibid, p.U39.
(5) Ibid, p.U38-U4l.
^ ^Ustadh;, he gave special attention to .al-Azhar.
—  (l*SUnder the title ”The 'Ulama* and Education”' he wrote about
their strong spiritual and moral influence on the nation, 
their rSle in history as advisers of Kings and rulers, the 
severe calamities they suffered in Baghdad and at the hands 
of the Tatars, and pointed out that this ancient university 
had virtually become a place of pilgrimage for the world of 
Islamic culture. He wrote about the history of this ancient 
university and its important role in the history of Egypt; 
he described the condition of decadence in which it found 
itself at that time, and the stagnation in its methods of 
teaching as well as in the disciplines it taught. He 
criticised the curriculum of the studies and the current 
methods of examination, the lack of specialisation on the 
part of the teachers, and finally the isolation of this 
university, i.e. both its teachers and its students, from the 
life outside, so that it appeared exterritorial and an
anachronism: ”a country within the country and a hundred
years between them”. This caiised the *Ulama* to commit mis­
takes in the assessment of the situation when giving advice 
in any crisis, for they did not understand the life outside.
Not content with mere criticism, Nadim put forward an
elaborate plan of reform for .al-Ashar which was the first
(l) Ibid, pp.603-619*
exhaustive project of this. hind. . It emhraeed the curriculum,-, 
the methods of teaching and. examining, the training of 
teachers, the length of terms and holidays. As in so many 
other fields, ■ NadTm was a .pioneer in devising a complete.
■ ‘  ( i ) . '
project of a new constitution.for this ancient university.
Of -the rectors of &1-Azhar during the. nineteenth century, few
seem to have heen especially inclined towards, or even to have^
realised the necessity of reform; No-ruler ever made any- 1 '
attempt to instil nev/ life into that great institution.
and any such attempt from within met-with .strong opposition on 
’ . • . ' '(2) 
the part of the massive body-of conservative Sheikhs. Although
immediately after the publication of NadTmVs plan of reform
the rector of &1-Azhar, 3haykh al-Imbabi, changed the method
of examination, whose deficiencies Nadim had criticised, and
formed a committee to discuss Nadim1s proposals, this attempt
did not exceed this preliminary stage. The rest of NadTrn* s
proposals were shelved for years to-come. The extraordinarily
sound principles he laid down and. the enlightened reforms he
suggested might have been,expected to revolutionise the old
university in his own time. . He himself, not being an official
member of .al-Azhaf, never had the opportunity of realising any
of his ideas, and it was not. until 60 years after it was first
1) Cf ._A1-Ustadh, pp. 614-619.
2; fAli Mubarak, op.cit., vol. iv, pp. 41-43•
3) The old rules limited the number of students yearly to be 
admitted.to. the examinations for the degree of Shaykh/to 
six in all*, regardless of the general number of students. 
Cf. Al-Ustadh, pp. 612,704.
proposed that a good deal of the project he had devised was
put into practice. There is no doubt that it was Nadim*s
plan that finally prevailed, for it can hardly be called a
coincidence that a great part of Nadim’s plan coincides with
the present constitution of al-Azhar.
In the field of : religious reform, the most outstanding
part of his proposals was outlined in a campaign against the
(1) -Sufi orders*v J Sufism, or rather its corrupt form at
Nadim*s time, must be regarded as a period of decadence in
the history of Islam* The austere monotheism of Sufism had
become overlaid with a rank growth, of superstition and puerile
mysticism. Nadim’s campaign was directed against al Turu^
al-Sufiyyah and the deviationist rites brought into existence
by mercenary Sufists and wrongly attributed to Islam. "These
orddrs continued to produce heresies which made the foolish
laugh and the wise cry. Their only aim was to satisfy their
animal greed which brought shame on the Muslim nations, and
made foreigners deride our religion and revile our deeds, for
they thought that what these ignorant men said was our 
(?)r e l i g i o n . S o m e  of the BidaJ_, i.e. the deviationist habits 
incriminated by Nadim, were dancing in the streets while 
exclaiming the name of God, playing pipes, drums and tambourines,
(1) For details cf. Al-Ustadh, pp.786-791*
(2) Al-Ustadh, p.786.
fire-eating, swallowing snakes and glass, annual processions 
of the Khalifa and sham miracles. The ignorant masses, 
decked out in amulets, charms and rosaries, were the gullible 
prey of fakirs and ecstatic dervishes. Nadim also attacked 
the growing custom of pilgrimages to the tombs of so-called 
"saints" and "intercessors".
Although Nadim condemned these deviationist habits, he 
did not denounce Sufism as a doctrine. He admitted that 
"the religious Sufi idea is among the best of Islamic teaching, 
and the best training of morals, spirit and character. It 
is the way of truth and salvation. To be assiduous in piety, 
to give up everything else for God’s sake, to turn one’s back 
on wordly vanities, to renounce pleasure, wealth and power 
which are the general objects of human ambition, to abandon 
society and to lead, in seclusion, a life devoted solely to
the service of God - these were the fundamental principles of
(1)Sufism which prevailed among the Muslims of old time". J 
Nadim requested Shaykh al-Bakri, the recognised head of the 
Sufi orders in the country, to eliminate these unorthodox
habits and to summon before him the culprits who, with their
(2)heterodox innovations, corrupted the Islamic religion. J 
The Shaykh responded to Nadim’s suggestion, and drew up a
(1) Ibid, p.787; for more details cf. pp.^86-791.
(2) Ibid, p.789.
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constitution to reform and reorganise these orders in accor-
(1)dance with the true principles of Islam;v ' he convoked
meetings to interrogate the Khulafa (the heads of the Sufi
orders) before a committee of cUlama*. It is significant
that Nadim himself conducted the hearings, questioning the
Khulafa about the above mentioned accusations of deviationism
(2 )raised against them and their followers. J On these
occasions Nadim gave many a proof of his profound knowledge
of religious matters. In the course of these discussions,
his superior power of argument convinced them that the incrim-
(3)inating rites and theories were heretical, so that they 
denied having been concerned in them in order to avoid exclusion 
from Islam.
naoTm 's ideas on wo me n Vs. .rights  ^
Nadim*s opinion of women, as expressed in Al-Ustadh and 
voiced by his favourite characters, is rather conservative and 
reactionary. He does not admit that men and women are equal. 
Seen through the eyes of the twentieth century, it is an 
amazing fact that Nadim, who assigns so many duties to the 
wife, never even mentions any duty of the husband towards his 
wife, except to provide her with food or a roof over her head.
(1) cf. Al-Ustadh, p.838.
(2) Cf. ibid, pp.828~8U3*
(3) ^or details cf. Ibid.
(k) Ibid, p.835-836.
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Everything over and above that is regarded as a special 
favour and proof of generosity* Nadim regards the husband 
as the absolute master of his wife^^ "for the man is the 
glory of the woman and the protector of her honour ..* without
(2) —him, the woman is worth neither silver nor copper".v J Nadim
(3)rules that a woman must not leave the precincts of her home;x J
nor spend money without the explicit permission of her
husband. "Moreover, if he sits in the place where you
also are, do not sit down in his presence without his leave,
(5)and if he talks to you, do not raise your voice in answer". -
The ideal wife whose description is put in the mouth of one
of his leading female characters, Hanifah by name, is one who
(6)kisses her husband's hand every morning, J and asks his 
blessing, and begs his forgiveness for whatever mistakes he 
(himself) may make; "the woman who dutifully observes the 
principles of her religion will never look at any other man 
but her husband, nor ever look out of the window of her house 
or go through the front door of her house without his 
permission, ... and will never talk to any stranger and never 
disobey her husband, and never ask him for anything it is not
1) Cf. Al-Ustadh,„-pp.135, 137? 269, 371.
2)Al-Ustadh, p.227.
3 ) Al-Ustadh, p.395. 
k) Ibid, p.396.
'5) IbicL, p.371.
6) Ibid, p.139*
(1)in his power to grant her"* J Nadim deems it a wife*s duty
to her husband, after the completion of her housework, to
(2 )adorn herself in expectation of his return*v ' It is his 
belief that the devotion of a wife to her husband is both a 
religious duty and a way to his heart*
Nadim favours the complete seclusion of women. "The 
wife should shut all the windows of the husband^s houseTf, he 
decrees, "and if there are curtains, they should be drawn;
but if she wants to open a window for any reason, she should
wrap her arm with a cloth, so that no one should be able to
catch a glimpse of it, and should not let anyone see even her
shadow ... and if she desires to see anything in the street 
outside, she should look through the Venetian blind ... But 
if the husband permits her to go out, she must not adorn 
herself, nor put on her best clothes". The seclusion
postulated by Nadim applies not only to married women, but 
also to unmarried nubile girls. However, he exhibits more 
tolerance with regard to girls whom he permits to attend
schools under the condition that they do not discard the
(5 ) —veil* It appears that Nadim favours strict seclusion of
women first on the grounds of the strong congenital jealousy
(1) Ibid, pp.21+9-250.
(2) Ibid, p.301.
(3) Of. Ibid, pp.305-357*
(b) of. Ibid, pp.372-37U.
(5) Of. Ibid, p.2l+6; Islam does not prohibit social relations
between the two sexes; it is merely found undesirable for 
a woman to be alone with a stranger of ill-repute who 
belongs to the opposite sex with no other member of her 
family present.
of the Oriental male who cannot hear the thought that a
stranger could look at or talk to any woman of his family
and secondly, as he inaccurately maintains^because Islam
orders the seclusion of women and forbids social intercourse
(3i!)with strangers* There are, however, no postulates or
prohibitions of this kind in Islam; seclusion of women can
be traced back to a custom which became prevalent in the East
in the course of years, and was brought in connection with
Islam by unqualified men of religion*
Nadim contends that social relations between men and
women are contrary to Eastern customs and mentality, "for if
anyone in our countries catches sight of a stranger talking
(o)
to his wife, he is liable to kill them both". J Besides, 
he mistrusts women as a whole, for, in his opinion, "woman 
is like a pigeon: when it grows feathers, it will fly. That
is to say that if a woman looks at a stranger, she looks at 
him the first time, talks to him the next, goes out with him 
the third, elopes with him at last, and is then no earthly 
use, ’neither as a drum nor as a tambourirf". ;
Notwithstanding that, Nadim, when asked which of the 
two was more hardworking and tireless while at work, husband 
or wife, replied that the peasant woman did more work in the
(l) cf. Al-Ustadh, pp*2J+8-y372*
(2^ Al-Ustadh, p.2^ -8.
(3) Ibid.
(k) The question was put by Zaynab Hanim Fawwas; for the
complete text of question and answer cf. Ibid, pp.llU-119 
and 159-161.
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house and in the fields than her husband, and that the
amount of work of the townswomen of the poorer and middle
classes equalled that of their husbands; only the wives of
the rich city-dwellers "have nothing to do but look after
themselves, and their job is merely to paint and adorn them-
(1 )selves". J Nadim concludes that "if upper-class women want 
to beguile men in order to win equality with them, their
(2 )
reasoning is unacceptable to the minds of the experienced". J
The fallacy of Nadim*s argument is obvious, in this p&int: if
he wants to be just to the female sex, and accepts the amount
of work done in life as a criterion of equality between man
and woman; if he denies to the woman of the upper classes
equal rights with her husband on the grounds of her idleness,
why is he not consistent enough to recognise the right to
equality of the fellah woman-, whose share of the work exceeds
that of her husband?
The rest of his views on women is still more reactionary*
It seems that he claims for the husband the right to chastise
his wife, or literally to throw her out of the conjugal home
if she annoys him or commits a mistake; he also holds the
threat of divorce over her to enforce faithfulness and 
(3 )obedience*K J Even if the husband endangers the position and
(1) Al-Ustadh, p.l6l.
(2) Ibid.
(3) Al-Ustadh, pp.226-227, 270, 371? 372.
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welfare of his family hy hah its of gambling, drunkenness, 
addiction to narcotics, adultery or even downright debauchery, 
his wife has only the right to try to dissuade him from it hy 
way of entreaty and request. This is the language which 
Nadim considers proper for a wife to. use: ”Your wives whom
you took in the name of God”, he writes in the above mentioned
(i)
fictitious petition' x to he submitted hy wives to their 
husbands, 11 and whom you received from the hands of their 
fathers in trust in your hands, and whom you are keeping in 
seclusion to protect your honour and ensure the legitimacy of 
your children, and whom you forbid to mix with strangers and 
prevent from meeting and keep respectable to protect your 
honour which depends on their chastity, they come to you:/ 
humbly and courteously and with the tongue of submission and 
respect, requesting the dignity of your manhood to grant them 
some of what you spend on your pleasure and on the ruin of 
your minds and honour to keep your children alive .... They 
also beg you to spend a fraction of your leisure among yqur 
children ... and your wives ... In this respect we [the wives] 
can only beg of your humane gallantry and your connubial ardour 
and your mercy for these broken wings of your weaker halves and 
(jtheirj fettered hands and eyes veiled for anything in the
(2)world but their husbands”. J
(1) For the complete text of the petition cf. Ibid, p.229-231•
(2) Al-Ustadh, p.229-231.
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When Nadim allows the girl to partake of education, he
limits it to instruction in reading and writing - to enable
women to read the holy Qur’an and religious hooks - and to
domestic science to make them good housewives. Though he
is emphatic on the necessity of teaching hoys foreign languages
as a means of communication with the outside world, without
which there could he no absorption of Western scientific and
industrial methods, and consequently no progress, he disapproves
of girls learning these foreign languages. They can he of no
use to her, he argues, debarred from the contact with the
outside world as she is, for she will not marry a foreigner,
and 11 is not going to travel to Europe, or work as a trans­
fixlator". J In short, he believes that the teaching of foreign
languages to girls is "only blind imitation of foreigners, to
( 2 )Europeanise girls as one of the ways of modernisation11 • '
In Nadim’s opinion, for a woman to visit a theatre or go 
to dance is detrimental to her honour and her dignity. He 
even disapproves of the study of music by women. It may be 
relevant to mention the strange arguments he proffers against 
it, as expressed by one of his favourite characters: music,
he says,merely arouses the passion of love in women, but stran­
gely enough, Nadim, though a poet, does not concede them the 
right to experience love at all. "For the woman, if she falls
(1) Al-Ustadh, p.2^7.
(2) Ibid.
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in love* will not fall in love with her hushand who is with 
her all the time* since* if human "beings possess something* 
they lose interest in it* Thus* if she falls in love* she 
will love ... a stranger, and "bring shame upon the family.1
Such is Nadim*s opinion of women which cannot he called 
progressive hy any standards* especially from the viewpoint 
of the twentieth century. However, considered against the 
background of his own time and environment, it will appear 
less strange. Nadim lived before the emancipation of women 
in Egypt, at a time when most women believed that their 
dignity was best served by strict seclusion. In this* Nadim 
only interprets the opinion of the vast majority of compatriots 
of his own day and age, men as well as women. Nadim had no 
share in the Initiation of the women*s emancipation movement
 ______ _  f 2 ^
which began under the leadership of Qasim Amin, } (1865-1908), 
a mere decade after the. publication of the above series of 
articles.
It is no wonder, in view of his opinions of women, their 
role and their position in society* that Nadim mentioned neither 
his wives nor his mother in his writings. However* women's 
problems by no means escaped his attention, and he dealt with.
%
them in his rather reactionary way. Two series of his
(lj Ibid, p.2^8. _
(2; He was the public prosecutor who conducted Nadim's
interrogation after his arrest* forjnore details about 
Qasim Amin and his movement cf. Zaydan* Mashahir, 
vol.i, pp.355-3^7*
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newspaper were devoted to them, and when, later, exigencies of 
the situation claimed all the space available in the paper for 
political questions, many women wrote to Nadim demanding t!the 
foundation of a special paper exclusively intended for women and 
their problems, and its subject ... should be how to bring up 
children •.. pointing out the advantages and disadvantages of 
the old methods of dealing with children ... and the duties of 
a woman to her husband and her children, and the rights of a 
woman in the relationship with her husband and her children . •* 
and so on about women’s problems. It should also contain 
stories to be told by mothers to their children, which would 
aim to impart knowledge to the children and to divert their 
minds from the harmful superstitions with which they are fed 
by domestics. But they also demand that it should be written 
in the language of women and children11 •
The reasons proffei^ed to motivate this demand 'were that 
Al-Ustadh, having discontinued publication in the colloquial 
idiom on February 28th, 1893? had limited itself to the use of 
intellectuals only, thus becoming inaccessible to women; that 
a paper written in colloquial language would facilitate the 
acquisition of knowledge by women, and give this knowledge more 
appeal; finally, that women who improved their education thanks 
to this paper, would be encouraged to learn the correct languagQv^
1) Al-Ustadh, 80^-805*
2) Cf. Ibid.
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Actuated by these motives, Nadim planned to grant this request
-  fi)
by founding a weekly paper called Al-Murabbi,v ' hut, unfor­
tunately, Nadim5s time in the country was running to a close, 
and the project never materialised*
NADIM'S SECOND EXILE AND DEATH.
When the decision that Nadim must leave the country had
"been definitely and irrevocably sanctioned by the Khedive,
Nadim chose for his residence the same place in which he had
found congenial company and general admiration during his first
exile in Palestine, namely Jaffa. He left Egypt by the middle
of June, 1893®
In Jaffa, he took up the threads of his previous stay
there* The *Ulama5, men of letters and intellectuals of the
city flocked to welcome him, and filled his literary circles*
As could pnly be expected of gatherings at which a fiery mind
like Nadim presided over representatives of an oppressed
(2)countryv / like Palestine, the discussion could not be confined
to criticisms of the British occupation in Egypt, but went to
the length of discussing the despotism of the Sultan and the
weakness with which he had disappointed Egypt in her expectations
(3)of help against Britain* J However, the Sultan’s spies, who
(1) The weekly was to have consisted of 16 pages, at a subscrip­
tion rate of 50 piastres a year; the medical section was to 
be edited under the supervision of doctors; cf. pp.80l+-805*
(2) It was__then a province of the Turkish Empire.
(3) Of. Amin^Zu^ama’, pp.2kb~2h5*
were ubiquitous, soon informed him of Nadim’s activity in Jaffa. 
Sultan 'Abdal-Hamid II, averse to any attempt at a free exchange 
of opinion, was startled by the effect Nadim5s activity had on 
the minds of the Palestinians. Within four months of his 
arrival, Nadim had been expelled from Jaffa and any territory 
under Turkish rule.^^ He was thus made homeless; his fate 
was reminiscent of that of his predecessor Jamal al-Din after 
his deportation from Egypt in 1879*
Under the Sultan’s deportation order, Nadim was put on 
board a ship bound for Egypt, where he was naturally refused 
permission to stay. On his arrival in Alexandria, however, he 
was met by the Turkish High Commissioner al-G-hazi Mukhtar Pasha 
who persuaded him to go to Constantinople.
It was the policy of Sultan hAbd al-Hamid II to induce 
every popular leader who seemed dangerous to him to come to the 
capital, to provide him generously with lavish funds and a high 
position, but to keep him under the strictest supervision, to 
control all his movements in order to prevent him from forming 
any contact outside the capital and from developing any activity 
inside it. Thus he had concentrated in Constantinople many 
political leaders, writers, orators, freedom-fighters from all 
over the Turkish Empire who lived there in semi-captivity. 
Al-Sayyid Jamal al-Din al-Afghani had been persuaded to enter
(1) Taymur, op. Ci t•,pp.26-27; _Amin, Zu *ama’, pp.2UU-2U5 5
Samir, op. Cit.,p.l7; zaydan, Mashahir, vol.2, pp.110-111.
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the cage a year before Nadim. He was given a mansion and
emoluments, £75 a month, a carriage and servants, hut was
surrounded by agents who reported each of his movements to 
Cl) ~
the Sultan. -/ Nadim joined his old mentor in his captivity 
soon afterwards. There was, however, a difference in their
position: uJamal al-Din’s cage, though gilded, was narrow;
— (2) ~Nadim’s was plain iron, but afforded more space*nv J Nadim
was appointed Inspector of Printed Matter in Constantinople,
and given a house and a salary of £45 a m o n t h . P r e s u m a b l y
Jamal al-Din was given preferential treatment on the grounds
of his more important status in international politics,
Jamal al-Din’s influence was not confined to one nation only,
but extended over all Muslim territories and all countries of
the East, while Nadim’s influence was more, or less limited to
Egypt, Syria and Palestine. Moreover, Nadim was the enemy
of both the Sultan and England, a homeless expatriate in need
of a refuge and, for all these reasons, a person of lesser
political importance than Jamal al-^in in theleyes of the
Sultan.
*It seems almost a paradox that Nadim, who had so strongly 
resented the censor’s interference when he was a journalist,
(1) Cf. Amin, Zu'ama’, pp.99, 245; Pida, Tarikh &1-Ustadh, 
vol.l, pp.88, 89, 90.
(2) Amin Zu'ama’, p.245* __ _
(3) Samir^ Op.Cit. p.17; Taymur, Op. Cit. p.27; Amin,
Zu * ama9, p .245 *
should ever have accepted a position which entailed the
exercise of censorship of printed matter. The Turkish
press was at that time even more heavily censored than the
Egyptian press,, and it seems, on the face of it, inconceivable
that Nadim who had, all through his life, advocated freedom
of thought and even disregarded the postulates of the official
Press Act, should have found it in him to undertake the task
of restricting the freedom of thought of others. The answer
is that - accoi’ding to the Sultan’s policy with regard to all
the expatriates whom he had lured to Turkey under similar
circumstances - the post of Insj)ector of Printed Matter was
purely nominal and was intended as a sinecure, merely entitling
a formerly important person to draw a salary on which he could
(1)subsist without being regarded as a sponger.' '
Nadim must have felt the boredom of life in enforced 
idleness. His tongue had been silenced, his pen was dry, 
all the wonderful gifts nature had bestowed on him lay waste; 
there was no chance of transmitting to the public, as he was
Y/ont, what he could not help observing and feeling in the
contact with an entirely new environment. He had rebelled 
against the tyranny of Turkish rule in Egypt; now he was living
in a country in which the despotism of the Sultan was incompara­
bly more oppressive. Nadim, the freedom-loving pioneer of
(1) Of. Amin, Zu4ama’, p * 246.
democracy, must have 136611 in agony when he realised that he 
was not even permitted to express his sympathy with the 
oppressed whom he had always regarded as "brothers, and who had 
the same claim to his affections as his own countrymen'., for 
he had always insisted that the Eastern world was an integral 
whole, and always stressed the need for solidarity against 
infiltration and domination by the West. The only way to 
give vent to his feelings was the private exchange of opinions 
with his old friend and mentor, Jamal al Bin, who suffered 
dqually under the restrictions* They became constant com­
panions and drew much closer together than at any time before 
in their lives* The ties between them were manifold; there 
was the former relationship of mentor and disciple, there was 
the same long struggle in the service of the cause of liberty; 
there was the same fate which had led to exile and to expulsion 
from one country after the other, and finally the intolerable 
restriction of personal freedom and the insufferable enforced 
inactivity on Turkish soil* Their friendship became so
ex')intimate that they were almost inseparable:' J Nadim used to
(2 ) — —attend the circle, called al-JalY/ah,v J held by Jamal al Bin, 
which frequently assembled at the latterJs mansion and was 
attended by dignitaries and notables as well as by disciples*
(1) Samir, op. cit* p.17*   _ „
(2) For__details cf. Muhammad Pasha al-Makhsumi, Khatirat 
Jamal al-^in, Beirut 1931? pp*129-214-8.
"They [Jamal al-Din and Nadim] could not heap to he apart
from each other, and neither of them could enjoy a meeting if
(1)they were not there together#,tv - But even in the relative 
privacy of this circle Jamal al-Din and Nadim were aware of the 
presence of the Sultanas spies and had to tread warily, avoiding 
political matters#
Under these circumstances it is ohvious that Nadim could 
not remain neutral in the well-known conflict between his 
friend Jamal al-Din and Abu al-Huda a l - S a y y a d i , a  conflict 
which broke out soon after Nadim’s arrival in Turkey# It 
was Abu al-Huda5s ambition to become the Shaykh of Islam 
which was preposterous in view of his complete lack of qual­
ifications in Islamic science. His power sprang from the 
personal hold he had on the Sultan *Abd ad-Hamid II - much 
has been said about this influence - and there was no one at 
court, high or lowjf who did not dread his power and did not
pay him homage* Many a time the Sultan’s orders were counter-
(3) — -manded by him and superseded by his own# v ' Abu al-Huda was
(ij Samir, op.cit*, p.17; cf# also Zaydan, Mashahir, vol.ji,p.HL#
(2) Abu al-Huda was a strange and controversial personality. He 
dominated Sultan *Abd ad-Hamid II by pretending that he 
could protect his throne_or dethrone him at will. He also 
pretended that, as a Sufi, he was capable of communicating 
with the Prophet, of healing disease andpredicting the 
future# He was a highly intelligent man and the news with 
which he was supplied by numerous agents enabled him to cope 
with every emergency. He was considered the. uncrowned 
Sultan of Turkey* for more„details about Abu al-Huda cf# 
Amin, Zu*ama’, p*2i7-2U8; Sami al-Kayyali, al-Kitab, vol.iv, 
pp.699-7©^; Yakan, op.cit._vol.i, pp.90-10U
(3) Dor further details cf. AminA Zu'ama’, p.2U7-2h8j Yakan, 
op.nit.,pp#90-10U; _al-Makhzumi, Op.Cit.*p.1095 122-131; 
Rida, Tarikh al-Ustadh, vol.i, pp*.73*85?88,9°,581,796^.912, 
913? 981,_1011,1015; Rida, al-Manar, vol.xii, p*3; Sami 
al-Kayyali, op.cit., p.704-707•
a typical reactionary, opposed to freedom movements in general, 
and the enemy of any freedom loving person in particular* He 
feared Jamal al-din’s personal integrity, wisdom and knowledge, 
and sav/ in him his natural adversary; he also seems to have 
been frightened by the fact that the Sultan set store by Jamal 
al-Din’s advice* Thus two camps developed at the Sultan’s 
court; Abu al-Huda, the reactionary surrounded by his spies 
and toadies, and Jamal al-Din with his puritan outlook and 
progressive thought. As a matter of course, 'Abd Allah Nadim 
took sides with Jamal &1-Din and ojpenly declared his enmity 
against Abu al-Huda. "When the deceased al-Sayyid Jamal 
al-Din and *Abd Allah Nadim were alive, they used to bait him 
[Abu al-Huda] until his eyes bulged. They caused him sleepless 
nights, they doubled his distress and increased his grief. One 
could but hear him groaning and wailing continuously, and he 
knocked at the Sultan’s door with complaint after complaint"•  ^
In fact, Abu al-Huda feared Nadim more than Jamal al-Din 
himself, for he knew that Nadim had a quick and sharp tongue, 
was proficient in the art of repartee and excelled in satire. 
Moreover, his hatred of Nadim exceeded his hatred of Jamal 
al-Din,for Nadim was an Egyptian, and "twenty-one Egyptian 
'Ulama’ had proclaimed in a Fatwa that Abu al-Huda was a Zindig., 
a heretic and an infidel and a sanctimonious hypocrite, and he
(1) Yakan, Op. Cit.^p.176
'^ Aif ■/f i\:th7:, .' 7"' • '- f v'7 5°4
' '^ad/ibeenysince tlreri, prepared to go to anyderig1;K td.harm- ufii 
: Egypt and the Egyp tians * He east aspersions oh any Egyptian
■ ; -  . ■ - ' ' > • '  .• . ’ { ' i  ')
-before the Sultan .-with deceit and fraud" #x Nadim, vexed.and /;
, frustrated, may have found in this dispute "an ( outlet for his. ’, >
,/repressed -feelings; he enjoyed^exposing Abu altHuda’s intrigues, 
his. fabrics ted.reports to the Sultan, his wilful misuse of - if; A’ • 
religion, his false claims to be descended from the Prophet 
and to be-; a saint * and covered ^Abti- al^Hudh -with ridicule in. ft 
the eyes, of the-public, bestowing bn him vthe nickname- of Abu‘A v.y; 
\ alADalal (t?he father of error/^*) Abu al-Huda molested the
Sultan to. lend him his support against Nadira# After .a; com- ; f:f: ; 
-plaint, ori his -'hart,' "Nadim ,was summoned;'to- the Sultan’s palace^.A; 
/ and requested to -stop satirising Abu al-Huda# The Sultan was 
: watching/the-.&cehe'from a secret window when -Nadim>• '• in’;'a * burst fyy 
. . of anger , shouted'at the top of his. voice; vOux^  Lord the Sultan _
: / has awarded to Abu a . nl-Dalai the .laurels of :yani ty, but I am : f - 
.going, topdecorate. him with the -medal of fshame whibh* 'will adhere ; 
’ ; to him all-his life and even accompany-him ftp his doom’;#. ;',;;lhe iff 
.- ■courtiers’were all dumbfoTmded .on hearingfEadim’s threat :mdf uf i
spo.thed his anger, but only succeeded, after long arid. hafd: .77 ip,
■ i-*;- 1 - ’■ (wV i , ''' ' ' ■ A'-A'- " A A .-’'•'■■f- A.A.-
, ,endeavour*"fu- , .. ■ -■* .< : . - A
;;:■-However,-Nadim fulfilled hisj threat in .writing: the satire A A ;
./ (ittbrahimf'al-Muwayli£i? MavHunalik, (Cairo 1896) P*221, .iv** iy;A
A';/ (2j As opposed to his real name', Abu al-Iiuda (tlie father' of. /up-v
. g u id a n ce ) • . ! ; A '■•-'/ A. ... . - - . . \ - ' . 7 f y A A
■ '• (3!;).Vy^ kaiiV;,-Op-#"’•:Ci.t,-i vol.l, p * 177• 7- V  A , . . .  ;■ /A A.: A-
Al-Masamir (The Nalls) which is a novelty in Arabic literature* 
It is reminiscent , in its form* of the Maqamat and even more 
reminiscent of Risalat al-Tawabi* wa al-Zawabi*, of Ibn Shuhayd 
of Andalusia (382-LJ-26 A*H.)*^^ The narrator is the itinerant 
Shaykh Abu al-gasim wliose travels are related by a certain 
Sharif Abu Hashim* Abu al-gasirn*s stories tell of the 
encounters between Abu al-Huda and Iblis (Satan) who suffers 
the only defeat in the long history of his activities among 
humans in which he is dethroned by a being more vicious and 
evil than he himself, namely Abu al-Huda* The first volume 
of the book was to have consisted of nine stories, each 
conceived as a Hnail,f driven into Abu al-Huda*s coffin*
Al-Masamir was never completed, and only the first volume has 
been preserved. Although Ith'language is, probably, more 
violent and abusive than of any other work in the history of 
Arabic literature, for Nadim accuses Abu al-Huda and his parents 
of every violation of human laws and every imaginable vice and 
depravity under the sun, the book is significant in that it 
contains, interspersed betv/een the satirical parts, some very 
interesting theological reflexions which are put into the 
mouth of Satan. It Is also, in spite of the torrent of 
invective, a masterpiece of the artistic (Badi*) style, 
especially al-Icjtibas (epigraph) from the Qur*an, al-Jinas
(i) For details about Xbn Shuhayd cf, al-Iskandari, al-Mufassal 
vol.ii, pp.154-158.
(paronomasia) and al-Tibaq (antithesis) which prove how well
he could cope with the exigencies of this, kind of rhymed prose
without becoming artificial* The book is also remarkable in
that it is the first Arabic book to contain illustrations,more
exactly caricatures_,by two artists whose names, to judge by
the signatures under the drawings, were *J. Okem* and
*B. Sabunji*£ the lithographer was Salim Radii*
When Abu al-Huda heard from his agents of Al.-Masamir,
1fhe was inflamed with terrible wrath and roared like an angry
(1)
bull11* J He was not slow to take action, and put all his
scheming power to use to intercept the book. He made the
Sultan believe that the satire was also directed against him.
The latter, who had an immensely suspicious mind,immediately
ordered Nadim’s house to be searched and all his books and
manuscripts to be confiscated* However, there was no trace
of the main object of the search, for Al~Masami r had been
- “(2)smuggled out of Turkey by George gudshix J who had fled to
Egypt to have it printed and sent to all the prominent people
(3)in the Turkish Empire* '
(1) Yakan, vol.l Op.Cit. p.177*
(2) A Rumanian of Greek descent; he was an administrative office!? 
at the La?/ School in Egypt. He corresponded with Jamal al~ 
Din and later became his inseparable companion. I have the 
story from a Rashid Rustum, who used to know George gudshi 
when he was a child and saw him for the last time in 1913* 
cf._ also Rida, Tarikh al-Ustadh, vol.l, p.92* J
(3) Amin, Zu^amav.’, p.2^8.
' Nadim* Jamal al-Din. and : *Izzat al-'Abid acted as
• ' ■ .' . ' ' ■' ^  ' ' ■ ■ f  j ) '
Ambassadors of1 the Khedive 'Abbas at, the Sul tan * s s court •v ' .
Their: main task was to improve the relations between the. .
Khedive and the Sultan, and to obtain- the help .of the latter
in,; the struggle against England*. Nadim also ..conducted ,,..d
negotiations between Yildiz Kiosk (the Sultan’s palace) and
the Khiedl.ye;,-'t'br- ••.c,'oilelude' a manHage between, -Abbas; II and one ;
of. the Sultan’s daughters:! "He would have nearly succeeded
• In; his negotiations, if it had not been for intrigues of one. ;
of his enemies [Abu.a1-Huda] at ,Constantinop1e•’1 ^  ^ When.
the Khedive * Abbas vi s I ted Cons tanfinopl e ■ iri l89d > hi s former :
favourite Nadim found himself as a matter of course in his
entourage; "He was pleased to. meet Nadim and eager to listen
(~a ) _  : _
to his witticisms and brilliant conversation." .  Abu al-Huda, 
however,who was always on the alert and very shrewdly and 
skilfully managed to defeat every enterprise of the opposite 
camp, resorted to a chinning stratagem;, He claimed that the 
Khedive * Abbas II had me t Jam01 al-Din through the .
(1Y. Yakan, op.cit.yvol.l, p.25o _ . _
(2) Yakan, op.cit.* vol.l, pp.30^11h; Abu al-Huda convinced 
: the Sultan that if this marriage took place, and there
.was a son of this marriage, the child-would be a trump card 
in the hands of Britain who, with the support of the • .
■■-,Y Muslim countries under her influence, would proclaim him ■ ' 
the. Caliph of all'Muslims. I Cf, Ibid, p. 113, HU; Shaficj., 
op.cit., vol.il, p.156... r/v
(3) Samir, op.cit*.,; p. 18* ■ Y ' I- . • ■
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intermediary of 'Abd Allah Nadim under a tree of the 
Kaghikhana garden and both Nadim and Jamal al-Din had 
promised him to propagate the plan of a new Caliphate with 
Egypt as the centre. The Sultan received the report with 
his usual gullibility, and this resulted in the ?/e 11-known 
crisis between the Sultan and the Khedive on the one hand, 
and the Sultan and Jamal al-Din, and of course Nadim, on the 
other. Jamal al-Din, however, succeeded in dispelling the 
cloud at his first meeting with the Sultan.
Nadim, whose dearest wish it was to return home and 
spend his old age in his mother country, asked the Khedive, 
during the latter’s visit to Constantinople in 1895? for
permission to accompany him to Egypt. The permission was
(2) - - granted^v ' but the intrigues of Abu al-Huda were quicker
than the Khedivial boat which was carrying 'Abd Allah Nadim 
to Egyptian shores. The ever gullible gultan was led to 
believe that the plot aiming to set up a new Ifhalifate in
(1) For details of the crisis_cf. al-Makhzumi, op.cit.,122- 
131; Kida, Tarikh al-Ustadh, vol.l, pp. 88-89#
A ^ 1 h * ~ *
(2) Blunt, My Diaries, vol.l, p.256*
Cairo, which was supposed to have been hatched by the 
Khedive, Jamal al-Din and Nadim a year before, had now 
begun to materialise and that Nadim, its chief propagandist, 
had already left Turkey without permission. The Sultan 
immediately issued an order for the boat to be stopped in 
the Dardanelle straits and Nadim to be taken off it, 
pending his deportation to some remote place. When the order 
was implemented, Nadim was highly indignant and sent a 
telegram to the Sultan, "denying the allegations of the 
slanderer, and concluding by saying: "You are the Amir al
Mu’minin [the Caliph] who has the power to punish without 
contradiction or opposition, but we shall all be equals when 
we are brought before God the Just and Almighty who will
judge betwdon us and be an unfailing judge". When
the Sultan received the telegram, he marvelled at Nadim’s 
courage and admired his dignity. "He therefore cancelled 
his previous order and forgave him with a gracious blessing".^
(1) Samir, op.cit., p.18.
(2) Ibid,
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Nadim was "brought "back to Constantinople, and had to 
forsake all hope of a return to Egypt.
However, an enemy stronger than Ahu al-Huda arose 
against Nadim, agaihst whom he could neither fight nor 
protect himself, whose savage attack was only noticed when he 
finally laid his hands on him. This enemy was consumption* 
When it was discovered, it was too late to try to counteract 
it, for Nadim’s chest had nearly fallen to pieces under its 
severe onslaught. The doctors who were consulted, hut 
found him past any help, recommended a change of residence, 
and so Nadim went to stay with one of his friends,
al-Sayyid *Abd al-Rahman al Jazuli.^^ His mother and
(P ^brother were summoned from Cairo to his bedside,' ' but he
( ^ )  —died before they a r r i v e d . N a d i m  died, at the age of 
nearly fifty-one ,fon the eve of Sunday, October 10 th, 1896
(1) Ibid*
(2) Ibid, p.19.
(3) When they arrived at his house, they found it empty, 
for all the valuables he had received from the Sultan, 
and all his other property had been seized. There was 
no sign of any books or manuscripts, and every stick of 
furniture had gone. ,!A11 they found was bare walls;H 
cf. Samir, op.cit., p.19*
(4th Jumada I, 1314 A.H.)^*^
As soon as the Sultan received the news of Nadim’s death 
**he issued the order to give him an official burial. Two 
detachments of the army, one police detachment followed by 
the pupils of the Sultanic School, all the. mo tables, 
dignitaries and 'Ulama’ headed by his faithful friends, 
al-Sayyid Jamal al-Din al-Afghani, Shaykh Muhammad Zafir,
the Sultan’s Imam, al-Sayyid *Abd al Rahman al-Jasuli and
many others preceded his coffin on its way to the cemetery
(o)of Yahya Effendi in Beshktash, where his body was buried1*. J 
Thus 11 the Orator of the East** was silenced forever, the 
indefatigable worker was finally laid to rest.
His body remained in Constantinople, but perhaps it was, 
granted to his soul, freed from its earthly fetters, to fulfil 
its desire and wander back to Egypt to listen to the voice 
of Nadim resuscitated in the person of his favourite* disciple 
and spiritual heir, Mustafa Kamil, and to be comforted by 
the survival of his own famous principle ,fEgypt for the 
Egyptians1 •
(1) Ibid; Taymur, op.cit., p.27; Zaydan, Mashahir, Vol.ii, 
p.111.
(2) Samir, op.cit. p.18; cf. also Zaydan.Mashahir, vol.ii, 
p.lll.
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00 MTROVERSIAL ASPECTS OF NADIM1S CHARACTER
From a number of more or less relevant incidents in 
Nadim1 s life, it must be inferred that he sons times lacked
00 nsistency. It can by no means be maintained that this 
inconsistency was a permanent feature of his character, a 
constant failing observable all through his life, but it is 
undeniable that, like all great men, he had his virtues and 
his defects. The spuriousness of his claim to be descended 
from the Prophet Muhammad through the great Imam Idrisi 
cannot be denied, and yet he insisted on its truth to the 
extent of having his genealogical tree brought to the mosque 
and read out in public on the occasion of his father!s death.
It is borne out by the fact that he put forward no open
claim to this parentage until he reappeared, after his re treaty 
In the dress of a Sharif, and prefixed the word Sayyid to his 
name. There are many reasons to doubt the validity of this 
claim which, more likely than not, was deprived of any real 
foundation:
1 - It is customary for a poor descendant of the Prophet to 
draw? a monthly allowance from the Waqf of the Ashraf1 s union
b
tb prevent his doing manual or low-class work; Nadim.1 s father 
never drew or even claimed such allowance, but earned his 
livelihood fdrst as a carpenter in the Alexandria dockyard and 
then as a baker, which are both considered, in Egypt, as 
low-class occupations; 2 - Nadim was the only member of his
family to be referred to as Sgyyid by M s  contemporaries; M s  
brother continued to wear European clothes and call himself 
1 Abd al-Fattah Effendi, even after Nadim had laid claim to thei ' ...
title of Sharif, and has never been reported as having made
this claim for himself; 3 - most contemporary historians have
(1)
expressed doubts concerning the validity of his claim;
4 - Nadim himself was always, even at the height of M s  career,
when he was one of the leaders of the revolution, referred to
in press, public life and official documents, merely as
"Effendi1' and not as Say.yid; 5 - 'Abd Allah Nadim1 s features
bear no resemblance whatever to the famous physiognomy of the
Idris'! s which has remained more or less the same for many
(2) ^ 
centuries; 6 - if Nadim had been a Sharif like, for
instance, Jamal al-Din, he would never have written the
obscene parts of Al-Masaniir which was quite incompatible with
the dignity of a Sharif. It is reported that when Nadim
himself urged Jamal al-Din to hit back at 'Abu al-Huda by
complaining of him to the Sultan, Jamal al-Din1 s answer was;
(3)
"I am a Sharif, I never air my grievances". 7 - Finally,
in the official records containing the names and genealogical
trees of all Ashraf, especially the Idrisis, kept in
evidence at the head office of the Ashraf s Union in Cairo,
(45----
there is no trace of Nadim's name.
(1) cf. Taymur, Op. Cit., p. 17; Yakan, op.cit., Vol. 1, p.28.
(2) Al-'Aqgad, my conversation with op. cit.
(3) Muhammad Pasha al-Makhzumi, op. cit,, pp. 129-1-30.
(4) This Information is derived from a letter from Rashid Busturn 
who undertook special investigations on my behalf.
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In fact, to claim descent from the Prophet was the 
fashion among the men of letters of that time. ’All Abu 
al-Nasr, 1 Ali Yusuf, Shaykh Abu al~Faraj al-DamanhurT and 
others are known, to have claimed the title which conferred 
upon its possessor a number of tangible material benefits.
First, to be descended from the Prophet entailed freedom from 
National Service 5 secondly, the only title to respect in 
the eyes of the Turkish masters for whom the bulk of the 
population was of little account and regarded as little more 
than serfs was to be rich, a Shaykh or a SharTf. Wealth 
was, obviously, not within everybodyfs reach; the degree of 
a Shaykh could only be attained by means of examinations, 
and the studies leading to it were long and arduous; it 
was far easier to become a person of importance by claiming 
descent from the Prophet. Thirdly, it was a way of securing 
free food, money and entertainment, for people all through 
the country considered it an honour to entertain a SharTf 
and virtually begged him to accept their gifts to obtain 
God1 s blessing. Thus it was small wronder, that so many 
ambitious men of letters laid claim to this illustrious 
descent, even if it had no foundation.
The history of Nadim’s own claim to the title of Sharif 
is somewhat more complicated. t e n  he lived in retreat, 
forced to disguise his identity, he found that to assume the 
outward appearance of a SharTf brought welcome protection
from danger. As circumstances proved, however, it edso 
brought honours, respect and certain material advantages he 
may have found it difficult to dispense with when he returned 
to freedom. After the amnesty, or at 3-east in the first 
few months after it, Nadim, who had ceased to be a leading 
figure in public life, was deprived of the glory in which he 
had basked during the heyday of the national movement.
Ambitious as he was, he could not bear to be disregarded and 
neglected, and thus held fast to the role of SharTf which he 
had first assumed only for the sake of convenience.
It is more than likely that Nadim was conscious of the
spuriousness of his claim and perhaps that Is why he always
stressed it in his writings, trying to impress the fact on 
(1)his readers. Whatever the moral aspect of the case,
Nadim was a true son of his age, with all its virtues and 
vices5 thus he acted like so many other contemporary men of 
letters who, for want of wealth, social status or academic 
degrees, tried to enhance their position by falsely claiming 
the title of SharTf.
Nor was Nadim consistent in his attitude towards Riyad 
who was in power In Egypt during the most part of NadTm* s 
public life. In Al-Tankit, Nadim has praise for Riyad for 
the help he received from him in matters of the Islamic 
society; later, after the days of ’AbdTn, Riyad* s dictatorship 
became one of the main targets of Nadim’s attack.
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Subsequently, he retaliated on Riyad for having threatened 
him with exile for his public speeches and his activity in 
the Islamic society, by satirising him in his book Tarxkh 
Misr (the third volume of Kah wa Ydc un) in which he represented
him as the enemy of the national movement, and the butcher of 
the defeated nationalists* In the first volume of Kan__wa 
Yakun which falls into the same period, Riyacl is praised as 
most helpful in matters of the Islanic society, and a most 
efficient Prime Minister; stranger still, Nadim even 
published later . :some poetry in Al-LTstadh  ^ eulogising Riyad 
on the occasion of his son’s wedding, and even presented to 
the Prime Minister the above mentioned TahurP ah Saniyyah, 
bil Afrah al-Riyadiyyah, a collection of poems composed for 
this occasion. It is hard to justify this inconsistency, 
for Riyad did not change all his life: he remained a
dictator and a tool in foreign hands and only showed sympathy 
to the nationalists for a few months in 1893 for personal 
reasons. The only rational explanation of Nadim’s incon­
sistency may be his desire to placate the anger of the all- 
powerful ruler which threatened him with exile from the 
c ountry.
His attitude towards the ruling dynasty is also far 
from consistent. While the national movement lasted,
Nadim's professed opinion of Isma'il and Tawficj was frankly 
inimical5 after his return to freedom in 1891, however, he
eulogised Tawfiq and even shed tears when he died. Also 
Isma'il, whom he had branded, in AI-Ta* if, as the butcher of
p
Sgypt and the slave of his own pleasures, was later extolled
Al-Ustadh as the father of Egyptian education. The
kindness which Tawfiq manifested towards him after his arrest* v ‘
may have inspired him with gratitude and caused a change of
mind, he may also have wanted, by praising the feither, to
propitiate the son, Khedive 'Abbas II, with a view to personal
amnesty. As regards Isma'Tl, however, it was clearly the
choice between two evils: in the controversy with al^uq attain
he was so reluctant to give the credit for the modernisation
and education of the country to the British that he preferred
to attribute the merit to Isma'Tl.
At the time of his retreat, when dealing with the reign
of Muhammad 'AlT, Nadim praised him as a ruler of Egypt, but
blamed his successors for having wrecked the country. In
Al-Ustadh, however, he brazenly claimed to have composed
eulogies on Muhammad 'Ali and his successors, and re-wrote
the Qasidah, simply changing praise to blame, but maintaining
its outward form, rhyme and metre.
While Nadim was propagating the introduction of con-
“  (1)
stitutional life on the lines of the English party system, 
and opposed tyranny and oppression as represented by Eastern
autocrats, Tie demanded, simultaneously, that all the power 
in the country should be placed in the hands of his friend.' 
and sponsor, 'Abbas II, an attitude which is, to. say the 
least, decidedly self-contradictory.
Stubborn in his denial that the British also deserved 
some credit for the progress in the country, he persisted 
in attributing all the progress to Muhammad 1 AlT and his
^  t
descendants, and all the ruin and decay to the British, in 
blatant contradiction of the fact that it was Isma'il who 
had brought about the economic and moral ruin of Egypt and 
that it was the British who, whatever their motives, had
considerably improved both its administration and economy.
_  .  .. ( 1 )  
What is more, Nadim himself explicitly admitted elsewhere
that conditions in the East had improved due to the beneficial
influence of the West.
Finally, it has been maintained that the sum of £25
monthly allotted to him by the Egyptian government, in June
1893, on condition that he kept silent on Egyptian affairs
for the rest of his life was not a grant, but a bribe, by
' '(2)
which he was induced to abandon his nationalist activities.
To do him justice, however, it must be stressed that if he had 
attached more importance to money than to his political 
convictions, he would have accepted, after his return from
(T) Ibid"','"p.22Cu " ™ '
(2) Hartmann, op. cit., pp.22-23; The Time s 21.8.1893
exile in 1892, Lord Cromer's offer of collaboration with the 
occupation which was coupled, with the promise of a large 
salary and an influential high ranking position in the 
country. Furthermore, he by no means desisted from his 
political activities, but resumed them as soon as he set 
foot on Palestinian soil, not only continuing in his 
opposition against the British, but extending it to the 
Sultan himself, while the grant ^continued to be paid to him 
due to the influence of his friend 'Abbas II.
CHAPTER VI
NADIMfS PLAGE IN ARABIC LITERATURE.
The Egyptian Ei^QPary Rena issance.
fAbd Allah Nadim, a self-taught man with little 
regular schooling all of which he had received at Jami* al~ 
Shaykh in Alexandria in his early days, was not blind to 
his relative lack of education which had to he overcome If 
he wanted to he a man of letters. Thus he seized every 
opportunity that presented itself of adding to his store 
of knowledge. He attended free lectures in .ul-Azhar, read 
hooks with his friends and participated in the discussions 
in Jamal al~Dinfs Salon, The period of life most fruitful 
in this respect were the years spent in retreat, when he 
had more opportunity to read and think and write than at 
any time before in his life. Therefore he went through 
several stages of development not only in his political 
and social activity, hut also in his education. Inevitably, 
his literary production is the faithful mirror of each of 
these stages. These stages,which even involved a repeated
radical change of* outlook* must of necessity he reflected 
in his literary output. Thus his earlier prose, differs 
to a great extent from his later writings, and the change 
was for the better.
as
To assess Nadim* s status/a man of letters, it is 
impossible to disregard the literary world of his age, 
not to acknowledge the potent and conflicting trendy and 
currents of the time, not to consider the numerous and 
diverse factors which of necessity contributed to the 
evolution and consolidation of this, though somewhat 
controversial, yet immensely interesting and colourful 
literary figure *
Nadim1s life coincides with the emergence of the so- 
called Renaissance of Arabic thought and literature. As' 
Nadim played a leading and at moments decisive part in the 
Renaissance, it will be both suitable and informative to 
throw a certain light on the origins and development of 
this movement.
Egypt had suffered from the miseries of misrule, 
intrigues and internecine strife from 1517, when it was 
annexed to the Ottoman Empire. The debased remnants of 
the Mamelukes, who were entrusted with the administration 
of the country, led their career of intrigues and licentious
pursuits unchecked. The vicious influence of the low
morals or these later slave chiefs of real slave mentality 
was reflected in the general depravity of the people. Thus 
life, property and honour were unsafe, and peace and 
tranquillity which are essential for intellectual development 
and literary growth were unknown.
Long and continued subjugation to chiefs-of "base morals 
and mentality had damped the spirit and degraded the mental 
and moral instincts of the people. Neglect of education 
was responsible for widespread ignorance and illiteracy.
The natural result was that all sorts of superstitions,
(2)
sorcery and soothsaying became rampant. The true spirit
of Islam, which was the religion of the vast majority,
became obscured. The growth of Sufi ideas with the* *
multiplicity of the orders of saints, instead of improving 
the situation, had still more obscured the real virtues of 
Islam which lie in its harmonious blend of the spiritual 
and the material aspects of human life.
What added to the hardships of Turkish rule and 
precipitated Egypt into the abyss of ignorance was that 
she was robbed by her Turkish oppressors of her precious 
heritage of Arabian civilisation. The Turks despoiled the 
Egyptian libraries of the majority of their valuable books, 
and deported or lured away large numbers of Egyptian !Ulama>,
1. Zaydan, Tarikh ?Adab, Vol. Ill, p.272; Ahmad Amin and
Zalci Najib Mahmud, Qissat al-'Adab fi al-’Alam (Cairo 1948) 
Vol. Ill, pp.277-280.
2. Zaydan, Tarikh 'Adab, Vol. Ill, p.273
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librarians, artists and craftsmen in order to make
(1)Constantinople the centre of Islamic culture.' ' They
also seized the donations destined for Egyptian cultural
purposes such as those of the University of Sl-Azhar and
other mosque schools. Cultural life in the country ceased
almost completely; only a tiny light was kept burning at
(2 )Al-Azhar and sent out faint rays. ' The deploi’able cultural 
conditions were reflected in the curriculum of =ai~Azhar 
which was entirely medieval. Dogmatic theology was by 
far the most important subject; language and jurisprudence, 
which were also studied, were regarded as ancillaries to 
theology; the sciences taught there, i.e. mathematics, 
astronomy and physics, were on the same level; the 
philosophic work of the great Muslim philosophers, such 
as Al-Earabx, Ibn Sin a and al-G-hazzalx who were greatly 
admired by Europeans, was no longer studied at that ancient 
fount of knowledge. The Arabic language itself had suffered 
a great calamity, for it had been eliminated as the official 
language and replaced by Turkish; moreover, the ruling and 
wealthy classes,who usually patronise literature, were no 
longer Arabs, but Turks who at least in the first period of
1. Their number was assessed at 1,800,but unfortunately many 
of the boats carrying them sank on the way. Of. fUmar, 
al-Dusuql, Fi al-Adab al-Hadith (Cairo 1954),vol. i, P»H; 
cf. also Shawg.i Dayf, al-Adab al-*Arabi al-Mu’asiy fi Misr, 
(Cairo 1957) pp.1-2, 9-10.
2. Zaydan, Tarikh ?Adab, Vol. IV, p.7.
tlieir empire had no love for Arabic which they did not 
understand. Thus most men of letters emigrated to the 
provinces where they devoted themselves to the composition 
of popular songs for the fellah dignitaries who were still 
able to appreciate t h e m . T h e  standard of classical 
Arabic literature was incredibly low, and. an era of decadence 
ensued. Men with a gift for literature, deprived of models 
worthy of imitation and of teachers to guide them, became 
alien to real classical Arabic; their taste degenerated, 
and they fell into aberrations, indulging in an excess of
(g)
ornamentation and exaggerated Bad! * style. J "To hide the 
defects of their composition they exaggerated verbose 
ornaments until their meaning was obscured. What they 
composed was meagre and clumsy, and what bore the mark of 
superior taste was purloined from their predecessors.”^
The lack of inventiveness revealed itself particularly in 
the field of belles lettres, for this suffered considerably 
from the divorce between the written and the spoken language; 
especially detrimental was the view held by the contemporary 
men of letters that the subject matter of literature was 
common property and that artistry could be displayed only 
in the wording; according to this opinion, to improve upon
1. See M$LS. of the Diwans of Ahmad al-'Inayatl, Shaykh fAbd 
al-Ghani al-hablusl and Mustafa al-Babi and others in the 
British Museum.
2. Of. Amin, Qissat al-Adab, Vol.Ill pp*278-279; Anis al-Maq&isi 
al-Duwal al-fArabiyyah wa *Adabuha (Beirut 1936) p.184.
3. Al-Dusugi, Fl^al-'Adab, vol. I, p.11.
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another author's work was not plagiarism, hut proof of 
superiority. Thus, while the masses satisfied their desire 
■tor stirring tales hy listening to popular story-tellers,
Mawwal reciters, or zaj ;jalina serious literature, apart from 
Sufi poems, tracts and litanies, was neglected. Prose 
writers were expending their energies on rhymed and heavily 
ornamented repetitious Maqamat; poets were turning out 
panegyrics and erotic poems on conventional patterns, or 
indulging in the characteristic exercises of Tashtir and 
Takhmis in which they diluted the poems of their predecessors 
by insertions of their o w n . ^  There was nothing strange 
about it, for the whole country was ignorant, without culture 
or original thought; there was not even the vocabulary to 
express literary creation worthy of that name. Thus 
imitation was rampant, originality scarce.
The invasion of Egypt by Napoleon in 1798 marks the 
beginning of a new era, commonly known as the ,fModern Period" 
or "the Renaissance of Arabic literature". The literature 
of the Renaissance is characterised by the emergence of a 
new factor which,is,to a certain extent,contributory to its 
growth: it bears the stamp of both Western culture and
Arabian civilisation which put an end to the dark ages and 
opened up new vistas. ^  Western culture came from several
1* Of. Al-Iskandari, al-Mufassal, Vol. II pp.277-280.
2. Of. Taha Husayn, Hafiz wa ShawqT, (Cairo 1953), pp. 1-3, 8-9;
Amin; Qissat al-Adab, *Vol. Ill,’ pp.283-284; Gabb ., B.S.O.S.
Vol. if, pp.745-747.
sources, and poured into Egypt through several channels.
The first of these channels was the Napoleonic invasion 
itself which provided a stimulus both direct and indirect.
The immediate impulse is reflected in the cautious interest
-  (lit evoked among the 'Ulama? in the wonders of Western science.
The close personal contact of some of them with French scholars
and scientists, the sight of French libraries, laboratories
and art exhibitions could not fail to produce their effect.
The contact with the French also revealed to the Egyptians
that there were other ways of life than their own, and new
things worth learning and doing. J The indirect or remote
effect of the French invasion was its influence on the mind
of Muhammad 'All who found the culture of Europe worth 
*
transplanting on his own soil. When he soon after became 
the ruler of Egypt, this frame of mind was conducive to 
the emergence of other factors which were not only effective 
in themselves, but constantly productive of new ones. All 
this led to the assimilation of Western civilisation on a 
large scale. Muhammad 'All was a militarist, determined
m
to borrow European arms, then to fulfil his own ambition of
(3)building an empire. } However, the cultural by-products of
1. Cf. 'Abd al-Rahman al-JabartI, 'Aja?ib al~*Athar fx al- 
Tarajim wal ’Akhbar, (Cairo 1297 A.H.) Vol. Ill, pp.34-35
2. Pierre Cachia, Taha Iiusayn, (London, 1956) pp.5-6; Dayf, al- 
Adab ., pp. 2-3; 1 ; Zaydan, Tarikh 9 Adab, Vol. IV^ pp 110-12
3. Cf. Cachia, op.cit., p.7; Dayf, al-Adab, pp.3-4, 12-13; 
Zaydan, Tarikh ’Adab, Vol.*IV, p.13.
this process were more lasting in their effects than the 
military achievement itself.
The second channel through which Western culture
penetrated into Egypt were the technical schools founded
by Muhammad 'All. Modelled on European lines, and often
under European supervision, these schools had, as their
first aim, the training of doctors, lawyers, administrators
and technical e:xperts of all kinds whom Muhammad 'All
*
needed for his ambitious projects. ^  It v  waa.i inevitable 
that many of them should be attracted towards other sides 
of Western culture than those they were taught at school, 
and especially to French literature. On the other hand, 
schools for technical studies were in urgent need of textbooks 
in Arabic. Since original productions were clearly out 
of the question at this stage, the only possible course 
was to have Western schoolbooks, reference and scientific 
books translated into Arabic. As the majority of the 
teachers were of European, especially French extraction, 
the textbooks were mostly French. Although translation 
made rapid progress, the task of translating medical or 
technical books was extremely difficult for, since it was 
the first time that Western medical science had to be
1. For details cf. Zaydan, ’Adab, Vol. IV, pp.18-20; al- 
Dusuqf, Fi al-Adab, Vol. I, pp.16-17.
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expressed in Arabic, the translator was faced by a lack of 
technical terms, so that new turns of phrase had first to 
he coined which, again, was impossible without the sanction 
of a competent authority. This was found in a body of 
Sheikhs of Stl-Azhar, the only authority on literary and 
philological questions at that time, who were appointed 
Jointly with some translators as Muharrirxn or emendors 
of these translations with the task of making them intelligible 
to the average student, and coining the necessary new forms 
and v/ords.^ Since the literary standard of that time, 
including that of ;al~Azhar, was comparatively low, and the 
vocabulary rather limited, those concerned in this task 
were compelled to study and rely on the textbooks from the 
time of Arabian civilisation to find words and phrases from 
which to derive suitable scientific terms. This task 
brought together French teachers and translators and a 
small group of Sheikhs of Al-Azhar, and the frequent inter­
change of thoughts and views in the course of Joint labour 
could not but be fertile. It produced a valuable mental 
reaction. The Sheikhs who were engaged in this task, up 
to then essentially conservative in their outlook, soon 
felt interested in Western science, and it goes without
1. Al-Dusuqi, FI al-Adab, Vol. I, p. 17; Zaydan, Tarikh, >Adab, 
Vol. IVJ pp.158-160; for more details about the Mutarjimin, 
the Muharrirln and the Musahhihin cf. Zaydan, Tarikh ’Adab, 
Vol. IV, pp.158-179.
saying that the students of technical schools who represented
the elite of t&L-Azhar - for most of them had been selected
from &1-Azhar when Muhammad * All opened the technical schools -
*
were irresistibly drawn Into the orbit of Western thought.
The third, not less important channel through which
Western culture began to flow into Egypt, was opened up
through the establishment of the printing press in Egypt in
1822, when the celebrated Bulaq printing press was founded,
for all the textbooks translated from European languages
printed on this press made Western science easily accessible
(!)
to the larger public.
The fourth vital channel was a number of educational 
missions - as they were usually called - sent to Europe, 
mostly to France, for training in the art of civil and military 
administration and technical subjects. The original idea 
was merely to equip them with up-to-date training in their 
particular disciplines, and no more; however, circumstances 
combined to produce additional results. It was unavoidable 
that they mixed with the people of the countries in which 
they studied, and became acquainted with their art, their 
habits, their ways of life and thought. Thus, when they 
returned, they brought back not only European science, but
1. Gf. Dayf. al-Adab, pp.21-22: al-Dusuql, Fi al-Adab, Vol. I 
pp.33-35; Zaydan, Tarikh ?Adab, Voll IV, pp.47-50; Pere 
Louis Cheikho, al-'Adab al-rArabiyyah fi al-Qarn al-Tasi*
*Ashar (Beirut 1908-1910) Vol. I,pp.44-48.
(1)the literature and art of Europe as well. 7 For these
reasons these educational missions inevitably constituted
a potential agency for the propagation of European culture.
After their return most of these students were put to
translate the textbooks they had studied, and were sometimes
(2
locked up in the citadel until they had completed their task. 
However, they were so busy with their professional duties 
while Muhammad1AllTs reign lasted that those who had literary 
tastes and ability had no time to indulge in their literary 
proclivities, and the effect on literature was necessarily 
delayed.
The fifth and most creative channel was the School of 
Languages, opened in 1836 at the instance of Rifa'ah Rafi1 
al-Tahtawi - the most outstanding literary figure of the 
first mission to France - and placed under his directorship 
in 1837. Rifa*ah, anxious to create interest in French 
science and culture, worked out the plan for the school 
which was to educate technical school-teachers in Egypt 
itself. An off-shoot of this school was the Bureau of
(3)
Translation which disseminated Western thought in Egypt.
1. For the names of the most outstanding of these students cf.
al-Dusuql, Fi al-Adab, Vol. I, pp.18,19; Zaydan, Tarikh
>Adab, Vol. IV, pp.21-23.
2. Al-Dusuqi, Fi al JAdab, Vol. I, p.56
3. For details about the School cf. Ahmad Ahmad Badawi, Rif a* ah
al Tahtawi Bey (Cairo 1950)> pp.38-44; Jak fajir, Harakat 
al-TarJamah f1 Misr Khilal al-Qarn al-Tasi* *Ashar, (Cairo 
1945)/pp.15-70. ‘
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It is needless to stress that literary works officially
received only scanty attention, and the translators worked
under such pressure that the standard attained, was never
very high. As was the case with the missions, the effect
of these translations on Arabic literature was not immediate.
and did not bear fruit until the second wave of Westernisation
under Isma’il. Literary production in Muhammad ’All’s time
continued on the lines of the eighteenth century. Most men
of letters came from the traditional school and, little
affected by the new Western orientation, still indulged in
Bad!’ style and artificial ornamentation, and merely imitated
their predecessors.^ European education remained confined
to certain circles which had little time to engage in literature.
Nevertheless, ideas were being disseminated and a new kind of
prose was gaining currency among those educated in Europe:
a prose with a purpose, with something to say and little '
time to spare for puns and superfluous ornamentation. Literary '
talents with Western education who, in Muhammad ’All’s time,
had been unable to find the leisure necessary for literary
pursuits, were idle under ’Abbas I and Sa’id’s reign, for
these two rulers lacked Muhammad 'All’s enthusiasm for
*
1. Gf. al-Dusuai, Pi al Adab, Vol. I, p.51; 3*1-1 skandari, al- 
Mufassal, Vol. II, p.533; Zaydan, Tarikh JAdab, Vol. IV, 
pp*l54, 232; Taha Husayn and others, al-Mujmal fi Tarikh 
ai-J&dab al-’Arabi (Cairo 1929), p.261-262.
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Western education, abandoned all his schemes and closed 
down schools,' ' Thus, literary enthusiasts had a lot 
of time to spare for the exercise of their literary gifts, 
to read IFestern literature and produce literature of their 
own. Consequently, in Isma’I^ s  reign some of the seed 
so vadely and indiscriminately scattered hy 1 Muhammad TAll 
germinated and hore fruit*
As has been mentioned above, the first pioneers of 
Occidentalism had been chosed from the ancient, conservative 
and traditional school of &l~Azhar and had therefore, 
linguistically, a solid background of Arabic language.
Though educated in the West, they found it hard to rid 
themselves of the fetters of the traditional literature they 
had been taught at ^1-Azhar, They could not break away 
from the old school; neither could they ignore the new 
ways of thought they had brought from Europe, Thus their 
literary production bears two stamps: that of the old^ ,
traditional, and that of the new^ modern culture. Their 
ideas, thoughts and feelings were new, and represented a 
wealth of meaning, but when they had to be put into words, 
habit and tradition compelled them to turn to traditional
/g)
imitative forms; they were torn constantly betv/een these
1. Gf. Mubarak, op.cit., Vol. IX, p.43; M. Mustafa, Tarikh Misr 
pp. 139, 140, 150.
2. Taha Husayn, Hafiz wa Shawql, pp* 4, 5, 77.• • *
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two extremes. The new education, however, prompted them 
to "break the old fetters, and adopt a simple, lucid style, 
which the more adventurous among them occasionally did, 
hut mostly the traditional manner prevailed. The re­
presentative of this school is Rifa'ah al~Tahtawf who can
*  *
rightly he called the father of modern Arabic literature.^ 
The second generation of occidentalists came not from 
Al-Azhar as the ahove mentioned first wave of innovators, hut 
from the civil schools founded hy Muhammad. f Al 1. They 
completed their education in Europe or at the School of 
Languages, so that their background of classical Arabic 
differed from that of their predecessors. Their study of 
Western literature, without previous study of Arabic language, 
and Muslim religious subjects, had had its natural effect: 
they broke away from every tradition and sought new ways 
for the expression of their free thoughts. They carved 
out a new path in literary style and introduced new subject 
matter into Arabic literature. However, since they had no 
background of Arabic literature, their language proved sadly 
inadequate when the vast amount of Western knowledge they 
had acquired demanded to be put xinto words. But, uprooted 
from their own soil as they were by excessive Western
1. Al-Dusuq.1, Pi al-Adab, Vol. I, p.20; for details about 
Hifa'ahgstyle cf. Badawl, op.cit. 213-855: Cheifclao,op.cit., 
Vol. II, pp.7-8. ' ' ’ *
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influence, they were not even conscious of their poor
Knowledge of the Arabic language, but blamed the language
itself as out of date, as a medieval tongue of the desert,
the camel and the palm trees, which had done its duty in the
past, but did not answer the requirements of modern
(1)civilisation. This generation of rebels against the 
traditional school with its ornamental style went to the 
other extreme and renounced classical Arabic altogether, 
replacing it by colloquial in their literary production.
(o\
Muhammad 1 Uthman Jalal and YaT cju‘b Sanwa1, the founder of
the colloquial paper Abu Haddarah, and the famous colloquial
(3)
playwright, are the representatives of this modern movement. 
However,it is characteristic of Egyptians that'they are greatly 
attached to their customs, traditions, religion and way of 
life* The colloquial language, although easily understood 
and accessible to the bulk of the population, is not rooted 
in tradition; moreover, it has no codified grammar, and
(4)
differs from province to province and district to district. 
Furthermore, it is despised by literary and general intellectual 
circles. Thus the movement had little chance of success.
1. Cf. Taha Husayn, Hafiz wa Shawql, p.4-5.
2. For details cf. Shaykh *Abd al-Raziq, B.S.O.S.,Vol. II, p*256; 
Zaydan, Tarikh ’JLdab, Vol. IV, p.211; Gibb, B.S.O.S., Vol. IV, 
p. 748; Gheikho, op.cit,,Vol. II, p.91.
3. For details cf. Tamazi, op.cit.,Vol. II, px). 281-287; TAbduh, 
al-Sahafi al-Tha’ir f all through; Gibb. B.S.O.S., Vol. IV^p.755 
(footnote).
4. Al-Busuql, FT al-Adab, Vol. I, p.94-95.
Moreover, the traditionalist,, represented by the Azharists,
and the vast majority of the intellectuals educated in the
traditional way of the time* were aware of the danger of the
use of colloquial as a written language for classical Arabic
and consequently for the Qur’an* the religion and national
customs. This created a rift in Arabic literary circles
between "the old" and "the new1’* the traditionalists and the
(1)progressive modernists.
The Arabic literary world split into tiro hostile camps,
which were both in an artificial position, for neither took
into account the circumstances of the age: the modernists
did not consider religion, customs, traditions and the
predilection of the Arab to value and imitate his literary
(2)
heritage; the traditionalists failed to notice that
(3)modern science and civilisation had conquered the country;
The adherents of the old tradition, out of touch with 
contemporary thought, appealed only to their own narrow 
circle| the modernists had run too far ahead and, in cutting 
themselves from the past, damaged their own roots. Moreover, 
they were still suffering from the lack of mental adjustment 
caused by the suddenness of modernisation; their Western 
ideas had been too rapidly acquired to be more than superficial.
1* Taha Husayn, Iiadlth al-Arbi1 a*, (Cairo 1937-1945 ^ Vol. I, 
pp. 3i9~333; ‘Gibb, B.S.O.S.,Vol. IV, p.749.
2. Ibid; 1Abbas Mahmud al- * Aqgad, Safat Bayna al-Kutub, (Cairo 
1950)j Vol. I, pp.97-lOC).
3. Gibb, B.S.O.S- Vol. IV, p.749; Taha Husayn, Hadith, Vol.I, 
p. 333. J '
Such was the origin of the strife between old and new in 
modern Arabic literature which was to persist, with varying 
terms, for many decades to come.
Hov/ever, the far seeing moderates of both camps 
soon realised that an uncompromising refusal to move with 
the times spelt defeat, but that, on the other hand, to 
disregard the long history of Arabic literature and to 
renounce the Arabian civilisation altogether would be 
equal to the obliteration of the national character, thought 
and religion.
The moderate group realised that if the old traditions
were to count for anything in the life of the nation, the
culture of the Golden Age of Islam must be revived, its
textbooks re-studied and its values re-established in a
(l)form adapted to contemporary requirements* 7 They found, 
in these books of the Golden Age, the most suitable expires si on 
of their ideas and their thoughts. Their literary style 
was natural, straightforv/ard, untouched by the artificiality 
of medieval decadence The leaders of the moderate group 
"are for the most part men who have drunk from other springs 
and look at the world with different eyes. Yet the past 
still plays a part in their intellectual background, and
1* Gibb, B.S.O.SVol. IV, p.749; Dayf, al-Adab, p.20; Taha 
Husayn, Hafiz wa Shawgl, pp*2-4.
2 . Taha Husayn,’Hafiz wa Shawgl, p .3; Dayf, al-Adab, p .32.
there is a section among them upon whom the past retains a
(l)hold scarcely shaken hy newer influences". They also 
realised that the still persisting stagnation must he overcome. 
At the same time they were also convinced that it was necessary 
to keep pace with the progress of Western culture. Their 
inclination was to have the hest of hoth worlds hy taking 
from each source what suited the circumstances most: new
trends, new thoughts and new science from the West, hut the 
forms of expression from the classical Arabic culture. In 
short, they attempted to take the new, hut not forgetting the
(g)
old . To carry out their plan, they founded societies;
i - to select scientific, literary, religious and philosophic
hooks written in the golden era of Islamic thought; the
fAbbasid, Umayyad, early Islamic and pre-Islamic period
from private and public libraries many of which v/ere
attached to mosques, to publish and popularise them and
make them easily accessible to wider circles of the
(3)
population.
ii - to translate literary and scientific books from Western
languages, mainly French, and make them as easily available 
to every interested person as possible.
1. Gibb, B.B.C.S.,Vol. IV, p.746.
S. Husayn Haykal, Thawrat al-Adab (Cairo 1933),p.155.
3. Cf. Clement. Huart, A History of Arabic Literature, (London
1903), p.4Sg.
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Briefly, their aim was to combine the priceless treasures 
of their own past culture of inestimable value with modern 
c i v i l i s a t i o n . T h e  most outstanding of the newly founded 
societies was the Mafarif Society which greatly contributed 
to the spread of Westernisation. It was organised in 1869 
with the object of diffusing knowledge and sciences by 
securing useful books and treatises from the Arabic past
and from contemporary European sources, compiling, emending,
\
epitomising them and making them easily available to those
(2)
who desired them. This society possessed its own printing
press which, together with those already in existence like
( 3)
the Coptic press, the Wadi al-Nil press the Rawdat al Madaris
(4)
press, the national press of Alexandria, the Wahbiyyah press 
and others, were of great assistance in carrying out the plan. 
"Old books on religion, literature, philology, philosophy 
and sociology x»eappeared, and. people realised that the 
capacity of the Arabic language to express free thought, 
emotion, research and science had been more considerable 
than they had imagined, and that behind the rigidly and
1. Cf. Mubarak, Op. Git,,Vol. XIII, p.55
2. For details about the statute of the society cf. al-Waqa*if,
7.6.1869; fox4 names of the members of the society and‘the 
books they published cf. Raf i11, *Asr Ismafll, Vol. I, pp.
256-258; al-Dus&i, Fi al-Adab, Voi.I, p.62; Zaydan,
Tarikh >Adab, Vol. IV, p.78.
5. Founded in 1860; cf. Rafi1!, fAsr Isma'il, Vol.I, pp.266-267;
Zaydan, Tarikh *Adab, Vol. IV, p.50.
4, Founded in 1863, cf. Rafi1I, TAsr Ismafil, Vol.I, pp,266-267; 
al-Dusugf, Fi al-Adab, Vol.I, p^87. For some of the books 
published cf. Ibid.
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dogmatically limited number of books - which Wei*1© familiar
to them as they were frequently memorised at al-Azhar - there
were many other hooks, containing life and strength and
also beauty of thought and art, with which they were not
acquainted. They read and consequently were affected by
what they read, and the ultimate effect of this study
manifested itself at 41~Azhar when they became acquainted
with old books on philology, religion, Tafsir, traditions,
theology and philosophy in particular. The belief of the
liberals of a-l-Azhar in the familiar dogmatic books that
were being studied already was shaken, and they began to
(1)rebel against them. But the rebellion was faced by the
hostility of the reactionary Sheikhs who were in the
majority. "Thus the fruit of this marriage between old
(2)
and new did not ripen quickly at ^tl-Azhar1'. Other circles, 
however, consisting chiefly of men with modern education,
’leead the Arabic literature of pre-lslamic, post-Islamic, 
tUmayyad and febbasid times. They found it near to natural 
and far from artificial expression. They saw in it living 
feeling and sense and emotion and thought ... they felt that 
this old literature was nearer to their mentality and more |
capable of picturing their emotions and feeling than the ;
i
existing, relatively new but moribund one, which represented j|
the ability of its authors of assembling words and subsequently j
1. Taha gusayn, HSfi^ wa Shawgl, pp.2-3.
2. Ibid.
dividing them, and arranging them after that according to 
BadI* style without representing ... the throbbing of the 
heart among hearts, and the feelings of a spirit among spirits, 
and without conveying them to the heart and the mind of the 
reader •. • for they did not come from the heart of their
(1]authors. Therefore the taste had begun to change strongly”* 
The outcome of this close union or rather "marriage” 
between the two cultures, the new Western and the old Arab 
one, was the Renaissance of modern Arabic literature. The 
two trends were inseparably amalgamated in the minds of the 
more broadminded youth of &1-Azhar as well as those of the 
young men studying at civil schools and produced, in the last 
third of the nineteenth century, a new generation of modern 
Arabic literature. J It was largely due to the moderate 
school which played so great a rdle in combining the two 
civilisations, and injecting the old body of Arabic literature 
with the young blood of European thought, that both Arabic 
literature and language were saved from a double danger 
inevitably threatening them: one, of declining into a pale
reflection of a culture foreign to their nature, as propagated 
by the modern camp; the other, the danger of dogmatic
1. Taha Husayn, Hafiz wa Shawgi, pp*3~4.
2. <5f. Ibid, p*187; Amin, Qissat, Vol.Ill, p*283; Taha Husayn; 
and others, Kitab al~TawjIh*al-Adabi, (Cairo 1951), p.230.
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rigidity, imitation and stagnation, unsuited to the 
requirements of the times, as persisted in by the reactionary 
traditional school*
While the dispute between the reactionaries and the 
modernists was raging, many factors were at force to 
strengthen the position of the moderate camp. First, the 
efforts of the Orientalists, the Western scholars, who took 
a strong interest in the long forgotten literature of the 
dormant Arab East which, though fortunately preserved from 
destruction, had been relegated to oblivion for many 
centuries. Therefore, the study of Arabic was revived 
at European universities, its manuscripts were collected, 
revised and correctly edited by scholars of repute. The
second factor was the desire of Isma’Il to make Egypt a 
part of Europe. "Egypt” said Isma’xl "has become a part 
of Europe, and is no longer a part of Africa”. He turned 
again to the sources of Western civilisation abandoned by his 
two predecessors, reopening the School of Languages, sending 
missions to Europe and encouraging translations from 
European literature and science. ' "The science and culture 
of Europe have been rendered accessible in translations and 
adaptations of which the complete list would form a volume
1. For details of Zaydan, Tarikh *Adab, Vol. IV, pp.135-154; 
al-Dusuql, Fx al-Adab, Vol. I, pp.305-322.
2. Rafi,x, TAsr Isma'xl, Vol. I, pp.215-217
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in itself. Thus, an Arab may read in M s  own language 
the tragedies of Racine, the comedies of Moliere, the 
fables of La Fontaine, *Paul and Virginia* the rTalisman*,
* Monte Gristo* (not to mention scores of minor romances), 
and even the Iliad of Homer.* * fact Egypt had in Isma*Il 
**a ruler eager that his country should have at least the 
outward appearance of a modern European state, and with a 
munificence that was to deplete the treasury, and invite 
foreign interference, he subsidised many a project that 
fostered the assimilation of Western culture.**^^ Isma*il 
also unconditionally permitted European missionaries to open 
schools on European lines, and to teach in European languages.
The third factor to strengthen the modern movement was 
the seal for the acquisition of knowledge which dispelled 
the gloom Y/hich had so long over-shadowed the country, sv/ept 
away much of the ignorance, superstition and bigotry, 
especially among the educated classes, and inspired vitality 
into the more or less lethargic masses.
The fourth, not less important factor to foster1 the 
Renaissance were the libraries, which provided the printing 
presses v/ith the manuscripts of the G-olden Age to be printed
1. Reynold A. Nicholson, A Literary History of the Arabs,
(London 1953) p.469.
2. Cachia, op.cit p. 10.
3. The number of catholic and protestant missionary schools
reached 70 in his reign; cf. Rafa*i, *Aer Isma’fl, Vol.Ip.235
*
and popularised among the leaders. Some of these libraries
were public, such as the Khedlwiyyah library, founded in
1870, the Par aV&thar library, the mosque libraries,
(1)ministerial and high school libraries, especially that 
(2)
of ftl-Azhar; and some belonged to private people* Private
libraries were such as the Bakriyyah, Yi/afa> iyyah, Dardir,
 „ (3)
Barudi, Taymuriyyah, Zakiyyah and. others.
0 mid u iV  ilium w  ■■ . .K  ■ T i «.i m K iM
The fifth factor was the spread of education, effected
at first by the re-opening of schools of the old type and,
when it became clear that these no longer corresponded to
the needs of the new time, by the foundation of new primary,
secondary and preparatory schools, and a variety of higher
schools, Besides, there were private schools, Coptic
(4 )
society schools and Islamic schools.
The sixth factor was the ibundation of the institute 
of Bar al-fUlum in 1872 which represents the first attempt 
to acquaint teachers with pedagogical principles, and also 
the first institute to combine the old and the new civilisation 
in its curriculum. Its students were selected from among 
the best of &1-Azliar, Y/hich means that they first acquired 
a good grounding in Arabic and Islamic studies and then 
proceeded to study Islamic subjects and Arabic literature
1. For details of Zaydan, Tarikh ’Adab, Vol. IV, pp.94-98, 
100-105.
2. For details cf. Ibid, pp.97-98.
3. For details cf. Ibid, pp. 99, 105-109.
4. For details cf. Rafi'i 'Asr israa'Il, Vol. I, pp.208-217.
in the modern way as well as European sciences. The part 
that this institution played in speeding up the process of 
amalgamation of the two cultures cannot he over-estimated.
It represents the confluence, so to speak, of the streams
(lTof Eastern and Western thought in the valley of the Nile.'' /
The seventh factor to contribute to the development
of the modern Arabic Renaissance movement were the private
circles, centring round certain outstanding intellectual
figures most of whom had drunk at both founts of knowledge,
the Western and the Arabian culture. The most important
(2)among them were: * All Pasha Mubarak, Mahmud Sami al-
Barudi, ^  1 Aba Allah Pikri*^' Intellectuals with a different 
cultural background and orientation, traditional or modern, 
used to assemble at these circles to discuss literary, 
philosophical, religious and social problems, as well as 
to read books and discuss their contents. These circles 
were fruitful in that they gave different elements among the 
intellectuals the opportunity to meet and exchange their 
views. The outcome of their discussions proved to the 
participants that there were benefits to be derived from 
"the old" as well as from "the new".
The eighth of the factors which combined to establish
1 Cf. Dayf, al-Adab, p. 14: Gibb, B*S 0 S., vol. iv, p. 753,
2. Cf. Aman, Zu'ama*, pp.2od-201. ’ y
3. Ibid., p.207 
4* Ibid., p.208
the Renaissance movement was the advent to Egypt of the
fiery-minded Jamal al-Din in 1871. Soon the broadminded
members of the moderate group as well as some more amenable
among the extremists felt attracted towards him. Most of
his disciples found in him an inspiration for the expression
of their feelings of discontent with the existing order of
things. "They needed a leader to mould their thoughts and
(l)put them into some kind of shape". ' They found this 
leader in Jamal al-Din. His influence, due to "his 
prodigious learning in all fields of Muslim lore won for 
him the respect and homage of groups of eager disciples to 
whom he imparted his methods of reconciling the historic, 
philological and philosophical position of Islam with the 
attainment of modern scientific thought". As has been
repeatedly stated,Jamal al-Din not only read and discussed 
with his pupils many works of Muslim scholars which wore 
then much neglected, but also charmed all who attended his 
salon Y/ith his own learning and introduced his pupils to a 
number of modern works on various sciences, which had been 
translated into Arabic.'' } Therefore Jamal al-Din was the 
catalyst which caused the coalescence of the two cultures,
1• Dunne, op.cit., p .402•
2. Adams, Op.citpp.14-15
3. Of. Adams, op.cit .,p. 34; al-Manar, Vol. VIII p.389; al-Isketfi- 
dari, al-Mufassal, Vol. II, p,372; Rafifi, *Asr Ismafil,
Vol. II, p«149jRida Tarikh al-Ustadh, Vol. I, p.32
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the Western and the Muslim one* Jamal al-Din always pointed 
out to his students that the revival of Muslim countries 
could only he brought about by a synthesis of the science 
of the West and Arabian culture. But Jamal al-Din imparted 
to his pupils much more than mere instruction, however 
learned and valuable it was in itself. *fIt was as though 
the man", says JurjJ Zaydan, referring to the literary 
revival which was occasioned by JamalTs teaching, ,r had 
breathed into them his own spirit; and they opened their 
eyes, and behold, they had been in darkness and the light 
had come to them. So they caugjit from him, in addition to 
learning and philosophy, a living spirit that caused them to 
see their state as it really was, inasmuch as the veil of 
false ideas had been rent from their minds. They therefore 
roused themselves to activity in writing, and put forth
Cl)
articles on literary, philosophical and religious subjectsM .
The uncompromising attitude of the Azharists reduced the 
number of those attracted to the liberal-minded Jamal al-Din, 
and thus the literary revival was mostly limited to the Effendi 
class and the newly Europeanised circles.
Another factor to contribute considerably to the 
Renaissance of Arabic literature was the emigration of learned
1* Zaydan Mashajilr Vol. II, p.60 as quoted by Adams, op.cit., 
p.36.
men from Syria to Egypt to escape Ottoman oppression, and 
to find a livelihood under Ismalil, the ruler who encouraged 
every immigration from abroad. Western culture had come 
to Syria at a comparatively early time, due to the partly 
Christian character of the country which possessed a number 
of missionary schools in which the younger generation came 
under direct European influence. The part played by these 
Syrian immigrants in the development of journalism and stage, 
and in the translation of Western books into Arabic, must 
not be disregarded. But some of them overstepped the mark, 
and tended to produce a loss of balance in their endeavour 
to rid Arabic literature of classical Arabic in favour of
they more or less concurred with the Egyptian modernists in
this respect.
Yet another great factor, perhaps even the most
influential of them all, was the establishment of Arabic
journalism. The birth of journalism in Arab countries is
usually associated with al-Waqa*i1al Misriyyah, founded in
.1828 by Muhammad 1 All. Up to 1865 Al-Waqa* i was the only 
•  *
paper in Egypt. Then new newspapers and magazines began
1. Cf. Gibb, B.S.0.S.,Vol.IV, p.748.
2. Zaydan, Tarlkh^Adab, Vol. IV, pp .51-52; Dayf, al-Adab,
pp.23-24; Tarrazi, op.citVol.Ipp.46, 49,*50; for details
about al-Waqa9i f, of. T Abduh, Tatawwur, pp.25-47; Hartmann,
op.cit pp* *2, 61.
either the colloquial idiom
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to follov/ one another in quick succession. The most 
outstanding of them all was Wadi al-Nil, founded in 1866 by 
* Abd .Allall Abu al-Su’ud, one of the assistants of Rifa*ah 
al-Tahtawi, ^  the short lived Nuzhat al-Afkar, founded in
— m. — (S)1869 by Muhammad T Uthman Jalal and Ihrahim al-Muwaylihi ,
* ft
Raw&at-.al-Madaris, founded in 1870 hy TAli Mubarak, ^  al- 
Ahram, founded in 1876 by the Taqla brothers,^ and al-Watan,
.m-ll.— ..... .. ^ "-.IT T #
founded in 1877 by Mikha'Tl TAbd al-Sayyid. However,
the earliest genuinely free effort was that of damal al~Din,
, under whose aegis Ya’qub Sancwa’ founded Abu Naddarah,^and 
Adxb Ishaq, who founded Misr; they were both first published 
in 1877.
The rSle of journalism in the establishment of the 
Renaissance of Arabic literature cannot be ignored by any 
means. The papers were a kind of school for the training 
of young writers as well as for the education of the public; 
they imparted knowledge to wide circles and were instrumental
1. For details of. Tarragi, op.cit. Vol.I, pp.69,130-131/ ’Abduh, 
Tatawwur, pp.63164; Rafi’ij’Asr Isma’ii, Vol.I, p.262.
2. For details cf. Tarrazi, op.cit./Vol.I, pp.47,78; 'Abduh, 
Tatawwur, p.65; fiafi’I/Asr Isma’il, Vol.I, p.263; Zaydan, 
Mashahxr, Vol.II, pp.115-116^
3. For details cf. al-Dusuqi, Fi al-Adab, Vol.I, p.73-74; Rafi’I 
’Asr Isma’il, Vol.I, pp1260-262; ’jtbduh, 
Tatawwur pp.52-54.
4. For details cf. fAbduh, Tatay/wur, pp.69-73; Tarrazi, op.cit.^ 
Vol. Ill, pp.50-53; Hartmann, op.citpp.10-11, 34, 52.
5. For details cf. Hartmann, op.citmjpp.32, 53; Tarrazi, op.cit., 
Vol. Ill pp.9-12; ’Abduh, Tatawwur, pp.75-76.*
6. For details, cf. Tarrazi, oplcit.,Vol.Ill, pp.8-9;
7. For details cf. Tarrazi, op.cit.,Vol. Ill, pp.13-15;
Hartmann, op.cit^ pp.33,58.
in 'breaking down the hammier "between the masses and the 
world outside* They published scientific articles, books 
translated from European languages and old Arabic literary 
texts as well * Thus the two cultures amalgamated in the 
minds of the readers, creating an outlook which was a blend 
of old and new* They also developed a new style to meet 
the daily needs of the press. The traditional style, tfthe 
creation of a small elite, involved, periphrastic and laden 
with obscurities, was out of touch with modern needs and 
expression, and unfitted to survive as a medium whose 
existence depended on obtaining the widest possible range
fl)
of readers".v J
When Abu haddarah was suspended after its attack on
Isma1ll1s policy, Jamal al-Din encouraged Adib Ishaq, whom
he and his circles provided with articles and money, to
found in 1877, the Misr newspaper^)which was to become his
mouthpiece, and al-Tijanah in 1878* Another newspaper?
of Jamal al “Pin's party was Mir* at aI-Sharq_ which was
- ~ (3)reopened by his disciple Ibrahim al~Laqpani. Also Misr
■ *  *
al-Fatah was founded by a group of progressive members of
1* Gibb, £*8*0.8.,Vol,IV, p.758
8. Cf. Tarrazi, op.citVol.II, p.107; Zaydan, Mashahir, Vol.II, 
p.77; Hida, Tarikh al~Ustadh, Vol.I, pp.38, 38, 45-46.
3. Eor details cf. Tarrazi, op.citVol. Ill, pp.15-17;
Hi da, Tarikh al-Ostadh, Vol. I, p. 38.
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his cirlce in 1879^) Later al-Mahrusah and al- TAsr
al- J adld of Sail in al-Na<j<jash (1880),^ Nadim* s Al-Tankft
wa al-Tabkit and Al-Ta?if (1881), val-Mufid 3^  ^and al-Najah^* a
of Hasan al-Shamsi (1881) were founded with the same aim 
of propagating Jamal al-Dinfs policy *
On the other hand the impact of the revival of the 
Egyptian press on public opinion, that is to say on that 
of the Intellectuals, can hardly he overrated. The 
newspapers, became the link joining Egypt to the rest of 
the world, a fact which put an end to her isolation* As 
to the journalists, they began modestly as mere war-correspond- 
ents, reporting the news of the 1877 Russo-Turkish war. Some, 
however, more enterprising than others, boldly embarked on 
a new and somewhat risky venture. Not satisfied with war* 
bulletins, they introduced, as a novel feature, regular 
reports of interesting social, political and domestic events 
in occidental countries, and descriptions of their customs 
and life in general; they even dared to use these reports 
as a beas for comparison between the enviable conditions of 
life in Europe and the dismal circumstances prevalent in
(5)Egypt.
The press became immensely popular all over the 
country, but it must be noted that the traditional scholastic
1. For details cf* Tarrazi op.cit*,Vol*III, pp.56-57.
2. For details cf. Ibid,* pp.57-59.
5. Of* Ibid. pp.20-21; *Abduh, Tatawwur, p.114
t* 9£* op.citVol.III. p .21
5* Of. Rida, larikh, al—Ustadh, Vol* I, pp*37—58*
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group kept aloof from it and even *blamed the reading of 
magazines and newspapers as incompatible with religion 
since there was nothing to prevent them from telling lies, 
praising those who did not deserve praise and, chiefly and 
finally, because the time spent in reading papers could be 
more gainfully employed in reading the Qur’an the the 
Traditions*
The eleventh factor to contribute to the growth of the 
Renaissance movement was the establishment of learned, 
scientific and literary societies, such as two literary and 
scientific societies founded by Ya’qub Sanwa!, Mahfil al- 
Taqaddum and Mahfil Muhlbbl al-111m in 1873 the Geographical 
Society (1875 Badim’s Islamic Benevolent Society (1879) 
with branches in the provinces, his Literary and Artistic Society 
and finally the Coptic Benevolent Society, These societies 
were instrumental in spreading education by lectures, research, 
discussion and finally by the foundation of schools.
The twelfth factor in the development of literature 
which diverted it from its formerly traditionally limited 
aims to problems of national and religious nature, andgave 
it an essentially didactic character, was the national 
movement,(3) All the forms of literature, prose, poetry,
1* Cf* Tarrazi, op.citVol.II, p.285; ’Abduh, al-Sahaf! al- 
Tha'ir, pp.28-29.  ^ ^ ^
2. For details cf. Rafi’i, *Asr Isma’il, Vol.I, p.258; Zaydan, 
Tarikh >Mab, Vol.IV, p.76.
3. Treated in great detail in Chapters II and III of the present 
work.
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oratory and Zajal were instrumental not only in awakening 
the nation from its lethargy, but even in mobilising it to 
participate in the war.
The thirteenth factor was the existence of political 
societies which, established as a consequence of the growth 
of nationalism in the country, served as a training-ground 
for journalism and platform speaking. The first of them 
were The Rhetoric Assembly, an off-shoot of Nadlm!s Islamic 
Society in Alexandria, the earliermentioned two societies, 
al Maqasid al-Khayriyyah and al-Tawfiq, al Khayriyyah in Cairo. 
These societies nbecame the scene of a series of brilliant 
f§tes, in which orator after orator pictured in vivid colours 
the coming regeneration of Egypt’1
The fourteenth and final factor to contribute to the
growth of the Renaissance movement and to bring the two
cultures together was the stage. Dramatic art - if it can
be described as dramatic art at all - in Muhammad f AllT s
time was very primitive in character. It goes back to Ibn
Rabiyah who, with his troupe of itinerant actors, used to
perform his plays, representing episodes from the life of
(3)provincial rulers, for the amusement of the Viceroy.' ;
1. G-ibb, B.S.O.S.,Vol.IV, pp.74-75
2. Broadley, op.cit.,p.809.
5. Salih, o p . c i t p . 75; Al-Ustadh, pp.501-502. 
• * y
Dramatic art, with the full implications of the word, did
not exist in Egypt before Isma'Il, and made its first
appearance when lie founded Egypt’s first theatre, the Gomic
Theatre in the Azbakiyyah quarter inaugurated in January
(1)1868. J This was followed by the Royal Opera House, founded
in November 1 8 6 9 . ^  The Gomic Theatre specialised in Arabic
performances, while the Opera was reserved, at least at the
beginning, for guest performances of foreign companies. The
first to found an Arabic theatrical company and to stage
(3)
plays in Arabic in Egypt was the Egyptian Ya’qub Sanwa* who
• *
(a)studied stage-craft for three years in Leghorn in Italy, '
and spoke more than twelve languages. His performances were
first staged in 1869, initially at the Khedivial palace,
but were transferred to the above mentioned Azbakiyyah Theatre 
(6-)in 1 8 7 0 . '  He produced 32 plays, comic as well as romantic,
in 200 performances, spaced regularly over the period of two
years. These performances were attended by high and low,
even by the Khedive himself who used to call Ya’qub Sanwa1* *
(6^
’’the Moliere of Egypt”. But when his plays later began 
to refer to political problems, Isma’Tl ordered the theatre
1. ,o’Asr.Isma’il, Vol. I, p.299
2. Ibid.
3. ’Abduh, al-Sahafl al-Tha^ir, p.19; Tarrazi, o p . c it V o l.11, 
p.283; al-Dusuqf, El al-Adab, Vol.I pp.83, 304-305.
4. Ibid.
5. ’Abduh, al-Sahafi_al~lha5ir, p.17.
6.Ibid, p.21* iarrazi, op.citVol.II, p.283.j *
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(i)
to "be closed. Contrary to the prevailing belief? the
theatre for the first time was not imported to Egypt by Syrians?
. - •(2)but owes its existence in Egypt to the Egyptian Ya'qub Sanwa1.ft *
In fact? this erroneous opinion goes back to the Syrians
themselves who have the tendency to claim? rightly or wrongly?
the merit for having initiated every modern development in
every Arab country. It must? however? be admitted in all
fairness? that dramatic art in the full sense of the word
was known in Syria before it was known in Egypt. Nevertheless,
there was a break in the Egyptian tradition between the years
1873-1876? until Salim al-Naqqash came from Syria with his
•  *
company of actors. Subsequently, Yusuf Khayyat founded*
another theatrical company with some Egyptian artists.
Dramatic art seems to have appealed to the Egyptians? 
although it was by no means regarded "as a profession? or 
recognised as a way of earning money. ' They performed j
in schools and theatres? with amateur student societies;1 the 
first to do that was ’Abd Allah Nadim who performed two
Arabic plays? Al-Watan and A2-*Arab? on the stage of his
- - £4)school as well as on that of the Zizinya theatre in Alexandria".
The plays performed by Ya’qub Sanwa’ and Syrian companies were?
1. For details cf. ’Abduh? al-Sahafi al~Tha*ir? p.33.
3. Cf. Zaydan? Tarikh *&dab? VolI IV? p.131; Cachia? op.citmjp.IS
3. Zaydan? Tarikh ’Adab? Vol.IV? p.131.
4. Ibid. Shaykh ’Abd al-Raziq? B.S.O.S.^Vol.II? p.356.
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without exception* translations from Western languages*
especially from French* and only very fey/ of the plays
(±)
introduced "by Egyptians v/ere originally Arabic. / Since 
the itheatre presented* to Arab masses* European thoughts and 
problems in their own language* it also contributed, to a 
large extent* to an amalgamation of the two cultures.
All these factors were at work promoting the development 
of literary life in Egypt* and producing a new style of 
literature which was the outcome of the fusion of the two 
c u l t u r e s . I t  must be stated that the development of 
literature was by no means sudden* or due to deliberate 
endeavours of one group or one person in particular* but a 
natural secondary gradual evolution consequent on a comparable j 
development of the cxxltural and social life of the people.
As has been mentioned earlier* there were three groups 
or schools of literature at the outset of the Renaissance 
movement; the reactionary or traditional scholastic group 
whose ideal was the Maqamat and Bad?’ * rhymed and verbally 
ornamented prose* a school which gave style priority over 
contents* and whose main subjects remained traditional* 
disregarding whatever new problems there were. The poets
1. For details about Dramatic Art in Egypt cf. Zaydan* Tarikh 
’Adab* Vol. IV* pp.128-135; ’Umar al-Dusuqx* al-Masrahiyyah* 
(Gairo 1957)/po*12-50; Shaykh ’Abd al-Ra£iq* B*S*0*SI*Vol* 
II*pp.255-256;~A1-Ustadh*pp.501-503; ’Abduh*9 al-Sahafi al- 
Tha*ir* pp*19-27.
2. Cf. Taha Husayn>al-*Adab al-Tawjlhl* pp,230-235.
of this school continued on the lines of the previous century* 
imitating their predecessors in a way that was essentially 
mechanical. Very few can he observed to express real emotion 
in their poetry* and can be rightly described as a school 
of versifiers. ’’They compose their odes and indulge in 
poetry only because composing verses is considered a fitting 
occupation for everyone that has studied prosody* rhetoric 
and Bad?1*., they learn these subjects and do exercises 
which they call poetry. Their Diwans are exactly like 
school exercise books".^  In fact* it was the fashion for 
every Azharist* or anybody with some religious or traditional 
education to compose poetry* whether he had talent or not.
Poetry to them consisted of a jumble of words with metres to 
hold them together, and stifled by heavy ornamentation; the 
whole dealt with traditional subjects: panegyric* elegy, 
personal satire, aphorisms and artificial pleasure songs 
on the love and wine theme. Whether their poetry was 
inspired by genuine emotion or not* was to them* entirely 
irrelevant. To most of them* poetry was "a mark of erudition 
to adorn their versification with a hundred and one verbal
(2)
niceties* such as exordium* paranomasia* peroration etc.".
This school is represented by !Al? al-Laythi (died 1896)*
Mahmud Safwat al-Sa’at? (died 1880) and fAl? Abu al-Hasr
1* ’Abbas Mahmud al-’Aqqad* Shu’ara* Misr wa B?? atuhum fi al-Jxl 
al-Madl, (Cairo 1937)*pp,8~9;cf .also Dayf* al-Adab*pp.28-29.
2. Shaykh ’Abd al-Raziq* B.S.O.S.^ Vol.II. p.259.
(died 1881) » The "poet11 ’Abd Allah hadim can also be 
classed with this category of poets. But the writers of in.':: 
thas med-ieval scholastic type scorned simplicity* adopting a 
style which was obscure* full of literary allusions* overloaded 
with ornament and Bad!’ figures. Since It was generally 
regarded as the only aim of literature to provide intellectual 
entertainment and give scope for the exercise of wit and 
metrical skill* literature remained confined to the 
educated minority.
The increasing percentage of literacy and the spread 
of education in the country created the demand for a simple* 
easily intelligible literary style* Public demand for an 
easy style* coupled with the dissatisfaction of the moderates 
with both the scholastic and the modernist way of writing* 
the impact of the new European civilisation and the revival 
of the ancient Arabic culture* had a decisive influence on 
the development of the Arabic language* Also the above 
mentioned emergence of literary translation* which soon 
became very popular* contributed to the abandonment of rhymed 
and heavily ornamented prose. The contact of the two 
cultures created a social and political atmosphere which, in 
spite of political oppression and lack of freedom of thought, 
found its expression in an easy* popular* but nevertheless 
literally style.
The moderate group set out to write in the press in 
the new "straightforward" style which was intended to he 
intelligible to every reader, he he highly educated or not, 
"Easy style" in an apt phrase of Nadfm "is not scorned hy 
intellectuals, nor need it he explained to the ignorant".
Also in the newly unearthed literature of the Golden Age they 
found such a style. It was a fresh Arabic literary style 
which, natural and direct and untainted v/ith scholastic 
refinement, suited their requirements to perfection.
The moderate group dealt with poetry in a way which
differed from its handling of prose. In the first place,
they did not turn their attention towards it until much
later, in fact after the breakdown of the national movement,
for poetry at that time was regarded as an entertainment for
(2)
leisure hours. Obviously the poetry of the West did not 
suit Arab mentality, due to the deep rooted difference in 
metre and construction, and Western models had no effect 
v/hatever on Arabic poetoy in the first x^^iod of the 
Renaissance movement. Conversely, the study of the Diwans 
of Arabic poetry of the Golden Age v/hose style they found 
quite capable© of picturing the social politicsL and emotional
1. Al-Tankit, 6*6.1881, p.3.
2, Taha Husayn, Hafiz wa Shawqi, p.7. 
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problems of their own time* seemed to them worthy of
imitation* 'therefore the modern Arabic poetry of the
moderate group is characterised by the exclusive imitation
of the Arabic literature of pre-Isleunic, post-Islamic,
Umayyad and ’Abbasid poetry. "It is observable that the
poets were inevitably influenced by the old in the first
place. This influence is in itself proof of the life and
the power and the capacity to endure of the old Arabic
literature which has a fertile past, is full of treasures
and has had the power to live and to fight all these centuries,
and has the capacity to express, in its old form and style,
problems of the new life".(*0 Mahmud Sami al-Barudf,(died
Abd
1904), Muhammad/al-Muttalib (died 1931) Ismafil Sabrf, (died 
1923) Tawfxcj. al-Bakrl (died 1932) are the representatives 
of this new school whose poetry is not a weak copy of 
ancient models, but on the same level as ancient poetry, 
and as powerful, vigorous and full of life and spirit.
As has been already pointed out^the extreme modernists 
were characterised by the tendency to use colloquial in their 
prose. It is therefore not unexpected that they also 
rebelled against the traditional style of poetry, against
1* Al- * Aqcjad, Shu'ara* Misr, pp.42-43; Taha Husayn, Hafiz wa 
Shav/gT; pp.5-6.
2. Taha Husayn, Hafiz wa ShawqT, p.7; cf. also al-!Aqqad,
Shu1 ara> Misr,’ ppl8,ll*
*
the principles of the ancient ode and the specific style
of the ancient poets, and tried to revolutionise it,
introducing new ideas and new diction. Many of them
disregarded the use of Rawiyy* paid little attention to the
9 I 1rahg and if they did, they chose a very easy, almost
colloquial style. They also employed new metres which did.
not come within the sixteen classical forms with all their
difficult technicalities. The representatives of this
school are Muhammad 1Uthman Jalal (died 1898) and Ya'qub 
0
Sanwa* (died 1912). Their tendency to colloquial!se or 
rather Egyptian!se literature may have been due to the effect 
of European culture, so that they looked on classical Arabic 
as a kind of oriental Latin. As the Western countries had 
abandoned Latin in favour of their vernacular, thus, they 
thought, Arab countries should turn to their own vernacular 
which, in their case, was the Egyptian colloquial language.
On the other hand, the psychological effect of the recent 
discovery of the language and civilisation of ancient Egypt 
which Y/as the first civilisation of the world, made them feel 
proud of their own antecedents, and aroused in them the Y/ish 
to detach themselves from Arab civilisation and build an 
entirely new one on ancient Egyptian foundations.
NADIM AND THS INTRODUCTION OF A NEW PROSE STYLE.
These cross-currents could not fail to affect 'Abd 
Allah Nadim as a writer, and his prose shows a distinct 
development which consists of several stages. His earlier 
prose is more mechanical and less spiritual, the decoration more 
artificial; his imagination is restrained, and of the didactic 
purpose which was to relegate everything else into the back­
ground in later years, there is little trace* It is only 
natural that a youth like Nadlm who had been educated on 
entirely traditional lines without contact with Western culture, 
should, at least in this first period of literary activity, 
adhere to scholastic imitative principles in his literary pro­
duction* He was firmly convinced at that time that there was 
no literature v/ithout Bad!1 devices, and that a man of letters 
required no more than skill in Bad!1 figures; meaning he 
considered to be of secondary importance. The embellishment 
of speech by tropes and antitheses and by the exploitation of 
Arabic morphology was the first and almost sole aim of his 
literary ambitions* The habit of balancing words and phrases 
by rhymed synonyms which added nothing to the thought and even 
tended to obscure it was a most insidious fault which he shared
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with all contemporary scholastic imitative writers* Moreover,
excessive accumulation of synonymous phrases led to a certain
clumsiness in sentence structure* In his early writings,
overmuch padding often even obscured the meaning and hindered
the development of thought* Furthermore, his tendency to use
rhymed prose in such excessively padded passages caused that
rhymed prose which, when properly used, can be a legitimate and
natural ornament of style, and give a work of literature a
superior cadence and finish, to become artificial and stilted
and obscure* In this period, the meaning literally disappeared
under the heavy load of ornament* The figure of speech most
in prominence was paronomasia exordium, and Igtibas from the
Qur’an* As has been stated above, the works recorded in this
period are mostly epistles addressed to his friends and
colleagues on a variety of occasions* Not even one of them,
however, has escaped the devastating effect of his attempts to
(l)be exquisitely "artistic”• 4
In the epistles which are characteristic of his prose
style in this first period Nadiim uses Icj t i b a s coupling his
(2)
own rhymed phrases with verses from the Qur’an. He also
employs, in this period, “LuzttomalaiYaljsam” in his rhyme,
(3)
using sometimes two internal rhymes within the main rhyme;
1* For the epistles of, Sulafah, vol. 1 pp. 2Lj.-77
2. See Appendix No. 2, p. 652,
3. Ibid. No. 3, p* 653.
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sometimes he even employs three internal rhymes within the
chief one,^*^ and even increases the number to four internal
(2)rhymes* ' It is also characteristic that his epistles in
rhymed prose are interspersed with lines of poetry hardly more
poetical than the prose in which they are inserted# They are
not rich in meaning, so that the entire contents of an epistle
of this kind can be often summarised in very few lines# That
almost all his writing in this period appears more or less
heavy, awkward, clumsy and deprived of grace from the twentieth
century point of view, and seems merely a pale imitation of
medieval Bad!f style, may be due to his relative lack of
education, and so may the comparative dearth of meaning# But
that is a common complaint of the times; in the great majority
of cases neither the men of letters nor their readers had any
thoughts worth while expressing, and had, therefore, when they
(3)felt the urge to write, only the play of words to resort to. ' 
It must, however, be added that the contemporary reader found 
this style satisfactory to the point of enchantment# In fact, 
Nadlm was regarded even in this period as a great man of letters 
for no other merit than his rhyming skill and his mastery of 
Badi* style which at that time was the ideal of Arabic liter­
ature.
To do Nadim Justice, however, it must be stressed that,
1. Ibid. Ho. 4, p. 653.
2. Ibid. No.5, pp. 653-654.
3. Rida, Tarikh al-U$tadh, vol. i, p. 11; Samliv?, op. cit.j p.i+
5 6 4
although he was essentially imitative in this period, there
are flashes of undoubted innate literary talent also in his
early production; especially his ready perception of things
and life around him influences his choice of subject matter -
in a Y/ay which is almost modern* In the epistle entitled
al~Tannur al Mashur whose general subject, namely the
conversation between two animated objects boasting of their
respective merits (Mufakharahi.e. War of Wits) is quite
traditional* The novelty consists in the choice of the
objects personified: the train and the boat. The steam
engine was a relatively new invention, recently introduced to
Egypt, and it was the first time it made its appearance in an
(2)Arabic Mufakharah. Moreover, since the classical vocabulary
at the time lacked appropriate terms for a detailed description 
of engine and train, he boldly ventures to use vulgarised
(3)foreign words which had become part of the colloquial idiom* i 
This is a very unusual phenomenon in the then still quite 
scholastic literature* In another epistle, Durar al-Nihlah 
wa Ghurar al-Rihlah-#&dim feels prompted to express his 
thoughts in the course of a railway journey to Alexandria*
The however, are rather strange, for he compares
the train to a sequence of famous knights in Arab history, 
rushing to fight their enemies* Also a third epistle
1* For the complete text of the epistle cf* Sulaafah, vol.l, 
pp. 29-32*
2* Sulafah, vol. 1, p. 30.
3. Ibid, pp. 31-32.
U* For the complete text of the epistle cf* Ibid,p*39-U5*
5* Ibid. p* 39•
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entitled Tanblh al-ftabib wa TTasliyat al-Habib^ ^  shows
signs of rebellion against the conventional manner of writing*
The influence of his environment and daily life becomes
apparent in the use of foreign words with which he had become
(2)familiar as a telegraphist,; ' a use strictly prohibited 
according to scholastic principles* These three epistles
are typical of Nadim in this period* They show a man with a
traditional background of education, and still in the fetters 
of an inadequate stjrle which cramps his expression, but of 
undeniable literary talent, with a keen perception of things 
surrounding him, bold enough to make certain attempts at in­
novation such as the introduction of foreign terms and collo­
quial expressions. He also often departs from the traditional 
choice of subjects.
Several years of participation in the discussions, 
lectures and studies with which the members of Jamal. al-Din*s 
salon were so vitally concerned brought about a radical change 
in Nadim!s entire outlook which is mirrored not only in his 
literary output but in his way of life* Nadlm realised 
precisely what had been vaguely felt here and there before that 
strict adherence to the scholastic canons was harmful in the 
extreme to the easy flow of thought and the clarity of express­
ion; he stepped into the widening breach between 1 the old" 
and "the new"; and decided in favour of the above mentioned new,
1* Pox* the complete text of the epistle cf* Ibid. pp. 50-52
2. Of. 'Sulafah, vol. 1 p. 51* also Appendix, No.6,p. 654.
lucid, ”straightforv/ard’! and easily intelligible style.
The first symptoms of change in Nadlm’s literary 
personality became observable when Jamal al-Din persuaded him 
to go to Alexandria to propagate his ideas. Nadlm had ceased 
to be a boon companion, pandering to the tastes of the rich, 
anxious to please his audience by ingenious puns and new 
Badl1 figures, and became a man with a mission who had a 
message to convey and desired to transmit it to his public as 
clearly and unequivocally as possible. In his articles in 
Misr. al-Ti.1 arah. al-Mahrusah, al-fAsr al-Jadid and later in 
Al-Tankit wa al Tabktt he broke away from the precepts of the 
!foldu school which decreed that all forms of literary prose 
should be in Saj1 (rhymed prose) bedecked with rhetorical 
decorations.
Nadira, once justly praised as a master of Badl1 styles, 
discarded them almost overnight in favour of a new, apparently 
quite artless way of writing. The adoption of the new style 
had its roots in a variety of reasons. He realised the fund­
amentally simple fact that the free flow of speech and writing 
was the only way of expression suited to the general excite­
ment of agitated souls which had nearly reached boiling point 
in 'Egypt at that time and that the ?/ould-be medium of political 
propaganda must be free from the fetters of Badl*« The 
dynamism of the ideas to be expressed precluded the use of
literary forms which, by their very insistence on formal detail,
1. Hamzah, op. cit.^Vol. ii, p. 114-7#
tended to obscure the thought which had now become all- 
important* The clarity of his artistic insight had led 
him to recognise that there must be no disparity of term and 
concept, that forms of expression must be co-extensive with 
the trends of thought, and that style must have an affinity 
to its contents. His profoundly altered notion of life, 
its transformation from a limited, narrowly traditional con­
cept, to the transvalued outlook of the reformer and revolu­
tionary imperatively required a different mode of expression. 
It was a conscious reaction of his sincere emotion against 
the elaboration, artificiality and pretentiousness of the 
style he formerly excelled in, and the vindication . of 
the originally simple, basic character of Arabic before it 
had been influenced by medieval ornamentation. The dynamism 
of his nature which was now unequivocally directed towards 
a simple, but transcendent and all-important goal, found a 
marvellously suitable expression in the simplicity of his 
specific lucid M straightforward11 style. Nadlm can, indeed, 
be described;, as one of the pioneers of the new straight­
forward” s t y l e . ^  According to repeated statements by his 
contemporaries, his style lent itself to imitation, and 
found scores of followers. f,The writers admired his articles
and modelled their own work on them to improve the style of
(2)
literature which, at that time, was emaciated and boring."v '
1. Hamzah, op.cit,, vol.'ii, p. 11+7•
2* iaymur, op. cit., p. 16; cf. also Samir, op. cit.; p. 9#
Nadlm was aware of the fact that the great mass of the 
reading public was reluctant to part with the old, ingrained 
belief that style without Badl* was, from the literary point 
of view, not quite respectable* This actuated him to point 
out to his readers that "It [Al-Tanklt] is a literary and 
educational paper*.•• with an easily intelligible style which 
is not scorned by educated people, but easy enough to be under­
stood by the ignorant* To you, it depicts the incidents and 
the events in a way to appeal to your minds.... It is not 
decorated with contrived metaphors, nor is it covered with cob­
webs of equivocation. It does not boast of resounding words 
and rhetorical phrases to display the eloquence of its editor... 
but it is like ordinary speech in a language we are familiar 
with....It does not compel you to reach for FIruEabadIfs 
dictionary....nor do you need an interpreter to comment on its 
meaning. It is present at your circles as a friend who talks 
to you in a language you know.... and a boon companion who chats
to you of what you love and take pleasure in" Thus it
(o ' )
was Nadlm and not, as has been alleged, Jurjl Zaydan,v ' who 
was the first to write novel and interesting articles in a 
generally intelligible language, "disregarding the disapproval 
of pedants and scholastic reactionaries".
It is obvious that Nadlm was fully conscious of the
1. Al-Tanklt, p. 3*
2. Gf. Gibb, B.S.O.Ji.Si, Vol.^p. 313*
fact that, for journalistic purposes, clarity and simplicity
were essential. But he could not stop at that, and further
progress along the chosen path entailed complications* The
aim he had in view was primarily educational and reformatory,
and addressed to the widest possible public; but there were
many things to be said in pursuit of this aim that could not
be said openly under the existing conditions. These things
had to be conveyed indirectly, by implication. This was the
origin of Nadlm* s symbolic, allegorical style whose influence
can be traced in the Arabic literature of Egypt up to the
(1)present moment. / Moreover, Nadlm*s journalistic prose
frequently contains inserted fragments of dramatic dialogue
in which comic characters speak each in its own dialect. 11 In
these articles of eternal value he gave an accurate description
of Egypt, and they were, in fact, the first spark of the
revolution of thought which resulted in the flame of *Urabi*s
(2)
revolution”•
It is significant that Nadlm, with his background of 
religious and traditional education, and no doubt considerably 
handicapped by the disapproval on the part of the intellectuals, 
was not deterred from writing entire articles in colloquial 
idiom which was then advocated and used by the modernists. 
However, there is a marked difference between Nadlm*s and the 
modernists manner of handling the new medium. The modernists
1. Gf. Jannat al-Hayawan by Taha Husayn, (Cairo 1950), all 
through.
2. Tarra?!, op. cit., vol. 3, p. 92.
regarded colloquial as a literary medium in which they 
attempted to convey all their thoughts# corrupting classical 
Arabic or discarding it altogether# while Nadlm only resorted 
to it in addressing a special class of readers who were unable 
to understand the classical literary style. To him, the 
colloquial idiom merely serves a didactic purpose restricted 
to the uneducated class, and is regarded as a handy instrument 
to be taken up or abandoned according to the dictates of the 
moment, but not as an equivalent - or superior - substitute 
for classical language.
It proves his respect and regard for classical Arabic 
that he made it one of his professed aims to defend its purity, 
and even engaged in an argument with the modernists about their j 
indiscriminate use of colloquial. The ranks of the modernists 
had been reinforced by Syrian immigrants who, educated on 
Western lines, joined the Egyptian modernists1 rebellion against
the use of classical Arabic. The opponents in the above
~  (l)
mentioned controversy were the Syrians ’Amin Shumayyil,
Shibli Shumayyil, Najib Grharghur and Iskandar Nahhas in favour 
of an introduction of colloquial, and Nadlm, Ahmad Samir and 
Ibrahim al-Hilbawi in defence of classical A r a b i c* It was
(3)
Nadlm's article, entitled Ida1at al-Lugah Taslim Lidhdhat 
(To Lose One's Language is to Surrender One's Personality) that
1* Al-TankTt, pp. 68-70 -
2* For details Cf. Al-Tanklt, 13.6.1881, pp. 19-21 and
10.7*1881, pp 68-70 and 11.9*1881,pp.203-207;Tarrazi,opcit. , 
vol.iii,pp.12,935 al-'Asr al-Jad!d,9,23,30 August and 13,27 
September 1881; Sulafah,vol.l.pp.92-99;Cheikho,op.cit.,vol.ii, 
P.139. 3
3* For complete text of article.Cf.Al-TanExt,ll.9.l881,pp203-207
caused the outbreak of the storm. In this article, Nadlm
expounded the reasons why the abandonment of classical Arabic
would be followed by disastrous consequences: 1 - Its canons
had been laid down by Muslims in reliance on Islamic models,
the Qur*an and the Hadith, and it was neither feasible nor * *
desirable for literature to sever its links with its Islamic 
past; 2 - although it was expedient to throw off the accumulated 
nonsense of centuries, and to adapt the language to new condi­
tions, it was not advisable to vulgarise it, corrupt it or 
abandon it altogether; 3 - the use of colloquial would divide 
not only the Muslim world as a whole, but each of the Muslim 
nations into several parts according to dialectal differences; 
k -■ to adopt a foreign language as the language of the country - 
an expedient suggested by a part of the Syrian group - would 
split every Arab nation into two classes, the educated class, 
capable of learning and speaking the foreign tongue in question, 
and the bulk, of the population, who would have to persist in 
the use of their own local dialect; 5 - the adoption of a 
foreign tongue would be followed by an inevitable change of 
customs, habits, ways of life and thought, and ultimately 
result in a loss of national character; in brief, the sum of 
these consequences would amount to no less than a *'surrender 
of personality”.
All through this controversy, Nadim maintained that 
Arabic was a mature language, endowed with every quality a
language can possess, and that it was superior to other 
languages in that it was rich in synonyms which made it easy 
to cope with all the needs of life.^1  ^ The problem - Nadira 
maintained - was not the adequacy of the language, but the 
ignorance of the people whose command of Arabic was insufficient; 
Nadlm also stressed the need of preserving the language in its 
purity, and of studying it more intensively. With these two 
aims in view, he proposed: 1 - to found schools all over the 
country through the medium of benevolent societies; 2 - to 
make the study of Arabic compulsory in every school, be it 
national or foreign; 3 - to devote to the study of Arabic no 
less than one third of the total time-table; 1+ - to prevent 
any attempt by foreign teachers to divert their pupils from 
the love and use of their language.
The most salient characteristic of Nadlm*s prose in 
this period (1879-1881) was a certain exaltation and a specific 
rhetoric quality which imparted to each of his articles the 
character of an oration. Oratory incontestably dominated 
Nadlm*s- life, influenced all his writings and affected every 
single article. He v/rote as if he were delivering a speech;, 
he made excessive use of interjections, exclamations and oatlii^ 
as if he were addressing an imaginary a u d i e n c e * ^ )  Such was 
his love of rhetoric and his belief in its power, that he often
1. He was to modify this opinion later.
2. Al-Tanklt,16.10.1881, pp. 29U, 298.
3* Ibid, 13.8.1881, p.135; 21.8.1881, p. 171# 17§J 14.9.1881 
p.l87j 18.9*1881, pp.22*4;23-9.1881,p.239; 9*10.1881,p.275;
16.10.1881, p.291.
gave his articles the outward form of speeches either toy 
proclaiming the intention of making a speech or toy making one
U)
of his characters rise and deliver one* It was his con­
viction that ''talk to which you listen rouses your emotions,
(2)
tout this is not the case when the same idea is read"• In 
the articles of this period, tooth classical and colloquial, he 
makes extensive use of anecdotes and dramatic episodes Yrtiich 
he finds more effective and more poignant than the simple 
narrative. Nadlm*s dialogue is one of the strongest proofs 
of his literary talent. The diction of his figures serves 
the purpose of characterisation, for different types are made 
to speak in a different manner. Thus the villain of the piece 
is always characterised toy a diction which is full of continuous 
exaggeration, and is thus made still more repugnant to the 
reader.
His experience as a teacher cannot fail to toe reflected 
in his literary output; this is especially true of this period* 
He frequently evokes the picture of a lesson in which the 
dialogue takes place between a teacher and student. This 
gives him the opportunity to expound all his social, political 
and educational ideas, and to anticipate possible objections 
on the part of the reader toy answering questions of the student 
and allaying his doubts. This particular style has found many
1. Al-Tanklt, 18.9.1881, p.223j 16.10.1881, p.296. 
2* Al-Tanklt, 16.10.1881, p.296.
followers, and has "become a lasting feature of Arabic 
literature: bis influence is still vividly observable among
(i)
Egyptian writers of the present day*
It can be inferred from Vadim’s writings of this period 
that, in spite of his ignorance of foreign languages, the 
influence of foreign culture on him was by no means negligible* 
He had listened to and discussed newly translated Western 
books in Jamal al-Din’s salon, and it is obvious that he must 
have read similar books by himself* The impact of the ideas 
of the French revolution is clearly observable in his writings; 
its three principles liberty, equality, fraternity are frequent­
ly referred to, and comparisons:' between the internal situation 
of Egypt and that of France after the revolution occur over 
and over again* Since French influence prevailed in Egypt
at that time over that of any other European country, Western
(2)
influence on Hadlm is synonymous with French influence*
*
^ *
As has already been stated, Al-Ta*if was intended as 
the continuation of Al-Tanklt from which it, however, differs 
in character: while Al-Tanklt revels in allegory and symbols
and makes extensive use of dialogue and dramatic episodes,
1. Cf. al-Ayyam by Taha Husayn, (Cairo 1939) all through
2. Cf. Al-Tanklt,pp11289129,171» 232^233*252,267-272,277,
29U—295>297" 299; Cf* also Ra*Tf Khuri,al-Fikr al-'Arabi 
al-Hadith, (Beirut 19^3),PP.107S 202-20U*
Al-Ta* if, the voice of the revolution and the organ of the 
*
national assembly, is written in a characteristic mixture of
narrative and oratory in which rhetoric predominates. This
style is extraordinarily poignant and abounds in powerful
words which obviously echo the turmoil in his own heart, and
are aimed at generating it in the hearts of others. With
its vigorous revolutionary diction "Al-ya* if reached a position
unrivalled by any other contemporary paper, not only with
regard to pplitical standards, but with regard to diction*
(1)
In this paper, Nadlm was a hot-headed genius of style"•
The character of Al-Ta*if being exclusively political, its 
style is at first predominantly rational, discursive, dialectic 
and argumentative. Its reasoning is never shallow, and at 
times of astonishing profundity. Its strongly logical, 
syllogistic sequence of sentences, is, however, often inter­
rupted by ejaculations, exhortations and protestations which 
betray his strong inclination towards oratory, whenever he 
defends the rights of his country and propagates his beliefs. 
The vigour and simplicity of his journalistic style, the 
avoidance of fictitious ornament and his simultaneous insist­
ence on the strength of proof and logic of inference won him
the admiration of his readers and a numerous following amongr '
k — /
fellow journalists. As has been repeatedly stated, the 
Egyptian press quoted and imitated him continuously. The
1* Ibrahim ’Abduh, A* lam, al-BaMfah^al-1 Arabiyyah,
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popularity of his style was not limited to press and literary
circles; there is documentary evidence to show that statesmen
(1)
quoted him in their speeches and interviews. It was, to a
certain extent, the extraordinary popularity of the emotional,
vigorous, style of Al-la*if that made "Abd Allah Nadim, its
owner, the leader of the movement of thought, for he kindled
with his articles the fire of the revolution in the hearts
(2)
of his c o u n t r y m e n . * His magnetic power of persuasion
enabled him to achieve, in these articles, what no other paper 
had been able to do before, namely to sway the minds of the
(3)
people and make them do what he wanted them to do.
However, the split between the Khedive and the national 
movement and the imminent war could not fail to affect the 
character of Al-Ta*if. As has been earlier described in
detail, it now became Nadim* s first objective to mobilise the 
hatred of the country against the Khedive, the entire roy&l 
dynasty and the clique which surrounded the sovereign; he 
knew instinctively that the best way of doing so was to make 
them appear ridiculous* His satires against Isma’il as well 
as against Tawfig were a remarkable novelty in Arabic journalism* 
Nothing like these satirical series had ever before anpeared
(k)
in Arabic journalism. When, however, his attack turned
1. See pp. 203-204,
2. Tarrazi, op.cit.,vol.iii,p*5;cf.also Ya’qub Sanwa* as 
quoted by ’Abduh, al-Sahafi al-Tha*ir, p.126
3* ZaycLan, Mashahlr,vol.ii, p.109
k* For specimens see above pp. 80-83.
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against the British, satire alone seemed insufficient and he 
resorted to sermons, invective and harangues* Al-Ta* if 
"became a single war cry* It was now his sole purpose to 
mobilise, with his pen, the country for a fight against the 
British. Profundity of meaning and even logieeof reasoning 
had to yield priority to emotion whose sometimes even exaggerated 
expression relegated everything else into the background.
Kadim had obviously no time to spare for a revision of his 
articles.
It has been stated above that his prose acquired,with 
his attack on the British, many of the characteristics of a 
sermon; when the war broke out, these characteristic© bggan to 
predominate almost to the exclusion of everything else. He
.
preached to the people as if he were addressing a congregation 
from the pulpit of the mosque, using Iqtibas (epigraphs) from 
the Qur’an and the Hadith* Therefore his Journalistic style 
of this period is exclusively sermonising and oratorical.
For its effect, Hadim is indebted to no carefully chosen 
literary art, but to the superior power of psychological insight; 
he looks within himself, and puts down on paper, with perfect 
sincerity, his own bitter and fiery thoughts. This is the 
secret of the success of his war propaganda. At that particul­
ar time, he always wrote on the spur of the moment, which made 
his prose uneven in quality and at times so like everyday 
speech that it was almost colloquial.
If the quality of his style suffered in the period 
of the war, it must be borne in mind that its only aim was 
that it should be effective and serve its purpose in its time 
as well as it could# In this point he was fully successful; 
events prove it sufficiently. Of course, the literary value 
of these articles - as distinguished from their historical 
value as documents of the dnglo-Egyptian war of 1882 - is 
almost non-existent#
*
sfe *
His Journalistic style underwent another change with 
the appearance of Al-Ustadh (1892-1093)• The effect of the 
long studies which had been his main pastime during the ten 
years of his retreat began to make itself felt. The wide 
range of subjects covered during the decade spent in the 
wilderness had filled a number of gaps in his until then 
somewhat defective education; Western culture, which had 
reached him through the intermediary of his friend the Khaw- 
ajah, and the numerous translations, mainly from English 
sources, which were generally accessible during the occupation, 
had introduced a new element into the ferment of ideas, 
broadened his mind and widened his general outlook#
Since, in Al-Ustadh,the main function of his style 
had again become didactic, he reverted, after the demagogic 
style of the ?/ar years, to a smooth and palatable prose style, 
capable of expressing systematic thought# His vocabulary, 
enriched by ten years of contemplative study, facilitated the 
task of conveying his ideas in natural, direct and appropriate 
terms without the sacrifice of literary sense and grace. The 
ideas developed in Al-Ustadh which represented the aftermath 
of the war years as well as the outcome of a long, undisturbed 
period of reflection, were expounded in a. long series of 
treatises and articles whose language and style sounded a new 
note in contemporary Journalism. The blend of the strength 
and colour of classical Arabic - with the flexibility of 
everyday idiom, was masterly# Also, when dealing with concep­
tions, he was in the habit of going into great detail and 
harnessing every available argument in support of his statement; 
this method of expounding ideas lent great emphasis to the final 
conclusion, and carried more conviction than simple reasoning.
The clarity of thought, the logically consistent 
though sometimes lengthy presentation of subject matter, all 
possessed an immediate appeal to the public. People read his 
articles with pleasure, finding in them what most delighted 
their hearts. There they read in lucid, well chosen and easy 
language their own wishes and their own thoughts. HThe fame
Al-Ustadh reached a degree no other paper had ever reached
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(i)
before, for it "influenced...every class and every rel­
igious community to an extent which impelled everybody to
(2)
read it." It is interesting to note that even Nadim1 s
(3)
enemies did Justice to his literary calibre: "I must bear
witness to the fact that he has the right taste, and I admire 
his straightforward, flowing style; when I read his article
(u)
Law Kuntum Mithlana Lafa’altum Ei'lana in Al-Ust&dhk I found (5)  --
that eloquence is part of his nature”.
In brief, the characteristics of Al-Ustadh style can 
be summarised as follows:
1 - the length of the articles, exceeding - perhaps owing to
(6)
English influence - that of any other Arabic Journalistic 
essays of that time;
2 - his article has the outward appearance of a speech, caused
by the repetition of interjections, exclamations and
(7)
stereotyped phrases, comparable to ancient Greek dis­
courses;
3 - long digressions from the chosen subject matter on the
lines of the famous al-Jahiz, to whet the appetite of the 
reader;
1. Samir, op.cit., p.17*
2. TarrafT, op.cit.,vol.iii, p.83; Taymur, op.cit,,p.17*
3. #aliyy al-Dln Yakan was Nadlm1s political adversary, for, 
while Nadim1 s principle was "Egypt for the Egyptians" that 
of Yakan was "Egypt for Turkey" cf.Yakan,op.cit.^vol.l,p.30.
li-. Al-Ustadh,pp.507-533; See above pp. 440-447.
5. Yakan, op.eit.,vol.l,pp.28,29*
6. In nineteenth century England,there was a tax on news, but 
none on articles which therefore became inordinately long.
7. Cf. Al-Ustadh, pp.507-533.
\k ~ frequent use of juxtaposition, comparison and contrast;
East and West, past and present, Islam and Christianity 
for the illustration of social and political problems;
5 - interpolation of sentences into sentences, resulting in 
long intricate periods; he expatiates on his theme, also 
in the manner of al-Jahiz, without, however, becoming 
verbose or impairing the lucidity of his style.
No further evidence is needed for the popularity, 
influence, efficacy and effect of Nadim1s style than the
t
abrupt termination of Al-Ustadh and the expulsion of Nadlm.
A decade after the British seized power in Egypt, that i
is to say a decade after the breakdown of the national movement,' 
Nadim revived the controversy between the adherents of "the 
old" and "the new" in literature. The extreme left wing of 
the modernists had meanwhile assumed a new shape. The initial­
ly small faction among ‘Egyptian modernists which was in favour 
of the abandonment of classical Arabic as the language of 
schools and literature, had been strengthened by the influx 
of increasing numbers of Syrians, most of whom had come to
(i)
Egypt in pursuit of occupation in the service of the British. 
However, instead of insisting on replacing classical Arabic by 
colloquial, as they had done before the war, they now advocated 
the adoption of English as the language of the country, a
1. Gf. Hartmann, op.cit., pp.11,31.
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dangerous movement whose hidden aim it was to Anglicise
(i)
Sgypi completely* Thus, when Farir Uimrin in al-Mugattam ( 2 )
and Willcox in the periodical al-Azhar embarked on an 
attack on classical Arabic, the former declared himself in 
favour of the adoption of English as the future language of 
the country while the latter, somewhat strangely, suggested 
a reform of Arabic in reliance on the existing colloquial 
idiom. HadTm obviously could not remain idle in face of 
such a threat to the language of his country and his religion, 
and engaged on a violent polemic against these dangerous 
proposals. When he proceeddd to an attack against these 
two enemies of the language, he did it in reliance on the 
following arguments.:
1 - The Arabic language had been the medium through which the
ancient G-reco-Roman civilisation had been transmitted to 
the world and saved from total extinction; it would now 
be equally capable of expressing the fruits of the new 
Western Culture - proof of that was the numerous trans­
lations from Western languages since -Muhammad 1All’s
(3)
time;
2 - The foreigners (i.e. the British) are merely actuated by
love for their own language, which they consider to be 
superior to any other, and therefore want to stamp out all
1. Cf. al~Mu$attarn,25*5.1893; Al-Ustadh,pp 169-170, U69*
2. Cf .Blunt, My* Diaries, vol. 1, pp. Ill, 112; Al-Ustadh, pp. ij.68, 
506-507.
3. Cf. Al-Ustadh, pp.30,31,170,m ,  178-179,11-67-^69,14*73.
other languages to separate other peoples from their
(i)
past.
3 - The Arabic language, indissolubly connected with Arab
Egypt and Islam, could only be eliminated at the risk
(2)
of their complete destruction#
k - The Arabs and Turks had tolerated the language of the
countries they subjugated so that the conquered preserved
their national character, a fact that enabled them to
break away from the Arab world and the Turkish empire at
the first opportunity; their examjole had taught Europe
a lesson, and she was reluctant to exercise similar
tolerance, a tactical error which could cost her her
colonial empire. Thus to eliminate national languages
(3)
was the first objective of colonialism#
5 - The political defeat of a nation could not be the con­
sequence of the inadequacy of its language, as his Syrian 
opponents contended; on the contrary, only a nation which 
held fast to its language and, consequently to its national 
character, could regain its liberty and strengthen its
political position as Persia had done under the Arabs,
( ^-)
and under the Turks#
1. Ibid,pp. 179,2144.* 
2* Ibid,pp.178-179,20U.
3. Al-Ustadh, pp.3Ul-3^2. 
/+• Ibidj p. 1+69*
6 - Europe’s motives in her attempt to destroy the Arabic
language were not wholly political; the ultimate aim v/as
(1)
to destroy Islam by destroying the Qur5an.
7 - A language was not only the instrument of administration
and trade, to be changed to suit the changing rulers, as
al-Mu$attam seemed to believe; on the contrary, if the
administrators or traders were British or French, it is
they who should learn Arabic to be able to communicate
(2)
with the nation:
8 - Colloquial cannot be adapted for literary purposes, since
codified
it has neither/grammar nor rules, and differs from 
locality to locality; moreover, why did the English and 
French not write their literary, scientific and philosophic 
books in colloquial?? And if the idea of replacing the 
classical language by colloquial was good, as Mr.Willcox 
maintained, why did he not propagate the introduction of
(3)
a similar reform in England?
But even in this fervent, defence of the language,
Nadlm was neither so intransigent as he had been at the time
of the first controversy with the Syrians in Al-Tankit, nor
so narrow-mindedly rigid as the scholars of the traditional
( f^*)
type led, at that time, by Shaykh Hamsah Fathallah ‘’who
1. Ibid,p*U69,U70,U71*
2. Ibid, ,pp. 1+70-14-71 •
3# Ibid, p.1+71*
1+. (died 1918); for many years chief inspector of Arabic in 
government schools and a leading literary figure.
loved the Arabs and the Arabic tongue and considered 
that God had endowed it with every distinction (maziyah) ,
that every form of modern civilisation which was now being
revived had been anticipated by the Arabs, and that its name
(l)had a synonym in their language". 7 He was not blind to
the benefit of teaching a foreign language as a subsidiary
language in schools to facilitate communication with Western
(2)
countries, and to benefit by foreign culture. He was
broadminded enough to welcome foreign loan-words and scientific
technical terms and phrases without equivalent in Arabic, and
consequently advocated, in Al-Ustadh, the formation of
(3)
al-Mu.jtama* al-Lughawi on the model of the Acaddmie Franga&sej
whose purpose it would be to derive new terms from classical 
Arabic and, in the absence of suitable roots, adapt foreign 
words according to Arabic language rules. In fact,as has 
been said above, he was the first to demand the foundation
of such an institution, and actually found response among
some ’Ulama* and learned men, with al-Sayyid Tawfig al-Bakri
 ^^ I)
at the head, who founded the Mujtama* in 1893* This 
committee, however, was short-lived, and Hadlm’s conception
did not materialise until 1932 when an official body of this
(5)
kind was called into being.
1. From al-Wasxt by Ahmad al-Iskandari, PP.339-3U2, as quoted 
by Gibb, Bis.0.BvVol.iv>p.753«
2. Al-Ustadh, pp.lJ+, 183>202+,220,262,1+73*
3. Cf. Ibid, pp. 183,20^,673>675.683.
k. Al-Ustadh, p.673, 675-783.
5. Cf. al-Iskandarl, al-Mufassal, vol.ii, p.332.
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It must "be borne in mind that, although Nadim solemnly 
renounced the artificiality of Badjf devices in his period of 
journalistic activity which extended over the years 1879-1893, 
and even denounced the writers using them as 11 intruders into 
the literary craft who rely on these devices and puns, 
neglecting the meaning; such a manner standing in no relation
(i)
to real eloquence11, he still, subconsciously perhaps, 
cherished the Badi’ style in the depth of his heart. Thus, 
whenever he was writing for his own pleasure and indulging 
in art for art’s sake, and the emotional tone of his writing 
rose, he fell automatically into rhymed prose*
Not only the numerous epistles to his friends in the 
country as well as abroad, but even the historical treatises 
of this period are written in BadTf style. Thus the third 
volume of Kan wa Yakun, entitled TarTkh Misr, is composed 
entirely in rhymed prose. This book contains, in general 
outline, the history of Egypt from the reign of Sa’Td P^sha - 
the first ruler to encourage the emancipation of the fellahin - 
until the collapse of the national movement and the fall of 
’Urabi. Hid main reason for choosing rhymed prose lay pre­
(1) ’Abd Allah Nadim, ’Adlib Ramadan (Cairo 1893) p. 32.
sumably in the state of high emotional tension in which 
he must inevitably have found himself when he gave an account 
of the revolution one of whose leaders he had been; the sec­
ond, that it was conceived as an epistle to 'UrabI to whom
it is dedicated, and he was in the habit of writing epistles
(i)
without exception in rhymed prose* An additional reason
for the choice of rhymed prose is that he had sufficient 
leisure, in his retreat, to think, to revise, to choose 
words and metaphors* The effect of the use of rhymed prose 
in a scientific book of this kind is not only not unpleasing, 
but at times extremely prepossessing, which imparts to his 
diction a melodious cadence and a charmingly artistic finish* 
This book as well as the epistles are an excellent vindication 
of the opinion of those who regard rhymed prose as a legit­
imate ornament of Arabic style when it is properly used i.e., 
natural and not exaggerated. They are reminiscent of the 
G-olden Age of Badi* style in the days of Bad!' al-Zaman and 
his school, before exaggeration got a strong hold, and 
decadence set in.
Equally in rhymed prose is Al-Masamlr the satire 
directed against his powerful enemy Abu al-Huda al-Sayyadi, 
whom he lashes with bitter invective. Here again, rhymed 
prose is the expression of a highly emotional state of mind. 
Al-Masamlr is the best example of Nadlm* s BadI* style* It
1. Only one epistle, written to the Khawa.jah^is in straight­
forward style, cf.Kan wa Yakun, vo1*1,p.12*
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is a brilliant masterpiece of the artistic style, a 
Jewel of its kind, and reminiscent of the heyday of al-Magamat» 
Both the. rhymed prose and Bad!* figures are elegant and grace­
ful without being contrived. Composed on the model of 
al-Magamat» it is by no means a copy or slavish imitation*
It differs characteristically from al-Magamat in that each 
Mismar (Hail) is not a self-contained story like a Magamah* 
but an episode of an intended larger whole# In contrast to 
al-Magamat» it is not meant to be witty or funny; it is a 
bitter satire, a vicious personal attack, full of obscene 
words and gross abuse# Another point of difference between 
A1-Masamir and al-Magamat is that while all Magamat are in 
the same vein, that is to say are funny or witty all through, 
not all the "Hails11 are similar, that is to say they are not i 
all satires. Some are scientific disquisitions on theological I 
subjects. Three Mismars especially are new and original in 
Arabic literature from the point of view of both style and 
subject matter# In the first of them, he gives an account
(i)
of the rebellion of Satan and his dispute with God over Adam, 
the second is a kind of polemic between Satan and the Prophet 
Muhammad, concerning Muhammad’s prophetic mission in which 
the Prophet Muhammad replies to the >voking questions of
treatise in the form of a "Nail" is also a dispute between
1. For the complete text of this Mismar cf. Al-Masamir, pp.13“ 
19; also see Appendix Ho. 7 p$i 654-655.
2. See Appendix No .8,1®pASM; for the complete text of this 
Mismar, cf. Al-Masamir pp.63-73*
Satan by quotations from the Qur’an# The third theological
Satan and Muhammad in which the latter proves by Icitibas 
(epigraphs) from the Qur'an the dogma of the unity and
U )
individuality of God. All the non-satirical parts admirably 
combine refinement and dignity of style with entertaining 
jests. The whole is interspersed with exhortations, Icitibas 
from the an& lines of poetry, adorned with choice
metaphors, rich in literary elegancies and jewels of eloquence. 
Al-Masamir, however, has that in common with Risalat al-Tawabi* 
wa al-Zawabi* of the Andalusian Ibn Ehuhayd that it intro­
duces into the story superhuman beings who are presented in 
a series of imaginary conversations with human beings - in the 
case of Al-Masamir God and Satan - on the subject of certain 
doctrinal points of Islam, while Ibn Shuhayd imagines, in his 
Risalah, a series of interviews with the jinnis who inspired 
the great poets of the past. Al-Masamir is also similar to 
Risalat al-GhufrafL:. of Abu al-'Ala* al-Macarri who wrote his 
Risalah eight years after Ibn Shuhayd, imagining in it, more 
daringly, a visit to heaven and hell to interview the poets 
themselves. It must be stressed, however, that Nadim is 
entirely orthodox in his beliefs, while Abu al-fAla* is an 
agnostic and heretic. Nadim is original in that he intro­
duces God, Satan and Muhammad as characters into his story, 
and in his reliance on the Qur'an to support his arguments.
1. See Appendix, No.^yp.&^rjjfor complete text of the I
Mismar, cf. Al-Masamir, p. 73-84.
2. For details cf. al-Iskandar1, al-Mufassal, vol.ii,pp.
134-158.
Most conversations revolve around Islamic articles of 
faith. However, Al-Masamir contains no consistent philosophic 
system; to form a general idea of his opinions, one must 
first collate notions which are incoherently scattered through 
a long succession of rhymes.
Characteristic of A1-Masamir is a certain approach to 
dramatic style and the striking circumstance that the story 
runs, like a red thread, through all the otherwise separate 
anecdotes with the intention of joining them into a whole.
If it had been completed, Al-Masamir would have become a novel, 
consisting of several chapters.
It detracts greatly from the immediate literary sig­
nificance of Al-Masamir whose serious parts are marvels of
stylistic excellence and specimens of the artistic style at
(1)
its best, that Nails 3,4,5>8, which represent the satire 
proper, contain obscenely abusive passages which would condemn 
any writer, too vulgar to be introduced into any work of 
criticism, and too offensive to be quoted even in small samples. 
Whatever the hostility between him and Abu al-Huda may have 
been, there is no justification for Nadlm1s writing in a 
language which, for sheer obscenity, has no parallel in Arabic 
literature; the shame he brought on himself by writing these 
passages exceeds the shame to which it exposed Abu al-Huda.
Nor is it less strange that he connected these offensive
1. Al-Masamir, from p,19 to p.63.
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passages, with pious reflections and exalted theological
treatises« However, the introduction to the work written
by its publisher, Sharif WIT#H.M., who was himself an enemy
of Abu al-Huda, is composed in a style so similar to the
four satirical Mismars that it could easily be mistaken for
Nadim*s own* This fact suggests a solution which, if correct,
would partly exculpate Nadim. As the book was published
after Nadim*s death, it is not impossible that its publisher,
prompted by the hatred of their common enemy, profited by the
fact that the author was dead and added to the abusive
passages, so that some of the most offensively vulgar ones
may have come from his and not from Nadim*s pen*
As has been earlier mentioned, Nadim wrote, in 1880,
two plays, Al~&rab and Al-Watan, but only a few pages
of the latter are preserved which is obviously not
sufficient to judge of his merits as a playwright.
Fragmentary as it is, the play Al-Watan. is interest­
ing in that it is one of the earliest experiments in the 
history of Arabic drama. Like all early experiments, 
exposition is primitive, it is reminiscent of the early 
morality plays of Medieval Europe*
It can be aptly termed a dramatic sketch. The 
meagre fragment preserved is not indicative of the plot; the 
three incomplete scenes extant have hardly any plot at all.
In the first scene, Al-Watan (The Nation) in a desolate 
state meets in succession representatives of the Egyptian
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society: peasant^ city dwellers and civil servants.
Being portrayed as representatives of a decadent social^ 
moral and intellectual order, they are all deaf to Al-Watan*s 
comments and his repeated reciuest to them to educate their 
children so that a better standard of living can be achieved. 
Finally, the patriot 'Izzat, decides to obey the exhortations 
Al-Watan to found a school where the children of the 
poor are educated.
The second scene implies that the school has been 
built and that everybody’s views about education are changed.
The play ends with an epilogue, in classical verse, 
where the Khedive and his Ministers (who attend the perform­
ance) are highly praised for the help they give their people.
The play has no central figure, and the various 
characters scarcely even pretend to be individuals. They 
are static types or even images of certain social classes.
They have no psychological motivations and have no experience 
beyond the speeches given to each. But for a few quick 
realistic touches concerning their social status and the 
decadent state of things, they would be utterly lifeless.
The play represents an interesting experiment with 
language* As a rule serious drama was written, and in most 
cases, is still being written in classical Arabic. In his 
dramatic sketch, Hadim endows his dialogue with naturalistic 
touches by using every day speech which lends colour to the
play* In contrast with the language of the first two
scenes that of the epilogue is written in classical verse*
Nadim* s didactic tendency makes itself felt not only
in the form, but also in the contents of the play. Al-Watan
appears as a teacher who conveys knowledge in an acceptable
and most pleasant way* His aim is to stimulate the spectator’s
mind and awaken his conscience*
In this play he attacks the existing state of things
y/hich he denounces as vicious, useless or foolish. He
opposes the extremes of limitation of Western ways^and,looking
the
round, witnessing the many follies ir/general con-duct of life, 
urges people to remedy the abuses by emphasising the vital 
role of education*
o
NADIM AND POETRY
The revival of poetry within the Renaissance movement 
in Egypt, is posterior to that of prose; in fact, there is 
little trace of it before the war of 1882* As has been
stated above, three distinct schools of poetry are discern­
ible at the time of the Renaissance:
1 - the imitative poetry of the traditional scholastic group;
2 - the colloquialised poetry of the extreme modernists,
characterised by its complete disregard for the tradition
of the Qasidah;• * ^
3 - the moderate group whose poetry is modelled on the
classical poetry of the G-olden Age* Progressive as he 
may be in other respects, Nadim as a poet - if he can be 
described as a poet at all - must be regarded as belonging 
to the traditional school*
He wrote three Diwans of poetry in three different 
periods of his life: one goes back to his first contemplative
period, 18$Q-1878; the second falls into the first of the 
two periods of social and political activity, 1879-1882; the 
third, Tarsi *al-Mas fi Kha.vr al-Nas* was composed during his 
second contemplative period (i.e* during his retreat, 1882- 
1892)*. The three Diwans, reputed to have consisted of
17,000 lines, are unfortunately lost. What has survived.
1* Cf. Al-Ustadh, p. 88.
of his poetry amounts to no more than 1060 lines recorded 
AI-Tankit, Al-Ta5if and Al-Ustadh, and in the books Kan 
wa Yakun, Al-Masamir and the posthumously published collection 
of his writings, entitled Sulafat al-Nadlm. This represents 
quantitatively too small a percentage of the whole to form 
the basis of a correct assessment of its quality. Although, 
the extant fragments consist of specimens of poetry from 
different periods of his life, only one of the odes has been 
completely preserved; this is, obviously, not sufficient 
to form an accurate opinion of the literary value of Nadim*s 
poetry. However, so much can be stated with certainty that 
Nadim*s poetic work does not equal the standard of his prose. 
While his prose style developed after he had joined the mod­
erate group, and exhibits all the characteristics of the 
typical evolution away from^the imitative method to a moder­
ately modern manner of writing, his poetry remains, in both 
style and form, stationary all through his life, so that 
specimens of the last period do not differ, materially, from 
his earliest attempts, though they may differ from them, to 
some extent, in their outward appearance. The only criterion 
by which they are distinguishable is that, in the poetry of 
his later years, the wider scope of his intellect, broadened 
by experience and continuous growth of knowledge, results in 
greater ease and lucidity of expression. The fact that 
Nadim never really freed himself from the traditional concept­
ion of poetry, and never threw off completely inherited
which
medieval mannerisms,/often makes him conventional and 
weak* What is preserved of his poetry consists mainly of 
panegyrics and eulogies, personal satire, descriptions, 
aphorisms and artificial pleasure songs, in all of which 
hackneyed comparisons, hyperbolas, puns, chronograms on names 
and occasions and other verbal fireworks vainly try to make 
up for lack of continuity in mood and imagery. He has an 
undeniable gift for prosody and is a pastmaster of metrical 
composition, but the flight of emotion so characteristic of 
his prose is lacking in his poetry to such a degree that it 
is often little more than a common versifier. Even in his 
attempts to follow the models of the Golden Age he fails to 
come up to the standard of real poetry. This makes it some­
what difficult to account for the undeniable reputation as
CD
a great poet he enjoyed among his contemporaries. To
understand this fact it must be borne in mind that they 
judged him by standards entirely different from those of the 
twentieth century. The reasons for the discrepancy between 
the contemporary and the $odern valuation of the poetry of 
Nadlm lies in the change of criteria, i.e. simply a change 
of taste. In his own time and environment, a man who 
succeeded in pleasing his audience, who could give witty
1. Cf. Samir, op.cit .,pp.U* 5.20-22; Taymur, op.citpp. 3*5* 
28-30; 2aydan, Mashahir, vol.ii, pp. 106, 112; also Tarlkh*
Jidab, vol. IV*. pp 210-211; al-Hilal, 15.10, and 15.11.1893 
and 15*I*189U$ Abd a1-Rahman al-Rafi*i, Shu'ara* al-
Wataniyyah (Cairo 19®.^ PP*13-17•
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brilliant repartees and take up every challenge to emulate
great poets of the past, was himself considered a great poet - 
although the audience was hardly able to judge whether the 
attempt was successful. It is related that when NadTm was 
challenged, in Shahin Pasha*s salon in Tanta in 1877 > to com­
pose a poem on the meaning and in the metre of MutanabbT*s 
famous Qasidah;
"Nadim with a gesture of defiance unsheathed his pen and
write on al-Mutahabbi1 s meaning in ai-Mutanabbif s rhyme and 
metre, could not but be considered his equal at that time. !
His environment believed that poetry was no more than brillian­
cy and wit, for it was before everything the art of words and
verbal ornament and a skilful answer to a challenge”•
Nadim more than satisfied these requirements. He was 
sweet of tongue, a past^master of puns, brilliant in improvisa­
tion and quick of repartee, and capable of versifying, at a 
moment’s notice, on any imaginable subject. Since, according
1. Samir, op.cit*, pp*5~6; cf. also Taymur, op.cit., p.29*
2. See Appendix, No., xx, Pf*fc58 -
3. Al-'A^ad, Shu'ra Misr, p. 22*
wrote a Qasidah in the same rhyme and metre, and on the 
* (2)
same theme. A man who was able, at a moment’s notice, to
(3)
5 9 8
to the ideas of his time, poetry was "a verbal contest, a
controversy in v/ords, quick, skilful answer and improvisation'1,
Nadim the poet stood high in the esteem of his contemporaries,
When^in 1893* the periodical al~Hilal announced a kind of
public poll with the purpose of naming the best three Egyptian
poets, Nadim drew a greater number of votes than any other
(2)
contestant, for he figured in most of the answers. This
proves conclusively that he was considered, in his day and
age, as one of the greatest poets of Egypt. The opinion of
one of the readers is especially indicative of contemporary
taste: "In my opinion, it is Nadim who is the best poet,
for he is a master of elegant similes and comparisons with
the newly invented European machines, and is skilful in de-
(3)
corating his poetry with Bad!* devices". AnotEner reader 
thus Justifies his choice: "One of the reasons why I prefer
him to others as one of the top three is that, when he was 
challenged on one occasion to describe in a poem two beauties, 
one called Bulxna and the other Ruslna, he said immediately:
This pun was admirably suited to the mentality of his age. 
Unlike his prose, his poetry did not go with the
1. Al-'Aqqad, Shu'ra* Misr, p. 89*
2. Cf. al-Hilal, 15,10‘and 1*5,11.1893 and 15*1*1894.
3. Gf. Ibid, 15*11*1893*
4* Al-Hilal, 15*1.189^4.
times and become modern in form. Nor did it develop along 
the lines of the moderate group by going back to the models 
of the Golden Age. On the contrary, it remained, all through 
his life, merely a means of displaying his erudition by 
adorning his versification with Badi* devices such as exordium, j 
paronomasia, antithesis, equivocation, exaggeration, peroration, 
etc., The only point of difference between the poetry of his 
adolescent years and that of mature days is that the quality 
of the poetic form improves parallel with the growth of his 
knowledge in the course of years. The subject matter, however, 
invariably remains the same.
The main weakness of the poetry of his first period 
is its characteristic artificiality; he exhausts his strength 
by the pursuit of verbal niceties; Badi* reigns supreme in
(i)
each of his poems. He is fond of Tashtlr and Takhml..s,
iw.it <m ■, Am mm nM — i— « ■ tm, rt 9 » \
(2)
playing with words and displaying his skill in versification*
It must be admitted that Nadim was the first to introduce
the inventions of the industrial .age into poetry. Thus he
makes the steam train the subject of a poem as early as 1874*
(3)
This does not, however, entail any change of form.
The amount of poetry recorded from the second period 
of his life (1879-1881) is rather meagre. The prevalent
1. Cf. Sulafah, vol. i, p. 130
2. For specimens of his poems in this period of Sulafah, 
vol.I, p.29,39,50,76,130-132 and vol. ii,p.129-130.
3* See Appendix, No. 14 P* 659.
influence observable in this period is that of Jamal al-Bin
which results in the addition of didactic elements to the
traditional subject matter, again without any modification 
(1)
of the form.
In spite of all the statements to the contrary,
Nadim was by no means the poet of the revolution. Although 
he was, in the third period of his life, (1881-1882) the 
chief propagandist of the national movement, there is almost 
no echo of the revolution in his poems. Even the few lines 
composed on the actual field of battle and recorded in 
Al-Ta*if betray that he was unable to express his feelings 
in poetic form. &eal talent for poetry, the magnetic touch 
which in some mysterious way infallibly establishes a relation­
ship between poet and reader, is in Nadim1s poems conspicuous 
by its absence* The Qasidah he improvised on the battle­
field furnishes tte incontrovertible proof that Nadim never
(2)
quite succeeded in becoming a poet.
In his second contemplative period (1882-1892)^ that 
is to say, at the time of his retreat, his poetic output 
consisted mainly of eulogies on the Prophet and his family 
to which he himself traced back his descent, of appeals to 
God, the Prophet Muhammad and the Prophetfs family to help
him in his plight and of complaints about his fate. Although
1. See Appendix, No.15,p. 659-660.
2* See Appendix, No.l^p. 660-661.
lie inclines to mysticism, and even imitates the great 
poets of the Golden Age, he fails to free himself from the 
shackles of Badi*. In a love poem written in this period 
he makes extensive use of newly coined scientific terms, "but 
only to display his skill of playing with words, whatever they
(i)
may he* Imitating the famous Lamiyyat al-'Ajam Qasidah of. • *
the great Tughral which begins with:
(3)
Nadim completely fails to reach the standard of his model*
When he imitates the great Mu*allag.ah of *Amr Ibn Kulthum, he
virtually plagiarises it; the only change he makes is the
addition of some Badi* devices It is needless to say that the
—  (4)
result is not to the advantage of the poem. However,
in the only complete Qasidah extant and the only (Jasidah in
which he is completely original and entirely free from Badi*
restrictions, perhaps because it is conceived on the lines
of a song, Nadim has succeeded in producing an easy flow of
(5)
clear and lucid verses*
In the fifth period of Nadim1s life which coincides 
with the second phase of the development of the national
1. See Appendix No, 17, p. 661. ^ >
2. For details cf* Ahmad Hasan al-Zayyafc, Tarikh al~ Adab 
al-^Arabi (Cairo 19U2)/pp. 281-283; al-Iskandarl, al- 
Wasit, pp. 282-281}-.
3. See Appendix No. 18, p.p. 661-662.
U* See Appendix,No, 19, p#. 662-663.
5. See Appendix, No.20, p. 663.
movement (1892-1893) in which he played a leading role, 
the general character of* his poetry remained unchanged*
Had Nadim had a genuine talent for poetry, the ten year 
period spent in study and contemplation which had such a 
great effect on his prose would have given it depth, and the 
emotionally tinged participation in the second phase of the 
national movement would have fertilised it. The fact is, 
however, that it remained shallow and curiously detached 
from the political turmoil in him and around him. Only once 
did he use poetry as a means of propaganda for the national 
movement, "but even here his primary aim was not to propagate 
his nationalist ideas, but to satirise the owners of al-
(i) —
Mugattam who were the enemies of the national movement.
It is necessary to mention that Nadim introduced, 
in this period, a new original feature into Arabic poetry, 
by modifying the traditional ways:
1 - by abandoning the principle of the C^afiyah of the ode
which decrees that it should be composed in one rhyme 
throughout;
2 - by conceiving each line of the poem as a self-contained
semantic unit;
3 - by abandoning the unity of metre obligatory for the
Arabic Qasidah.w •
1. Of. Al-Ustadh, pp. 56*4.-567
As he announced in the introduction, he intended to begin 
the lines of the poem with letters of the alphabet in their 
normal alphabetical order, and to terminate the lines with 
successive letters of the alphabet. But, while the initial 
letter remains the same for 29 lines, the final letter, ?/hich 
constitutes the Q,af iyah, is replaced in each consecutive line 
by the next letter in alphabetical succession. 29 lines of 
the poem, each beginning with a, end in a,b,t,th,g,etc.> 
until they reach y, when he begins a new set of lines with 
the initial letter b, and proposes to continue thus in strict 
rotation until the initial letters exhaust the whole alphabet. 
To show his virtuosity in improvisation, he also announced 
that each of the ten difficult letters in the Arabic alphabet 
th, kh, dll, z, sh, s, d, t, z, gh, would be followed, after 
the completion of the normal pattern, by twenty additional 
lines, a procedure which would make the entire Diwan, called
(1)
Alif Ba li Mutarahat al-Alibba. 10*4-1 lines long if completed.
However, Nadim only finished the first two sets of lines with
the Initial letters a and b, for he was exiled before he
could carry out this interesting project. In fact, it is
not an entirely novel idea, for Ibn al-Ruml (died 896)
attempted, before him, to create a new introspective and
analytical poetry* in which each poem developed a single
(2)
theme in an organic unity. The same curious device was
1. For more details cf. Al-Ustadh, pp 998-1002
2. Of. The Encyclopaedia of Islam vol. 1, p.592(1958)
also used before him by *Abd Allah Pasha Fikri who did 
not apply it, however, to an original poem of his own com- 
position,but collected existing lines of Arabic poetry and 
arranged them in this peculiar order* Nadim’s poem., is more 
or less on the lines of £,1-Urtugiyyat of Safiyy al-Din al- 
Hilli (d* 13*4-9) with the difference, however, that the 
U^rttugiyyat consist of 29 Qasidahs, eulogising the dynasty 
of'Urtug (663—712 A.H*), each ^asidah beginning and ending 
with one of the consecutive letters of the Arabic alphabet; 
besides^the latter divides the lines into questions and 
answers•
All the poetry composed by Nadim in the last period 
of his life (1893-1896), is contained without exception in 
A1-Masamir* In spite of the impediment of Badi* style, 
it has the merit of an easy flow of expression. None of 
the verses are intended to form an independent poem, but are 
interspersed in the satire to enhance its effect. Prom the 
viewpoint of subject matter, this poetry is divided into two 
distinct groups. The first, entirely satirical in character, 
is marred by vulgar abuse and obscene language, while the 
second- surpasses in quality any other poetry Nadim had ever
written. The most outstanding of his Qasidahs is the one
* * (2)
in which Satan describes the miracles of the Qur'an. The
r
1. Por details about the’Urtugiyyat, cf. al-Zayyat, op.cit., 
pp. *4.0*4--*4-0 5*
2. See Appendix, No. pp* 670-671.
§ 0 5
rest of the verses pronounced by Satan is concerned with
Abu al-Huda, expounding the Satan’s ways of tempting
humanity and leading it astray which have now been surpassed
by Abu al-Huda, warning the Muslims against the latter*s
wickedness, or complaining of his defeat by this paragon of
(i)
all vices*
Thus, in spite of his predilection for poetry, and in 
spite of the great quantity of verse he is reputed to have 
composed, Nadim can hardly be regarded as more than a competent 
versifier who rarely succeeds in expressing his own emotions 
in poetry,and even more rarely in conveying them to the reader.
FOLK SOm  IN NADIM* S TIMS
It can by no means be maintained that Egypt has the
merit of having invented any of the Eunun a1-Sab * ah, that is
the new poetry of the modern poets which does not follow the
traditional ways of the Qasidah along the beaten track of
(2) * *
pre-Islamic poetry* In fact, these popular song forms
1. See Ibid, Noa. 27p28,30, pp. 668-670.
2. Shaykh *Abd al-Raziq, B^S.O.S.,Vol.ii,p*260. Most writers
call these forms al-Eunun al-Shi'riyyah or al-Funun al- 
Sab*ah, but differ as to the name of one form. Al-Jabartl 
does not limit the number to seven. Cheikho in his *Ilm 
al-Adab (Vol.1,Beirut 1886) p.317 mentions nine and calls 
them al-Eunun al-Tis'ah* Professor Nicholson apparently 
follows Shaykh Husayn al-Marsafi and Shihab al-Din al-Misrl 
in the naming of the seven forms. See Nicholson, op.citl 
p.L(.30; Shaykh Husayn al-MarsafT, al-WasTlah al-Adabiyyah, 
Cairo 1289 A.h !, vol.ii,p.l&8;Shaykh Muhammad Shihab al- 
Din al Mesrl.,.1277 A.H.Safinat al-Mulk pt8. See also Ibn 
Khaldun, tarikh, (Bulaq, 128lt-jWyol. i, pp.518, 524* 529* 530
and 532); al-Jabarti op.cit.^vol, i, pp.290 and al-Rawdah,
vol, ii, no. 21, dated 15th Dhu al-Qa£dah, 1288, A.H. p.4.
like Muwashshahat, gjarjal, Muwali.va, Q.uma . Kan Wa Kan. Dub ait 
and Himag otherwise Silsilah, which are sometimes rather 
ineptly termed new metres, were imported to Egypt from 
Andalusia, Baghdad and Persia. Although imported from 
outside, these short occasional poems and songs never flour­
ished anywhere to the same degree as in Egypt, for they 
suited both the nature of the Egyptian and the character of 
his social life. The kinds that proved more fertile than 
others were MuwashshaB^t, Mawaliya, and Za.ial and Kanwakan.
The Muwashshahat, a new strophic type of poetry of 
local inspiration, began to be cultivated in Spain between 
the fifth and eleventh century, and was given finished form 
by the blind poet al-Tutili(died 1129) and Ibn Bag! (died 1145' 
6). The origin of both Zajal and Muwashshahat is doubtful.
It is a controversial point which of the two is the earlier 
type; hov/ever, whether Zajal is vernacular in origin and has 
produced Muwashshahat as a later refined off-shoot, or whether 
it is a vulgarised form of the Muwashshahat, is not relevant 
in this context. Be it as it may, the origin of &atjal is, 
perhaps erroneously, attributed to the ninth century. It 
came truly to life with one of the highest poetic peaks of 
the Middle Ages, the Troubadour Ibn §uzman (died 1160), and 
the host of popular poets, who mastered and popularised this 
form in the then Arab dominated Spain.
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The structure of both the Muwashshahat and the 
Zajal is similar; both consist of* several stanzas in which 
the rhymes are so arrayed that the master rhyme, terminating 
each stanza and running through the whole poem like a refrain, 
is continually interrupted by a various succession of subord­
inate rhyme# The only difference between the two forms is 
that the classical tongue, the I *rab, is compulsory in the 
Muwashshahat, and the Lahn is only admissible in the last 
verses of the last strophe which show the common rhyme* In 
contrast to this, the Za,jal is entirely composed in vulgar 
dialect, without any regard to the rules of classical prosody# 
From the 13th century on only poets of the Mashrig. have 
cultivated these simple ballads with their novel metres. It 
is believed that they were transplanted to Egypt by the famous 
poet Ibn Sana’alSJMulk (died 1211), Saladin* s secretary#
The Kan wa Kan, unknown to classical poets, was 
invented in Baghdad, and derives its name from the formula 
originally used by story tellers at the beginning of their 
narration, corresponding to the English introductory phrase 
,}once upon a time1’* In the spoken language it was in vogue 
in the East only# Kan wa Kan was epic in character, origin­
ally a rhymed tale which later acquired a moralising tendency* 
It is a Malhun poem composed of two-line strophes and, 
strangely enough, regarded by the traditions as a particular
(1)
metrical form of Za.jal in spite of their different origin#
Mawaliya was, according to the traditions, invent­
ed in Wasit, hut was improved and made fashionable in Baghdad#
It was then permitted to compose it in both classical language 
and in Malbun, and it has even been occasionally invaded by 
colloquial words* Three of these kinds Muwashshahat, Zajal 
an& Mawaliya, found in Egypt an especially fertile soil.
The Muwashshahat, used in religious Sufi performances, 
spread among the Sufi orders and became a characteristic 
feature of the religious life of Egypt# The Mawlids, so 
frequently in Egypt, are often the scene of Dhikr performances j 
whose popularity among the Sufi orders is enormous. Dhikr 
performances take place weekly,and sometimes more than once 
a week, in every village of Upper and Lower Egypt, and the 
Muwashshahat is recited to the beat of the tambourin by the 
special singer of the Dhikr group, called munshid# Gradually, 
these munshids developed into professionals for whom 
Muwashshahat were specially composed by Sufi poets# Also 
ballad-mongers toured the villages with their tambourins^ 
reciting corrupted Muwashshahat in front of the houses, 
waiting for gifts. Inevitably, these ballad-mongers and a 
large proportion of Muwashshahat reciters were ignorant men, 
a fact v/hich influenced the Muwashshahat so that both the 
Lahn and a number of vulgarisms found their way into it.
1. Cf. Muhammad Bey Diyab, Tarxlch ’Sdah al LUgah al-‘Arabiyyah 
(.Cairo i899-1900)jVol. 1, p. 124-7*
fhis song form has prevailed in Egypt up to the present 
moment •
As regards the Mawaliya, it was originally chiefly 
classical, merely interspersed with occasional Lahn and
U )
colloquialisms. It developed into the Mawwal, and, 
brutally vulgarised, became the favourite song form of the 
fellah in which he found an outlet for his feelings of joy 
and sorrow, and spread among the fellahin all over the 
villages of Egypt. It may be interesting to point out that 
very few of these songs express happiness or joy, and their 
majority depicts the miserable condition of the peasant under 
the oppressive rule of despots. The fellah is fond of listen­
ing to these songs in which he finds relief because they echo 
his emotions, and the long intervals between agricultural 
seasons give them time t.o listen to the Mawwal, recited by 
professional singers called Pughannawi or Mawawil.il who 
are specially hired for this purpose. The fellahin seize 
with alacrity every opportunity to have them recited: at 
weddings, circumcision ceremonies, pilgrimages and even 
deliberately created occasions, they gather together and 
sit on the floor in circles, while two Mughannawis (reciters) 
stand opposite each other in the moonlight or torch-light, 
accompanied by a flute-player, and compete with each other
1. For specimens of this kind cf. Husayn Mazlum, Tarikh 
Adab al-Sha*b, Cairo 1936, PPOS-38*
in the recitation of Mawwals« Most of these singers are
capable of composing Mawwals on the spur of the moment,
freely employing Badi* devices, ornaments and puns, although
(1)
the song remains essentially vulgar. The fellah usually
memorises these Mawwals which he afterwards recites while
at 'work. There used to be also professional women mourners
(2)
at funerals to lament the death of the deceased among women.
As to the Za.jal, it takes a route different from 
the Muwashshahat and Mawaliya. As has already been stated, 
the Muwashshahat ^ though the nearest to classical form, v/as 
confined to religious topics, eulogies of the Prophet and 
Sufi teachings. It was, in the period of decadence, merely 
the imitative repetition of existing models; the Mawaliya, 
on the other hand, was in provincial dialect, of eminently 
local character and, since it was composed by ignorant 
reciters, limited in its meaning, picture and vocabulary.
The Zarjal, however, which, due to its smoothness and variety 
of metre lent itself to the expression of every thought and 
meaning of the poet, found favour with men of letters and 
predominated in literary circles. The variety of its metre 
gave the ZajjalinfZajal reciters) more scope than any other 
popular song form, and it has been said that a gajjal whoais
1. For specimens of Mawwals cf. Ahmad Bushdi Sali£, al-Adab 
al-ShacbI, Cairo 19 5U; vol. i^ pp*. 77-82; cf.aiso Muslum,
op. ci t vpp • *
2. For specimens cf. Salih, op.cit.}vol. 1, pp. 190-208
not capable of composing at least a thousand kinds of Zajal
(1)
is a poor Zajjal. Though the popularity of this simple 
ballad was such that even court poets occasionally condesc­
ended to write in this style, very little of it was recorded 
and consequently fell into oblivion. Since it was despised 
by the traditional schools for its incorrect language, and 
treated with hostility by the conservative literary groups 
who considered it a danger to traditional Arabic literature, 
the literary historian took little notice of it, and if he 
referred to it at all, dismissed it lightly as a deviation 
from the right path. It must be mentioned that, in the 
period of decadence, the Zajal suffered less than poetry, 
prose and Muwashshahat but, on the contrary, flourished for 
two reasons. The first was that the poets whose limited 
vocabulary and faulty knowledge of classical Arabic - a 
general feature of the decadence - hindered the exercise 
of their gift in the traditional classical way, concentrated 
their efforts on Za.ial as the easier and therefore more 
congenial medium; the second that the boon companions and 
professionals who had never lacked means of subsistence in 
the capital under the patronage of the rulers, found little 
scope under Turkish masters, who, at the beginning^understood
1. Cf. Ibrahim Anis, Musiga al-Shi*r, (undated) p.232; 
Diyab op.citvol.S:, p. 137*
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no Arabic, and emigrated to the provinces to seek the
generosity of local dignitaries* Although most of the
latter were wealthy, some were often also uneducated, and
found it difficult to appreciate classical poetry; but as
they were reluctant to listen to the Mawwal together with the
masses of the fellahin, the Zajal was for them a very welcome
(1)
entertainment* Later, when the Turkish rulers of Egypt
learnt to speak the language of the country, some of them 
encouraged poets to gather round them in literary circles 
which enhanced their feeling of importance; but,since the 
Arabic they were familiar with was not the classical language, 
but the easier colloquial idiom, Zajal proved again more 
suitable for purposes of recitation than classical literary 
art forms. Although the scarcity of records of Za.jal in 
this period makes it difficult to express a correct judgment 
of any kind, there is no doubt that it must have suffered 
under the general state of decadence, and that it was predom­
inantly satirical, panegyrical, erotic and moralising in 
character.
With the onset of the Renaissance in the 19th century, 
new blood began to circulate in the Arabic literally world, 
and new life came also into the Za.jal* "People of every class 
began to take notice of this art, and inclined to prefer it, 
and loved to listen to the innovators..-- Men of letters
1. For details of Zajal recitation in the mansions of the 
wealthy fellahin cf. Salih, op.citypp.76*77•
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compose Zajal because it is light on the hearts of the
(i)
masses and easy to memorise.. **u.
NADlM THE PIONEER OP THE RENAISSANCE OP POPULAR POETRY
With the appearance of *Abd Allah Nadim 1 a great, 
unprecedented revolution began in the history of Zafjal*
It is considered as the first revolution of its hind, for 
the School of Zajal he founded and the prestige which he
lent to this verse form sent it rocketing high in the
(2)
esteem of the literary world*1 •
It is true that Nadim was not the only zajjal of
his time; many famous jalin were his contemporaries.
There were such men as Hasan al-?£latl who founded a circle,
(3)
the famous ad-Mudhikldaanah al-’Aliyyah in Cairo, and his
rival, Shaykh Ramadan Halawah, Nadim*s colleague at Shahin
Pasha’s circle in Tania (1877); Sayyid 'Ali Abu al-Nasr^
Shaykh ’All al-Laythi, the court poets Muhammad Akmal
(7)
and Muhammad ’Uthman Jalal. But though famous Zajjalin,
1. Mazlum, op.citvpp*60,6l*
2. Ibid, p.63*
3. Por details cf.Shawgi Dayf, al-Pukahah fi Misr,(Cairo 1958) 
pp» 103-106; Mazlum, op I cit .,104-112 •
4. Cf. Mazlum# opIcitvp.63; also Al-Ustadh, p.985*
3. Por more details cf. Tajmiur, op.cit.,p. 141*
6. Ibid, pp. 103-119•
7* Cf. Mazlum, op*cit*,pp.98-104; Dayf, al-Pukahah, pp.108-109*
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they were essentially imitative, and merely followed in
the footsteps of their predecessors# It was their only
merit that they could recite %a.jal fluently and in large
quantities, but they lacked originality; though the 'words
were different, the picture described hardly varied at all.
The Zajal was recited at circles whose purpose was
to spend the hours of leisure agreeably in amusement or song.
The subjects of the recitations were, as usual, confined to
(i)
satire, eulogy, love and humour. The credit for having 
revolutionised Zajal goes to Nadim for several reasons:
1 - he was the first to inspire Zajal with political
passion, and to fill it with topical subjects of general 
interest like ethics or social reforon:.
2 - he was the first to use it as a means of political and
war propaganda, agitating and mobilising people to such 
an extent that they not only backed the national movement, 
but rose and fought. "People in Nadim1 s day expected 
great events; this man [Nadim] came to them in a way 
nearest to their hearts; they listened to him, and 
heard what he said. He invaded a great part of their 
souls. The effect of his revolutionary Zajal on the 
minds of the masses was like magic. People rushed to 
respond to his call with wondrous readiness, though he
(2)
was calling on them to fight and die for their nation".
1. Mazlum, op. cit.^p. 63*
2. Mazlum, op.cit., p.62
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3 - Almost unintentionally, Nadim raised the standard of 
Zajal to the level of poetry, oratory and prose. Con­
sequently, his Zajal affected "both the dlite and the
large masses of the population in a degree almost equal
(1)
to oration, poetry and prose*
U - Though he did not collect it in a Diwan, Nadim recorded
Zajal side by side with poetry and prose in his newspapers,
hesitantly in Al-Tankit, but whole-heartedly and on a
large scale in Al-Ustadh.
5 - By giving impulse and encouragement to young Zajjalin
who imitated him, by publishing their worh and giving
them scope for the publication of their competitions and
(2)
Tadmin on each others Zajal. in Al-Ustadh, he became 
the founder of a modern school of Zajal, for his disciples 
and imitators became the leaders of successive movements. 
f,They were his helpers in this great movement in which
(3)
'fcke reached heights never surpassed in its history1'.
For all these reasons, Nadim can rightly be regarded as 
the pioneer of the renaissance of Zajal.
■ y i i i
Unfortunately, most of Nadim's Za.jal, including those 
recited in his early days in Alexandria, during the competition 
at literary circles, those composed while touring the country
1. Ibid, p. 62. _
2. Some of his disciples who later became zajjals of renown 
were Shaykh Ahmad al §usl,Shaykh 'All Muhammad Salim, 
Shaykh ‘Abd ai-Jawwad;, 'All, Muhammad Effendi Hamid, 
Mustafa Effendi Hasan and others; cf.Al-Ustadh,pp.64,123, 
129; 251,277.37^,378,1+01,625,977.
3* Mazlum, op.cit.,p.62. _ _  ^m-xi. -nn
i+. Cf*.Ahmad Muhammad al-QusI,Diwan al-Qusx,G H °  ’
al-Iskandarx,al-WasxtJp.323j Mazlum,op.ext.jpp.bk.op.
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as a boon companion of dignitaries, and those produced in 
his war propaganda campaign, seem to have irretrievably fallen 
into oblivion# The relatively few extant exceptions, how­
ever, suffice to assess him as a gifted Zajjal of great eloq­
uence, who has mastered the great variety of metres peculiar 
‘to Za.ial and uses them for a great number of new subjects.
The best proof of that is his victory, at a comparatively 
immature age, over six master*Udabatiyyah who enjoyed a 
great reputation as Zajal reciters in the country# He 
composed Zajal in great quantity and with great success.
He improvised it on the spur of the moment, and none of the 
famous could equal his easy flow of verse.
It can be observed that Nadim1 s Zajal goes through 
several stages of development, parallel with the changes in 
his mode of life. His Zajal is a mirror of the events of 
his life and the echo of the condition of his soul. Thus, 
in his first contemplative period, before he had liberated 
himself from the rules of the imitative school, and was still 
following existing models in ornate literary style, his 
Zajal - as his prose and poetry in general - did not materially 
differ from the old Badi* literature. He still kept to the 
beaten track in his choice of subjects: erotic} J boasting^'
1. Yakan, op.citvol.i.p.28.
2. See Appendix No.22 p.p. 664-665.
3. Ibid. No.21,. P.
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(i)
(fakhi*), moralising (nush).
In the second period of his life the Zajal he
recited and subsequently recorded in Al-TankTt bear the
marks of his mission as a social reformer on the lines of
''Raillery and Reproof'. He composed Zajal on the spread
of drunkenness, on the passing of Egyptian wealth from
native into foreign hands, on the extremes of modernisation
in customs and clothes, and its effect on the nation at
large. (He also criticised, in a somewhat cynical tone,
the ignorance of the Egyptian and his indifference towards
(2)
education and industry)
But the Zajal produced in the fifth period of his 
lifejwhich coincides with the second period of political 
struggle and with the second phase of the national movement, 
bear the stamp of political as well as social interests.
Some of them are published in Al-Ustadh. They were social
(3) (U),
Zajal, satirical Zajal, (directed against the imitation of tie
(5)
Western way of life) and political Zajal.
Not only did Nadim deal with politics in his Za.jal, 
he made it even an instrument of polemics in his fight against 
the mercenary press, especially al-Mugattam, accusing its
1. Ibid, . No.20A, p.p. 663-664.
2. Of. Al-Tankit,7^8.1881, pp 1^9-151.
3. See Appendix Nos. 23p24,25, pp. 665-667. 
U. See Ibid, No. 26£, p. 667^668.
3* See Ibid, No. 26, p. 667.
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owners of mendacity and hostility towards all things 
Egyptian.
In dividing the press into national and anti-national 
papers, he stressed in his -Zanal the merits of the national
U)
group in inciting the nation to opposition.
The reason why Nadim did not record all his Zatjal 
in Diwans as he did with his poetry may have "been the 
prejudice against Za.lal on the part of the conservative 
literary circles. However, he was adventurous enough to 
record some of it, and a larger number composed by his 
disciples, and thus established Zajal as an art form worthy 
of recording. It was only due to his influence that some 
of his disciples founded papers on the model of Al-Tankit wa 
al Tabkit, Al-Arghul and Himarat Munyatl most of whose columns
—  h m  m m  i m t  —  -him ■ *  I iimmiib. i.  ii.BWI i m  —  > \ A
(2)
were devoted to Zajal Henceforth, Zajal has occupied
a constant place in Arabic literature*
l.IIe enumerates in his Zajal 22 national newspapers and 
periodicals cf. Al-Ustadh, pp. 858-862.
2.For more details cf. payf, al-Fukahah,pp.110-130.
THE RENAISSANCE OF ORATORY IN EGYPT
Political platform speeches in Arabic never really 
abounded. In Egypt before the second half of the nineteenth 
century. In the era of Mameluke and Ottoman rule not only 
political speeches, but even sermons bore the mark of dec­
adence. Even In Fatimid times political speeches were 
scarce, and were prepared beforehand, memorised and delivered 
or rather read out from behind a screen. The reasons for the 
decline of Arabic platform speaking x^ ere manifold:
1. - Although rhetoric had a fixed place in Muslim ritual,
since it formed part of the Friday service, of the 
celebration of the two 1Ids (The great and the lesser 
Bairam) as well as of the services held at particular 
occasions such as marriage ceremonies, pilgrimages, 
eclipses of the sun or excessive droughts, it was not 
merely confined to religious topics, but was meant to deal 
with social, political and even military problems as well. 
However, with the onset of the rule of oppression in the 
Arab world, speeches were limited to strictly religious 
subject matter.
2. - The decline of Arab power under the rule of non-Arabs
and the influx of foreign elements adversely affected 
both the purity of the Arab tongue and the fluency of the 
speakers. The circular replaced the oration in public
.CL)
life. Even the quality of religious sermons declined,
for "when orators became unable to improvise religious
speeches on different problems, they memorised the
sermons of their predecessors *.. and delivered their
words from the pulpits of the mosques without even the
(2)
slightest comprehension of their meaning.M The 
characteristic feature of medieval literature, that is 
to say Badi1 ornamentation, is even more noticeable in 
the religious Khutbah than in literature proper* In 
fact, the Khutbah became to the Khatib (the preacher)
—  —  ' n  II mr.rrwirrt r»n r" 'Ttemli  ilW* mil
what a calligraphic document was to the scribes the 
scribe displayed his art in flourished initials, the 
Khatib displayed his in rhymed prose* On all Fridays 
and diverse festivals, the Khutbahs in different mosques 
were identical since they were not original* Sermons, 
specially written for a given occasion, came from the 
same collection of sermons composed a long time before. 
There were M w a n s  of Khutbahs arranged according to the 
calendar, four sermons for every month and additional 
ones for the days of festivals, the Prophetrs birthday
(1) Al-Iskandarl, al WasTt, pp.189-190$ al-Zayyat, op.cit., 
p. 213
(2) Al-Zayyat, op.cit., pp_. 213,21^$ cf.^also al-Iskandarl, 
al-Wasif, p.292$ Mahmud Mug'tafa, Tarikh al-Adab al ’Arabi, 
Cairo 1937, vol.II, pp.5J+«55
and his ascension.
The emergence of platform speaking in Egypt in the 
second half of the nineteenth century was the result of four 
contributory factors:
1* ™ The burden of oppression under which Egypt had laboured 
for many centuries began to lift, and the country began to 
enjoy that relative freedom of expression in political 
matters which is the pre-condition of oratory.
2. - Public opinion, non-existent under Turkish rule, began
to consolidate, and the formerly indifferent citizen was 
roused to national consciousness which is the main source 
of patriotic oratory.
3. - The increasing spread of education and the newly estab­
lished contact with the outside world as well as the 
development of journalism brought awareness of the deplorable 
conditions in which the Egyptians were living, and this new 
awareness made their ears listen and their tongues speak.
If. - As has been mentioned before, Jamal al-DTn fully
appreciated the importance of platform speaking as a medium 
of propaganda, and trained the most promising among his 
disciples in the art of rhetoric, thus providing a large 
contingent of proficient orators. However, IsmarIlls iron 
grip was inescapable; exile to the Sudan or even death by 
strangling threatened whomsoever opened his mouth in public
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to criticise Isma'il's dictatorship, or to deplore the
dire plight of the country and, though Isma*Il could
prevent tongues from speaking, he could not prevent the
consequences of the modernisation or rather Europeanisation
which he had himself introduced and popularised*
As has been stated above, Jamal al-DTn fully realised
that platform speaking could become a powerful instrument of
his intended reform of the internal conditions of Egypt*
Therefore he took great pajns in training the most gifted among
his disciples, and inspired them with tremendous self-confidence.
“We felt in our soulst!, states Hifni Nasif, “that any of us was
(1)
capable of reforming a province or a kingdom*1.
The seed sown by Jamal al-DTn found in NadTm a most fertile
soil. Although a number of his colleagues who underwent the
aame training were later orators of great repute, none of them
can be compared with Nadim who became the most outstanding
orator of his day and age* Public speaking “was suited to no
one else as to him, and he was suited for nothing else so much
(2)
as for that11. Although NadTm*s career as an orator has been 
dealt with in great detail in the second and third chapters of 
the present work, it cannot be stressed with too much emphasis 
that the renaissance of the glory of Arabic rhetoric, after it
(1) Al-Manar, v o l . 2 S 2 H }  pp.709,710
(2) Al-Manar, vol.TCTTTT, p.710
/ 9iJ-OUUK9 Hi* ,1 vm 14 JHI» / x  '
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had been almost extinct for many centuries, is connected with 
no one so much as with Nadim• His eloquence was reminiscent 
of the eloquence of the Golden Age5 he equalled the great 
orators of pre-Islamic, Umayyad and AbbasId times*
NADIM THE ORATOR OF THE EAST
Nadim can be described as the unrivalled pioneer of Arabic 
oratory in modern times for a number of reasons of incontestable 
validity;
(j)
1. - he was the first Egyptian insmodern times fearlessly to
stand up and address the public in an open demand for
reform;
2* - he was the first to use platform speaking to communicate
with the masses and to transmit to them his ideas of reform;
3» “ he was the first to rebel against the traditional manner
of public speaking which, before him, had been confined to 
mosques and churches, and limited to religious problems; 
he began practising oratory in public places, and dealt in 
it with political, social and even military problems; 
b* - he was the first to modify Its style, adopting, instead of 
the medieval Badi’ manner, the easy, lucid, straightforward
(1) Jamal al-DTn once delivered a political speech in Alex­
andria before Nadim, but his audience was confined to 
intellectuals, and the admission to the Zizinya, where the 
speech was delivered, was by ticket only.
(I)
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(l)
style which promoted the easy flow of thought;
- he was the first to found a Mabfil for al-Khatabah 
(Periodical Assembly for Rhetoric) at which orators were 
given the opportunity to compete with each other, and 
audiences could discuss the subjects of the speeches in 
question. This Mahfil was an off-shoot of the Islamic 
Society in Alexandria.
- Nadim popularised the art of oratory in the country in
three different ways; a) he founded, beWeen 1879-1881,
a rhetoric society among the students of the Jam’iyyah's
school trained them - as earlier stated - in public speaking,
and Introduced them to the public at assemblies, parties,
celebrations and various other occasions. Some of these
students later distinguished themselves In the field of
(2) (3)
oratory; Mustafa Mahir Pasha, Fathi Zaghlul Pasha, became
famous orators in their own time. In the second period of
his activity, i.e. 1892-1^93? he trained his disciples in
the same way. Among the disciples of this period was
MustafS Kamil whose eloquence, coupled with his undeniable
genius, made him the leader of the national movement in its
) Two of his Mahfil speeches in Alexandria were composed in 
Bad!T style to satisfy public demand. Papers even announced 
the particular style and figure of speech Nadim proposed to 
use at his next public performance) cf.Misr, 13 and 20b.l879
) Became later a minister of Wagf, cf.al-Khafif, op.cit.,
p.551-
) Became Under-Secretary of State, and finally Assistant 
Minister of Justice; cf. Adams, op.cit., p.213
third phase, and who carried the torch of the revolution
after his mentor Nadim; b) he encouraged the foundation of
rhetoric .assemblies all over the country; each of the
Jam’iyyahs he founded had such an assembly attached to it
for the orators to train in and display their eloquence and
for the audience to listen; c) in his journalistic articles,
he called on the intellectuals to turn their meetings and
circles into oratoriedlarenas for the discussion of topical
(1)
problems; he even represented the promotion of oratory as a
duty to the nation*. tfTo free the nation from ignorance ,..
and to inspire the body of the nation with the spirit of
(2)
nationalism and unity*’;
7* - Nadim did not confine himself to the traditional manner 
of delivering public speeches from pulpit and platform, but 
seised every imaginable opportunity to address an audience. 
He went out to the beach, into fields and roads and to all 
kinds of gatherings and assemblies to transmit his ideas on 
reform to the masses* Thus he was responsible for the 
birth, in . Egypt, of ’’free oratory”.
8. - Among the disciples of Jamal al-DIn, Nadim was the first 
to realise thejpotential effect of oratory on the nation.
He was even the first to attempt, in the press^a monograph
(1) Al-Tanklt, p.22*+
(2) Ibid, p.223-225; cf. also Al-Ustadh, pp.208, bl$-hl6
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on oration and its influence on the nation in the course of 
history, under the title Alsun al Khutaba?Tuhyl^wa Tumit 
(The Tongue of the Speaker Gives Life and Death), a chrono­
logical survey of oration from pre-Islamic times to his own 
day, together with an account of the reasons of its decline 
in the Middle Ages. "When the tyranny of Kings prevailed, 
they diverted rhetoric from its true purpose to deal with 
religion only •.• for rhetoric was then an equivalent to the 
press. We see in our own times that a just government gives 
full freedom to the press ... but despotic governments censor 
it, exactly as they censor the speeches of the orators so 
that nothing should be printed but what suits their policy
without considering the interests of the nation, and leaving
(2)
the people in the darkness of ignorance1*. In this survey,, 
Nadim also stressed the importance of oratory for the 
education of the masses: “Illiteracy ... prevails among the
bulk of our people5 but if all of them could read, the press 
would easily replace the speeches. Thus}, if we abandon 
public speaking, which is the only way of educating the 
masses, the darkness of ignorance will continue to form a
(3)
barrier between them and the progress of their time'*. With
(1) Cf. Al-Tankit, pp.235-239
(2) Ibid., p .238
(3) Al-Tankit, p.238
regard to the scarcity of good orators, Nadim suggested to
have good speeches, dealing with, topical religious, social
and political problems, printed and distributed weekly in
towns and villages in order to be delivered by less
prominent orators. To put this plan into practice, he
(1)
proposed to raise funds by subscription.
« Nadim was the first to rebel against the traditional 
religious Khufrbah, for he believed that to repeat nonsens­
ical sermons recorded in the times of decadence many 
centuries before, sermons which taught indifference towards 
life on earth, praising poverty and promising rewards in 
heaven, “corrupted the thoughts of the people, killed
determination and promoted laziness, carelessness, fatalism
(2)
and subservience11. In his project of reform Nadim pointed 
out that “the religious Khufrbah was not originally intended 
to promote love of death and renunciation to life and 
worldly matters ... but dealt, in the Prophet's and his
successors' time, with political, social and even military
(3)
interests of the nation". Nadim foresaw a great uproar 
among the established mosque preachers when they heard of
Cf. Al-Tankit, pp.238-239*, this plan never materialised. 
Al-Tankit, p.223 
Ibid., p.237
his campaign9 and so he wrote a model speech to replace 
the traditional Khutbahs he wanted them to discard. In it
he demonstrated that a Khufrbah could deal with contemporary
problems 5 and still fulfil the conditions of validity from
(1)
the viewpoint of Islamic ritual* Among the objects of his
campaign was the publication of a new Diwan of religious
Khuthahs to replace the medieval ones ,1to open the door to
every generation to write their own Khutbahs dealing with
their own questions, so that people should become conversant
with their problems, and be well-informed, not ignorant,
(2)
honoured, not humiliated, enlightened and not ignorant’*®
10* - Nadim was the first orator of modern Egypt to gain an
international reputation fof eloquence, a reputation which
was by no means confined to -Arab countries, but even reached
Europe; he was described as a great orator not only in the
(3)
British press, but also in official circles, and was the
first among Egyptian orators to be mentioned by European
(h)
orientalists,
11, - He was the first non-’Alim to be allowed on the pulpit 
of the mosque of ai~Azhar, not only to address the masses.
(1) Al~Tank$t, pp.239-2*+0
(2) Ibid,, p.2^ *1, the Diwan in question never materialised,
(3) cf* The Times, 20,3*1893; 29 and 31*1893/ cf, also Blunt, 
secret, p,236,
(*+) Cf. Brockelmann, op.cit., vol.Ill, pp.331-332, Gibb,
B.S.O.A.S., vol.IV, p*755, Blunt, Secret, pp. 16*+, 306,308, 
330,
(*>
but the orthodox *Ulama themselves, a phenomenon which
found no repetition until the revolution of 1919*
It is a fact worth mentioning that, in spite of his
insistence on the necessity of modern orientation, he adhered,
in his religious Khutbahs, to rhymed prose which he obviously
considered as suitable for the solemnity of the occasion.
This rhymed prose is, however, free of Bad!1 figures, presumably
due to the intention of making it more easily comprehensible to
large masses of the population. All his other public speeches
biit two - composed, as has already been stated, in his early
days - are completely free from rhyme or Bad!!* He was the
most eloquent representative of his generation* MHis poetry
was lesser than his prose, and his prose was lesser than his
(2)
tongue, but his tongue was the zenith of our present day”. 
Endowed by nature with a venturesome and daring spirit, he 
developed a characteristic courage and self-reliance, and could 
communicate this self-confidence to his audience* The 
relationship between him and his audience was reciprocal for he 
needed the presence of an audience to inspire him* It is 
certain that his eloquence and zeal in approaching the public in 
speeches gave him his opportunity in leadership more rapidly 
than any other of the numerous activities he developed.
(1) Cf* Blunt, Secret, pp.308,330
(2) Taymur, op.cit., p .28
NADIM'S WORK
TAbd Allah Nadim wrote a considerable number of books. 
Regardless of all his other pursuits - which, as has been 
already shown, were manifold ~ he always devoted a part of his 
time to writing, but the most important period of his creative 
life was incontestably the decade from 1882-1892 in which no 
other duties diverted his attention. These ten years, in 
which his literary output covers a great diversity of subjects: 
literature, rhetoric, theology, history, linguistics, U$iil, 
Tafslr, Tagawwuf (mysticism), ethics and politics, can be aptly 
termed the second contemplative period of his life. Though the 
great majority of his books are lost or at least not available 
for reasons beyond our control, the small number extant will 
have to form the basis of a judgement of both the calibre and 
the role in literature of Nadtrn as a writer in -Arabic.
The number of books written by him cannot be assessed
with any exactitude. The presumably irrecoverable loss of the
majority, and the insuperable difficulty in getting hold of
some presumably existing but inaccessible works of Nadim, forms
the chief obstacle. There is not the slightest doubt, however,
as to his fecundity and versatility. His lifelong friend
Ahmad Samir has stated that "he ^Nadlm7 has written, in books
(1)
large and small, what amounts to hundreds'*. In another place,
(1) Samir, op.cit., p*20
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the same friend declares that Nadim* s ’’literary epistles and
(1)
books reach a hundred on different subjects”. The third
statement in this respect comes from Isma'il Pasha al-BaghdadT
(2)
who saysi ”His books, large and small, exceed a hundred”.
According to this statement, therefore, only a very small
percentage of his literary output is still extant.
Several reasons account for the loss of his books. To
begin with, when he was forced to flee at night from Badawa,
in or about 1875, after his afore-mentioned quarrel with the
local ’Umdah, his host, the latter*s followers broke into his
house and ’’when they failed to find him., they set fire to the
(3)
house and his books were burned with the rest”. Secondly,
during his days as a merchant in al-Mansurah, ”his servant
profited by his absence and stole his belongings, including his
(^ *)
books, and fled”. Thirdly, when his father was evacuated from 
Alexandria with the rest of its inhabitants during the bombard­
ment of the city on July 11th, 1882, “he collected a selection 
of my books”, says Nadim, “and packed them in three large cases
(5)
and took them with him ... he lost them in Kafr-al-Zayyat”.
The fourth circumstance to cause the disappearance of a number
(1) Samir, op.cit., p*V
(2) I& his book, Iiadiyyat al-1ArifIn fi Asma5 al-Mu’allifin wa 
’Athar al-Musannifin (Istanbul 1901) vol.I, p.**f-92
(3) Samir, op.cit., p.22
(k) Ibid., pp.22-23
(5) Kan wa Yakun, vol.I, pp.9j89; also Samir, op.cite, p.23
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of his works was that his friends loved to read'what he
composed* "Thus, immediately when he finished any hook, and
it was still in manuscript form, some friend came to him and
borrowed it, but did not return it* Friends from Cairo,
(i)
Alexandria and al-Mansurah have done it". One of these 
friends was the afhre'-anentioned !Abd al-’AzIz Hafiz, who borrowed
(2) • h )
his small Diwan of poetry, but failed to return it; another,
_  (if)
M. Bey F., borrowed his medium-sized Diwan and, when asked to
(5)
give it back, "proffered the excuse that he had lost it". As
to a collection of literary epistles, also written in his youth,
and dealing with a variety of subjects, "he had them in safe
keeping with a friend, together with his third Diwan, /Targl*
al-Mas fi Ivhayr al-Nas/, but the friend later withheld them and
(6)
refused to hand them over after Nadim1s death." The fifth 
reason why much of his work disappeared without trace was the 
confiscation of Nadim*s books and manuscripts by the Turkish 
police by the Sultan's orders in the course of the fruitless
search for Al-Masamlr, the satire on Abu al Huda al-Sayyadi— —  • (?)
which the Sultan erroneously believed to refer also to himself.
(1) Samir, op.cit., p.22
(2) Consisting of 3 9000 lines of poetry,written 
cf. Samir, op.cit., p.20
in his youth;
(3) Ibid*
O O Consisting of ^,000 lines of poetry written 
cf. Samir, op.cit., p.20
in his youth.
(5) According to a statement made by his brother 
cf. Sulafah, vol.I, p.69
'Abd al“Fattah
(6) Ibid.
(7) See above^p.
Sixthly5 when his mother and brother arrived in Constantinople
immediately after his decease* ”they found his house empty* for
his friends and associates had taken everything of value* even
(1)
his books and manuscripts”®
For the purpose of classification* it has been found both 
convenient and advisable to divide his life - and literary 
activity - into six periods!
I• FIRST PERIOD! 1860-1879
1. - A small Diwan of poetry* consisting of 3*000 lines of 
poetry? it is lost;
2® - A medium Diwan of poetry, consisting of h*0G0 lines? it 
is lost?
3. - A large collection of literary epistles on a great variety
(2)
of subjects* of which not more than sixteen have survived® 
All written in Radi1 style while he was working at &l-§asr 
al-’All in Cairo® 
b, - Another collection of literary epistles under the collec­
tive title Riyad al-Rasa*il wa §iyad al-Wasst’il. Together
w j i i w a n i.W in X n i i n Mi nun rnnetmni .tv,*?-roi-tmt T-v-**=v^>«wwer>ii
with his third Diwan of poeti*y* they were entrusted to a 
friend and* with the exception of the introduction and two 
epistles* never recovered.
5* - Za.ial recited in this period (mostly unrecorded).
(1) Samir* op.cit.* p.19? this may have been done by the Sul­
tan and Abu al-Huda themselves for the above mentioned 
reasons.
(2) Not fourteen, as stated by Samir,.cf.Samir, op.cit.,p.20
The Zaial he recited while touring the country as a boon 
companion of dignitaries and wealthy men in towns and villages* 
and which are believed to have been produced in great quantities, 
do not seem to have been recorded at all. The only exceptions 
are the Za jal improvised in the competition at Shahin PashaTs
mansion in Tanta in August 1877 when, Nadim recited Za.ial and * •
other popular poetry. His friend* Shaykh Ramadan Halawah, was 
present at the meeting* and took down in writing what Nadim 
recited. “Of the Za.ial of this meeting, he /Shaykh Ramadan
Halawah/ wrote five full copy-books all of which are kept in
(1)
our possession* nothing has been lost". These five copy-books
can be considered as a Diwan, the first Diwan of Nadim’s Za.ial.
He himself never regarded this collection as a Diwan, or at
least never referred to it as such, as he did with his poetry.
The probable reason why Nadim never thought of recording the
enormous quantity of Za.ial he produced in form of a Diwan, was
the belief prevalent in conservative literary circles at that
time that Zajal, whose language was popular, was inferior to
literature in the proper sense of the word. Unfortunately,
most of these copy-books were subsequently lost, and only a
fraction of the Zajal recorded therein was later published in
(2) ’
Al-Ust£dh.
(1) Al-Ustadh, p. 99b
(2) Ibid., pp.985-99?
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SECOND PERIOD: 1879-3.881
A number of articles published in the newspaper Ml sr. 3I- 
T1.1 arah; al-'Asr .a.l-Jadld and all of which are
preserved.
The periodical Al-Tankit wa al-Tabkit. published in
Alexandria from June 6* l88l * October 23, 1881? all its 
issues are preserved® In this period* Nadim also had the 
intention of writing his memoirs* or rather an account of 
his days in Al-Jam1ivvah al-Khavrivvah under the title
(1)
1 l?Athar al-Insaniyyah f1 Tarikh al-Jam’iyyah al-Islamiyyah 
but this book never materialised®
Two plays, Al-Watan and Al-TArab® written in 1881® andV  /  m T>';nagBxa3gp*®aa ihl^vum ..................... »■ ii> /  /
performed on the stage of the Zizlnva with the student cast 
of the afhne^mentioned Dramatic Society? only a few pages 
of al-Watan are extant.
THIRD PERIODS 1881-1882
The newspaper Al-Ta9 if * from November 1881 - September 1882? 
published at first in Alexandria and later transferred to 
Cairo. As has been mentioned earlier* only twenty issues 
have been preserved.
Into this period also falls the historical work Mugffbalat 
al-Nazir, consisting of four large volumes? it is lost.
Al-Tankit* 3®7*1881, p.50
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TV* FOURTH PERIOD: His retreat, from September 1882-May 1892.■mi l l ij   * ———[ J-*n~rt——m r 1 11* 11 muir-inn.n— n —irtnnltiTi—rni ti i m^  t w ih ») m i *         will i* !■ im i iim i| ■ pin ip . mi n > i m i -  — ■ - - 7 . .............................  ^^"■MfOt'r~TWeTr-r^rm^!nr£trwra
1* - A collection of literary epistles in his early Badi' style,
written to some of his friends from his retreat* Only
(1)
four of these epistles are preserved*
2. - A collection of letters, also in Bad!1 style, addressed
to 'Urabi during the latter*s exile in Ceylon; five of
(2)
them are extant*
3* - Iian wa Yakun., consisting of three volumes, the first of
which was published in instalments in Al-Ustgdh; only
thirty-two instalments, consisting of 256 pages, are
preserved, but the remaining 6b pages of the manuscript
which were never published, are lost* .The second volume
is lost; the third dealing with the history of the national
movement in Egypt beginning with Sa*id's reign and ending
with the collapse of 'UrabT's revolution, which was given
the sub-title Tarikh Migr f1 Hadha &l-'Asr, was recently
discovered in manuscript form in Dar al-Kutab al-Misriyyah
(Egyptian National Library), and subsequently published
under the new title *Abd Allah Nadim wa Mudhakklratuhu 
al-Slv^siwah in 1956. Although it is not explicitly
stated in the book that it is the third volume of Kgfn wa 
Yakun, Nadim's statement contained in the introduction to
(1) Cf* Al-Ustadh, pp*21~2k, 315-328; also Kan wa Yakun, pp.12, 
205-206
(2) Cf. Tarikh Misr, pp.85-95
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to the first volume that the third -volume would deal with 
the national movement proves with certainty that the book 
published in Cairo is the third volume in question. The 
book is dedicated to 'UrabT*
(1)
h. - Twenty books 011 various subjects* It is also presumed
that the titles of nine books quoted after his death by
,(2)
his lifelong friend Ahmad Samir are not Nadimfs own 
original titles, but were, perhaps, later changed by 
Nadim himself or agreed upon in mutual consultation with 
Nadim1s brother *Abd al-Fattah and his two friends, Ahmad
•  * 9
Samir and Mahmud Wasfl* This opinion is corroborated by ♦ ©
the statement of IsmarTl Pasha al-Baghdadi whose titles 
coincide with those given by Samir. However, he differs 
from Samir in that he fails to mention Kan wa Yakun and
the two plays, Al-Watan and Al~lArab9 and the satire Al- 
Masamir*
Ahmad Samirwho frequently visited Constantinople and w&s
familiar with its libraries, ma&9,in 1397? a statement to the
effect that these books still existed, but were kept in Con-
(3)stantinople under lock and key waiting for release* A 
Corroborating statement comes from the Turkish Pasha Isma1!! 
al-Baghdadi in his bibliography; It is very unlikely to have
(1) For the names of these Books see Appendix^No.10 p® 658.
(2) For tnese titles see Appendix,No.11,p.658.
(3) Samir, op.cit., p.20
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been derived from Samir, for it does not mention all the books 
enumerated by Samir, but seems to be the outcome of an independ­
ent, personal search in the libraries of Constantinople® As 
Kan wa Yakun. Al-Watan. Al-’Arab and Al-Masam'fr were nublished 
in Cairo, there is little probability of their having figured 
in Turkish libraries; this accounts for their absence from 
al-Baghdadi1s list. Hence it can be inferred that the twenty 
books which Nadim entrusted to his brother for the purpose of 
publication, but which were never published in reality, were 
returned to Nadim by some means or other. Nadim may have had 
a last minute change of mind and taken them to Constantinople, 
probably modifying or changing some of their titles. It can 
also be assumed that they were subsequently confiscated by the 
Sultan’s emissaries during the search for Ai„Masamir. and later 
transferred to the Sultanic libraries. The old Turkish 
libraries, however, are not open to the public and therefore 
not accessible to research while present circumstances prevail. 
It appears that these books are not in any of the Turkish 
libraries; the Turkish Embassy in London and the British 
Museum have, at my request, written to the Turkish Ministry of 
Education, asking them to inquire Into the fate of Nadim’s 
literary remains, but both the answers were negative.
As to the subject matter of these twenty books, it is
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.discussed in general terms by Nadim himself: "My thought is
my friend", he wrote in a letter to a friend, "and my pen my
companion; I transmit to it what is in my mind, it preserves
it in written lines, and returns it to me as a book ... At
times I occupy myself with chapters on^TIsulo, and collate the
ideas of the Sunnis; at other times I compose peerless poems
in the form of 9&s*das, and at still another time I write
literary epistles on different subjects* Sometimes I deal
with the Sufis and their orders ... and sometimes with customs 
*
and ethics. Geography has not escaped my pen. Sometimes I 
travel from nation to nation on the boat of history, and at 
other times busy myself interpreting the variety of Badi1 styles 
in eulogy of the Prophet ... by now, I have finished twenty
CD
books, large and small?" Besides, Ahmad Samir refers to 
Muwahhid al-Fusul wa Jami1 al-Ugul, as a work on linguistics.
Nadim claims to have written, in this period, a book on 
the religious beliefs of the Samaritans based on discussions 
with the heads of their religious bodies during his tour of the 
holy places of Palestine early in 1892. He says: "We have 
written about the Samaritans a book, entitled Al-Tadhkirah al- 
1 Amir ah bi Afowal al-Samirah, in which we have discussed their
religion, history and customs in a way in which no one has ever 
written before; the only other thing written about them is
(1) Al-Ustadh, p.320
•sporadic mentions, but what we have written is based on what 
Me have taken from the mouth of their preachers and from
CD
their books." Nadim states that "We intend to publish this
(2)
book soon". Nevertheless, the book does not figure in the 
list which forms part of the account of his life published 
in Al-Ustadh. nor is it mentioned by Samir or al-Baghdadi 
after his death* Thus it may not be amiss to assume that 
this was one of the books lost before the publication of the 
list in Al-Ustadh* It is even possible that the book was 
never written at all.
■June 1895
(*+)
“ Al-Ustadh (August 1892-June 1893)
2. - Tahni?ah Saniyyah bil Afrah al-Riyadiyyah; this book or 
rather pamphlet consisting of 8 pages was a collection 
of epithalamia composed in December 1892 on the occasion 
of the wedding of Riyad Pasha1s sons. In fact, only the 
introduction to the book was written by Nadim; the poems 
themselves were written by others.
3« - ?Adab Ramadan, consisting of current reflections on the 
month of Ramadan, published in form of contributions
(5)
under this collective heading in Al-Ustadh in 1893- It 
was one of the series for men and women of the common
(1) Al~Ustadh, p*2?9
(2) Ibid*
(3) Ibid, pp*1025j1026
A )  cf* Chapter V of the thesis
(5) The series appeared in the issues of 21*28. March, ^  A .  1893
people. It also contains Za;jal whose recitation is
very popular in Ramadan; the Za.i al is an exhortation
to fulfil the religious duties connected with Ramadan,
moralising in its tone, critical of those Muslims who
do not observe the fast, and praising those who respect
the precepts of their religion. Though the subject
is religious, he does not refrain from occasional
criticisms of the social and political defects of the
(1)
structure of the country, and does not forget to eulogise
(2)
his sponsor, the Khedive. What he actually wrote 
consists of not more than three instalments of 32 pages 
in all, to which he never explicitly refers as a book.
TL. SIXTH PERIOD (June 1893-October 1896)
1* “ Al-Masamir; a satire on Abu al-Huda al Sayyadi. Only
the first volume is preservedjbut the book must have been 
intended to consist of more than one volume, for the 
story related by the narrator is not brought to a con­
clusion, and a second volume is announced. Only nine 
"Nails" are completed; they comprise 9*+ pages.
Nadim who had a passion for writing and who, moreover, led 
a compulsorily idle life in Constantinople, must have composed 
many more books at that time. Whatever he wrote at that
(1) ?Adab Ramadan, pp.9-12, 17-19
(2) Ibid., p.20
time, has, however, vanished without trace, presumably either 
confiscated by the police or taken away by his friends, as 
has been mentioned above.
It is more than likely that most of the books written by 
Nadim are not books In the real sense of the word; some are 
obviously merely pamphlets, articles or (^asldahs. Thus Al- 
Sanihah fl ’Ulum al-Fatihah seems to have been an article 
about Bad!1 style; it appeared later under the title Hu§n al-
Ibtida*. It is an analysis, from the Bad!1 point of view, 
of the Fatifrah Surah in x^hich he believes to have found ninety- 
six kinds of Bad!1 figures. Neither is Wataniyyat al-Sharg 
a book in the strict sense; it is merely a Qasidah* In any 
case, the siz:e of the works preserved is small; when Nadim's 
brother, 'Abd al-Fattah, and his lifelong friends, Ma&mud
Wasfi and Ahmad Samir, collected the manuscripts then available,
added a selection from Al-Tankit wa al-Tabkit and Al-Ustadh and 
published the whole under the title Sulafat al-Nadim fi 
Muntakhabat !Abd Allah al-Nadim, it filled only two volumes.
A third volume was announced, but was never published. Though 
the editors did not give any of the manuscripts edited the 
title of books, it is obvious that they are identical with the 
books mentioned by Nadim in the list in Al-Ustadh. They may
(1) Cf. Sulafah, vol.II, pp. *+-13
(2) Cf. Kan wa Yakun, vol.I, p.7? also Al-Ustadh, pp.563-567
(3) The first volume published in 1897
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have been parts of books, but this is extremely unlikely, 
for if the editors had been in possession of entire manu­
scripts, they would have had no reasons to limit themselves 
to the publication of excerpts. Besides, they would at 
least have mentioned the fact, as they did in the case of the 
lost epistles. In fact, they were only too eager to publish 
anything Nadim had written.
Indeed, the haste with which Nadim often announced that 
he had written a book, when he had hardly conceived the idea 
of writing one, seems to be characteristic of him; this was
mm
the case with the above mentioned Al-Tadhkirah al-1Amirah 
bi Alawal al Sami rah and ’Athar al-Insaniyyah which never 
appeared at all, in spite of having been announced in public. 
The book entitled Magalat ’Abd Allah al-Nadim is only a 
collection of eleven articles previously published in Al- 
Ustadh.
Finally, the fact is worth mentioning that the Diwan
entitled Hanin al-Nadim, published in Beirut in 193*+ which
(1)
C. Brockelmann in his Geschichte der arabischen Literatur 
erroneously attributes to the Egyptian 'Abd Allah Nadim al- 
Idrisi, is in reality the work of the Lebanese ’Abd Allah 
Nadim Muyal. Undoubtedly the similarity of the names must 
have been at the root of this confusion.
(1) Third Supplementary Volume, p.332
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CONCLUSIONS,
Nadim was one of these Protean figures whom nature pro­
duces only at great intervals, a man of enormous versatility 
who excelled in many fields and could have excelled in all, 
if the many various talents with which Providence had endowed 
him had been adequately developed* Had he gone to the pains 
to complete his education methodically5 had he l}ad the 
opportunity of learning foreign languages to gain first-hand 
experience of Western culture; had he become acquainted with 
Western literature, especially the drama at which he tried 
his hand with some success, ”he would have become, without 
any doubt, a famous literaiy figure of international impor­
tance, and any country would feel proud to claim him as her
(1) 
son".
The fact that Nadim stands on the borderline dividing - 
or joining - two periods, results, as may well be expected, 
in a mixture of medieval and modern elements* Modern is 
the general smoothness of his writing, especially in narrative 
passages, and the framework of his essays; medieval are his 
metaphors and similes, and his love of BadI1 * He was greatly
(1) Al-Dusuqi^Fi al-Adab, vol.I, p.28l
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responsible for the Renaissance of Arabic literature, and
contributed, to a large extent, to the ensuing decisive
change in literary style and literary aims. He made
literature the instrument of social, political and religious
reform* In journalism he gave his attention, first and
foremost, to the meaning, casting out meaningless ornaments
Badi!_ figures, and did not force on the meaning unsuitable
words for the mere sake of their sound. He also trained his
pupils in writing articles for the press on social and
political subjects, and gave them practice in public speaking.
In his journalistic career, Nadim inclined towards an
elegant diction, or to a kind of dialogue in conversational
style "you could listen to indefinitely without listlessness
(1)
or boredom'1 • Thus Nadim was nearer to the hearts of his 
people than any other of his contemporaries. Though he was 
less highly educated than some of them, he was the journalist 
of the whole nation,high or low, educated or uneducated.
Among the journalists of the national movement, he was the 
most capable of propagating its aims and targets. If 
journalism is of two kinds, popular and what is nowadays 
called high-brow, with two corresponding ways of expression, 
the popular and the sophisticated one, it must be admitted
(1) Hamzah, op.cit., vol.II, p.188
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that Nadim was superior to his contemporaries since he was 
capable of addressing both sectors of his public in a way 
suitable for each.
Nadira was the first to realise that, from the viewpoint 
of style, the needs of journalism greatly differ from both 
fiction and everyday speech. While pure literature must be 
fastidious in its choice of words, laying great stress on 
the rhythm and music of its style, and everyday speech is 
entirely negligent and casual, the journalistic article must 
choose the golden mean by avoiding each of these two extremes. 
It must use an easy, lucid, simple, but nevertheless literary 
style which is easily accessible to high and low, educated 
and uneducated alike, and appeals to both in the same degree; 
to sin either on the side of complication or excessive 
simplicity would impair its value as an instrument of propa­
ganda. In this aspect, Nadim occupies an intermediate place 
between the pedantic style of Adib Isljag and Ibrahim al- 
Muwaylihi on the one hand, and the casual, almost colloquial 
style of 'All Yusuf and Jurji Zaydan on the other* His 
articles are the prototypes of the so-called "journalistic 
essay", so common in present day Egyptian journalism. "If 
we assess the three representatives of journalism at that 
time, that is to say Muhammad 'Abduh,Adib I shag and 'Abd Allah 
Nadim, we must say that ... if we deal with literary talent
6 4?
which each of the three possesses, we need not go to 
excessive pains to prove that the literary talent of Nadim 
was greater than that of Muhammad ‘Abduh and equal to that
C D
of Adib Ishaq*11
If Nadim had devoted his attention to drama, especially
its comic variety, "he would have become the Moliere of the
(2)
Arab world", for he was capable of creating and presenting 
characters, and then scoffing at them with bitter sarcasm; 
he also had the ability of magnifying social defects to show 
up their ugliness. He had the elements of a successful comic 
playwright, and could have written magnificent comedies.
He was also the pioneer of the renaissance of the popular 
song, and it was mainly due to his efforts that it was raised 
to the level of poetry. He composed Zaqal in great quantity 
and with great success, mostly improvising them on the spur 
of the moment, and "none of the famous &a,i,ialin could equal
(3)
his easy flow of verse". By founding a school of Za.ial for 
his followers and disciples, he transmitted his love of this 
art form and some of his proficienc5^ in it to a new generation 
of famous Zia.i .ialln*
"Hewwas sweet of tongue and brilliant of wit; if he
61) Hamzah, op.cit., vol.II, p.192
(2) Al-Dusuc[i PI al-Adab, vol.I, p.28l
(3) Yakan, op.cit., vol.I, p.28
showed the tendency to be concise in his talk, the listener
wished he would never finish* I met him ».. and found in
him a man with the cleverness of lyas and the eloquence of
(1)
Sahbgn’h
As an orator, he was the most impressive speaker of
his time*, ”It saves me the burden of proof that the foreign
and Arabic newspapers are unahimous in calling him ’the
Orator of the East*. Pie was also the first to stand up
(2)
against oppression.
'Abd Allah NadTm was the ’’Tyrtaeus of the national 
movement1 whose flaming eloquence did more to promote the 
cause of Egyptian nationalism than any other contributory 
factor. His contemporary itonad Taymur compared him with Sahban 
Wa\il the great orator of the early days of Islam (died 
Waliyy al-Dln Yakan,another contemporary compared him with 
’Amr ibn Kulthttm, the great leader, orator and poet of the 
pre-Islamic era.
Be that as it may, he was the most unusual figure of his 
age. nYou may say what you like”, says al-Agc$d, ”of ’Abd
Allah Nadim’s poetry or oratory, prose or scientific work or 
his literary talent, but you cannot deny that his was the 
most unusual personality among the figures of modern toabic 
literature. If you look for a similar figure which plays so
(1) Taymur, op.cit., pp.27-28
(2) Samir, op.cit., p.19
many parts - and they usually appear only at the onset of a
renaissance movement or a revo lution - you will find no one
to resemble him ... In our renaissance there is no other
(1)
figure, with so many aspects, to equal Nadim11,
Nadim was a man with a mission, a dedicated man who
sincerely devoted all his life to the service of his nation.
He amassed no worldly goods? he lived poor and died poor*
He was persecuted and banished and spent ten years in the
wilderness, but his convictions remained unshaken, "He was
a dutiful son,kind to his parents and his family, and generous
even towards the unknown* He never lent money and asked it
back, he never refused alms to a beggar, he was brave and
never bowed to the powerful, but was full of humility with
the poor* He was very clever and had a retentive memory, he
(2)
was eloquent and a gifted writer of poetry and prose*"
Realising that it was the only way to make an effective 
stand against foreign domination, he made the unity of the 
Hast which alone could guarantee the sovereignty and Indepen­
dence of the Eastern nations his main political aim* He was 
dreaming of Islamic unity, an Arab league which would 
consolidate the Eastern peoples into one Oriental block to rank 
in the world on an equal footing with the Western countries*
He wanted to ressuscitate the Arab glory of the past, and to 
do so he had to undermine the European domination of the
(1) Al-'Aqqad, Shu’araW MIsr, pp.96-97• • •
(2) Zaydan, Mashahlr, vol.II, pp.111-112
Islamic countries.
Jamal al-DIn al~Afghani found in him a sincere and 
faithful disciple, the torch-bearer of reform, and often 
stressed his appreciation of Nadimfs strength of conviction, 
devotion to the cause, his logical reasoning and argumentative 
power. "He declared, at many gatherings, that he had never 
met, in all his life, another person so fiery minded and clear 
thinking and firm of belief and lucid of proof and capable of
using the right word in the right place side by side with its
(1)
meaning with pen and tongue1 •
Nadim should be remembered, in the history of Egypt, not 
only as a pillar of the first national movement, but also as 
a bridge between the two stages of modern Egypt's struggle for 
liberty.
But his crowning glory is that he was the only leader of 
the national movement whose beliefs were not shaken by defeat. 
His morale never weakened, nor was his spiritual strength 
crushed beyond hope of recovery by the cruel reaction born of 
shipwrecked hopes and the agony of despair. "Egypt for the 
Egyptians'1 was the main axiom of his political creed, and he 
continued his fight for this principle even under the occupa­
tion, until he gave up his breath. If this were the only 
proof of his greatness, it would suffice to secure for him a 
prominent place among the heroes of his nation.
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CAIRO 1881-1882. 
ALEXANDRIA l88l. 
CAIRO 1956.
CAIRO 1892.
MISR LILMISRIYYIN, VOLS.4-9. CAIRO 1884.
CAMBRIDGE 1953.
PICKTHALL, MARMADUKE. THE MEANING OF THE GLORIOUS LONDON 1930.
KORAN.
CAIRO 1934.
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AL-RAFI'I, ABD 
AL-RAHMAN.
i ‘ASR ISMA'IL, 2V0LS.
ii MISR WA AL-SUDAN FI AWA»IL
*
•AHD AL-IHTItiAL - 1882-1892.
iii MUSTAFA KAMIL BA'ITH AL-• *
HARAKAH AL-WATANIYYAH -
1892-1908.
iv SHU'ARA> AL-WATANIYYAH.
*
v AL-THAWRAH AL- ' URABIYYAK WA 
AL-IHTILAL AL-INJLIZI*
vi AL-ZA*IM AHMAli ’URABI.
RIDA, MUHAMMAD 
*  •
RASHID*
TARIKH AL-USTADH AL-IMAM
AL-SHAYKH MUHAMMAD * ABDUH 
*
VOL. i.
RIF1AT BEY, MUHAMMAD. TARIKH MISR AL-SIYASI FI * •
AL-AZMINAH AT,-HADITHAH.
*
RIYAD, HUSAYN MAZLUM TARIKH 3ADAB AL-SHA'B.
• '
AHD ANOTHER.
ROTHSTEIN, THEODORE* EGYPT’S RUIN.
(A FINANCIAL AND ADMINISTRATION 
RECORD)*
SALIH, AHMAD RUSHDI. AL-ADAB AL-SHA’BI, VOL. i. * • •
SHAFIQ, AHMAD PASHA* MUDHAICKIRATI FI NISF QARN 
* * * •
i VOL. i r 1873-1892.
ii VOL. ii - 1892-1902.
SHARUBIM BEY, 
MIKHA>IL.
AL-KAFI FI TARIKH MISR AL- 
QADIM WA AL-HADITHy VOL. iv
STODDARD, LOTHROP. THE NEW WORLD OF ISLAM.
CAIRO 1932. 
CAIRO 19^2.
CAIRO 19^5.
CAIRO 195^. 
CAIRO 1937.
CAIRO 1952. 
CAIRO 1931.
CAIRO 19^7. 
CAIRO 1936. 
LONDON 1910.
CAIRO 195^. 
CAIRO 1934.
CAIRO 1936. 
CAIRO 1900.
LONDON 1921.
TAJIK^ JAK.
TARRAZI, FILIB D 
TAYMUR PASHA, AHMAD.
TRAIL, H.D.
’URABI, AHMAD. i
ii
WALLACE, D. MacKENZIE.
YAKAN, WALIYY AL- 
DIN.
ZAYDAN, JURJI. i
ii
AL-ZAYYAT, AHMAD 
HASAN.
HARAKAT AL-TARJAMAH KHILAL
1
AL-QARN AL-TASI' 'ASHAR.
0
TARIKH AL-SAHAFAH AL- 
1ARABIYYAH, VOLS. i,ii,iii.
TARAJ'OJ’A'YAN AL-QARN AL-
THALITH fASHAR WA AWA>IL AL 
RABI’ ’ASHAR (A.H.).
ENGLAND, EGYPT AND THE SUDAN.
MUDHAKKIRAT 'URABI, 2 VOLS. 
KASHF AL-SITiR ’AN SIRR AL- 
'ASRAR, VOLS. i,ii.
EGYPT AND THE EGYPTIAN 
QUESTION.
AL-MA.’LUM WA AL-MAJHULy 
VOL. i.
TARAJIM MASHAHIR AL-SHARQ
*
FI AL-QARN AL-TASI1 'ASHAR
2 VOLs!
TARIKH »ADAB AL-LUGHAH AL- 
'ARABIYYAH, VOLS.
TARIKH AL-^ADAB AL-ARABI.
CAIRO 1945.
BEIRUT 1913-191^. 
CAIRO 1940.
LONDON 1900.
CAIRO 1953.
CAIRO, NOT DATED.
LONDON 1883.
CAIRO 1909.
CAIRO 1910-1911.
CAIRO 1937.
CAIRO 1942.
PERIODICALS
5 A'KHIR SA'AH
AL-'ASR AL-JADID.
*
AL-USTADH.
BULLETIN OF THE SCHOOL OF
ORIENTAL STUDIES.
THE LB AI BY 8NEWS.
THE DAILY TELEGRAPH.
AL-HILAL.
AL-KITAB.
AL-MAHEUSAH.
AL-MANAR.
MISR.
*
AL-MUFID.
AL-MUQATTAM.
NINTEENTH CENTURY.
AL-RAWDAH•
*
THE SUNDAY TIMES.
AL-TA5 IP.
AL-TANKIT WA AL-TABKIT. 
AL-TIJARAH.
THE TIMES.
AL-WAQA*I«.
AL-WATAN.
CAIRO. 
ALEXANDRIA. 
CAIRO.
LONDON.
LONDON.
LONDON.
CAIRO.
CAIRO.
ALEXANDRIA,
CAIRO.
ALEXANDRIA.
CAIRO.
CAIRO,
LONDON.
CAIRO.
LONDON,
ALEXANDRIA AND
CAIRO.
ALEXANDRIA.
ALEXANDRIA,
LONDON.
CAIRO.
CAIRO.
PERSONAL CONTACT WITH: 
AL-AQQAD, 'ABBAS MAHMUD.» I *
DAGHIE, YUSUF >AS'AD.
FAHMI, MANSUR.
*
HUSAYN, MUHAMMAD AL-KHIDR.
IBRAHIM, MUHAMMAD ABD-ALLAH. 
*
RUSTUM, RASHID.
RUSTUM, EAKI BEY.
AL-SAYYID, AHMAD LUTFI.
HUSAYN, TAHA
